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Why Emotion?

I begin with a long quotation, both to set the scene and to indicate why 
this book about activism and social movements is also centrally about 

feelings, emotion, and affect. The speaker is artist and AIDS activist Da-
vid Wojnarowicz, and the quotation is taken from a reading he did at the 
Drawing Center in New York City in :998, shortly before his death from 
complications due to AIDS.

“If I had a dollar to spend for healthcare I’d rather spend it on a baby or in-
nocent person with some defect or illness not of their own responsibility; not 
some person with AIDS . . . ” says the healthcare of> cial on national televi-
sion and this is in the middle of an hour long video of people dying on cam-
era because they can’t afford the limited drugs available that might extend 
their lives   and I can’t even remember what this of> cial looked like because I 
reached in through the T.V. screen and ripped his face in half   and I was diag-
nosed with AIDS recently and this was after the last few years of losing count 
of the friends and neighbors who have been dying slow and vicious and un-
necessary deaths because fags and dykes and junkies are expendable in this 
country   “If you want to stop AIDS shoot the queers . . . ” says the governor 
of texas on the radio and his press secretary later claims that the governor 
was only joking and didn’t know the microphone was turned on and besides 
they didn’t think it would hurt his chances for re-election anyways   and I 
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wake up every morning in this killing machine called america and I’m carry-
ing this rage like a blood > lled egg and there’s a thin line between the inside 
and the outside a thin line between thought and action and that line is sim-
ply made up of blood and muscle and bone and I’m waking up more and more 
from daydreams of tipping amazonian blowdarts in “infected blood” and 
spitting them at the exposed necklines of certain politicians or government 
healthcare of> cials or those thinly disguised walking swastikas that wear re-
ligious garments over their murderous intentions or those rabid strangers pa-
rading against AIDS clinics in the nightly news suburbs   there’s a thin line a 
very thin line between the inside and the outside and I’ve been looking all my 
life at the signs surrounding us in the media or on peoples lips; the religious 
types outside st. patricks cathedral shouting to men and women in the gay pa-
rade: “You won’t be here next year—you’ll get AIDS and die ha ha”   and the 
areas of the u.s.a. where it is possible to murder a man and when brought to 
trial one only has to say that the victim was a queer and that he tried to touch 
you and the courts will set you free   and the dif> culties that a bunch of re-
publican senators have in albany with supporting an anti-violence bill that in-
cludes “sexual orientation” as a category of crime victims   there’s a thin line a 
very thin line and as each T-cell disappears from my body it’s replaced by ten 
pounds of pressure ten pounds of rage and I focus that rage into non-violent 
resistance but that focus is starting to slip my hands are beginning to move 
independent of self-restraint and the egg is starting to crack   america seems 
to understand and accept murder as a self defense against those who would 
murder other people and its been murder on a daily basis for eight count them 
eight long years and we’re expected to quietly and politely make house in this 
windstorm of murder   but I say there’s certain politicians that had better in-
crease their security forces and there’s religious leaders and healthcare of> -
cials that had better get bigger dogs and higher fences and more complex se-
curity alarms for their homes and queer-bashers better start doing their work 
from inside howitzer tanks because the thin line between the inside and the 
outside is beginning to erode and at the moment I’m a thirty seven foot tall 
one thousand one hundred and seventy-two pound man inside this six foot 
frame and all I can feel is the pressure all I can feel is the pressure and the 
need for release. (Wojnarowicz :998)

Affect. Being affected, being moved. Emotion. Motion. Movement, 
from the post-classical Latin movementum, meaning “motion,” and ear-
lier, movimentum, meaning “emotion,” and then later, “rebellion,” or 
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“uprising.” 1 The movement in “social movements” gestures toward the 
realm of affect; bodily intensities; emotions, feelings, and passions; and 
toward uprising.

Now a shift in registers, the > rst of many in this book, an indication of 
the uneasy relationship between scenes of affect, feeling, and emotion, 
on the one hand, and academic work, on the other. One of my goals is 
to make that relationship less uneasy. Moving Politics is about activism 
and political feelings, including not only expected and common feelings 
in the realm of activism, like rage, anger, indignation, hope, pride, and 
solidarity, but also those that might be less perceptible, like fear, shame, 
embarrassment, guilt, overwhelmedness, desperation, and despair. I be-
gin from the premise that feeling and emotion are fundamental to polit-
ical life, not in the sense that they overtake reason and interfere with de-
liberative processes, as they are sometimes disparagingly construed to 
do, but in the sense that there is an affective dimension to the processes 
and practices that make up “the political,” broadly de> ned. Motivated 
by an interest in the processes of social change, the book is an inquiry 
into the affective stimuli and blockages to political activism. At its heart 
is the question of political imaginaries and their conditions of possibil-
ity: How do people come to their understandings of the world and their 
sense of what else might be possible and how to get there? What are the 
factors that make political action conceivable at all, or that make some 
forms of activism thinkable while others are, or become, wholly unimag-
inable? How do attitudes within a social group or collectivity about what 
is politically possible, desirable, and necessary—what I call a political 
horizon—get established, consolidated, stabilized, and reproduced over 
time, and with what sorts of effects on political action? What are the pro-
cesses through which a prevailing or hegemonic political horizon might 
be challenged and even transformed? And what role do affects, feelings, 
and emotions play in generating, and foreclosing, political horizons? To 
get at questions of feeling and political (in)action, I analyze how political 
feelings are generated, sustained, and altered, or not; the ways in which 
power is exercised through and reproduced in our feelings; the pro-
cesses through which ostensibly individual feelings take on a more col-

:. Oxford English Dictionary Online, s.v. “movement,” at http://dictionary.oed.com/
cgi/entry/00317198?single=1&query_type=word&queryword=movement&> rst=1&max
_to_show=10 (accessed April :=, 8557).
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lective character; and how affect, feelings, and emotions—individual and 
collective—articulate with more frequently studied factors that shape ac-
tivism and movements (e.g., political opportunities, resources, ideology, 
frames). I explore as well a perhaps prior question: what are the processes 
through which the boundaries of “the political” are continually made, un-
made, and remade, and the roles of affect, feelings, and emotions in those 
processes? My case is AIDS activism, and I focus in particular on the direct-
action AIDS movement, ACT UP (AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power).

Arguing that confrontational direct action was needed to > ght the ex-
ploding AIDS crisis, oppositional AIDS activist groups began to emerge 
in :9;4–;7 out of lesbian and gay communities around the United States. 
With cumulative deaths from AIDS-related complications nearing 
and soon surpassing twenty thousand nationally—the vast majority of 
them gay and bisexual men—lesbians and gay men formed direct-action 
AIDS groups in San Francisco (Citizens for Medical Justice [CMJ]), 
New York (the Lavender Hill Mob), and Chicago (Dykes and Gay Men 
Against Repression/Racism/Reagan/the Right Wing [DAGMAR]).2 
ACT UP formed in New York City in March :9;7, and other chapters 
soon sprouted up across the country, quickly forming a national direct-
action AIDS movement. Over the course of its life there were more than 
eighty ACT UP chapters in the United States and more than thirty in-
ternationally.3 Through raucous demonstrations, acts of civil disobe-
dience, zaps and disruptions, die-ins and other forms of street theater, 
meetings with government and other of> cials, and eye-catching agit-
prop, ACT UP and similar direct-action AIDS groups intervened in ev-
ery aspect of the AIDS epidemic, with tremendous effect. The move-
ment’s profound impact on the course of the epidemic is evident in the 
long list of victories it secured (sometimes working alone, sometimes in 
coalition). ACT UP forced the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 
to speed up the drug-approval process and to adopt policies that allowed 
people with life-threatening illnesses access to experimental drugs prior 
to approval. The movement’s efforts recon> gured scienti> c procedures, 
and thus scienti> c research itself, by securing the inclusion of people 
with HIV/AIDS in government and corporate AIDS decision-making 
bodies, allowing affected populations to have input into drug trial de-

8. Each of these groups was a precursor to an ACT UP chapter. DAGMAR formed 
earlier in the :9;5s but shifted its focus to AIDS in :9;7.

6. See ACT UP/New York n.d. b; and Halcli :999.
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sign and other aspects of drug research. ACT UP pushed the Centers 
for Disease Control (CDC) to expand the de> nition of AIDS to include 
infections and diseases commonly occurring in HIV-infected women 
and poor people. Direct-action AIDS activists succeeded in attracting 
greater attention to the needs of multiple populations with AIDS, in-
cluding women and people of color, and won more funding for AIDS 
research, social services, and safe-sex education. ACT UP forced phar-
maceutical companies to lower the prices of AIDS drugs; prodded in-
surance companies to reimburse for non-FDA approved, experimental 
drugs; pushed government bodies to create needle-exchange programs; 
and prevented the passage of extremely repressive AIDS legislation. 
Direct-action AIDS activists also altered public perceptions of people 
with AIDS (PWAs)—a less quanti> able result that nonetheless had life-
and-death consequences.

In addition to the many crucial victories that prolonged and saved 
lives, ACT UP’s interventions posed a powerful challenge to conven-
tional understandings of homosexuality and of sexuality more broadly. 
Indeed, ACT UP gave birth to a new queer generation that shook up 
straight and gay establishments with de> ant, sex-radical politics. By re-
eroticizing and revalorizing all kinds of sex, ACT UP queers furnished 
a strong response to the sex-negative early years of the AIDS crisis. In 
many ways, ACT UP could be credited as well with the birth and explo-
sion of queer theory in the academy; during the ACT UP years the sep-
aration between the streets and the academy was less pronounced than 
in other periods, and learning happened across these more typically seg-
regated worlds. ACT UP also brought a renewed militancy to lesbian 
and gay activism—unsettling “business as usual” in both straight and gay 
worlds. Demonstrating, literally, the ef> cacy of confrontational direct-
action politics, ACT UP blew open political horizons that previously had 
extended only to voting, lobbying, and the occasional national demon-
stration or protest march. ACT UP queers opened up ways of being gay 
and of being political that had been foreclosed by the more mainstream-
oriented lesbian and gay establishment, paving the way for new identity 
and political formations among sexual and gender outlaws of all ages. In 
addition to inF uencing lesbian and gay politics, ACT UP also affected 
subsequent activists, particularly those in the alternative globalization 
movement, many of whom were inspired by ACT UP’s theatrical, direct-
action tactics and sleek, agit-prop style (Shepard 8558).

Despite its impact and import, however, the origins, meteoric rise, de-
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velopment, and eventual decline of ACT UP have never received system-
atic scrutiny in the > eld of social movements.4 This book explores why 
lesbians, gay men, and other sexual and gender outsiders became politi-
cally active in the face of AIDS, why they embraced confrontational, 
direct-action activism in the late :9;5s after over a decade of engage-
ment in more routine interest group politics, how the movement devel-
oped and sustained itself into the early :995s, and why the movement de-
clined in the early-to-mid-:995s despite the fact that the AIDS crisis was 
continuing with little sign of abatement.

When Your Data Make You Cry

I began this project in the fall of :994, about two years after ACT UP/
Chicago, the chapter in which I participated, held its > nal meeting and 
disbanded. My initial intent was to explain the origins, development, and 
decline of the movement. That continues to be the narrative arc of the 
book, but the project has taken a number of twists and turns that I had 
not anticipated when I began.

Most of all, I had not expected to be moved by my research. But as I 
sorted through ACT UP’s archives and thousands of news articles about 
AIDS activism, I repeatedly found myself dissolving into tears. I named 
what I was feeling “grief,” although in retrospect I can see that, while 
predominant, it was accompanied by feelings of sadness, loss, despon-
dency, longing, disbelief, regret, and surely others that remain unnamed. 
While reading something, often about people I had never met, I suddenly 
would start weeping uncontrollably, thoroughly undone. Or I would > nd 
myself astonished, in jaw-dropping disbelief about the sheer number and 
unrelenting reiteration of deaths within the movement. I would sit in 
an affect-F ooded stupor, transported to a temporally disjunctive state, 
experiencing, in a way for the > rst time, the horrors of a recent past that 
I had lived through but on some affective level had refused.

=. While Moving Politics is the > rst book-length analysis of ACT UP’s emergence, de-
velopment, and decline, there is a rich scholarship on multiple aspects of ACT UP. See, for 
example, Black :994; Bordowitz :9;7, 855=; Cohen :996; P. F. Cohen :99;; Crimp :9;7a, 
:9;7b, :9;9, :998, 8558; Crimp and Rolston :995; Cvetkovich 8556a, 8556b; Edwards 
8555b; Elbaz :998, :99<; Epstein :99:, :994, :997; J. Gamson :9;9; Halcli :999; Harrington 
:997; Hodge 8555; Patten :99;; Patton :995; Reed 855<; Roth :99;; Saal> eld and Na-
varro :99:; Stockdill 8556; Stoller :99;; Watney :998a, :99=, :99<; and Wolfe :995a, :99=.
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I began to catalog the material that brought me to tears.

A remembrance by lesbian AIDS activist Jane Rosett of her close friend Da-
vid Summers, an early AIDS activist, who died in :9;4. David’s lover, Sal Li-
cata, had invited Jane and a few other close friends to David and Sal’s seventh 
anniversary celebration, to, as Sal put it, “hang out in bed and hold David 
while he pukes.” Jane wrote,

Who could resist? It was a party. David held court and stressed how hon-
ored he was to have lured a lesbian into his king-size bed. Sal joked that 
David always did entertain best in bed. Vito Russo, Don Knudson, and I 
relayed the latest PWA dish. “More people are in love than in the hospi-
tal!” David cheered. Within a few days, David was dead, and within a few 
years, everyone else in David’s bed that day—except me—was also dead. 
(Rosett :997a, =5)

Resilience and buoyancy, and death . . . 

A tribute to Danny Sotomayor, a charismatic member of ACT UP/Chicago 
who was well known, widely loved, and controversial, both within ACT UP 
and within the broader lesbian and gay community. Chicago gay journalist 
Rex Wockner wrote about his visit to Danny four days before he died: “He 
weighed 7< pounds, was bald from radiation treatment, couldn’t talk because 
of a brain lymphoma, and was covered with tubes. ‘Can you hear me? Do you 
know who I am?’ I asked. . . . I sat down and found a tubeless place to touch 
him.” (Wockner :998a, 8;–89). Illness, physicality, human touch . . . 

A column about a lesbian and gay anti-violence march in Chicago in April 
:998 where Mayor Daley showed up and was booed by the marchers. Windy 

City Times columnist Jon-Henri Damski found himself pointing at the mayor 
and echoing chants of “Shame, shame, shame!”:

Voices came from everywhere, like a disorganized chorus without a di-
rector. It was a F ood of emotion coming from the deep tunnels of our 
grief. [Alderman Helen] Shiller was stunned, speechless for a moment, 
then said: “This is something different, it’s deeper than anger.” I agree. . . . 
Out of every corner of my eye, when I am at this kind of randomly at-
tended queer gathering, I see the faces of people I have lost, and hug the 
bony bodies of guys who soon may be gone. The loss, the tears, the grief, 
the fear, the human terror and disbelief is constant. (Damski :998b, :<).
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ACT UP/NY member and cultural theorist Douglas Crimp’s recollection 
about what a younger gay man in ACT UP had said to him after seeing an 
early :975s gay > lm:

[He] was very excited about what seemed to me a pretty ordinary sex scene 
in the > lm; but then he said, “I’d give anything to know what cum tastes like, 
somebody else’s that is.” That broke my heart, for two different reasons: 
for him because he didn’t know, for me because I do. (Crimp :9;9, :5–::)

A disappearing gay world. People, institutions, practices, ways of being, an 
entire alternative world . . . 

A > rst-person account of ACT UP/New York’s > rst political funeral, held in 
October :998, where activists hurled the ashes of people with AIDS over the 
White House fence. On the day of the march, a small group of people who 
would lead the funeral procession met together. Arthur Gursch, from Chi-
cago, held up a worn sack that contained the ashes of his lover, who had been 
a member of ACT UP/NY and later ACT UP/Chicago. “This is Ortez.” (Fin-
kelstein :998b, :5)

At the many memorial services held to honor our dead, those of us in 
ACT UP had felt intense loss. We were constantly aware of the deaths 
that were devastating our lesbian, gay, queer communities—grief was 
never really absent. Still, as a movement, we did not dwell on it, and we 
certainly were not overwhelmed by it, at least not consciously and at least 
not in the early years. In the tumult of that time, we had had little time 
to reF ect on what we were going through; we thought we only had time 
to act. As I discuss in chapter =, many of us viewed mourning as cutting 
into our precious time, already in short supply. Indeed, just as an earlier 
generation of activists had advised “Don’t mourn, organize,” 5 our com-
mon sense was to “turn grief into anger.” With great empathy, but also 
out of concern, Crimp observed that mourning became militancy within 
the movement (Crimp :9;9, 9). Such a channeling of feelings certainly 
describes my own nonconscious manner of dealing with the illnesses and 
deaths occurring within ACT UP/Chicago and the broader gay commu-
nity. But as I got deeper into my research, I found myself staggered by 
the enormity of all those deaths from AIDS-related complications, by 

5. Joe Hill, labor activist and member of the Industrial Workers of the World, is cred-
ited with the phrase.
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what participants in ACT UP had been through, and by what we had 
been trying to achieve. I was overcome by the intensity of participating 
in a movement where so many members had been sick and dying, where 
so many were experiencing such immense loss, a movement that tried to 
fend off death but was manifestly unable to do so and instead was sur-
rounded by it.

What is notable to me about my emotional reactions is that they oc-
curred not while I was in the heat of the movement, with the urgency and 
intensity and death swirling all around, but years after the decline of ACT 
UP, while reading media accounts and activists’ recollections of demon-
strations and other events; looking at photographs and watching video 
footage of ACT UP actions; amid interviews with members of ACT UP/
Chicago and ACT UP/NY; going through my folder of obituaries. I ex-
perienced profound sadness during my years in ACT UP, but mostly I 
remember feeling intense anger about the AIDS crisis. The onslaught 
of grief while doing research, then, was jarring and, perhaps counter-
intuitively, a source of knowledge that prompted a line of questioning 
about feelings and activism that has fundamentally shaped this project.

I wondered in particular about the seeming absence of grief in the 
movement, at least in the early years. During ACT UP’s heyday, we only 
had had space for anger, for a sense of urgency, for action. Often when 
discussions in ACT UP meetings became long and sometimes tedious, 
someone would yell out, angrily, “People are dying!”—a reminder of 
the pressing need to act. I am not critical of ACT UP’s elevation of an-
ger above all other feelings—there was every reason to be furious—but 
the intensity and persistence of our anger over many years prompts the 
question of what we did with our grief. It evidently was channeled to-
ward anger and confrontational action, but by what mechanism, and to 
what extent did such transformations in feelings “work”? And had such 
rechanneling existed since the beginning of the epidemic? My research 
clari> ed that it had not existed since the beginning. To the contrary, pub-
lic expressions of fear, grief, and other feelings had prevailed in the earli-
est years of the epidemic; anger was only one of them. In fact, anger was 
often submerged (see chapter :). That changed quite dramatically in the 
middle of :9;4 (chapter 8), to such a degree that during ACT UP’s hey-
day, anger was the norm, even normative (chapters 6 and =). Years after 
the decline of ACT UP, a friend from ACT UP/Chicago watched Rosa 
von Praunheim’s :995 video Silence = Death—which documents the re-
actions of writers and artists to AIDS—and was astonished at how an-
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gry people had been—we had been—in those years. Commenting on the 
dearth of anger in the lesbian and gay community in the late :995s, he 
wondered what had happened to alter our feelings.

Indeed, the emotional habitus of lesbian and gay communities—by 
which I mean the socially constituted, prevailing ways of feeling and 
emoting, as well as the embodied, axiomatic understandings and norms 
about feelings and their expression—has shifted dramatically over the 
years of the AIDS epidemic.6 Why, how, and with what effects? This pro-
ject takes up these questions, providing an emotional history—keeping 
the multiple meanings of that phrase intact—of a political movement. 
An overarching argument of Moving Politics is that various constella-
tions of affects, feelings, and emotions, as they shifted over time, deci-
sively shaped the trajectory of lesbian and gay, and eventually queer, po-
litical responses to AIDS.

Emotion and Social Movements

When I > rst envisaged this project, emotion was not at its center. The 
reigning paradigm in the study of social movements at the time was politi-
cal process theory. Its proponents argued that “most political movements 
and revolutions are set in motion by social changes that render the estab-
lished political order more vulnerable or receptive to challenge.” They 
contended that such social changes—called political opportunities—
were “a necessary prerequisite to action” (McAdam, McCarthy, and Zald 
:994b, ;). Contrary to that paradigm’s explanatory framework and predic-
tions, however, ACT UP had emerged and developed despite, and indeed 
partially because of, tightly constricted political opportunities: lesbians, 
gay men, and AIDS advocates lacked (:) meaningful access to power and 
(8) inF uential allies, and they bene> ted from no (6) signi> cant splits in the 
ruling alignment or (=) cleavages among elites.7

4. I > rst encountered the term emotional habitus in Kane 855: (particularly 8<6–<=), 
who derives it from the work of Norbert Elias, Pierre Bourdieu, and Thomas Scheff. I elab-
orate on my meaning below.

7. That listing of political opportunities is from Sidney Tarrow (:99=, :;); he reaf> rmed 
it in the second edition of his book (:99;, 74), at which point he also reintroduced the 
concept of threat (to interests, values, and survival) and suggested that, when present in a 
context of increasing opportunities for action, threats too can stimulate contention by in-
creasing the costs of inaction (78). For early articulations of the role played by political op-
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The direct-action AIDS movement emerged during President Ron-
ald Reagan’s second term in of> ce, a period when conservatives, often 
volubly hostile to lesbians and gay men, were ascendant. Liberals re-
treated as Reagan successfully united social and > scal conservatives in 
what seemed to many to be a war targeting women, people of color, and 
poor people, as well as the welfare state. Democrats—hoping to shed the 
“liberal” appellation—were not inclined to support lesbians and gay men 
who were among those attacked as part of this conservative crusade.8 In-
deed in the early years of the AIDS epidemic, both parties at all levels of 
government responded to the health crisis with a deafening silence that 
was superseded in the mid-:9;5s by repressive legislation (some pro-
posed, some enacted) that included mandatory HIV-testing, reports to 
state of> cials of the names of those testing positive, and quarantine. My 
archival research and interviews indicate that lesbians and gay men by 
and large experienced the :9;5s not as a period of political openings but 
as one of increasing state repression and glaring government inaction in 
the > ght against AIDS. People feared that the government would con-
tinue to allow massive numbers of gay men and others to die by not pro-
viding adequate funds for research, treatment, and social services—and 
that people with AIDS and gay people more generally might actually be 
rounded up. Following the political opportunity model, one would have 
to conclude that ACT UP emerged at an inopportune moment.9

That puzzle pushed me to consider other factors to explain not only 
ACT UP’s rise but the earlier emergence of the broader AIDS move-
ment as well. InF uenced by the cultural turn then well underway both in 
the study of social movements and in the social sciences more broadly, I 
wanted to understand how those who constituted the early AIDS move-
ment and ACT UP—self-identi> ed lesbians, gay men, and other sexual 
and gender outsiders—had made sense of the AIDS epidemic from its 
> rst days in :9;:. Issues of interpretation and meaning-making are cen-
tral to the story of all social movements, remarkably so in the case of the 
AIDS movement because participants and the communities from which 

portunities in social movement emergence, see Tilly :97;; and McAdam :999. See also 
Tarrow :99=, :99;; and McAdam, McCarthy, and Zald :994a, :994b.

;. See Loughery :999, =8:–88 on the reluctance of democrats like Mario Cuomo, Mi-
chael Dukakis, and Ed Koch to address the AIDS crisis.

9. Epstein similarly notes that the Reagan/Bush years “marked a drastically con-
strained political opportunity structure for gay and lesbian . . . social movements in the 
United States” (:999, <8).
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they came faced a new and mysterious cluster of diseases and symptoms 
that seemed primarily to affect gay men. How did they variously under-
stand what has since come to be known as AIDS? What factors shaped 
those understandings, and why and how did their understandings shift 
over time? And what impact did that interpretative work have on their 
political responses to the epidemic? To answer these questions, I turned 
to lesbian and gay newspapers and combed through thousands of arti-
cles on every aspect of the AIDS epidemic, covering the period :9;: 
through the mid-:995s (see the appendix). I looked at mainstream me-
dia coverage as well. Along with reF ecting on my own experiences in 
ACT UP/Chicago, I interviewed sixteen people who had participated in 
ACT UP, and read through dozens of interviews with others as well.10 I 
also sorted through the extensive archives of ACT UP/Chicago, ACT 
UP/New York, and ACT UP/San Francisco.11 Gay literature and mem-
oirs from the period also enhanced my understanding of gay life in those 
years.

What immediately struck me as I pored over all of these primary 
sources was the emotionally saturated nature of lesbian and gay dis-
courses about AIDS. The feelings expressed or evoked varied, espe-
cially across different periods—sometimes what was most pronounced 
was fear, other times gay shame and pride; sometimes grief, alternat-
ing with desperation and anger; sometimes fury, and then hope; some-
times despair; often, all of the above. The feelings indicated familiarity 
with and often expressed lesbian and gay ambivalence—a contradictory 
constellation of simultaneously felt positive and negative affective states 
about both homosexuality and dominant, heteronormative society.12 My 

:5. I read interviews conducted by Kate Black in :996 of lesbians from ACT UP chap-
ters in Chicago, New York, and San Francisco, as well as interviews of ACT UP/NY mem-
bers conducted by the ACT UP Oral History Project (coordinated by Sarah Schulman and 
James Hubbard), available at http://www.actuporalhistory.org/.

::. ACT UP/Chicago member Lou Snider kindly gave me his personal archive of ma-
terials covering AIDS activism in Chicago and nationally; in combination with my own, 
there now exists a substantial ACT UP/Chicago archive. I initially accessed ACT UP/NY’s 
archive at the New York Public Library (Manuscripts, Archives, and Rare Books Divi-
sion), which is now on micro> lm (Thomson Gale, Gay Rights Movement, Series 6. ACT 
UP: The AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power). I accessed ACT UP/San Francisco’s archive 
at the Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender Historical Society of Northern California in 
San Francisco. (In the late :995s, after the period under study, ACT UP/SF became domi-
nated by people who believe HIV does not cause AIDS.)

:8. The idea that ambivalence—the simultaneous existence of contradictory feelings 
in relation to a single object—is a constitutional part of all human beings is central to psy-
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growing archive, in short, repeatedly pointed me toward emotion. The 
emotionally saturated nature of the discourses was in part due to the 
speci> cs of the case, but efforts to make sense of events and phenomena 
are never without feeling. Indeed, emotion incites, shapes, and is gener-
ated by practices of meaning-making. That general principle, then, in-
vites scholarly attention to the affective dimensions of sense-making.

In the late :995s when I was beginning this project, emotion was 
hardly on the radar screen of theorists of social movements and other 
forms of contentious politics. Indeed, as I discuss below, the prevail-
ing models in the > eld either implicitly or explicitly assumed the ratio-
nality of protesters, and their construals of rationality excluded feeling 
and emotion. As others have noted, even movement scholars who fore-
grounded culture were neglecting emotion (Jasper :99;; Goodwin, Jas-
per, and Polletta 8555, 855:b; Aminzade and McAdam 855:). Once 
again, I was coming up against limitations of the social movement liter-
ature. The kinds of knowledge I had acquired through my own activist 
engagements and was acquiring as I sorted through my growing archive 
were at odds, strikingly so, with the social movement literature. Indeed, 
while that literature offered many valuable insights and interesting lines 
of inquiry, its omissions and shortcomings were even more useful and 
productive at these early stages of the project. My initial goal, then, 
was to advance social movement theory both by providing a critique of 
the political process theory and its political opportunity thesis as well 
as by developing an alternative approach that foregrounded the impor-
tant role of emotion in movement processes (Gould 8555). By the time 

choanalytic thinking; see Freud :9<6, :9<<, :9<; , :946; and Laplanche and Pontalis :976, 
84–8;. My concept of lesbian and gay ambivalence draws from that literature, especially 
its foregrounding of unconscious processes, psychic conF ict, and the fractured nature of 
the self. I also derive the concept from more sociological understandings that see ambiva-
lence as socially structured (see Merton and Barber :946; and Smelser :99;, for example). 
A sociological approach forces a recognition of the social factors that generate and struc-
ture lesbian and gay ambivalence: heteronormativity and consequent social nonrecogni-
tion, even social annihilation. But sociological theories do not provide a sense of ambiva-
lence as it operates at an unconscious level and the profound psychic conF icts associated 
with it. Hence my turn to psychoanalytic theory, which also improves on theories of social-
ization by reminding us that the internalization of norms is a project that never fully suc-
ceeds and indeed generates psychic conF ict (see Rose :9;7, 95; quoted in Butler :999, 855, 
n. <:.) Psychoanalytic theory illuminates the force of the feelings that were in play in this 
history; sociological theory allows us to see these feeling states as social phenomena whose 
contours can be mapped in social space. See Warner :999 for another discussion of lesbian 
and gay ambivalence.
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I > nished that stage of the project, critiques of political process theory 
were increasing, a trend that has continued in the years since;13 taking on 
that paradigm thus no longer seems as necessary. But the project of inte-
grating feeling and emotion into our conceptual frameworks for analyz-
ing contentious politics continues to be pressing.

Irrational Crowds, Rational Movements: 
Emotion before the Emotional Turn

An abbreviated history of the study of protest begins to suggest what 
is at stake in placing feeling and emotion at the center of an account of 
movement emergence, development, and decline. Prior to the :975s, the 
dominant theories in the study of what was called “collective behavior” 
tended to depict protest as the result of a structural strain—for example, 
industrialization, urbanization, economic depression—that was said to 
produce abnormal psychological conditions in individuals, leading them 
to engage in rash, frenzied, disruptive, violent group behavior.14 From 
this perspective, individuals participated in protest not because they had 
valid political grievances but because they were psychologically unsta-
ble or otherwise susceptible to being swept up into a “crowd.” In con-
trast to legitimate actors in the polity, protesters were alienated from 
society and unful> lled in their personal lives; narcissistic and arrested 
in their development; perhaps even latently homosexual.15 Emotion, 
typically understood as natural impulses that interfered with reason—
emotion as irrationality, in other words—was at the heart of this liter-
ature.16 Motivated by psychic conF icts and unruly passions rather than 
reason, protesters were deemed unstable deviants who posed a threat to 
social order and thus should be feared.

:6. For a passionate debate about the strengths and weaknesses of political process the-
ory and its political opportunity thesis, see the special mini-symposium on social move-
ments in Sociological Forum (:999, :=, no. ::87–:64) edited by Goodwin and Jasper and 
later extended and published as a book (Goodwin and Jasper 855=). For a self-critique by 
leading political process theorists, see McAdam, Tarrow, and Tilly 855:.

:=. For a succinct and lucid analysis of different classical models of protest, includ-
ing mass society, status inconsistency, and collective behavior models, see McAdam :999, 
chap. :; see also Goodwin and Jasper 8554, 4:8–:=; and Emirbayer and Goldberg 855<.

:<. See, for example, Lasswell :9;4; Hoffer :9<:.
:4. Not all classical theorists set emotion and reason in opposition; Turner and Kil-

lian, for example, note that “emotion and reason today are not regarded as irreconcilable” 
(:9<7, :7; quoted in Emirbayer and Goldberg 855<, <:5, n. =).
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Distinguishing itself from this earlier collective behavior literature, 
the new > eld of social movement studies that emerged in the :975s re-
sponded to the former’s disparaging portrayals of protest and protesters 
by adopting paradigms that assumed, even if implicitly, the rationality of 
protesters. Resource mobilization and political process models, for ex-
ample, posit that participants in collective action are ordinary actors in 
the polity who, blocked from engaging in routine interest-group politics, 
unite and prudently turn to extra-institutional politics to press their de-
mands.17 Protesters are construed as rational actors in the sense that they 
engage in reasonable, thoughtful, strategic behavior designed to achieve 
their sensible political goals. These rational-actor models usefully coun-
tered the classical paradigms’ depictions of protesters as impulsive, irra-
tional deviants, but, as others have noted, they simultaneously entailed 
an evacuation of emotion from research into contentious politics. Point-
ing out that the new generation of social movement scholars “shared with 
the older ones one big assumption, namely, that emotions are irrational,” 
Goodwin, Jasper, and Polletta note that “while the earlier theorists had 
portrayed protesters as emotional to demonstrate their irrationality, the 
new theorists demonstrated their rationality by denying their emotions” 
(8555, 7:). In light of prevailing understandings that oppose emotion to 
reason, acknowledging that protesters have feelings and might even be 
motivated by them risked painting activists as irrational, and so the dis-
passionate and calculating rational actor replaced the unthinking and ir-
rational psychological mis> t.

The assumption of rationality was an important corrective, but it has 
produced a F at, thin picture of protesters and provides little insight into 
why such ostensibly dispassionate people would ever be motivated to en-
gage in collective action. To be sure, protesters and activists are, in the 
broadest sense, rational actors: in various ways and to one degree or an-
other, they calculate costs and bene> ts of action and strategize about how 
to secure their interests, but why, how, and under what conditions they 
do so is not self-evident and cannot simply be asserted or assumed.18 Nor 
is rationality the whole story.

:7. Early articulations of the resource mobilization model include McCarthy and Zald 
:976, :977. On the political process theory, see the sources cited in note 7.

:;. For an early, insightful critique of the assumption of rationality in the dominant so-
cial movement models, see Ferree :998.
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The Emotional Turn

This is the terrain on which an emotional turn in the study of social 
movements and other forms of contentious politics has occurred, begin-
ning in the late :995s and continuing today.19 The turn toward emotion is 
a response to the excesses of the rationalist paradigms, but it is an effort 
to offer a corrective without resurrecting the problems presented by the 
classical collective behavior models. To further situate this emotional 
turn, I sketch out below how scholars within this literature understand 
emotion and brieF y consider some of the important contributions of the 
emotional turn. Then I lay out my own approach to the question of emo-
tion and political (in)action, drawing from this literature and attempting 
to extend it both through explicit attention to the nonconscious, noncog-
nitive, nonrational aspects of feeling and through provision of a frame-
work for thinking about the emotional and the social together that takes 
seriously the bodily components of emotion.

IE$+-$, -, +'" IE$+-$,&* J)%,. What distinguishes literature in the 
emotional turn from previous scholarship on protest are its understand-
ings of emotion and reason.20 Where scholars of crowd behavior coded 
institutional politics as the realm of reason and maligned protest as the 

:9. A conference in February :999 on emotion and social movements, organized by Jeff 
Goodwin, James Jasper, and Francesca Polletta and held at New York University, was espe-
cially important in launching the emotional turn. Prior to that conference, a number of pi-
oneering social movement researchers had published pieces that foregrounded feeling and 
emotion (Brysk :99<; Flam :995; Goodwin :997; Groves :99<; Jasper :997, :99;; Morgen 
:9;6, :99<; Taylor :99<, :994; and Taylor and Whittier :99<), but the NYU conference, per-
haps because it drew together a group of scholars to think collectively about the topic, cre-
ated a critical mass as well as a sense of momentum. The publication of a volume of essays 
largely from that conference—Passionate Politics (Goodwin, Jasper, and Polletta 855:a)—
further advanced the emotional turn. The following list of other publications that focus on 
emotion and contentious politics is incomplete but indicates the emergence of a lively arena 
of scholarly inquiry and debate: Aminzade and McAdam 855:; a special issue of the jour-
nal Mobilization on emotions and contentious politics, edited by Aminzade and McAdam 
(7, no. 8 [June 8558]); Emirbayer and Goldberg 855<; Flam and King 855<; Goodwin and 
Jasper 8554; Goodwin, Jasper, and Polletta 8555, 855=; Gould 8555, 855=; Klatch 855=; 
Reed 855=; Reger 855=; Yang 8555. For histories of the social movement > eld that contex-
tualize the emotional turn, see Aminzade and McAdam 855:; Calhoun 855:; Goodwin 
and Jasper 8554; Goodwin, Jasper, and Polletta 8555, 855:b; and Jasper :997, esp. chap. 8.

85. Scholars in the emotional turn draw from the wealth of research on emotion con-
ducted in > elds as diverse as anthropology (e.g., Lutz :9;4, :9;;; Lutz and Abu-Lughod 
:995; Rosaldo :9;=), feminist philosophy (e.g., Jaggar :9;9), history (e.g., Reddy :997, 
855:; Stearns and Lewis :99;; Stearns and Stearns :9;4); neuroscience (e.g., Damasio 
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realm of emotion and thus unreason, and where the next generation of 
movement scholars simply wrote emotion out of their accounts, scholars 
in the emotional turn begin with the premise that emotion suffuses all as-
pects of social life. As Jasper puts it, “General affects and speci> c emo-
tions are a part of all social life as surely as cognitive meanings and moral 
values are” (Jasper :99;, =5<). Scholars accordingly cannot ignore emo-
tion or relegate it to one arena (e.g., protest) that can then be disparaged 
and dismissed. In a related vein, where earlier research depicted protesters 
as emotional and assumed that other individuals and political actors were 
rational, and where the next generation of scholars assumed everyone was 
a rational actor, period, research in the emotional turn understands all 
human beings to be both rational and emotional, having the ability to rea-
son, to think strategically, to assess and pursue their interests, to feel, and 
to emote. Even more, drawing from neuroscienti> c research, which has 
found that rationality requires emotion (e.g., Damasio :99=, xiii), schol-
ars in the emotional turn challenge dualist oppositions that pit feeling and 
emotion, on the one hand, against thought, cognition, and reason, on the 
other. They similarly challenge both the equation of emotionality with irra-
tionality and the notion that emotion necessarily engenders irrational be-
havior, arguing that both thought and emotion can be irrational, and both 
can lead to irrational behavior, although neither necessarily is or does so.

In short, rather than being a force that interferes with reason that 
should therefore be sequestered from the public, political realm, emo-
tion here is viewed as a crucial means by which human beings come to 
know and understand themselves and their contexts, their interests and 
commitments, their needs and their options in securing those needs. 
Scholars in the emotional turn challenge the rationalist assumption of 
the dominant paradigms without returning to the worst aspects of the 
collective behavior literature, which reduced protesters to psychologi-
cally broken individuals and understood protest in a depoliticized fash-
ion as simply a form of acting out. A focus on emotion and feeling, then, 
need not, and should not, negate the rationality of protesters or the po-
litical nature of social movements and other forms of activism.

K$,+%-#)+-$,/ $1 +'" IE$+-$,&* J)%,. The most important contri-
bution of the emotional turn is that it introduces a different ontology, a 

:99=, :999), and sociology (e.g., Barbalet :99;; Collins :995, :996; Hochschild :979, :9;6; 
Kemper :995; Scheff :9;;, :995a, :995b; Thoits :995).
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different conception of social reality, into the study of social movements 
and other forms of contentious politics. Scholars in the emotional turn 
offer a multifaceted picture of human beingness that, without denying 
the rationality and ability to reason of social movement actors, recog-
nizes emotion as a ubiquitous feature of human life that is present in, in-
F uences, and brings meaning to every aspect of social life, including the 
realm of political action and inaction.

This challenge to a rationalist ontology leads to a second important 
contribution. As others have argued, the factors that movement schol-
ars deem important for mobilization have force precisely because of the 
feelings that they elicit, stir up, amplify, or dampen (Goodwin and Pfaff, 
855:, 8;6; see also Jasper :99;, 699, =5; ff.; Goodwin, Jasper, and Pol-
letta 8555, 7=, and 855:b, 4; Aminzade and McAdam 855:, :7). Open-
ing political opportunities, for example, will be an important factor in 
the emergence of a social movement only to the extent that an emotional 
charge attaches to those openings. Similarly, grievances are grievances 
only because they generate speci> c feeling states (Jasper :997, :84). In 
short, attention to emotion is needed in order to understand the work-
ings of the key concepts in the > eld. Because feelings are sometimes the 
primary hindrance to political mobilization and at other times the key 
catalyst for it, a third, related contribution of the emotional turn is that it 
points us toward a new, relatively unexplored arena for analyzing crucial 
sources of activism and blockages as well.

New Curves in the Emotional Turn

My own approach draws from the literature in the emotional turn while 
also extending it, both through explicit attention to what I call affect and 
by providing a framework for thinking about the bodily and social na-
ture of emotion together. I contend that these new curves in the emo-
tional turn illuminate aspects of human motivation and behavior as well 
as important social processes that we must consider if we want to under-
stand political action and inaction.

Affect, Feelings, and Emotions

Most scholarship in the emotional turn uses the words feeling(s) and 
emotion(s) interchangeably, and the word affect(s) usually is absent. 
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Even when distinctions are made, there is a tendency to ignore or min-
imize their important implications.21 My view is that some de> nitional 
distinctions among these terms and, especially, acknowledgement of the 
speci> c qualities of affect will enrich our studies. Concerned that social 
constructionist understandings of emotion, which dominate the litera-
ture, have tended to tame feelings by rendering them in overly cogni-
tive terms, my interest is in carving out a conceptual space within the 
emotional turn for the noncognitive, nonconscious, nonlinguistic, and 
nonrational aspects of the general phenomenon of emotion.22 The de> -
nitional distinctions I offer here are in no sense “real,” of course; like all 
de> nitions, they are arti> cial namings, conventions. Each term, in fact, 
has been de> ned in a variety of ways. But I am less interested in which 
term gets attached to which de> nition than I am in pulling out certain 
distinctions in order to strengthen our understandings of the emotional 
dimensions of political action and inaction. The stakes are high in the 
sense that how we use concepts inF uences how we understand and at-
tempt to intervene in social reality. Below, I elaborate on the importance 
of these de> nitional distinctions and argue that attention to what I am 
calling affect illuminates important aspects of social life and dimensions 
of political behavior that are otherwise obscured.

L"1-,-+-$,/. Drawing on the work of philosopher Brian Massumi 
(:9;7, 8558, 8556), I use the term affect to indicate nonconscious and un-
named, but nevertheless registered, experiences of bodily energy and in-
tensity that arise in response to stimuli impinging on the body.23 These 

8:. In an early, programmatic statement advocating that social movement scholars at-
tend to emotions, Jasper made distinctions within the category of emotion, but he only par-
tially addresses the implications of those distinctions and in the end seems to obviate them 
when he states that “even the most F eeting emotions are > rmly rooted in moral and cogni-
tive beliefs that are relatively stable and predictable” (:99;, =8:). As will become apparent, 
this statement downplays the affective components of emotion. Goodwin, Jasper, and Pol-
letta (855=) and Goodwin and Jasper (8554) explicitly distinguish different types of emo-
tion, discussing each in relation to different social movement processes. That sort of typol-
ogy is not part of my project, but I share with these later pieces a desire to disaggregate the 
category of emotion.

88. Scholars in the emotional turn draw from the sociological literature on emotions, 
which also has a cognitive bias; for critiques, see Scheff :9;;; Barbalet :99;, ;5; Turner and 
Stets 8554, =7; and Turner 8557, esp. chap. 8.

86. Although my perspective has been shaped by the many other scholars who write 
about the nonconscious, physiological, bodily energetic aspects of emotion (e.g., Barba-
let :99;; Collins :996, 855=; Scheff :9;;; and Turner 8557 in the sociology of emotions; 
James :;95; Scherer :9;=; and Tomkins [in Sedgwick and Frank :99<] in psychology; and 
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experiences are registered in that the organism senses the impingement 
and the bodily effects, but nonconscious in that this sensing is outside 
of the individual’s conscious awareness and is of intensities that are in-
choate and as yet inarticulable.24 Affect, then, is the body’s ongoing and 
relatively amorphous inventory-taking of coming into contact and inter-
acting with the world. Drawing from psychoanalytic theory, I see affect 
as unbound: it has no > xed object, no prior aim; rather, it is unattached, 
free-F oating, mobile energy (Laplanche and Pontalis :976, :6–:=, <5–
<8). To get a better idea of affect, consider how we often experience our 
feelings as opaque to ourselves, as something that we do not quite have 
language for, something that we cannot fully grasp, something that es-
capes us but is nevertheless in play, generated through interaction with 
the world, and affecting our embodied beings and subsequent actions. I 
call that bodily, sensory, inarticulate, nonconscious experience affect.

As unspeci> ed and unstructured bodily sensation, affect is bursting 
with potential (that is what most interests Massumi). Another way to put 
it is that affect colors nonlinguistic sensory experience by giving it a quan-
tity of intensity, and thus force, that prepares the organism to respond to 
that which is impinging on it, but in no predetermined direction.25

I use the idea of an emotion or emotions to describe what of affect—
what of the potential of bodily intensities—gets actualized or concret-
ized in the F ow of living. Emotions, Massumi writes, are “the expression 
of affect in gesture and language, its conventional or coded expression” 
(Massumi 8556, 868). Where affect is un> xed, unstructured, noncoher-
ent, and nonlinguistic, an emotion is one’s personal expression of what 
one is feeling in a given moment, an expression that is structured by 
social convention, by culture. The distinction here between affect and 
an emotion can be illustrated through a discussion of one way we get 
from the one to the other. Affect is outside of conscious thought, but, 

Damasio :99=, :999 in the > eld of neuroscience), I have been particularly inF uenced by 
Massumi’s discussion of what is at stake politically in this rendering of emotion (more on 
that below). Massumi, incidentally, draws from Spinoza and Deleuze. Shouse 855< is help-
ful for clarifying Massumi’s argument.

8=. Like Massumi, I use the word nonconscious rather than unconscious to reference 
that which is outside of conscious awareness; the difference is that nonconscious percep-
tions do not require repression (Massumi 8558, :4).

8<. Psychologist Silvan Tomkins contends that “the affect system provides the primary 
motives of human beings” (Sedgwick and Frank :99<, 64); he too sees affects as indeter-
minate in their objects and aim, arguing that this quality grants human beings enormous 
freedom (esp. chap. :).
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as sensory intensity, it can stir an inchoate sense that we are experi-
encing something, a vague stirring that, if forceful enough, can induce 
efforts—more or less conscious—to > gure out what we are feeling and 
how to express it. In that > guring, we necessarily draw from our store-
house of knowledge, habit, and experience, as well as from culturally 
available labels and meanings, through which a gesture or linguistic 
naming that “expresses” what we are feeling emerges. This expression is 
never complete, never an exact representation of our affective experience 
(hence the scare quotes); it is better thought of as an approximation.

In this process of naming or approximately expressing what we are 
feeling, a transformation occurs, a reduction of an unstructured and un-
representable affective state with all of its potential into an emotion or 
emotions whose qualities are conventionally known and > xed. Language 
and conventionalized bodily gestures thus in a sense “capture” affect, 
or attempt to. And that attempt gives speci> c form to an inchoate but 
pressing bodily sensation, shaping it, delimiting it, > xing it into the emo-
tion or emotions that have been named or expressed. An emotion, in 
other words, brings a vague bodily intensity or sensation into the realm 
of cultural meanings and normativity, systems of signi> cation that struc-
ture our very feelings.26

The unboundedness and non> xity of affect, in contrast, provide 
it with enormous play, allowing it to move—and to be used, directed, 
mobilized—in a variety of nonpredetermined ways. The “capture” of af-
fect, catching it up in culture, diminishes potential through inhibition and 
subsequent channeling of that which is actualized. But every “capture” of 
affect coincides with an escape of affect as well. Due to that escape, inde-
terminacy, and thus potential, accompany the processes through which 
something takes determinate form within culture (Massumi 8558, ;). 
There is always something more than what is actualized in social life.

The distinction I am drawing here between affect and emotions is not 
a temporal one, where, for example, > rst you have affect and then a > xed 
emotion in its place. Affect is always in play, even if not actualized. Indeed, 

84. Geertz also has noted the role that language plays in ordering (and thereby alter-
ing) our feelings: “The achievement of a workable, well-ordered, clearly articulated emo-
tional life in man is not a simple matter of ingenious instrumental control, a kind of clever 
hydraulic engineering of affect. Rather, it is a matter of giving speci> c, explicit, determi-
nate form to the general, diffuse, ongoing F ow of bodily sensation; of imposing upon the 
continual shifts in sentience to which we are inherently subject a recognizable, meaning-
ful order, so that we may not only feel but know what we feel and act accordingly” (Geertz 
:976, ;5).
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affect is what makes you feel an emotion (Shouse 855<); if there were no in-
tensity to an emotion, it would not register as such. What that means is that 
nonconscious, noncognitive, and ultimately uncontainable bodily sensa-
tions that do not necessarily line up with our rational selves are a constant 
motivational force in individual lives and thus a force in social life as well.

We need an overarching term that encapsulates the entire phenome-
non of affect and emotions, including those instances when the distinc-
tion is not of immediate import. I sometimes use the term sentiment in 
that manner, but more often I use the nouns feeling and feelings because 
they connote bodily, felt experience and also have been used in ways that 
reference the conventionality of felt experience.27 The broad term politi-
cal feeling(s) in my usage encompasses both affect and emotions. At this 
point my use of terms becomes a bit more complicated. I want to distin-
guish between the term emotion(s) when preceded by an article (e.g., an 
or the), and the term emotion in the singular when not preceded by an arti-
cle. Where I de> ne “an emotion” as affect actualized, I use emotion in the 
latter sense as an additional word for encapsulating the entire phenome-
non of affect and emotions. I also use the term emotional in a broad sense: 
an emotional habitus, for example, includes both affect and emotions.

In practice, affect and emotions usually are simultaneously in play 
and can be dif> cult to distinguish. Affective states, for example, often 
generate immediate emotional displays, creating a sense that affect and 
emotional expression are one and the same. In addition, because human 
beings are oriented toward making sense of their experiences and ex-
pressing them to others, affective states can instantaneously be > xed into 
named emotions (although always incompletely). It is easy, then, to un-
derstand a named emotion or an emotional display as an expression of, 
and thus evidence of, a speci> c affective state or as the sum total of what 
someone is feeling. Doing so would ignore the unstructured, indeter-
minate, nonlinguistic, and noncognitive nature of affect, but I raise the 
point here to indicate that, in the F ow of living, it is often dif> cult to dis-
entangle affect and emotions and precisely demarcate one from the other.

Why Affect?

Nevertheless, even with these empirical dif> culties, making some con-
ceptual distinctions is important, particularly because the category of af-

87. Hochschild (:979, :9;6) speaks of feeling rules, for example.
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fect has speci> c qualities of import in social life that are minimized and 
even obscured if we collapse all distinctions into one broad, undiffer-
entiated category. With the term affect, I am trying to preserve a space 
for human motivation that is nonconscious, noncognitive, nonlinguis-
tic, noncoherent, nonrational, and unpredetermined—all qualities that 
I argue play a role in political action and inaction. An affective ontol-
ogy opens up a conceptual space that has shrunk considerably with the 
rise of rational-actor theories in the social sciences and has been dif> cult 
to inhabit in light of the important claims of the cultural and linguistic 
turns about the centrality of linguistic meaning-making practices in so-
cial life. InF uenced by these latter intellectual developments and by an 
apparent anxiety that emotion will be construed as irrationality, scholars 
in the emotional turn sometimes have overly cognitivized and rational-
ized political feelings and downplayed what I call affect.28 Goodwin, Jas-
per, and Polletta, for example, argue that “the emotions most relevant to 
politics . . . fall toward the more constructed, cognitive end” of a “dimen-
sion” at the other end of which are more automatic emotional responses 
(855:b, :6). For them, cognitive processing precedes and induces polit-
ical emotions, making the latter in a sense rational: given the situation 
that one has now assessed, it is logical and expected that one would feel 
indignant or proud or ashamed. While I do not deny that political feel-
ings can F ow somewhat directly and expectedly from one’s cognitive pro-
cessing, this perspective masks the ways in which our feelings—political 
and otherwise—frequently diverge from our reasoning selves. In my 
view, if we neglect affect and fold feelings into cognition, or emphasize 
the cognitive dimension of feelings and how individuals’ feelings align 
with their reason, we not only lose sight of the bodily, visceral qualities 
of feelings, but we also obscure a number of insights that an affective on-
tology provides for understanding political action and inaction.29

What, more precisely, is at stake in introducing an affective curve 
into the emotional turn? Let me begin to answer that question through 

8;. I am sympathetic to this anxiety about reintroducing emotion into the study of po-
litical activism, especially because ideas about the irrationality of protest and protesters 
are still so prevalent in the United States, and there is such a strong tendency to equate 
emotion with unreason. Making a distinction between the nonrational and the irrational, 
which I do below, helps to address this anxiety.

89. Calhoun also cautions against an overly cognitive cultural approach: “We will lose 
something of the speci> c idea of emotions if we lose touch with their bodily dimension” 
(855:, =7). See also Appadurai, :995, 98.
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a consideration of a structuring factor in lesbian and gay communities—
lesbian and gay ambivalence, mentioned earlier—a constellation of con-
tradictory feeling states, including shame about homosexuality along 
with gay pride, as well as desire for social acceptance along with repul-
sion from a society that oppresses sexual minorities. My research indi-
cates that in the early years of the AIDS crisis, affective states circu-
lating in lesbian and gay communities—including what in retrospect I 
would call gay shame, a corollary fear of intensi> ed social rejection, and 
a frustrated desire for some sort of reciprocal recognition—had tremen-
dous political import. So did gay pride, which was often expressed. But, 
although the more negative feelings were rarely explicitly articulated and 
seemed to operate primarily on a nonconscious, noncognitive level, they 
course through lesbian and gay public discourses about the crisis in this 
period. In chapter :, I argue that this structure of ambivalence helped to 
establish a political horizon that included caretaking, lobbying, and can-
dlelight vigils, and made anything more confrontational largely unimag-
inable in the :9;:–;4 period.30 Here I simply want to note that this politi-
cally consequential constellation of contradictory and unsettling feelings 
operated more at the level of affect than at the level of named or name-
able emotions, more at the level of inchoate but pressing bodily intensi-
ties than at the level of cognitions.

Now, this might seem a risky proposition. With the collective behav-
ior literature in mind, to propose lesbian and gay ambivalence as an im-
portant factor shaping lesbian and gay political responses to AIDS, and 
to emphasize its affective dimensions, might be to approach too closely 
the realm of the irrational. I see no reason to deny the irrational compo-
nents of human motivation and action—all human beings have the capac-
ity to be irrational if by that term we mean something like engaging in 
illogical, senseless, and unreasonable behavior that goes against one’s in-
terests. But my rendering of affect actually is agnostic with regard to irra-
tionality. Affect may generate irrationality, but it does not necessarily do 
so. Affect is always nonrational, however, by which I mean outside of—
but not necessarily contrary to—conscious, cognitive sense-making.31 

65. This concept of lesbian and gay ambivalence—attentive to the psychic conF ict gen-
erated by living in a heteronormative society—provides more traction for understanding 
F uctuations in the form that lesbian and gay politics takes, it seems to me, than approaches 
that posit an assimilationist/liberationist divide in lesbian and gay communities.

6:. Berezin (855:, 96) similarly distinguishes between the nonrational and the irra-
tional.
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Pointing toward affect and the nonrational, then, need not return us to 
the problematic aspects of the collective behavior literature.32

But again, what does affect get us? What traction does it provide for 
thinking about social movements and other forms of contentious poli-
tics? How does attention to inchoate bodily sensation, to the nonratio-
nal, nonconscious, noncognitive aspects of emotion, advance our under-
standings of political action and inaction? I delineate here three of the 
important insights that an affective ontology provides.

J'" K$E3*"D-+0 &,! H,!"+"%E-,&20 $1 M)E&, N$+-.&+-$, &,! 
O"'&.-$%. First, attending to affect advances our scholarship by point-
ing us toward politically important aspects of human motivation and be-
havior that a rationalist ontology and more cognitive renderings of feel-
ings tend to obscure or misunderstand. Continuing the discussion of the 
political contours of lesbian and gay ambivalence will help to clarify this 
point. At the beginning of the AIDS epidemic, when the cause of AIDS 
was unknown but prominent scienti> c and media discourses suggested 
that homosexuality itself was the culprit, lesbians and gay men scrambled 
to make sense of what was happening and to > gure out how they should 
respond. They drew from gay-liberation inspired discourses as well as 
from dominant, homophobic discourses, neither entirely subduing the 
other. But more was in operation than competing discourses. Affective 
states generated by lesbians’ and gays’ experiences of social nonrecogni-
tion and rejection—largely unacknowledged shame and associated anxi-
ety about further social rejection, for example—made some lesbians and 
gay men receptive to the ideological claim that gay men were responsible 
for AIDS.33 Indeed, the affective resonance of that prevailing discourse 
gave it a good deal of force, even for people who rejected its message 
on a cognitive level. People, of course, are affectively complex, subject 
to multiple and even contradictory affective states simultaneously. Feel-
ings of pride, for example, were in play as well. I discuss these emotion 
dynamics in the following chapter, but what is notable at this point is 
that the emotional intensities provoked by the AIDS crisis, the multi-

68. The collective behavior literature, in my view, was problematic not because of its 
emphases on psychic conF ict and irrationality but because it divided human beings into 
groups, preserving rationality for some (usually those invested in the status quo) while dis-
paraging others (e.g., protesters) as irrational. Another problem is that it tended to posit 
feelings as prompting actions in an unmediated way.

66. On unacknowledged shame, see Scheff :9;;; and Lewis :97:.
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ple and often ambivalent affective states it stirred, inF uenced in com-
plicated ways lesbians’ and gay men’s political responses to the crisis by 
shaping how they understood themselves and their world in this moment 
and thus their sense of political possibility.

As this example indicates, attending to affect rather than assum-
ing rational actors or rendering emotion in cognitive terms illuminates 
a great deal by forcing consideration of the multiplicity and indetermi-
nacy of human needs and desires; the often ambivalent and contradic-
tory nature of our feelings; our more bodily and nonconscious forms of 
knowing and sense-making; inconsistencies and noncoherences within 
our thoughts and between our cognitive and felt responses to the world; 
our nonrational attachments (e.g., to normativity, to the social order); 
and the noninstrumental components of human behavior—all phenom-
ena that have political consequences.

P$2-&* ?"3%$!)2+-$, &,! P$2-&* K'&,(". Second, attention to af-
fect illuminates an important source of social reproduction and social 
change that scholars of contentious politics have not yet explored very 
deeply. Regarding social reproduction, for example, affective states gen-
erate attachments to leaders, to reigning ideologies, to the existing social 
structures and hierarchies, and to normative ways of being.34 Affect ac-
tually may be one of the most important sources of political inaction, a 
topic that needs much more attention both for its own sake and as an im-
portant point of comparison to analyses of the emergence of movements 
and other forms of contentious politics.

Affect is also a key force in social change. Ideas about the need for 
change and movement toward bringing it about often begin with an in-
articulate and inarticulable sensation that something in the established 
order is not quite right. By signaling that something is awry, that things 
could be and perhaps should be different, affective states can inspire 
challenges to the social order. Affect, here, works as what Raymond Wil-
liams (:977) calls structures of feeling. The tension between dominant 
accounts of what is and what might be, on the one hand, and lived expe-
rience that contradicts those accounts, on the other, is not always con-

6=. Some discussions of affect fail to recognize how affect can, in this sense, be non-
liberatory (e.g., Massumi 8556). Discussions with Lauren Berlant have helped me to 
think about how affective states—a desire to feel reciprocity and a sense of belonging, for 
example—can generate attachments to normativity and current social arrangements, even 
those that create the stressful conditions of one’s life. See Berlant 8557.
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sciously understood; rather, it is often experienced “at the very edge of 
semantic availability,” felt as “an unease, a stress, a displacement, a la-
tency” (:6=, :65). These emergent, inchoate, not yet articulable ways of 
feeling (what Williams calls “structures of feeling,” and what I am sug-
gesting can also be understood as affective states) fail to reF ect or iden-
tify with the existing order.35 Even in their embryonic state, prior to, in 
Williams’ words “de> nition, classi> cation, or rationalization” (:68)—
that is, prior to being > xed in language—structures of feeling or affec-
tive states can shake one out of deeply grooved patterns of thinking and 
feeling and allow for new imaginings. A speci> c focus on affect, then, 
opens up an avenue of research into mobilization and social change that 
is obscured by rationalist ontologies and by renderings of feelings that 
downplay elements that may not be articulable but that nevertheless ex-
ert force, shaping people’s experiences and knowledges of the world as 
well as their actions.

A focus on affect can help us to understand the workings of ideol-
ogy, an important factor in both social reproduction and social change. 
Communications scholar Lawrence Grossberg argues that “affect is the 
missing term in an adequate understanding of ideology, for it offers the 
possibility of a ‘psychology of belief’ which would explain how and why 
ideologies are sometimes, and only sometimes, effective, and always to 
varying degrees” (:998, ;8–;6). Again, our affective states are what tem-
per and intensify our attentions, af> liations, investments, and attach-
ments; they help to solidify some of our ideas and beliefs and attenu-
ate others. Affect, then, greases the wheels of ideology, but it also gums 
them up. As a result, attending to affect can illuminate how hegemony is 
effected but also why it is never all-encompassing.

A focus on affect retools our thinking about power. Power certainly 
operates through ideology and discourse, but it also operates through 
affect, perhaps more fundamentally so since ideologies and discourses 
emerge and take hold in part through the circulation of affect. Even 
more, affective states, un> xed in their directionality, can be molded and 
manipulated and then harnessed to the desired objectives of a leader, 

6<. Aligning Williams’ structure of feelings with affect might introduce some termi-
nological confusion insofar as I have described affect as unstructured, so let me clarify. 
In describing affect as unstructured, I mean that it is not within or contained by a seman-
tic system. But affective states that are widely experienced in a given spatiotemporal con-
text might be understood as a pattern (i.e., structure) of feelings, which is how I understand 
Williams’ term.
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the state, capital, or a movement. And of course, given the un> xed, F uid 
nature of affect, such efforts do not always succeed. An affect-inF ected 
notion of power sheds new light on processes of social reproduction and 
social change.

N$."E",+/ &,! N"&,-,(-N&G-,(. A third bene> t of attending 
to affect directly concerns social movements as sites where meaning is 
generated and disseminated. As mentioned earlier, affective sensations 
can incite attempts to > gure out what one is feeling. The force of affect, 
along with its bodily, nonconscious, nonlinguistic, inchoate, and non-
transparent qualities, is particularly motivating in this regard: you sense 
that you have been moved, that you are feeling something, but you do 
not quite know what it is because you lack immediate access to it; those 
qualities spur and give force to the impetus to make sense of the affec-
tive state(s). Social movement contexts provide a language for people’s 
affective states as well as a pedagogy of sorts regarding what and how 
to feel and what to do in light of those feelings.36 Movements, in short, 
“make sense” of affective states and authorize selected feelings and ac-
tions while downplaying and even invalidating others.

As an example consider the “emotion work” that occurred in women’s 
consciousness-raising groups in the late :945s and early :975s.37 Fem-
inists challenged individualized and psychologized understandings of 
what many women were experiencing as depression, pointing to the so-
cial origins of that feeling state and renaming it anger. That interpretive 
emotion work encouraged women to understand themselves and their 
situations in new ways and indeed to feel differently, to feel angry rather 
than depressed and self-questioning. The sentiments of depression that 
many women were feeling might best be understood as affective states 
that arose from the conditions of life in a male supremacist social order, 
were attuned to the contradictions within that order, if only inchoately, 
and were full of potential in terms of reinscribing or inspiring challenges 

64. What I am calling an emotional pedagogy, Polletta calls an emotional propaedeutic 
(8558, 64), and Geertz calls a sentimental education (:976, ==9; see also Berezin 855:, 98). 
All of these terms point toward the training of feelings and sensations.

67. Sociologist Arlie Hochschild de> nes emotion work as “the act of trying to change 
in degree or quality an emotion or feeling,” “the act of evoking or shaping, as well as sup-
pressing, feeling in oneself” (:979, <4:). I use the term to refer to efforts, conscious and 
not, to alter others’ emotions and feelings as well. See also Goodwin and Pfaff 855:.
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to that order. The context of the women’s liberation movement helped di-
rect that potential by naming a complex affective state as anger. The un-
structured and unbound characteristics of affect—affect as potential, as 
not-yet-quali> ed intensities—allow and invite that sort of interpretation 
and reinterpretation. Movement contexts are sites where inchoately felt 
affective states get translated into named emotions, guiding the indeter-
minate potential of bodily intensities in directions that tend to align with 
the movement’s goals. Attention to affect, then, directs social movement 
scholars to this very important arena of movement activity.38

This discussion gives a sense of how a focus on affect can strengthen 
our understanding of political action and inaction. To be clear, in argu-
ing for an affective ontology, I am not suggesting that we disregard hu-
man rationality or that we ignore the cognitive aspects of feelings; at-
tention to affect needs to accompany and qualify such perspectives, not 
supplant them. My point here is that, as rational and cognitive as we hu-
man beings are, we also are moved affectively, and any inquiry into po-
litical action and inaction thus needs to attend not only to feelings, but as 
well to the affective aspects of feelings.

Studying Affect

If its shaping role in political action and inaction indicates the need to 
study affect, its nonconscious, noncognitive, and nonlinguistic qualities 
raise the question of how to do so. To get a sense of the affective states 
in play in a given scene, close readings of texts, speech, and bodily action 
that are sensitive to affect are necessary. Feeling states do not need to 
be stated for us to suspect they are present. To study shame that occurs 
outside of conscious awareness, for example, sociologist Thomas Scheff 
describes a method based on attending to bodily “emotion markers”—
gestures that are suggestive of what one is feeling (:9;;; Scheff draws 
from Lewis :97:; see also Ahmed 855=, :9, n. 86). Texts have emotion 
or affective markers as well. I read through hundreds of lesbian and gay 
newspapers to ascertain how people were making sense of and under-
standing AIDS at different points in the crisis, and was struck by the fre-

6;. Taylor and Whittier (:99<) do not speak in terms of affect per se, but they empha-
size the role played by social movements in transforming and channeling feelings (see also 
Jasper :99;, =:7).
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quent expressions of gay pride in the early and mid-:9;5s; pride clearly 
was in play, but how lesbians and gay men expressed it—that is, what 
they attached pride to, the contrasts they drew, their tone, the aspira-
tions that their expressions of pride conveyed—suggested that largely 
noncognitive, nonconscious states like anxiety and shame about gay 
difference were operating as well (see chapter :). How they expressed 
pride, in other words, signaled that various affective states were in play, 
prompting me to investigate further. As another example, in the early 
:995s, the way different sides in ACT UP’s internal conF icts expressed 
anger toward one another—for example, the tenor and content of their 
angry expressions, each side’s responses to the other’s anger—indicated 
that sentiments of nonrecognition and even betrayal were in play but ap-
parently were felt as anger and thus remained beneath conscious aware-
ness, largely unarticulated and unacknowledged (see chapter 4). Read-
ing in a manner that was attuned to the silences, to the inarticulable, to 
the inchoate, to the less-than-fully conscious, as well as to the speci> c 
(and changing) context of lesbian and gay communities amid this crisis, 
allowed me to get a sense of the preoccupations, fears, aspirations, and 
needs—whether expressed or not—that operated at various points in this 
history.

As I sorted through mountains of material and got a feeling for how 
lesbians and gay men were making sense of and responding to the crisis, 
initial hunches about the sorts of affective states in play either fell by the 
wayside or gained plausibility as the material repeatedly yielded corrob-
orating evidence. To build a persuasive account about something as slip-
pery as affect may require assembling a critical mass of material.

Introspective, emotional self-knowledge allows one to observe and 
read in a manner that can pick up the unspoken, the repressed, the less-
than-fully conscious, the inarticulable. We are all emotional beings and 
as such have implicit knowledge about feelings, about what gives rise to 
various feeling states, about what sorts of actions they tend to prompt, 
and about how they tend to be expressed in various contexts. We also 
have self-knowledge about inchoate affective states, at least the knowl-
edge that they exist and affect us and some sense of how they make us 
feel. In addition, because affects always arise in context, knowledge about 
the context one is studying, coupled with emotional self-knowledge, 
can point one toward the possible or probable affective states, given the 
speci> c historical conditions. In short, then, the opacity and untidiness 
of affect need not preclude its study.
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Affect and the Social

Arguing for an affective ontology raises the question What of the social? 
After all, affect gestures toward the visceral, the bodily, the physiologi-
cal, all of which seem to align affect with the natural, the innate, the raw, 
the individual—what might be understood as the presocial. The place of 
the social is similarly brought into question by a notion of affect as un-
realized potential, which gestures toward the unruly, the wild, the inde-
terminate. Scholars in the emotional turn have joined others in challeng-
ing conventional understandings of feeling states that fail to recognize 
their social dimensions and construe them as the untamed wild.39 Does 
an emphasis on the more bodily, affective components of emotion return 
us to a notion of feelings as individual and presocial? It need not, but 
the very question clari> es that we need a way to think of the bodily and 
the social components of emotion together.40 In what follows, I provide a 
framework for doing so. I > rst offer a brief challenge to the idea that af-
fect is presocial. I then introduce the concept of emotional habitus as a 
fruitful way to approach the question of the relationship between affect 
and the social. I conclude the section with a discussion of emotion and 
power, placing the bodily components of emotion > rmly within view of 
scholars of contentious politics.

J'" P+&+)/ $1 @11"2+ Q-/-R-Q-/ +'" P$2-&*. Affect is autonomic, in-
voluntary, and physiological, but it is also inseparably intertwined with 
the social. Indeed, affect presupposes sociality: a body’s affect system is 
about being affected and able to affect in turn, and thus is all about be-
ing in relation to a world populated by other beings and things. It would 
not exist in their absence. In other words, affects arise from social con-
ditions as those conditions are encountered by a being with physiolog-
ical properties; affect is a body’s processing of social conditions, of its 
context. Affect is, then, about bodily, physiological processes, but those 
processes, and affect itself, can be considered presocial only by ignoring 
their relation to social phenomena.

Moreover, affect is shaped by social phenomena. Shaped by, not de-
termined by—a distinction of key importance. As mentioned earlier, af-

69. For two examples, see Jasper :99;; and Emirbayer and Goldberg 855<.
=5. For the purposes of this discussion, I am using bodily and affective inter-

changeably.
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fect is not subsumable by the social: social conventions and practices to 
some degree capture affect, but there is always an accompanying escape. 
That escape is in relation to—indeed, is a by-product of—the capture of 
affect, but those escaping intensities continue as unrealized potential 
rather than being actualized as determinate emotions. Thus there is an 
openness, indeed an unruliness, to affect, an indeterminacy and unpre-
dictability about it, even as affect is shaped by the social. The issue, then, 
and this is what I take up in the following sections, is how to think of the 
affective and the social together, in ways that account for the relative au-
tonomy of affect (Massumi 8558, 6<) as well as its intertwining with the 
social.

Scholars in the emotional turn argue for an understanding of feelings 
that recognizes their social dimensions. My goal here is to extend those 
insights by providing a framework for thinking of the emotional and the 
social together while simultaneously foregrounding the bodily, affective 
dimensions of emotion. I develop the concept of emotional habitus for 
this purpose.

IE$+-$,&* M&#-+)/: O%-,(-,( +'" O$!-*0 &,! +'" P$2-&* J$-
("+'"%. A central argument of Moving Politics is that the emotional 
habitus of lesbian and gay communities, and shifts therein, shaped both 
lesbian and gay attitudes about, as well as engagements in, distinctive 
forms of AIDS activism from the recorded beginning of the epidemic 
in :9;: through the early-to-mid-:995s. With the term emotional habi-
tus, I mean to reference a social grouping’s collective and only partly 
conscious emotional dispositions, that is, members’ embodied, axiom-
atic inclinations toward certain feelings and ways of emoting. By directly 
affecting what people feel, a collectivity’s emotional habitus can deci-
sively inF uence political action, in part because feelings play an impor-
tant role in generating and foreclosing political horizons, senses of what 
is to be done and how to do it.41 There are also moments when the hold 
of an emotional habitus is loosened, especially due to the unruly quali-
ties of affect. Here, I further lay out what I mean by the term emotional 
habitus, discuss its relation to affect, and suggest the value of the con-

=:. With his concept of cognitive liberation, McAdam (:999) noted the importance of 
coming to believe that change is possible; my introduction of feelings into the mix chal-
lenges the cognitive bias in that important concept.
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cept for analyses of social movements and other forms of contentious 
politics.42

Pierre Bourdieu de> nes a habitus as the socially constituted, com-
monsensical, taken-for-granted understandings or schemas in any so-
cial grouping that, operating beneath conscious awareness, on the level 
of bodily understanding, provide members with a disposition or orienta-
tion to action, a “sense of the game” and how best to play it (Bourdieu 
:977, :995; Bourdieu and Wacquant :998). From living and acting within 
various social contexts—what Bourdieu calls ! elds, each with its hierar-
chical structure, regularities, logic, and stakes—one acquires a practical 
sense of “things to do or not to do, things to say or not to say” (Bourdieu 
:995, <6), a sense that is obvious and goes without saying, given your lo-
cation in a particular > eld and what seems (im)possible from there. A 
habitus thereby structures individual and collective practices. It is itself 
also structured by such practices and thus as well by the social condi-
tions that shape people’s dispositions. The habitus concept encapsulates 
the dialectical relationship between structure and practice: they make, 
unmake, and remake one another. Social structures do not come into be-
ing or survive except through human practices which, while creative and 
improvisatory, are themselves structured and not reducible to the con-
scious, willed, independent actions of rational actors in pursuit of their 
interests (Bourdieu :995).

The habitus, this practical sense, is acquired—and thus has a relation 
to the social—but it is also embodied, inculcated at the level of noncon-
scious, bodily knowledge. It is acquired almost as a direct feed into the 
body that bypasses more conscious thought processes. That noncogni-
tive process of embodiment, a literal incorporation in Judith Butler’s 
words (Butler :997, :<=), is what makes the social in us feel like “sec-
ond nature,” like our own individual thoughts, values, feelings. Indeed, 
that acquired practical sense to a large degree becomes one’s “nature,” 
one’s dispositions, one’s axiomatic orientation toward action in the vari-
ous > elds that one traverses.

What I especially like about the habitus concept is that it illuminates 
the noncognitive, nonconscious, bodily, and indeed affective processes 

=8. I only recently came across the work of Nick Crossley, who also uses Bourdieu’s 
notion of habitus to think about social movements. See in particular Crossley 8558, 8556. 
Thanks to Marc Steinberg for introducing me to Crossley’s work.
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through which we become enculturated. The very obviousness of certain 
practices—obviousness at the level of the viscera—means that their en-
actment tends to occur without much thought or reF ection. Take norms 
for example. The concept of habitus provides great insight into how nor-
mativity works and why it is so powerful. People rarely engage in con-
scious, rational calculations about whether to follow social norms. From 
acting within various > elds, we get a bodily sense of how we must be, 
what we must do, to get by, to survive, to be intelligible, to > t in, to be 
heard, to be loved, to gain respect, or to be recognized. That bodily, prac-
tical sense does not have the coherence or directiveness of a blueprint—
it can be fuzzy and ambiguous, even contradictory, and of course change-
able as well—but it nevertheless provides force to our orientation to prac-
tical action. To be more precise, it is the emotional charge attached to 
our practical sense that gives the latter such force. The affects and feel-
ings that attach to abiding by norms—bodily intensities that we might 
call recognition and belongingness—as well as the promise or threat-
ened withdrawal of such feeling states, catch us up in normativity.43 
The habitus concept illuminates the processes—bodily, nonconscious, 
affective—through which actors are conscripted, unwittingly but will-
ingly, into the social.

The term emotional habitus extends the habitus concept into the 
realm of feeling. Operating beneath conscious awareness, the emotional 
habitus of a social group provides members with an emotional disposi-
tion, with a sense of what and how to feel, with labels for their feelings, 
with schemas about what feelings are and what they mean, with ways 
of > guring out and understanding what they are feeling. An emotional 
habitus contains an emotional pedagogy, a template for what and how 
to feel, in part by conferring on some feelings and modes of expression 
an axiomatic, natural quality and making other feeling states unintelli-
gible within its terms and thus in a sense unfeelable and inexpressible. A 
social group’s emotional habitus structures what members feel and how 
they emote. It is structured as well, shaped by the > eld(s) in which it op-
erates, and instantiated, stabilized, reproduced, and potentially trans-
formed through practices like enactments or intimations of feelings and 

=6. This does not preclude de> ance of norms, which of course occurs; but even here the 
concept of habitus is useful in that such de> ance perhaps occurs most readily when there 
is a subgroup with another habitus orienting members toward different sorts of practical 
action.
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statements about what is (non)normative regarding feelings and their 
expression.

Also important to note is that a collectivity’s structural positioning 
within a > eld inF uences its emotional habitus. Lesbians’ and gay men’s 
positioning within a heteronormative society, for example, has helped 
to generate an ambivalent emotional habitus in lesbian and gay commu-
nities that includes contradictory feeling states about both homosexu-
ality and dominant heterosexual society, as I mentioned above.44 The 
emotional habitus of marginalized groups are inF uenced by the reign-
ing emotional habitus in a society, but their contours derive as well from 
speci> c experiences of oppression.

One reason that I like the term habitus for thinking about feelings is 
that it locates feelings within social relations and practices, thereby point-
ing toward their conventionality and countering a standard understand-
ing of feelings as wholly interior to the individual. I am especially drawn 
to the concept because it forces us to consider together phenomena that 
are often opposed to one another: the social and conventional aspects 
of emotion, on the one hand, along with the nonconscious and bodily 
components, on the other.45 Indeed, an emotional habitus has force pre-
cisely because its bodily and axiomatic qualities obscure the social, con-
ventional nature of feelings and generate the sense that what one is feel-
ing is entirely one’s own.

While I argue that the axiomatic and nonconscious qualities of an 
emotional habitus give it a force that shapes how members of a social 
group feel, emote, label, and understand their feelings, I also want to 
note, especially in light of more totalizing usages of the habitus concept, 
that variability of feeling and contestations of emotional norms are al-
ways present within a collectivity. The tendency within a social grouping 
will be toward similar ways of feeling and emoting, but people’s different 
histories inF uence how a reigning emotional habitus shapes their partic-
ular feelings and practices. Habitus, as systems of dispositions, are not 

==. The work of Du Bois (:9;9), de Beauvoir (:9;9), and Fanon (:947) indicates am-
bivalent emotional habitus within other oppressed groups, each with its speci> c shape and 
content.

=<. I prefer the term emotional habitus to a concept from the sociology of emotions lit-
erature that on its face might appear similar—emotion culture (Gordon :9;9)—because 
the former, by emphasizing practices, especially those that are nonconscious and noncog-
nitive, offers an account of why and how speci> c feelings become widespread within a col-
lectivity and why and how they sometimes change.
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exact blueprints but consist of “virtualities, potentialities, eventualities” 
whose actualization is contingent (Bourdieu and Wacquant :998, :6<).46 
Emotional habitus shape ways of feeling and emoting; they do not pro-
duce them in a mechanical, deterministic way.

I veer from standard usages of the term in two related ways. First, 
Bourdieu developed the concept to account for social reproduction, but 
I also consider how a habitus might be instrumental in generating so-
cial change. Social movements, for example, generate schemas of per-
ception, ways of understanding the world, sentiments—habitus—that 
dispose participants to question the status quo and to engage in speci> c 
forms of activism and other movement practices that can lead to social 
transformation.47 Second, while Bourdieu emphasizes the durability of 
habitus and of the dispositions toward practical action that they engen-
der, part of my focus is on their malleability. I agree that habitus tend to 
be more or less stable, but because they are constituted through human 
practice, they are dynamic and always subject to alteration. For their re-
production, habitus must be reinstantiated, and that need to be repeated 
creates the possibility for, in Butler’s words, “a variation on that repeti-
tion” (:999, :;<). Bourdieu agrees in principle insofar as any habitus, as 
knowledge of the game and how to play it, requires and ensures an abil-
ity to improvise within the contours set by the game itself; that impro-
visation can alter the habitus (as well as broader social arrangements). 
Habitus, then, are historically contingent, requiring us to investigate the 
practices that generate, stabilize, reproduce, and sometimes transform 
them. Precisely that sort of analysis of lesbian and gay community emo-
tional habitus is at the core of Moving Politics.

@11"2+, IE$+-$,&* M&#-+)/, IE$+-."/. In stating that our feelings, 
including our affective states, are inF uenced by the reigning emotional 
habitus and to that extent are cultivated, I might seem to be contradict-
ing my earlier claims about the open-endedness and unruliness of af-

=4. Because emotional habitus shape the feelings and emotions of all of us, the con-
cept usefully challenges any notion that social movement “leaders” are strictly rational, 
while “followers” are emotional. As Emirbayer and Goldberg write, activist leaders “are 
not quasi-divine unmoved movers; they, too, are formed within the F ow of emotional en-
gagement and located inside the very con> gurations of passion that they seek to manipu-
late and control” (855<, =79).

=7. Crossley (8556) makes a similar argument. Butler (:997, :=:–<7) also indicates the 
possibility of transformative habitus when she challenges Bourdieu’s suggestion that per-
formative utterances are only effective when spoken by those with social power.
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fect. It is dif> cult to think of the capture and escape of affect together, 
to think about affect as caught up in but not subsumed by the social. Be-
cause the concept of emotional habitus requires us to think about that 
relationship between the bodily and the social, it can help us to bring af-
fect into our analyses in sociologically productive ways.

Earlier I discussed how our experiences of affect can prompt attempts 
to make sense of what we are feeling. That experience is part of what 
provokes a given emotional habitus into action insofar as the latter is 
what provides us with schemas for interpreting and naming our affects, 
and for > guring out what to think and do about what we are feeling. In 
other words, the unintelligibility and forcefulness of an affective experi-
ence urges sense-making, and the emotional habitus obliges. In the sub-
sequent process, the emotional habitus shapes one’s affects, effectively 
altering one’s feeling experience.

William Reddy’s notion of emotives—emotional statements like “I’m 
angry,” in which the referent changes with the emotional statement 
itself—helps to illuminate how an emotional habitus and the emotives it 
makes possible and probable can alter affects (Reddy :997, :999, 8555, 
855:). (Terminology is somewhat problematic here in that Reddy and I 
use different terms: where I use affect, Reddy uses both feeling and emo-
tion. I will stick to my terminology as much as possible and clarify when 
my use of a term might be unclear.) An emotive is an attempt to name 
an affective state that is forceful but as yet illegible. Reddy (:997) labels 
such emotional utterances emotives to evoke their performative quality: 
an emotive actually does something; rather than merely describing or 
representing one’s preexisting affective state—an impossible task given 
the nature of affect—an emotive alters it. As Reddy argues, “the ‘exter-
nal referent’ that an emotive appears to point at . . . emerges from the act 
of uttering in a changed state” (:997, 66:). When someone utters an emo-
tive like “I’m angry,” she attempts to make legible and verbal what was 
previously nonverbal and unable to be directly observed by anyone, in-
cluding herself, but this effort to name and categorize necessarily elides 
the gap between language and the felt affect.48 Many components of af-
fect fail to be brought into the verbal realm. From a psychoanalytic per-
spective, we might understand them as being repressed; from a compat-
ible but more affect-oriented perspective, we might understand them as 
simply remaining outside of awareness, not made meaningful through 

=;. Barbalet (:99;, 8=) makes a similar point.
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language. The emotive, then, purporting to describe an affective state, 
enacts a slippage and thereby actually alters the affect(s) to which it re-
fers (Reddy 8555, ::7).49

This always imperfect naming and categorization process brings into 
being a named, legible, de> nite emotion (in my terminology) in the place 
of a felt but amorphous and uncategorized affective state. It also produces 
a “residuum” (Reddy :997, 666)—the unnamed excess of the interpretive 
process—which remains opaque, perhaps forceful enough to prompt fur-
ther efforts at interpretation, perhaps simply remaining at the level of a 
felt but relatively faint bodily intensity. Probably because it is extradis-
cursive, Reddy does not say much about the character of this residue or 
what exactly happens to it. In Massumi’s terms, what the emotive does 
is effect the simultaneous capture and escape of affect, so the residue 
is affect—uncontained potential. It continues to be experienced, how-
ever nonconsciously or inchoately, and may continue to exert force and 
motivate. This affective residue, then, is an extradiscursive by-product 
of discursive processes and in that sense is molded by social processes. 
At the same time, noting that it is extradiscursive allows us to see that 
affect is not encompassed by the linguistic processes that partially cap-
ture it but that it also escapes.

To summarize: Affect can generate a strong desire to make sense of 
itself. That desire mobilizes the emotional habitus. With its matrix of 
possible and probable emotives and other interpretive schema, an emo-
tional habitus provides means for interpreting and naming one’s affec-
tive states. But such efforts at capturing an affective state in language 
never simply describe an (indescribable) affective state, but in fact actu-
ally alter the affective state that initiated the search for its meaning. An 
emotional habitus, in short, encourages practices that themselves shape 
affect.50 Affect, importantly shaped by emotional habitus, is inextricably 
intertwined with, although not subsumable by, the social.

Emotives, emotional displays, and other sorts of practices are made 
possible or probable through an emotional habitus, and their enactment 

=9. Reddy has more recently noted that second-person emotion claims, for example, 
“You are angry,” have emotive-like effects on the hearer if she or he reF ects on the claims 
(8555, ::7); I would add that > rst-person plural emotion claims, for example, “We are an-
gry,” are also emotives, potentially affecting the feelings of the speaker and of those hear-
ing the claim.

<5. As will become apparent in my narrative of AIDS activism, emotives operate at a 
collective level too; public claims of lesbians’ and gay men’s pride, for example, can gener-
ate a widespread gay pride along with an affective residue that remains unnamed.
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in turn tends to stabilize and reproduce that habitus by reinstantiating 
the prevailing affects and emotions, their axiomatic quality and natu-
ralness, and the reigning schemas and attitudes about emotion and emo-
tionality. But a social group’s improvisational practices regarding feel-
ings can also unmake and transform the emotional habitus, allowing 
for new affects and emotions, for new attitudes about feeling and emot-
ing, for the development of new emotional taken-for-granteds. Affect is 
particularly important in this regard. A forceful bodily intensity might 
contradict the established emotional habitus and jar one out of axiom-
atic ways of feeling and emoting that come to feel overwrought, inade-
quate, or simply off base. That strong affective state might succeed in 
puncturing the dominant emotional habitus with its prevailing attitudes, 
norms, and ways of feeling and emoting, and inaugurate a new constel-
lation of feelings, emotions, and emotional postures. It might challenge 
the more general reigning dispositions and orientations to action as well. 
Affect, in short, has the potential to escape social control, and that qual-
ity creates greater space for counter-hegemonic possibilities and for so-
cial transformation.51

IE$+-$, &,! S$C"%. The idea that affect can and cannot be tamed 
raises the question of power, both as a repressive and productive force. 
As the discussion of habitus indicates, one of the ways in which power 
operates is affectively: power is exercised through and reproduced in our 
feelings, and it is forceful and effective precisely because of that. The 
power of a habitus to structure human behavior, for example, derives 
from the fact that it operates at the visceral affective level, often bypass-
ing conscious thought altogether.52 We acquire a feel for the game, mean-
ing that on a bodily, affective level we gain a sense of what is possible and 
probable, and thus of what to do and what not to do, given the circum-
stances; we all tend to be compelled by that sort of bodily information 
and thus tend to follow it, thus reproducing the existing social order. If 
we accept that affect helps to secure a given habitus, then we can see that 
social forces are powerful to the extent that they are able to manipulate 
the affective charges that get attached to all aspects of living. Because an 

<:. The direction of change, of course, can be in a reactionary or more liberatory 
direction.

<8. That is not to deny that domination is sometimes actualized through thought and 
beliefs, but simply to note that ideology or hegemony are not the whole story with regard 
to domination.
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emotional habitus can structure people’s feelings, including those affec-
tive charges, it is especially important for the operations of power. And 
an emotional habitus is thus a critical arena of political struggle. As an 
example, consider how an emotional habitus that generates fear of ter-
rorism can enhance a regime’s power to regulate and control its pop-
ulation. This ability to evoke affective states and emotions, as well as 
to establish and enforce norms about feelings and their expression—the 
power of an emotional habitus—is a dimension of power that we tend to 
overlook. But that ability may be more than useful; it may actually be a 
requirement for the operation of some forms of power. Reddy contends, 
for example, that any enduring political regime “must establish as an es-
sential element a normative order for emotions,” what he calls an “emo-
tional regime” (Reddy 855:, :8=). Reddy is speaking of political regimes 
speci> cally, but other sorts of social formations similarly need individ-
uals to feel and emote in certain ways and not in others. Also pointing 
to the exercise of power through emotion, sociologist Helena Flam dis-
cusses “cementing emotions,” those that “uphold social structures and 
relations of domination,” feelings like loyalty, gratitude, faith in the sys-
tem (Flam 855<, :9–85; see also Berezin 855:).

More particular forms of domination are also upheld through control 
over or production of emotion. In this regard, sociologists Mustafa Emir-
bayer and Chad Goldberg F ag as particularly insightful Bourdieu’s anal-
ysis of symbolic violence: “Actors often enjoy a certain emotional power 
over others, [Bourdieu] argues, and this is facilitated by the fact that the 
latter’s very dispositions and habitus are often constituted in such a way 
as to ‘predestine’ them to modes of emotional engagement and response 
that leave them complicit in that domination” (Emirbayer and Goldberg 
855<, =98). Bourdieu discusses how, for example, masculine domination 
is perpetuated in part through the socially constituted dispositions of 
women that orient them toward “feminine submissiveness,” a habituated 
compliant and subservient mode of being that manifests and is reiter-
ated in women’s bodies in the form of “bodily emotions—shame, humil-
iation, timidity, anxiety, guilt—or passions and sentiments—love, admi-
ration, respect. These emotions are all the more powerful when they are 
betrayed in visible manifestations such as blushing, stuttering, clumsi-
ness, trembling, anger, or impotent rage, so many ways of submitting, 
even despite oneself and ‘against the grain,’ to the dominant judgment” 
(Bourdieu 855:, 6;–69, emphases his; quoted in Emirbayer and Gold-
berg 855<, =98). Our affective states and emotions, shaped by the social 
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world but experienced as solely our own, can smooth the workings of 
power in part by obscuring its very operations.

Our feelings can disrupt the operations of power as well, of course. 
While it is true that emotional habitus may be nonconsciously absorbed 
by individuals, and thus quite forceful, it also is true that people some-
times actively resist them. Hochschild, for example, notes that people 
can intentionally defy what she calls feeling rules by refusing to manage 
their feelings appropriately (Hochschild :979, <47). More involuntarily, 
people may experience feelings that are conventionally unacceptable, 
and they might not submerge them. Such outlaw emotions, as feminist 
philosopher Alison Jaggar calls them, have subversive potential in that 
they can “enable us to perceive the world differently from its portrayal 
in conventional descriptions. They may provide the > rst indications that 
something is wrong with the way alleged facts have been constructed, 
with accepted understandings of how things are. . . . [They] may lead us 
to make subversive observations that challenge dominant conceptions of 
the status quo” (Jaggar :9;9, :4:).53 Similar to Williams’s structures of 
feelings, outlaw emotions can help to unravel hegemonic ideologies. One 
of the most signi> cant aspects of social movements is that they are sites 
for nurturing counter-hegemonic affects, emotions, and norms about 
emotional display, as mentioned above.

We can, and need to, think affect and the social together. Affect is 
open-ended and polygenerative but also capturable and able to be made 
determinate, if incompletely, within an actually existing context. The 
concepts of emotional habitus and emotives provide us with a way to un-
derstand that simultaneous capture and escape of affect.

One of my contentions in this book is that insofar as emotional hab-
itus shape what people actually feel, they can have tremendous effects 
on political action and inaction, generating, for example, fear of the un-
known, high expectations regarding change, satisfaction with the status 
quo, angry dissatisfaction with the status quo, or political depression—
feelings that, each in its own way and in combination with others, help 
to establish a given political imaginary and block others. This was cer-
tainly the case with regard to the different emotional habitus that pre-
vailed in lesbian and gay communities across the :9;:–:99< period. Each 
emotional habitus, and the emotives each made possible and probable, 

<6. On the political implications of this sort of emotional “deviance,” see also 
Thoits :995.
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offered, for example, different ways to navigate the feeling states that 
make up lesbians’ and gay men’s ambivalence, sometimes elevating their 
desire for social acceptance and anxiety about social rejection, at other 
times submerging those feeling states and instead elevating rage against 
those who had socially annihilated them and were now physically anni-
hilating them as well. One important task, then, is to explore these emo-
tional habitus, the practices through which they were generated, repro-
duced, and sometimes transformed, how the different emotional habitus 
shaped the affective states and emotions widely circulating in lesbian 
and gay communities, and the ways in which the different emotional 
habitus inF uenced attitudes about and engagements in distinct forms of 
AIDS activism.

The Movement of Movements into History

The movement of movements into history is not without its affective di-
mensions. That became clear to me in June :99= when I saw an exhibit at 
the New York Public Library commemorating the twenty-> fth anniver-
sary of the :949 Stonewall Riots, the legendary beginning of the mod-
ern lesbian and gay liberation/rights movement.54 The exhibit, Becom-
ing Visible: The Legacy of Stonewall, creatively documented a century 
of lesbian and gay history in the United States. It was magni> cent. You 
could listen to eight decades of music of historical importance to lesbi-
ans and gay men, thumb through lesbian pulp novels, and enjoy male 
physique magazines. There were photographs of bars, bath houses, 
and political meetings. Much of the exhibit focused on the lesbian and 
gay movement, starting with the homophile organizations of the :9<5s. 
There were ephemera from the women’s and gay liberation movements 
as well, including buttons, protest posters, and other agit-prop. I remem-
ber a letter from Huey Newton of the Black Panther Party expressing his 
support for gay liberation and gay lib material voicing solidarity with the 
Panthers and other movements.

Immensely enjoying myself, I was winding my way through the ex-
hibit when I turned the corner and came face to face with images, doc-

<=. The exhibit was curated by Fred Wasserman, Molly McGarry, and Mimi Bowling, 
with support from a number of scholars and lesbian and gay cultural institutions. See Mc-
Garry and Wasserman :99;, a book based on the exhibit.
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uments, and ephemera from ACT UP, included as a part of this history. 
I stopped, stunned, overtaken by ambivalence. On the one hand, I felt 
the sweet surprise of recognition: what an honor that ACT UP was be-
ing placed within this history, a successor to previous social movements 
that had fought for various types of liberation and helped to change 
the world. But this recognition of the historical import of ACT UP 
was bittersweet in that it was occurring at the painful moment of the 
movement’s decline. A few of us were still struggling to keep ACT UP/
Chicago together, and a number of other ACT UP chapters were simi-
larly hobbling along, but many chapters had already dissolved, and as a 
national movement, ACT UP was no longer what it had been. We were 
moving from the streets into history, a shift made quite apparent in this 
museum-like exhibit, where ACT UP joined other movements safely en-
cased behind glass. Given the continuing AIDS epidemic,55 history was 
not exactly what or where we wanted to be, and my immobility was due 
in part to a belated realization that the movement was indeed coming to 
an end.

An event a few years later indicated that the issue of ACT UP and his-
tory evoked ambivalence among other former participants as well. Fear-
ing the erasure of ACT UP from of> cial Chicago lesbian/gay/bisexual/
transgender (LGBT) history, some former ACT UP/Chicago members 
nominated the group, posthumously, to the City of Chicago’s Lesbian and 
Gay Hall of Fame, and the nomination was accepted. Signi> cantly, pre-
vious nominations of ACT UP—during the period when it was an active, 
vibrant organization (frequently targeting Chicago’s Mayor Daley)—had 
been rejected. Upon the acceptance of its nomination this time, former 
ACT UP/Chicago members got together and composed a statement that 
we read at the induction ceremony.56 Part of it follows:

Many people see this event tonight as a celebratory occasion, part of a long 
process of honoring LGBT individuals and organizations who have contrib-
uted to “our community.” But for us, this event is full of tragic ironies. At 
the very point when there seems to be a “consensus” that “the AIDS crisis 
is over,” a point of view with which we profoundly disagree, it > nally seems 

<<. This was before the advent of protease inhibitors. There were few anti-HIV treat-
ments, and those that did exist were not particularly promising; people were still dying all 
around us, from among us.

<4. I was not one of those who nominated ACT UP, but I did participate in the subse-
quent meetings and the event itself.
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“safe” enough, “distant” enough, to include ACT UP/Chicago in the “of> -
cial” LGBT pantheon. To us, however, this occasion is more like a political 
funeral.

This of> cial commemoration of ACT UP, even though initiated by 
former members, felt painful and politically suspect, coming as it did in 
relation both to ACT UP’s decline and to the ongoing AIDS crisis with 
its continuing political dimensions.

I recount these stories in order to raise questions about the movement 
of movements into history and about my own role as a historian of the 
direct-action AIDS movement. Where the timing of the above incidents 
provoked ambivalence about the potentially depoliticizing effects of the 
assignment of ACT UP to history, the issues in the current moment—
twenty-plus years after the emergence of the direct-action AIDS move-
ment and more than a dozen since its decline—revolve around questions 
of authorship and voice. Whoever tells the history of a movement shapes 
it as well. There is an immense responsibility, then, in recounting the his-
tory of a movement that was made up of thousands of participants, each 
with his or her own rendering of ACT UP. The responsibility is magni-
> ed in light of the fact that many participants are dead; we will never 
know the content, sound, and texture of their histories of the movement. 
My hope is that by integrating voices and perspectives other than my 
own—via archival research and in-depth interviews—a more complex, 
multilayered picture of ACT UP will emerge. But this account is nec-
essarily partial. My own perspectives, understandings, preoccupations, 
feelings, and desires, and changes in all of them over time, have shaped 
this project in speci> c and probably peculiar ways. Some who partici-
pated may not recognize their own experiences in what I relay here. 
This book, then, stands as an invitation to further discussion and debate 
about ACT UP (and an invitation to a more general discussion of the 
emotional dimensions of political action and inaction).

Why Study Early AIDS Activism?

This book also argues against a type of forgetting that frequently char-
acterizes the way we Americans deal with our country’s often horri> c 
past (and our present as well). Where once I was stopped in my tracks 
by what seemed like a premature induction of ACT UP into lesbian and 
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gay history, I now am concerned that the early years of the AIDS cri-
sis, along with AIDS activism from the :9;5s and :995s—phenomena 
that de> ned lesbian/gay/queer politics and were important contours of 
the U.S. political landscape in that period—are being forgotten. As early 
as :995, AIDS activist and cultural theorist Cindy Patton wrote that an 
amnesia regarding the early history of AIDS activism had set in. She 
saw its origins in the growing professionalization of the AIDS service in-
dustry but argued that the loss of this history was reinforced by progres-
sives who “[had] begun to locate the beginning of AIDS activism in :9;7 
or :9;;, with the emergence of ACT UP” (Patton :995, :9–85). Early 
AIDS activist history has been eclipsed even further since :995 as part 
of the erasure from national consciousness of AIDS as a crisis. The his-
tory of ACT UP also has started to disappear, in a manner similar to the 
erasure from of> cial history of other de> ant social movements and prac-
tices of resistance in the United States.57

What we lose if the history of AIDS activism in this country is for-
gotten is the memory of a government of a wealthy, ostensibly demo-
cratic country unmoved by the deaths of hundreds, thousands, and > -
nally hundreds of thousands of its own inhabitants, largely because the 
overwhelming majority of them were gay and bisexual men, and the 
others were seen as similarly expendable: drug users as well as poor 
men and women, a disproportionate number of whom were black and 
Latino/a. We are at risk of losing as well the history of lesbian/gay/queer 
collective political resistance in the face of the government’s aggressive 
indifference, extreme negligence, and punitive policies regarding AIDS. 
Along with my goal of thinking broadly about the emotional sources of 
political action and inaction, then, I aim to document a disappearing his-
tory and hope that Moving Politics will help us to think about activism 
in the current moment as well.

The book is divided into three parts. In part :, I analyze the earliest 
days of the AIDS epidemic when mysterious diseases afF icting gay men 
were > rst reported, and proceed to the caretaking, service-provision, 
and lobbying efforts of the early and mid-:9;5s (chapter :). I then ex-
plore the emergence of more confrontational, direct-action AIDS activ-
ism in the middle of :9;4 and its rapid dissemination across the coun-

<7. Those movements that have been enshrined in the of> cial history have often been 
sanitized or used to advance a developmental narrative that relegates the need for confron-
tational activism to the distant past.
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try after the founding of ACT UP/New York in :9;7 (chapter 8). These 
two chapters attempt to explain the emergence of AIDS activism, the 
forms it took in the earliest years, and the expansion of the political ho-
rizon that occurred > ve years into the crisis and ushered in a period of 
more contentious activism. Both chapters track the various feeling states 
circulating in lesbian and gay communities in this period. Part :’s con-
ceptual focus is the generation, reproduction, and transformation of an 
emotional habitus, and the effects those emotional processes had on po-
litical imaginaries and on political activism. In part 8, I examine the de-
velopment and F ourishing of the national direct-action AIDS movement 
into the early :995s (chapters 6 and =). Conceptually, part 8 is centrally 
concerned with activism as world-making and the feeling states that it 
generates. It also considers how activists’ emotion work helps to secure 
an emergent and counter-hegemonic emotional habitus. In part 6, I in-
vestigate the decline of the national movement in the early-to-mid-:995s 
(chapters <, 4, and 7). The conceptual focus is on the affective dimen-
sions of movement decline. I explore how changes in a movement’s con-
text can generate affective states that are dif> cult to address and that 
profoundly challenge the movement’s viability.

Emotion and Activism

There are strong biases in U.S. society against anger and protest, and, 
not surprisingly, against the two in combination. Angry protests violate 
norms of decorum and typically are seen as unnecessary in a democratic 
polity like the United States. In part as a result, shame, embarrassment, 
and fear of social rejection readily attach to political activities that oc-
cur outside routine channels. In that sense, feelings, which might seem 
trivial when exploring all things political, are profoundly consequential. 
Given their consequentiality, it seems vital to think about the ways in 
which feelings are produced; the ways in which power relationships are 
exercised through and reproduced in our feelings; the ways in which a 
society’s or social group’s emotional habitus disciplines us; and how our 
feelings, as well as a given emotional habitus, shape our views of what 
is politically possible, desirable, and necessary, thereby helping to es-
tablish a political horizon and to determine whether we turn to political 
activism—and in what forms, if we do. One of the political goals of this 
project is to expose feeling states as sites of power, demonstrating their 
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role in regulating political behavior, particularly in terms of foreclosing 
senses of political possibility and blocking contentious politics. At the 
same time, an emotional habitus is never totalizing, and a social order’s 
attempts at control through affect and emotions are never thoroughly 
successful. Another goal of this project, then, is to show how affect and 
emotions also nourish resistance by prying open ideas about what is to 
be done and spurring people into action.
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The Affects and 
Emotions of Mobilization

The emergence of ACT UP in New York in :9;7 and its rapid spread 
across the United States initially presented no puzzle to me. The 

AIDS crisis was exploding by that point, and the devastation in lesbian 
and gay communities, especially in large cities, was immense. Gay men 
in particular were suffering extreme and multiple losses as close friends, 
lovers, ex-lovers, acquaintances, neighbors, and co-workers died painful 
and early deaths; by this point, some gay men had lost their entire social 
circle to AIDS. At the same time, AIDS-related discrimination, ostra-
cism, and violence were on the rise. And yet, almost six years into the 
epidemic, President Reagan, intent on preserving close relations with 
leaders of the religious right, had yet to make even one policy speech 
on AIDS.1 Worse yet, his administration did not request an appropria-
tion to fund AIDS research until May :9;6—nearly two years after the 
of> cial start of the epidemic—and in subsequent years the administra-
tion consistently attempted to cut already inadequate Congressional ap-
propriations to deal with the exploding crisis. The National Institutes of 
Health (NIH)—the federal agency responsible for conducting and sup-

:. Reagan had hardly even mentioned AIDS in public prior to an April 8, :9;7, speech. 
Reagan’s > rst public mention of AIDS was in September :9;<, in response to a report-
er’s question (Beegan :9;<; Boffey :9;<); his only other public mention of AIDS prior to 
April :9;7 was in February :9;4, in a message to Congress (http://www.aegis.com/topics/
timeline, accessed July :, 8557).
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porting medical research—did not begin a concerted research effort un-
til :9;6 (McGarry and Wasserman :99;, 88<). Here is a telling compar-
ison: in :974, the CDC spent nine million dollars within months of the 
initial outbreak of what became Legionnaires’ Disease, an outbreak that 
killed thirty-four people; in contrast, during the entire > rst year of the 
AIDS epidemic, when more than two hundred people died, the CDC 
spent just one million dollars on AIDS (Rimmerman 8558, 96). All levels 
of government were either aggressively ignoring the AIDS epidemic or 
using it as an opportunity to attack those suffering most. Indeed, rather 
than providing adequate funding for AIDS research, treatment, and 
other services, by the mid-:9;5s all levels of government were increas-
ingly considering punitive laws that called for mandatory HIV-testing 
and even quarantine. Right-wing pundits were calling for extreme mea-
sures, including tattooing HIV-positive people. A prevailing sentiment 
among lesbians and gay men during the mid-:9;5s was that their com-
munity was under attack. There also was a strong and growing sense that 
the government was neglecting the health crisis and that routine politi-
cal channels—lobbying and letter-writing and the occasional march, for 
example—would not change that.

In a sense, then, it is no surprise that lesbians, gay men, and other sex-
ual and gender outlaws took to the streets in :9;7. That would seem to be 
the rational course of action. In the face of mounting deaths, and frus-
trated by the limited effectiveness of routine political tactics like lobby-
ing, why not act up?

But why then, in March :9;7, rather than earlier? Lesbian and gay 
communities were experiencing devastation well before the emergence 
of ACT UP. The number of AIDS cases and deaths had been exploding 
for years. An explanation that simply looks to grievances or strain to ac-
count for the turn to more confrontational activism only begs the ques-
tion: Why take to the streets when 85,555 had died rather than :,555 or 
:5,555 or :55,555? After all, from the > rst years of the epidemic, lesbian 
and gay leaders had denounced as inadequate the amount of government 
funding allocated to address the health crisis. Serious concerns about 
quarantine also long predated the emergence of ACT UP. Reports of re-
pressive AIDS legislation pervaded lesbian and gay newspapers by :9;<. 
It seems plausible, then, that lesbians and gay men might have turned 
to confrontational activism years before the emergence of ACT UP—in 
:9;= for example, when Reagan and Bush were running for reelection, 
or in :9;<, when Congress’s Of> ce of Technology Assessment (OTA) is-
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sued a report that strongly criticized the Reagan Administration’s han-
dling of the AIDS crisis. These were moments that pointed toward pos-
sible political allies, potential political openings, yet they did not inspire 
the emergence of the direct-action AIDS movement. An adequate ex-
planation of its emergence must explain its timing.

Actually, the emergence of ACT UP at all is a puzzle insofar as gov-
ernments frequently display indifference to the hardships and untimely 
deaths of members of the populace, embracing punitive rather than ame-
liorative policies, and yet people do not respond with confrontational ac-
tivism. In fact, the emergence of political activism of any sort—whether 
in the form of service provision, lobbying, or direct action—is never inev-
itable; individuals and organizations, affected by the conditions around 
them, have to make activism happen, and they do not always do so.2

The rise of AIDS activism from the > rst days of the epidemic and the 
turn to more confrontational direct action in the mid-to-late :9;5s, then, 
present us with a number of puzzling questions that I address in the fol-
lowing chapters. Why did lesbians, gay men, and other sexual and gen-
der outlaws become politically active in the face of AIDS, and why did 
their early activism take the forms it did, marked by caretaking and ser-
vice provision, candlelight vigils, and lobbying? Why did thousands then 
turn to direct-action politics beginning in the middle of :9;4, embrac-
ing disruptive demonstrations, civil disobedience actions, die-ins, and 
other modes of intervention designed to shift understandings and poli-
cies with regard to the epidemic? Why did ACT UP, which exempli> ed 
these forms of activism, initially receive widespread support in lesbian 
and gay communities, even from mainstream, establishment-oriented 
leaders and organizations?

The last two questions are especially pressing in light of the gay move-
ment’s rejection of militancy and turn toward professionalism and rou-
tine interest-group politics in and since the mid-:975s. Part of the gen-
eral post-:945s shift away from radical left politics, the change from gay 
liberation to gay rights politics involved adopting an agenda oriented to-
ward gay inclusion rather than broader social transformation, a concom-

8. Social movement scholars’ focus on movements per se can narrow our vision of polit-
ical action to that which is undertaken by existing social movements, leading us to neglect 
questions about political activities that are engaged in prior to the emergence of a given 
movement or outside of a movement context altogether, as well as questions about political 
inaction and the non-emergence of movements. I try to avoid these problems by focusing 
more broadly on the factors that shape political action and inaction.
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itant focus on the legislative realm, and an embrace of what some have 
called a “politics of respectability” that required downplaying gay sexual 
difference.3 ACT UP, in contrast, drew from and in many ways marked a 
revitalization of early gay liberation politics.

My account moves between national and local scales, recognizing 
that lesbian and gay responses to AIDS occurred simultaneously and in 
an interrelated manner at both levels. My local focal points are Chicago, 
New York, and San Francisco, but I draw on evidence from other cities 
as well. My focus on multiple cities is partly intended to counter exist-
ing accounts that tend to conF ate ACT UP with ACT UP/New York. As 
the > rst, largest, most visible, and in some ways most inF uential chapter, 
ACT UP/NY had a tremendous effect on the movement, but it was part 
of a larger phenomenon, a national movement made up of dozens of lo-
cal chapters.

Much of the evidence that I use to construct my narrative comes from 
lesbian and gay newspapers because they provide a useful lens into early 
lesbian and gay understandings of and responses to AIDS (see the ap-
pendix). The gay press was the primary site where lesbians and gay men 
learned about this new epidemic, got information about state and so-
cietal responses to the crisis, tried to > gure out how to respond to the 
epidemic, challenged mainstream media and medical constructions of 
AIDS, expressed opinions and debated the issues, and solicited volun-
teers and activists in the > ght against AIDS.4 News articles, editorials, 
opinion columns, letters-to-the-editor, and public service announce-
ments illuminate the texture of lesbian and gay sentiments about and un-
derstandings of the AIDS epidemic. Individually and cumulatively, they 
display the shifting contours of lesbian and gay ambivalence about self 
and society in the context of AIDS. In particular, they show how feelings 
were articulated and evoked, often nonconsciously and unintentionally, 
in a manner that affected the emotional habitus and helped to shape les-
bian and gay political responses to AIDS. Lesbian and gay newspapers 
not only recorded such emotional dynamics; they simultaneously reen-
acted them and thereby multiplied their potential effect by relaying such 
emotional dynamics to their readers. Editorials and opinion columns 
that articulated or elicited feelings played a special role: in offering in-

6. See, for example, Bronski :99;, 75–7=.
=. Political scientist Cathy Cohen (:996) argues similarly that gay newspapers were an 

important site where new discourses about AIDS developed (8<;–<9); see also Altman 
:99=, 8:; Gross 855:, :56; and Tester 855=, 47.
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sight into the editor’s or the writer’s feelings, they more overtly articu-
lated norms about feelings and their expression, suggesting to readers 
how they should and should not feel, how they should and should not ex-
press those feelings, and how they should and should not act.5

A given emotional habitus and a social group’s political horizon are 
tightly coupled, each feeding into and bolstering the other. At the con-
ceptual core of these two chapters, then, are the following questions: 
how was an emotional habitus established and stabilized within lesbian 
and gay communities during the early years of the epidemic, what caused 
that habitus to shift over time, how was the newly emergent emotional 
habitus installed and sustained, and how did those processes shape both 
lesbian and gay attitudes about, as well as engagements in, distinctive 
forms of activism? Those questions form the narrative arc of the follow-
ing two chapters.

<. See Hall :97= on the role of the media as primary and secondary agents of signi> ca-
tion; part of what I want to emphasize is the role the media play in both reF ecting and con-
structing emotional habitus.
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Pride and Its Sisters 
in Early AIDS Activism

The response to AIDS by lesbian and gay communities was imme-
diate. Within months of the > rst recorded cases of what soon came 

to be known as AIDS, gay men in particular began questioning med-
ical professionals, raising money for research, and organizing needed 
services. Within the > rst few years, thousands of lesbians, gay men, and 
other sexual and gender outlaws took on vital activities like caretak-
ing, service provision, and lobbying. Why and how did this early mass 
mobilization occur? The more general aim of this chapter is to ana-
lyze how a social group’s political horizon—its sense of political pos-
sibilities and the sorts of activism thus deemed doable, desirable, and 
necessary—is established and reproduced over time. I contend that emo-
tional habitus are decisive factors in the generation of any political hori-
zon, in part because they provide an affective charge to pedagogies of po-
litical behavior. This chapter explores the establishment of an emotional 
habitus in lesbian and gay communities, the emotional practices it gener-
ated, its own reproduction over time, and how that habitus established one 
political horizon and foreclosed others, effectively (and affectively) shap-
ing the forms of AIDS activism from this early period of the epidemic.1

Before turning to my analysis, I want to acknowledge the dif> culty of 
writing about AIDS activism during the :9;:–;4 period without distort-

:. Parts of this chapter come from Gould 855: and Gould 8559.
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ing that analysis by anachronistically examining it from the vantage point 
of what immediately followed: more confrontational direct-action activ-
ism exempli> ed by ACT UP. In part because of many ACT UP mem-
bers’ self-understanding that they were doing activism where others were 
providing social services, but also because of ACT UP’s dramatic suc-
cesses, earlier AIDS activism—including service provision—tends to be 
overshadowed. At this point, no one can write about the earliest AIDS 
activism without knowledge of ACT UP’s subsequent emergence, but I 
have tried to counter the teleological tendency by treating the :9;:–;4 
period with its own integrity, valuable in its own right, rather than see-
ing it as “not ACT UP” or as simply laying the ground for ACT UP’s en-
trance onto the historical stage (although it certainly did that).

One dif> culty, however, is that a retrospective appraisal of the growing 
devastation of the AIDS epidemic itself as well as events that occurred 
within lesbian and gay communities that I discuss in this chapter do raise 
the question of why lesbians and gay men did not take to the streets ear-
lier. My approach to this question is historical rather than moral, an in-
quiry into what did happen and why rather than a claim about what 
should have happened. Again, my main interest in this chapter is to un-
derstand how a social group’s political horizon is established, recogniz-
ing that the establishment of one is the foreclosure of others. As early as 
:9;6, a few lesbians and gay men began to advocate taking to the streets, 
but in that moment such tactics were unappealing to most. The existence 
of this competing framing about what should be done to address the cri-
sis and its initial nonadoption, followed a few years later by a widespread 
embrace of it, pose an interesting question: what made street activism 
largely unthinkable in one moment but thinkable, and even desirable, in 
another? Indeed, because of the contingent nature of any mode of activ-
ism, each period of AIDS activism presents its own puzzles. Rather than 
establishing means for caring for people with AIDS, lesbians and gay 
men instead might have distanced themselves from AIDS and its stigma 
altogether in the early years. Why did thousands mobilize into AIDS 
service organizations (ASOs)?

The Heroic Narrative of Early AIDS Activism

I begin with what I think is the dominant, heroic, narrative of lesbian 
and gay AIDS activism between :9;: and :9;4. At its simplest, the nar-
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rative goes like this: from the earliest days of the AIDS epidemic, amid 
the incredibly hostile and budget-cutting climate of the Reagan years 
and in the face of almost no governmental or other outside help, lesbi-
ans and gay men—friends and lovers of people with AIDS (PWAs), com-
munity activists, sympathetic medical professionals, and PWAs them-
selves—worked together to provide services and care to people who were 
ill and dying. Facing government inaction, and out of gay pride, self-
respect, and love for their sick brothers and for their beleaguered com-
munities, they immersed themselves in emergency caretaking and 
formed the earliest ASOs. They assembled vital information and distrib-
uted it in their communities and to the larger public. Even before an in-
fectious agent had been identi> ed and isolated, they invented safe sex. 
They also lobbied for government funding and held the government ac-
countable for its negligent and punitive responses to the crisis.

Much in this narrative is accurate, and, most important, it challenges 
the common perception that AIDS activism began in :9;7 with the 
founding of ACT UP/New York. Still, it is worth revisiting and revis-
ing, > rst because it overlooks lesbians’ and gay men’s often contradictory 
sentiments about self and society, sentiments that AIDS reinforced; in-
deed, the heroic narrative obscures the ways in which unmentioned bad 
feelings like shame about gay sexual difference and a corollary fear of 
ongoing social nonrecognition and rejection, along with feelings like 
love, self-respect, and pride that are included in the narrative, shaped 
early lesbian and gay political responses to AIDS. Second, the heroic 
narrative disregards the tensions that existed within lesbian and gay 
communities about how to respond. And third, in light of the emotional 
valence that attached to it during the period of its unfolding, as well as 
the emotional charge that still attaches to it today, we might better un-
derstand this narrative as a quasi-accurate historical depiction that itself 
manifests both a promise of, as well as a bid for, gay respectability.

Feelings about Self and Society amid an Epidemic

I complicate the heroic narrative by considering how painful experiences 
of social annihilation and nonrecognition by heteronormative society and 
the consequent desire for relief from that condition through some degree 
of social acceptance and reciprocal recognition shaped lesbians’ and gay 
men’s political responses during the early years of the epidemic. With the 
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term nonrecognition, I mean to reference the experience of wishing to be 
in a genuinely mutual and communicative relation with another but be-
ing deemed unworthy of such a reciprocal connection for whatever rea-
son.2 The evidence indicates that affective states that F owed from the ex-
perience of social ostracism and nonrecognition—feelings like gay shame 
and a related fear of social rejection that are absent from and masked by 
the standard heroic narrative—inF uenced the form and content of early 
AIDS activism.3 My analysis, then, begins with an acknowledgment of 
the painful experience of nonrecognition that lesbians and gay men some-
times experience in a heteronormative society and a consequent structure 
of ambivalence about both self and society that is evident in lesbian and 
gay communities.4 Many feelings might F ow from the experience of non-
recognition: shame, as Sedgwick emphasizes, but also anger, contempt, 
sadness, frustration, resignation, and despair. I contend that the experi-
ence of social annihilation and nonrecognition importantly structures 
the emotional habitus in lesbian and gay communities. In this chapter I 
explore the formation of that emotional habitus and how it helped to es-
tablish, reinforce, enlarge, and circumscribe the collective political hori-
zon at this moment in the > ght against AIDS. We can imagine how the ex-
perience of nonrecognition and consequent contradictory feelings about 
self and society might affect lesbian and gay politics as well as the political 
activism of other socially marginalized groups. How do you confront a so-
ciety when you feel unrecognized and desire relief from that painful con-
dition, when you want to be part of society but simultaneously reject it, in 
part because it has rejected you? How do you make demands of state and 
society when you simultaneously feel, in this case, proud and ashamed of 
your homosexual identity and practices? More broadly, this chapter sheds 
light on the relationship between the affective dimensions of oppression 
and political action and inaction.

8. The literature on recognition begins with Hegel and is very long and rich. The sources 
I have found most useful that consider the psychic effects of nonrecognition include Fanon 
:947; Tomkins (in Sedgwick and Frank :99<); and Sedgwick 8556.

6. Here I draw on the work of queer theorist Eve Sedgwick (8556), who draws on the 
work of psychologist Silvan Tomkins (in Sedgwick and Frank :99<) to argue that gay shame 
derives from nonrecognition. On the central role of shame in human behavior, see Scheff 
:9;;, :995a, :995b.

=. I assume that most human beings, gay and straight, need and want some form of rec-
ognition. Within this universal claim, there is a lot of space for variability. While nonrec-
ognition is a familiar and possibly acute experience for people who are socially margin-
alized, not all of them experience the same felt need for reciprocity and recognition from 
mainstream society.
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Fear amid Chaos

Given our current vantage point, from which some have (prematurely) 
declared “the end of AIDS,” 5 it might be easy to forget the bafF ement, 
terror, and panic that surrounded the > rst years of the epidemic.6 The 
magnitude of the health crisis was unclear, but the forecasts were dire. 
Dozens and then hundreds of previously healthy gay men were sud-
denly being diagnosed with mysterious and rare diseases that indicated 
a breakdown in their immune systems; the mortality rate was unknown, 
but some thought it might be close to :55 percent. Within the > rst year, 
the CDC declared AIDS an epidemic, and the CDC’s James Curran 
warned, “The epidemic may extend much further than currently de-
scribed and may include . . . thousands or tens of thousands of persons 
with immune defects” (Mass :9;8, :7).

There was tremendous fear in lesbian and gay communities. In one 
of the > rst lengthy articles on the epidemic in the national lesbian and 
gay news magazine the Advocate, the reporter stated that “a profound 
panic has crept over men in the major centers of the outbreak. Few know 
what to do or not to do” (Fain :9;8, 85). When interviewed in :99=, Pe-
ter Groubert, a gay man living in San Francisco, remembered those early 
years: “People were afraid of themselves. They were afraid of everyone 
else. Fear truly gripped the city” (quoted in Shepard :997, 44). Also inter-
viewed in the mid-:995s, San Francisco gay activist Cleve Jones recalled 
the apocalyptic feelings he experienced after discussing the mysterious 
diseases affecting gay men with AIDS doctor Marcus Conant during the 
> rst year of the epidemic: “I thought that I would be killed by it, that ev-
erybody I knew would be killed by it. . . . I was very frightened” (quoted in 
Shepard :997, 46). ACT UP/New York member Kendall Thomas recalled 
the everyday life of gay men in New York in the early :9;5s: “People were 
terri> ed; I know I was. . . . There was a palpable sense of anxiety. . . . 
Death, or dying, was literally all around me. . . . There were moments of 
utter terror which would descend upon me without warning” (Thomas 
8558; emphasis his). Gay communities were being decimated. Many gay 
men were attending memorial services every week. People who volun-
teered as “buddies” to assist people with AIDS with their daily tasks 

<. There was a spate of such declarations by some prominent gay journalists beginning 
in :994 (see Sullivan :994; Savage :997).

4. For an account of lesbian and gay responses to AIDS during the early-to-mid :9;5s, 
written during that time, see Altman :9;7, esp. chap. <.
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were experiencing multiple deaths, again, sometimes every week.7 Cleve 
Jones indicated how unrelenting were the deaths: “Everyone’s address 
books were a mass of scratch-outs” (C. Jones 8555, :5:).8

The mystery, ambiguities, horrors, and devastation of the epidemic 
alarmed and terri> ed gay men, and lesbians as well, particularly those 
living in the urban centers most affected by AIDS. Equally troubling, 
the diseases seemed to be striking gay men in particular, suddenly re-
inforcing implausible antigay rhetoric that linked disease to gay iden-
tity itself.9 Indeed, along with the medical aspects of AIDS, lesbian and 
gay communities simultaneously had to face the social and political di-
mensions of the epidemic. From the > rst reports about what was initially 
dubbed the “gay plague,” understandings of the epidemic have almost 
never focused solely on its medical aspects; as others have noted, dis-
courses about AIDS have consistently overF owed with metaphors and 
moralizing stories.10 Initial medical and mainstream media reports in-
cluded a heavy dose of homophobic sensationalism about gay male sex-
ual practices, foregrounding social taboos such as anal sex, anonymous 
sex, and public sex. The media focused on the most stunning and dra-
matic cases of gay men with histories of more than one thousand sexual 
partners while ignoring those whose sexual histories were more conven-
tional.11 Their hysteria reF ected and reinforced discourses that equated 
homosexuality and homosexuals with disease and perversion.12

7. See, for example, GMHC’s :995–9: Annual Report, “The First Ten Years,” :4.
;. In :99=, artist and ACT UP/Chicago member Mary Patten showed a piece at the Fis-

chbach Gallery in New York City—Untitled (names and addresses)—an address book, Pat-
ten’s own, with every name whited out, “a quiet testimony to . . . the erasure of an accu-
mulated and dense personal history” due to AIDS (e-mail correspondence with Patten, 
< August 8554).

9. By categorizing those affected in terms of sexual identity rather than sexual prac-
tices, the initial medical and media reports created the impression that the diseases were 
affecting gay men speci> cally, and because of their identity rather than because of speci> c 
practices. The policy rami> cations were signi> cant: government and other institutions’ re-
sponses to this ostensibly “gay” epidemic were slowed immeasurably, and safe-sex infor-
mation likely was less effective at reaching men who had sex with men but did not iden-
tify as gay.

:5. See, for example, Treichler :9;7; Ross :9;;; Watney :9;9; Loughery :999.
::. Men with modest sexual histories were among the > rst reported cases of what later 

became AIDS. Of four of the > rst patients seen by clinicians in Los Angeles, for exam-
ple, “one had been monogamous for four years, two had several regular partners, and only 
one ‘was highly sexually active’ ” (Epstein :994, 6;5, n. :<, quoting Gottlieb et al. :9;:).

:8. Hysteria about lesbians being “AIDS carriers” also indicates how the equation of 
homosexuality with disease shaped understandings of AIDS in the early years.
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Meanwhile, the Reagan administration was displaying monumental 
indifference to the epidemic.13 Most local and state governments were 
similarly failing to respond to the crisis; indeed, by the mid-:9;5s, it was 
clear that legislators were focused less on addressing the needs of people 
who were sick than on proposing and enacting repressive laws, including 
calls for quarantine. The grief, fear, and overall trauma in lesbian and 
gay communities was enormous.

Making Sense of AIDS

Lesbians, gay men, and other sexual and gender minorities could not 
easily assimilate this new, mysterious phenomenon and its many impli-
cations. The feelings associated with sex are profoundly disruptive and 
contradictory in any case, even moreso here where gay sex was linked so 
intimately to death. Add to that the highly ambiguous nature of the sit-
uation, the frightful conjectures, and the implausibility of a syndrome of 
illnesses attacking gay men in particular, all of which was tremendously 
unsettling. The epidemic itself and responses to it by state and society 
called into question lesbians’ and gay men’s everyday routines and prac-
tices, and generated immense self-doubt as well as anxiety about their 
relationship to mainstream society. It was an open and unde> ned mo-
ment when, because previously > xed ideas were uprooted and confusion 
and uncertainty reigned, the need to make sense of oneself and of one’s 
world was greatly intensi> ed.

Amid the insecurity and dislocation of the AIDS epidemic, and in the 
context of vitriolic and homophobic reactions from the dominant institu-
tions of mainstream society, sexual and gender minorities had to recon-
sider who they were and where they > t within society, and to think about 
their relationship to this epidemic, how they should respond to it, and 
how they should feel about it. Those practices of meaning-making hap-
pened in a collective and ongoing way at community meetings, in AIDS 
organizations, in the pages of lesbian and gay newspapers, through 
broadsides, leaF ets, safe-sex education materials, calls for volunteers, 
and in everyday conversations. Lesbians and gay men confronted seri-
ous questions that centered on gay identity and politics: To what extent 

:6. Evidence indicates that when mentioned at all, AIDS was treated as a joke by mem-
bers of the Reagan administration. In :9;8, in answer to a reporter’s question about the ep-
idemic, the White House press secretary, Larry Speakes, joked that no one in the White 
House had AIDS. See the transcript in the Washington Blade, :: June 855=, 8;.
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should they identify with and mobilize around this health crisis, given 
the immense stigma of AIDS? How would the epidemic and society’s re-
sponses to it affect each of them individually and lesbian and gay com-
munities more broadly? What, if anything, was “the meaning” of AIDS? 
What did AIDS reveal about them? How should they approach the ques-
tion of the relationship between gay sexual practices and these deadly 
diseases? How should they respond to the epidemic if they decided to 
“own” the issue? How should the government address the crisis?

Although moments of dislocation and insecurity can engender “col-
lective creativity” (Sewell :994, ;47), where new ideas and ways of being 
are invented and tried out, those trying to make sense of themselves and 
the world amid such conditions also draw from readily available assump-
tions and common sense. In the early years of the AIDS epidemic, lesbi-
ans, gay men, and other sexual and gender outlaws did create new knowl-
edges while also pulling from contradictory but well-worn and deeply 
ingrained patterns of understandings and feelings about lesbian and gay 
selves and about mainstream society. Gay liberationist ideas that criti-
cized dominant heterosexual society, foregrounded gay community self-
determination, and celebrated gay sexuality and gay difference helped 
shape their understandings and feelings about AIDS.14 But so did more 
conventional heteronormative ideas that disparaged gay sexuality, gay 
culture, and the gay community, ideas that were pervasive, albeit usually 
subterranean, in lesbian and gay communities. The decline of gay lib-
eration in the early :975s, of course, importantly shaped the discursive 
context. It perhaps is no surprise, then, that gay discussions about AIDS 
were saturated with ambivalent language that indicated gay pride as well 
as shame, and animosity toward society as well as a strong desire for so-
cial acceptance and a related anxiety about intensi> ed social rejection.

Emotives, Feelings, and the Establishment of a Political Horizon

We can get a sense of how important ambivalent feelings have been in 
shaping lesbian and gay political responses to AIDS by looking at pub-
lic, largely internal discussions in lesbian and gay communities about the 
crisis—as recorded in the gay media and in ASO literature, for example. 
These discussions are a window into the often unarticulated but force-

:=. Brier 8557 explores gay liberation- and feminist-inspired discourses of early AIDS 
activists.
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ful affective states coursing through lesbian and gay communities in this 
period. Although debates revealed divergent views and feelings, and 
showed that there was no self-evident, widely accepted response to the 
crisis, repeated articulations of what soon became the normative emo-
tives did help to shape a political horizon.

The pre-AIDS emotional habitus among lesbians and gay men was 
structured by ambivalence, and AIDS created conditions for the height-
ening of some of those contradictory feelings. Reddy (:997) argues 
that when the standard emotives in a community repeatedly name and 
evoke feelings particular to one side of a deep ambivalence while sub-
merging or repressing feelings speci> c to the other side—a navigation, 
of sorts, of the experience of ambivalence—individuals’ affective states 
and emotions can be affected. When repeatedly named and evoked, cer-
tain emotional states are elevated and made meaningful while others are 
repressed or simply remain unintelligible because they are not brought 
into language. Emotives, again, do not simply describe feeling states but 
can affect how people are able to, and actually do, feel. In addition, the 
emotional practices of a social group encourage members to align their 
feelings and emotional expression with the emotional norms and orien-
tation of the group. These emotion dynamics can thereby foster a partic-
ular resolution to a widespread ambivalence.15

Here, then, is the heart of the argument of this chapter. During the 
early years of the AIDS crisis, as activists and others repeatedly artic-
ulated and evoked certain feelings and suppressed others, they gener-
ated and reproduced a particular emotional habitus. They expressed 
love of their gay brothers and of the community, as well as gay pride, es-
pecially when noting and encouraging the community’s responsible ef-
forts to > ght AIDS and its stoicism in the face of death; many also ex-
pressed and elicited shame about gay sexuality and anxiety about social 
nonrecognition and rejection; a few individuals publicly articulated an-
ger toward state and society, but their expressions often were suppressed 
or defused. This emotional habitus—with its implicit pedagogy about 
what to feel and how to express one’s feelings about self and society—
inF uenced lesbians’ and gay men’s self-understandings as well as their 
attitudes about homosexuality, AIDS, and dominant society. In crystal-

:<. To be sure, any such “resolution” would be temporary and unstable insofar as the 
repressed or submerged sentiments are not actually purged. On the irresolvability of am-
bivalence, see Freud :9<<; Laplanche and Pontalis :976, 8;; and Smelser :99;, 4.
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lizing lesbian and gay ambivalence, this emotional habitus offered a res-
olution of sorts to the political dilemmas posed by the experience of such 
contradictory feelings. That is, this constellation of feelings, repeatedly 
expressed and evoked in the lesbian and gay press and in pronounce-
ments by lesbian and gay leaders and AIDS activists, helped to establish 
a political horizon that authorized some forms of activism while delegit-
imizing others—that, for example, encouraged lesbians and gay men to 
focus on the vital work of caretaking and service provision, to embrace 
routine interest-group tactics such as voting and lobbying, to equivocate 
about gay male sexuality, and to suppress more confrontational rhetoric 
and activism that might compromise their social acceptability.16

Recalling the bodily, nonconscious nature of a habitus, I am not ar-
guing that lesbians and gay men intentionally mobilized certain affective 
states and emotions and downplayed others in order to direct lesbian 
and gay politics toward service provision and lobbying and away from 
confrontation. Some may have been so strategic and deliberate, but most 
simply drew from and echoed existing, familiar, emotionally charged 
discourses. Gay shame and fear of social rejection, for example, were 
nothing new; they had > gured prominently in lesbian and gay experience 
for decades and were then heavily reinforced by the dominant society’s 
responses to AIDS. Those feeling states, in short, were recognizable. We 
might even say they “made sense.” They could be readily expressed all 
the more persuasively in the context of a health crisis in which lesbian 
and gay communities had signi> cant reason to be concerned about socie-
tal perceptions and acceptance. In other words, regardless of intent, such 
expressions of feelings were available and resonant, and their articula-
tion or elicitation required little if any reF ection. Indeed, the force of an 
emotional habitus derives from operating beneath conscious awareness, 
from being absorbed into individuals’ bodily sensations and thereby nat-
uralized. The effects of the repeated evocations of speci> c feeling states, 
more important than the intentions lying behind them, bolstered such 
feeling states among lesbians and gay men. I contend that we need to ex-
plore the workings of such emotional processes in order to understand 
the sources and forms of political action.

The remainder of this chapter continues my analysis of early AIDS 

:4. The multiple and often contradictory feelings present in this emotional habitus 
should dispel any idea that speci> c emotional states lead to speci> c types of activism (e.g., 
shame leads to inaction, pride leads to the streets). We can say that feelings do shape polit-
ical (in)action, but how they do so is always contingent.
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activism. Initially, I stick closely to the heroic narrative, simply providing 
an analysis attuned to the emotions—especially gay pride—involved in 
that heroism. I then explore some of the unacknowledged feeling states 
that I argue decisively shaped lesbian and gay political responses to the 
crisis.

A&0 S%-!" &,! H+/ P-/+"%/ -, I&%*0 @HLP @2+-.-/E. As the heroic 
narrative suggests, in the terrifying and politically hostile context of the 
Reagan/Bush years, the mobilization in lesbian and gay communities 
to deal with the crisis on its many fronts was extraordinary and indis-
pensable in the > ght against AIDS. Following an ethos—forged in the 
gay and women’s liberation movements—that made them wary of gov-
ernment involvement in what they saw as internal lesbian and gay com-
munity affairs, the earliest AIDS activists educated themselves, alerted 
gay men to the epidemic, and taught doctors how to diagnose symptoms. 
Drawing from existing community resources and > nding new ones, they 
raised consciousness as well as money. In the face of government inac-
tion and hoping to preserve their besieged communities, they created 
autonomous, grassroots, community-based service organizations to take 
care of gay men with AIDS, providing numerous ways for others in the 
community to volunteer their time and donate resources to > ght the cri-
sis.17 That work was groundbreaking. In historian John D’Emilio’s words, 
“Within a few short years, the community was able to build from the 
ground up an extraordinary network of service organizations that cared 
for many of the sick and educated the community” (:997, ;6). Regard-
ing questions of gay sexuality, gay men’s previous experiences with state 
surveillance had created suspicion of government agencies, and, at least 
in the earliest years, there was “a general consensus that gay men could 
and should work out their evolving sexual norms within the private con-
> nes of their community” (Patton :995, :<). Even before the identi> ca-
tion of HIV, gay men invented safe-sex materials that suggested “how to 
have sex in an epidemic.” 18 As Cindy Patton has written, “Informed by a 

:7. In the > rst year or two of the epidemic, some AIDS activists believed that they 
would be able to provide services and information without government assistance, uphold-
ing a valued principle among gay and lesbian liberationists of noninterference by the state. 
That belief faded as the number of cases exploded.

:;. That was the name of a pamphlet compiling safe-sex information for gay men, pro-
duced by Richard Berkowitz, Michael Callen, and Richard Dworkin (:9;6); on early safe-
sex campaigns in gay communities, see Patton :9;7, :995, and :994.
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self-help model taken from the women’s health movement and by the gay 
liberation discussion of sexuality, safe sex was viewed by early AIDS ac-
tivists, not merely as a practice to be imposed on the reluctant, but as a 
form of political resistance and community building that achieved both 
sexual liberation and sexual health” (:9;9, ::;; quoted in McGarry and 
Wasserman :99;, 889).

Lesbians participated in AIDS activism from the beginning, many of 
them bringing expertise from years of involvement in other movements, 
especially the women’s health movement. In the words of writer and ac-
tivist Jewelle Gomez, “This moment of mutual political recognition be-
tween lesbians and gay men signaled a new era of activism” (:99<, <7). 
Lesbian participation is particularly notable because, in the years prior 
to AIDS, lesbians and gay men typically were not engaged in political 
activism together.19 Why did numerous lesbians now get involved in an 
issue that had been gendered as male by the scienti> c-medical establish-
ment and the straight and gay media?

On the most mundane level, many of the existing lesbian and gay so-
cial service organizations that responded to the epidemic had lesbians 
on their staffs (Stoller :997). But many lesbians who joined early AIDS 
activist efforts had more passionate reasons to become involved. One 
early activist, Amber Hollibaugh, notes that she and many lesbians were 
drawn to AIDS activism because of the “shared gay identity we felt with 
gay men” (:99<, 885, emphasis hers). Some lesbians got involved because 
“they saw their community under assault” (Patton :995, 8:), and many 
recognized a personal interest in opposing the religious right’s use of 
AIDS to forward its homophobic agenda. In the early years of the epi-
demic, lesbians were often constructed by the media and right wing pun-
dits as “AIDS carriers,” and thus, in a manner similar to gay men, as 
“degenerates,” “perverts,” and “deviants.” 20 Although the epidemic had 

:9. The reasons for this are many; one is that throughout the :975s, lesbian politics 
were centered in lesbian feminism, some versions of which were separatist, and gay male 
life was focused on building gay (male) community institutions, including bars, baths, and 
other sites where the growing gay male sexual subculture might further develop.

85. Even health and scienti> c institutions linked lesbians to AIDS. In :9;8–;6, the 
American Red Cross advised lesbians as well as gay men to refrain from donating blood. 
The debate about lesbians and blood donation was occurring as late as :9;4 in the pages 
of the British medical journal, the Lancet. In :9;7, the Sonoma County (California) Red 
Cross turned down a women’s motorcycle club offer to do a blood drive, again fearing 
“lesbian blood” (Grover :9;7, 8<). See also Byron :9;6; reprinted in Blasius and Phelan 
:997, <;9.
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ostensibly been gendered as male, many lesbians recognized that in fact 
the epidemic had been “queered” and they too were being targeted.

In addition, a number of early lesbian AIDS activists identi> ed as 
sex-radicals—feminists who were interested in the pleasures and diver-
sity of female sexuality and who challenged other feminists’ opposition 
to pornography, butch/femme roles, and sadomasochism.21 Dominant 
discourses about AIDS that disparaged gay male sexuality reinforced 
the need to tie the > ght against AIDS to the > ght for sexual freedom. 
Sociologist Nancy Stoller suggests that lesbians’ “interest in AIDS pol-
itics and the organizational milieu of AIDS work was fueled by a belief 
that AIDS organizations would be groups that were more open about 
sexual diversity” (:997, :79). Lesbians who had antiracist and feminist 
politics also got involved because they saw through the gendering of the 
epidemic and very early in the crisis recognized that women, particu-
larly poor women of color, were going to be affected by AIDS in ways 
that were inF ected by race and class. In short, lesbians joined the > ght 
in these early years “out of compassion, solidarity, the link they saw be-
tween gay men and lesbians, and political concern” (O’Sullivan and Par-
mar :998, :8).

In many ways, AIDS sparked greater contact between lesbians and 
gay men, and the category “lesbian and gay community” became more 
accurate (although it continued to exclude other sexual and gender mi-
norities). Drawing from her experiences as a lesbian archivist during this 
period, ACT UP/New York member Polly Thistlethwaite notes that “in 
the :9;5s—you can see it from the organizational > les in the [Lesbian 
Herstory] Archives—things were ‘gay and lesbian’ instead of ‘gay’ or ‘les-
bian’. There was a lot more coming together like that” (Thistlethwaite 
:996, emphasis hers; see also McGarry and Wasserman :99;, 869).22

Seeing the destruction that this new epidemic was wreaking and fear-
ing that government involvement would lead to government control, 
these early AIDS activists mobilized past political experience, indige-
nous resources, and lesbian and gay volunteers to address the crisis.23 

8:. On feminist sex-radicalism, see essays in Vance :9;9; and Snitow, Stansell, and 
Thompson :9;6. On lesbian sex-radicals and AIDS activism, see Stoller :997; and Holli-
baugh :99<.

88. For more on lesbian AIDS activists, see Black :994; Patton :995; Rieder and Rup-
pelt :9;;; Stoller :99;; Wolfe :995a; and Yingling :99:, 896–9=.

86. Patton has noted that their approach ironically “dovetailed with the Reagan plan to 
shift virtually all government services into communities under the guise of Christian char-
ity and volunteerism” (:995, :4).
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Although in the > rst few years most people were busy digesting what 
was happening around them, caring for friends and lovers, and build-
ing community-based ASOs, by :9;8–;6 some early AIDS activists were 
engaging in externally oriented activism as well, mobilizing lobbying ef-
forts and candlelight vigils. In :9;6 the PWA self-empowerment move-
ment emerged, issuing a founding statement, the “Denver Principles,” 
that, along with making policy recommendations, condemned attempts 
to label people with AIDS “victims” and urged people with AIDS to as-
sert control over their own health care.24 By the mid-:9;5s, some peo-
ple with AIDS and their allies were engaging in illegal direct action by 
smuggling experimental AIDS drugs that were either unapproved in the 
United States or cheaper outside its borders. Buyers’ clubs then distrib-
uted the drugs to people with AIDS across the United States.25

The efforts of these early AIDS activists were heroic indeed, and the 
movement of thousands of volunteers into ASOs in these early years 
should be understood as a successful mass political mobilization—
political in the sense that to love and care for those whom state and soci-
ety have betrayed, for those deemed better off dead, is a forceful refusal 
to accede to existing notions of worthiness. How can we account for this 
mass mobilization? The need to respond in the face of government inac-
tion helped to animate it, and the community’s resources certainly en-
abled it to occur, but this political response was never inevitable. Activ-
ists were already confronting other pressing issues, including violence 
against lesbians and gay men and the lack of civil rights protection. Trau-
matized by the sicknesses and deaths, and afraid of renewed political at-
tacks against the lesbian and gay community, activists and nonactivists 
alike simply might have stayed away from AIDS.

Crucial to the mobilization effort, in my view, were feelings like gay 
pride and love for one’s sick brothers and for the community at large. 
Activists and service providers frequently articulated and elicited feel-
ings of pride and love, helping to counter the shame and fear surround-
ing AIDS. By linking ways of feeling to speci> c forms of action, such ex-
pressions enlisted massive numbers of lesbian and gay volunteers and 
community resources to address the health crisis. The following invo-
cation of pride in the community’s efforts against AIDS in a report to 

8=. The “Denver Principles” are reprinted in Crimp :9;7a; see also Chambré 8554, 
chap. 8.

8<. See Epstein :994, :;;–;9; and Chambré 8554, :6;–=5 for brief discussions of buy-
ers’ clubs.
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the lesbian and gay community from the San Francisco AIDS/KS Foun-
dation in December :9;6, used an emotional style that was widespread 
in this period: “We as an entire community can be proud . . . of the co-
operation within all segments of the gay and lesbian community. . . . 
Alone, this community has educated, lobbied, demonstrated and fought 
for government action. The only services that have been delivered are 
those which have been demanded or those which have been provided by 
the community itself” (San Francisco AIDS/KS Foundation :9;6, :, 6).26

In gay politics, and likely in other movements of socially marginalized 
people, public discussion about the movement’s political actions—even 
a mere description—is usually more than it purports to be. Such discus-
sions in gay politics, for example, often additionally express, or gesture 
toward, lesbian and gay ambivalence: they contain implicit or explicit 
judgments about how gay people should or should not present them-
selves and act in the public realm. For example, when Advocate reporter 
Larry Bush asserted in a :9;6 news article how unique the gay commu-
nity spirit was in motivating individuals to unite in order to provide ser-
vices for people with AIDS, and when in the same article the executive 
director of the National Gay Task Force, Virginia Apuzzo, was quoted as 
saying that “the community has responded, with its heart, with its pock-
etbook, with its political savvy” (Bush :9;6a, :9), both were speaking in 
an emotional register that expressed and evoked gay pride. On one level, 
expressions of gay pride simply acknowledged that lesbians and gay men 
involved in caretaking and service provision had reason to feel proud: 
their efforts were prolonging and saving lives.

At the same time, the many expressions of pride in this moment were 
doing more than acknowledging these efforts. They offered lesbians and 
gay men a pedagogy of feeling: rather than feel ashamed, as mainstream 
discourses suggested, they should feel proud of the community’s efforts 
in the face of immense adversity. In offering a way to feel and a tem-
plate for what to do with gay pride, those expressions of pride effectively, 
and affectively, encouraged lesbians and gay men to volunteer and to do-
nate money and services rather than to disidentify from the mobilization 
around AIDS. The fact that some lesbians and gay men did disidentify—
which I discuss below—puts pressure on any account that naturalizes this 

84. Originally the Kaposi’s Sarcoma Research and Educational Foundation, it changed 
its name to the San Francisco AIDS/KS Foundation and ultimately became the San Fran-
cisco AIDS Foundation.
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massive mobilization. The proud emotional register of much lesbian and 
gay rhetoric about AIDS in this period helped to de> ne what it meant to 
be gay and thereby encouraged these forms of early AIDS activism. The 
model of gayness enacted here did not offer a radical reconstitution of 
U.S. American citizenship in the way that Berlant and Freeman (:996) 
describe Queer Nation as doing, but it did make possible a parallel citi-
zenship whose practices explicitly recognized the value of gay lives and 
countered the sense of lesbians and gay men as irredeemably “other.” 27 
In a period of virulent homophobia, these enactments of gay dignity and 
self-recognition offered an antidote.

Thus far, my account > ts squarely within the heroic narrative. As Pat-
ton has argued, early AIDS activism had “liberationist roots” (:995, :9), 
and at > rst glance, little or no gay shame is evident in these early lesbian 
and gay responses to the epidemic: activists were proudly defending their 
communities and gay male sexuality in the face of the homophobic hys-
teria that permeated medical and media reports. In primarily pursuing 
community self-determination rather than government action, they indi-
cated suspicion of and animosity toward the state and scant concern with 
social acceptance. If we extend the heroic narrative in a manner that at-
tends to the important role of emotional states in political activism, we 
might read the attitudes and actions of these activists as an indication 
that they had achieved a resolution to lesbian and gay ambivalence that 
was grounded in gay pride and a loving respect for one another and that 
encouraged a politics of community autonomy and disengagement from 
the state.

Such an account usefully challenges a linear retelling of history that 
would suggest that the story of lesbian and gay responses to AIDS began 
with shame and political inaction and moved to gay pride and antipathy 
toward society, exempli> ed by ACT UP’s militant street activism. All 
of the components of ambivalence and political activism in these early 
years contradict any such linear narrative: gay pride and antipathy to-
ward society were apparent in the earliest lesbian and gay responses, and 
they were linked to a community self-help form of political resistance in-
spired by gay liberation rather than to street activism which was not yet 
even on the horizon.

Still, while this heroic narrative provides some sense of the motiva-
tions that lay behind early AIDS activism, the picture it draws is incom-

87. I thank Mary Patten, who suggested I think about this idea of parallel citizenship.
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plete. Although pride was one of the most pervasive and motivating sen-
timents at the time, it was not the only sentiment evoked in these early 
public discussions. Pride helped to establish responses like service provi-
sion, volunteer caretaking, and lobbying as forms of AIDS activism that 
were thinkable and desirable. But other affective states that are largely 
absent from the heroic narrative—what in retrospect we could call gay 
shame and a corollary fear of social rejection, for example—also con-
tributed to establishing and limiting lesbians’ and gay men’s sense of the 
possible.

A&0 P"D &,! @,D-"+0. Discussions in lesbian and gay communities 
about AIDS and gay sex indicate the forcefulness of emotional states be-
sides pride in this moment. Early medical and media reports linked AIDS 
to gay sex and even to gayness itself, and that association fed an unspo-
ken but widespread anxiety in lesbian and gay communities that maybe 
homosexuality really was abnormal, unhealthy, and in this case, even 
deadly. AIDS, of course, did not introduce shame and guilt about gay 
sexual difference. Rather, it played on fertile ground. A little over a year 
into the epidemic, Michael Lynch, a reporter for Toronto’s left-leaning 
gay paper The Body Politic, suggested that the mainstream media’s cov-
erage of AIDS that equated gayness with pathology resonated with gay 
men: “Within the hearts of gay men” there was already “a persistent, an-
ti-sexual sense of guilt, ready to be tapped. . . . Deep within ourselves 
lingered a readiness to > nd ourselves guilty. We were ripe to embrace a 
viral infection as a moral punishment” (Lynch :9;8, 6<, 67). A few years 
later, gay writer and activist Darrell Yates Rist similarly argued that 
mainstream society’s homophobic constructions of AIDS “corroborated 
understandings we somehow profoundly held—had always held—about 
ourselves. . . . [AIDS] taps a dark, cold well, a bottomless intelligence 
that nurtures our conception of ourselves: Sadly, we are moral aberra-
tions, F aws in nature’s scheme” (Rist :9;4, =<; emphasis his).

Writing in :9;<, Cindy Patton argued that this anxious affective state 
was widespread, even affecting those with a strong gay pride: “Lurk-
ing deep in the heart of even the most positive and progressive lesbi-
ans and gay men was the fear: maybe they are right, homosexuality is 
death” (Patton :9;<, 4). Although such affective states did not exist 
across the board, mainstream society’s homophobic understandings of 
AIDS tapped into feelings of guilt and shame about homosexuality and 
anxiety about social rejection that already were present within the les-
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bian and gay affective landscape. AIDS, a crisis inescapably related to 
gay male sexual practices, unsurprisingly exacerbated feelings of shame 
and fear of rejection.

Prior to the :9;= isolation and identi> cation of the human immuno-
de> ciency virus (HIV), the scienti> c-medical establishment’s theories 
of causation included frequent exposure to sexually transmitted dis-
eases, antibiotic overload, recreational drugs popular among gay men, 
“the fast gay lifestyle,” gay male sexuality itself, and an unknown infec-
tious agent.28 Although uncertainty about the causes of AIDS pointed 
in a number of directions, lesbians and gay men, inF uenced by their own 
anxiety about gay difference and attendant social rejection, often ech-
oed mainstream media and medical reports, fastening on gay male sex-
ual practices and the supposed “gay lifestyle” with its easy sex, ostensi-
bly higher rates of sexually transmitted diseases, and recreational drug 
use. For example, the cover of the March :;, :9;8, issue of the Advocate 
ominously asked, “Is the Urban Gay Male Lifestyle Hazardous to Your 
Health?” Its answer was, plainly, “yes.” As sociologist Steven Epstein 
has argued, “when a mysterious illness appears in a speci> c social group, 
it makes eminent sense to ask what distinguishes that group from others 
not affected, or less affected, by the illness” (Epstein :994, =9), and lesbi-
ans and gay men understandably joined the scienti> c-medical establish-
ment in that line of questioning. But as Epstein also points out, and as 
examples I discuss here illuminate, that process is inevitably normaliz-
ing insofar as it considers the ways in which the assumed-to-be homoge-
neous social group ostensibly deviates from the norm. Difference easily 
slides into deviance. In this case, for example, lifestyle theories tended to 
draw their assumptions from existing discourses that cast homosexuality 
and gay male sexual practices as abnormal and unhealthy.

Heated debates among gay men about their sexual practices had oc-
curred before the epidemic, but AIDS intensi> ed them. Articles about 
AIDS in lesbian and gay newspapers as well as statements from gay lead-
ers and AIDS service providers often revealed anxieties about anony-
mous sex, promiscuity, and, even after the development of safe-sex mea-
sures, speci> c gay male sexual practices, particularly those that ostensibly 

8;. See Epstein :994 for an excellent analysis of how AIDS activists, people with AIDS, 
scientists, the media, pharmaceutical companies, and public health of> cials, in coopera-
tion and in competition with one another, have constructed our knowledge about AIDS. 
He shows how an initially unpopular hypothesis—that an unknown infectious agent was 
causing AIDS—became credible.
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set gay men apart from heterosexuals like anal sex, rimming, and > st-
ing.29 The frequent inclusion of “anonymous sex” in gay-produced warn-
ing lists of potential risk factors is particularly signi> cant, for it reveals 
that many wove together their moral beliefs or anxieties with their health 
concerns; anonymity, per se, does not transmit disease—introducing 
oneself to a sex partner does not stop disease transmission—so its in-
clusion derived less from health concerns than from gay anxiety, even 
shame, about public perceptions of gay male sexual practices.30

Some gay community leaders expressed fear that gays had somehow 
brought AIDS on themselves. Less than one year into the epidemic, and 
two years before the identi> cation of HIV, David Goodstein, the editor 
of the Advocate, pronounced, “Whether we like it or not, the fact is that 
aspects of the urban gay lifestyle we have created in the last decade are 
hazardous to our health. The evidence is overwhelming” (:9;8). By “ur-
ban gay lifestyle,” Goodstein probably meant the existence of venues like 
gay bathhouses and bars where men could meet to have sex with one an-
other. The “evidence” that the growing epidemic was the result of such 
venues or more generally of gay male sexual culture was, in actuality, 
not “overwhelming,” and rather than speaking the “truth” about AIDS, 
Goodstein’s statement and others like it, drawing from heteronormative 
understandings of gay male sexuality, both revealed and likely reinforced 
gay shame and anxiety about society’s perceptions of gay sexuality.31

Shame, guilt, and self-blame were even more pronounced in an explo-
sive manifesto—“We Know Who We Are: Two Gay Men Declare War 
on Promiscuity”—that was published in the New York Native in Novem-
ber :9;8 by two gay men with AIDS:

89. Rimming is oral-anal sex; > sting is when one person inserts his/her hand into an-
other’s anus or vagina. See Rubin :99: on the irrationality of placing > sting in the “unsafe” 
category in safe sex literature.

65. Many of the earliest lesbian and gay newspaper accounts about the new epidemic 
among gay men included “anonymous sex” as a risk factor. See, for example, Kelley :9;:; 
DiPhillips :9;:; William :9;8; Sonnabend :9;8; and Mass :9;6. For a contemporaneous 
critique, see Berkowitz, Callen, and Dworkin :9;6.

6:. Because the once-common view that gay male sexuality is innately “perverse” and 
that gay men brought AIDS on themselves may still have traction, I should note that AIDS 
is not caused by homosexual sex per se or by the so-called “gay lifestyle,” but by a virus 
(HIV) that has a standard disease transmission route. Anyone who engages in any activ-
ity with an HIV-positive person where body F uids like blood or semen are exchanged can 
become infected with HIV. See Crimp :9;7c, 8<6; and Bérubé :9;;, :;, for arguments 
about how promiscuity among gay and bi men actually may have helped to curtail HIV 
transmission.
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Those of us who have lived a life of excessive promiscuity on the urban gay 
circuit of bathhouses, backrooms, balconies, sex clubs, meat racks, and tea-
rooms know who we are. . . . [W]e have been unwilling or unable to accept re-
sponsibility for the role that our own excessiveness has played in our present 
health crisis. But, deep down, we know who we are and we know why we’re 
sick. . . . Our lifestyle has created the present epidemic of AIDS among gay 
men. (Callen, Berkowitz, and Dworkin :9;8, 86; emphases mine)

Their statement was ambivalent rather than simply self-deprecating: the 
manifesto traf> cked in shame about gay male sexual practices and pulled 
from readily available homophobic and erotophobic discourses to sup-
port the authors’ “lifestyle” hypothesis about AIDS, but it also indicated 
self-love and grave concern about the gay community. Their statement, 
for example, acknowledged that gay promiscuity had been “a healthy re-
action to a sex-negative culture”; the problem, from their perspective, 
was that promiscuity now threatened “to destroy the very fabric of ur-
ban gay male life.” 32

Callen and his colleagues were clearly trying to save gay male lives, 
and their love for the urban gay community and for themselves was 
likely motivating their manifesto. Of course, we cannot know precisely 
what they were feeling, but it is perhaps more important to consider the 
effects that their manifesto and similar statements from others had on 
those who read it. If, as my argument about lesbian and gay ambiva-
lence and the above comments by Lynch and Rist suggest, lesbians and 
gay men have a reservoir of guilt and shame about their sexual identities 
and practices, then any suggestion by gay men that gay men’s sexual “ex-
cesses” had brought AIDS on themselves would in a sense speak to gay 
men and possibly have the effect of reinscribing and elevating gay shame, 
guilt, and self-doubt. That “shame-effect” is perhaps inevitable in a ho-
mophobic, heteronormative society where gay identity, in queer theorist 
Judith Butler’s words, is produced and riven at once (Butler :999, :98, 
n. ::). To identify as gay, lesbian, or queer is to travel close to, and some-
times fall over, the precipice of abjection. As much as many of us em-
brace our own difference, the ongoing straddling of a line between being 
accepted and being rejected takes its emotional toll. It generates, at least 

68. Notably, the manifesto authors wrote a safe-sex booklet in :9;6 that challenged the 
way that antigay, antisex moralizing was masquerading as medical advice (Berkowitz, Cal-
len, and Dworkin :9;6).
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occasionally, ambivalence about our sexual difference, about that which 
generates social nonrecognition and thwarts (some) desired human con-
nection. In this context, even cautionary warnings designed to save gay 
lives could unintentionally heighten gay shame.

Shaming often seemed to be the intention. Gay newspapers from that 
period, as well as interviews and oral histories, reveal that shame-> lled 
discourses were pervasive in lesbian and gay communities. Their own 
worlds turning upside down, many gay men cast blame on those who 
supposedly lived in the gay “fast lane.” Anthropologist Gayle Rubin has 
noted that in the San Francisco lesbian and gay community, “the most 
popular group to blame for AIDS was ‘sleazy South of Market [gay] 
leathermen’ ” (:997, :::). If it was not leathermen, it was the sexually vo-
racious. A gay man from San Francisco recalled the blaming and sham-
ing that went along with such distancing from AIDS: “Those > rst years 
of the disease, the conversations over dinner and at the bars were basi-
cally denial. You know, ‘So and so I know has got the gay cancer but he 
was a slut.’ It was that kind of a reaction, ‘He deserves it.’ It just rein-
forced what we had been told” (quoted in Shepard :997, 4;). Shame and 
moralizing condemnation were apparent as well in the following state-
ment by a gay doctor: “Perhaps we’ve needed a situation like this to dem-
onstrate what we’ve known all along: Depravity kills!” (quoted in Bron-
ski :9;8, 9). Larry Kramer, a playwright and later a cofounder of Gay 
Men’s Health Crisis (GMHC) and then of ACT UP/New York, revealed 
his ambivalence about, perhaps even his aversion to, his own and other 
gay men’s sexual practices when he wrote a “personal appeal” in the 
New York Native that stated, “It’s easy to become frightened that one of 
the many things we’ve done or taken over the past years may be all that 
it takes for a cancer to grow from a tiny something-or-other that got in 
there who knows when from doing who knows what” (Kramer :9;:).

There was nothing inevitable about the tone and content of that prev-
alent paradigm for understanding the epidemic, evident in the fact that 
not all gay and lesbian public discussions of AIDS sounded the same. In-
deed, some challenged this tendency to blame and shame gay men. For 
many gay men, free sexual expression was central to the de> nition of be-
ing gay; they had fought for gay sexual liberation throughout the :975s 
and, while sexual freedom might threaten mainstream acceptance, it re-
mained at the heart of gay male politics, and many were not willing to 
relinquish it. That motivated them to challenge others who were warning 
gay men to stop having sex, or at least stop having sex in certain ways. 
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Playwright Robert Chesley wrote a letter to the New York Native chal-
lenging what he saw as Kramer’s self-hatred and shame about homosex-
uality: “Read anything by Kramer closely. I think you’ll > nd the sub-
text is always: the wages of gay sin are death. . . . I am not downplaying 
the seriousness of Kaposi’s sarcoma. But something else is happening 
here, which is also serious: gay homophobia and anti-eroticism” (Ches-
ley :9;:).33

Other gay liberationists challenged the homophobia and erotophobia 
of the more prevalent discourses as well, pointing out that morality was 
being pushed “under the guise of medical expertise” (Lynch :9;8, 64; 
see also Scannell :9;6). Rather than countering shame by disavowing 
what society deemed shameful and unworthy of recognition, they cel-
ebrated gay sexuality and challenged society’s understandings of what 
was shameful. In left-leaning, gay liberationist publications like Bos-
ton’s Gay Community News and Toronto’s Body Politic, and sometimes 
in more moderate gay publications like the New York Native, gay lib-
erationists pointed to the panic-mongering of terms like epidemic and 
plague and challenged the idea that the community was facing a crisis.34 
From our current vantage point, these liberationist arguments sometimes 
read as a form of denial. But we should recall that people initially had no 
idea what AIDS was or how people were “catching” it, and in :9;: and 
:9;8 they had no idea about the scale of the problem or about the devas-
tation that was to come. Given the medical profession’s history of pathol-
ogizing gay male sexuality, it was understandable, and indeed vitally 
important, that people in the community questioned the accuracy and 
panic-mongering of medical reports. They were certainly correct about 
the homophobic distortions in these reports, and they were right to point 
to the ways that a health issue was being used by the state, the media, 
and the right wing to attack homosexuality. Their concerns about civil 
liberties were well-founded, especially given the revelation in :9;< that 
the Reagan administration had seriously considered mass quarantine of 
people with AIDS (Altman :9;7, 4=; cited in Epstein :994, 9<). In any 
event, although their defense of promiscuity and other components of 

66. In a heteronormative context that generates contradictory sentiments about self and 
society, it is not surprising that accusations and counteraccusations with regard to gay sex-
ual practices—that which distinguishes gays from straights—traf> c in a discourse of self-
hatred. The emotional register of these internal community debates both revolves around 
and navigates lesbian and gay ambivalence.

6=. See, for example Bérubé :9;=; Bronski :9;8; Jurrist :9;8; Lewis :9;8; and Lynch :9;8.
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gay male sexual culture were audible within gay communities during the 
> rst two years of the epidemic, theirs was not the dominant discourse or 
the prevailing sentiment at this time.

(T$+) L"1",!-,( A&0 P"D. The question of the closure of the gay 
bathhouses became a potent controversy in lesbian and gay communities 
in San Francisco in :9;= and in New York City in :9;<. Those defend-
ing the baths included not only their owners (who of course had a > nan-
cial interest) and gay liberationists, but also more rights-oriented activ-
ists. Many lesbian sex-radicals, familiar with attacks on queer sexuality 
from experience in the feminist “sex-wars,” 35 joined in the defense of gay 
male sex establishments as well. At a demonstration in the spring of :9;= 
against the threatened closure of the bathhouses in San Francisco, pro-
testers wearing only towels held up signs that read “Today the Tubs, To-
morrow Your Bedroom” and most ominously, “Out of the Baths, Into the 
Ovens?” (Thompson :99=, 848; Shilts :9;7, ==8). In October :9;=, three 
hundred protested the San Francisco Department of Public Health’s or-
der to close the bathhouses (Mendenhall :9;=, 6).

Given heightened concerns about social acceptance in the early years 
of the AIDS epidemic, why were some lesbians and gay men willing to 
articulate a de> ant, non-compromising position regarding questions of 
sexual expression? First, as I suggested above, sexual freedom was an 
important component of many gay men’s self-identity. Second, from the 
beginning of the epidemic, many liberationists fought the equation of 
homosexuality with AIDS and argued that AIDS must not be seen as 
proof that gay sexual liberation was a mistake. They pointed out that 
AIDS provided a political pretext, but no medical rationale, to condemn 
practices like promiscuity and anonymous, public sex. Given the perva-
sive articulations of shame, guilt, and blame in this period, their rhetoric 
of sexual liberation might have been a conscious or unconscious attempt 
to counter those feelings with pride in gay sexual difference. Third, and 
related, gay men had already invented safe sex, thus undermining the 
public health rationale for closing the bathhouses and limiting sexual 
partners. Fourth, from past experience with homophobia in the medical 
establishment, many lesbians and gay men distrusted the medical ratio-
nales given by the public health of> cials who advocated bathhouse clo-

6<. For accounts of the sex wars, see Snitow, Stansell, and Thompson :9;6; Vance :9;9; 
and Duggan and Hunter :99<.
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sure. Finally, many lesbians and gay men were more focused on threats 
to civil liberties than on AIDS at this point in the epidemic, and many 
opposed state intervention everywhere, including in gay sex venues.36

As striking as the defense of the gay bathhouses is in the larger con-
text of concern about social acceptance, any perusal of gay newspapers 
in San Francisco or New York from the mid-:9;5s will reveal that the 
community’s response to the crackdown on gay sex clubs was, in sex the-
orist Pat Cali> a’s words, “fraught with ambivalence” (:99=, 874). Cali-
> a writes, for example, “Many segments of the gay community had never 
approved of the sexual license the bathhouses represented. The fact that 
the Mineshaft [a gay bar in New York City] was an S&M club made many 
gay men and lesbians reluctant to defend it” (874).37 The public scrutiny 
of gay sex venues prompted some lesbians and gay men to call for a re-
turn to monogamy, to question experimentation with S&M and leather, 
and in other ways to disavow gay sexual culture.38 In writer John Lough-
ery’s words, on the bathhouse issue, “gay men themselves were divided, 
even self-divided” (Loughery :999, =6:).

Perhaps that self-division explains Patton’s observation from the pe-
riod: “Lesbian and gay activists are not yet free from erotophobia, not 
yet convinced by their own rhetoric of sexual liberation” (:9;<, :6). It 
is dif> cult to rid oneself of gay shame, perhaps even impossible. As Eve 
Sedgwick writes, “The forms taken by shame are not distinct ‘toxic’ 
parts of a group or individual identity that can be excised; they are in-
stead integral to and residual in the processes by which identity itself 

64. In his account of lesbian and gay community debates about the closure of gay bath-
houses, Shilts (:9;7) disparaged those who argued against closure. He suggested that bath-
house activists irresponsibly cared more about civil rights than gay lives, but, unfairly, 
he failed to mention that safe-sex practices were already well-established when the issue 
arose. More generally, Shilts’s And the Band Played On (:9;7) can be read as a challenge 
to the heroic narrative of early AIDS activism, but Shilts and I proceed from very different 
standpoints. Whereas he castigates activists for being “in denial” about AIDS and for car-
ing more about gay liberation-inspired sexual politics than gay lives (thereby setting him-
self up as the lone voice of reason in the gay community), I am more interested in explain-
ing how anxiety about the possible further withdrawal of social recognition as a result of 
gay sexual difference shaped the early mobilization of lesbians and gay men to > ght AIDS. 
For trenchant critiques of Shilts, see Crimp :9;7c, 8558; Gross 855:, :5:; and Rubin :997.

67. Cali> a’s comments about reasons for the lack of community response to the closing 
of the Mineshaft are corroborated in Schulman :9;<b. See also Freiberg :9;<b, :=: “The 
Mineshaft was defended by virtually no activists, many of whom in fact have long hoped 
the baths and backroom bars would close for lack of business.”

6;. For critical accounts of such moralizing within lesbian and gay communities, see 
Bronski :9;4, and :99=, 845; Bersani :99<; Rubin :997.
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is formed. They are available for the work of metamorphosis, refram-
ing, re> guration, trans> guration, affective and symbolic loading and de-
formation, but perhaps all too potent for the work of purgation and de-
ontological closure” (Sedgwick 8556, 46). Again, those who identify as 
lesbian or gay come into being as such in a world in which they are ab-
jected and hence often denied recognition, even—indeed, especially—
from those with whom they are most intimate. Sentiments of gay shame 
are therefore an ongoing, ever-present possibility, more than ever amid 
an epidemic linking gay pleasure to death.

P'&E" I11"2+/. The evidence indicates that AIDS itself along with 
mainstream and gay shaming and blaming had monumental psychic ef-
fects on lesbian and gay individuals. In a :9;6 interview in Newsweek, 
Richard Failla, a New York City gay judge, suggested that shame and 
self-doubt among gay men were widespread: “The psychological im-
pact of AIDS on the gay community is tremendous. It has done more 
to undermine the feelings of self-esteem than anything [homophobic 
crusader] Anita Bryant could have ever done. Some people are saying, 
‘Maybe we are wrong—maybe this is a punishment’ ” (quoted in Andri-
ote :999, 75). A couple of years later, Patton similarly noted “intense 
ambivalence” about sexuality among gay men, and suggested the follow-
ing analysis: “Regardless of the medical facts . . . there is an inescapable 
feeling that sex, the thing which to some important degree de> nes gay 
identity and community, is the cause of the killing. It is extremely dif> -
cult to escape this sex-negative ethos when people are dying of AIDS ev-
ery day” (:9;<, :4–:7).

The perplexing and ambiguous nature of AIDS elicited understand-
ings that perhaps inevitably were > lled with gay shame. ACT UP/New 
York member Gregg Bordowitz recalled how his early affective states 
and thoughts about AIDS in part derived from his own “internalized 
homophobia”: “I thought there would probably be retribution for living 
out a gay sexual life. So I was kind of concerned that maybe there was a 
‘gay cancer.’ . . . You know, maybe there was something wrong with get-
ting fucked. Maybe there was a price to pay” (Bordowitz 8558a).

P"D &,! ?"/3"2+&#-*-+0. This widely experienced psychic distress 
affected lesbian and gay sexual politics in this period, shaping de-
bates about such matters as how lesbians and gay men should conduct 
themselves sexually and how they should present their sexual selves to 
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straight society. Some lesbians and gay men argued not only for sexual 
restraint, but for speci> c measures to be taken to “clean up” the image 
of the lesbian and gay community as well. Ignoring the gay community’s 
development of safe-sex practices, many lesbians and gay men, includ-
ing activists, condemned the :975s—the years of gay “promiscuity”—as 
a period of adolescence, and advocated that gay men embrace “mature,” 
“responsible,” monogamous sexual behavior.39 A letter-writer to the Bay 
Area Reporter indicated fear of AIDS along with desire for the straight 
world’s respect; he suggested that a rejection of promiscuity, and indeed 
of the entire gay subculture, was necessary to earn that respect:

AIDS . . . attacks the very root of who we are as gay men and women. It 
points at our sexuality . . . with an uncompromising gesture. As much as we 
may know and justify to ourselves that AIDS is not god’s wrath on gays, there 
is that itching question mark in our conscience. “What if . . . ?” it asks. . . . 
Our entire subculture seems to be based on prosexual scenes: bars, baths, 
parks. . . . At what point is the sexuality going to become secondary to know-
ing one another as people? We are lacking in a structure by which to promul-
gate the idea that being gay is all right and that one need not engage in sex 
with many different people in order to be gay. As I was coming out, I rejected 
the idea that this was one of the rights of passage. Sex to me was special—and 
in times since, its specialness has been compromised by too many (although 
less than two dozen) sexual partners. Yet I have some swollen lymph glands 
and I am frightened. . . . In what ways do we encourage through action . . . 
the by now understood necessity that promiscuity is to be avoided and that a 
life of moderation . . . is the one to be followed? In what way have we proven 

to the straight world that we are worthy of respect? (Freeman :9;6, ;; empha-
sis mine)

A letter to the New York Native calling on that newspaper to cease 
printing personal ads similarly suggested the writer’s AIDS-heightened 
shame as well as his anxious belief that social and political acceptance of 
gays by the straight world would come only if gays changed their ways, 
raised their morals, and presented themselves as “decent” human beings 
rather than the sexual “perverts” that they very well might be:

69. Seidman cites numerous examples during the > rst years of the crisis of gay men crit-
icizing promiscuity and using AIDS “as a pretext to speak critically about homosexuality 
and to advocate reforms of the gay subculture” (:9;;, :97). See also Patton :9;<, :57–;; 
Rofes :995, :<; and Padgug and Oppenheimer :998, 84:.
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You > ll the front pages asking for gay people to be accepted by the general 
public . . . then make gay people seem like the sexual perverts they are con-
sidered to be by > lling the last := or :< pages with ads that put you and us 
on a lower level than Screw. If I were straight and read the ads I’d say, “The 
gays deserve AIDS”. . . . It is your duty to try to put us in a good light and 
not make us look like a bunch of perverts—unless that’s what we are. . . . The 
AIDS crisis is a most important time for gay people medically and socially. . . . 
Your paper is being read by straight people, and printing those ads can only 
bring down or con> rm the general public’s opinion of us. Doors will be closed 
to us socially and politically. (Bengston :9;=)

From this writer’s perspective, straight people’s rejection of gays derived 
not from straight prejudice, heterosexism, or erotophobia, but from gay 
sexual behavior. Even more, gay sexuality evidently was so perverted 
that gays might actually deserve AIDS.

Gay public discourses indicate that, in this period when gay men were 
getting sick and dying from mysterious illnesses and when AIDS and 
gay identity were tightly bound together in people’s minds, it was ex-
tremely dif> cult for gay men not to read AIDS as a morality tale with 
certain :975s-inspired gay sexual practices as the villains and adoption 
of straight society’s sexual mores as the path to gay redemption.

An editorial in Chicago’s lesbian and gay newspaper, Gay Life, simi-
larly revolving around questions of sex, respectability, and gay redemp-
tion through a renunciation of the “gay lifestyle,” called on the com-
munity to “encourage gay businesses to de-emphasize some of their 
anonymous- and group-sex components.” The editors revealed their con-
cern with societal perceptions when giving the following rationale: “This 
may be good for health and will certainly be good for . . . public accep-
tance” (“Stay” :9;6). Apparent in all of these examples, concerns about 
AIDS as a medical problem were frequently articulated side by side with 
anxieties about social acceptance; indeed, anxiety that AIDS proved gay 
deviance and might jeopardize lesbians’ and gay men’s social standing 
often discursively trumped fears about the syndrome itself.

My argument here is not about speci> c individuals’ affects or emo-
tions, although the preceding quotations are at least suggestive in that 
regard. Rather, this material provides evidence about the characteristics 
and texture of the prevailing emotional habitus within lesbian and gay 
communities in this period. It illustrates in particular how the felt ex-
perience of living as sexual “others” in a heteronormative society that 
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viewed AIDS as “proof” of gay abnormality shaped how lesbians and 
gay men made sense of the epidemic, their relation to it, and how they 
might respond to it. Whether or not one completely bought society’s ho-
mophobic ideas about AIDS, gay sexuality, and normalcy—and many, 
of course, did not—it was exceptionally dif> cult to escape the affective 
charge attached to such ideas. These examples also illustrate the emo-
tional dimensions of social reproduction: feelings that lesbian and gay 
individuals expressed and evoked in public forums, like shame and a 
corollary fear that visible gay difference threatened social acceptance, 
helped to establish and reinforce an emotional habitus that encouraged 
many gays to embrace respectable sexual mores, at least in their public 
statements; indeed becoming sexually respectable was posited as a ticket 
to gay redemption.

L-/+&,2-,(. Such expressions and feelings of shame and fear shaped 
lesbians’ and gay men’s attitudes about how to respond to the AIDS cri-
sis. One response was closer to a nonresponse, a distancing from AIDS. 
The heroic narrative of early AIDS activism implies that lesbians and gay 
men had no qualms about “owning AIDS.” Padgug and Oppenheimer 
argue, for example, that the gay community “was incapable of construct-
ing AIDS as a disease of ‘the other’ ” because it simply had to address 
the crisis (:998, 8<4). That became more true as the epidemic wore on, 
but in the early years, powerful psychic mechanisms against “owning” 
AIDS were in play. The feelings brought on by the crisis were too much 
to bear: the fear of AIDS and of premature death; the loss of loved ones; 
the anger and guilt over having engaged in actions, even unknowingly, 
that might have put you at risk for illness and death; the shame of associ-
ating yourself with what mainstream institutions and even other lesbians 
and gay men, and perhaps you as well, construed as shameful, perverse, 
hedonistic behavior, behavior that seemingly was what spurred nonrec-
ognition and rejection of lesbians and gay men. One might understand-
ably ward off such painful feeling states by disidentifying from AIDS.

Discussing his own distancing from AIDS, cultural theorist and ACT 
UP/NY member Douglas Crimp notes how powerful such unconscious 
processes are, even when one rationally knows that AIDS might affect 
one personally:

As it became more and more evident that an epidemic disproportionately af-
fecting sexually active gay men was spreading, I reacted, as did many of my 
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gay friends, with my own version of the us/them mechanism. “It’s only hap-
pening to those guys who go to sex clubs.” “It’s only happening to those guys 
who take lots of drugs.” “It’s only happening to those guys who’ve had lots 
of sexually transmitted diseases.” I reassured myself that I was not one of 
“those guys,” the ones who get AIDS. And I did so even though I went to sex 
clubs, I took drugs, and I’d had my share of sexually transmitted diseases. 
But somehow, by some form of magical thinking—this is the force of the 

unconscious—I exempted myself from the category of “those guys,” the oth-
ers, the ones who get AIDS. (Crimp 8558, 845; emphasis mine)

Anxiety that AIDS “proved” the equation of homosexuality with ab-
normality and perversion, and therefore justi> ed lesbian and gay exclu-
sion from society, also made identifying with AIDS less automatic and 
more problematic than the heroic narrative suggests. Some of the com-
ments cited earlier that disparaged aspects of gay male sexual culture 
associated with AIDS and distinguished the speaker/writer from those 
with AIDS suggest distancing incited by that sort of anxiety. That seems 
to have been the case as well when Advocate editor David Goodstein 
proclaimed in :9;8 that the urban gay lifestyle and its ethos of sexual lib-
eration was hazardous to gay men’s health and concluded with the state-
ment, “I shudder at the political implications of this notion” (Goodstein 
:9;8). In his view, AIDS and what it ostensibly revealed about gay lives 
posed a threat to lesbians’ and gay men’s political access, access that was 
now needed more than ever. In :9;<, Cindy Patton noted this concern, 
writing, “At a time in lesbian and gay movement history when the trend 
is toward hiding or disguising sex under the rubric of ‘lifestyle,’ a ‘gay 
disease’ that is somehow linked with sex is [viewed as] an embarrassment 
and a political liability” (:9;<, 4; emphasis hers; see also Heim :9;8a and 
:9;8b). Some of the distancing from AIDS and the sexual “lifestyle” that 
ostensibly caused AIDS seems to have been both spurred by and part of 
a politics of respectability.

Concerns that gay sexual practices themselves might hinder social ac-
ceptance and political access had a longer history, drawing on an anxi-
ety about rocking the boat that had taken root by the second half of the 
:975s as lesbians and gay men succeeded in attaining the status of a rec-
ognized minority group and gained acceptance in some quarters of so-
ciety. As gay activist and writer Alan Bérubé critically noted in :9;=, 
“The success of our minority politics strategy has left us ambivalent to-
ward our sexual desires and practices. . . . We often see our sexual de-
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sires as threats to our hard-won political victories and the recognition 
we’ve gained as a minority group” (Bérubé :9;=). Increased social ac-
ceptance encouraged a downplaying of gay sexuality and attempts to be 
seen as “normal,” as “just like everyone else.” AIDS only intensi> ed this 
anxiety about social and political refusal.

Distancing behavior was physical at times. G’dali Braverman (later a 
member of ACT UP/New York and ACT UP/Golden Gate) got involved 
with GMHC in the middle of :9;8. On weekends he and other GMHC 
volunteers sat at tables in Greenwich Village handing out AIDS infor-
mation and soliciting donations. In a :99= interview he remembered, 
“Most gay men would pass by the table or would cross the street to avoid 
the table. . . . [W]omen with babies with strollers would stop; younger 
heterosexuals seemed to be interested or accessible on some level that 
most gay men weren’t. Literally you could spend entire Saturdays and 
Sundays with maybe only three or four gay men ever stopping to talk or 
donate money” (quoted in Shepard :997, 78).

Again, in the > rst years of the crisis, lesbians and gay men had no 
way of understanding the devastation that was to come, and initially they 
may have believed that AIDS had nothing to do with them. But as the 
scope of the epidemic became clearer, many indicated hesitancy about 
“owning” AIDS. Fear of the illnesses and death certainly was in play. 
But the ways in which some distanced themselves suggested an anxi-
ety that something about homosexuality—something that was revealed 
by AIDS—was indeed shameful and must be obscured in order for gays 
to be deemed deserving of rights and state assistance. Erving Goffman 
argues that one way that people express and respond to stigma and re-
sulting identity ambivalence is by distancing themselves from that which 
most visibly stigmatizes them (:946, :54–;). AIDS increased the stigma-
tization of gay men by pointing to the difference of homosexuality and 
the ostensible cost attached to that difference. In so doing, AIDS mag-
ni> ed gay men’s shame about their sexuality and their sense that their 
social ostracism was their own fault. Some navigated their ambivalence 
by engaging in what Goffman calls “in-group strati> cation,” distinguish-
ing between their own behavior—increasingly suspect in the eyes of the 
straight world—and the behavior of those whom they could construct as 
even more “deviant.” As Epstein notes, “The AIDS epidemic has en-
gendered fear and prejudice and has sparked the necessity, on a massive 
scale, for what Erving Goffman has called ‘the management of spoiled 
identity’ ” (Epstein :994, ::). Distancing allowed those who blamed 
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their own marginalization on the characteristics and practices of other 
gays, especially gay men with AIDS, to imagine that their taint would 
not rub off. Usually spurred by nonconscious processes, distancing from 
AIDS offered a way to portray a cleaned-up version of homosexuality 
to the world, and to oneself, presenting the possibility of resurrecting 
gay respectability and self-respect; it offered a much desired route to gay 
redemption.

Attempts to salvage the damaged reputation of gay men by distanc-
ing from AIDS had signi> cant emotional and political effects. The sort 
of distancing that created a good gays/bad gays dichotomy corroborated 
homophobic stereotypes and fostered heteronormativity, even among 
lesbians and gay men. This reproduction of heteronormativity, in turn, 
(re)generated gay shame and further encouraged politics that demon-
strated lesbian and gay “normalcy” and “respectability.”

J'" J%$3" $1 ?"/3$,/-#-*-+0. The > rst and largest community-based 
institution addressing the AIDS crisis, New York’s Gay Men’s Health 
Crisis, did not distance itself from AIDS, of course, and neither did many 
lesbian and gay organizations and individuals. To the contrary, their ac-
tions give substance to the heroic narrative of early AIDS activism. Nev-
ertheless, their responses to AIDS were partly shaped by the contradic-
tory feeling states that make up lesbian and gay ambivalence. And in 
turn, their frequent articulations of gay pride and evocations of feelings 
like gay shame, fear of social rejection, and desire for gay redemption 
and social acceptance produced and reproduced an emotional habitus in 
lesbian and gay communities that helped to enlarge, but also to limit, the 
political horizon. We can begin to analyze these emotional and political 
dynamics by looking at the emotional resonances of the pride-infused 
trope of responsibility that > gured prominently in gay newspapers’ and 
AIDS organizations’ rhetoric about the gay community’s efforts to > ght 
AIDS in the early and mid-:9;5s.

For example, in :9;8, at one of GMHC’s earliest fund-raisers, its pres-
ident, Paul Popham, gave a speech in which he noted that the community, 
by coming together in a spirit of cooperation during this health crisis, 
had shown that “we can get things done, that we can act responsibly, and 
that we do care about each other” (Popham :9;8; emphases his). Simi-
larly, a GMHC advertisement proudly asserted that GMHC and its vol-
unteers were “showing the world that the gay community is as cohesive, 
strong, determined, and responsible as any other” (Gay Men’s Health 
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Crisis :9;6). Gay newspapers and ASO literature were > lled with such 
proud proclamations about gay efforts to > ght AIDS. Ed Power of the 
Kaposi’s Sarcoma Research and Education Foundation wrote a column 
for the San Francisco Sentinel in :9;6 that similarly presented the AIDS 
crisis as an occasion both to convince gay people of their own worth and 
to prove something to the straight world: “This crisis presents us with the 
opportunity to show ourselves—and the world—the depth and strength 
of our caring” (Power :9;6, =). A letter to a gay paper in Los Angeles 
that was reprinted in San Francisco’s B.A.R. echoed GMHC’s and the 
KS Foundation’s tone, indicating the wide circulation of such sentiments 
and suggesting their resonance. Urging lesbians and gay men to volun-
teer their skills, time, and money to the cause, it implored, “The world 
is watching us. . . . Let’s show them how we can take care of our own” 
(Rogers and Selby :9;=, 7; emphasis in original).40

Although not the only gay discourse about AIDS in this moment, 
such proud rhetoric about gay responsibility occurred so frequently in 
lesbian and gay communities that we need to ask what was motivating it 
and, more importantly, what kinds of effects it had. Its recurrence cer-
tainly can be understood as a rebuttal of dominant society’s homophobic 
rhetoric about AIDS that constructed gay male sexual practices, gay cul-
ture, and the gay community as a whole as irresponsible: excessive, hedo-
nistic, immature, and dangerous.41 In that context, lesbians and gay men 
understandably attempted to bolster lesbian and gay self-esteem and to 
> ght the even greater stigma that now attached to homosexuality.

Proud expressions of the community’s responsible efforts against 
AIDS were part of an internal community conversation, one that offered 
a pedagogy of how to be gay and how to respond to AIDS. The trope of 
responsibility also was part of a conversation that individuals were hav-
ing with themselves, an attempt at salvaging self-respect by those gays 
who themselves blamed AIDS on the “fast gay lifestyle” and the “irre-
sponsible promiscuity” of the :975s as well as those who simply feared 
such a link. In his :9;8 speech, before extolling the gay community’s re-
sponsible efforts against AIDS, Paul Popham indicated his anxiety about 

=5. See also Ford :9;4.
=:. Sociologist Gary Kinsman notes that the discourse of “responsibility” has been a 

strategy of governance of PWAs in Canada, as it has been in the United States: “Those 
who acquired HIV infection through gay sexual activity or injection drug use are already 
constructed as more ‘irresponsible’ than those who were infected through the blood sup-
ply” (Kinsman :994, 694).
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gay sexual practices, including his own, when he stated, “Something we 
have done to our bodies, and we still don’t know what it is, has brought 
us all, in a sense, closer to death” (Popham :9;8, :6).42 Given the perva-
siveness of such sentiments in lesbian and gay communities, not to men-
tion the homophobic hysteria of mainstream rhetoric, it is likely that the 
promotion of an ethic of responsible behavior was a retort to prevalent 
straight and gay discourses about AIDS that, by placing gay men far out-
side of “respectable” and “normal” personhood, heightened gay shame 
and an already pervasive fear of social rejection. Proud assertions that 
gay communities were responsibly addressing the crisis shifted the lens 
from scrutiny of the shameful sexual gay past to approbation for the re-
spectable (i.e., desexualized, caring) gay present.43 They thereby offered 
an antidote to gay shame, likely eliciting pride while also spurring les-
bian and gay involvement in AIDS organizations.

The rhetoric of gay responsibility had other effects as well, however, 
something that we might expect in a context where lesbians and gay men 
have contradictory sentiments about both gay sexuality and dominant 
society. In emphasizing that the community’s efforts “showed the world” 
how responsible the gay community was, this rhetoric elicited concern 
about social acceptance, and held such acceptance out as a prospect, but 
only if the community continued to act respectably. Such expressions 
thereby raised hopes about social acceptance, and indeed about gay re-
demption, while simultaneously eliciting shame about gay difference 
and fear that continual social nonrecognition and rejection would follow 
if that difference were not buried or at least counterbalanced by gay re-
spectability. Of course, mainstream discourses about AIDS already were 
shaming of gay men, and thus gay shame likely would have been one of 

=8. Even as the head of GMHC voiced anxiety about gay male sexual practices and 
their role in the epidemic, GMHC as an organization issued a letter that countered pre-
cisely that sort of self-blaming: “Unsettling though it is, no evidence exists to incriminate 
any activity, drug, place of residence or any other factor, conclusively, in the outbreak fac-
ing us” (quoted in Epstein :994, <=; emphasis in original GMHC letter). Voices were ca-
cophonous in this period, even within any one individual.

=6. The rhetoric of gay responsibility in the early :9;5s helps to explain why by the late 
:9;5s, as Seidman has noted, AIDS was seen by many gays as marking “the beginnings of 
a new maturity and social responsibility among homosexuals” (Seidman :9;;, :;9). Crimp 
levels the following retort to such narratives: “AIDS didn’t make gay men grow up and 
become responsible. AIDS showed anyone willing to pay attention how genuinely ethi-
cal the invention of gay life had been” (Crimp 8558, :6, :4). Crimp argues that moralizing 
gay narratives about AIDS can be understood as a psychosocial response to the ongoing 
AIDS crisis.
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the key affective states among gay men in this period. But my claim is 
that assertions of gay responsibility further entrenched gay shame.

A column from :9;< in the New York Native about volunteer AIDS 
work being done by gay men and lesbians in San Francisco indicates how 
articulations of gay pride about the community’s efforts to > ght AIDS 
often simultaneously enlisted other feelings: shame about sexual differ-
ence, fear that the painful state of social nonrecognition might continue, 
and faith that gay redemption was possible through good deeds and the 
suppression of gay difference. The columnist wrote: “Not surprisingly, 
the AIDS struggle has given [gay] San Franciscans new cause for civic 
pride, pride of a deeper sort than the pride we felt when we were the gay 
party capital of the world.” The writer then approvingly quoted a friend: 
“ ‘We have a chance to prove something now, to show the world that we 
aren’t the giddy, irresponsible queens it often takes us to be. Sure, AIDS 
has changed things here, but not necessarily for the worse’ ” (Hippler 
:9;<, 6:). The writer encouraged lesbians and gay men to see the silver 
lining of AIDS, indeed, perhaps even to be grateful for it, because they 
could now feel proud that their efforts to address the crisis had earned 
them respect and recognition from a society that previously had misun-
derstood them, or perhaps had understood them only too well.44

Some of the proud rhetoric of responsibility in this period reads as a 
disavowal of gay sexual cultures, even of gay sexuality itself, and seems 
to have been motivated, unconsciously, by the felt need to “resolve” the 
contradictory feeling states that make up lesbian and gay ambivalence. 
But some of these efforts entailed a degree of conscious and strategic 
maneuvering. According to AIDS and gay activist Eric Rofes, lesbians 
and gay men constructed “public relations campaigns repeatedly remind-
ing the world that gay men had responded ‘responsibly’ to a burgeoning 
epidemic” (:994, 8). He continued, “In :9;<, AIDS educators in the gay 
community began to declare victory over the transmission of HIV and 
touted a dramatic decline in new infections as a sign of successful edu-
cation efforts taken up by a ‘responsible’ gay community” (:=<). Rofes’s 
knowledge derived from his own experience: in his job as executive di-
rector of the Los Angeles Gay and Lesbian Community Services Center, 
he too made such claims, in part to justify expanded federal funding and 

==. A :9;; article by Alan Bérubé suggests that this reading of AIDS was aired with 
some frequency in that moment (:7).
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to rally heterosexual participation in donor events, but also to present “a 
‘good boy’ image of the gay community in the mainstream media” (:=<).

None of this is to deny that these articulations of pride revolved 
around the community’s tremendous response to AIDS, and, in rebut-
ting antigay stereotypes, they likely restored a sense of pride and dig-
nity to the gay community. But a politics of respectability is almost al-
ways deeply ambivalent; concerned above all with social acceptance, it 
entails efforts of some members of a marginalized group both to dis-
prove dominant stereotypes about the group and to regulate and “im-
prove” the behavior of its members in line with socially approved 
norms.45 Articulations of pride in this moment exceeded their ostensible 
topic, evoking more than the feeling of pride: they conveyed an unspo-
ken but palpable sense of relief that gays could now be construed by oth-
ers as (almost) normal, and they indicated a widespread hope that such 
an appearance of normalcy would override gay difference and thereby 
invite recognition and even redemption. As such, they evoked and mag-
ni> ed shame about gay sexual practices and the ostensibly “irresponsi-
ble” gay past, as well as a corollary fear of ongoing social rejection if 
gays failed to act in a respectable manner. Traversing questions of gay 
selves in relation to dominant society, the proud assertions of gay re-
sponsibility provided an ideal of how to be gay and an accompanying 
emotional orientation.46 Pride and respectability became tightly linked 
to one another: a proud gay identity now derived from gay respectabil-
ity and required it as well. The trope of responsibility, then, played into 
the shame-imbued idea that gays, somehow undeserving, had to be 
“good” in order to get a proper response to the AIDS crisis from state 
and society. Respectability, on straight society’s terms, was the price of 
admission.

Articulations of gay pride were of course cacophonous in this period, 
drawing from gay liberation discourses as well as from well-worn, deeply 
ingrained mainstream understandings of gay sexuality and from main-

=<. See Higginbotham :996 on the politics of respectability in black, middle-class com-
munities. For a rich analysis of the role of concerns about respectability in black politi-
cal responses to AIDS, see Cohen :994, :999. See Warner :999 for an analysis of sexual 
shame and the contemporary mainstream gay movement’s consequent embrace of a poli-
tics of respectability.

=4. Philosopher Barbara Koziak’s analysis of Homeric thumos (:999) crystallized for 
me the idea that a way of life has an accompanying emotional orientation.
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stream values more generally. It is likely that people were experiencing 
both types of pride. But pride in gay difference was not backed by main-
stream values, whereas pride in the gay community’s responsible efforts 
against AIDS, precisely because of its easier alignment with mainstream 
norms, may have been a more compelling feeling for many. The latter 
pride certainly had more institutional backing and a more prominent 
place in the community’s emotional habitus during this period than did 
pride in gay difference.

A contrast to earlier articulations of gay pride is instructive. When 
gay pride was coined as a slogan by lesbian and gay liberationists in :949, 
it pointed to, and celebrated, gay sexual difference and politics that af-
> rmed that difference. It often was linked to de> ant and oppositional ac-
tivism. Gay pride in the early and mid-:9;5s had a different F avor. Ex-
pressions of pride now frequently pointed toward gay similarities with 
dominant society—gays as responsible, mature caretakers. In that sense, 
it was a pride that was premised on a nonconscious agreement with dom-
inant views about what is shameful, about what is beyond the pale and 
thus unrecognizable, and deservedly so, by “normal” society. In a mo-
ment when a public health epidemic intensi> ed gay shame and fear of so-
cial rejection, gay pride now encouraged a politics of respectability.

That is to say, the emotional habitus that these articulations helped to 
establish simultaneously enabled and circumscribed political behavior, 
helping both to set and to delimit the political horizon. It authorized and 
validated reputable activism, such as provision of services, care-taking, 
candlelight vigils, and tactics oriented toward the electoral realm, while 
delegitimizing and thereby discouraging less conventional political ac-
tions that might jeopardize gay respectability. Reddy points to the reg-
ulatory role that shame can play and suggests its potential effect on 
political activism: “Shame can lead to . . . action aimed at managing ap-
pearances; such action can, in turn, take the form of emotive utterances 
and behavior that drum up and intensify socially approved feelings and 
play down or deny deviant ones. Local varieties of shame are therefore, 
in many cultural contexts, a principal instrument of social control and 
political power, even where shame is disavowed” (Reddy :997, 6=7). 
Even where shame is disavowed: indeed, expressions of gay pride in this 
moment exerted a form of social control by presenting a normative vi-
sion of how to be gay, and how to address AIDS, foreclosing other ways 
that risked social rejection.
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@2+-.-/E. Continuing this investigation of the role that emotion played 
in establishing a political horizon in this moment in lesbian and gay com-
munities, I turn next to an analysis of how these communities navigated 
anger as it emerged among some lesbians and gay men. Notably, criti-
cism of the government’s response to the epidemic was fairly muted in 
the > rst couple of years. In fact, opinion leaders in lesbian and gay com-
munities often bent over backwards to emphasize the commendable job 
being done by the government. Their expressed faith in the government 
stood in stark contrast to criticisms from other quarters. For example, in 
:9;8 Representative Henry Waxman (D-CA) argued that state and so-
cietal responses to AIDS would have been different if the epidemic had 
“appeared among Americans of Norwegian descent, or among tennis 
players, rather than among gay males” (Heim :9;8b, 9, ::). Waxman’s 
indignation contrasts with the more laudatory, accommodating tone of 
a contemporaneous editorial in Chicago’s Gay Life: “Many good peo-
ple, the government of the United States included, are trying to do some-
thing about the disease. More than V: million has been allotted by the 
government to study AIDS and attempt to > nd a cure” (“Support” :9;8). 
In a moment when a U.S. congressman was pillorying the federal gov-
ernment’s response to the crisis, a lesbian and gay newspaper articulated 
and solicited “cementing emotions” (Flam 855<) like faith in the govern-
ment’s goodwill.

This slowness to anger derived in part from mainstream discourses 
that equated homosexuality itself with illness—thereby naturalizing gay 
deaths from AIDS—coupled with nonconscious anxiety among many 
gay men that perhaps those mainstream appraisals of homosexual-
ity were correct, as proven by AIDS. As philosopher Naomi Scheman 
notes, it is hard to be angry if one thinks that what is happening to one-
self F ows naturally from what one is (Scheman :996, 84). Feeling anger 
is sometimes an achievement, and not always easily accomplished.47

Nevertheless, by the spring of :9;6, a growing anger about the slow 
pace of scienti> c research and the low level of government funding 
threatened to destabilize the prevailing emotional habitus and to shift 
the political horizon in lesbian and gay communities. In this section I 
explore responses to that threatened destabilization and how they af-

=7. For a slightly different perspective on “emotional achievement,” see Yang 8555.
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fected AIDS activism. Important to consider in this regard is that heter-
onormativity makes feelings such as anger among lesbians, gay men, and 
other sexual and gender outlaws both likely and unacceptable. Naviga-
tions of anger, then, are endemic in lesbian and gay politics.

In the spring of :9;6, two people proposed an expanded political ho-
rizon: Larry Kramer, cofounder of GMHC, and NGTF Executive Di-
rector Virginia Apuzzo. In his widely published and lengthy call to 
action—“:,::8 and Counting” (Kramer :9;6a; reprinted in :995a)—
Kramer offered a scathing indictment of the federal and New York City 
governments, the scienti> c-medical establishment, the media, and the 
gay community itself for allowing AIDS to become a crisis. He called on 
lesbians and gays to take to the streets, to commit civil disobedience in 
order to save gay men’s lives. Similarly, Apuzzo concluded a New York 
candlelight vigil in May :9;6 with a rousing speech that offered lesbi-
ans and gay men a new political imaginary that included confrontational 
activism: “If something isn’t done soon, we will not be here in Federal 
Plaza at night in this quiet, we will be on Wall Street at noon! . . . [N]o 
politician will be immune to a community who will not take no for an 
answer” (Berlandt :9;6, =).

At Congressional hearings on AIDS in May :9;6, lesbian and gay 
leaders criticized the federal government’s response to AIDS. Apuzzo 
expressed her pride in the gay community’s response to AIDS and her 
anger and frustration that “gay people have had to be self-reliant if for 
no other reason than they are intentionally and systematically denied 
their rights” (National Gay Task Force :9;6, 8). She called on Congress 
to appropriate at least V:55 million for AIDS research (National Gay 
Task Force :9;6; “Apuzzo Testi> es” :9;6, =; “Apuzzo, Enlow Testify” 
:9;6, 6).

Also in May :9;6, lesbian and gay communities in a number of cit-
ies held large candlelight vigils. Press accounts and photographs suggest 
that the mood was typically solemn, and grief about the ever-increasing 
deaths was prevalent; still, people with AIDS spoke about their dissatis-
faction with the government’s response to AIDS, and reports of a vigil in 
New York indicate that the mood during the march of several thousand 
shifted from solemnity to vocal chanting for more federal funding.48 
Kramer spoke at the New York vigil, comparing the V455 million that 

=;. For press accounts of early candlelight vigils, see Chibbaro and Martz :9;6; “Cen-
tral Park Memorial” :9;6; Walter :9;6. On the New York vigil, see Arvanette :9;6.
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the Reagan administration was spending in military aid to the El Salva-
doran army and the V:5 million to > ght the Tylenol poisoning scare to 
the “ ‘princely pisspoor sum’ trickling down for AIDS research;” he also 
called AIDS “our Vietnam” (Berlandt :9;6, =). In a speech at the Fifth 
National Lesbian/Gay Health Conference in June, Apuzzo repeated her 
call to take to the streets (Martz :9;6a).

Lesbian and gay leaders and AIDS activists and lobbyists returned 
to Capitol Hill in August of :9;6 and again slammed the federal govern-
ment’s response as “too little, too late” (Martz :9;6b, :). Apuzzo blasted 
the federal government, claiming that its inadequate response to the cri-
sis stemmed from its view that those affected by AIDS were “expend-
able.” An unnamed source quoted in Gay Life said that Apuzzo’s com-
ments amounted to calling government of> cials “murderers” (Streips 
:9;6a, :=).

By the spring of :9;6, then, a new framing of the crisis was emerging 
in some quarters of the lesbian and gay community: anger at the govern-
ment was beginning to crystallize, and some started to express that an-
ger and to link it to calls for more confrontational activism.49 Apuzzo 
threatened an escalation in tactics, some type of de> ant direct action 
on Wall Street rather than the more somber candlelight vigils then oc-
curring across the country; Kramer called for civil disobedience. In 
speeches and articles in the months and years following his call to ac-
tion, Kramer compared AIDS to the Nazi holocaust and continued to 
implore lesbians and gay men to take to the streets to demand a response 
to the AIDS crisis.50

Their calls to action, especially Kramer’s, had an impact. Kramer’s 
article “spread like wild> re across Gay America” and acted as a “dra-
matic wake-up call” (Streitmatter :99<, 8<<). George Mendenhall, re-
porting for the B.A.R. in that period, remembers, “Suddenly, gays talked 
of nothing else. After that one article in the Native, gay phone lines to 
the West Coast were burning up. No doubt about it—he got us talking 
about AIDS” (Streitmatter :99<, 8<<).51

Nevertheless, Kramer’s and Apuzzo’s calls to action did not move les-
bians and gay men to embrace confrontational activism in :9;6, or :9;=, 
or :9;<. Writing in the mid-:9;5s about gay AIDS activism in that pe-

=9. For more evidence, see Ortleb :9;8; Pierson :9;6; D’Eramo :9;6, :6; and Bush 
:9;6b.

<5. Many of Kramer’s early speeches and articles are reprinted in Kramer :995a.
<:. See also Clendinen and Nagourney 855:, =;5–;:.
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riod, political scientist Dennis Altman noted, “Perhaps the greatest gap 
in AIDS politicking is the lack of a genuine mass mobilization behind de-
mands for a greater government response to AIDS” (Altman :9;7, :57). 
How might we account for this “frame failure”? Because it was widely 
circulated and generated considerable response in lesbian and gay com-
munities, my focus here is on Kramer’s :9;6 call to action—on its recep-
tion and its failure to mobilize confrontational street activism. The more 
general question here is about how a political horizon is generated.

There are a number of plausible reasons why Kramer’s frame failed 
to mobilize in this moment. It is possible that others simply did not see 
AIDS as a crisis at that point. While true in some cases, the evidence I 
discuss below indicates that many actually agreed with Kramer’s anal-
ysis if not his prescription for action.52 Another possibility is that les-
bians and gay men were too overwhelmed with caretaking to consider 
more externally oriented activism. That is true to some degree, but it 
overstates the case: not everyone was overwhelmed; thousands of lesbi-
ans and gay men were beginning to engage in AIDS activism such as 
candlelight vigils and, to a smaller degree, lobbying. When ACT UP 
did emerge years later, many participants simultaneously engaged in 
caretaking.

One factor that I think better explains this framing failure is that 
Kramer had no background in lesbian and gay politics and thus had little 
political credibility among lesbians and gay men.53 Many activists who 
had built the gay rights movement and community institutions during 
the :975s simply did not know Kramer. Those who did may have been 
alienated by his disparagements of the movement (Clendinen and Na-
gourney 855:, =4:). Of those who knew Kramer, many viewed him as es-
pousing antisex and antigay viewpoints. Many gay men were infuriated 
by his :979 novel, Faggots, which condemned gay male sexual culture as 
unable to nurture the type of stable, loving relationship that the main 
character desperately seeks. Reviews slammed Kramer as puritanical 
and self-hating. As D’Emilio writes, Faggots shaped many people’s re-
actions to Kramer’s framing of the health crisis (:997, 7<), and their sus-
picions were corroborated by the way that Kramer’s ambivalence about 
gay male sexuality peppered his calls for militant action. Many may have 

<8. For evidence that people in lesbian and gay communities saw AIDS as a crisis in 
this period, see the Advocate from February :7, :9;6, especially Bush :9;6a; see also 
Power :9;=; and Odets :994.

<6. Thanks to an anonymous reviewer who pointed this out to me.
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dismissed his seemingly extreme claims about the scope of the epidemic 
and about government genocide as the rhetoric of someone using AIDS 
as a way to get gay men to “clean up their act.”

Moreover, Kramer turned people off with his homophobic and sex-
ist language. In “:,::8 and Counting,” Kramer impugned the manhood 
of those who warned against rocking the boat too vigorously, suggesting 
they were like sheep led to slaughter: “I am sick of ‘men’ who say, ‘we’ve 
got to keep quiet or they will do such and such.’ They usually means the 
straight majority. . . . Okay, you ‘men’—be my guests: you can march off 
now to the gas chambers; just get right in line” (Kramer :9;6a, 88; em-
phases his). Kramer’s alignment of masculinity with his favored forms of 
activism and of femininity with passivity and inaction undoubtedly was 
offensive to many lesbians and gay men.54

Why would gay people listen to someone whose rhetoric echoed 
mainstream society’s homophobic characterizations of gay men and of 
gay male sexual culture, whose rhetorical style was hectoring and hy-
perbolic, and who had little political credibility? All of these factors un-
doubtedly help to account for the failure of Kramer’s militant collective 
action frame in :9;6.

But these explanations do not address the fact that some lesbians and 
gay men actively discouraged confrontational activism in ways that sug-
gest that the rejection of Kramer’s call to action was animated in part 
by anxiety about the angry and militant forms of activism that he ad-
vocated. In posing challenges to mainstream (gay and straight) norms 
about political activism and about emotional expression, Kramer’s call 
to action generated uneasiness and apprehension, perhaps about the in-
determinate potential inherent in people angrily taking to the streets, 
perhaps as well about the threat to social acceptance that angry gay ac-
tivism might pose.

Consider, for example, letters and an editorial published in the New 
York Native in response to “:,::8 and Counting.” Some letters ap-
plauded Kramer, while others accused him of ranting and raving. One 
credited him with igniting his own rage, but confessed hesitancy about 
his proposed political course of action. More critically, one writer ac-
cused Kramer of being blinded by “self-righteous rage,” while another 
countered his “preposterous” criticism of New York City Mayor Edward 
Koch, praising the Mayor’s funding of AIDS research (“Letters” :9;6). 

<=. On Kramer’s “fag-baiting” with language of sissies and wimps, see Bergman :99:, :65.
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A Native editorial expressed ambivalence about Kramer’s emotional 
tenor and activist incitements. It acknowledged that the piece had gen-
erated controversy and stated that the Native had published it to raise 
awareness of the threat of AIDS, “in spite of some reservations about 
[Kramer’s] attacks on public of> cials.” The editorial called on everyone 
to “cool the rhetoric” and concluded by commending Mayor Koch for ap-
pearing at an AIDS symposium and for having recently appointed a gay 
man to direct a new city of> ce that would focus on AIDS (“Editorial” 
:9;6). Discrediting Kramer’s denunciation of Koch by strongly praising 
the mayor’s (relatively minor) recent actions on the AIDS front, the Na-
tive’s editorial seemed intent on generating faith in the government and 
quelling anger and any street activism that might follow in the wake of 
Kramer’s call to action. Its praise for Koch is particularly striking, con-
sidering that San Francisco’s Mayor Dianne Feinstein had by then com-
mitted V: million to AIDS research and patient care, while Koch had 
released a scant V8<,555, despite the fact that New York City had the 
highest caseload in the country (Berlandt :9;6, =).

Bart Church of the Gay Rights National Lobby’s AIDS Project 
wrote a letter ostensibly praising Kramer’s article, but Church seemed 
most intent on defusing Kramer’s anger and advocacy for militant 
activism (Church :9;6). Ignoring Kramer’s calls for various types of 
action—including donating money, volunteering, lobbying, and engaging 
in civil disobedience—Church wrote that Kramer had failed to provide 
a clear idea of how people could > ght AIDS; the bulk of Church’s let-
ter was thus a checklist of things people could do: donate money, volun-
teer, lobby. Notably, Church avoided listing confrontational actions like 
civil disobedience that Kramer had emphasized. Church also praised the 
federal government’s CDC for having “done all it can” (Church :9;6). 
Where Kramer’s essay was intended to arouse gay men’s anger toward 
the government and fear about their own political inaction, Church’s let-
ter expressed gratitude and faith in the government’s goodwill, feelings 
that contradicted and could defuse any anger that Kramer’s essay might 
have aroused. Church thus indicated concern about Kramer’s political 
project and offered an emotional pedagogy that discouraged confronta-
tion and helped to reaf> rm the existing political horizon.

The editors of Chicago’s Gay Life similarly downplayed and marked 
as extreme Kramer’s rhetoric. They did place his article on the front 
page, but their edits of his article along with the editorial in the same 
issue are easily read as an attempt to counter Kramer’s interpretation 
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of the crisis and his confrontational rhetoric and propositions for ac-
tion (Kramer :9;6c). The editors removed his speci> c appeals for sit-
ins, traf> c tie-ups, and volunteers willing to be arrested in acts of civil 
disobedience.55 More tellingly, the same edition contained a by-then-
standard AIDS editorial that encouraged people to call the White House 
to demand increased AIDS funds (“Call” :9;6). The editors made no 
mention of Kramer’s scathing article and indeed struck an entirely dif-
ferent tone. They lauded Chicago’s Mayor Jane Byrne and the city’s De-
partment of Health for their response to the AIDS crisis, although the 
city of Chicago had yet to allocate even one dollar of city funding spe-
ci> cally to AIDS. Further dampening any local anger that might be di-
rected at the city government, the editors asserted that the idea for the 
national phone drive to the White House “arose out of anger and dis-
satisfaction in other parts of the country . . . where AIDS and AIDS-
related fatalities have been reported in high numbers, and where the city 
governments have been slow in acting with the community to attack the 
problem.” They continued, “Chicago has been more fortunate than oth-
ers. . . . Mayor Byrne’s administration has responded effectively” (“Call” 
:9;6, =; emphasis mine). Anger, perhaps legitimate in other cities, was 
unnecessary in Chicago, despite the fact that there were by then dozens 
of diagnosed cases but no city AIDS of> ce or city AIDS funding.56 Gay 
Life’s editors seemed intent on curbing the affective and activist surge 
some readers might have felt upon reading Kramer’s article. By evoking 
feelings like gratitude toward the City of Chicago and satisfaction with 
its efforts to address AIDS, the editorial discredited Kramer’s outrage 
and propositions for action, potentially lessening any anger that Kram-
er’s article might have generated and validating the existing, compar-
atively staid political course of action rather than the more confronta-
tional efforts that Kramer advocated.

Most striking about these responses to Kramer’s call to action is the 
way emotion > gures in them. His entreaty to take to the streets in or-
der to pressure the government animated some in the community to de-

<<. The version of Kramer’s article that ran in the Bay Area Reporter (Kramer :9;6b) 
also made no mention of civil disobedience, but the edits differed from those in Gay Life, 
suggesting that the editors of Gay Life and the Bay Area Reporter, rather than Kramer 
himself, did the editing.

<4. For reports on the lack of any Chicago City funding allocated to AIDS, see “City” 
:9;6; “Pros” :9;6; and Robles :9;;, 7. For Chicago AIDS statistics from the period, see 
City of Chicago Department of Health :99:.
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fend existing government responses to the AIDS crisis, and they did so 
in an emotional register seemingly designed to dampen the discontent 
and defuse the anger that Kramer, Apuzzo, and a few others started to 
air in this moment and that might catch on with others.57 These efforts, 
in my view, were shaped by the existing emotional habitus in lesbian and 
gay communities, which was heavily colored by gay shame, fear of in-
tensi> ed social rejection, and desire for social acceptance. Responses to 
Kramer’s call to action also helped to bolster and reproduce that emo-
tional habitus by elevating socially acceptable feelings like stoic nobil-
ity and gratitude toward the government, making anger seem unneces-
sary and overwrought. Whether intentionally or not, their responses also 
helped to reaf> rm and delimit the political horizon, promoting the exist-
ing repertoire of community-based service provision, caretaking, lobby-
ing, and candlelight vigils, and arguing against the unconventional, dis-
ruptive activism that Apuzzo and Kramer urged.

Kramer’s article sent a shock wave through lesbian and gay commu-
nities, and animated and energized many lesbians and gay men to get in-
volved in AIDS activism, but it did not lead to the kind of confronta-
tional activism that Kramer advocated, largely because his outrage and 
call to action so forcefully contradicted lesbian and gay emotional and 
political norms. Some may have felt as angry as Kramer, but the prevail-
ing emotional habitus tended to suppress those feelings, or at least their 
expression. The sense of political possibilities in that moment extended 
only to actions that stayed within the con> nes of accepted political be-
havior, discouraging anything that might “rock the boat.”

This more temperate political horizon held even for those who indicated 
that they shared Kramer’s analysis and some of his anger. For example, 
Wayne Friday, a political columnist in the San Francisco B.A.R., acknowl-
edged how much Kramer’s article had affected him and even revealed 
that he was enticed by Kramer’s call to action: “I agree with Kramer and 
the others who are screaming the loudest that soon—very soon—we had 
better wake up those in power . . . who should be doing something” (:9;6, 
:7). But Friday immediately moved away from that precipice with an as-
sertion of how much San Francisco’s congressman, Phil Burton, was do-
ing on the AIDS front. His praise for Burton was perhaps well-deserved, 

<7. D’Emilio similarly argues that this and others of Kramer’s statements about AIDS 
“have repeatedly evoked . . . angry, defensive denunciations” from within the gay commu-
nity (:997, 79).
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but in dramatically shifting gears, Friday effectively, if inadvertently, de-
F ated Kramer’s critique of government responses as well as his call to ac-
tion. Friday’s voice had no trace of Kramer’s anger. He quoted Burton’s 
gay aide, Bill Kraus, about the efforts underway to get the foot-dragging 
NIH to fund AIDS research proposals, but Friday did not then circle 
back to Kramer’s article (which had excoriated the NIH). Although Fri-
day began by agreeing with Kramer’s call to action, by the end he had 
steered his readers away from confrontational activism and toward satis-
faction with and gratitude toward a local politician. Like others, his sense 
of political possibility remained in the electoral realm.58 His column not 
only reveals the strength of the existing political horizon, but also in-
dicates how that political imaginary was simultaneously reproduced.

The actions at this time of Gary Walsh, a person with AIDS in San 
Francisco, are perhaps the exception that proves the resilience of the ex-
isting political horizon. Walsh had participated in some AIDS lobbying 
and then, furious about the federal government’s continuing failure to 
act, he “deluged the Washington of> ce of Margaret Heckler, Secretary 
of Health and Human Services, with phone calls, insisting she hear one-
to-one what it’s like to have a friend die of AIDS” (Shilts :9;6). His ac-
tion was perhaps the > rst AIDS-related “phone zap,” a tactic later fre-
quently deployed by ACT UP, but it was conducted by one person, on 
his own, rather than collectively by a movement. In :9;6, there was little 
space for collective expressions of militant, confrontational anger.

In noting that people generally want to be proximate “to the sacred 
center of the common values of the society” in which they live, Goffman 
suggests that conformity exerts a formidable pull on most individuals, 
under any circumstances (Goffman :9<9, 64). How much stronger might 
be the pull toward that sacred center for those who have been cast out 
to the margins of society? In a country such as the United States, where 
voting, lobbying, and an occasional rally are the acceptable avenues for 
trying to effect change, engagement in more militant collective action vi-
olates political norms and suggests a too severe, and possibly even sub-
versive, critique of what is at the sacred center of the United States—the 
image of a F ourishing democracy and the land of freedom and equality. 
To question the sacred, the inviolable, is to bring suspicion on oneself.

Adopting Kramer’s angry and militant collective action frame would 
have placed lesbians and gay men outside of American emotional and 

<;. See Power :9;6; and Crane :9;6 for more examples.
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political norms and thus even further outside of dominant society. It is 
no surprise, then, that his exhortation to militant and angry activism had 
little play among lesbians and gay men in :9;6. In a moment when so-
cial perceptions had life-and-death consequences, most lesbians and gay 
men, all too familiar with social nonrecognition and desiring relief from 
that painful affective state, were not inclined to veer too far from con-
ventional forms of political action.

S%&2+-2"/ $1 P$2-&* ?"3%$!)2+-$,. The prevailing emotional habitus 
and political horizon made it probable that some public expressions about 
a political course of action would click while others, like Kramer’s, would 
generate defensiveness and attempts to discredit his emotional pedagogy 
and political proposals. Consider the moving speech that Robert Cecchi, 
a gay man with AIDS and a volunteer at GMHC, gave at the May :9;6 
candlelight vigil in New York City. Cecchi addressed his remarks to Pres-
ident Reagan. He began by saying that he was “a feeling, thinking, God-
loving man with AIDS” and continued, “I love my country. I’ve worked 
hard for it. I’ve paid my taxes, voted in every [election], and I never threw 
garbage in the streets.” He then talked about his volunteer work to help 
other people with AIDS. Evoking the desire for love and recognition, 
along with the fear of rejection, that a gay son might experience in rela-
tion to his heterosexual father, and suggesting parallel feelings on the na-
tional, political level, Cecchi concluded by imploring Reagan to increase 
funding for AIDS research: “Like our > rst president, you are the father 
of this country. Do you hear me when I say your children are dying? This 
problem transcends politics. In asking you to release monies, I am asking 
for an act of love. If you are my father, Mr. President, I am your son. Please 
help me save my life.”(Cecchi :9;6; quoted in part in Román :99;, 89).

Cecchi’s words indicate the complicated political relationship of lesbi-
ans and gay men to dominant society—standing precariously both inside 
and outside—and suggest how that ambiguous relationship, and its psy-
chic force, affected lesbian and gay communities’ early AIDS politics. 
In part, Cecchi’s declaration that gays were part of society was a de> ant 
assertion of national belonging. At the same time, in describing himself 
and, implicitly, other gay men as upstanding and patriotic citizens of the 
country, as loyal sons, Cecchi was in effect saying, “We are good, upright 
citizens and thus you should love and help us.” State assistance in a time 
of crisis should be forthcoming not because gays are citizens, whether 
straight society likes it or not, but because gays are good citizens. He was 
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asking for love and suggesting that gays are lovable because they are con-
tributing members of society, because they are, in fact, the children of 
dominant society; the state should thus provide > nancial help to its chil-
dren, who, like any other children, are innocent. In equating gay men 
to children, Cecchi challenged dominant constructions of the depraved, 
predatory homosexual, but that equation also reads as a bid for gay re-
spectability premised on a denial of gay difference. Cecchi was saying 
in effect that the state should assist gays in this moment of crisis not be-
cause that was the state’s job, but because gays were childlike and thus, 
Freud notwithstanding, nonsexual and pure. Criticism of government in-
action was implicit in Cecchi’s request, as was a sense of entitlement. But 
both were tempered by a suggestion of shame about sexual otherness 
and a desire for the love and acceptance of heterosexual society, even at 
the cost of suppressing gay difference. Cecchi’s dissatisfaction with the 
government’s inaction was accompanied by the belief, or perhaps simply 
the hope, that aligning gays with normative citizenship and submerging 
gay difference would prod the government into action.

In using this example, I am not arguing that Cecchi himself was ashamed 
of gay difference and feared social rejection. Indeed, it is possible that his 
speech was primarily a rhetorical strategy rather than a heartfelt expres-
sion of his own feelings. Regardless of Cecchi’s feelings and intent, his 
speech is interesting for my purposes because it indicates the dif> culties 
that hated and oppressed social groups face when confronting the state. 
They have to navigate their own contradictory status as both members 
and outsiders, and that entails a navigation of their own sentiments about 
self and society, which are often contradictory as a result of that status.

My contention here is twofold. First, the prevailing emotional habitus 
and political horizon in lesbian and gay communities made comments 
like Cecchi’s intelligible and encouraged their expression. Second, such 
comments, in turn, buttressed both feelings like shame about gay differ-
ence and fear that such difference would translate into continued social 
rejection and reinforced assumptions about what lesbians and gay men 
should be feeling and about what forms of political activism were accept-
able and desirable. This habitus and political horizon also help to ex-
plain why some gays emphatically praised the federal government’s re-
sponses to the health crisis during this period.59

<9. Contrast Beardemphl :9;6, <; Schweikhart :9;6, <; Lorch :9;6, 4; “Congratulations” 
:9;6; and Streips :9;6b, ;, for example, with Kramer :9;6a and “Apuzzo Testi> es” :9;6.
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What most interests me is how the repeated expression and elicita-
tion of certain feelings helped to establish and bolster a given political 
horizon and foreclose another. The evidence suggests that this largely 
nonconscious mobilization of feelings had a greater effect on lesbians’ 
and gay men’s political imaginaries than did some concrete factual infor-
mation that others were stating. In “:,::8 and Counting,” for example, 
Kramer angrily noted that the government had spent V:5 million dur-
ing the > rst two weeks of the Tylenol scare to > nd out why fewer than 
ten people had died but only V: million over an entire year to investigate 
why hundreds had died of complications from AIDS (Kramer :995a, 84, 
69; see also Deitcher :99<, :=8). And again, Kramer, Apuzzo, and a few 
others criticized the government for its low level of funding for AIDS 
research. One might thus conclude that gay praise of the federal gov-
ernment in this moment was overly generous, even farfetched. But it is 
more interesting, I think, to consider the factors that trumped negative 
appraisals of the government and the angry feelings attached to them. 
The evidence shows that cognitive appraisals of a situation are not the 
only factors that inF uence people’s political (in)action. Any investiga-
tion of political behavior needs to acknowledge that people are simulta-
neously cognitively and affectively driven; that is true of Kramer and of 
Cecchi, Apuzzo and lesbian and gay newspaper editors. Our thoughts 
and our feelings together shape our political imaginaries and courses of 
action. In this case, the structure of lesbian and gay ambivalence and at-
tempts to navigate its contradictory affective states played a signi> cant 
role in shaping what was politically (un)thinkable.

My purpose in analyzing how lesbians and gay men dealt with Kram-
er’s call for militant AIDS activism is to explore why activist responses 
took the speci> c forms they did in these early years of the AIDS crisis. 
I am not positioning Kramer as an example of an ambivalence-free gay 
man who felt no compunction about engaging in militant politics that 
threatened gay respectability. First, this is simply not true of Kramer. 
Indeed, he is a prime example of an individual who is self-divided, an 
affective state that is familiar to the socially marginalized.60 His writ-
ings repeatedly suggest his own ambivalence about being gay.61 Second, 
in arguing that there is a link between ambivalence and politics, I am 

45. Frantz Fanon’s Black Skin, White Masks (:947) is a moving study of the relation-
ship between social marginalization—in his case due to colonialism—and identity ambiva-
lence. See also Du Bois :9;9.

4:. As just one example, see Kramer’s :9;< play, The Normal Heart.
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not saying that engagement in particular politics reveals a given individ-
ual’s psychic state. Neither am I arguing that a particular “resolution” 
to an individual’s ambivalence would automatically lead to a particu-
lar response to AIDS. My argument is not at the level of the individ-
ual. Rather, what I am arguing is that when a given constellation of feel-
ings and related emotional practices becomes widespread within a social 
group, the emotional habitus that is established creates a space for some 
forms of activism and forecloses others. Even then, of course, a given 
resolution to ambivalence, should one arise, and a concomitant emo-
tional habitus do not drive members of that group inexorably toward a 
particular and predictable course of political action. The task, then, is to 
trace how a given emotional habitus comes into being and is stabilized, 
how it helps to establish a political horizon, and how those processes af-
fect people’s modes of activism and whether or not they engage in activ-
ism at all.

My hope is that this example of frame failure will help us to sharpen 
our analyses of frame success. In his “insider’s critique” of the framing 
perspective, social movement scholar Robert Benford notes the lack of 
attention to the question of frame failure: “Instead, movement framing 
studies often are plagued by circular claims in which unveri> able causal 
relationships are implied. That is, we tend to work backward from suc-
cessful mobilization to the framings activists proffered and then posit a 
causal linkage between the two” (Benford :997, =:8).62

We may be able to avoid such tautological reasoning by exploring 
how a community’s emotional habitus animates and sustains certain 
framing efforts while discouraging or discrediting others. By analyzing 
reasons for the initial failure of Kramer’s and Apuzzo’s frame, I hope 
to avoid circular reasoning when later talking about the resonance of 
a similar framing offered by direct-action AIDS activists in :9;4 and 
:9;7. The initial failure and subsequent success of this more confronta-

48. Social movement scholars Hank Johnston and John Noakes agree, writing, “A con-
stituency that > nds a frame compelling usually becomes apparent to researchers by its mo-
bilization, but those social actors for whom the frame is not compelling are generally lost 
to history” (Johnston and Noakes 855<, :4). The only work I know of that has begun to 
theorize frame failure speci> cally is that of Glenn (:999), Diani (:994), and Koopmans 
and Duyvendak (:99<). My work differs most from that of Koopmans and Duyvendak who, 
drawing on the insights of political process theory, link frame failure to tightening political 
opportunities. Kramer’s frame did not fail for that reason, which will become apparent in 
the next chapter when I discuss the success of a Kramer-like call to activism in the context 
of constricting political opportunities.
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tional collective-action frame allow me to consider factors that shifted 
in the interim—primarily the structure and content of the emotional 
habitus—and to explore why and how such factors help to account for 
frame resonance.

As the remainder of this chapter will show, during this period lesbian 
and gay communities continued to pursue activism that consisted pri-
marily of caretaking and service provision, along with lobbying and oc-
casional candlelight vigils. The emotion work (Hochschild :979, :9;6) 
of various AIDS professionals, newspaper editors and columnists, and 
other lesbians and gay men seems to have submerged any stimulus to-
ward confrontational street activism that Kramer’s article and Apuzzo’s 
call for action might have inspired.

J'" K$,/$*-!&+-$, $1 +'" ID-/+-,( S$*-+-2&* M$%-B$,: L"&*-,( 
C-+' A%$C-,( @,("%, :9;=–;<. Disturbing AIDS statistics were is-
sued at the beginning of :9;=. Total reported AIDS cases had tripled 
during :9;6. The number of AIDS cases was exploding in Boston, Chi-
cago, Los Angeles, New York, San Francisco, and Washington, D.C., af-
fecting people from all walks of gay life, from the most strait-laced pro-
fessionals to drag queens, activists, men who frequented gay baths, and 
men in monogamous relationships.63 By :9;<, the number of reported 
AIDS cases nationally had exceeded eleven thousand, and the num-
ber of AIDS-related deaths was nearing six thousand (Centers for Dis-
ease Control and Prevention :997, :=). Death and illness among gay men 
were by now commonplace in the epicenters of the epidemic. The CDC 
estimated that > ve hundred thousand to one million people were already 
infected with HIV and that AIDS cases would double over the next year 
(Beldekas :9;<). Gay and AIDS activist Eric Rofes painted a vivid pic-
ture of gay life during this period. “By :9;<, many gay men over the age 
of thirty were facing decimation beyond their wildest imagination. Over 
:5,555 had been diagnosed with this frightening syndrome and tens of 
thousands more were infected with HIV and feared for their lives. Even 
more men had lost lovers, best friends, neighbors, coworkers, and entire 
social networks” (:994, :<7). Rofes continues, “Gay men struggled to ac-
cept the overwhelming horrors accumulating all around: contemporar-
ies dying painful deaths, acts of desire becoming acts of contagion, the 
homophobe’s wildest dreams > nding ful> llment” (868). Lesbian and 

46. See Bommer and Williams :9;=.
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gay newspapers around the country started obituary sections in :9;= 
and :9;<.

Ever greater numbers of lesbians and gay men were involved in care-
taking and were losing friends and lovers to AIDS. Cindy Patton’s ac-
count of her day at the :9;< Gay Pride march in Boston provides a vivid 
illustration of what it felt like to be involved in AIDS work during this 
period. “At this year’s lesbian and gay pride march, I see the lover of a 
man I know who has just died . . . walking silently, in tears, carrying the 
placard bearing the date of his lover’s death. One of the staffers from 
the AIDS Action Committee looks tired and I ask her what’s wrong. 
‘We were up late last night,’ she says. ‘We had to add two new placards 
from yesterday’ ” (Patton :9;<, :48). Patton then ran into a friend whose 
lover had died the previous year. And she learned that another friend 
had been diagnosed with AIDS. Even for those not living with AIDS, 
personal contact with people living with and dying from AIDS was in-
creasingly familiar to many lesbians and gay men.

It is no exaggeration to say that by :9;<, AIDS was devastating les-
bian and gay communities across the United States. There was pal-
pable desperation along with panic and intense fear about AIDS itself 
and about the social and political repercussions for lesbians and gay men. 
Also evident in this emotional mix is a mounting anger among lesbians 
and gay men about the government’s negligent responses to AIDS. In 
Rofes’s words, “Rage began to sweep over the tribe during these years” 
(:994, =<). Criticism of all levels of government by lesbians and gay men 
became more scathing.64

As I indicated earlier, along with Kramer’s and Apuzzo’s calls to ac-
tion, debates within lesbian and gay communities in :9;= and :9;< about 
whether or not to close gay bathhouses revealed a growing willingness 
among some lesbians and gay men—particularly in San Francisco—to 
use more confrontational activism to > ght the state’s response to the 
AIDS epidemic. But activism on these fronts was not yet widespread or 
sustained, and the growing anger and de> ance of some lesbians and gay 
men may have encouraged others to attempt to dampen and rechannel 
such sentiments. As occurred in response to Kramer’s :9;6 call to action, 
statements from lesbian and gay leaders and newspaper editorials during 
this period suggest such efforts—both conscious and not—to manage af-
fects and emotions. Most speci> cally, a number of other feelings—an in-

4=. See, for example, “V:5 Million” :9;<; and Freiberg :9;<a.
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ternally oriented pride in the community’s responsible efforts in address-
ing the AIDS crisis, faith in the government’s goodwill, love for one’s 
brothers, and a stoic nobility in the face of death—were frequently elic-
ited and articulated. That emotion work, I believe, effectively channeled 
the growing anger among lesbians and gay men toward service provision 
and lobbying, and away from less conventional street activism. Even as 
the exploding AIDS epidemic and people’s growing anger about govern-
ment inaction were putting enormous strain on the emotional and polit-
ical norms then prevalent in lesbian and gay communities, lesbians and 
gay men generally continued to abide by and reinstantiate those norms—
evidence, perhaps, of the force and weight of structure and of the ten-
dency of social action to reproduce the status quo.

A more general comment on anger might be useful here. Histori-
ans Carol and Peter Stearns (:9;4) have argued that during the last two 
hundred years, attitudes in the United States about anger have shifted; 
whereas the colonialists viewed temper as a sign of manliness, anger 
is currently regarded as a feeling that needs to be restrained and con-
trolled.65 Anthropologist Catherine Lutz (:9;4, :9;;) has written about 
the gendering of anger, noting that its expression by men is more accept-
able than by women; still, she agrees that the dominant American atti-
tude toward anger is that it should be controlled. Lesbians and gay men, 
like others, are inF uenced by this hegemonic emotional habitus, and per-
haps more intensely so in moments when they seek acceptance by main-
stream society. That helps to explain why discomfort and hesitation 
about gay anger and attempts to control it have been part of the gay com-
munity’s emotional habitus since the early :975s when the gay movement 
shifted its quest for sexual liberation and broad social transformation to 
the > ght for lesbian and gay rights. It should be no surprise, then, that in 
the mid-:9;5s many lesbians and gay men, particularly those who were 
part of the gay establishment, were concerned about the negative so-
cial repercussions of gay anger, particularly if linked to confrontational 
activism.66

4<. Stearns and Stearns attribute the shift in part to concern about the destructive force 
of human aggression evident during World War II and the Nazi holocaust and to concern 
about black and student unrest during the :945s.

44. I have not done the research, but my guess is that because the emotional habitus of 
the more radical women’s movement validated feelings of anger, lesbians who had some 
contact with that movement may have been more attuned to anger and may have had a cri-
tique of social norms against its expression. The prevailing emotional habitus in lesbian 
and gay communities, however, was more aligned with the dominant emotional habitus.
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In this context, even as anger and criticisms were aired, lesbian and 
gay leaders issued few calls for any activist response beyond lobbying 
and voting. Confrontational activism was simply not part of many peo-
ple’s political imaginaries in this moment. When the Advocate inter-
viewed twenty lesbian and gay “leaders and thinkers, movers and shak-
ers” about their predictions and thoughts for the new year, :9;<, most 
anticipated a worsening AIDS crisis (Freiberg, Kulicke, and Walter 
:9;<). But little anger was articulated and, in the rare instances when po-
litical action was mentioned, these leaders tended to advocate lobbying 
and involvement in the electoral realm. (Only two out of the twenty ex-
pressed anger and suggested the need for more confrontational tactics).

Street activism of the sort contemplated by Kramer and Apuzzo was 
rarely mentioned in the gay papers during this period, and then it was of-
ten immediately quali> ed or even discounted. In an article in the San 
Francisco Sentinel, Stonewall Gay Democratic Club Political Vice Presi-
dent Ralph Payne mentioned his disgust that the Democrats were scape-
goating gays for losing the :9;= presidential election and stated, “It’s 
time to take to the streets.” But he immediately clari> ed that he “wasn’t 
necessarily advocating civil disobedience, but rather the tactics of mass 
organizing—demonstrations, picketing, petitions” (Hass :9;<, 4). The 
article concluded with information about how to get involved in AIDS 
lobbying and fund-raising. Payne himself may have favored more con-
frontational activism—indeed, two years later he was part of a civil dis-
obedience action at the White House that I discuss in chapter 8—but 
he clearly felt the need to qualify his claim that it was time to take to 
the streets. Even mentioning street activism required an immediate 
disavowal.

San Francisco gay activist Cleve Jones gave a speech in November :9;< 
that helps to illuminate why more confrontational action was beyond 
many lesbians’ and gay men’s political horizon at this time. His speech 
appears as an attempt to defuse anger and militant action, and such a re-
routing could understandably have been its effect. The occasion was a 
somber candlelight vigil to commemorate the :97; assassinations of San 
Francisco Supervisor Harvey Milk—who was gay—and Mayor George 
Moscone. Jones recalled the White Night Riots in :979 that occurred in 
San Francisco when the killer, Dan White, was convicted of manslaugh-
ter rather than murder and sentenced to only > ve years in prison: “That 
night we did not march in silence and the light that > lled this plaza came 
not from candles but from burning barricades and exploding police cars. 
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All that is history now. . . . The candlelight march is an annual opportu-
nity for us to face our community’s loss together in a spirit of strength, 
love, and hope. Above all else, this march is a symbol of hope” (C. Jones 
:9;<, :5–::). Jones criticized the state and federal governments for let-
ting people with AIDS, including his friends, die. Rather than using his 
indictment as an opportunity to make demands or to call for community 
action targeting the government, Jones then simply concluded: “We send 
this message to America: we are the lesbians and gay men of San Fran-
cisco, and though we are again surrounded by uncertainty and death, we 
are survivors, we shall survive again, and we shall be the strongest and 
most gentle people on this earth” (::). Jones invoked the White Night 
Riots, but only to push them into the recesses of history, where, presum-
ably, they belonged. Proud and gentle people do not riot, he suggested, 
no matter how angry they are about government negligence in the face 
of thousands of deaths. Jones named only two courses of action, street 
riots and gentle, digni> ed, candlelight marches, and only the latter was 
actually thinkable. Notably, in a :99< interview, Jones said that he led 
such marches in a manner that would defuse lesbians’ and gay men’s an-
ger (Shepard :997, 69). His political universe, and the gay political uni-
verse more generally, allowed for no other options.

Others in the community encouraged the channeling of a growing an-
ger among lesbians and gay men away from confrontational activism and 
into more reputable political work such as care for people with AIDS. 
At an AIDS memorial candlelight procession in Chicago in :9;<, an-
ger was articulated and elicited but then quickly defused and directed 
toward compassion and love: One speaker asked the crowd, “Are you 
mad? Are you angry?” He said he was “pissed” because no one outside 
the lesbian and gay community was doing anything about AIDS. The 
crowd loudly agreed with him. He concluded by advising: “Take your 
anger and turn it into love for your brothers.” The procession concluded 
with marchers singing the refrain “We are a gentle, angry people” from 
Holly Near’s Singing For Our Lives (Cotton :9;<a).67

47. Near’s song, in various versions, was popular at lesbian and gay candlelight vigils 
during this period. De la Vega remembers singing “We are a gentle, loving people, singing 
for our lives” after the New York City Council passed a gay rights bill in March :9;4 (de la 
Vega :9;4; emphasis mine). Other versions of the refrain similarly excise anger from lesbi-
ans’ and gay men’s affective experiences: “We are gay and lesbian people”; “We are a lov-
ing, healing people”; “We are a justice-seeking people”; “We are a peaceful, loving peo-
ple.” During the late :9;5s and early :995s, AIDS activists spoofed the song, singing: “We 
are a gentle, angry people, and we are whining, whining for our lives.”
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A remarkably similar emotional dynamic occurred at an AIDS me-
morial candlelight vigil and march the same year in San Francisco. The 
> ve thousand marchers somberly proceeded with “an almost painful 
slowness” from the gay Castro neighborhood to the Civic Center. When 
Dean Sandmire, the co-chair of the PWA Caucus of Mobilization against 
AIDS (MAA), announced that Governor George Deukmejian would 
not be attending the march, “there were loud catcalls and hisses” from 
the crowd.68 The press report noted that Sandmire “rose to the occasion 
quickly” and yelled to the crowd, “This is not why we’re here. We’re here 
to honor the dead and those who are still living” (Linebarger :9;<a, 6). 
Both Sandmire and the reporter expressed concern about an angry gay 
crowd. Anger and whatever actions anger might prompt when expressed 
in a mass of people were pitted against the more appropriate feelings—
love and respect for one’s brothers—and thereby affectively defused.

San Francisco is an interesting case in that comparatively more an-
ger was expressed in its gay newspapers, particularly the B.A.R., dur-
ing the :9;=–;< period. Much of the anger was about the closing of the 
bathhouses. A number of editorials, opinion pieces, and letters-to-the-
editor also expressed anger about low levels of government AIDS fund-
ing, attempts to implement repressive measures, including quarantine, 
and the growing power of the right wing. How did that slightly different 
emotional landscape affect the sense of political possibilities among San 
Francisco’s lesbians and gay men? My sense is that the anger that some 
in San Francisco were articulating both expanded the political horizon 
to include more confrontational activism and also mobilized others in 
the community to counter, actively, that anger and its political poten-
tial. Attempts by Cleve Jones and Dean Sandmire to defuse gay anger, 
for example, might have been prompted by the perceived shakiness of 
the existing political horizon. There seems to have been an emotional 
and political jostling within the community, perhaps between gay “lead-
ers” who were anxious over the growing anger and its possible political 
explosiveness and more “rank and > le” members of the community who 
were increasingly angry and more willing to embrace confrontational 
tactics.

In addition, gay San Franciscans who voiced anger in this period fre-

4;. MAA formed in San Francisco in late :9;=; along with testifying at hearings and 
lobbying, MAA mobilized a number of AIDS vigils around the country, including those 
that occurred in May :9;<.
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quently connected it to action in the electoral realm, probably because 
of the community’s access to the San Francisco political establishment, 
which helped to produce a political horizon that for many began and re-
mained in the electoral arena.69 A :9;= editorial in the San Francisco 
Sentinel, for example, warned of the growing power of the homopho-
bic right wing and de> antly proclaimed that “we will not be denied our 
rightful place as members of . . . society” (Murray :9;=). Given the ed-
itorial’s title—“The Real Revolution”—one might expect a call to lesbi-
ans and gay men to take to the streets to > ght the right and the Reagan 
administration, but the writer instead pointed toward voting: “Justice 
can only be achieved through the political process. Elections this year 
are crucial. We must educate ourselves and each other to issues and can-
didates, and vote wisely. . . . This is an exciting time for us as a com-
munity. The stakes are high, the possibilities for progress greater than 
ever before. The real revolution has just begun” (Murray :9;=). In set-
ting the electoral realm as the appropriate political horizon, the peda-
gogy of this and similar statements translated anger into a predictable 
form. Rather than an explosive anger that might encourage unconven-
tional political activism, this anger was contained and channeled to-
ward the electoral realm. This evidence also indicates that there is no 
necessary relationship between a given emotional state and speci> c 
forms of political activism. Anger can go in many different activist 
directions.

In this period, New York City was hit particularly hard by AIDS, 
and the local government’s response was woefully inadequate.70 Lesbi-
ans and gay men living in this epicenter of the epidemic increasingly ex-
pressed anger at the local, state, and federal governments, but there as 
well such expressions tended to con> rm, rather than alter, the existing 
political horizon, as the following example indicates. Charles Ortleb, 
publisher and editor-in-chief of the New York Native, wrote an editorial 
about press reports that Robert Gallo of the National Cancer Institute 
had “stolen” a sample of HIV from its French discoverers and thereby 
had set treatment and research back “immeasurably.” Ortleb concluded 
with the following exhortation to action: “Get angry, as angry as you’d 

49. Sociologist Elizabeth Armstrong discusses the ascendance of gay political power 
and access to the Democratic Party in San Francisco during the :975s (8558, esp. chap. 4).

75. See Shilts :9;< for a comparison between the of> cial government responses to 
AIDS in San Francisco and New York City. See also Gay Men’s Health Crisis :99:, :4; 
Loughery :999, =8;.
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be if someone had just killed your lover. Then call up every Senator, ev-
ery Congressman you can get on the phone and demand an immedi-
ate investigation of Robert Gallo . . . before this fraud and this scienti> c 
standstill in fact does kill you, your lover, and millions of other Ameri-
cans” (Ortleb :9;<). Anger, even in the face of the death—indeed, the 
murder—of one’s lover and perhaps oneself, should be channeled toward 
phoning one’s elected representatives.

The words of Nathan Fain, a gay man who worked at GMHC, of-
fer some insight into gay anxiety about anger and confrontational pol-
itics and the resulting political horizon that excluded militancy. Speak-
ing about gay anger and AIDS politics at an AIDS conference, Fain 
revealed unease with anger that seemed to derive in part from his own 
anxiety about gay difference and gays’ relationship to dominant society. 
Darrell Yates Rist reported on Fain’s speech and included excerpts from 
a conversation he had had with Fain a few days before:

Fain told me that gay men’s anger over AIDS had begun, he knew, to seethe. . . . 
He was perturbed: “factions” in the gay community had out of hand con-
demned the government and its scientists—“offended many of our friends”—
when they didn’t have an inkling of how much the government had been 
doing and was, he was convinced, about to do. Today his speech concedes 
that some of us have reason to be angry. But, he says . . . we must grow up, 
“assume the responsibilities of adulthood.” . . . We must turn our backs on 
the politics of our “collective childhood,” and not permit ourselves to be 
rebellious—like a bunch of “drag queens throwing bricks at cops.” If we don’t 
behave, the “real world” won’t respect us. (Rist :9;<a, 77; emphasis his)

To be accepted and respected, lesbians and gay men should assume the 
proper emotional demeanor and engage in activism sanctioned by main-
stream American political norms. Even as the AIDS epidemic was ex-
ploding across the country, some seemed most anxious about alienating 
straight society with angry and confrontational activism.71

A&0 S%-!" &,! H+/ P-/+"%/ (?"!)D): N&,&(-,( @,("% &,! N&-,+&-,-
-,( +'" ID-/+-,( S$*-+-2&* M$%-B$,. The growing frequency of ar-
ticulations of anger in the mid-:9;5s threatened the prevailing emo-
tional habitus and political horizon, and in that context, expressions of 

7:. See also Merla :9;<.
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pride again played an important role. Often immediately following some 
lesbians’ and gay men’s expressions of anger, others evoked and af> rmed 
pride in the community’s response to AIDS as the proper feeling to feel 
amid this crisis. As in the early :9;5s, such expressions both acknowl-
edged how much lesbians and gay men were doing to respond to the cri-
sis and simultaneously engaged questions about gay selves in relation 
to dominant society. And, as before, the emotional tenor of this pride 
authorized and validated certain political tactics while delegitimizing 
others.

Editorials in Chicago’s Gay Life throughout :9;< offer good exam-
ples of how the emotional habitus itself was bolstered during this period 
and how it incited feelings that helped to reproduce and simultaneously 
circumscribe the political horizon. The newspaper’s editorials consis-
tently criticized the government’s negligent response to AIDS, for ex-
ample, but answered a growing frustration among lesbians and gay men 
with exhortations to persevere, to continue along the path of “taking 
care of our own,” and to feel pride in the community’s efforts in the face 
of the growing disaster. None made the case for stepped-up activism. 
One, for example, angrily indicted the government for hesitating “to do 
for AIDS what it doesn’t think twice about doing for other diseases,” but 
rather than stoke readers’ anger, the editors shifted the emotional regis-
ter: “Where others might have caved in under the pressure of the killer 
AIDS, our community has grown in strength during this tremendous cri-
sis. . . . June is Gay and Lesbian Pride Month, and in Chicago we can truly 
be proud” (“Off” :9;<). In editorial after editorial, Gay Life repeatedly 
mobilized gay pride about “taking care of our own” in a manner that 
skirted the possibility of turning to angry, confrontational activism.72

But by the second year of the epidemic, it was clear that lesbian and 
gay communities simply could not “take care of their own” any longer. 
As early as August :9;8, Tim Westmoreland, an aide to Rep. Henry 
Waxman (D-CA), had told AIDS activists that the gay community could 
not “go it alone,” stating, “You need the federal government involved in 
this” (Clendinen and Nagourney 855:, =4;–49).73 Lesbians and gay orga-
nizations were aware of the vast > nancial needs. In public testimony be-
fore Congress in :9;6, NGTF’s Virginia Apuzzo challenged the Reagan 

78. See “AIDS” :9;<; “Health” :9;<”; “We’ve Got to Help Ourselves” :9;<; “:9;<” 
:9;<; and Cotton :9;<b.

76. See also Bush :9;6a, 8:.
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administration’s neoliberal efforts to privatize government social pro-
grams when she stated, “We are not dealing with a problem which can 
be addressed only by volunteers from the private sector” (National Gay 
Task Force :9;6, 6). In this light, gay newspaper editorials in :9;< that 
made no demands of the government but instead expressed an internally 
oriented pride along with an almost stoic nobility in the face of death 
and government inaction seem oddly placid, likely to submerge anger 
and defuse any impulse toward confrontational activism. Claims made 
in the emotional register of stoic pride were pervasive, not only reveal-
ing some of the character and texture of the existing emotional habitus, 
but likely helping to secure that habitus as well, along with its attendant 
political horizon. Confrontational tactics were almost never mentioned 
publicly by leaders, activists, or others during this period.74

The contemporaneous comments of some lesbians and gay men—
including the quote of Nathan Fain above—suggest that lesbian and gay 
ambivalence was a factor in establishing this political horizon. In a col-
umn in the Native, David Scondras, an openly gay member of Boston’s 
City Council, called on lesbians and gay men to engage in “protest and 
vocal, direct confrontation” in response to the Massachusetts House of 
Representatives’ rejection of a gay rights bill. Scondras countered “those 
among us . . . who caution ‘restraint’ and ‘moderation’ . . . [those who] 
worry that we might alienate some lawmakers” with the following logic: 
“Our ultimate goal in initiating gay rights legislation is, after all, not so 
we can act more ‘respectable’ or learn how to ‘> t in,’ but to protect our-
selves from homophobia” (Scondras :9;<). Virginia Apuzzo’s comments 
at a meeting of elected and appointed lesbian and gay of> cials similarly 
revealed her perception that widespread ambivalence about self and so-
ciety had translated into anxiety about lesbian and gay expressions of 
anger tethered to militant political activism:

7=. In all of :9;<, Chicago’s lesbian and gay press printed only two articles that raised 
the prospect of militant action in response to AIDS: see Baim :9;< and Quinby :9;<. It 
was similar in the Advocate and in the New York Native, which recorded growing artic-
ulations of anger but only a few calls for more militant activism in :9;<. Only four arti-
cles in the Advocate indicated that some lesbians and gay men felt the need for militant 
action to > ght AIDS: Freiberg, Kulicke, and Walter :9;<; Walter :9;<; Freiberg :9;<b; 
and Linebarger :9;<c. Thirteen articles in the Native indicated a growing militancy, but 
nine of them were reporting on the formation and actions of the Gay and Lesbian Anti-
Defamation League (GLADL), which I discuss below. See Merla :9;<; Scondras :9;<; 
Morris :9;<; Adkins :9;<; Fall :9;<a, :9;<b; Schulman :9;<a, :9;<b; Jefferson :9;<a, 
:9;<b; Brown :9;<; Rist :9;<b.
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For those of us who have earned—for whatever silly, transient, cheap rea-
son—the respect and regard of [the political] system, we must be willing to 
spend it on this [AIDS] issue. . . . Yes, we must negotiate. Yes, we must lobby. 
Yes, we must litigate. . . . But we must also remember where we come from, 
and return to allowing that rage to be expressed and not think for a minute 
that there is something not respectable about that. (Walter :9;<, ::)

Apuzzo attempted to broaden the sense of political possibilities by di-
rectly challenging the logic that pitted gay expressions of rage against re-
spectability. The comments at the same meeting by Massachusetts Con-
gressman Barney Frank, however, sounded the more typical cautionary 
note: “The political system has responded better to [the AIDS crisis] at 
this point than I would have hoped. . . . [That means] in my judgment, 
that the political course of action that has been chosen [by the lesbian 
and gay community] is correct” (Walter :9;<, :6). The comments of 
both Apuzzo and Frank indicated their awareness of the beginnings of 
rumblings among some lesbians and gay men for more militant action; 
Apuzzo attempted to alleviate lesbian and gay anxiety about rocking the 
boat, while Frank’s rati> cation of the existing order encouraged staying 
the non-confrontational course.

Cracks in the Emotional Habitus and Openings 
toward a New Political Horizon

The second half of :9;< and > rst half of :9;4 mark a transitional emo-
tional and political moment in lesbian and gay communities character-
ized by growing lesbian and gay anger, local outbreaks of more confron-
tational activism, and efforts to contain those developments.

In June :9;<, one gay man with AIDS, John Lorenzini, chained him-
self to the old Federal Building in San Francisco to protest the Reagan 
administration’s failures to address the AIDS crisis (Snyder :9;<; Wetzl 
:9;<). Lorenzini was the > rst activist arrested while protesting the AIDS 
crisis. Although he asked others to join him, no one was “seriously in-
terested,” and his act of civil disobedience was a solitary action (Loren-
zini :9;7, 8=). Rather than marking a broader shift to militancy, then, 
Lorenzini’s action was an exception that indicated widespread reluc-
tance about engaging in such de> ance. But the tide was de> nitely turn-
ing, and fairly soon afterwards, more than two hundred people gathered 
in San Francisco’s Castro neighborhood in response to a call from MAA 
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to protest California Governor George Deukmejian’s veto of much of 
the state’s AIDS budget. A frequent chant among protesters was “We 
say > ght back!” Speaking at the demonstration, John Wahl of MAA 
compared the Deukmejian administration to the Reagan administra-
tion, stating that both “stand for letting us die.” Urging the crowd to up 
the ante, Wahl continued, “we can let them know we are not going to go 
peacefully” (Linebarger :9;<b). Maggie Rubenstein, also from MAA, 
was met with “wild applause” when she addressed the crowd: “We have 
a fascist state in this country for people like us. We’re tired of this bull-
shit. The government, the medical profession, and the scientists don’t 
give a shit about our lives” (Linebarger :9;<b).

Four months later, at the end of October, nine individuals “spontane-
ously decided to spend the night in front of the old Federal Of> ce build-
ing” (Hippler :9;4, =6) in San Francisco for an inde> nite period of time 
to protest the federal government’s negligent response to the AIDS cri-
sis.75 Their demands included V<55 million in federal funding for AIDS 
research and services, release of experimental AIDS drugs by the FDA, 
and extension of bene> ts like disability payments to people who did not 
yet have CDC-de> ned AIDS but had what at that time was called AIDS 
Related Complex (ARC). Two gay men with AIDS chained themselves 
to the doors. Neither was arrested, but those at the vigil indicated their 
determination to stay until their demands were met. The peaceful vigil 
was joined by more protesters and soon grew into what became the San 
Francisco AIDS/ARC Vigil.76 A few months into the vigil, participants 
described their motivation:

The feeling was that the time for inaction was over. Something, no matter 
how desperate, had to be done and it had to be done immediately. . . . Peo-
ple were tired of watching their friends suffer and die, tired of the label-
ing of a new disease as being a result of the “gay lifestyle,” tired of govern-
ment inaction, and tired of the timid responses of the existing leadership of 
many (if not most) lesbian and gay organizations. (ARC & AIDS Vigil, n.d., 
“Background”)

7<. The nine had been participating in a one-night vigil called by MAA. Their deci-
sion to continue the vigil the next day, after its of> cial end, apparently surprised members 
of MAA, who were initially hesitant in their support but quickly became supporters of the 
vigil (ARC & AIDS Vigil, n.d., :–8).

74. On the San Francisco AIDS Vigil, see ARC & AIDS Vigil, n.d.; Linebarger :9;<c; 
and Hippler :9;4.
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Over the next weeks and months, the vigil received enormous support 
from lesbian and gay newspapers, politicians, businesses, political orga-
nizations, and other individuals.

Meanwhile, in the fall of :9;< activists in New York City who were 
“fearful, angry and frustrated over mushrooming AIDS hysteria” in 
the media, particularly the New York Post, formed the Gay and Les-
bian Anti-Defamation League (GLADL) (Freiberg :9;<b, :=).77 In an-
nouncing its formation, the new chairman, Gregory Kolovakos, stated 
that GLADL was embracing more militant political action and coun-
tering the recent complacency within the lesbian and gay community. 
One GLADL organizer saw the group as “a vehicle for gays and lesbi-
ans to channel their anger” (Adkins :9;<). Lesbians were prominent in 
GLADL’s early meetings and protests, in part because, as writer and ac-
tivist Sarah Schulman noted, there was a growing sense among some les-
bians that AIDS was their issue, not least because they too were feeling 
the effects of AIDS-related homophobia (Schulman :9;<b, 87). More 
than six hundred lesbians and gays attended a meeting called by GLADL 
in November :9;< to discuss AIDS hysteria; many speakers invoked the 
Stonewall Riots and suggested that a new militancy was emerging. The 
next day one hundred activists protested outside City Hall during a com-
mittee hearing on closing the gay baths and other sex establishments.78

GLADL’s propaganda suggested that a new emotional habitus and 
political horizon were in formation, and GLADL was helping them 
along. On a poster announcing a demonstration targeting the New York 
Post, GLADL criticized the Post’s AIDS hysteria, writing that it “de-
fames us in a manner that no self-respecting community should have to 
bear.” It then called on lesbians and gay men to join the protest to ex-
press “our outrage” at the Post. “In memory of our loved ones whose 
voices have been silenced, and for the love of ourselves, we must say 
enough is enough. DEMONSTRATE” (“Protest” :9;<). GLADL’s mes-
sage was clear: any self-respecting gay man or lesbian should feel out-
raged by the Post’s sensationalistic, antigay AIDS coverage and should 
direct that outrage into protest. GLADL’s linkage of pride and self-
respect to protest stands in stark contrast to contemporaneous emotional 

77. In :9;4, GLADL changed its name to GLAAD, the Gay and Lesbian Alliance 
Against Defamation. On GLADL/GLAAD, see Adkins :9;<; Freiberg :9;<b, :9;4a; Fall 
:9;<a, :9;<b; d’Adesky :9;4a; Gross 855:, :5<–4; and Wolfe :997.

7;. As far as I can tell, this protest was not organized by GLADL, but it was in the 
same spirit and it similarly suggested cracks in the political horizon.
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evocations that joined pride and self-respect to service provision and vol-
unteer caretaking. Two distinct ways of being a political gay person, each 
with its particular emotional sensibility, were jostling with one another.

In December, between > ve and eight hundred lesbians and gay men 
joined GLADL in an emotional demonstration against the Post. Again, 
a GLADL speaker joined feelings about self and society to political ac-
tivism: “Men and women who protest lies about themselves are men 
and women who respect themselves and demand respect from others” 
(Fall :9;<b, ::). Clendinen and Nagourney note that the rhetoric and ac-
tions of GLADL suggested that political anger, and not only grief and 
despair, was an appropriate sentiment to feel vis-à-vis the AIDS cri-
sis (855:, <8<–84). In this moment of increasing protests, lesbian writer 
Joan Nestle remarked, “There’s a real chance here for street responses 
like we used to have, by an angry mob. I think we have the potential to 
be an angry mob, and I use that in the best sense of the word” (Schul-
man :9;<b, 8;).

In May :9;4, inspired by this activism and contending that it needed 
to proliferate throughout the United States, AIDS and gay activist Eric 
Rofes issued a call to resistance. Raising the possibility that this more 
resistant activism might be “too extreme for the lesbian and gay politicos 
of the :9;5s,” Rofes nonetheless made a case for “creative forms of mil-
itancy, including passive resistance, high-visibility zaps and outrageous 
street dramas” about gay and AIDS issues:

For the lesbian and gay community throughout America, resistance is a con-
cept whose time has come. Working within the system doesn’t bring the re-
sult it used to. It’s time to develop a strategy of resistance applicable to the 
challenges we face. If you are a gay man or lesbian in America today, your 
rights are threatened more than they’ve ever been during the past :< years. . . 
How much are you willing to take before ! ghting back? (Rofes :9;4; empha-
sis his)79

As Rofes’s appeal indicates, the more oppositional politics that some 
in San Francisco and New York were advocating was not yet widespread, 
and their actions themselves did not grow directly into the street AIDS 
activist movement, but their occurrence indicated a shifting mood among 

79. For a similar appeal in this period by gay San Francisco Supervisor Harry Britt, see 
Mendenhall :9;4.
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some lesbians and gay men who were reconceptualizing themselves and 
dominant society in ways that prompted expansion of their sense of what 
was politically possible, desirable, and even necessary.

The exploding AIDS epidemic itself, of course, was a huge fac-
tor shaping how lesbians and gay men were understanding AIDS and 
the crisis. The number of AIDS cases and deaths recorded during :9;< 
alone surpassed the number of cases and deaths that had occurred dur-
ing the entire epidemic through :9;= (Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention :997, :=). State and societal responses were also playing a 
role. Nationally, :9;4 began with more calls for repressive legislation 
and with the Reagan administration attempting to cut AIDS funding 
by 85 percent (“Reagan” :9;4). A Los Angeles Times poll found that 
<: percent of Americans favored quarantining people with AIDS and 
other polls indicated that :< percent of the population supported tat-
tooing people with AIDS (McGarry and Wasserman :99;, 865). By late 
spring of :9;4, a quarantine initiative sponsored by Lyndon LaRouche 
had received many more than the 69=,555 signatures required to be 
placed on the California ballot (Freiberg :9;4c, :5; Fall :9;4, 9).

However, even as local and national lesbian and gay leaders intensi-
> ed their criticisms of all levels of government, and despite the fact that 
some new gay and AIDS organizations had started to practice a more 
oppositional politics, the publicly articulated political horizon of most 
lesbian and gay leaders stopped at lobbying, organization building, and 
service provision. When interviewed by the Advocate in the spring of 
:9;4 about the state of their movement, the leaders of the major na-
tional lesbian and gay organizations focused on professionalism, lobby-
ing, electoral strategies, and increasing their membership base (Giteck 
:9;4). Some lesbians and gay men, perhaps recognizing the growing in-
stability of the still-prevailing emotional habitus and political horizon, 
acknowledged the growing anger but offered suggestions for a political 
response to the AIDS crisis that delinked anger from militant tactics or 
confrontational activism. In Chicago, for example, criticism of the gov-
ernment continued, but leaders in the community continued to offer love 
and pride in the community, rather than angry political action, as solu-
tions to the growing crisis. A typical editorial in the Windy City Times, 
for example, advocated “loving ourselves, as a community” as “the only 
way through this crisis.” Grief over the mounting deaths was similarly 
redirected toward community pride: “Yes, we mourn the loss of thou-
sands of good men and women. But we do not let their deaths set us 
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back. Instead, we gain from their loss, and as a community we get ever-
stronger” (“Memorials” :9;4).

An editorial in the B.A.R.’s :9;4 gay pride issue by Bob Ross, the 
publisher, similarly expressed pride in “the love and caring our commu-
nity has shown in the AIDS crisis” (Ross :9;4). In San Francisco, of 
course, the AIDS/ARC Vigil was underway, and some lesbians and gay 
men were publicly contemplating angry activism to > ght the LaRouche 
quarantine initiative. Ross acknowledged neither activist trend, instead 
commending lesbian and gay volunteers and the local government: “The 
main thanks should go to the thousands of men and women who volun-
teer incredible amounts of their time and energy. We have seen the com-
munity donate millions of dollars to help their own, and we have seen 
local government come up with millions more to help” (Ross :9;4). He 
concluded with a call for lesbians and gay men to donate more money to 
help > ght the LaRouche initiative.

Emotion and the Establishment of a Political Horizon

A collectivity’s emotional habitus not only shapes how members feel and 
express their feelings, but also helps to establish their sense of political 
possibility and attitudes about what forms of political activism are viable 
and desirable in a given moment. An emotional habitus is neither given 
nor static, of course. Human practices—emotional, discursive, interpre-
tive, bodily—produce, reproduce, and sometimes transform a speci> c 
emotional habitus. Those processes, in turn, help to explain both the on-
goingness of, as well as shifts in, forms of political (in)action. What gets 
called rational calculation is a factor in these processes as well, but we 
often neglect to consider the ways that emotion thoroughly inF uences 
our rational calculations regarding “what is to be done.” In that capac-
ity, and in others as well, emotion helps to structure the politically think-
able, the horizon of political possibilities and of imaginable futures. Two 
important tasks, then, are to explore how people come to feel as they 
do and how those feelings affect their political imaginaries and politi-
cal actions.

An emotional habitus can strongly inF uence individual and commu-
nity-wide affects and emotions, but it does not determine them. The ar-
ticulations of gay pride and evocation of sentiments like gay shame and 
fear of rejection shaped what lesbians and gay men were feeling, but 
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they did not rid lesbian and gay communities of anger or animosity to-
ward mainstream, heteronormative society. Emotive conventions hin-
dered their expression and likely reduced such feelings themselves, but, 
as Reddy points out, individuals vary in their responses to emotive con-
vention. That variation “provides an initial reservoir of possibilities for 
change . . . that can be drawn upon when ideological, economic, or polit-
ical factors put pressure on the system” (:997, 66=–6<). In other words, 
emotive conventions are subject to contestation, particularly in times of 
crisis.
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A Shifting Emotional Habitus and 
the Emergence of the Direct-Action 
AIDS Movement

In constitutional terms there is no such thing as a fundamental right to commit homosex-
ual sodomy. . . . Decisions of individuals relating to homosexual conduct have been sub-
ject to state intervention throughout the history of Western Civilization. Condemnation 
of those practices is > rmly rooted in Judeo-Christian moral and ethical standards. Homo-
sexual sodomy was a capital crime under Roman law. During the English Reformation . . . 
Blackstone described “the infamous crime against nature” as an offense of “deeper malig-
nity” than rape, an heinous act “the very mention of which is a disgrace to human nature,” 
and “a crime not > t to be named.” . . . To hold that the act of homosexual sodomy is some-
how protected as a fundamental right would be to cast aside millenia [sic] of moral teach-
ing. (“Supreme Court Opinion” :9;4, :6)

Thus wrote Chief Justice Warren Earl Burger in an opinion concur-
ring with the U.S. Supreme Court’s majority decision upholding the 

constitutionality of the state of Georgia’s statute prohibiting homosex-
ual sodomy. The Court’s June 65, :9;4, ruling animated a decisive and 
dramatic shift in lesbian and gay collective political responses to AIDS. 
In the context of ever-increasing AIDS-related deaths, continuing gov-
ernment failure to address the crisis, and increasingly repressive legisla-
tion, the Bowers v. Hardwick decision was a turning point, an event that 
profoundly affected the emotional habitus in lesbian and gay communi-
ties and the prevailing political horizon. Drawing from a wealth of evi-
dence that indicates that in the wake of Hardwick there was a marked 
and widespread transformation in lesbian and gay rhetoric and senti-
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ments about the AIDS crisis, I argue that primarily as a result of its emo-
tional effects, the Hardwick ruling contributed to the emergence of the 
confrontational and de> ant direct-action AIDS movement.

Events and a New Constellation of Feelings

Bowers v. Hardwick: The Event and Its Aftermath

On August 6, :9;8, Michael Hardwick was in his bedroom in Atlanta, 
Georgia, engaging in oral sex with another man.1 Hearing a noise, Hard-
wick looked up and found a police of> cer standing in his bedroom and 
staring at him. The police of> cer arrested the two men for violating 
Georgia’s antisodomy statute, took them to jail, and threw them into a 
holding cell, announcing to others in the cell and to the guards that the 
men were in for “cocksucking” (Deitcher :99<, :=7). The charges against 
the two men were eventually dropped, but Hardwick (with the backing 
of the American Civil Liberties Union) sued to challenge Georgia’s anti-
sodomy statute, and the case made its way to the U. S. Supreme Court.

Comparing gay sex to “adultery, incest, and other sexual crimes” 
and noting that “proscriptions against [homosexual sodomy] have an-
cient roots” (“Supreme Court Opinion” :9;4, :6, :8), the Court upheld 
with a > ve-to-four majority a statute that denied homosexuals the right 
to engage in consensual sex in the privacy of their homes. The justices 
thereby left intact antisodomy laws in twenty-four states and Washing-
ton, D.C. Provocatively, although Georgia’s law prohibited heterosexual 
and homosexual sodomy, the Court applied its decision only to the part 
of the statute that prohibited the latter (:;). The majority argued that the 
state of Georgia need not offer any “compelling interest” for the statute 
other than the state legislature’s moral sense that homosexual sodomy is 
wrong (Keen :9;4a, 4).

Lesbians, gay men, and other sexual and gender outlaws around the 
country experienced the decision as “a declaration of war” (Deitcher 
:99<, :=5); their response was immediate and more anger-driven and dra-
matic than any lesbian/gay activism for nearly a decade. Outraged queers 
held spirited demonstrations in cities around the country.2 Linking the 

:. I draw here from Deitcher :99<. See also Halley :996; Leonard :9;4; and Walter :9;4.
8. For accounts of these demonstrations, see Burkes :9;4, 8; Byron :9;4; d’Adesky 

:9;4b; Deitcher :99<, :<5; Freiberg :9;4b; O’Loughlin :9;4b; Wetzl :9;4; and Wolfe 
:995a, 86=. Chicago lesbians and gay men did not immediately protest the Hardwick de-
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protests to growing gay fury about the AIDS crisis, writer and critic Da-
vid Deitcher argues that “news of the Hardwick decision was enough to 
awaken the radical in most apolitical queers. . . . Protests erupted in cities 
across the country as the news reached communities in which frustration 
and rage had been mounting over the loss of lovers and friends, the accel-
erating rate and intensity of bias-related violence, and the unprecedented 
challenge to queer social identity that the epidemic posed” (:99<, :=;–=9).

As many as two thousand lesbians and gay men participated in a “mil-
itant” demonstration in San Francisco the evening of the Hardwick rul-
ing (d’Adesky :9;4b, 9; O’Loughlin :9;4b). Arguing that the Supreme 
Court had revoked lesbians’ and gay men’s “rights to privacy and to life” 
and had “slapped us in the face,” Pat Norman, a lesbian running for the 
San Francisco Board of Supervisors, expressed her outrage and warned, 
“when I’m slapped, I > ght” (O’Loughlin :9;4b; Wetzl :9;4, 8). Gay and 
AIDS activist John Wahl asserted that gay activists would unleash “so-
cial disorder and chaos” across the United States, adding, “That’s not a 
threat; that’s a prophesy” (Wetzl :9;4, 8, =). The crowd hissed and booed 
when San Francisco Board of Supervisors President John Molinari told 
the protesters that “the system still works”—Molinari had never before 
been booed at a gay event—indicating shifting feelings among lesbi-
ans and gay men as well as an expanding sense of political possibilities 
(O’Loughlin :9;4b; Jones :9;7, :4). In Washington, D.C., protesters gath-
ered in front of the Supreme Court, leaving reluctantly only late at night. 
One activist, describing the collective sentiments of the protesters, noted, 
“I think some people would have stayed until midnight. The feeling in 
the crowd was so strong—more than any one speaker” (Byron :9;4, 7). 
Hundreds marched in Boston the evening of the Hardwick ruling, ex-
pressing anger and staging a de> ant kiss-in to protest the ruling (7).

In New York City, lesbians and gay men “took to the streets for two 
angry, militant demonstrations” (Freiberg :9;4b, :8), the largest since 
the :975s (see > gs. : and 8). Notably, people who had never before been 
involved in gay politics participated in these and subsequent protests. As 
many as three thousand gay men and lesbians demonstrated in Green-
wich Village the night after the Court’s decision (Keen :9;4b). Protest-
ers stopped traf> c, sat down in the street, and, according to a New York 
Native reporter, “in a theme sounded time and again,” called for “a ‘new 

cision. Chicago gay activist Darrell Gordon (8555) attributes this to the fact that activists 
were absorbed in local politics, attempting to pass an anti-discrimination ordinance.



1-()%" :. Demonstration in New York City against the Bowers v. Hardwick decision, 
July :, :9;4. Photo by Ellen B. Neipris.

1-()%" 8. Protesters sitting in the street during Bowers v. Hardwick demonstration, New 
York City, July :, :9;4. Photo by Ellen B. Neipris.
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militancy,’ for > ghting back” (d’Adesky :9;4b, ;). During the sit-in, some 
participants urged lesbians and gay men to disrupt the July = celebration of 
the one hundredth anniversary of the Statue of Liberty, to be attended by 
President and Nancy Reagan and perhaps a few Supreme Court justices. 
On July =, as many as ten thousand lesbian and gay protesters marched 
toward the site in lower Manhattan where hundreds of thousands of peo-
ple were celebrating. Ignoring warnings by police and protest leaders, 
thousands of participants angrily chanting “Civil rights or civil war!” cir-
cumvented police barricades that had been installed to prevent protest-
ers from reaching the celebration (Freiberg :9;4b, :8; Byron :9;4, 7).

The striking change in tone and sentiment in lesbian and gay com-
munities is evident in the following story, which invites a contrast with 
earlier candlelight vigils. During the July = demonstration in New York 
City, Andy Humm of the Coalition for Lesbian and Gay Rights asked 
the crowd “Are you angry today?” and the crowd shouted back “Yes” 
(Finder :9;4). After a speaker asked precisely the same question at a 
candlelight vigil in Chicago one year earlier and the crowd replied “Yes,” 
the speaker attempted to channel the expressed anger into love for one’s 
brothers and stoic nobility in the face of death. In the midst of this post-
Hardwick demonstration, no one submerged or redirected the anger; 
along with other feeling states, that anger animated protesters’ efforts 
to evade police barricades, march toward the Fourth of July celebration, 
and confront straight America with queer fury.

Demonstrations continued in cities around the country throughout 
the summer, sustained by and nourishing outrage among lesbians, gay 
men, and other sexual and gender outlaws. A few weeks after the Hard-
wick ruling, as many as four thousand demonstrators protested a visit to 
San Francisco by Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O’Connor. Police 
tried to block the protesters with their motorcycles, but to no avail; pro-
testers, simultaneously angry and playful, chanted “What do we want? 
Sodomy! When do we want it? Now!” (Linebarger :9;4, :, 8). According 
to a Washington Blade report, “the [San Francisco] protesters . . . dis-
played emotions that many observers compared to the community’s an-
ger in :979 over the lenient sentence given to Dan White, assassin of gay 
of> ceholder Harvey Milk” (Helquist :9;4, :6).3 Speakers accused the 

6. At demonstrations in :979 to protest White’s conviction for manslaughter rather 
than murder, thousands of lesbians and gay men marched to San Francisco’s City Hall, 
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Supreme Court of violating lesbians’ and gay men’s fundamental right to 
privacy, noting that the Court had simply written them out of the Consti-
tution. Others stressed that the time for massive civil disobedience was 
at hand. In August :9;4, thousands joined the New York–based lesbian 
and gay direct-action group, the Lavender Hill Mob, in a protest at Lin-
coln Center where Chief Justice Warren Burger was being honored (Lav-
ender Hill Mob :9;7).4 Protests occurred in other cities as well through-
out the summer, each amplifying the others.

Anger and calls for militant political activism in response to Hard-
wick were widely and fervently expressed in lesbian and gay commu-
nities across the country throughout the summer and fall of :9;4. The 
Advocate reported that “the Supreme Court decision infuriated many 
New York gays more than . . . anything else in recent years” (Freiberg 
:9;4b, :8). Jim Owles, a founder of the :975s gay rights group Gay Ac-
tivists Alliance, remarked that the protesters’ fury made him “feel more 
than ever that there’s a time again for a new militancy in the gay and les-
bian community” (Freiberg :9;4b, :6). The Washington Blade quoted 
Andy Humm saying that the gay movement would now need to rely on 
“massive civil disobedience” and “street protests” (Keen :9;4b). New 
York Native columnists called for massive protests, law-breaking, boy-
cotts, and a march on Washington.5 Letters to the editor printed in the 
Native from gays in cities around the country similarly expressed anger 
and explicitly linked it to the need for “active resistance,” “riots,” “pro-
test,” “another Stonewall,” a “return to the streets.” 6 An anonymous 
letter-writer to the Washington Blade—a gay person in the military—
called for “greater militancy” in the form of protests and massive boy-
cotts, encouraging all gays to “let your rage be turned to activism, not de-
pression” (Anonymous :9;4, 8:). The publisher of San Francisco’s Senti-
nel wrote a column about his own growing fury in the wake of Hardwick, 
emphasizing that the decision had come down in a period when “we are 
busy caring for our sick brothers.” He continued, “anger is appropriate—
even rage” (Murray :9;4).

where at least eleven police cars were set on > re, and protesters smashed City Hall win-
dows (Adam :99<, ::=).

=. The Lavender Hill Mob formed out of GLAAD in the wake of Hardwick. Activ-
ists who formed the Mob were key participants in the demonstrations after Hardwick, and 
they soon turned their attention to confrontational AIDS activism.

<. See, for example, Apuzzo :9;4; Gans :9;4a; Morris :9;4; Bockman :9;4.
4. See, for example, letters in the issues for July 8:, July 8;, and September :, :9;4.
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Compared to other lesbian and gay newspapers, Chicago’s Windy 
City Times offered comparatively thin coverage of the Hardwick ruling, 
and anger was less explicitly articulated. Still, a scathing (if too facile) 
editorial argued that lesbians and gay men in the United States were liv-
ing under an apartheid that was similar to, albeit less violent than, apart-
heid in South Africa. It also supported an escalation in political activ-
ism: “The Supreme Court has sent us a message—we as a community 
have been too complacent, have trusted that the courts and legislatures 
would see the light eventually” (“Celebrating” :9;4).

Arguing that lesbians and gay men should embrace “militancy” as 
some in the black community had done twenty years earlier, an edito-
rial in the usually staid Advocate—headlined “The Time for Gay Rage 
Is Now!”—urged gays to use “massive, widespread, creative acts of civil 
disobedience.” The editor acknowledged that lesbians and gay men were 
hesitant about confrontational tactics, but the Court ruling prompted 
him to egg them on: “This doesn’t mean we should abandon our tra-
ditional efforts at political organizing, coalition-building, and education. 
But push has already come to shove, and gay people had better be pre-
pared to do a little pushing and shoving of their own” (“Time” :9;4; em-
phasis in original).7 National leader Virginia Apuzzo offered a plan for 
what to do with “gay rage,” emphasizing “ritually repeated” acts of civil 
disobedience (Apuzzo :9;4). Within a month of the Court’s decision, 
national lesbian and gay leaders, responding to “the anger stirred na-
tionwide by the . . . ruling,” issued a call for a march on Washington 
(Halberstadt :9;4, 4).

Many of those who urged a new gay militancy linked the Hardwick 
ruling to the ongoing AIDS crisis. One speaker at the > rst rally in New 
York, referring to the Hardwick ruling as well as other recent repressive 
legislation concerning AIDS, noted that “the atmosphere in the coun-
try is parallel to pre-war Germany. Don’t anybody think it can’t hap-
pen here ’cause it’s already started” (d’Adesky :9;4b, ;). Keith Grif> th, 
a member of a newly formed AIDS activist group in San Francisco, Citi-
zens for Medical Justice (CMJ), wrote a letter to the San Francisco Sen-
tinel that encouraged lesbians and gay men to up the ante with activism 
targeting the Supreme Court’s decision as well as the AIDS crisis. Knit-
ting the two together, Grif> th wrote,

7. Clendinen and Nagourney write that the Advocate’s editorial was “uncharacteristi-
cally strident” (855:, <6;).
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When one combines all the injustices committed against our community over 
recent weeks with news of a surge in AIDS cases in the city and the looming 
threat of the [LaRouche] AIDS [quarantine] initiative, it is hard to escape the 
feeling of being “shell-shocked.” It should be readily apparent to all that now 
is the time to adopt bold new strategies in the struggle to be a free people. . . . 
We can no longer afford to work through proper channels, if we ever could. 
Our very right to exist is under > re in ways most of us have not seen since the 
modern gay rights movement began. (Grif> th :9;4, 8)

San Francisco activist John Wahl similarly advocated militant action 
to > ght the Supreme Court’s decision as well as the AIDS crisis, even as 
he acknowledged the ambivalence among many lesbians and gay men 
that historically had held some back.

We need to become aware of our own worth, and that means absolutely 
dumping the mental and psychological restraints we have adopted [from] con-
ditioning by a culture that puts down same sex affection. . . . We also fear 
that if we become too uppity, we will lose the gains we’ve made. People who 
are constantly pushing very, very hard for their rights get them. You have to 
be vocal, you have to be confrontive, you have to be angry, you have to abso-
lutely never accept second class humanity or second class citizenship for any 
reason whatsoever, not even for tactical reasons. . . . There are no tactics that 
are unacceptable or unusable if we > nd ourselves in a war situation. (Lowe 
:9;4a, <)

This angry rhetoric was not idle. Demonstrations against the Court’s 
ruling were immediate, and within months of the Hardwick decision, 
direct-action AIDS groups emerged across the country. For example, a 
group of lesbians and gay men formed Citizens for Medical Justice in 
San Francisco, and in September :9;4, CMJ staged a sit-in at California 
Governor George Deukmejian’s of> ce to protest his veto of an AIDS 
anti-discrimination bill and his lack of action on twelve other AIDS bills 
awaiting his signature; eight activists were arrested (ACT NOW :995, 
:).8 In another indication of “the growing radicalization of the commu-
nity,” in the words of one B.A.R. writer, hundreds of lesbians and gay 
men in San Francisco signed pledges of “noncompliance” stating that 

;. CMJ, perhaps the > rst direct-action AIDS group in the country, later changed its 
name to AIDS Action Pledge, which later changed its name to ACT UP/San Francisco.
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they would commit acts of civil disobedience if the LaRouche initiative 
to quarantine people with AIDS passed in the November :9;4 election 
(Jones :9;7, :7).

Across the Bay in Oakland, activists chained themselves to the Al-
ameda County Administration Building in December :9;4, creating 
an AIDS/ARC Vigil—like the one in San Francisco—to protest a de-
lay in a supplementary AIDS appropriation (Linebarger :9;7a, 4). In 
the early months of :9;7, a Chicago anti-imperialist group, DAGMAR, 
began discussing a militant response to the AIDS crisis; that summer 
they began to engage in confrontational AIDS activism, and they later 
joined with activists > ghting for lesbian and gay rights to form the direct-
action AIDS organization C-FAR (Chicago For AIDS Rights) which 
subsequently became ACT UP/Chicago.9

Confrontational direct-action AIDS groups also began to emerge in 
New York City. Longtime political activist Maxine Wolfe—later a par-
ticipant in ACT UP/New York—linked their emergence to the Hardwick 
decision and the militant street demonstrations that followed, noting that 
after those demonstrations, the political horizon expanded: “There was 
a whole different sense in the community of what was possible” (Wolfe 
:996). Wolfe connected those initial angry demonstrations and that new 
sense of possibility to the birth during the next six months of two pre-
cursors to ACT UP/New York: an AIDS activist artist collective, the 
Silence = Death Project, and the Lavender Hill Mob. At the end of :9;4, 
the Silence = Death Project began to plaster New York City with post-
ers that had the pink triangle symbol from the gay rights movement, with 
the point of the triangle facing up, above the slogan “/-*",2" = !"&+'” 
(see > g. 6). Text at the bottom reF ected and reinforced the new mood 
in the community: it condemned the government’s response to AIDS 
and encouraged lesbians and gay men to “turn anger, fear, grief into ac-
tion.” 10 Months later, members of the Silence = Death Project attended 
the founding meeting of ACT UP/NY and contributed their graphic to 
the burgeoning direct-action AIDS movement.

The Lavender Hill Mob, formed immediately after Hardwick, par-
ticipated in the large demonstrations in New York after the ruling and 

9. For a brief timeline of early AIDS activism in Chicago, see DAGMAR :99=; for 
more on DAGMAR, see Burkes :9;;.

:5. See Crimp :9;7b and Crimp and Rolston :995 for more on the Silence = Death 
Project. Some members of the Silence = Death Project later formed Gran Fury, another 
activist artist collaborative that produced much of ACT UP/New York’s agit-prop.
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1-()%" 6. SILENCE = DEATH poster, :9;4. Silence = Death Project.

soon began to focus its direct-action activism on AIDS (Walter :9;7a). 
In February :9;7, the Mob disrupted a CDC conference on mandatory 
testing, demanding that the CDC turn its efforts to developing safe-sex 
education programs and providing health care for those already suffer-
ing from AIDS. Mob members were present at ACT UP/New York’s 
founding one month later.

Amid this growing activist ferment, Larry Kramer gave a speech in 
March :9;7 at the Gay and Lesbian Community Center in New York 
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City that called for a militant activist response to the epidemic.11 Already 
angry and already “acting up,” 12 members of the Lavender Hill Mob at-
tended Kramer’s speech “as much to see who the other angry ones were 
as to hear Larry speak” (Lavender Hill Mob, n.d.). Kramer quoted his 
:9;6 article “:,::8 and Counting,” noting that reported AIDS cases had 
exploded from :,::8 to 68,555, and made an almost identical exhortation 
to action. In the spirited discussion that followed, a decision was made to 
start a new organization to > ght the AIDS crisis. Two nights later, more 
than three hundred lesbians, gay men, and other sexual and gender out-
laws attended the founding meeting of ACT UP, a self-described orga-
nization of people united in anger and committed to the use of civil dis-
obedience and direct action to > ght the AIDS crisis.13 Two weeks later, 
ACT UP held its > rst protest, targeting the FDA and the pro> teering 
of pharmaceutical companies. Virginia Apuzzo’s threat from four years 
earlier materialized with that > rst ACT UP demonstration, which shut 
down Wall Street. The demonstration tied up traf> c for several hours, 
and seventeen people were arrested (Crimp and Rolston :995, 8;).

Throughout :9;7, lesbians, gay men, bisexuals, transgendered people, 
other queers, and straight allies formed ACT UP chapters and similarly 
confrontational direct-action groups around the country. The October 
:9;7 March on Washington for Lesbian and Gay Rights was important 
in this regard, reF ecting, reinforcing, and inspiring activist militancy. 
The march drew hundreds of thousands and was led by people with 
AIDS, many in wheelchairs. Most observers commented on its militant 

::. His speech is reprinted, with commentary, in Kramer :995a, :87–69; for coverage of 
the speech, see Salinas :9;7a.

:8. As Kate Black notes, groups like the Mob “were acting up against AIDS before 
ACT UP New York . . . was founded” (:994, 7<).

:6. Many who have discussed street AIDS activism and ACT UP, including Kramer 
himself, place Kramer as the founder of the movement. This is both historically inaccu-
rate and preposterous. First, the historical record refutes the common belief that ACT UP/
NY was the > rst confrontational direct-action AIDS organization to form and that other 
groups were simply knock-offs. Second, it is absurd to suggest that movements and activ-
ist organizations are founded by single individuals. Movements and activist organizations 
are collective endeavors that develop out of a milieu and take hold only when the sensibil-
ities they offer resonate with a social collectivity that either preexists the emergence of the 
movement/organization or is brought into being through such an emergence. Kramer’s in-
citement to action certainly was a factor in ACT UP/NY’s emergence, and ACT UP/NY 
played an important role in inspiring the emergence of similar organizations across the 
country, but it is erroneous to cite Kramer as the sole founder of either ACT UP/NY or of 
the direct-action AIDS movement as a whole. The question of Kramer’s role in the found-
ing of ACT UP/NY was contentious even early on; see Kramer :995b and Epstein :995.
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tone. Drawing from conversations and interviews, Kate Black described 
the march as “feisty, militant, radical, and disruptive, fueled, in part, by 
lesbian and gay anger and despair over the AIDS epidemic” (:994, 87, 
n. 8;). The organizers adopted nonviolent civil disobedience as an in-
tegral part of the march, a move that supports sociologist Steven Ep-
stein’s contention that the march “reF ected a rare moment in which the 
mainstream lesbian and gay rights movement seemed to move in sync 
with more radical, grassroots activism” (Epstein :999, <9). Explaining 
why they decided to adopt civil disobedience, a move that, by their own 
account, was “unprecedented in the his/herstory of the Gay and Lesbian 
movement,” the organizers stated, “Traditionally, civil disobedience and 
non-violent resistance have been used as a last resort when all other reme-
dies have failed. The feeling is that the Hardwick v Bowers decision, cou-
pled with continued inadequate and inappropriate government response 
to the AIDS crisis, indicates that all of our previous efforts to secure our 
civil rights have failed” (National March on Washington for Lesbian and 
Gay Rights :9;7, =8). The weekend of the march, more than four thou-
sand people participated in a massive civil disobedience action at the 
Supreme Court and more than eight hundred were arrested—the larg-
est act of civil disobedience in Washington, D.C. since the anti–Vietnam 
War demonstrations (Harding :9;7, 84). “Human wave after human 
wave” of lesbians, gay men, and other sexual and gender minorities were 
arrested on the steps of the court as they were cheered on by thousands 
of supporters (d’Adesky :9;7, 9). Many returned from the march and 
launched activist groups, especially direct-action AIDS groups.14

The direct-action AIDS movement of> cially became national in 
scope the weekend of the march when two hundred street AIDS activists 
from across the United States met to plan a coordinated series of AIDS 
demonstrations for the spring of :9;; (Zwickler :9;7); a national um-
brella organization for the movement emerged from that meeting, even-
tually taking the name ACT NOW, the AIDS Coalition to Network, Or-
ganize, and Win.

:=. Many were inspired by ACT UP/NY’s contingent at the march. For example, John 
Fall, a founding member of ACT UP/Los Angeles, attended the march six months after 
the death from AIDS of his gay cousin. There he “discovered the visceral politics of New 
York’s ACT UP group and found fellow Angelenos seeking an organized channel for their 
own rage. The following month, Los Angeles’s ACT UP chapter was born” (Ison :995, 64). 
See also Deitcher :99<, :6;–69. On the effects of the march in inspiring lesbian and gay ac-
tivism, see D’Emilio :998, 847.
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The Puzzles Posed by Hardwick

If I am correct that the Hardwick ruling spurred the emergence of the 
direct-action AIDS movement, it is notable that the spark was a Supreme 
Court decision that was not explicitly about AIDS. How did lesbians, gay 
men, and other sexual and gender outlaws understand the relationship 
between this antisodomy ruling and the ongoing AIDS crisis? Also per-
plexing is that for years, queer folks had suffered through inadequate gov-
ernment responses to the AIDS crisis along with other assaults, including 
calls for quarantine. In response, they had cared for their sick and dying, 
created and staffed ASOs, strongly criticized the government, lobbied, 
testi> ed, held candlelight vigils, and sometimes held protests; there is no 
question that the horrors of the AIDS crisis had been mobilizing them. 
But there was a dramatic shift after Hardwick: lesbian and gay anger and 
militancy were much more pronounced, widespread, and ongoing. Why 
did the Court’s antisodomy ruling prompt lesbian and gay communities 
to shift course and embrace oppositional and de> ant AIDS activism?

The prevailing model in the study of social movements, the political 
process model and its political opportunity thesis, has a tough time an-
swering this question. Social movement theorists would likely consider 
the Hardwick ruling a tightening of the political opportunities facing les-
bians and gay men. Doug McAdam, for example, has written that the Su-
preme Court decisions that negatively affected black people during the 
period from :;74 to :965 limited the opportunities for black political ac-
tion (:999, 7:); that constriction in opportunities helped him to explain 
why a civil rights movement did not arise in that period. My research 
suggests that queer folks experienced Hardwick as a further tightening 
of the political opportunities that they faced, particularly in the context 
of increasing calls for quarantine and government failures to address the 
AIDS crisis. Hardwick unequivocally marked a further erosion of lesbi-
ans’ and gay men’s access to the political process. But rather than inhibit-
ing contentious political action, as the model would predict, this tighten-
ing of political opportunities acted as a crucial spark to the direct-action 
AIDS movement. Given the model’s de> nition of opportunities, it ap-
pears that ACT UP inexplicably emerged at an inopportune moment.

I draw from historian William Sewell’s theory of the event (:994) 
to explain why the Hardwick ruling provoked the turn to direct-action 
AIDS politics and spurred the emergence of ACT UP. Sewell argues 
that the de> ning feature of an event is that it transforms the underly-
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ing social and cultural structures that shape human behavior. The Hard-
wick decision brought a turning point in AIDS activism because it trans-
formed very speci> c structures—the emotional habitus and its attendant 
political horizon in lesbian and gay communities—creating a space for 
the emergence of new forms of AIDS activism. The Court’s ruling shat-
tered important components of the existing emotional habitus and crys-
tallized and ampli> ed feelings like anger and indignation that had be-
gun to circulate but were still more or less inchoate and unfocused, and 
in any case had been dampened by the prevailing norms in lesbian and 
gay communities against public expressions of anger. Hardwick magni-
> ed and bolstered an emergent, new constellation of affects and emo-
tions, effectively authorizing sentiments and expressions of gay rage and 
indignation and directing them toward the government, the pharmaceu-
tical industry, the scienti> c-medical establishment, the corporate me-
dia, and other institutions seen as contributing to the AIDS crisis. These 
new emotional practices and new sentiments about gay selves and about 
dominant society created a new, counterhegemonic emotional habitus 
and challenged the limits of the previous political horizon, offering new 
attitudes about what was politically possible, desirable, and necessary in 
the > ght against AIDS, and thereby creating fertile ground for the emer-
gence and development of confrontational direct-action AIDS activism.

Bowers v. Hardwick as a “Moral Shock”

How did this work? The beginnings of an explanation are found in 
James Jasper’s concept of moral shock, a cognitive-affective state that 
Jasper de> nes as occurring “when an unexpected event or piece of in-
formation raises such a sense of outrage in a person that she becomes in-
clined toward political action” (Jasper :997, :54).15 A moral shock jars 
you into a state of disbelief that forces you to reconsider your habitual 
going-along. After a moral shock, you might continue to go along, but 
you might not. Queer folks, particularly those who believed in American 
democracy’s proclamation that equality was the law of the land, experi-
enced Hardwick as an unforeseen, astounding, and outrageous legal de-
cision, hardly to be believed. In denying homosexuals basic civil and hu-
man rights, and in the context of the government’s increasingly apparent 

:<. As Jasper notes, moral shocks are similar to Edward Walsh’s “suddenly imposed 
grievances” (:9;:, :54).
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willingness to sit by as thousands of gay and bisexual men died, the rul-
ing brought into stark relief the contours and depth of homosexual ex-
clusion and oppression. It decimated any sense of belonging to dominant 
society that members of the mainstream gay community, particularly 
those who were white, male, and middle-class, might have felt, if only 
tenuously. Even lesbians and gay men who were highly critical of U.S. 
democracy were stunned by the Court’s decision; Jeff Edwards, a gay 
man who had been involved in anti-imperialist activism and later partic-
ipated in ACT UP/Chicago, recalled, “They took . . . commonplace ste-
reotypes and hatreds and put them into a Supreme Court decision. . . . 
It’s not like [I thought] those thoughts weren’t present in the society. . . . 
What was shocking was that they were stated so plainly in a Supreme 
Court decision” (Edwards 8555a).

As Jasper argues, a moral shock “helps a person think about her ba-
sic values and how the world diverges from them” (:997, :54). Extend-
ing Jasper’s thought, I would add that, while feelings always prompt and 
contribute to the work of interpretation, a moral shock creates such a 
disjunctive experience that sense-making takes on greater urgency, and 
new ways of understanding oneself and the world, and the relation be-
tween the two, are brought to the fore. In this case, by making plain the 
degree of nonrecognition—indeed, social annihilation—that queers were 
subject to, the shock of Hardwick heightened the salience for many lesbi-
ans and gay men of their gay identities to their own self-understandings. 
Jasper notes that the word shock suggests “a visceral, bodily feeling” 
that animates “strong emotions” (Jasper :99;, =59). A moral shock gen-
erates bodily intensities, affective states, that are themselves motiva-
tional and provide a strong impetus to make sense of what one is feeling. 
I contend that the affective states roused by the visceral shock of Hard-
wick spurred a recon> guration in lesbians’ and gay men’s feelings and 
emotions about state and society as well as about themselves, heighten-
ing in particular gay anger, indignation, even rage. That recon> guring 
occurred on both an individual and social level. Individuals’ emotional 
states were matched, stirred, reinforced, and legitimized by repeated ar-
ticulations of similar emotions by lesbian and gay leaders, by the les-
bian and gay media, by protesters and other activists, by friends, lov-
ers, co-workers, and neighbors who were discussing the ruling, trying to 
make sense of the shock itself and the affective states it prompted. Hard-
wick incited an explosion of emotional expression—Reddy’s emotives 
(:997)—that shaped queers’ feelings by naming, as anger and indigna-
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tion, for example, the complicated constellation of affective states that 
they experienced after the ruling.

In effect, then, the moral shock of Hardwick propelled a rearrange-
ment in the prevailing emotional habitus in lesbian and gay communi-
ties, in particular a recon> guration of the contradictory sentiments that 
constitute lesbian and gay ambivalence. Because ambivalence is charac-
terized by the simultaneous feeling of two contradictory sentiments, a 
“resolution” to it that effectively elevates one of the contradictory feel-
ings and suppresses the other is necessarily unstable; any ostracized sen-
timent is always there, able to emerge if prompted. Hardwick had that 
effect. By exposing the disjuncture between American rhetoric and re-
ality, by indicating that U.S. society was the “Land of Equality and Jus-
tice for All”—except queers—the Hardwick ruling spurred indignation 
among lesbians and gay men that their rights alone could be so thor-
oughly abrogated. In confronting lesbians and gay men with the extent of 
their outsider status, with their social nonexistence, Hardwick incited in-
dignation, anger, and rage, feeling states that previously had been down-
played and submerged. Even more, the Hardwick ruling authorized their 
expression. After all, what more did queers have to lose? Insofar as the 
Court already had enacted complete social rejection, it wasn’t as if they 
needed to worry any longer about possible social and political repercus-
sions of feeling and voicing rage. Similarly, whereas prevailing gay atti-
tudes about gay selves and AIDS previously had been colored in part 
by shame about gay sexuality, Hardwick, by providing an unambiguous 
look at state homophobia, encouraged lesbians and gay men to channel 
blame and shame about AIDS away from themselves and toward the ho-
mophobic state and other institutions of society. In short, by provoking, 
intensifying, and simultaneously authorizing feelings and emotions like 
outrage and indignation toward the state, the moral shock of Hardwick 
incited lesbians and gay men to understand themselves and their rela-
tion to dominant society in new ways. In this moment of government be-
trayal, as gay fury displaced shame, a sense of entitlement—of gays as 
fully deserving of state assistance—could be mobilized more easily.

Hardwick, the Ongoing AIDS Crisis, 
and a Shifting Emotional Habitus

Two pressing questions remain unanswered. The > rst recognizes how 
tempting it might be to naturalize Hardwick’s moral shock factor, but 
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cautions against doing so: Why did lesbians, gay men, and other sexual 
and gender outlaws experience Hardwick as a moral shock? That they 
would do so was never inevitable. Ten years earlier, the Supreme Court 
upheld Virginia’s antisodomy law (D’Emilio :998, :9:), and that ruling 
does not seem to have been experienced in the same way by lesbians and 
gay men; it certainly did not spur them to hold massive demonstrations 
or to embrace confrontational activism to defend their rights. Moreover, 
in the few years just prior to the Hardwick decision, queer folks had ex-
perienced numerous indignities; although some voiced anger in those in-
stances, public expressions and demonstrations of anger after Hardwick 
suggest an anger that was more widespread and more intensely felt. Why 
was this so?

Second, why did they react with confrontational activism, particularly 
given their most recent engagement in caretaking, service provision, and 
the gay movement’s embrace for more than a decade of more routine 
interest-group politics? As Jasper recognizes, although the cognitive and 
emotional processes that attach to a moral shock might propel someone 
into political activism, “responses to moral shocks vary greatly” (:997, 
:54). Moreover, Jasper continues, “most people, in most cases” do not 
embrace confrontational activism in the face of such a shock, but “resign 
themselves to unpleasant changes” (:54).

To answer these questions, we must consider the context in which the 
ruling occurred, speci> cally the political terrain of the AIDS epidemic 
in that moment and, in a related vein, the already shifting emotional 
habitus in lesbian and gay communities.16 Both affected how queer folks 
experienced—cognitively and affectively—the ruling.17

When the Hardwick ruling came down in the middle of :9;4, queer 
folks were facing a devastating crisis with numerous medical, social, and 
political dimensions. The number of AIDS cases had surpassed thirty 
thousand, the majority of whom were gay and bisexual men, and more 
than half of them had died (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
:997, :=, 9). The thousands of deaths were all related: each death was an-
other member lost to an imagined gay community (Anderson :9;6), and 

:4. In addition to intense homophobia, other aspects of the context that created a sense 
of emergency for many lesbians and gay men included the Reagan administration’s em-
brace of trickle-down economic policies and racialized attacks on the welfare state, the 
War on Drugs, an escalation in the Cold War, U.S. intervention in Central America, and 
the challenge to sexual freedom that the Meese Report on Pornography posed.

:7. Experience, in my view, is in relation to interpretation, but not reducible to it.
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the accumulating bodies were decimating real lesbian and gay commu-
nities. Many gay men were losing their entire networks of lovers, friends, 
and acquaintances to AIDS. Prospects for treating those living with 
AIDS were bleak: indeed, there were no FDA-approved treatments. 
And not only did it seem that HIV inevitably led to AIDS and AIDS 
to death, but studies suggested that fully one half of all gay men in large 
urban areas might be HIV-infected. As Epstein notes, “Such news can 
only be described as devastating” (Epstein :994, ::7).

Moreover, the state had relinquished its responsibility to its citizens, 
abandoning the gay community to address the crisis on its own. People 
with AIDS (or suspected of having AIDS or of being at risk) were being 
evicted from their apartments, > red from their jobs, dropped from in-
surance policies, denied health care by fearful doctors and nurses, dis-
owned by their families, and physically attacked. One week before Hard-
wick, the Justice Department actually legalized discrimination against 
HIV-positive people, arguing that HIV-positive persons “could be > red 
by employers under federal government contracts if the employer sim-
ply believed—scienti> c evidence notwithstanding—that the so-called 
‘AIDS virus’ could be casually transmitted” (Rist :9;7, :6). Moreover, 
state legislatures were increasingly considering, and sometimes passing, 
laws to implement mandatory testing and quarantine of persons testing 
HIV-positive. Lyndon LaRouche’s quarantine proposition, evoking the 
possibility of concentration camps for people with HIV/AIDS, had re-
ceived many more than the necessary signatures and would be on the 
ballot in California in November :9;4. In terms of the affective terrain, 
then, Hardwick occurred in a context of already existing fear, terror, 
grief, desperation, even despair, a time, in Epstein’s words (:994, ::7), of 
“deepening gloom” in lesbian and gay communities. Noting that context, 
national leader Virginia Apuzzo remarked, “There is more anger among 
our people than I’ve seen in over a decade.” She explained why the rage 
was so deep and so pervasive: “It’s not as if [Hardwick] happened in iso-
lation. A week before, the Justice Department virtually provided a ra-
tionale for AIDS discrimination. Widely publicized AIDS caseload pro-
jections for :99: soared to :;5,555. And, through it all, the unrelenting 
funeral procession” (Apuzzo :9;4).

Hardwick was the last straw, in part because its rami> cations were es-
pecially shocking. In the absence of equality, the lesbian and gay move-
ment in many ways had been banking on the liberal promise of privacy. 
In allowing government intrusion into gay bedrooms, the Hardwick rul-
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ing, emanating from the highest echelons of the state and offering the > -
nal word on gay rights, demolished the logic of a safe private sphere and 
forced a recognition of gays’ de facto noncitizenship. In the words of Jean 
O’Leary, then the executive director of National Gay Rights Advocates 
(NGRA), “Even the closet [is] now unsafe” (O’Loughlin :9;4a, 8). It was 
deeply shocking that the state would declare this lack of rights precisely 
when lesbian and gay communities were suffering such immense devas-
tation and death and were desperately requesting state assistance that, it 
was assumed, would have been forthcoming for other citizen groups. The 
Hardwick ruling could not have enacted state betrayal any more force-
fully. In short, the context of the ongoing AIDS crisis and the meaning 
that many attributed to the Supreme Court’s ruling within that context, 
along with the array of affective states it generated and intensi> ed, help 
to explain why queer folks experienced Hardwick as a moral shock.

Why and how did that experience prompt thousands to turn toward 
confrontational activism and thousands more to provide moral and ma-
terial support? To answer those questions, we need to investigate more 
thoroughly the ruling’s emotional effects, speci> cally the ways in which 
it recon> gured lesbians’ and gay men’s feelings about state and society, 
and themselves as well, in the context of the AIDS crisis.

The prevailing emotional habitus had already begun to be destabi-
lized by the unending growth in cases and deaths, increasingly repres-
sive legislation, and consistently inadequate government funding. In ad-
dition, isolated instances of more de> ant AIDS activism were beginning 
to emerge at this point. Hardwick, then, occurred in a moment when 
new sentiments and political horizons were emergent but not yet wide-
spread. By amplifying, accelerating, and generalizing these local, rel-
atively small and isolated challenges to the existing emotional habitus 
and political horizon, Hardwick hastened their challenge to the status 
quo and extended their reach. Although itself not directly about AIDS, 
Hardwick punctuated and gave new meaning to the ongoing epidemic; 
it crystallized and heightened feelings about and interpretations of the 
epidemic that were taking shape but were still fairly embryonic and 
tentative.

Deitcher has noted that prior to Hardwick, “among gay men there 
had been no mass epiphany about AIDS” (:99<, :=5). The Court ruling 
changed that, bringing the political aspects of the health crisis into sharp 
focus, even for gay men who were only minimally politically attentive. 
The Court’s evident willingness, even eagerness, to exclude a whole class 
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of people from privacy protections encouraged lesbians and gay men to 
interpret the Hardwick ruling not as the logical result of some gay peo-
ple’s individual failings—their ostensibly extreme sexual practices, for 
example—but as unfair discrimination against and oppression of an en-
tire social group.

The ruling also encouraged a politicized analysis of the government’s 
response to AIDS, challenging understandings that reduced the epi-
demic to a shameful consequence of some gay men’s sexual “extremity” 
or that depoliticized the crisis by construing it as a string of individual 
deaths accompanied by isolated feelings of fear and grief. The deaths of 
thousands of gay men may have been caused most directly by a virus and 
the consequent breakdown of people’s immune systems, but in denying 
queers privacy protections and then defending that decision with bald-
faced homophobia, the Hardwick ruling clari> ed the complicity of the 
government in the AIDS crisis. In that period, ACT UP/NY member 
Gregg Bordowitz saw a shift from individual, private sentiments of fear 
to collective and public rage, and suggested that this was part of what 
drew him into AIDS activism: “I was caught up with . . . the emotions at 
that time, which were reaching a critical boiling point. They were coa-
lescing out of the fear and anxiety of atomized individuals into a kind of 
public rage” (Bordowitz 8558a). Interviewed by the Advocate in Septem-
ber :9;7, Susan Cavin, an editor for Big Apple Dyke News, connected 
the emergence of militancy with Hardwick’s denial of privacy rights, the 
dire consequences of social exclusion amid the AIDS crisis, and the con-
sequent felt urgency to challenge that exclusion:

People feel up against the wall. [The Supreme Court] took away gay people’s 
right to even be in the closet in the privacy of their own bedrooms. When they 
took away our closet, they really took away our right to exist at all. That has 
created a more militant stance among people who never had any intention 
of becoming militant. . . . [Gays] have nothing to lose at this point [by engag-
ing in mass civil disobedience]. With so many gay men dying, people feel that 
the AIDS crisis has pushed them over the line. The urgency of winning some 
sort of decent treatment in this society has become apparent. (Vandervelden 
:9;7b, =;)

The blatant homophobia of the Hardwick ruling shocked lesbians and 
gay men into a greater acknowledgment of the serious, indeed life-
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threatening, consequences of state-sponsored and socially sanctioned 
homophobia and nonrecognition.

The connection to AIDS was not hard to make. As the highest court 
in the land was now willing to espouse virulent homophobic justi> ca-
tions in denying privacy rights to a group of citizens, who was to say that 
quarantine of HIV-positive people—widely supported by the public and 
increasingly being called for in state legislatures—would not now be im-
plemented? When interviewed, lesbians and gay men who later partici-
pated in ACT UP said they had believed that a quarantine might actu-
ally be implemented, and, for some, that fear was heightened after the 
Hardwick ruling.18

Within this increasingly ominous context, fear of the future intensi-
> ed. In addition, it became increasingly hard for lesbians and gay men 
even to hope that state assistance would be forthcoming, especially if 
they simply continued along their current political path. If the govern-
ment and society saw homosexual sex and love (and thus homosexual 
lives) as criminal, they certainly would not suddenly become concerned 
about homosexual deaths. To the contrary, Hardwick allowed an inter-
pretation of the government’s nonresponse to the AIDS crisis as evi-
dence that state and society viewed gay men as expendable—indeed, as 
better off dead. The ruling also demolished any idea that gay respecta-
bility would lead to state assistance in gay men’s hour of need. The Court 
even compared homosexuality to rape, suggesting that gay respectability 
was an oxymoron. The Court’s message was clear: insofar as gay sex-
ual practices were construed as unnatural and repugnant, gays could do 
nothing to redeem themselves.

Hardwick laid bare dominant society’s hatred for lesbians and gay 
men, and made clear the hopelessness of a strategy for gay rights based 
on being “good” lesbians and gays. In doing so, Hardwick recon> gured 
lesbians’ and gay men’s feelings about state and society, and simulta-
neously rearranged their self-feelings, paradoxically, perhaps, easing gay 
shame and fear of further social rejection. At the point of complete so-
cial annihilation, there was no further to be feared. An immense trans-
formation in sentiments about self and society challenged views long en-
trenched in lesbian and gay communities about what kinds of political 

:;. See Barr 8558; Bordowitz 8558a; Edwards 8555a; Eggan :999; Kracher 8555; Mc-
Millan 8555; Miller :999; Patten :996; Sieple :999; Thompson 8555.
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activism were acceptable, possible, desirable, and necessary, effectively 
breaking the hold of the gay establishment’s politics of respectability on 
lesbian and gay activism and creating a space for the emergence of con-
frontational, direct-action AIDS activism.

As I suggested earlier, there was nothing inevitable about the political 
response of lesbians and gay men to the Hardwick decision, and there 
was no necessary connection between Hardwick and the emergence of 
confrontational AIDS activism. Hardwick might not have spurred thou-
sands to take to the streets, especially if it had been decided a few years 
earlier, when it might have magni> ed gay shame about homosexuality 
and a sense that AIDS and social rejection were the high costs of the 
“gay lifestyle.” The fact that the emotional habitus and political horizon 
in lesbian and gay communities were already shifting when the Hard-
wick ruling occurred is important for understanding why the Court’s de-
cision intensi> ed lesbian and gay anger rather than shame and encour-
aged confrontational activism rather than staying the course. Activists’ 
and other’s pride in the lesbian and gay community’s response to AIDS 
had already begun to alter ambivalence about self: people were feeling 
proud as lesbians and gay men who alone were responding to the crisis, 
gay shame could be destabilized as a result, and a sense of entitlement 
to citizen rights and privileges could now be mobilized more effectively. 
In this context, the homophobia of the Supreme Court’s decision ampli-
> ed and quickened a shift in what had been the prevalent lesbian and gay 
emotional habitus. Hardwick crystallized into anger the multiple affec-
tive states then circulating about the AIDS crisis, and that anger and in-
dignation were no longer easily submerged. To the contrary, they quickly 
became normative, challenging and frequently displacing faith in the 
government’s goodwill, gay shame, fear of social rejection, and stoicism 
in the face of death.

In addition, activists who observed in themselves and others these 
shifting sentiments intentionally named and mobilized gay anger and 
linked that emotion to the need for more oppositional activism. New 
York City’s CLGR called for a demonstration against chief Justice 
Warren Burger with a F yer that stated, “The Supreme Court Comes to 
Town . . . and we’re going to be there! Let’s Show That Rage Once More” 
(“Supreme Court Comes” :9;4). When national lesbian and gay leaders 
met after Hardwick and called for a march on Washington, they were 
well aware of the pervasive anger among lesbians and gay men and they 
too were hoping to harness it. Troy Perry, the national leader of the gay 
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Metropolitan Community Churches (MCC) commented, “I’ve never 
seen our people so pissed as they are because of the Supreme Court de-
cision. I think we’re missing the boat if we don’t come out of this with a 
march on Washington” (Halberstadt :9;4, 4). Vivian Shapiro, co-chair 
of the Human Rights Campaign Fund (HRCF, a national lesbian and 
gay PAC) expressed a similar desire to mobilize gay rage: “Everybody’s 
frustrated; we have to mobilize the energy while it’s here” (Halberstadt 
:9;4, 4).19 Feeling their own anger and seeing it among others, these ac-
tivists worked to channel it into street activism. Rather than being out of 
step with the majority of lesbians and gay men, as Apuzzo’s and Kram-
er’s incitements to confrontational activism had been in :9;6, such calls 
now were widely resonant, even among more mainstream gay activists.

Denaturalizing White, Middle-Class, Gay Male Indignation

One pronounced sentiment in this period was indignation. Indignation 
is a variation of anger that revolves around a sense that one has suffered 
an injustice, that one’s rights have been unjustly revoked, for example, or 
that one’s status has somehow been unfairly degraded or nulli> ed, and 
that someone is responsible for that indignity; it is a form of outrage that 
stems from being spurned or rejected after having thought that you were 
a member of the club and thus entitled to membership rights and privi-
leges. Hardwick denied lesbians and gay men constitutional protection, 
but even more than that, the ruling called into question their very status 
as human beings. In its aftermath, lesbians and gay men had to confront 
the reality that their claims to social belonging were fraught with ambi-
guity. Indignation, then, arose when lesbians and gay men were faced 

:9. It is particularly notable that in this period the leaders of the MCC and HRCF were 
intent on mobilizing lesbian and gay anger into potentially militant activism. In the year 
8555, MCC and HRC (which by then had taken the F out of its name) spearheaded the 
Millennium March on Washington, a lesbian and gay march viewed by many queers as 
an attempt to convince mainstream (and corporate) America that lesbians and gay men 
are “just like them” and thus should have “a place at the table”; the goal was viewed by 
many as assimilation, on heteronormative terms, rather than societal transformation. 
The weekend of that march, Perry of> ciated at a massive lesbian and gay commitment 
ceremony, “The Wedding,” a money-making venture for the MCC (Rand 855<, :48–46). 
From our current vantage point, then, Perry’s and Shapiro’s declarations after Hardwick 
are surprising, indicating that in the wake of that ruling, even relatively mainstream ac-
tivists were intent on mobilizing anger and linking it to an activist response. Perry, no-
tably, was arrested while demonstrating with ACT UP in Los Angeles in October :9;9 
(Dawsey :9;9).
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with legal and social rejection, indeed with thorough betrayal by state 
and society.

In the wake of Hardwick, Apuzzo responded to lesbian and gay in-
dignation and evoked a sense of entitlement when, after acknowledging 
“gay rage,” she suggested that during this year of celebrations marking 
the two hundredth birthday of the Constitution, lesbians and gay men 
“must claim some part of that” by “laying claim to the phrase ‘We the 
people’ early, often, and everywhere” (Apuzzo :9;4). Kramer frequently 
articulated his indignation in relation to AIDS, particularly regarding 
the government’s failure to provide services for its gay citizens, and he 
suggested that others should feel indignant as well. In one interview, for 
example, Kramer criticized the lesbian and gay community’s approach 
of taking care of its own rather than > ghting “to make the system ac-
countable to us and to give us what’s rightly ours” (Williams :9;7, 86).

Jeff Levi, executive director of NGLTF, related the thwarting of this 
sense of entitlement to a growth in activism: “We are now seeing the po-
liticization of a lot of white, middle-class gay men who never thought 
that issues such as access to health care, national health insurance and 
social security bene> ts were relevant to them” (Giteck :9;4, =4). Many 
middle-class, white, gay men were accustomed to being addressed and 
listened to, especially in arenas where their sexuality might not be vis-
ible or especially relevant. Hardwick and the AIDS crisis revealed how 
precarious was their inclusion. Their growing anger, then, was inF amed 
by indignation that the government was neither listening to nor acting on 
their grievances and was actually denying them their rights.20

Noticing this indignation and construing ACT UP as a white, male, and 
middle-class organization, some have argued that a sense of entitlement 
that derived from being relatively privileged men motivated many partic-
ipants’ confrontational street activism.21 There is some truth to that as-
sessment, as many white, middle-class, male members of ACT UP would 
attest, but I want to address three troubling aspects of that assertion, one 
political, one empirical, and one conceptual. Politically, the claim that 
ACT UP members felt entitled to state assistance in a time of crisis some-
times contains a judgmental, moralizing strain that implies, in my view 
problematically, that being privileged is itself an irredeemably bad thing 

85. Schoofs (:997) quotes AIDS activists as acknowledging that this sense of entitle-
ment played a role in the emergence of ACT UP.

8:. See, for example, Cohen :99;.
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and a valid reason to disregard a person’s political claims. The suggestion 
is that white, gay men should not have been > ghting for their own lives, 
that to do so was somehow sel> sh.22 My empirical point is that while ACT 
UP chapters often were predominantly white, male, and middle-class, 
many women, people of color, and working-class people participated in 
ACT UP.23 Characterizations of the movement that ignore their presence 
and their leadership create a distorted picture of the movement.24

My conceptual intervention is to note that to foreground the role 
of a sense of entitlement among white, middle-class, gay men in their 
turn to the streets ignores the pervasive ambivalence in gay communi-
ties about sexual difference and thus cannot explain the timing of ACT 
UP’s emergence. If middle-class, white, gay men felt entitled to a state 
response, why did they not pursue their interests and embrace con-
frontational street activism earlier, say in :9;6, when many were noting 
the small amount of government funding for AIDS, or in :9;<, when 
there were more frequent and more scathing indictments of government 
inaction?

It would be an error to naturalize gay, white men’s sense of entitle-
ment and consequent indignation about the government’s inaction on 
AIDS. To be sure, in our hierarchical society, various social forces en-
courage white, middle-class men to feel a sense of entitlement and to 
feel indignation when something or someone thwarts their expectations. 
And many white, middle-class, gay men in the movement did indeed link 
their post-Hardwick indignation to a sense of entitlement betrayed. But 
neither the conviction that the government should assist gay men nor in-
dignation at the government’s failure to do so sprang forth naturally; 
both had to be mobilized, and any success in doing so was contingent 
on a recon> guration of gay men’s sentiments about themselves. In the 
early years of the AIDS crisis, society certainly was not encouraging gay 
men to feel indignation or a sense of entitlement, and the structure of 
ambivalence in gay communities made any mobilization of such affects 
and emotions all the more dif> cult. The race, class, and gender status of 
white, middle-class, gay men made their mobilization possible, perhaps 
even probable, but not unproblematic or inevitable.

88. In chapter 4, I discuss how this dynamic of shaming about privilege operated within 
ACT UP.

86. Cvetkovich makes a similar point (8556a); see also Hodge 8555, 64:; Wolfe 855=.
8=. Notably, a survey of the membership at an ACT UP/NY meeting found that one-

third of those in attendance lacked health insurance. See Timour 8556, :=.
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New Feelings and an Expanding Political Horizon 
after Hardwick

The Lesbian/Gay Media’s Amplifying Role

The post-Hardwick shift in sentiments and attitudes about self, society, 
and what could and should be done politically extended far and wide. 
Lesbian and gay newspapers played a large role in this process. They 
ran ever more articles, editorials, opinion columns, interviews, and 
letters-to-the-editor that indicted the government, expressed dissatisfac-
tion with the lesbian and gay establishment’s relatively staid response to 
AIDS, and suggested the need for more confrontational AIDS activism. 
Indignation grew, as did anger and rage; editors and others heightened 
and encouraged animosity toward the government and society; they in-
creasingly articulated fear about the consequences of lesbian and gay in-
action in the face of the growing crisis. While expressions of pride about 
the community’s caretaking and service provision continued, expres-
sions and elicitations of shame and fear of social rejection took up com-
paratively less discursive space in the lesbian and gay media after Hard-
wick. Just as the content of lesbian and gay newspapers during the early 
and mid-:9;5s both reF ected and bolstered the prevailing emotional 
habitus and its accompanying political horizon, their content in this 
later period both recorded and ampli> ed the explosion of new feelings 
about self and society and the widespread sense that new, more confron-
tational tactics for addressing the crisis would be needed and should be 
welcomed.

I cite here a few examples that reveal this strikingly different tone and 
content in later AIDS coverage. Notably, these articles often compared 
the new sentiments and attitudes about activism to those that had pre-
vailed earlier, and their tone indicated the writer’s sense that the new 
constellation of feelings and its accompanying activist trajectory had the 
potential to force the government and other institutions to respond to 
the AIDS crisis. These published texts helped both to generate and to 
bolster the new feelings and new activist imaginaries.

Consider, for example, a front-page article in the San Francisco Sen-
tinel about CMJ’s > rst protest action in September :9;4, which targeted 
California’s governor for failing to sign a bill that would protect people 
with AIDS from discrimination. Citing no evidence, but suggesting his 
own sympathies, the reporter concluded that CMJ’s action—a disruptive 
takeover of his of> ce—had succeeded in making the governor aware that 
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“the gay community is capable and willing to begin moving beyond tra-
ditional strategies” (Lowe :9;4b, =). Again suggesting that his sympa-
thies lay with CMJ, the reporter quoted member Keith Grif> th distin-
guishing CMJ’s street activism from the tactics of the gay establishment. 
Grif> th impugned the motives of the existing gay leadership, advocated 
gay militancy, and suggested that the stakes involved in adopting one 
mode of activism rather than another were high:

It’s time gay people in S.F. take note that their gay leadership is not taking 
an aggressive enough role in the > ght against AIDS discrimination. Working 
through the system is not enough. . . . The community needs to become more 
militant on these issues. Our so-called leadership is so afraid we’ll embarrass 
them and jeopardize the Stop LaRouche campaign. We think :6,555 AIDS-
related deaths is enough and more aggressive actions like this one today are 
long overdue. We hope this is just the > rst of many more protests in the fu-
ture. (Lowe :9;4b, =)

In this moment of transition in gay and AIDS activism, Grif> th felt the 
need to justify CMJ’s militancy, but the Sentinel’s placement of the ar-
ticle on the front page and the reporter’s evident sympathies with CMJ 
indicate that more confrontational, street-based AIDS activism was 
ascendant.

In January :9;7 the New York Native published Larry Kramer’s 
“Open Letter to Richard Dunne and Gay Men’s Health Crisis,” in which 
Kramer criticized GMHC for becoming overly bureaucratic, conserva-
tive, and cowardly, and for focusing on providing patient services to the 
exclusion of political advocacy. In many ways the piece echoed the rhe-
torical style and emotional tenor of Kramer’s :9;6 call to arms, but in 
this later moment, Kramer’s words fell on much more fertile ground. It 
expressed his sense of urgency in a manner that criticized and goaded: 
“I beg the board of GMHC to hear me. . . . The worst years of the AIDS 
pandemic lie ahead of us. . . . Please etch this thought on your conscious-
ness: There are millions of us yet to die” (Kramer :9;7a, :<; emphasis 
his). Where before Kramer had been largely alone in his scathing rhe-
toric and incitement to the streets, responses to his letter indicate the 
now more widespread challenge facing the older emotional habitus and 
political horizon. Some letters to the Native disagreed with Kramer’s 
indictment of GMHC, but a majority endorsed his position and indi-
cated that his views about the need for confrontational AIDS activism 
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now were widely shared.25 In a letter that echoed Kramer’s challenge to 
GMHC, Vito Russo (a gay > lm critic and person with AIDS who later 
co-founded ACT UP/New York) bolstered the new emotional-political 
sensibilities with an analysis that accused the GMHC board and staff 
of refraining from expressing anger and engaging in political activism 
because they were wary of controversy and afraid of social rejection. 
He implored GMHC to expose the Reagan administration’s negligent 
response to AIDS and to “> ght like hell for my life and other people’s 
lives.” By deconstructing the impetus behind what Russo saw as the gay 
establishment’s politics of respectability and by suggesting the ineffec-
tiveness of that form of activism—even linking it to death in this time 
of crisis—Russo authorized angry, militant direct action: “Is there no 
place for anger in this battle? Must our lives be sacri> ced in the name of 
good taste? Have gay people become so obsessed with a respectable im-
age over the last few decades that the desire > nally to be seen as good 
little boys and girls will cost us our very existence? Are we now dying 
just to be accepted?” (“Kramer and Russo vs. GMHC” :9;7, 9; emphasis 
his). In invoking animosity toward society, Russo, like Kramer, offered 
a response to lesbians’ and gay men’s contradictory feelings about self 
and society, a new constellation of sentiments suddenly being aired with 
some frequency: our homosexual lives are worth saving; whether we are 
“good” or “bad” gays, we are entitled to a more urgent, compassionate, 
and effective response to the AIDS crisis; we must make “a lot of noise,” 
“get [our] asses in the streets,” and > ght for our lives rather than strive 
for social acceptance; death is the too-high price of our inaction.

Interviewed in Chicago’s Windy City Times in October :9;4, gay 
writer Darrell Yates Rist similarly berated the gay leadership for being 
too apologetic in the context of the AIDS crisis. Making a point about 
a relationship between feelings and politics, and alluding to the ambiva-
lence of gay leaders, he criticized those leaders “who have tried to muf-
F e the anger of the gay community” and asserted that the community 
should move beyond “the passive and polite.” He stated, “When we muf-
F e our voices and pretend that we can be bankers over a bargaining table 
striking a deal on real estate, our success will remain limited. We have to 
be willing to slam our > sts down on the table and say no to the lies that 
led to the hysteria, and no to the hatred that allowed the government to 
move so slowly” (Johnson :9;4b). Being respectable not only seemed to 

8<. See letters to the editor in the Native, February 9 and February :4, :9;7.
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be failing as a strategy, it was increasingly tagged as too high a cost of 
admission into mainstream society.

The following is an interesting instance of a lesbian and gay news-
paper shifting gears in a manner that reF ected and buttressed the new 
emotional habitus and its new sense of political possibilities. In Septem-
ber :9;4, the Windy City Times ran a feature article on John Lorenzini, 
a person with AIDS who had chained himself to the Federal Building 
in San Francisco in June :9;< and again in October to protest the gov-
ernment’s negligent response to AIDS. In the interview, Lorenzini com-
mended the lesbian and gay community’s service-oriented response to 
the AIDS crisis, but called on the community to do more on a “political” 
level. He spoke of channeling his anger outward, toward the government, 
and appealed to others to do so (Johnson :9;4a). What is most notable is 
that the Windy City Times published this interview with Lorenzini more 
than a year after his action (and just months after the Hardwick deci-
sion), not in the days or weeks following his action—which would have 
made sense for a time-sensitive news publication.

The headline of a story that ran in September :9;7 in the Advocate 
posed the recent shifts in lesbian and gay activism as a question: “Civil 
Disobedience: Are We Entering a New Militant Stage in the Struggle 
for Gay Rights?” The reporter left no doubt that the answer was yes, as-
serting the existence of “a deepening recognition within the gay commu-
nity that a more dramatic form of moral and legal resistance is needed” 
and noting that “even the most moderate gay leaders” were calling for 
“mass civil disobedience” in response both to the Hardwick decision 
and to the government’s slow and inadequate response to the AIDS cri-
sis (Vandervelden :9;7b, =4). Taking the emotional and political pulse 
of the gay world, the reporter claimed that “more and more gay peo-
ple are feeling a heightened moral outrage at a government—indeed an 
entire society—that denies them basic human dignity and civil rights. 
Many of these individuals, otherwise law-abiding citizens, now feel com-
pelled to take public, unlawful action in response” (=4). As evidence of 
the growing militancy, the reporter noted that ACT UP/NY and CMJ 
were both drawing large numbers of people to their meetings, and that 
gays in Washington, D.C., Boston, Los Angeles, Houston, and Denver 
already either had engaged in civil disobedience or were planning to 
in the near future. Perhaps because he could see that the tide was shift-
ing, the reporter included a sympathetic meditation on both the history 
and the philosophical underpinnings of nonviolent civil disobedience. 
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The reporter asserted that the planned massive civil disobedience ac-
tion to take place the following month at the Supreme Court signi> ed 
“a watershed in the maturation and re> nement of gay political sensibil-
ities in America.” Rather than representing a threat to gay respectabil-
ity, the action would mark “a certain coming of age for the gay rights 
movement” (=4). Whereas before Hardwick, maturity had pointed to-
ward caretaking, it now went hand in hand with militancy.

In addition to running stories and features that indicated shifts in the 
community’s emotional habitus and political horizon, the gay media also 
expressed strong support for the emerging direct-action AIDS move-
ment, and that too helped to extend the new constellation of feelings and 
the new orientation toward AIDS activism. At the end of :9;4, for exam-
ple, the San Francisco Sentinel gave Keith Grif> th—one of the founders 
of CMJ—their Man of the Year Award “for courageously steering the 
gay rights movement beyond the bounds of traditional political and legal 
response to threats to the community’s civil rights” (“Man & Woman” 
:9;4, :). The newspaper speci> cally praised CMJ for its sit-in protest at 
California Governor Deukmejian’s of> ce. Similarly, a columnist for the 
Sentinel endorsed a June :, :9;7, national AIDS demonstration protest-
ing the Reagan White House’s failures regarding the crisis and proudly 
credited CMJ with showing “the rest of the nation’s lesbian/gay com-
munities that nonviolent civil disobedience is a viable option to advance 
our movement” (Lowe :9;7, 7). New York Native publisher and editor 
Charles Ortleb voiced support and encouragement of militant activism 
in early :9;7 when he thanked the Lavender Hill Mob “for making it 
clear that we will not go gentle into that good night” (Ortleb :9;7). An-
ger no longer had to be tempered with gentleness.

The gay media in this moment did more than record the dramatic 
shift in the community’s emotional habitus and political horizon. Cov-
erage of the shifting sentiments, along with explicit support of confron-
tational activism, reinforced and broadened those shifts by encouraging 
lesbians, gay men, and other sexual and gender outlaws to embrace an-
gry, direct-action AIDS politics.

The Gay “Mainstream” Embraces Militancy

More militant AIDS activist groups emerged in the wake of the Hard-
wick decision, but even more indicative of how widespread were the 
shifting sentiments and opening sense of political possibilities in les-
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bian and gay communities is that even gay politicians, mainstream gay 
activists, and leaders of establishment-oriented national lesbian/gay and 
AIDS organizations began openly embracing confrontational tactics. 
Angry street militancy suddenly was supported—publicly and sometimes 
even fervently—by prominent > gures and institutions in lesbian and gay 
communities, further authorizing the turn toward confrontational activ-
ism. In San Francisco, for example, the Stonewall Democratic Club—a 
group traditionally oriented toward the electoral realm and aligned with 
the Democratic Party—invited the more militant activist group MAA 
to conduct civil disobedience training at the Stonewall Club’s meeting 
following the Hardwick decision (Lowe :9;4a, ::). Also in San Fran-
cisco, Harry Britt, a gay member of the San Francisco Board of Supervi-
sors, publicly voiced strong support for the civil disobedience action by 
protesters conducting the ongoing AIDS/ARC Vigil in San Francisco, 
even in the face of the federal government’s attempts to shut it down 
(Wetzl :9;7, ;).

Consider as well that in March :9;7, just after the emergence of 
ACT UP/NY and > ve days after its > rst action, Duke Comegys, the 
co-chair of the establishment-oriented HRCF and himself a registered 
Republican,26 gave a keynote address at the National Lesbian and Gay 
Health Conference in which he accused the government of “killing us” 
and called for a nationwide campaign of civil disobedience. Comegys as-
serted, “We have tried rational discourse for six long years and it simply 
hasn’t worked. . . . If reason alone can’t do the job, then radical action—
such as mass sit-ins and demonstrations with hundreds of us going to 
jail—is our only recourse.” He continued, “I am personally ready to go 
to jail to save my life and the lives of my family and friends. I cannot take 
any more death” (Vandervelden :9;7a; “More” :9;7). Having hit bottom 
in terms of grief over the deaths and despair about the effectiveness of 
“rational discourse,” Comegys advocated an expansion of the communi-
ty’s political horizon. After his address, he received an extended stand-
ing ovation from an audience of more than one thousand. A couple of 
months later, a California-based gay political action committee, the Mu-
nicipal Elections Committee of Los Angeles (MECLA), held their an-
nual awards ceremony—tickets were V88< per person—and gave Com-
egys an award, again suggesting widespread mainstream gay support for 
the turn toward militant AIDS activism (“MECLA” :9;7).

84. Clendinen and Nagourney 855:, <<4–<7.
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The Executive Director of HRCF, Vic Basile, expressed more ambiv-
alence than did Comegys, but he too endorsed the recent turn to civil 
disobedience. “I believe that, for the most part, the traditional main-
streaming of our issues is the thing that is going to bring results for us. 
[Still,] civil disobedience is an appropriate tool in the arsenal of weap-
ons that gay people could use to bring about political change” (Vander-
velden :9;7b, =4). Another mainstream gay activist, David Mixner, indi-
cated ambivalence about militancy similar to Basile’s; nevertheless, he 
also strongly endorsed confrontational activism. “If we had a lot of time, 
the existing process would be working > ne. . . . But time is not on our 
side in this crisis. We can just accept that, or we can do something dra-
matic and powerful. We can say, ‘Wait a minute, we can no longer con-
tinue with business as usual’ ” (=4).

Similarly, GMHC, the largest ASO, supported ACT UP/NY from the 
beginning. Indeed, many GMHC volunteers and staff members partic-
ipated in ACT UP/NY. Tim Sweeney, second in command at GMHC, 
facilitated the very > rst ACT UP/NY meeting (Petrelis 8556, 8<; Nes-
line 8556, 7). In addition, ACT UP/NY member Michael Petrelis recalls 
that early on someone who worked at GMHC helped ACT UP/NY plan 
a small action during GMHC’s annual AIDS Walk to target New York 
Mayor Ed Koch, whom GMHC had named the Honorary Chair of the 
event (Petrelis 8556, 89). GMHC also provided institutional support 
to the emerging direct-action AIDS movement. ACT UP/NY’s meet-
ing minutes from April 85, :9;7—after just one month on the scene—
indicate that GMHC donated one thousand dollars to the organization 
(ACT UP/New York :9;7b). In the same period, GMHC’s establishment-
oriented executive director, Richard Dunne, wrote a letter to the edi-
tor of the New York Native stating, “The clear, angry, direct action of 
ACT UP is useful and necessary” (Dunne :9;7). Dunne’s articulation 
of support provides an interesting vantage point for understanding ACT 
UP’s ascendance in this moment. During this time period, some mem-
bers of ACT UP/NY repeatedly attacked Dunne and GMHC for being 
too accommodating and too reluctant to engage in political activism. 
Dunne articulated his support for ACT UP in the context of promot-
ing GMHC’s record in the > ght against AIDS and took a defensive tone. 
After quoting mainstream press articles that praised GMHC’s advo-
cacy role, Dunne wrote, “Obviously, GMHC is expanding its advocacy 
role. We support the activism of groups like AIDS Coalition to Unleash 
Power. . . . We also believe that the follow-through on working out the 
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speci> cs of policy implementation is as important as street demonstra-
tions” (4). The content and tone of Dunne’s reply to criticism from ACT 
UP raises the question of the extent to which Dunne genuinely sup-
ported ACT UP. He evidently had some reservations; he certainly was 
suggesting, for example, that street AIDS activists were not capable of 
follow-through. But in the face of ACT UP’s criticism of GMHC, Dunne 
clearly felt the need to voice support for ACT UP. Whether or not he was 
being honest, Dunne’s comments indicate that, while militancy was not 
the only game in town, it was the game that you now had to respond to, 
and there evidently was a sense that you at least had to appear to sup-
port ACT UP.

Even more striking than the outpouring of verbal support for ACT 
UP from the gay establishment is the fact that numerous gay leaders put 
their bodies where their mouths were. Again, many GMHC volunteers 
and staff members attended ACT UP/NY meetings and actions. ACT 
UP/NY member Jean Carlomusto recalls GMHC board members and 
its executive director Rodger McFarlane getting arrested at ACT UP/
NY’s > rst demonstration (Carlomusto 8558). The evidence belies the 
perception that GMHC and ACT UP were invariably at odds or that 
individuals had to choose one or the other. Also indicating how wide-
spread were the transformations in political imaginaries after Hard-
wick, a diverse array of groups, including ACT UP/NY, MAA, and the 
establishment-oriented HRCF, together sponsored a national AIDS 
demonstration outside the White House in June :9;7. Sixty-four activ-
ists were arrested for sitting in the street and blocking traf> c, including a 
dozen prominent directors and board members of AIDS service and les-
bian and gay organizations, along with lesbian and gay elected of> cials 
(> g. =). Paul Boneberg of MAA noted how remarkable was this shift in 
tactics: “Today’s action was a massive quantum step toward militancy. 
Never before has the collective gay leadership put itself on the line like 
this” (Linebarger :9;7c, <; see also Walter :9;7b and Salinas :9;7b). In 
Jane Rosett’s words, “It was a time in AIDS activism when the suits hit 
the streets” (Rosett :997b).

The following comments from Ralph Payne, one of those arrested 
at the June : demonstration, indicate just how new and different were 
the emergent emotional habitus and political horizon, and how much 
anxiety (as well as excitement) they provoked among some of the more 
establishment-oriented activists. In this period, Payne’s activism spanned 
the spectrum from more moderate to more confrontational: he was vice 
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1-()%" =. Virginia Apuzzo being arrested at a national AIDS demonstration in front of 
the White House, June :, :9;7. Photo by Ellen B. Neipris.

president of the gay Stonewall Democratic Club, a member of the board 
of the San Francisco AIDS Foundation, and treasurer of MAA. Record-
ing his thoughts and feelings amid the action, Payne indicated that the 
emotional and political winds in the lesbian and gay community were 
shifting. “After participating in so many quiet and somber candlelight 
memorials, I am startled by the anger and militancy of the crowd as 
we begin our march to the White House” (Payne :9;7, ;). The crowd 
chanted “We’ve got the power to > ght back!” and, in a contrasting emo-
tional tenor, sang “We Shall Overcome” and “We Are a Gentle, Angry 
People.” Payne described the reasoning behind the decision to engage in 
civil disobedience as follows:

For the > rst time since the Stonewall riots nearly 85 years ago, lesbian and 
gay representatives from around the nation came together to take a uni> ed 
action. We consciously broke the law of this land to protest the injustice di-
rected towards our people. We did so nonviolently. . . . For six years our com-
munity has stood virtually alone waging the war against this epidemic . . . . 
We have developed the services. . . . We have lobbied our elected of> cials de-
manding action. We have fought back lunatics wanting to put us into con-
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centration camps. We have conducted the funerals. We have conducted the 
funerals! And we have exhausted all of the avenues available to us within 
the system. . . . So today, June :, :9;7, 4= frightened people took a risk and 
crossed a line, stepping into a space that has been waiting for us for some 
time. (Payne :9;7, ;–9)

Perhaps nervous that straight observers, or maybe other lesbians and gay 
men, might construe their action and the militant tone of the demonstra-
tion as heralding some sort of dangerous and irrational mayhem, or per-
haps himself worried that militant action might usher in social disorder, 
Payne seemed bent on softening the action and the anger that was driv-
ing it: “Our message is that the time has come to take the next gentle 
step in our liberation. We must let the system know that it is failing us, 
and that we can no longer stand by and watch our people die. If we have 
to, we will break the law—non-violently. Filling up the jails is preferable 
to > lling up the hospitals. We are not going to just die” (Payne :9;7, 9).

Simultaneously de> ant and tempered, Payne asserted that gay anger, 
though present and growing, would be of the gentle sort. As a new emo-
tional habitus and political horizon were emerging, anxiety about rock-
ing the boat was diminished but clearly still in play. In that context, artic-
ulations of support for confrontational AIDS activism—including those 
like Payne’s, which simultaneously reassured people who might be wor-
ried about angry queers engaging in street activism—helped to authorize 
the political turn toward confrontational direct action.

Growing Support for Direct-Action AIDS Politics

In its earliest weeks and months, ACT UP and similar direct-action 
AIDS groups garnered support not only from the gay media, other gay 
institutions, and gay leaders, but also from thousands of other queer folks 
from across the political spectrum. When DAGMAR held a twenty-
four-hour vigil in front of Illinois Governor James Thompson’s home in 
August :9;7 to protest Thompson’s impending signature on repressive 
AIDS legislation, “hundreds of protesters from a broad spectrum of the 
lesbian and gay community—including some who had previously consid-
ered DAGMAR too radical for them to join—picketed and camped out 
near the governor’s house” (Burkes :9;;).

There is also evidence that many who did not get involved in the 
movement were thrilled that others were now embracing confrontational 
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activism. Consider, for example, the following comments from Liddell 
Jackson—an antiracist organizer and the founder of Jacks of Color, a sex 
venue for men of color.

When ACT UP > rst came around, people were like, “ACT UP, you go! I may 
not be able to go out there and scream but I’m behind you all the way.” Be-
cause nobody else was listening to us any other way. If you can get people to 
listen and get drug trials done and get drugs out there that are going to be af-
fordable, thank you. So there was a lot of support for them, especially among 
the sex community. (Jackson 8558, :7<)

ACT UP/NY sold one thousand /-*",2" = !"&+' buttons and collected 
more than twenty-> ve hundred signatures on petitions during GMHC’s 
:9;7 annual AIDS Walk (ACT UP/New York :9;7c). Members of ACT 
UP/NY recall the huge impact that ACT UP had when it marched in 
New York’s Lesbian and Gay Pride Parade in June :9;7, barely three 
months into its existence. Michael Nesline remembers starting out with 
between sixty and one hundred participants and ending with “hundreds 
and hundreds of people who joined [ACT UP’s contingent in] the pa-
rade” (Nesline 8556). Karl Soehnlein recalls “intense excitement from 
other people . . . along the [parade] route.” Soehnlein worked at the ACT 
UP/NY T-shirt and information stand that day and felt that “everyone 
wanted to know about ACT UP” (Soehnlein 8556). Even more, ACT 
UP/NY’s membership grew dramatically following the :9;7 parade; at 
the > rst ACT UP meeting after that parade, “hundreds of people were in 
the room” (Nesline 8556).

Also suggestive of the widespread nature of the shifts in sentiment 
and in political imaginaries then occurring is the fact that many lesbi-
ans got involved in the direct-action AIDS movement. Lesbians and gay 
men mostly had stopped working together politically in the early years 
of the gay liberation movement. This was partly because of sexism in the 
movement and lesbian feminist critiques of the developing gay male sex-
ual subculture. In my view, it was also because the gay rights movement 
during the :975s, led and populated primarily by gay men, had adopted 
comparatively moderate tactics and goals and as a result became unin-
teresting and uninviting to many more politically radical lesbians. The 
emotional shifts and political opening that occurred after Hardwick cre-
ated a space in gay activism for those who had a more radical critique 
of state and society. In part because anger had been explored and le-
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gitimized in women’s consciousness-raising groups during the :945s and 
:975s, a number of lesbians with experience in the women’s liberation 
movement were particularly receptive to the anger then growing in les-
bian and gay communities.27

The fact that many gay men who turned to AIDS activism had no pre-
vious activist history also indicates how different the post-Hardwick mo-
ment was. Gay men with political histories played an important role in 
the movement, but many were acting up for the > rst time.28

In short, the evidence indicates that shifts in sentiment and in politi-
cal imaginaries in lesbian and gay communities were widespread. Over 
the > ve years preceding the emergence of ACT UP, isolated expressions 
of anger as well as a few instances of more militant AIDS activism oc-
curred, but they were counterhegemonic challenges to the norm of gay 
and AIDS politics in the :9;:–;4 period. After Hardwick, anger, indig-
nation, and rage took center stage, soon becoming the new norm. This 
emergent emotional habitus offered an alternative way to feel and to ex-
press one’s feelings, joining self-respect, self-love, and pride to indig-
nation, anger, and animosity toward society. This new constellation of 
sentiments, explicitly and unabashedly linked to militancy, ushered in 
a new political horizon that created a space for confrontational AIDS 
activism.

Contesting the New Emotional Habitus and Political Horizon

The earlier sentiments and attitudes did not disappear, of course, nor did 
the new militancy go uncontested. The emotional habitus and political 
horizon within a social group are never totalizing. Considering as well 
the structure and political contours of lesbian and gay ambivalence, it is 
no surprise that a struggle ensued about the necessity and validity of an-
gry street activism. That struggle historically has been present in lesbian 
and gay politics, but what is notable about this moment is that, contesta-
tions notwithstanding, the new constellation of feelings and ideas about 
political activism not only took hold but also came to prevail. A discus-
sion of the contestations reveals the shifting ground.

Directly following the Hardwick decision, when outrage and street 
demonstrations were the immediate response by thousands of sexual 

87. For more on lesbian participation in ACT UP, see Black :994.
8;. See France :9;;, 64.
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and gender minorities, some in the community indicated their anxiety 
about de> ant, oppositional politics. In fact, the night after the Hard-
wick decision was announced, protest organizers in New York tried to 
end the sit-in after half an hour. Maxine Wolfe recalled that members 
of GLAAD organized the rally but “panicked at the militance and the 
anger in the street” (Wolfe :996) and tried to get people to leave, warn-
ing “You’re gonna get into trouble” and urging “Go home, go home, go 
home” (Wolfe :997, =:7).29 The mood, however, was decidedly more con-
frontational than it had been during the previous decade; protesters did 
not heed the call to disperse and continued blocking traf> c for almost 
four hours (Wolfe :996; Wolfe :997, =:7; see also Freiberg :9;4b, :8). As 
one protester sitting in the street later wrote, “The crowd of about 6,555 
was in no mood to listen to leaders. . . . It was a night for anarchy and 
open debate, not for leaders” (Rosco :9;4, ::). In the eyes of New York 
Native reporter Anne-Christine d’Adesky, GLAAD’s hesitancy about 
the sit-in and other protesters’ refusal to follow GLAAD’s attempts to 
disperse the protest indicated an important split within the gay commu-
nity, even within its leadership. But, according to d’Adesky, “expression 
of anger and de> ance was just the thing [that most participants] needed,” 
evident in the following statement from one participant who was chant-
ing “Civil rights or civil war!”: “This morning I was feeling really de-
pressed, now I feel great. We really needed this. We need to show we’re 
not gonna take it. We’re gonna > ght back, and hard” (d’Adesky :9;4b, ;). 
Older norms about political feelings and their expression were coming 
up against the newer habitus, and the latter was winning out.

Even so, when it soon became apparent that some lesbians and gay 
men were planning a disruption of the Statue of Liberty Centennial 
celebration on July =, GLAAD leaders were “horri> ed,” according to 
Wolfe (:997, =:7). “They really did not want this to happen. . . . They said 
things like ‘People are coming here and it’s a big holiday, and you don’t 
want to fuck it up for people; you’re gonna ruin their party; you’re not 
gonna get your point across’ ” (=:7; see also Wolfe :99=, 8:9). But their 
anxious attempts to contain people’s anger and redirect the protest into 
more socially acceptable channels failed. In Wolfe’s words, “Nobody lis-
tened to them” (Wolfe :997, =:7). Word about the protest spread quickly. 

89. Wolfe’s recollection is corroborated by accounts written during the period itself: 
see d’Adesky :9;4b, ;; Gans :9;4d; and a letter in the July 8;, :9;4, issue of the Native. See 
also Deitcher :99<, :<5.
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GLAAD got a police permit for a rally in Sheridan Square and for a 
march to Federal Plaza (many blocks north of Battery Park, the site of 
the Statue of Liberty celebration). Wolfe recalled her realization that 
the masses of lesbians and gay men were far ahead of their “leadership,” 
writing, “As I arrived at Sheridan Square, the whispering said it all: ‘Bat-
tery Park, Battery Park’ ” (:99=, 8:9). Wolfe recalls,

GLAAD had negotiated with the cops for a permit to march to Federal 
Plaza, about ten blocks north of where the Centennial Celebration was hap-
pening and to rally there. But people were determined to go down to Bat-
tery Park—to be a presence in the midst of the tourists at the Centennial. 
After the rally at Federal Plaza, GLAAD stationed marshals to block the 
demonstration from going downtown. This was just a totally spontaneous act 
of about > ve thousand people, who were communicating by passing the word 
back; these people broke through the marshal line. The cops formed a bar-
ricade around Trinity Place with cars and horses and were basically telling 
people that they weren’t gonna let them go through. There were some people 
from GLAAD who were standing up and saying, “Break it up now, you don’t 
want to do this stuff.” (Wolfe :997, =:7)

Corroborating Wolfe’s recollection, one participant commented that 
the formal organizers of the July = demonstration seemed “committed 
to containing and channeling, and maybe defusing, our anger” (Gans 
:9;4d). Their efforts, however, again failed. After the rally at Federal 
Plaza, thousands of protesters did proceed to Battery Park, evading the 
police barricades and ignoring protest organizers’ “pleas to obey” and 
attempts to “calm the crowd” and to contain protesters’ anger and mili-
tancy (Byron :9;4, 7).

The leadership of GLAAD may have been apprehensive about people 
getting hurt on GLAAD’s watch if a confrontation broke out between 
protesters and Fourth of July Centennial celebrants. But their concerns 
during the July = demonstration seem of a piece with their attempts to 
stop the sit-ins the night of the Hardwick ruling, suggesting a more gen-
eral concern about gay militancy in the streets. To me, the anxiety of 
GLAAD’s leadership is striking; whereas less then seven months before, 
they had been furious about politicians’ and the media’s AIDS hyste-
ria and had organized a number of demonstrations, they now wanted to 
control the anger and militancy of thousands of lesbians and gay men. In 
retrospect, there are indications that from the beginning, GLAAD lead-
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ers were more oriented toward institution-building than confrontational 
activism. Interviewed by the Advocate just months after its emergence, 
one leader of the group saw “the immediate task” for the new organiza-
tion as being “to incorporate and raise funds to get the organization on 
a permanent footing” (Freiberg :9;4a, :7). More critically, a Lavender 
Hill Mob document states that “GLAAD was promoted under the pre-
tense of being a grass roots organization > ghting homophobic oppres-
sion, yet suffered from disrespect for its own membership. GLAAD was 
controlled by a ‘Star Board,’ who fought intensely to control the move-
ment” (Lavender Hill Mob, n.d.). Due to frustration about GLAAD’s 
hierarchical structure and “unwillingness to do more direct action and 
civil disobedience,” some members of GLAAD’s direct-action commit-
tee left the organization immediately after the July = protest and formed 
the Lavender Hill Mob (Wolfe :99=, 8:9). Maxine Wolfe’s description 
of the > rst GLAAD meeting 30 and of GLAAD demonstrations cor-
roborates the Mob’s appraisal. Wolfe indicates her sense that from the 
start, the GLAAD leadership organized meetings in an undemocratic 
manner, perhaps precisely because they were concerned that a non-
hierarchical activist organization following no predetermined script—an 
organization populated by angry queers who might take their anger and 
their critique of state and society in any number of different directions—
might get out of control.

It was pretty tame. . . . There was already a board. They already had an idea 
about what they were doing. And basically, they wanted an army of soldiers. 
It was a very hierarchical organization. . . . [In the planning of GLAAD dem-
onstrations,] there was absolutely no input from anybody [other than the 
leadership] into what was going to be done. The board of directors made the 
decisions. . . . [At the meetings] no one would even get a chance to get up and 
speak. (Wolfe :997, =:5)

About the GLAAD-organized protest at the New York Post, Wolfe re-
called that GLAAD “organiz[ed] and orchestrat[ed] the whole thing. 
It was so frustrating. . . . And they weren’t going to do anything that 
was going to get them into trouble. It was not about civil disobedi-
ence” (Wolfe 855=, 6;). In this light, GLAAD’s anxiety about the post-
Hardwick demonstrations is less surprising.

65. GLAAD was calling itself GLADL at that point.
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Several additional examples indicate the persistence of anxiety about 
confronting dominant society after Hardwick. When the Lavender Hill 
Mob disrupted the CDC’s conference in February :9;7, their > rst target 
was mainstream lesbian/gay and AIDS organizations that had attended 
the conference to argue against mandatory HIV testing. Lavender Hill 
Mob member Bill Bahlman indicted the mainstream groups for partic-
ipating in this “travesty” that was the CDC conference; he excoriated 
their staid tactics, saying: “We should be yelling, we should be screaming 
about this issue. We shouldn’t be sitting, talking rationally about this!” 
(Walter :9;7a, ::). Reaction to the Mob’s disruptions from the more 
mainstream lesbians and gay men was mixed, but many expressed an-
ger. The extremity of the comments of Jeff Levi, executive director of 
NGLTF, indicated anxiety about gay militancy; he angrily equated the 
activists who disrupted the CDC press conference to right-wing extrem-
ists, saying, “Just as the CDC has to deal with [anti-gay, AIDS-hysterical 
California Representative William] Dannemeyer, we have to deal with 
the Lavender Hill Mob” (Walter :9;7a, ::). While acknowledging that 
their tactics were “valid,” deputy executive director of GMHC, Tim 
Sweeney, stated that the Mob “must realize that sort of stridency and an-
ger and rage can do a lot to paralyze our supporters” in the heterosexual 
world (Walter :9;7a, ::). Sweeney’s concerns may have been practical 
and tactical, but they can also be read as having an ideological dimen-
sion that privileged non-confrontational activism over militancy. Never-
theless, just one month later, Sweeney, along with members of the Lav-
ender Hill Mob, helped to found ACT UP/NY, an organization that 
unabashedly embraced anger, rage, and confrontational activism that 
many viewed as strident. I raise this not to point to Sweeney’s internal 
contradictions—we all are self-contradictory—but to indicate that within 
the gay community and in the United States more broadly, hegemonic 
ideas against militant activism have such force that they often prevail 
even among individuals who are ambivalent about such activism but with 
some marked sympathies in that direction. Given a typically unfavor-
able environment, then, the very emergence of the new emotional habi-
tus and the direct-action AIDS movement are especially stunning.

Hesitancy about confrontational rhetoric and tactics again was appar-
ent in the :9;7 Gay Pride edition of the Windy City Times, which ran 
two opinion pieces about AIDS politics side by side. In “Our Voice Is 
Our Power—Only If We Use It,” Larry Kramer berated the lesbian and 
gay community for failing to > ght back while the government was kill-
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ing gay men. He accused gay men of colluding in their own genocide 
and asked how many needed to die before we “decide to stop just sit-
ting quietly like the good little boys and girls we were all brought up 
to be—and start taking rude, noisy, offensive political action?” (Kramer 
:9;7b, 88). He denounced the community’s penchant for “kissing ass,” 
for allowing political leaders to permit the deaths of tens of thousands 
of gay men. Kramer asserted, “AIDS is our Holocaust,” and the neces-
sary response is confrontational, de> ant, political activism (66). Kramer 
received a standing ovation for this speech, which he gave at a Gay Pride 
celebration in Boston.

The column that ran next to Kramer’s was by Chicagoan Paul Var-
nell. As the headline suggests, “We’re Making Progress” was compar-
atively upbeat and reiterated what until recently had been the standard 
rhetoric, congratulating the gay community for its successes during hard 
times. Varnell’s piece conveyed a nervousness about the recent turn to-
ward confrontational AIDS activism. He criticized the Reagan admin-
istration’s “reprehensible” failures to > ght AIDS, but before his critique 
could generate gay anger, Varnell suggested that lesbians and gay men 
should be thankful that Reagan “has made no marked speci> c anti-gay 
efforts” (Varnell :9;7, 6=).31 Notably, despite previously lambasting the 
State of Illinois’ response to AIDS and claiming that “never has so lit-
tle been done, so slowly, by so many people” (Regnier :9;<, ;), Varnell 
now tempered his criticism and refrained from mentioning repressive 
measures—including mandatory testing and quarantine—that recently 
had been passed by, or were pending in, the Illinois legislature. In strik-
ing contrast to Kramer’s plea for confrontational activism, Varnell called 
for what he labeled “decent” and “socially legitimate” activism (:9;7, 6=), 
suggesting his anxiety that the recent upsurge in confrontational activ-
ism might threaten lesbian and gay respectability and risk further social 
rejection.

Similar anxiety may have been in play in the following instance of dis-
tancing from confrontational activism. In August :9;7, DAGMAR held 
a twenty-four-hour vigil in front of the house of the governor of Illinois, 
James Thompson, to demand that he veto repressive AIDS legislation 
passed by the Illinois General Assembly. DAGMAR member Darrell 
Gordon recalled this action as “the > rst time in years that there was any 
kind of direct-action street activism in the Chicago queer scene” (Gor-

6:. Varnell did not read Reagan’s AIDS policies, or lack thereof, as “anti-gay.”
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don 8555). The Illinois Gay and Lesbian Task Force (the state branch of 
NGLTF) initially supported the vigil (Gordon 8555), but when they dis-
covered that some DAGMAR members were planning to engage in civil 
disobedience, “IGLTF disassociated itself from [the] vigil,” with the ra-
tionale that “people do have a right to privacy,” although they did not 
specify how the vigil would violate Thompson’s privacy (“IGLTF Deliv-
ers” :9;7). Recalling IGLTF’s back-peddling, Gordon (8555) suggested 
that members of the organization were worried that being associated 
with DAGMAR and its particular form of confrontational AIDS activ-
ism might hurt IGLTF’s relationship to both the Democratic and Repub-
lican Parties.32

Individuals and the Social Space for Militancy

These examples remind us that the emergence of confrontational AIDS 
activism occurred within the structure of lesbian and gay ambivalence. 
In part as a result, while the new emotional habitus offered different 
ways to feel and helped to pry open the prevailing political horizon, not 
everyone embraced the turn toward militancy. Having said that, let me 
dispel any idea that I am claiming something about the affective states 
of those who did and those who did not participate in the direct-action 
AIDS movement. My argument is not about individuals but about the 
structuring potential of emotional processes, and more speci> cally of 
any given emotional habitus. To reiterate, I argue that Bowers v. Hard-
wick created a new emotional-political imaginative space in lesbian and 
gay communities that allowed for the emergence of angry, confronta-
tional, street-based AIDS activism. With this idea of the creation of a 
fresh imaginative space, I am trying to bring to mind the new feelings 
and the sense of new political possibilities that were opened up and made 
culturally available by Hardwick; the new feelings and sense of possibil-
ities quickly began to circulate among queer folks. Articulated repeat-
edly by community leaders, the lesbian and gay media, AIDS activists, 
and by gay friends, lovers, and acquaintances, they soon crystallized into 
a powerful counterdiscourse and alternative set of feelings to what had 
previously prevailed. As these different sentiments and ideas took hold, 

68. AIDS activists were aware that their anger and militancy unsettled some, and they 
sometimes played into that. One ACT UP T-shirt, for example, stated, “!"/3"%&+" !0-,( 
'$3"*"// 3"$3*" C-+' ,$+'-,( +$ *$/" &%" !&,("%$)/ &,! ),3%"!-2+&#*"” (Kauff-
man 8558, 6;).
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growing into the reigning emotional habitus with its new sense of politi-
cal possibilities, the conditions for new political responses to AIDS were 
created.

My claim is not that those who turned to the streets were experienc-
ing emotional states different from those who did not. Neither am I ar-
guing that feelings drive people inexorably toward a speci> c set of poli-
tics. Angry, de> ant activism was newly authorized and legitimized, even 
valorized, by Hardwick, and some individuals moved into the emotional-
imaginative space created by that event while others did not, but those 
motions cannot be mapped to speci> c feeling states.

Indeed, by speaking of this political opening in the :9;4–;7 period 
as the creation of a new imaginative space with a different emotional 
quality to it than what had existed previously, I am countering the idea 
that an analytical focus on affect and emotions necessarily leads to an 
individual-level explanation of social behavior. An emotional-political 
space creates imaginative possibilities for activism (and downplays or 
even forecloses others) that help to shape what sorts of activism peo-
ple take up. Many of those who embraced direct-action politics felt im-
mense anger (along with a host of other affects and emotions), but so 
did many who did not join the movement. An individual’s political (in)
actions are not transparent indicators of his or her feelings. And again, 
feelings alone do not determine a person’s political actions. In discuss-
ing the emergence of a new emotional-political imaginative space, I sim-
ply wish to illuminate how an assemblage of affects and emotions circu-
lating in a social group crystallizes into an emotional habitus and how 
new attitudes about activism, related to the new emotional habitus and 
similarly circulating, can become so widespread as to open a new politi-
cal horizon. These processes, occurring at the level of the social/cultural 
and at the level of the individual are important in that they help to struc-
ture (but not determine) political possibilities and political actions in a 
given moment.

Those who participated in ACT UP felt a range of sentiments—
anger, grief, despair, gay shame and pride, fear about the future, despera-
tion, excitement, a sense of belonging, a desire for social acceptance and 
recognition. (A similar range of feeling states certainly was experienced 
by those who did not get involved in the movement.) I do not claim, then, 
that participants in the movement were free of shame about gay sexual-
ity or that they had no desires for social acceptance. As I argue in the 
next two chapters, the emotional habitus of ACT UP did counter gay 
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shame and fear of social rejection, but even those of us in ACT UP who 
embraced a queer “anti-identity” did not entirely cleanse ourselves of 
such bad feelings. As one example, consider the following comment by 
Gregg Bordowitz, written > ve years after he got involved in ACT UP/
NY and embraced its militancy and queer sensibilities. “It has been . . . 
dif> cult not to understand my HIV infection as a punishment, regardless 
of my sex radicalism” (Bordowitz :996, 8::). Activists and nonactivists 
alike are complicated emotional beings, inF uenced by our nonconscious 
affects, by our emotions, and by the emotional habitus of the different 
worlds in which we live. People can try to ascertain what they are feeling 
and can try to recon> gure their affects and emotions, but they do not al-
ways succeed. ACT UP offered a space for the recon> guration of one’s 
sentiments about self and society, but I do not contend that ACT UP 
activists were shame-free anti-assimilationists, while those outside the 
movement were not.

The Affects and Emotions of Framing

To further illuminate why thousands of queer folks now embraced con-
frontational AIDS activism, in this section I analyze lesbians’ and gay 
men’s increasing use of rhetoric that invoked the Nazi holocaust and 
constructed AIDS as genocide.33 Epstein notes that “AIDS as genocide” 
became “one of the key frames employed by ACT UP in its formative 
years of mobilization” (Epstein :994, 88:–88). That framing of the crisis 
was shaped by and simultaneously strengthened the new emotional hab-
itus and also helped to expand sentiments and ideas about what was po-
litically possible and necessary.

The fact that this genocide frame resounded in lesbian and gay com-
munities after Hardwick presents an interesting empirical puzzle. 
When Larry Kramer wrote “:,::8 and Counting” in :9;6, he equated 
AIDS deaths to murders and used the evocative metaphor of gay men 
marching off to the gas chambers to suggest that the AIDS crisis was a 
holocaust—assertions that he repeated in the subsequent months and 
years. At that time, although some lesbians and gay men agreed that the 
government exacerbated the crisis, most found it a stretch to claim that 

66. See d’Adesky :9;4b; DAGMARR :9;4; Gans :9;4b, :9;4c; Michael :9;4; 
Ruschmeyer :9;4; and the many letters in the Native for July 8: and July 8;, :9;4.
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government of> cials were directly responsible for deaths by disease, that 
the government was to blame for a syndrome that at that point was hy-
pothesized as deriving from a virus in some circles and from immune 
suppression due to “the fast gay lifestyle” in others. Kramer was seen 
as a hyperbolic crackpot, and his framing of AIDS deaths as murders 
akin to the Nazi holocaust fell F at. It is quite possible to imagine lesbi-
ans and gay men continuing to reject the genocide frame even in light of 
the Hardwick ruling, calls for quarantine, government negligence, and 
the growing number of AIDS cases and deaths. Gay men were not being 
rounded up and put in concentration camps, and the deaths were not di-
rectly at the hands of the government. Why and how did an understand-
ing of AIDS as genocide—an understanding that on its face might seem 
preposterous—now take hold in lesbian and gay communities?

The striking contrast in lesbians’ and gay men’s reception of the geno-
cide frame in these two time periods also allows us to study the more 
general question of why and how frames do or do not take hold and mo-
bilize. In my view, the best way to approach the question of frame res-
onance without imputing it from successful mobilization is to analyze 
strategic framing processes in the context of the broader practices of 
meaning-making in which activists and others engage. Only by attending 
to how people make sense of themselves and their worlds can we ascer-
tain why a given frame succeeds or fails.34

AIDS as Genocide: Linking Fear, Grief, and Anger to Action

The ideas of genocide and holocaust are historical references familiar to 
many Americans and to lesbians and gay men in particular. Sociologist 
Arlene Stein has noted that the Nazi holocaust “has emerged as a famil-
iar historical template evoking profound emotional associations. . . . The 
Holocaust stands out as an indisputable instance of immorality, evoking 
images of apocalypse” (Stein :99;, <86). Epstein has suggested the spe-
cial resonance of the holocaust template for lesbians and gay men: “In 

6=. I agree with McAdam (:999, xxi–xxii) and Johnston and Noakes (855<, <) who argue 
that social movement scholars have tended to emphasize the strategic components of fram-
ing, ignoring the broader interpretive processes in which both movement actors and poten-
tial participants engage. That tendency, in my view, has impoverished our understandings 
of the meaning-making dimensions of social movements. For a critique of the framing lit-
erature that explores the dialogic nature of meaning-making, see Steinberg :999a, :999b.
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part because gays and lesbians were among the targeted victims of the 
Nazi holocaust, they have been particularly inclined to invoke the rhe-
toric of genocide in characterisations of present-day political challenges” 
(Epstein :997, =:7). In the :975s, the lesbian and gay movement took as 
its symbol the pink triangle that male homosexual prisoners had been 
forced to wear in the Nazi concentration camps. During the late :975s, 
the lesbian and gay press frequently compared the antigay crusades of 
the New Right to actions of Nazi Germany (D’Emilio :998, 8<9). In the 
context of the AIDS tragedy, the Nazi holocaust was thus a familiar and 
available discourse for thinking about mass death of a scapegoated group 
of people. Still, lesbians and gay men did not widely adopt this framing 
of AIDS until :9;4, and when they did so, they made, and seemingly be-
lieved, an extraordinary claim: that the deaths of thousands of gay men, 
apparently from a virus, was comparable to the intentional and system-
atic slaughter of millions of Jews, Roma, gays, and others whom the Na-
zis deemed undesirable.

To understand why what might be seen as an extreme framing now 
seemed a reasonable conceptualization of the epidemic, we must again 
consider the pivotal role played by speci> c historical events, focusing 
on how such events affected how lesbians and gay men interpreted and 
felt about their situation. In particular, the Hardwick ruling and calls 
for quarantine distinguish this period from the earlier :9;5s. As men-
tioned previously, by the summer of :9;4, LaRouche’s quarantine ini-
tiative had gained enough popular support to be placed on the Califor-
nia ballot. Other state legislatures began to consider similar initiatives.35 
The Hardwick ruling and these increasing calls for quarantine suggested 
widespread social acceptance of a high level of state intrusion into les-
bians’ and gay men’s so-called private lives; it evoked images of gov-
ernment lists and knocks on the door late at night to round up those 
who were breaking the antisodomy laws and those who were infected 
with HIV. Lesbians and gay men expressed concerns that after the bath-

6<. These legislative moves are more evidence that lesbians’ and gay men’s access to 
the political system was tightly constricted. McAdam has noted that antiblack legislative 
action between :;74 and :965, even bills that failed to pass, “severely restricted the op-
portunities for successful political action by, or on behalf of, blacks” (:999, 7:–76). Again, 
my > ndings are exactly opposite those of political-opportunity theorists in that, in this in-
stance, the further constriction in political opportunities actually encouraged political ac-
tion and the formation of a movement.
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houses and backrooms were closed, their bars, bookstores, and other 
gathering places might be next, indicating fear that even greater repres-
sion might follow.

In an Advocate article, gay writer Arnie Kantrowitz suggested why 
a comparison between gays and Jews was appropriate in this context, 
and in doing so, he provided insight into the source of these more apoc-
alyptic thoughts and feelings. He quoted Nazi holocaust scholar Raul 
Hilberg’s timeline of Jewish persecution, from the fourth century, when 
missionaries of Christianity said that Jews could not live among them as 
Jews, to the later Middle Ages, when the secular rulers said that the Jews 
simply could not live among them, and > nally to the Nazi era, when Jews 
were told that they could not live, period. Kantrowitz drew the parallel 
between Jews and gays, writing:

For centuries we have heard from the heterosexual majority, “You may not 
live among us as homosexuals,” and the closet was our means of survival until 
we could tolerate it no longer. Now are we hearing, “You may not live among 
us,” in the form of the threatened compulsory HIV testing and quarantine 
that several states are actively considering as law? Does it take much imagi-
nation to hear in the wind, “You may not live”?

Kantrowitz then pointed to additional similarities, > nally asking, “Will 
there be a ‘> nal solution’ for American gays as there was for German 
gays and Jews?” (Kantrowitz :9;4, =<). By this point, of course, thou-
sands of gay and bisexual men had already died; to many, it felt like a ho-
locaust, especially in the face of state inaction and repression. The words 
of Kantrowitz and others revealed fear and anger, echoing and amplify-
ing such feeling states in other lesbians and gay men who were trying to 
make sense of these ominous judicial and legislative events.36

Lesbian and gay interpretations of and feelings about these events 
were corroborated by government negligence in the > ght against AIDS, 
but also by the immensity of media hysteria. In a March :9;4 op-ed in 
the New York Times, the “paper of record,” William Buckley (:9;4) 

64. A large number of ACT UP members were Jewish and, according to Bordowitz, 
“the holocaust metaphor [thus] was available [to many in the movement] as the most hor-
rifying negative ideal. . . . [It played a] pivotal role in our understanding of the possibilities 
for civilized barbarity” (Bordowitz and Deitcher :99;, 65). Calls to tattoo and quarantine 
HIV-positive people may have raised fears among Jewish lesbians and gay men familiar 
with the history of the Nazi holocaust.
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called for tattooing the buttocks of people with AIDS.37 In June :9;7, 
noting that a lead editorial in the New York Times had opined that while 
mandatory testing for HIV might be “a hasty step toward detention 
camps,” it was not a “foolish” idea and “might one day be seen as brave,” 
a column in the Windy City Times worried that this elite paper had 
opened the door to concentration camps for people with AIDS (Layman 
:9;7, 7).38 Concentration camps and tattooing as a means of identifying 
and separating populations were being considered, sometimes even ad-
vocated, in the pages of one of the most prominent newspapers in the 
United States.

A phenomenon with a different temporality also directed people’s 
thoughts to the Nazi holocaust: the rising number of deaths. Michael Cal-
len, founder of the PWA Coalition, suggested a visual reason why such 
analogies were increasingly resonant. He described the PWA “look,” 
an image seared in his head after seeing many friends and lovers die: 
“The eyes are sunken with resignation and wasting, yet wide open with 
terror. . . . It is a look I’ve only seen elsewhere in gruesome photos from 
the holocaust” (PWA Coalition :9;7, :48). The image of wasting bodies 
corroborated and intensi> ed fears generated by state and society (non)
responses to the crisis.

The use of genocide rhetoric was not limited to street AIDS activ-
ists, which suggests the widespread resonance of ACT UP’s frame. A 
letter to President Reagan that was signed in the name of =6: people 
with AIDS, their friends, and relatives in Chicago, for example, ac-
cused the government of genocide for its foot-dragging in testing drugs 
(O’Connors and Johnson :9;7). In :9;; when New York City Mayor Ed 
Koch unveiled his Five-Year Plan on AIDS, many in the AIDS service 
community characterized it as “genocidal in its inadequacy” (Hopkins 
and Zwickler :9;;, 64). Similarly, the editor of the Chicago lesbian and 
gay newspaper Outlines, Tracy Baim, labeled AIDS “this generation’s 
holocaust” (Baim :9;;).

To summarize, given a context of immense and apparently inten-
tional government neglect, popular and legislative support for quaran-
tine, denial of basic civil rights by the Supreme Court, media hysteria, 
and horri> c illnesses and ever-increasing deaths, lesbians and gay men 

67. See gay responses to Buckley’s op-ed in letters to the editor in the Native, April 7, 
:9;4.

6;. The New York Times’ editorial “Forced AIDS Tests: Then What?” was printed on 
June 7, :9;7.
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no longer saw it as farfetched to compare thousands of deaths from a 
virus with the millions of deaths due to intentional state murder. The 
new constellation of feelings after Hardwick and understandings of 
AIDS as genocide drew from and corroborated one another: in the con-
text of this moment in the AIDS crisis, lesbians’ and gay men’s fear, 
grief, and anger supported an interpretation of AIDS as genocide, and 
that interpretation—which became a prominent framing of the crisis—
intensi> ed those very feelings.

In addition, the genocide frame was particularly resonant because it 
assuaged anxiety that gay male sexual practices might be responsible for 
the epidemic and offered a retort that focused anger and blame on the 
government and thus worked to assuage gay men’s feelings of shame and 
guilt. Epstein has noted that the charge of genocide inverted the stan-
dard accusations surrounding AIDS: “It wasn’t immorality that ‘caused’ 
AIDS, as popular discourse would have it; rather, gays, injection drug 
users, people with haemophilia, and Haitians were all victims of a ma-
levolent conspiracy to eliminate undesirables” (:997, =:;; see also Stein 
:99;, <8<–84).

A remaining question concerns the relationship between the geno-
cide frame and the turn toward confrontational, street AIDS activism. 
If you believed that AIDS was a holocaust, then “business as usual” in 
the political realm, which by then was clearly ineffective, was not much 
of a response. In the context of a shifting emotional habitus, the geno-
cide frame was a motivational call to action. More generally, I would ar-
gue that any given frame has an emotional tenor that is constitutive of 
the frame itself, and that affective charge helps to account for the force 
or effectiveness of the frame.

Social movement scholar Robert Benford has offered a more strate-
gic reading of the framing processes that lead to participation in a so-
cial movement. He points out that there is a difference between “sim-
ply identifying a problem” and “convincing persons that it is so serious 
that they must take ameliorative action.” He continues, “Activists thus 
attempt to amplify the problem in such a way that their audiences are 
persuaded that any response other than collective action is unreason-
able” (Benford :996, 85:). Strategic framing by activists certainly occurs 
and surely is partly responsible for some mobilization. For example, in 
ACT UP/NY’s early years, member Herb Spiers suggested that AIDS 
activists intentionally deployed holocaust rhetoric with mobilization in 
mind: “ ‘Genocide,’ if used to describe governmental AIDS policy, is a 
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call to arms.” He continued, “It is invoked heuristically, to guide our 
sense of outrage at the of> cial neglect of a despised population” (Spiers 
:9;;, 64). ACT UP’s /-*",2" = !"&+' emblem might similarly be seen 
as a reference to the holocaust designed to make confrontational direct 
action seem imperative. Drawing on a perceived historical lesson—that 
the world and European Jews were too passive and quiescent in the face 
of genocide—the emblem indicts those who have been and might remain 
silent amid the ongoing AIDS genocide. The emblem in effect labels the 
government’s, but also lesbians’ and gay men’s, silence and inaction as 
murderous, and suggests that confrontational activism is the only ratio-
nal course. /-*",2" = !"&+' says to lesbians and gay men: Don’t let your 
despair overwhelm you into doing nothing; you will be to blame if you 
do nothing while you or your friends and lovers die from AIDS; you’d 
better take to the streets and act up.

The “AIDS as genocide” frame, in short, was used by activists to moti-
vate others. But why did their efforts work? We cannot answer that ques-
tion without attending to broader practices of meaning-making, which 
occurs at multiple sites and in many different ways. How lesbians and 
gay men understood and then decided to respond to the AIDS epidemic 
at this moment was perhaps the product of some conscious and strategic 
framing, but it was also the product of interpretive practices that were 
less directed and intentional and included less-than-fully conscious pro-
cesses. A frame is only articulable, resonant, and effective in light of 
those interpretive processes. In this case, in the context of Hardwick, 
government negligence and repression, and the exploding epidemic it-
self, an understanding of the AIDS crisis as genocide, deriving from and 
reinforcing a newly emergent emotional habitus, motivated confronta-
tional street AIDS activism.

Activists do not pick their frames out of thin air. Like all of us, activ-
ists are constantly interpreting the world, trying to make sense of them-
selves, their situations, and their political options. Before subsuming all 
interpretive activity into conscious and strategic framing activities, stu-
dents of social movements need to recognize that many of these pro-
cesses are nonconscious. Moreover, if we believe, as I think we should, 
that thought requires feeling, then our conceptualization of framing 
needs to reF ect this. If we want more insight into the crucial questions 
of frame resonance and shifts in frames over time, we must look more 
closely at how people understand and feel about themselves and their sit-
uations, why and how those feelings and understandings change, and how 
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such dynamics affect political subjectivities and practices. In the case of 
direct-action AIDS activism, feelings played a signi> cant role in inter-
pretive and framing processes as lesbians and gay men attempted to un-
derstand, respond to, and mobilize others to > ght the AIDS epidemic.

Conclusion: The Emergence of Direct-Action AIDS Activism

I have argued that a transformation in lesbians’ and gay men’s feeling 
states following Hardwick was a decisive factor in the emergence of the 
direct-action AIDS movement. Before concluding, I want to consider an 
alternative hypothesis. One could argue that the changed circumstances 
after Hardwick made the costs of pursuing only routine tactics prohibi-
tively high, making it rational to take to the streets. My account does not 
deny the existence of rational calculation, but it raises and answers ques-
tions that a rational-actor explanation would have a hard time answering 
in its own terms. For example, if lesbians and gay men were simply ratio-
nal actors, why did they not take to the streets earlier, in :9;6 or :9;=, 
when the crisis was exploding, and a number of gay leaders were voicing 
frustration with government inaction? The answer might be that their 
cost/bene> t calculations militated against action in the streets, but that 
tautological reasoning—their actions must have been rational because 
humans are rational—raises more questions than it answers. For exam-
ple, what factors entered into their de> nitions of self-interest? How did 
something like lesbians’ and gay men’s marginalized status and conse-
quent ambivalent sentiments affect their cost/bene> t calculations? And 
given the stark shift in tactics, we would have to ask what happened that 
allowed or pushed lesbians and gay men to alter their cost/bene> t assess-
ments about taking to the streets. If the answer is Hardwick, we would 
have to ask why Hardwick per se altered their calculations. My point in 
drawing attention to the proliferating questions is that rational-actor ac-
counts beg these questions but cannot answer them within their own 
logic; yet such questions have to be addressed if we want to understand 
social life. Rational calculation is surely part of the story, but it seems re-
ductive to claim individual self-interest as the most important and always 
present motivation that provides an answer to such questions. My expla-
nation points toward factors other than self-interest that can be decisive 
in motivating speci> c forms of political behavior—factors like affective 
states and psychic conF icts that are part of being human. Even models 
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with a soft assumption of rational actors simply ignore such nonrational 
phenomena and their effects on political action. As a result, their expla-
nations seem one-dimensional and incomplete.

To repeat then, my central claim in this chapter is that the U.S. Su-
preme Court’s Bowers v. Hardwick decision and the emotional dynam-
ics within lesbian and gay communities that it set in motion sparked the 
direct-action AIDS movement. In the context of the ongoing AIDS cri-
sis, Hardwick helped to transform lesbians’ and gay men’s sentiments 
about self and society, crystallizing more oppositional feelings and effec-
tively recon> guring the contours of the prevailing emotional habitus in 
lesbian and gay communities. The new emotional habitus offered a dif-
ferent assemblage of sentiments that profoundly shook up the orthodoxy 
of political restraint that had dominated lesbian and gay politics during 
the early :9;5s.

As I detailed in chapter :, the year immediately preceding the emer-
gence of direct-action AIDS activism was colored by numerous attacks 
against the lesbian and gay community. Fighting the crisis through rou-
tine political channels that emphasized lobbying, letter-writing, and 
voting was proving to be utterly ineffective. By this point in the epi-
demic, grief and desperation were being experienced on a community-
wide level: thousands of gay men had already died, and thousands more 
were gravely ill and would soon die; tens of thousands more were HIV-
infected and might become ill at any moment. The unresponsiveness of 
politicians from both political parties was by now glaring in the light of 
the skyrocketing case load and the astonishing number of deaths. Calm 
and reasoned appeals for government action seemed more and more out 
of sync with the government’s punitive and negligent response and with 
lesbians’ and gay men’s fear and swelling grief and anger. Feelings of an-
ger could no longer be channeled so easily into an internally oriented 
pride about the gay community’s extraordinary response or into noble 
stoicism in the face of death.

With illness and death swirling all around them, and facing vicious 
attacks from politicians, pundits, and the media, more and more queer 
folks were now personally confronting the AIDS crisis. The illnesses, 
deaths, repressive legislation, and climate of hostility toward queers 
could no longer be assessed as abstract phenomena. Many experienced 
a growing sense that their everyday routines—and, for ever-increasing 
numbers, their very lives—were imperiled. In :9;<, AIDS activist Cindy 
Patton remarked on her own shifting understanding of AIDS, on her 
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own growing awareness that the AIDS crisis was closing in on her. Re-
membering her reaction to the > rst reports of the mysterious diseases af-
fecting gay men in Los Angeles, she wrote, “I don’t recall having felt any 
personal connection to those six dead gay men on the other coast.” She 
continued, “I did not know for over a year that while I pondered this ab-
straction, a close friend was becoming increasingly sick, and would ulti-
mately be diagnosed with and die of AIDS. This experience of discov-
ering information and then confronting its real life manifestation would 
be repeated for me at ever shortening intervals, and come increasingly 
closer to home” (:9;<, <).

The crisis facing queer folks by the middle of :9;4 was now acutely 
felt, by which I mean that people were living the crisis on an affective 
level, viscerally, in their bodies, whether infected with HIV or not. In-
tense dread, piercing grief, utter frustration, anxiety about the future, in-
tensifying anger. These viscerally felt affective states, an emergent struc-
ture of feelings (Williams :977), posed a challenge to the community’s 
prevailing emotional habitus. Those bodily intensities and the new inter-
pretations of the AIDS crisis derived from and buttressed one another.

Hardwick accelerated and ampli> ed all of these emotional and inter-
pretive transformations and helped to blow open the political horizon, 
creating a space for the emergence of de> ant and oppositional AIDS ac-
tivism. Feeling increasingly besieged, lesbians’ and gay men’s faith in the 
government and internally oriented pride transformed into disillusion-
ment with the workings of democracy, a sense of entitlement betrayed, 
and anger. Following Gamson (:998), Jasper argues that “inchoate anxi-
eties and fears must be transformed into moral indignation and outrage 
toward concrete policies and decisionmakers. Activists must weave to-
gether a moral, cognitive, and emotional package of attitudes” (:99;, 
=59–:5). That framing work—transforming unstructured affective states 
into legible emotions and interpretations—operated on fertile emotional 
and political ground after Hardwick.

Direct-action AIDS activists simply needed to echo and build on what 
other lesbians and gay men already were feeling and saying. Tapping into 
and simultaneously reinforcing the feelings of many queer folks, AIDS 
activists asserted that AIDS was genocide—a worsening medical and 
political holocaust caused by institutionalized homophobia, racism, and 
sexism; that the government and scienti> c-medical establishment would 
continue to treat “faggots” (and “junkies”) as expendable and to be un-
responsive to lobbying and other routine political efforts; that the costs 
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of “staying the course”—more deaths and increasing state repression—
were unacceptably high; that there was thus an urgent need for confron-
tational, collective action. Addressing people’s growing despair about 
the epidemic itself and about the government’s unresponsiveness, activ-
ists suggested that there was nothing to lose by turning to the streets, 
and indeed everything to gain. They thereby channeled a potentially de-
mobilizing despair into action. “/-*",2" = !"&+'” was the much pub-
licized call to arms. Insofar as activists were reF ecting and bolstering 
emergent interpretations of the AIDS crisis and new sentiments about 
gay selves and about dominant society, it is no surprise that thousands 
responded, no longer restrained by gay shame and corollary fears of so-
cial rejection, and evidently no longer willing or able to submerge their 
indignation and anger. In the new, post-Hardwick emotional and politi-
cal context, many came to see engagement in confrontational collective 
action as imperative, and ACT UP became the organizational space for 
that sort of angry militancy.
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Activism as World-Making

Something that struck me during my research when I looked over my 
calendars from :9;9 to :99< was how many ACT UP meetings I at-

tended on a weekly basis. There were times when I went to > ve meetings 
a week: a general membership meeting, a women’s caucus meeting, a 
steering committee meeting, a meeting of those of us who were working 
on an upcoming action, and a subcommittee meeting for those working 
on a particular aspect of the upcoming action. I was not alone; attend-
ing as many as seven ACT UP meetings per week was typical for many 
members.1 Then there were the actions themselves, the fund-raisers and 
bene> ts at various queer venues, the leaF eting on street corners and in 
the bars, the posting of our latest agit-prop. A sense of urgency about the 
AIDS epidemic and about the need to save lives motivated this insistent 
pace, but other forces help to explain why we all put in so many hours 
and kept coming back week after week, for years.

The following two chapters address the question of movement sus-
tainability.2 That question, infrequently raised in studies of social move-
ments, should intrigue scholars, particularly those who employ even a 

:. Sarah Schulman, a cofounder of the ACT UP Oral History Project, arrived at the 
same conclusion after interviewing dozens of ACT UP/NY members (Schulman, April :=, 
855<, program at New York University, “Read My Lips: Research and the ACT UP Oral 
History Project”).

8. Both chapters draw from Gould 8558.
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soft assumption of rational actors, since they might want to investigate 
why people continue to participate when they could easily take that pro-
verbial “free ride” and reap the bene> ts of others’ work. A few schol-
ars who have explored the question of sustainability dispute the assump-
tions that underlie the free-rider problem—that people are autonomous 
and individualized utility-maximizers—and emphasize the importance 
of such factors as collective identity formation and activist culture and 
communities (see Rupp and Taylor :9;7; Taylor :9;9; Taylor and Whit-
tier :998; Whittier :99<). Their > ndings provide a sturdy base for the 
following two chapters, which argue for the vital role that emotion and 
emotional processes play in sustaining social movements. Factors like a 
collective identity or an activist community help to sustain movements 
principally because of the strong feelings that imbue and are evoked by 
such factors. To enhance our understanding of movement sustainability, 
then, we need to explore the generation of affects, emotions, and emo-
tional habitus within movements and analyze how those processes shape 
attitudes about what is to be done politically.

Chapters 6 and = analyze social movements as sites of collective 
world-making, that is, as spaces in which the ongoing interactions of par-
ticipants continually produce sentiments, ideas, values, and practices 
that manifest and encourage new modes of being. Movements are able 
to sustain themselves in part because, as projects in world-making, they 
are compelling to participants and prospective participants hungry to 
construct alternative worlds. Organized with the goal of bringing about 
other realities, movements often counter the common sense, the habits 
of feeling and emoting, and the ways of living that prevail in a given time 
and place.

ACT UP certainly did. From its start and throughout its life, ACT 
UP was a place to > ght the AIDS crisis, and it was always more than that 
as well. It was a place to elaborate critiques of the status quo, to imag-
ine alternative worlds, to express anger, to defy authority, to form sexual 
and other intimacies, to practice non-hierarchical governance and self-
determination, to argue with one another, to refashion identities, to ex-
perience new feelings, to be changed.

The following two chapters explore what it felt like to be in the midst 
of that sort of world-making project within the collectivity of the direct-
action AIDS movement. In chapter 6, I focus on the erotics of ACT UP, 
on its humor and playfulness and the sheer fun that participation in the 
movement often provided, and on the intensities of direct-action AIDS 
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activism. In chapter =, I continue the discussion of world-making with a 
focus on how ACT UP challenged the emotional habitus and the atten-
dant political horizon that had until recently prevailed in lesbian and gay 
communities. My claim is that the feeling states, experiences, and quali-
ties of ACT UP that I discuss helped to sustain participants’ involvement 
and thus the movement.

It might be tempting to read the next two chapters as nostalgia, as an 
overly emotional (that is, sentimental) imagining of a better, more mean-
ingful past. I have at times longed for this past—and why not?!—but my 
interest here, in addition to providing a history of ACT UP, is to plumb 
that history with an eye toward opening imaginative possibilities for the 
present. Regardless of whether the past was better or not, there certainly 
is room for improvement in the present. Social movements, as projects in 
world-making, offer insights that are easily forgotten in periods when so-
cial transformation seems impossible, at best distant. My intention here, 
then, is not only to provide an analysis that helps us to understand the 
affective dimensions of activism that help movements to grow and sus-
tain themselves, but also to remind us about the pleasures and intensi-
ties of activism, even amid horri> c conditions, and thereby to impress 
upon us that there is nothing inevitable or immutable about a given state 
of affairs.
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The Pleasures and Intensities 
of Activism; or, Making a Place 
for Yourself in the Universe

What was it like to be in ACT UP, to protest in the streets demand-
ing a response to the AIDS crisis, to participate in the construc-

tion of new identities and new ways of being? In this chapter I explore 
the strong sentiments that ACT UP participants felt amid the action, to-
ward one another as well as about the signi> cance of their activism, con-
centrating speci> cally on the pleasures and intensities generated through 
participation in a protest movement.

Before beginning, though, I want to note one dif> culty in describing 
how it felt to be in ACT UP. For analytical purposes I break apart and 
analyze different aspects of what many of us experienced as a whole phe-
nomenon. We did not necessarily experience a separation between, for 
example, the political intensities of ACT UP and its erotically charged 
atmosphere, or between our protest actions and the caretaking networks 
that we set up when members got sick. Lives are often lived in that sort 
of uncompartmentalized way, and perhaps even more so when lived at 
such a high level of intensity. With that in mind, and in order to address 
the damage that results from the sort of analytical separation presented 
in this chapter, in the > rst section I provide a general overview of how 
participants experienced ACT UP. I interpret participants’ quotations 
only minimally and allow the complexity and multiplicity of their ex-
periences to remain intact. Then, in the sections that follow, I analyze 
the role that ACT UP’s erotic atmosphere, its campy humor, and the in-
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tensities of street-based AIDS activism played in the development and 
growth of the movement.

ACT UP, Circa #"'$–#""(

Because they provide excellent insight into the character and feel of the 
movement, I begin with quotations from a number of ACT UP partici-
pants describing meetings, protests, and other activities. Most of them 
come from retrospective interviews, but comments and reF ections that 
were recorded or written amid the action sound similar, suggesting that 
the passage of time has not greatly distorted people’s memories. Each is 
speci> c to one person’s experience and in that sense is singular, but the 
affective energy that suffuses all of them indicates the shared dimen-
sions of experiences in the movement. Indeed, across dozens of intervie-
wees there is a remarkable consistency in people’s positive memories of 
what ACT UP meetings and events felt like.

That is not to say that participants’ experiences were all the same or 
that there were no bad feelings in the movement. Indeed, while some ex-
perienced ACT UP as a home, others felt like outsiders. In fact, after 
conducting dozens of interviews of ACT UP/New York members, Sarah 
Schulman, ACT UP/NY member and cofounder of the ACT UP Oral 
History Project, joked that 99 percent of ACT UP/NY felt left out.1 The 
actual interviews do not bear that out, but several people do note their 
feelings of exclusion, and Schulman’s statement serves as a reminder that 
ACT UP had in-crowds and cliques, and participants often had differ-
ent experiences even while they shared others. Feelings of being an out-
sider were evident in some of my interviews as well, and cultural theorist 
Ann Cvetkovich found something similar when she interviewed lesbians 
from ACT UP/NY: “The powerful sense of belonging that some people 
found is . . . matched by the ambivalence of others” (Cvetkovich 8556a, 
:7=; see also :79–;5). It may be that in any situation of intense af> lia-

:. The ACT UP Oral History Project “is a collection of interviews with surviving mem-
bers of the AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power, New York. The project is coordinated by 
Jim Hubbard and Sarah Schulman, with camera work by James Wentzy (in New York) 
and S. Leo Chiang (on the West Coast). The purpose of this project is to present compre-
hensive, complex, human, collective, and individual pictures of the people who have made 
up ACT UP/New York” (http://www.actuporalhistory.org/about/index.html; accessed De-
cember 89, 8554). Schulman made this comment at a program at New York University, 
“Read My Lips: Research and the ACT UP Oral History Project” on April :=, 855<.
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tion, individuals oscillate between a sense of belonging and feelings of 
alienation.2 As well, many ACT UP chapters experienced painful inter-
nal conF icts in their later years (I explore those conF icts in chapter 4).

Nevertheless, almost all of the interviews I have conducted and read 
show remarkable similarity in people’s descriptions of what it felt like to 
participate in ACT UP; interviewees repeatedly speak of the exhilara-
tion of protest actions and meetings, the erotic atmosphere of meetings, 
feelings of camaraderie and connection with others in the movement, 
and a sense of ful> llment that derived from engaging in meaning-
ful activities and taking part in something larger than oneself. In their 
repetition, the quotations provide a strong sense of how numerous 
participants—spanning racial and gender identi> cations, HIV status, 
age—experienced ACT UP.

To Jeff Edwards, ACT UP/Chicago meetings were “electric”: “There 
were so many energetic and smart people doing so many things. . . . So 
much was happening in that room. There was so much passion, and imag-
ination, and urgency” (Edwards 8555a). Kendall Thomas also used the 
metaphor of electricity to describe his > rst ACT UP/NY meeting, a met-
aphor that speaks to the affective charge of ACT UP: “It was just elec-
trifying. The apparent democratic character of the gatherings, the appar-
ent commitment to an egalitarian ethic in which who you were or what 
you were was secondary to the passion and strength of your commitment 
while you were there in that room or in a committee meeting. The sexiness 
of it, the libidinal energy was palpable, alongside the real anger” (Thomas 
8558).3 ACT UP/NY member Maxine Wolfe pointed to the “combination 
of serious politics and joyful living” as one of ACT UP’s greatest qual-
ities, something that she thought not only distinguished ACT UP from 
many left movements but that helped to sustain ACT UP as well.

People would party really hard. We would go and do actions where we really 
put our bodies on the line, and then we’d go out and party all night. . . . If you 
don’t have a community, if you don’t have a way of being, of people that you 
can be with, who make you feel good about who you are, about what you’re 
doing, as you’re doing that stuff, you’re not going to stay in it. You can’t. It 
just becomes a drudge. And, I think that was one of the things that was amaz-

8. Thank you to Mary Patten who helped me to articulate it this way.
6. Thomas’ use of the word apparent here is signi> cant, indicating some of the critique 

that Thomas eventually developed of ACT UP/NY. I return to that in chapter 4.
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ing about ACT UP. . . . We could have big parties at big venues, and people 
would come and dance their heads off, and then the next day, go out and get 
arrested. That combination is what you need, in order to continue. You need 
some life. (Wolfe 855=, :::–:8)

Many participants look back on their years in the movement as a period 
when the multiple aspects of their lives were integrated, with ACT UP as 
the unifying force. Lei Chou’s comments about the multiple ACT UP/NY 
meetings he attended every week were echoed by many others: “That was 
my whole life. Every night there was something going on.” When asked 
what it was like “to live in ACT UP,” Chou replied, “Well, you know, ev-
erybody in your phone book is somebody in ACT UP. When you go out to 
eat with friends, everybody at a table is from ACT UP. When you go out 
to bars, you see the other people from ACT UP” (Chou 8556, 8=–8<).

The following quotation from ACT UP/NY member Gregg Bordow-
itz conveys how enthralling and absorbing ACT UP was for him and for 
many of us:

ACT UP was everything. ACT UP was home. ACT UP was part of a support-
ive climate. It was a place to > nd sex. It was a place to have discussions. [To] 
form friendships which are still dear to me. I mean, it was just everything. It 
was all that it could possibly be. [ACT UP/NY] was huge. The meetings were 
just packed. You had to touch a hundred bodies to get across the room, it 
was a very erotically charged place to be. And that was part of it. I was into 
it. I was into that kind of politics. I had heard about revolutionary joy, but 
here was my time to experience it. I just loved it. . . . It was life-saving. It was 
a place to go to get support. It was a place to put all of my energies into. . . . 
ACT UP provided the possibility of not being alone. It was life-af> rming. 
And yeah, it was everything. It was my world. . . . I went to an ACT UP meet-
ing every night at some point, which was kind of a little bit crazy, but I needed 
to put my energy somewhere. . . . There were a lot of people who were throw-
ing all of their energy [into ACT UP], like nothing else mattered. I don’t re-
member anything else from that period. I was working full time. And I was 
in school. I dropped out of school—a college degree, anything for the future 
didn’t seem necessary. I don’t remember anything except going to meetings 
and actions during that time. (Bordowitz 8558a; emphasis his)

People lived ACT UP, and one reason was that the movement gave 
many people a sense of belonging, perhaps for the > rst time. David Barr 
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walked into his > rst ACT UP/NY meeting in May :9;7 and said to him-
self, “Oh my God, I’m home. . . . I had been waiting for this. I liked the 
energy in the room and I liked the approach. . . . It was really sexy. There 
were all these really cute guys and they were interesting and they were 
political and I had just never seen [anything like] it before. I thought, ‘Fi-
nally, I’ve been looking for this all my life.’ I really felt like I was home” 
(Barr 8558).

Charles King recalls being moved, bodily, at his > rst ACT UP/NY 
meeting: “Standing in the back of a packed room at the Gay and Les-
bian Community Center, I found myself heaving dry sobs, hoping no one 
could see my visceral reaction. At last there was something I could do. 
I could > ght back. And even if we didn’t win, I wouldn’t be going down 
alone” (King 8557). Moisés Agosto characterized his > rst ACT UP/NY 
meeting as “like a religious experience” in the sense that he had tested 
HIV-positive a few years earlier, had had almost no one with whom to 
discuss AIDS, and then he walked into a room with “a bunch of > red-up 
people” who “really wanted to make a difference, really > ghting for 
their lives, literally,” people to whom Agosto felt he could relate (Ago-
sto 8558, 7).

ACT UP was an emotionally enticing place. Although ACT UP/NY 
member Allan Robinson was critical of the racism he encountered in 
ACT UP, he found that “an energy in the room” made him go back, 
“again and again” (Hunter :996, <9). He recalled, “Outside of all my 
criticism, I found an energy in the organization that was frankly excit-
ing. That energy helped me deal with the loss, anger, and the frustration 
with societal indifference I was encountering. I think that, in retrospect, 
ACT UP has satis> ed that need for many people. So many people need 
that kind of conduit to deal with those feelings” (Hunter :996, 45). As 
I discuss in the next chapter, ACT UP was a place that normalized and 
thereby authorized anger, that allowed people to shelve their grief for a 
period and instead “turn grief into anger,” a place that generated pride 
in queerness and in de> ant street activism.

Jim Eigo attended his > rst ACT UP/NY meeting by mistake but was 
so taken by it that he stayed.

I went to the Gay and Lesbian Community Services Center in November of 
:9;7. . . . I went there thinking I was going to a forum that Lambda Legal De-
fense was presenting on what we should do in the wake of the Bowers v. Hard-

wick decision. . . . This would have been about > fteen months after the deci-
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sion, and yet Lambda was having a forum on it, and it was going to be on the 
second F oor of the Community Services Center. But I thought it was on the 
> rst F oor. So, I sat down in an ACT UP meeting, and I very quickly knew that 
this was not Lambda. It was the most vital political meeting—even before the 
meeting started—the most vital group of people I’d ever sat among in my life. 
The table by the entry was full of literature that everybody was producing 
themselves and had out. And there was a buzz everywhere. And then when 
the meeting started—and it was quite clear that unlike any political meet-
ing I had ever been to in my life that this was really, actually being run by the 
people, from the F oor, for themselves, for those concerns that were central to 
their lives at this time—it just blew me away. I knew right away that it was a 
group that I had to become involved with immediately. (Eigo 855=, :;–:9)

After that > rst accidental meeting, Eigo did not miss a general meeting 
for “a few years,” and then only because he was out of town on ACT UP 
business (Eigo 8558, :79).

Marion Banzhaf also experienced ACT UP/NY meetings as deeply 
compelling. Prior to participating in ACT UP, Banzhaf had engaged in 
various feminist and left movements, including international solidarity 
organizations. ACT UP meetings felt different to her primarily because 
people literally were > ghting for their lives.

You can’t get much more vibrant and immediate than people who are facing 
life-and-death situations. . . . In the international solidarity work I had done, 
I didn’t actually ever go to any of the countries I did international solidarity 
work for. I didn’t go to Zimbabwe, I didn’t go to Namibia, I didn’t go to Pal-
estine. I still believed that those were life-and-death situations, but I wasn’t 
experiencing it myself, so I think that was really what kept me [coming to 
ACT UP]. It was just so raw and immediate. People would report that so and 
so who had been to the meeting last week had died the following week. Peo-
ple would cry. People would scream. People would really respond and get an-
gry and all, the whole gamut of emotions, and people were determined to 
work together to try to change this. (Banzhaf 8558)

Interviewed in :995, ACT UP/San Francisco member Michael Shriver 
similarly indicated how important it was to be up close with AIDS and 
death. “We intimately understand the epidemic because it is sitting next 
to us at a meeting” (quoted in Whiting :995).

ACT UP/Chicago member Jeanne Kracher noted that the immedi-
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acy of the AIDS crisis for herself and her intimates gave AIDS activ-
ism a different feel than the anti-imperialist activism with which she 
was familiar from years of doing international solidarity work. Kracher 
had participated in actions that, for example, shut down the South Afri-
can consulate on International Women’s Day in protest of the treatment 
of South African women living under apartheid. She continued to sup-
port that work, but she noted a difference, at the level of affect, between 
work on behalf of people whom she did not really know and AIDS ac-
tivism that was driven by the needs of her friends and her community. 
The AIDS crisis, she noted, “was about me. And it was about people 
who I [knew and] cared about.” And, she added, it was about the les-
bian and gay community. “It was about [homophobes] saying that lesbi-
ans and gays are bad because they’re spreading this disease. . . . I think it 
was about homophobia. . . . It was all about essentially how we were a pa-
riah in the world. . . . And so it was about me. I think I felt I owned it, the 
issue, on some level” (Kracher 8555).

Like others, Billy McMillan was moved by the sense that people in 
ACT UP/Chicago were in solidarity with one another, united in com-
mon cause: “I thrived on the camaraderie and needed it very much dur-
ing that period of my life. People in ACT UP validated my feelings that 
something was very wrong with the way things were. Our government 
and society had failed us. I felt empowered that there were other gays and 
lesbians who, like myself, . . . believed that we had to take matters into 
our own hands to help our community.” Being with others who shared 
his views about the crisis and the need to address it with direct action 
> lled McMillan with hope: “I felt a sense of connection to the people I 
was working with, and I felt that we were going to create change, that we 
were really going to change the world. And, being involved in ACT UP 
made me feel like I wasn’t going to die yet.” (McMillan 8555).

That sense of optimism, shared by many in the movement, was cor-
roborated by the respect and praise that ACT UP quickly garnered from 
people in the scienti> c-medical establishment, from pundits, and from the 
media, which I discuss in chapter <. Here I simply want to note the pow-
erful effects that such mainstream recognition had on many in the move-
ment who, as queers, were more than accustomed to being unaccepted, 
unseen, unrecognized. Consider the following comment by ACT UP/NY 
member Larry Kramer, quoted in a New York Times article that covered 
an ACT UP member’s disruption of Governor Mario Cuomo’s State 
of the State address in January :995. Requesting that the sergeant-at-
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arms stop dragging the protestor, G’dali Braverman, away, Cuomo 
paused to allow Braverman to speak. After responding with a defense of 
New York’s AIDS policies, Cuomo became solemn and declared: “You 
can argue with [the protester’s] timing and his taste. You cannot argue 
with his sincerity.” The New York Times then quoted Larry Kramer, 
who had been watching the speech on TV. “I burst into tears when I saw 
it. It’s just so moving to be taken seriously, to see Cuomo actually let the 
guy speak” (Sack :995). ACT UP was a movement that empowered its 
participants, many of whom for the > rst time experienced what it was 
like “to be taken seriously” as openly gay people asking something of 
state and society, to be heard and even respected.

ACT UP’s radicalism—in the realms of sex, tactics, critique, and 
vision—was vitally important to the movement’s meteoric rise and F our-
ishing. As I argued in chapter 8, in the wake of Hardwick, queer folks 
embraced a militancy that the mainstream lesbian and gay movement 
had rejected in the early :975s. Hardwick opened a new emotional-
political imaginative space, and ACT UP emerged within that space; as 
stated at the start of every ACT UP general meeting, we were united 
in anger and committed to direct action to end the AIDS crisis. ACT 
UP leveled a powerful critique against the state and its dominant insti-
tutions and ushered in alternative modes of feeling, thinking, and be-
ing for many lesbians and gay men, many of whom began to identify 
as queer. ACT UP’s radical potential is part of what attracted Kendall 
Thomas to the movement. “I was invested in the idea of helping to create 
a queer public sphere that wasn’t about civil rights, but rather was about 
freedom, which is larger and more audacious and bolder than a simple 
demand for civil rights. And ACT UP seemed to be an organizational 
framework for that kind of politics” (Thomas 8558). Many participants 
were drawn to ACT UP because it allowed, indeed encouraged, people 
to be angry at state and society, to embrace confrontational tactics, to be 
in-your-face queer. Even more, to be in a room overF owing with politi-
cally like-minded individuals, with people who shared your sense of po-
litical possibility, generated feelings of camaraderie and a strong sense of 
belonging.

Another aspect of ACT UP that participants frequently mentioned in 
their interviews and that drew many to the movement was its democratic 
character. As indicated in quotations above, both Kendall Thomas and 
Jim Eigo initially were struck by the democratic ethos within the move-
ment. Other participants were as well. Contrasting ACT UP/NY to other 
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political groups she had been in, Marion Banzhaf recalled ACT UP as 
“very exciting, because this was a different kind of group. It was not a 
top-down group, it was a bottom-up group, even though there were hier-
archies within ACT UP about who was cool and who got to cruise whom 
and who got to do what. It was still a very democratic group” (Banzhaf 
8555). Jeanne Kracher made a similar comparison regarding ACT UP/
Chicago. “Compared to anything else I had been involved with, [ACT 
UP/Chicago meetings] were extremely democratic. In retrospect, I don’t 
know how democratic they were, probably not as much as I would like 
to fantasize or romanticize that they were. But [in contrast to] the way 
certain groups are run, [in ACT UP] people got the chance to speak” 
(Kracher 8555). Jeff Edwards concurred, describing ACT UP/Chicago 
meetings as having an “egalitarian feel” to them: “Certainly some peo-
ple had more power than others, but anybody could walk in and conceiv-
ably get a project going” (Edwards 8555a).

ACT UP/Chicago member Ferd Eggan described an instance when 
these democratic principles manifested themselves at a precarious mo-
ment during a national demonstration in Chicago. Because of its large 
size and ACT UP’s militancy, the demonstration had F owed into the 
street by that point, but police of> cers on horses were blocking our way.

We were surrounded by all the horses and everything. And so I got on the 
mike and just asked people whether they wanted to > ght through the horses 
and take the streets, or not. . . . And we actually voted in the middle of 
the street that we would just take the street. . . . People decided that they 
would just > ght through the horses and go take the street. And then we did. 
And I think that was my favorite moment, really, because it was like peo-
ple deciding what to do, en masse, right in the middle of this demonstration. 
(Eggan :999)

I remember the exhilaration of that moment as well—more than a thou-
sand activists collectively deliberating in the street and ultimately decid-
ing to push our way through the phalanx of cops and horses. The sense 
of freedom generated through de> ant and collective self-determination 
was thrilling. We had a tactical leadership team for every protest action, 
the members of which rotated from action to action, but they were never 
authorized to control the demonstration or its participants; their job was 
to be attuned to all facets of the demonstration, to facilitate decision-
making on the spot if necessary, to assist af> nity groups if asked, and 
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more generally to ensure that the action went off smoothly. As a move-
ment, ACT UP was committed to democratic practices in meetings and 
during actions, and that enactment of a participatory form of decision-
making was exciting in part because collective self-rule is generally ab-
sent from most of our lives. Remarking on her interviewees’ enthusiasm 
about ACT UP/NY’s democratic, fast-paced, and action-oriented meet-
ings, Cvetkovich suggests that participants were taken by “the utopian 
sense of the possibility of a collective” (Cvetkovich 8556a, :;=).

As a collectivity, ACT UP participants shared many values, but the 
movement fended off groupthink more or less successfully with its cau-
cus and af> nity group structure—a facet of the movement that contrib-
uted greatly to ACT UP’s non-hierarchical, decentralized, and demo-
cratic character and that participants found particularly compelling. 
Caucuses of women, people of color, and people with immune-system 
disorders (PISD) provided a degree of autonomy to those underrepre-
sented groups and allowed differences of identity to F ourish, at least ini-
tially, within the collectivity of ACT UP. Self-organized af> nity groups 
of people who wanted to engage in civil disobedience or direct action to-
gether similarly operated relatively autonomously from the larger group. 
They had great latitude in designing actions and projecting messages. 
In a given action, one group might block the door to a building, another 
might scale the building to hang a banner, another might block traf> c 
with street theater, while another might take over an of> ce inside the 
building. This cellular, self-organizing structure engendered creative, 
exciting, and mediagenic demonstrations, but more than that, it allowed 
for multiplicity within the movement—in terms of priorities, tactics, de-
meanor, and identity. Gregg Bordowitz favored this decentralized model 
of activism in part because it allowed “af> nity groups [to] do anything 
they wanted,” although of course “within parameters” such as adhering 
to principles of nonviolence. “ACT UP [New York] was not one mono-
lithic institution. It was a group of people who met every Monday night. 
Many of them were parts of smaller groups, or cells, or af> nity groups 
within the larger group. And those af> nity groups to some extent had, if 
not a separate life, a life outside the group. So it was much more molecu-
lar in structure” (Bordowitz 8558b, 84, 89).

Af> nity groups often stayed together for years, and strong bonds of 
affection developed among members. Jim Eigo recalled a member from 
his af> nity group, Wave 6, becoming ill and the other Wave 6 members 
becoming that person’s support system. “We were there at the hospital 
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1-()%" <. A PISD Caucus af> nity group action at a national ACT UP demonstration in 
Chicago, April 86, :995. Photo by Rex Wockner.

the whole time. And the months that he was at the hospital, we pretty 
much trans> gured the AIDS ward over at Beth Israel, and all the doc-
tors, after being pretty wary of us at the beginning, came to like us. . . . 
We were virtually the support system for Brian, who was estranged from 
his family” (Eigo 855=, <8). Eigo noted that those sorts of af> nity group 
activities, along with small social gatherings of af> nity group members, 
created “close-knit communities within communities” and tremendous 
feelings of trust and solidarity.

They really mortar a group together. And when you’re getting arrested, 
there might be a few people who are out there, who are gung-ho about get-
ting arrested and really have no fear, but I was never arrested when I didn’t 
have fear. . . . If an af> nity group did something that put your bodies on the 
line, . . . I’ll speak, at least for myself, my fear level was always very high, and 
I don’t know if I could have done it without a group of people [with whom] I 
felt close. . . . Some of them were people I was as close to as any people I’ve 
been to, in my life. So, those, in some ways, were the little cells within ACT 
UP. And, I think, many people within ACT UP could tell you similar stories 
about the af> nity groups, the special caucuses, the committees, the subcom-
mittees that they worked in, within ACT UP. (<6)
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Indeed, from Eigo’s perspective, af> nity groups and caucuses were 
the crucial glue holding ACT UP together: “The only way you could 
get four hundred people coming together weekly—and at our height, 
we could draw on about > fteen hundred people coming to our biggest 
demonstration—the only way you could do that, I think, is if there were 
these small, hyper-active groups of people who felt really close to each 
other” (<6–<=).

These quotations, largely unadorned, provide a sense of how partici-
pants experienced ACT UP. The content of these quotations and of oth-
ers below, especially their repetition of similar sentiments, forcefully 
attests to the important role that feelings played in spurring and sustain-
ing participation in the movement. They show that ACT UP, > lled with 
people > ghting for their lives and their community, was emotionally in-
tense: participants felt a strong sense of urgency and solidarity, meet-
ings were heady and affectively rousing, the movement enticed through 
its sexual and creative atmosphere. Itself a project in world-making, par-
ticipation in ACT UP was life-af> rming and engendered optimism that 
activists might be able to stop the AIDS crisis and save lives. The quota-
tions themselves, saturated with these sentiments, provide some expla-
nation for why queer folks F ocked to ACT UP and remained into the 
:995s. In what follows, I extend this analysis of the affective dimensions 
of ACT UP, > rst considering how ACT UP’s sexual culture helped the 
movement develop and F ourish.

ACT UP’s Erotics

Participants consistently remark on ACT UP’s vibrant sexual atmo-
sphere, suggesting that its erotic climate played a powerful role in at-
tracting people and sustaining their participation.4 Ferd Eggan described 
ACT UP meetings as > lled with “a lot of sexual feeling and validation,” 
observing that the movement provided “an opening for a lot of peo-
ple, of possibilities, and a lot of people took advantage of them” (Eggan 
:999). Marion Banzhaf recalled, “It was a time that I was exploring non-

=. In terms of movement sustainability, it is important that ACT UP itself was a sexu-
alized space. See Goodwin :997 for an account that illustrates how sexual and affectual 
ties between movement members and those outside the movement led to “libidinal with-
drawal” from the group and contributed to the disintegration of the Huk movement in the 
Philippines. I found no evidence that that played a role in ACT UP’s decline.
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monogamy for myself in a different way than I had ever done. . . . I had 
more queer sex in ACT UP than I had had in my whole life” (Banzhaf 
8558). Karl Soehnlein of ACT UP/NY recalled having sex “with dozens 
and dozens of guys in ACT UP.” In a challenge to negative ideas about 
promiscuity, and reF ecting ACT UP’s sex-radical ethos, Soehnlein de-
scribed himself during this period as “really promiscuous, in a really ex-
citing, great way” (Soehnlein 8556, 8;). ACT UP/Chicago member Mi-
chael Thompson described Chicago’s meetings as “really sexy,” adding, 
“there were just a lot of hormones [in the air] at all times.” He was par-
ticularly taken with the sexual expressiveness of lesbians in ACT UP: 
“To be around lesbians who were also being sexy was really cool. Be-
cause that [intermixing of men and women] is not something that gener-
ally happens in the queer world. It was generally segregated” (Thomp-
son 8555).

Polly Thistlethwaite fondly remembered ACT UP/NY’s meetings at 
the Gay and Lesbian Community Center in Greenwich Village: peo-
ple sat in each other’s laps, brushed up against one another, and cruised 
each other (Thistlethwaite :996). In :9;;, ACT UP/NY member Maria 
Maggenti described the sexual feel of the meetings and the effect it was 
having on her: “I [leave] the meetings feeling incredibly sexy. . . . [F]eeling 
sexy, feeling beautiful, makes you feel very much alive. . . . It’s the most 
subversive way anyone could respond to this crisis” (France :9;;, 64). 
Jeff Edwards remembered ACT UP/Chicago meetings as occurring in a 
“very sexually charged environment.” He noted in particular the effect 
that the positive sexual atmosphere had in countering earlier discourses 
that had made gay men ashamed of their sexual desires and practices, and 
afraid to have sex: “That was great, I think especially because . . . I was 
listening to people having discussions in the mid-’;5s saying, ‘You can’t 
kiss anybody.’ [In ACT UP] there was an opening up of a greater sexual 
freedom again” (Edwards 8555a). Edwards credited ACT UP with help-
ing him and other gay men to “push ourselves beyond” a “cloudy period” 
that had prevailed during the > rst years of the epidemic. “The whole is-
sue about shame and isolation and the anti-sex stuff. I really think that 
we brought something back, about being open about being sexual beings 
and having fun. I think ACT UP made that happen” (Edwards 8555a). 
Jim Eigo similarly noted that ACT UP/NY “was in some ways almost 
the > rst place that you could celebrate sexuality, after AIDS hit” (Eigo 
855=, <4). He credits ACT UP/NY’s erotic atmosphere with the meteoric 
rise of the movement: “One reason ACT UP took off so quickly was be-
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cause its weekly meeting was the sexiest space in the city for a gay guy 
to be on a Monday night. Urban gay men had seen their community sex 
spaces erode in the age of AIDS. ACT UP would be a > rst stand in re-
claiming that space, in asserting our right to it” (Eigo 8558,:;=). A state-
ment from ACT UP/NY member David Robinson in :9;; supports Ei-
go’s claim: “On Monday nights, the place to be is at one of our meetings” 
(France :9;;, 64). Noting that an ACT UP activist played a role model 
for a confused young man in the :995 porn > lm More of a Man, political 
scientist Dennis Altman argued that this indicated that “the gay/AIDS 
politics of the current period has now been integrated into sexual fanta-
sies in a quite remarkable way: ‘the activist’ now becomes de> ned as an 
object of desire, thus legitimating political activity at the level of the li-
bido” (Altman :99=, 9:). ACT UP’s erotic atmosphere made its politics 
sexy too.

Given the prevailing climate of sexual fear in the late :9;5s—in both 
gay and straight worlds—ACT UP’s celebration of queer sexuality was 
a political act. Indeed, many ACT UP members experienced their bod-
ies as the battleground on which the AIDS war was being fought, both 
in terms of HIV and its related illnesses, and in terms of sexual freedom. 
Jeanne Kracher saw ACT UP’s sexual culture as a form of resistance to 
dominant society’s efforts to “shut us down sexually” (Kracher 8555). 
Maria Maggenti viewed ACT UP’s sexual politics similarly:

Here are all these people who are coping with an illness that is transmitted 
sexually. So, to be sexual in de> ance of that, happily sexual, using condoms 
or other forms of safe sex, was extremely bold. And, it was especially bold to 
say that you were still going to have sex and fuck and be a cocksucker and all 
these things, when there was so much shame attached to the fact that this dis-
ease was sexually transmitted. (Maggenti 8556, <8)

ACT UP recuperated queer sexuality in part by creating a new venue 
where sex and activism were thoroughly joined. B. C. Craig, a lesbian 
who was a member of both ACT UP/NY and ACT UP/Boston, pointed 
to this connection: “Especially in a time when gay bars and baths had 
such a bad reputation because of the scare of AIDS, ACT UP was a place 
that you could go and be sexy and sociable and still feel like you were 
dealing with the crisis instead of denying it. And so, ACT UP has always 
had a real history of a lot of sexual dynamics going on” (Quoted in Co-
hen :99;, :6;). Karl Soehnlein noted that his erotic desires helped to ani-
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mate and sustain his involvement in ACT UP/NY. At the very > rst meet-
ing he attended, in June :9;7, a man stood up and asked for volunteers 
for a task related to the upcoming Gay Pride Parade. Soehnlein recalled:

And he’s blonde and hunky and muscle-y, and I was like, “I’ll sign up! You’re 
sexy.” And that was part of [the excitement], too. It was sexy. I was 8: and sur-
rounded by all these men who were so attractive to me, and that was part of 
it, absolutely, that was part of it . . . for many of us who were involved in ACT 
UP, who were in our early 85s. It was this sexy place to go. You didn’t have to 
always go to clubs and bars. We would go to an ACT UP meeting, do some-
thing important, be part of that, but also get this kind of jones off the whole 
thing. (Soehnlein 8556, 7)

Sex and politics went hand in hand in ACT UP, and this characteristic 
of the movement challenges standard dualisms that suggest that the pres-
ence of supposedly private phenomena like intimacies threatens the os-
tensible rationality of the political public sphere. Rather than impeding 
ACT UP’s political activities, the sexual and social climate in many ways 
was, in Cvetkovich’s words, a “foundation of the group’s power” (8556a, 
:;<), a force that invigorated many activists. Rather than posing a threat 
to group solidarity—here I recall Freud’s arguments about group cohe-
sion being threatened by non–aim-inhibited libidinal ties among some 
members (:9<9, esp. 98–97)—even dyadic sexual relations among ACT 
UP members seem to have bolstered participation in the movement, in 
part because ACT UP’s self-identity entailed a celebration of queer sex-
ual expression of all sorts. In line with the movement’s ethos, having 
queer sex enacted, simultaneously, sexual desire for another individual 
as well as love for the group and its sex radicalism. When asked if the so-
cializing within ACT UP ever distracted from the activism, ACT UP/
NY member Trina Johnson replied,

I would say that actually the passion fuels us, that passion and desire keep us 
going. We want to keep having sex, we want to keep being queer. . . . And see-
ing people we can fuck right in front of us almost makes you want to say, “This 
is really important, I want to live this way, I’ve got to be able to continue liv-
ing, and so I’ve got to work on these issues.” (Quoted in Cohen :99;, :=6–==)

Having sex surely satis> ed individuals’ libidinal desires, but it also 
contributed to group cohesiveness. Jean Carlomusto noted the following 
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about ACT UP/NY’s sexiness: “It was a great part about being involved 
with ACT UP. The men were having sex with men, the women were hav-
ing sex with women, men and women were having sex with each other.5 
It boiled down to the Emma Goldman saying, ‘If I can’t dance, I don’t 
want your revolution.’ If we can’t fuck, what are we doing here?” (Carlo-
musto 8558, 86). For many of us, there was no distance between sex and 
politics: meetings were > lled with F irtation, cruising, touching, and kiss-
ing, along with heady discussions with life-and-death stakes, discussions 
that themselves were sexy in their intensity. ACT UP’s ethos made hav-
ing queer sex, and lots of it, feel like a political act, and the close physical 
contact of our civil disobedience actions, along with our chants and pro-
paganda and the ACT UP uniform itself—T-shirt, jeans, leather jacket, 
combat boots—sexualized ACT UP protests. There was an erotic charge 
to everything we did. Probably as a result, even meetings that went on for 
hours often felt electrifying rather than tedious. Participants recall how 
exciting it felt simply walking into the room just prior to the start of the 
meeting—people kissed and hugged hello—and that energy often contin-
ued after the meetings, as people hung around socializing and then went 
out for a late-night dinner. That continuous sexual energy drew people 
to the movement and helped to sustain our participation.

ACT UP’s Humor

Along with its erotics, the movement was awash in campy humor, as well 
as sheer fun. Jeanne Kracher contrasted her experience in ACT UP to 
other social movements and suggested that ACT UP’s humorous and joy-
ful atmosphere, especially given a context where death was ever-present, 
played an important role in sustaining people’s participation. “Given all 
the death and everything, we had an incredible amount of fun. And there 
was a lot of humor. The movement just had so much humor. . . . I think 
people could laugh at themselves. . . . And all the gay cultural stuff, from 
the dancing to the drag stuff to the sex stuff made it all a much more fun 
movement to be a part of” (Kracher 8555).

In the face of homophobia and other indignities, AIDS activists 
camped it up. At a national demonstration at the White House in June 

<. Carlomusto’s remark here refers to queer men and women having sex with one an-
other. I discuss the sexual F uidity within ACT UP in the next chapter.
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:9;7, activists sitting in the middle of the street chanted, “Your gloves 
don’t match your shoes, you’ll see it on the news!” as police wearing 
bright yellow rubber gloves moved in to arrest them, apparently warned 
that they otherwise might “catch” AIDS in the process. Gilbert Mar-
tínez, a founding member of the Latino Caucus of ACT UP/NY, recalls 
F irting with the police of> cer who arrested him at a demonstration tar-
geting the NIH in :995: “When I was arrested at NIH, this real hunky 
cop asked me if I wanted to walk or be carried. And I said, ‘Are you kid-
ding me? I would never walk and pass up the opportunity of being held 
in your arms’ ” (POZ :997, 46). Activists sometimes even responded to 
death and grief with humor. Marion Banzhaf remembered a New York 
af> nity group satirizing the frequent ACT UP chant “How many more 
must die?!” when it made a T-shirt that said, “Harmony Moore Must 
Die.” It was an instance of “turning this expression about genocide and 
loss into an internal satire” that only ACT UP members would under-
stand. In a climate of bigotry, antigay violence, illness, death, and unend-
ing if submerged grief, campy humor was a creative response that offered 
much-needed psychic relief and release. Humor was a way of making the 
pain that queers were suffering in this moment less painful. Banzhaf put 
it this way: “Even in the face of all the loss, we still had fun, and we 
needed to create fun in order to continue to deal with the loss, actu-
ally” (Banzhaf 8558). Writer and ACT UP/San Francisco member Ben-
jamin Shepard concurs: “That was the beauty of ACT UP. The group of-
fered an outlet for an otherwise horrendous situation. Sometimes it was 
through humor, style, and camp; sometimes it was through direct action” 
(Shepard 8558, :6).

ACT UP’s direct action and protests frequently combined the seri-
ous with the humorous. In October :9;9, ACT UP/Chicago unveiled its 
“Freedom Bed” (> g. 4) in downtown Chicago at a demonstration orga-
nized with an abortion rights organization, Emergency Clinic Defense 
Coalition (ECDC). The protest was for abortion rights and for compre-
hensive and free medical treatment for people with AIDS, both issues 
with high stakes. Activists performed safe-sex skits on the bed, with lots 
of rollicking about, sexiness, and occasional > ghting off of intrusions 
from Supreme Court Justices, Jesse Helms, and local politicians who were 
anti-abortion, antigay, and standing in the way of the > ght against AIDS. 
Photographs show the crowd of demonstrators laughing hysterically as 
those in the performance wrestled Chief Justice Rehnquist out of the 
bed. ACT UP’s street theater often included scathing and comical sat-
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1-()%" 4. ACT UP/Chicago members performing on the “freedom bed” at a demonstra-
tion for AIDS and abortion rights held by ACT UP/Chicago and the Emergency Clinic 
Defense Coalition, downtown Chicago, October 4, :9;9. (Photographer unknown.)

ires of people we were targeting, along with lots of drag, sexual innu-
endo, and jokes.

Even ACT UP’s “unsexy” and unglamorous actions often combined 
the sobering and the humorous. At a September :99: demonstration in 
Madison, Wisconsin, to protest Governor Tommy Thompson’s inaction 
in the face of the AIDS crisis in Wisconsin prisons, members of ACT 
UP staged a grim mock suffocation-by-towel in protest of the death of 
Donald Woods, smothered to death by prison guards allegedly attempt-
ing to prevent contracting HIV from Woods’ saliva (Schmitz :99:).6 
More humorously, demonstrators also smeared peanut butter and jelly 
sandwiches on the walls of the state building and threw additional PBJ 
sandwiches at the governor’s of> ce in protest of the Department of Cor-
rections’ assertion that PBJ was a suf> cient nutritional supplement for 
prisoners with AIDS.7

ACT UP participants sometimes injected queer sensibilities and hu-

4. It was known at that time that HIV could not be transmitted through contact with an 
HIV-positive person’s saliva.

7. ACT UP’s demands included investigations into the deaths of two people with AIDS 
in Wisconsin prisons, compassionate early release of terminally ill prisoners, adequate nu-
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mor into the most unreceptive of places. At a national ACT UP ac-
tion in April :995 for universal health care, close to one hundred and 
> fty AIDS activists from across the country were arrested in Chicago, 
effectively overwhelming the city’s jail system. Because there were not 
enough jail cells for all of us, the police put everyone into a large room, 
unsegregated by gender. We were euphoric from the protest action and 
happy to be together, so there was a lot of animated discussion along 
with hugging and kissing and general excitement. Our jubilant conversa-
tions quickly reached a high pitch, and the of> cer in charge tried to gain 
control over the room by demanding that we cease kissing and that we sit 
“girl-boy-girl-boy.” His order was met with giggles as we all rearranged 
ourselves like obedient school children (the gender queers among us en-
sured that we weren’t that obedient). Then, at frequent intervals, ACT 
UP/Chicago member Ortez Alderson stood up and reminded us all that 
“there is to be noooooo same-sex kissing in the jail,” and on cue we all 
resumed kissing, boys with boys, girls with girls, girls with boys, gender 
queers with all.

Those lighter parts of ACT UP were attractive even to people who 
were more on the margins of the movement. Bill Snow, for example, al-
ways felt “somewhat out of place” in ACT UP/NY. He went to meetings 
and stood in the back, mainly listening and watching the process, as well 
as checking out the guys. “It wasn’t my social life, it wasn’t my social cir-
cle,” Snow recalled, but he continued to attend meetings, in part because 
he was HIV-positive and was seeking information, but also because “it 
was fun. It was always exciting” (Snow 8556, =, :6). ACT UP/NY mem-
ber Larry Kramer credited the fun that people had in the movement with 
helping to sustain ACT UP: “A great part of what keeps us together, be-
sides our common goals, is that it’s a lot of fun” (quoted in Solomon :9;9, 
:8:). Years later, Maria Maggenti concurred. After describing an ACT 
UP road trip that included being refused service by motel managers who 
did not want gay men with AIDS staying in their rooms, Maggenti de-
scribed the wonderful time they had when they took a day off from activ-
ism and went to the beach:

That to me was the glue that kept that group together. From the outside, it 
looked like everyone was always yelling, “Fuck you, government, and fuck 

tritional supplements for people with AIDS, and provision of safe-sex information and 
condoms to prisoners.
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you __________,” but in fact, the kind of behind-the-scenes of it was a lot of 
parties, a lot of drinking, a lot of eating, a lot of love affairs, and extraordi-
nary friendships. That’s what kept me in it for so long. It couldn’t just have 
been “doing the right thing,” although that was obviously a motivating fac-
tor, and a signi> cant factor. That was also the glue. But it was also a lot of fun. 
(Quoted in Cvetkovich 8556a, :78)

ACT UP’s Intensities

ACT UP was affectively intense, and that quality, inextricably inter-
twined with ACT UP’s sexiness, humor, and fun, drew people to the 
movement and inspired them to return again and again.8 Being sur-
rounded by illness and death and collectively > ghting the state and dom-
inant social institutions on issues with life-and-death stakes > lled our 
lives with meaning and purpose and generated immense feelings of 
connection and love toward one another. Gregg Bordowitz was exag-
gerating only slightly when he remarked, “everybody was in love with 
everybody.”

There was this intense sense of comradeship and closeness. We were all 
brought together and felt close because of the meaningfulness of the work, 
and the fact that people were dying, and people in the group were getting 
sick. It created this feeling, a heightened intensity. Emotions were very pow-
erful within the group, and they were on the surface of the group. Often peo-
ple would cry in meetings, or people would get enraged in meetings. It was in-
tense that way. And also, that fuels Eros. That fueled attraction, people clung 
to each other, not necessarily in a desperate way, but people found com-
fort in each other. They enjoyed each other. It was very physical. (Bordowitz 
8558b, <8)

Love drove and sustained our activism.
Artist and ACT UP/Chicago member Mary Patten has written about 

the intensity of life in ACT UP, highlighting the ways in which our activ-
ism and every other aspect of our lives were inseparably, and deliciously, 
entangled: “A friend remembers: ‘Those were the days when we would 

;. Collins 855= discusses the attraction of situations that > ll individuals with emotional 
energy.



1-()%" 7. Die-in at national ACT UP demonstration in Chicago, April 86, :995. Photo by 
Linda Miller.
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go into Suzie B’s (a since-closed dyke bar), and we knew everybody (and 
everyone knew us).’ The connective tissue between our ‘private’ and our 
‘public’ lives—between the ways we did political work and organizing, 
had sex, played, theorized, and mourned—was strong, elastic, sometimes 
barely noticeable” (Patten :99;, 6;9). Patten’s friend is me, and I recall 
the loss I was feeling when I said that to her after ACT UP’s decline. 
As Patten notes, our social, sexual, emotional, intellectual, and political 
lives were tightly interwoven. It bears repeating that ACT UP meetings 
were more than meetings; they were a place to > ght AIDS, and they also 
were cruising grounds, a chance to channel one’s grief and frustration 
and to revitalize feelings of anger and pride, a place to struggle, learn, 
and grow, an opportunity to enact newly emerging queer identities,9 and 
a place to reimagine the world. Sexual liaisons were a chance to have sex, 
and also a way to learn more about safe sex as well as an opportunity to 
elaborate queer theory. Parties allowed us to dream up our next action 
and to mourn the most recent deaths. Creative demonstrations provided 
fodder for theorizing, while study groups reinvigorated our street activ-
ism. Every aspect of our lives connected to every other, and it all seemed 
vital. Engaged in world-making with like-minded people, we felt exuber-
ant, joyous, engaged, connected to one another, sexy, and consequential. 
Ferd Eggan put it this way: “People reveled in that sense of accomplish-
ment, sense of being together, sense of transgressing, being able to ex-
press sexuality in a bigger way than they had ever been able to before” 
(Eggan :999). To be sure, there were conF icts within the movement, but 
for a number of years we addressed them in a manner that, for many 
members, maintained strong positive feelings and identi> cation with the 
movement and with one another.

Maxine Wolfe described the feel of the early years in this way:

[In] the beginning [there] was an incredible sense not just of empowerment 
but of connection, of collectivity. . . . On [ACT UP’s] > rst year anniversary, 
we had a party at this little teeny club. . . . And you know at the end this guy 
Brad Ball . . . sang [“Getting To Know You.”] People cried. Cried. I mean 
you know it was like > nally having a group to do something about this ep-
idemic, to be lesbian and gay in, to connect with on more than the isolated 
level that people had been dealing with in the lesbian and gay community 

9. I discuss the rebirth of queer in the following chapter.
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here for years. Okay. For years. . . . [T]hat was :9;; and you know people 
hadn’t felt that connected since the early ’75s. (Wolfe :996)

ACT UP/NY member Vito Russo recalled people camping it up and 
singing Broadway tunes, Motown hits, and pop classics at that same > rst 
year anniversary party: “People were really celebrating their friendship. 
And I’ll never forget, this quiet guy in glasses who never said much sat 
down at the piano and sang, ‘I Got You Babe.’ And said, ‘I just want to 
tell you all how happy I am to be with you.’ It was a group that had been 
strangers a year before” (quoted in Span :9;9, D=).

ACT UP/Chicago member Carol Hayse recalled the strong sense of 
solidarity that developed between gay men and lesbians, the “joy in re-
discovering each other” (Hayse 8555). ACT UP/Chicago’s Frank Sieple 
also recalled the intense connection he felt with other members of ACT 
UP: “The camaraderie just can’t be replaced. It’s like going, I’d imag-
ine, you know, people that go into some sort of battle together. . . . World 
War II, or something. And you’re with these people and planning things, 
and going through these things. And some people die, you know, it’s just 
like a war” (Sieple :999). Karl Soehnlein came to think of ACT UP/NY 
as his “chosen family.”

I quickly understood that I was closer to these people than I was to my own 
family at that point. My family was kind of coming along, slowly, with deal-
ing with having a gay son—and not only a gay son, but a gay son who was an 
activist. . . . Meanwhile, I was > nding all of this closeness, like I had never 
known with any friends before, with my comrades in ACT UP. “Comrades” 
seems like a good word for it. . . . It became a family. They were the people I 
wanted to be with at holidays. . . . Yeah, you know, we did things families do. 
We broke bread and we supported each other and we fought. It was a family. 
(Soehnlein 8556, :4)

Moved by one another’s courage and de> ance, we also brought one 
another to tears. Gay novelist and ACT UP/NY member David Leavitt 
marked the aftermath of a demonstration in South Carolina to protest 
that state’s AIDS policies—including a quarantine measure—as the mo-
ment that will stay with him the longest. After being bailed out of jail, 
ACT UP/NY members were in a motel room listening to radio coverage 
of their action. A native Carolinian who had participated in the protest 
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was being interviewed. At the end of the interview, the reporter asked 
him if he wanted to say who he was. Leavitt wrote,

He hesitated, explaining that coming out was something one had to do one 
step at a time; he paused; then he said his name and the town where he lived. 
The report ended with those words. . . . He’d spoken out, branded himself, 
gone public. Too many people in his life had died brutal deaths for him ever 
to be silent again. The radio switched off, we all sat there, humbled, pen-
sive. Then a rustling broke the quiet, “Walter’s lost a contact,” someone said. 
Of course—like most of us, he was crying. That’s what I’ll always remember 
best—the way, within a second, we were all on the F oor, feeling for that miss-
ing lens. (Leavitt :9;9, ;6)

The feelings spanned the spectrum. Bill Jesdale from ACT UP/Rhode Is-
land recalled that after ACT UP bene> ts his cheeks would hurt because 
he had spent the whole night laughing and smiling. “I just really felt like 
I had found where I belonged” (quoted in Cohen :99;, :89). Frank Sie-
ple emphasized how participating in ACT UP’s street protests > lled him 
with feelings of self-respect: “It was very liberating because you were ob-
viously standing up for something. And willing to get arrested for some-
thing. So you’ve got all this psychological stuff going on about standing 
up for yourself” (Sieple :999). In a world that so emphatically enacted 
disregard for gay men, lesbians, people with AIDS, a world that despised 
queer folks, to stand up for yourself and proudly and de> antly demand 
that state and society respond to the AIDS crisis was exhilarating.10

Most ACT UP participants were brought up in the United States, 
where radical politics and street activism are often derided as unneces-
sary and overwrought, so to be in a group that shared your values and 
your commitment to direct action was immensely important. That sense 
of connectivity and uni> ed purpose generated strong sentiments of sol-
idarity and intensi> ed identi> cation with the movement. John Weir re-
called ACT UP/NY as “the one place I could be where people had the 
same understanding of the world that I had” (quoted in Cohen :99;, :69). 
That sense of meaningful connection stayed with ACT UP/NY member 
Zoe Leonard even after she left ACT UP: “I have so much fondness and 
respect for the people I worked with in ACT UP. I feel like there’s some-
thing really special when I run into them. . . . You took a stand with this 

:5. For another example, see Members of C-FAR :9;;, :5.
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person. It’s knowing that in some very, very important way you shared at 
least some basic values with this person” (quoted in Cvetkovich 8556a, 
:4;). In the early years a sense of similar values and shared purpose, ar-
rived at through working together, generated and nourished strong senti-
ments of connection and camaraderie.

Such feelings helped encourage participants who might have been 
hesitant or fearful about engaging in confrontational activism. ACT UP/
Chicago member Tim Miller recalled the “excited and jubilant and con-
gratulatory and welcoming” atmosphere at the rally prior to the :9;; 
FDA demonstration, noting how important it was that there was a “sense 
of community,” given people’s anxieties about engaging in activism that 
de> ed authority and transgressed norms of public decorum: “I think 
parts of [the activism] were terrifying. You know. To certain people. I 
mean none of us were raised to be activists. We were always [taught] to 
be nice and considerate, and follow the rules. And we weren’t doing any 
of that all of a sudden” (Miller :999). Practices of solidarity validated 
and encouraged de> ant challenges to mainstream society’s norms re-
garding emotional comportment and political activism.

The sense of camaraderie also created a context that made it safer 

1-()%" ;. National ACT UP demonstration, Chicago, April 86, :995. Photo by Linda 
Miller.
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and easier for people with health-related needs to engage in civil disobe-
dience. An HIV-positive man from ACT UP/Rochester, N.Y. described 
the solidarity he felt with members of the PISD Caucus who were ar-
rested during the :9;; action at the FDA.

I feel a strong allegiance with the other people in PISD. . . . [A] number of us 
in PISD got arrested at the civil disobedience. . . . [T]he police tried to iso-
late and separate us. . . . [We made a number of health-related requests of the 
police.] It empowered me to be with people who supported me about what 
I needed, and it was empowering to be able to support the rest of the group 
with what they needed. I feel really alone sometimes; this gave me a wonder-
ful sense of connecting. (Hiraga :9;;, ;, :5)

The importance of practices of solidarity, especially across lines of 
difference, is evident in the following comments from Jeanne Kracher 
about a rally on the eve of a large national demonstration in Chicago at 
which different af> nity groups announced their actions:

The people of color caucus, which was calling itself the Harriet Tubman/
James Baldwin Brigade . . . got up and said, “Whatever the women are do-
ing at this demonstration, we’re going to support their action.” And then the 
PISD Caucus did the same thing. . . . They took this big stand which was: 
whatever action women are doing at this thing, we’re going to stand be-
hind them and support them in any way we can. (Kracher :996; see also 
Kracher 8555)

Kracher was moved by that show of solidarity: “It was the HIV-positive 
and immune-compromised people, and the people of color caucus, say-
ing ‘This is the moment that we put our bodies between the cops and the 
women so the women can accomplish what they’re going to do.’ And it 
was very meaningful” (Kracher 8555). An af> nity group of women from 
around the country were planning to build an AIDS ward for women 
in the street in order to draw attention to the issues facing women with 
HIV/AIDS and to challenge, directly, the fact that women were being 
denied entry into Cook County Hospital’s AIDS ward. The spoken soli-
darity from af> nity groups that had several HIV-positive gay male mem-
bers helped to validate the women’s emphasis on women with HIV/
AIDS, an issue that by then had become a bone of contention in some 
ACT UP chapters.
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People’s descriptions of what it felt like to participate in ACT UP re-
call Durkheim’s notion of collective effervescence. The term conveys the 
“transports of enthusiasm” and “a sort of electricity” that comes from 
people amassing and being physically close to one another in a man-
ner that “launches them to an extraordinary height of exaltation” (Dur-
kheim :99<, 8:7).11 Ferd Eggan, for example, recalls being awash with 
feelings of “solidarity, comfort, and belonging” when he joined other 
people with AIDS in the civil disobedience action at the Supreme Court 
as part of the :9;7 March on Washington. “In the midst of those kinds 
of mobilizations, it’s possible for me to feel angry. Angry at the govern-
ment, but also sort of buoyed up by this feeling of connection, of sol-
idarity. . . . [I was] swept up into the power of this immense group of 
people. It was a great feeling. It’s a terri> c feeling to be surrounded by 
this sea of humanity who are doing what you’re doing” (Eggan :999). 
The amassing of large numbers of people who see themselves as in some 
way connected and acting together for a collectively desired end gen-
erates, in Randall Collins’ words, a “bodily awareness of copresence” 
that can unleash immense “emotional energy” (855:, 8;). Movements, in 
that sense, are locations for the “transmission of affect” (Brennan 855=), 
sites where bodily intensities are relayed among participants.12 Demon-
strations felt euphoric to ACT UP/NY member Marina Alvarez, an af-
fective state generated by sentiments of camaraderie and identi> cation, 
especially across difference:

::. Durkheim discusses collective effervescence in the context of native Australian re-
ligious ceremonies that draw members of a clan together. A man of his time, he problemat-
ically asserted a thought/emotion dichotomy, privileging the former by suggesting that rea-
son should be able to subordinate emotion, and ascribing to “primitives” in particular an 
inability to control feelings. We can dispense with that baggage, however, and retain the 
term itself since it usefully describes important emotional synergies that can occur when 
masses of people come together in common cause.

:8. Here it is useful to note again the distinction I made in the introduction between af-
fects and emotions. Feminist philosopher Teresa Brennan argues that affect, unlike emo-
tions, can be transmitted. Emotions are not transmissible between people because an emo-
tion is an individual’s naming of a personal physical sensation. That naming is personal 
even if the names one uses are culturally shared. A particular emotion, then, is simply a 
linguistic phenomenon, a naming that another might adopt to describe her own feelings but 
not transmissible in the way that, say, energy, is. As an example, let’s say you happen upon a 
protest and see baton-wielding police poised to begin making arrests. Your body registers 
the intensities circulating within that scene and under some circumstances produces ana-
logical affects that prepare your body to respond. Your body takes in, literally, the scene 
and its circulating intensities, making them your own and preparing you to respond. What 
is infolded are intensities, affects, rather than someone else’s named emotions.
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I’ve never felt energy like the energy that we had in those marches. There was 
an energy that was exhilarating. . . . People were dying, and we were > ghting 
for people who were dying. We were from all kinds of backgrounds, all kinds 
of cultures. Who had red hair? I dyed my hair whatever—Spanish orange. 
Who had purple hair? Who was black? Who was poor? We were all together. 
Do you know the power I would feel when I would come back [from a dem-
onstration]? I tell you, I was on a natural high for about a week. (Quoted in 
Cvetkovich 8556a, :;7)

Carol Hayse experienced an adrenaline rush during demonstrations, 
an exhilaration that stemmed in part from a sense of purposefulness 
and political ef> cacy: “It’s a very existential feeling of freedom and 
joy and liberation . . . when you know that what you’re doing is righteous 
and correct and historic, that what you’re doing matters, and that people 
can impact policy” (Hayse 8555).

Sentiments of exhilaration and elation stemmed in large part from 
being engaged in de> ant, confrontational activism with other social 
outcasts who were committed to > ghting the AIDS crisis and building 
a more just and joyous world. Mark Harrington’s memory of an after-

1-()%" 9. National ACT UP demonstration, downtown Chicago, April 86, :995. Photo by 
Genyphyr Novak.
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demo dérive through the streets of New York points toward the sheer eu-
phoria in collectivity:

My favorite part [of ACT UP/NY’s :9;9 “Stop the Church” action] was after-
wards, when we got away from the church, started marching around the city 
and sat down in Times Square. Because it seemed like we were free, we were 
happy, we were all together, and nobody could stop us. It was just one of those 
nice moments that happens when you do things in activism, where there isn’t 
any reason for what you’re doing, it’s just an expression of collective joy or 
power. (Handelman :995, ::7)

ACT UP/Chicago member Sharyl Holtzman’s comments about the af-
termath of a national ACT UP demonstration in San Francisco against 
Secretary of Health and Human Services Louis Sullivan similarly con-
vey the intensity of feelings of joyousness and collectivity within the 
movement.

When Sullivan was > nished, [the members of ACT UP who had partici-
pated in the demonstration] marched out of Moscone Center, feeling abso-
lutely ebullient, and walked down Fourth Street to join the [Lesbian and Gay 
Pride] Parade. As we neared Market [Street], we saw the ACT UP colors, the 
P-*",2" = L"&+' signs, and for a split second we froze in amazement. Out 
of over 855 entries in the Parade, ACT UP was crossing the intersection just 
as we were arriving. . . . Like lovers who had been kept apart in a battle> eld, 
we ran toward them—our friends, our fellow warriors, our family. It was exu-
berant and unbelievable. People were jumping in the air, they were hugging, 
they were crying, they were laughing through their tears. (ACT UP/Chicago 
:995, =)

A movement’s demonstrations, actions, and other events—its rituals—
allow participants to move outside of the everyday mundane, or, more 
apt in this case, out of everyday devastation, and to be transported into 
a more meaningful existence that holds out potential for self and social 
change. Such happenings have an almost sacred quality to them, part 
of what gives them tremendous intensity. In describing the feelings he 
experienced during an af> nity group action, ACT UP/NY member Jon 
Greenberg provided a glimpse into such ecstatic affective states. Prior to 
the risky action, everyone was afraid, but, Greenberg states,
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[We] knew that it was only fear, and rather than let that stop us, we used it 
to propel us into further action, to confront and push through the barrier of 
our fear and be liberated even as our bodies were being arrested and jailed. 
There was an otherness about those moments. We all felt it. We all knew that 
we had, if only for a moment, an hour, a day, become larger than we had been 
the day before. We each became part of the other, and as a unit our collective 
spirit crossed an illusory boundary which we only knew was an illusion after 
we had crossed it. . . . Through collective empowerment we declared who we 
were and how we felt and made a place for ourselves in the universe. (Green-
berg :998)

Greenberg’s description of ACT UP actions recalls Clifford Geertz’s 
description of religious rituals as dramas in which humans “attain their 
faith as they portray it” (:976, ::=). Those who engaged in an action 
were already sympathetic to ACT UP’s worldview, but the experience 
of doing the action—of “becoming caught up in it not just imaginatively 
but bodily” (::4)—often ampli> ed people’s identi> cation with the move-
ment and with their comrades and intensi> ed their commitment to > ght-
ing AIDS. Durkheim noted a self-perpetuating dynamic to collective ef-
fervescence: “The very act of congregating is an exceptionally powerful 
stimulant. . . . The initial impulse is . . . ampli> ed each time it is echoed, 
like an avalanche that grows as it goes along” (:99<, 8:7–:;). In the early 
years, ACT UP’s demonstrations and other actions, the weekly meet-
ings, the unplanned moments of connectivity, together were that ava-
lanche, continually generating strong feelings of collective euphoria.13

In a world where impersonal, abstract forces shape daily lives and can 
generate sentiments of being out of control, of inef> cacy, of helplessness 
and hopelessness, social movements are often a space that engenders 
rich and textured counterfeelings. In addition to > lling our lives with in-
tensity and a sense of meaning and purpose, the exciting swirl of ACT 
UP’s protest actions and meetings allowed us to reinvent ourselves, to 
carve out a place where we could be angry, oppositional, de> ant, hope-
ful, sexual, and happy, a place where we could engage in collective proj-
ects of world-making. The intense emotional energy that is generated 
when people join in pursuit of a common end helps to explain why peo-
ple engage in collective action even when they could easily take the pro-
verbial “free ride.”

:6. On the strong feelings evoked by movement rituals, see Jasper :99;, =:;.
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When interviewed, former ACT UP participants invariably comment 
on the important role the movement played in their lives and speci> cally 
recall the intensity of their feelings while in the movement. Jeff Edwards 
remembers that participation in the movement “felt really powerful. I re-
ally felt like we were making history.” Moreover, “being an AIDS activist 
was just central to my identity” (Edwards 8555a). Ferd Eggan described 
ACT UP as changing his life (Eggan :999). Michael Thompson noted 
how intense it was to be involved in a movement where participants were 
dying: “It was a very special time to be with people who you knew might 
not live through their lives. . . . To be in a political movement where the 
movement was dying. There’s nothing quite like that” (Thompson 8555). 
Jeanne Kracher echoed Thompson’s sentiments about the illnesses and 
deaths of comrades in the movement.

We were experiencing things that for people our age were very heavy. I mean, 
when I think about how you and I went and took care of Ortez and changed 
his diaper > ve times in one night and carried him to, . . . all of that stuff, how 
old were we then? I was in my early 65s and you were in your mid-85s. I mean, 
there’s a way that you don’t experience that in this society . . . coming from 
the background we come from. (Kracher 8555)

Carol Hayse recalled that the deaths, while sobering and saddening, 
also reinvigorated her activism: “It helped keep me going to know that 
you have to > ght this thing that’s killing people” (Hayse 8555). For Billy 
McMillan, his years in ACT UP were the best of his life. “They were 
very empowering years, years of self-growth. I felt as an HIV-positive 
person that my life really had meaning and purpose and that I was part 
of something larger than myself” (McMillan 8555).

Perhaps I should emphasize that the feelings generated in ACT UP’s 
meetings and actions were not a natural result of people joining together 
in common cause. Those sentiments of exhilaration, love, and camara-
derie derived in part from the narratives we had constructed about our-
selves as angry, proud, and de> ant, and from each individual’s growing 
identi> cation with those emotions and with others who felt them. The 
extraordinary feeling of being part of something larger than yourself de-
rived in part from our constructions of our political work as important 
and world-changing. My point here is that those intense bodily feelings 
that occur amid the action, read and shaped (although never entirely) 
through culture, help to sustain movements over time. In this case, the 
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affects and emotions generated in and by ACT UP also helped to secure 
the movement’s emotional habitus, its potentially unstable resolution 
to lesbians’ and gay men’s contradictory feelings about self and society, 
and its political horizon. It is hard to dispute the righteousness of angry, 
queer, de> ant AIDS activism when, through such engagement, partici-
pants also experience sentiments of camaraderie, of political ef> cacy, of 
making history, of being changed, and of living meaningful lives. ACT 
UP participants faced both a society where street activism was frequently 
disparaged and a community that had a history of hesitancy about an-
gry, confrontational activism. Direct-action AIDS activists were buck-
ing both systems, and they took some heat for that. The intense feelings 
generated in the movement—of self-af> rmation, purposefulness, con-
nection to others, shared resolve, love—forti> ed a commitment to ACT 
UP, helping the movement to F ourish into the early :995s.

There is no > xed recipe for sustaining a movement, but the case of 
ACT UP indicates the importance of feelings in nourishing activism—
feelings that derive from being recognized and af> rmed in one’s self, 
from connecting to others and becoming part of a “we,” from engaging 
in something larger that oneself, from experiencing self-organization and 
autonomy within collectivity, from being enticed to change and try out 
new ways of being. I would venture that social movements sustain them-
selves at the level of desire. A movement milieu—shaped in large part by 
its emotional habitus—expresses desire for different forms of social rela-
tions, different ways of being, a different world. In doing so, a movement 
allows participants to feel their own perhaps squelched desires or to de-
velop new ones that through articulation can become contagious, F ood-
ing others’ imaginations and drawing them into the movement. In artic-
ulating and enacting what previously might have been unimaginable, a 
movement offers a scene and future possibilities that surprise, entice, ex-
hilarate, and electrify. One general lesson, then, is that movements en-
hance their sustainability when they speak to people at the level of de-
sire, allowing, or better, enticing, participants to collectively develop and 
pursue their aspirations for a different world.
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The Emotion Work of Movements

To grasp the sources of political action and the various forms it takes 
requires attending to the emotion work in which activists and oth-

ers engage, as the previous chapters suggest.1 In this chapter I focus on 
the central role that emotion work plays in sustaining social movements. 
The fact that part of the work of social movements is emotional is infre-
quently considered by scholars of contentious politics.2 But consider that 
in order to attract and retain participants and to pursue a movement’s 
agenda, activists continually need to mobilize affective states and emo-
tions that mesh with the movement’s political objectives and tactics, and 
suppress those that do the opposite. Social movements provide affective 
pedagogies to participants and supporters, authorizing ways to feel and 
to emote that often go against the grain of dominant society’s emotional 
norms. They offer, in anthropologist Clifford Geertz’s phrase, “a vocab-
ulary of sentiment,” a “sentimental education” (Geertz :976, ==9). More 
than manage emotions—a term that implies a preexisting emotional 
state that then is ampli> ed or dampened—the emotion work of move-
ments frequently generates feelings.

ACT UP had its emotion work cut out for it in relation to the broader 
U.S. context and to that of the more mainstream lesbian and gay com-

:. I de> ne the term emotion work, drawing from Hochschild :979, in the introduction.
8. But see Aminzade and McAdam 855:; Goodwin and Pfaff 855:.
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munity. Like other social movements in the United States, ACT UP 
confronted a dominant emotional habitus that typically disparages an-
gry people, seeing anger as chaotic, impulsive, and irrational, and thus 
“something which a mature person ideally can or should transcend” 
(Lutz :9;4, :;5). Anger takes on an especially negative cast when ex-
pressed by people whom mainstream society marks as “other,” particu-
larly when large numbers of them are taking to the streets and breaking 
the law in order to disrupt “business as usual.” ACT UP also confronted 
an American ideology of democracy that locates legitimate political ac-
tivity in the halls of legislatures and in the voting booth, and maligns 
street activism as unnecessary and extreme, a threat to social order. ACT 
UP’s task was complicated even further by the recently prevailing emo-
tional habitus in lesbian and gay communities that had suppressed an-
ger and in other ways made a confrontational political response to AIDS 
largely unimaginable.

Within this context, the work of AIDS activists that illuminated, em-
bodied, augmented, and extended the newly emerging emotional habi-
tus and explicitly linked that set of feelings to confrontational street ac-
tivism was crucial in strengthening the direct-action AIDS movement. 
The Bowers v. Hardwick decision opened an imaginative space that al-
lowed for confrontational AIDS activism, but the new feelings and po-
litical attitudes that Hardwick animated were not universally accepted 
within lesbian and gay communities, something we might expect in most 
communities and certainly in one where social marginalization produces 
ambivalent feelings about self and society. Within this contestatory mo-
ment, ACT UP’s emotion work, its affective pedagogy, played a crucial 
role in securing the new emotional habitus and attracting participants 
into the direct-action AIDS movement.

I investigate the ways direct-action AIDS activists—sometimes con-
sciously but often less purposively—nourished and extended an emo-
tional habitus that was both amenable to their brand of confrontational 
activism and responsive to the contradictory feelings that make up lesbian 
and gay ambivalence. I analyze, for example, how ACT UP marshaled 
grief, tethered it to anger, and linked both sentiments to confrontational 
AIDS activism; relocated the feeling of pride from a politics of respect-
ability to a celebration of sexual difference and confrontational activism; 
and altered the subject and object of shame from gay shame about ho-
mosexuality to government shame about its response to the AIDS crisis.
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ACT UP’s emotional pedagogy offered new ways for queer folks to 
feel about themselves, about dominant society, and about political pos-
sibilities amid the AIDS crisis, offering a “resolution” of sorts to les-
bian and gay ambivalence: it emphasized self-love and self-respect over 
shame and self-doubt, authorized antagonism toward society, eased fear 
of social rejection, and challenged the desire for acceptance on straight 
society’s terms. The new matrix of feelings, expressed repeatedly in the 
movement’s rhetorical and ritual practices, affected how people felt not 
only by legitimizing these feelings, but by naming and enacting them and 
thereby bringing into being and elevating those emotions while suppress-
ing other feeling states. ACT UP also gave birth to a newly politicized 
queer sensibility that crystallized this new set of feelings and furnished 
a powerful response to lesbian and gay ambivalence. Foregrounding an-
gry, confrontational activism as well as sex-radicalism, queer offered 
a compelling vision of “how to be gay” in this moment of crisis. ACT 
UP’s emotion work—intertwined with and inseparable from its interpre-
tive work—helped the direct-action AIDS movement to F ourish into the 
:995s.

Emotion work is typically less visible than the other tasks of a move-
ment, which is one reason why scholars have tended to overlook it. But 
attention to the rhetoric and actions of movements illuminates the emo-
tional dimensions of their work. The ephemera that materialize and in-
stantiate a movement’s collective action frames—its leaF ets, fact sheets, 
T-shirts, stickers, buttons, posters, banners, speeches, chants—are par-
ticularly rich sources for exploring a movement’s emotion work since 
framing entails mobilizing some feelings and suppressing others. Some-
thing else to consider is that although terms like emotion work, mobi-
lize, and suppress might suggest conscious, purposive behavior, much of 
a movement’s emotion work is nonstrategic and unpremeditated. Indeed, 
the generation of some feelings and the suppression of others often are 
crucial effects of a movement’s many activities rather than the intention 
lying behind them. I return to this point below. A > nal point before turn-
ing to the case concerns the importance of studying a movement’s emo-
tion work in relation to other factors. Emotional dynamics and processes 
do not operate in isolation. Thus the task is to explore how a movement’s 
emotion work articulates with other factors—for example, political op-
portunities and activists’ interpretive practices, including framing—to 
affect movement sustainability.
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ACT UP and a New Emotional Habitus

How did the movement respond to the emotional habitus that had un-
til recently prevailed in lesbian and gay communities and to the one that 
still prevailed in larger society? How did ACT UP augment and amplify 
the emergent emotional habitus with its pedagogy of emotional and po-
litical practices, and how did ACT UP’s preferred ways of feeling, being, 
and doing activism become axiomatic to large segments of lesbians and 
gay men? In the following sections, I pursue such questions, > rst through 
an exploration of vying emotional and political norms in lesbian and gay 
communities, followed by an analysis of ACT UP’s surprising success in 
securing—however provisionally and incompletely—the ascendance and 
preeminence of its own. The story of ACT UP’s emergence challenges 
the social movement literature’s political opportunity model, as does an 
analysis of its meteoric rise and development. The perception of con-
stricting political opportunities helped to nourish, rather than squelch, 
the direct-action AIDS movement largely because that hostile environ-
ment bolstered queer anger and validated activists’ claims that confron-
tational protests were now imperative.

Feelings in Flux

Although its emotional habitus and confrontational activism were ascen-
dant and marked a new, more de> ant moment in lesbian and gay poli-
tics, ACT UP had to vie with others in mainstream lesbian and gay com-
munities who continued to be inF uenced by and reaf> rm the previous 
emotional habitus and the more staid politics it encouraged. Even dur-
ing ACT UP’s heyday in the late :9;5s, this struggle persisted. Most re-
vealing are those instances when speakers or writers acknowledged the 
pull of the older constellation of feelings and its attendant political ho-
rizon but nevertheless encouraged lesbians and gay men to embrace the 
turn to angry militancy. Consider the following excerpt from an op-ed 
by Achy Obejas in Chicago’s Windy City Times, which disparaged the 
continuing popularity of the song “We Are a Gentle, Angry People.” 3 

6. This song, also called “Singing for Our Lives,” had become meaningful in the dis-
course of lesbian and gay politics. For some it signi> ed activism and respectability; for 
others, it signi> ed political passivity, complacency, and assimilationism. What it means to 
those singing it, however, is often ambiguous. Some who participated in the massive civil 
disobedience at the Supreme Court during the :9;7 March on Washington sang it along 
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Obejas wrote the piece in the summer of :9;7, a few months after the 
emergence of ACT UP in New York and contemporaneous with orga-
nizing by DAGMAR for its > rst public demonstration about AIDS.

When I realized Holly Near’s “We Are a Gentle, Angry People” had become 
the unof> cial anthem of the lesbian and gay movement, I was not proud. . . . 
Gentle anger, methinks, is repressed anger. . . . Too often in the lesbian and 
gay movement, we shy away from making a little noise, always fearful that we 
will lose more than we gain. . . . Pretending we are not angry—and we can do 
this so well we actually believe it—is the greatest tragedy that can befall us: it 
will keep us from being free. . . . The anger, that feeling of madness at the re-
alization of how we’re denied, how we’re left to die, how we’re bleached out 
even when it’s impossible to totally erase us—that should never, ever be the 
gentle sort. Sure, it’s going to make some people a little scared, a little ner-
vous. That’s OK. (Obejas :9;7)

Its tone and content indicate that Obejas wrote the piece during a pe-
riod of emotional transition; she acknowledged, but challenged, one set 
of affects and emotions and its accompanying politics, and advocated 
another.

Where Obejas extolled a righteous and raucous anger to disparage 
what she saw as gay quiescence, the following example reveals another 
side in the struggle, the exaltation of gay love and gentleness, seemingly 
mobilized as a challenge, perhaps even a reproach, to the confrontational 
anger that was becoming more prominent. In describing the sorrowful, 
somber, and love-> lled mood of a Memorial Day AIDS service and can-
dlelight vigil in Chicago in :9;;, Windy City Times columnist Lawrence 
Bommer implicitly called into question the growing anger and embrace 
of militancy among some lesbians and gay men. Bommer described the 
speeches of two men with AIDS who marveled at the love they experi-
enced from God and from friends once they fell ill: “Given that reservoir 
of love, any self-pity, even anger, turned irrelevant. The fact that these 
young men could rise above so much pain to thank their friends—when 
it would be just as understandable if they raged against the dying of the 

with “We Shall Overcome” and “America the Beautiful,” changing the refrain to “we are 
a gentle, loving people,” (Johnson :9;7, :). People perhaps sing that song in such circum-
stances in order to ameliorate the anxiety that comes from being seen as a troublemaker, in 
the hope of conveying to passers-by and to oneself that one’s actions are not really threat-
ening since they are performed by gentle, loving people. Or, maybe, it’s just a song to sing.
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light—that, too, proves we are a gentle, loving people” (Bommer :9;;, 
:5). While anger was perhaps understandable, it verged on the disrepu-
table, and lesbians and gay men should strive instead to prove their gen-
tleness and lovingness. Prove to whom? we might ask. Bommer does not 
say, but the imagined audience might range from oneself to other lesbi-
ans and gay men and to the straight world.

A Windy City Times editorial in its :9;; Lesbian and Gay Pride Day 
issue suggested an ongoing struggle between competing emotional ways 
of being. The editors acknowledged lesbian and gay discomfort with ac-
tivism fueled by gay rage while indicating their own support for and pride 
in the new, angry activism. The editors reF ected on the :949 Stonewall 
Rebellion (the date commemorated by lesbian and gay pride parades) 
and drew connections to Chicago’s upcoming Pride Parade.

[Reliable sources] record that the [Stonewall Riots] began with the last pa-
tron the police rounded up, a lesbian who was too proud to submit to the hu-
miliation of being forced like a criminal into the waiting squad car. At the 
moment, no doubt, she did not feel particularly proud. . . . What welled up in-
side [felt] like anger and frustration and a rage blind to the consequences of 
> ghting back. She had simply had enough. But the wellspring of that rage and 
frustration . . . was pride—was a sense that she was a person of equal stature 
to the cops . . . a sense that her way of expressing intimacy was fundamen-
tally and profoundly good. . . . It was this same pride which erupted in her fel-
low patrons and inspired them to rush to her aid. . . . Even more than in :949, 
we have had enough. But the battle no longer occurs in a moment, culminat-
ing in a street riot. The struggle now is less dramatic and more drawn-out. . . . 
When we > ght back now, it is not in a moment of passion; it is calculated and 
planned, leaving time for a thousand rationalizations to sap our wills. . . . The 
City of Chicago still lacks legal protection for lesbians and gay men. Seven 
years into the most severe epidemic of this century, the United States has au-
thorized only one AIDS treatment drug. . . . We all know the statistics and 
we all know that we have had enough—but when the anger from the latest in-
sult subsides and we are left in the hollow of reF ection, we decide all too of-
ten that we can take some more. We cannot take any more. Pride week must 
mean more than a parade. . . . We have an ordinance to pass, and our alder-
men need letters. We have AIDS funding to secure, and our activists need 
demonstrators. . . . So march in the parade—but when it’s over, take another 
step. (“Our” :9;;; emphasis in original)
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The editorial’s tone and content indicate two vying emotional habitus, 
with the newer one calling into question emotional norms and a concom-
itant political horizon that had prevailed in lesbian and gay communities 
since the earliest days of the epidemic.

A forum at Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government in early :9;; 
also revealed emotional and political sparring, this time among elected 
of> cials and other lesbian and gay leaders. From the podium, openly gay 
U.S. Congressman Barney Frank (D-MA) criticized recent gay and les-
bian civil disobedience actions in his state. According to the Windy City 
Times, Frank “drew hisses from the crowd when he said that such ac-
tions often amount to nothing more than ‘therapy’ for the movement and 
may actually set back the struggle for lesbian and gay rights” (“Frank” 
:9;;). Other lesbian and gay panelists disagreed with Frank. Virginia 
Apuzzo, for example, stated, “We are not angry about one precipitous 
act, we are angry about a lifetime, a century, two centuries’ worth of de-
liberate oppression in its most fundamental form, saying, ‘You cannot 
be’ ” (“Frank” :9;;). Apuzzo joined AIDS activists in justifying and pro-
moting lesbians’ and gay men’s anger, explicitly linking it to confronta-
tional activism. As I noted in chapter :, a similar debate between Frank 
and Apuzzo had been publicly aired in :9;<, at a point when Frank’s be-
lief in moderate politics was widely shared in lesbian and gay commu-
nities and the rare articulations of anger were typically submerged. By 
:9;;, the relative positions of these contending emotional habitus and 
political horizons had been reversed.

Clearly, then, a struggle in lesbian and gay communities over the 
proper emotional demeanor and the acceptability of various forms of 
activism persisted, but opposition to angry and confrontational activ-
ism was no longer axiomatic. ACT UP’s style of activism was ascendant, 
erupting around the country as more people joined direct-action AIDS 
organizations and formed new ones where they did not already exist. An 
Advocate article written less than two years after the Hardwick ruling, 
“The New Gay Activism: Adding Bite to the Movement,” registered the 
growing militancy:

They’re picketing, protesting, chanting, and rallying. They’re holding sit-ins, 
“kiss-ins” and “die-ins.” New groups have formed across the country in un-
expected places like Kansas, Maine, Minnesota, Missouri, and Vermont. In 
the South, often regarded as politically inactive, groups have sprung up in 
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Georgia, Tennessee, and seven cities in North Carolina alone. Even places 
such as Boston, New York, and Washington, D.C., which have had strong gay 
organizations for years, have recently seen the creation of new, more mili-
tant groups. . . . All across the United States, gays and lesbians—fed up with 
the ineffectiveness of traditional lobbying tactics—are taking their case to the 
streets. . . . Groups are staging radical demonstrations that more often than 
not end up on the front page of newspapers or on the local news. And in al-
most every case, the new organizations are dedicated either wholly or largely 
to direct political action. . . . The new era in gay activism may have reached 
a high point the week of April 89, [:9;;] when more than 65 new and es-
tablished groups across the country staged a series of direct actions [about 
AIDS],4 including rallies, protests, and acts of civil disobedience. (Freiberg, 
Harding, and Vandervelden :9;;, :5–::)

In its last issue of :9;;, the Windy City Times ran an article with the 
headline “ACT UP Proliferates Nationwide” that began with the state-
ment, “They were everywhere.” It continued, “All year long, they kept 
showing up in the news. . . . AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power, better 
known by its acronym ACT UP, is the fastest-growing grass-roots politi-
cal organization in the world. Chapters are everywhere, from one newly 
formed in Palm Springs, California, to those in all of America’s major 
metropolises” (Schoofs :9;;, :4). In an article entitled “A Decade of 
Rage” that commemorated ACT UP’s tenth anniversary, a Windy City 
Times reporter noted that the new militancy, while controversial, was 
undeniably popular within lesbian and gay communities. “From [ACT 
UP’s] beginning, the concept of direct-action activism divided the gay 
community”; nevertheless, “in its heyday during the late :9;5s and early 
’95s, ACT UP was ubiquitous in the consciousness of gay America.” In-
deed, “the group’s > rebrand style of activism rallied a generation” (Weis-
berg :997).

ACT UP was able to draw enormous support throughout the late 
:9;5s and into the :995s.5 Increasingly calling themselves queer, lesbians 
and gay men, along with other sexual and gender outlaws who were po-
liticizing bisexual and transgendered identities, embraced the new mil-

=. This article conF ated gay activism with AIDS activism: the new activism was focused 
on AIDS.

<. I provided examples from the period of the movement’s emergence in chapter 8. I 
return to this question of community support for ACT UP, and its later withdrawal, in 
chapter <.
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itancy. ACT UP drew enthusiastic praise even from more mainstream 
leaders, individuals, and institutions.

The emotional and political terrain for direct-action AIDS activism 
certainly was fertile, but that alone cannot explain ACT UP’s ability to 
sustain itself and F ourish into the :995s. After all, the moral shock of 
Hardwick might have worn off quickly, and the confrontational activist 
response consequently might have lost support. Moreover, the militancy 
that emerged on the heels of Hardwick might have been extremely brief, 
given the emotion and political norms that prevail in mainstream Amer-
ican society and given the structure of lesbian and gay ambivalence and 
the instability of any temporary resolution to it. Additionally, from a his-
torical perspective, anything more than a burst of militancy seemed un-
likely: accounts of the lesbian and gay movement demonstrate that the 
allure of more routine and staid political activism has typically exerted a 
greater pull on the lesbian and gay movement than has confrontational 
politics.6 But in this case, angry militancy won out for an extended pe-
riod of time, and its predominance asks to be explained.

The Strategic Uses of Emotion

A possible explanation that takes emotion and emotion work seriously 
raises a question about intention and emotion work that I want to ad-
dress at the outset. One might suppose that ACT UP was able to sustain 
itself because direct-action AIDS activists appreciated an emotional im-
perative: to generate support for their street activism, they had to chal-
lenge how lesbians and gay men understood and felt about the epidemic; 
they thus consciously set out to do so, and their strategic efforts to mobi-
lize anger and suppress feelings not amenable to ACT UP’s form of ac-
tivism were successful.

I have strong reservations, which I discuss shortly, about limiting 
my analyses of emotion work to strategic efforts, but this explanation 
is worth exploring, especially because AIDS activists’ emotion work 
sometimes was manifestly calculated and instrumental. That sort of in-
tentionality, for example, was evident at ACT UP/NY’s > rst meeting, 
where participants discussed how to shift the focus of the upcoming Gay 
and Lesbian Pride Parade from “Gay Pride” to “Gay Rage” (ACT UP/
NY :9;7a). In a similar vein, the meeting minutes from a C-FAR meet-

4. See, for example, D’Emilio :99;.
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ing in October :9;; record the following rationale for an outreach pro-
posal to change C-FAR’s name to ACT UP: “the name [ACT UP] gives 
us a sense of anger which the name ‘C-FAR’ . . . is lacking” (C-FAR 
:9;;b). Even the emotional demeanor projected in demonstrations was 
sometimes quite conscious. In discussing a nationally coordinated day of 
AIDS actions across the United States, ACT NOW leader and member 
of ACT UP/Los Angeles, Mark Kostopolous, stated, “We want to pre-
sent a picture to the nation that we’re not just sorrowful, but that we’re 
angry and expecting change” (Wockner :9;9a, =5).

More generally, each exhortation to feel a given sentiment and every 
expression of a feeling could be read as an attempt by activists to mo-
bilize speci> c feelings with the goal of garnering support for the move-
ment. Viewed from this strategic angle, feelings might > t quite neatly into 
political process and political opportunity models via the framing con-
cept. Along these lines, leading political-process theorist Sidney Tarrow 
has pointed to the intentional emotionality of collective action frames, 
writing, “The culture of collective action is built on frames and emotions 
oriented toward mobilizing people. . . . Symbols are taken selectively by 
movement leaders from a cultural reservoir and combined with action-
oriented beliefs in order to navigate strategically. . . . Most important, 
they are given an emotional valence aimed at converting passivity into 
action” (Tarrow :99;, ::8). Robert Benford argues for a similar recogni-
tion of the role of feelings, writing that they are “a vital social movement 
resource” that movement actors “produce, orchestrate, and strategically 
deploy” (Benford :997, =:9).

That sort of instrumentalizing of feelings certainly occurs in move-
ment contexts, but beginning and ending our analyses there forecloses 
important avenues of inquiry and leaves crucial questions about emotion 
work unasked and unanswered. Any exploration of the strategic deploy-
ment of feelings, for example, begs the question of what we might call 
emotional resonance: why do people sometimes respond to such deploy-
ments of emotion—feeling the anger that organizers ask them to feel, for 
example—and why does this purposive mobilization sometimes fail? In-
vestigation of these questions demands an analysis of the workings of 
feelings—of the ways they are generated, intensi> ed, or dampened—that 
necessarily takes us out of the realm of instrumentality. Even if emo-
tions sometimes are deployed strategically, we risk neglecting much of 
what is rich and signi> cant about emotion if we reduce it to another tool 
in the social movement entrepreneur’s framing toolkit. For example, 
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an angry chant at a demonstration might mobilize participants’ and by-
standers’ anger toward the target of the protest, but rather than a stra-
tegic intent, the stimulus behind the chant simply might have been a felt 
need by demonstrators to express their own anger. A view of feelings 
as strategic deployments strips them of all of their bodily, noncognitive, 
non-instrumental attributes, thereby depleting them of some of their 
most interesting characteristics and diminishing much of their concep-
tual force. If we stick to an instrumentalist rendering, we will lose sight 
of the sensuous experience of feelings and thus of their power or force in 
stimulating and blocking activism.7

Grief into Anger

I return, then, to the question of how ACT UP, with its angry mili-
tancy, captured the imagination and secured the enduring participation 
of thousands of queer folks. Direct-action AIDS activists’ responses to 
the grief pervading lesbian and gay communities provides a useful entry 
point for exploring how ACT UP buttressed and extended the emerging 
emotional habitus and its concomitant politics. In its rhetoric and protest 
actions, ACT UP harnessed grief to anger and both feelings to confron-
tational action. Attention to how it did so and why this emotion work 
was effective can help us to explain why and how ACT UP was able to 
develop and grow into the early :995s.

K$E3"+-,( @33%$&2'"/ +$ A%-"1. Within lesbian and gay communi-
ties, there have been two fairly distinct modes for dealing with the con-
stant grief surrounding the epidemic. Both provide an opportunity for 
public, collective grieving; the difference lies in their emotional tone and 
political sensibility. The > rst approach emerged in the early :9;5s: can-
dlelight memorial vigils that lesbians and gay men held to honor those 
who had died from AIDS-related complications (> g. :5). This approach 
was reinvigorated in the late :9;5s with the Names Project Memorial 
Quilt, which has afforded lesbian and gay communities a similar oppor-
tunity for public and collective grieving. Initiated and > rst shown in :9;7, 
the quilt contains thousands of patches—each a unique, creative expres-

7. In his insider’s critique of the framing perspective, Benford initially seems to make 
a similar point, but his instrumentalist view of emotion quoted above undermines his own 
argument and simply magni> es, rather than recti> es, our existing “overly cognitive con-
ception” of social movement participants (Benford :997, =:9).
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sion, made by friends, lovers, admirers, family members—that commem-
orate people who have died from AIDS-related complications. At each 
showing, the names of the dead memorialized in the quilt are read; in 
:9;7, there were :,985 panels, and the names were read almost contin-
uously for more than three hours (d’Adesky and Zwickler :9;7, ;). As at 
candlelight memorial vigils, the mood at quilt showings has tended to be 
solemn.8

Implicitly (and sometimes explicitly) criticizing what it suggested was 
the depoliticizing nature of those rituals, ACT UP offered an alterna-
tive route for grief: confrontational AIDS activism. Consider the fol-
lowing example. Direct-action AIDS activists from across the country 
converged in Washington, D.C., on the weekend of October :5–::, :9;;, 
to “seize control of the FDA.” 9 That same weekend, the Names Project 

;. For more on the quilt, see Jones 8555 and Sturken :997.
9. Activists demanded, among other things, that the FDA shorten the time taken to ap-

prove drugs and refuse data from drug trials that used placebos and prohibited enrollees 
from taking concurrent prophylactic drugs to protect against opportunistic infections. See 
Crimp and Rolston :995, 79, ;:.

1-()%" :5. “An AIDS Candlelight March,” poster, author unknown, :9;6.
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1-()%" ::. “SHOW YOUR ANGER,” leaF et, ACT UP/NY, :9;;.

Quilt was displayed on the National Mall. As part of its mobilization 
for the FDA action, ACT UP passed out a leaF et at the quilt showing 
(> g. ::). One side blared, “PMWX YWZ? @TAI? JW JMI SIWS[I XMW MI[SIL 
N@\I JMI ]ZH[J SWPPHO[I: WZ? AWQI?TNITJ.” Text on the reverse read, 
“The Quilt helps us remember our lovers, relatives, and friends who have 
died during the past eight years. These people have died from a virus. 
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But they have been killed by our government’s neglect and inaction. . . . 
More than =5,555 people have died from AIDS. . . . Before this Quilt 
grows any larger, turn your grief into anger. Turn anger into action. JZ?T 
JMI SWXI? WU JMI ]ZH[J HTJW @KJHWT” (ACT UP/NY :9;;b, emphases 
theirs).

Here, ACT UP acknowledged lesbian and gay grief about the deaths 
of people with AIDS, and then attempted to transport them to another 
place, > guratively from grief to anger, literally from the quilt and the 
deeply felt grief manifest there to a demonstration at the FDA where 
that grief could be expressed in angry, confrontational political activism. 
The ACT UP leaF et located the source of lesbian and gay grief at the 
government’s doorstep, and then offered a clear, logical response: if you 
feel grief, as we all do, then you should also feel anger toward those who 
have caused you to feel grief; and if you feel anger, you should join us in 
confrontational activism to > ght those who are responsible for turning a 
public health issue into the AIDS crisis. Rather than regarding the quilt 
as a memorial to gay men and others who had died, ACT UP suggested 
it be viewed as a chronicle of murder that necessitated a forceful activ-
ist response. In beginning with a prevalent and more or less acceptable 
feeling—grief—and then linking that grief to anger—a more disreputable 
feeling—ACT UP authorized anger. ACT UP’s emotional and political 
pedagogy both acknowledged and addressed lesbians’ and gay men’s am-
bivalence about political confrontation: given our grief and under these 
dire circumstances, where we and our loved ones are being murdered by 
our government, anger and de> ant activism targeting state and society are 
not only necessary, they are legitimate, justi> able, rational, and righteous.

J'" S$*-+-2/ $1 A%-".-,(. Direct-action AIDS activists’ criticisms of 
grieving rituals like vigils and quilt showings were often scathing and 
laid the ground for ACT UP’s different approach to grief. For example, 
founding member and longtime administrator of ACT UP/New York, 
Bradley Ball, disparaged a Memorial Day AIDS candlelight vigil that 
occurred in :9;7:

A handful of people clustered at Sheridan Square and sang a pretty song 
and lit candles. . . . I [handed] out leaF ets for the Washington demonstration 
[about AIDS, to occur on June :, :9;7]. I had intended to participate [in the 
vigil], but I simply could not. The opening lines of the pretty song [are]: We 

are a strong and gentle people. Singing, singing for our lives. . . . How can we 
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be singing for our lives? I’m so upset. . . . I’ve spent this weekend [handing 
out leaF ets] on streetcorners and in barrooms confronting apathy and hostil-
ity, and now I > nd out we’re singing for our lives. . . . Oh God, I’m tired and 
angry. I’ve been living AIDS for so long. . . . I want to go back to that myste-
rious time when I didn’t have this virus inside of me that is slowly and surely 
and quietly destroying my system. I want out. Goddammit, I’m so fucking an-
gry! Stonewall was supposed to bring us out of the closet and into the streets. 
In :977 it was Anita Bryant. . . . And now there’s this awful disease that is 
knocking us over like dominoes. . . . And we’re lighting candles and singing 
songs. (Ball :9;7; quoted in Goldberg :997, 46–4=; emphases his)

A year later, Ball continued his criticism: “We have spent many years 
mourning and bereaving, and have developed that into a high art. A lot 
of AIDS bene> ts like candlelight vigils have pretty names, but they don’t 
express the fact that massive sectors of society are dying and that no one 
seems to care” (Anger :9;;, :5).

Jeanne Kracher recalls having “very mixed emotions” about the can-
dlelight vigils in Chicago:

They were very sad, they were very solemn. It was heavy. . . . It was a mov-
ing experience. But on another level, I remember all of us [members of 
DAGMAR and C-FAR] being very critical about it. We were very tough, and 
felt like if you’re gonna get two hundred people marching through the street 
with candles, have them say something. . . . But, I also think that I thought 
this is a good thing that people are paying attention to [AIDS]. [We] were 
trying to > gure out politically what all of this meant, and sort of having con-
tempt for people that were singing that “we are gentle, angry people,” and 
I’m sure we were making all the jokes that we always made about [that song]. 
[Our perspective was that] people should be angry. (Kracher 8555)

Kracher, in retrospect, emphasized the need for people to express grief, 
but in the moment itself, “I think there was this tendency [on our part] 
to want everything to be angry, and [we thought] that there was some-
thing that was extremely passive about these candlelight vigils” (Kracher 
8555). Ferd Eggan had a similar recollection of a candlelight vigil he at-
tended: “I remember feeling, ‘Well, this is very nice, and it’s sad, and it’s 
nice to be with these people.’ . . . But [I remember feeling] that it was 
pretty tame” (Eggan :999). ACT UP/Chicago member Darrell Gordon 
thought that people at the vigils “had this kind of defeatist attitude, in-
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stead of this empowerment idea of taking back, and trying to > ght, the 
system. . . . It wasn’t about trying to > ght the Reagan-Bush administra-
tion, or > ghting the pharmaceutical companies, or anything of that na-
ture at all” (Gordon 8555).

Many were similarly skeptical about the Names Project Memo-
rial Quilt. Carol Hayse, a member of DAGMAR and later of C-FAR 
and ACT UP/Chicago, saw the quilt at the :9;7 March on Washington. 
When interviewed, she recalled the deep sadness she felt: “I just cried 
and cried . . . I mean, you just can’t stop crying. I’m tearing up now. It’s 
very sobering” (Hayse 8555). Her sadness, however, was tempered with 
a political critique that she described as follows:

I generally remember being a little contemptuous of the Quilt. A little. I also 
cried at the Quilt. I mean, I was aware that these were people’s lives being 
represented. . . . But I was a little contemptuous of the Quilt, ‘cause in some 
ways, it seemed to divert energy from anger. It seemed to say ‘mourning is the 
valid response,’ and not say the other thing that needs to be said with that: . . . 
‘turn your mourning into anger.’ . . . And so it seemed a bit reformist and di-
verting of energy to a lot of us. (Hayse 8555; emphasis hers)

Hayse’s recollection of ACT UP’s way of dealing with death provides 
some insight into her own, and other ACT UP members’, mixed feel-
ings about the Quilt: “There was a great great deal of collective mourn-
ing in the queer community at that time. . . . So, if my memory serves, we 
were bending the stick in the other direction. We were saying, ‘Mourn-
ing’s > ne. No problem. Make your space for mourning. But then, you 
know, get out, grab a rock and throw it through the window of the FDA’ ” 
(Hayse 8555).

In later years, some activists became even more disparaging of these 
more somber expressions of grief. In an article that began with the news 
that his entire immune system was shot, ACT UP/NY’s Bob Rafsky of-
fered a fantasy: “I’d like to > nd a few people who have sewn Names Pro-
ject Quilt panels but now see such gestures as inadequate. Then, the 
next time the Quilt is unrolled—with their permission, for all our dead 
and our dead yet to come—I’d piss on it.” Rafsky provided the following 
emotional and political reasoning in support of that fantasy:

It’s not grief itself we should shed; we need our grief. But if we can’t leave be-
hind all the false comforts, the easy, symbolic embodiments of our grief, most 
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of us will never feel our anger at full force for very long. Our anger, even the 
knowledge some of us have of our own forthcoming deaths, gets mixed up too 
easily with other agendas. . . . I [want] to take AIDS militancy further than 
it’s ever gone. (Rafsky :998, <:)

Another person with AIDS angrily expressed his desire that someone 
“just burn that stupid blanket” (quoted in Patten :99;, =56). Even people 
who made quilt panels sometimes indicated ambivalence. A panel for 
ACT UP/San Francisco member Terry Sutton read, “Terry Sutton. He 
hated this quilt. And so do we! ACT UP.” 10

Returning to the leaF et that ACT UP distributed at the quilt showing 
in :9;;, its emotion work should now be clearer. Confrontational AIDS 
activists initially operated in a context in which public grief among lesbi-
ans and gay men was articulated in a somber emotional register and from 
a political position that stopped short of oppositional activism. Many ac-
tivists deemed these public grieving rituals a hindrance to the forms of 
activism that they thought might actually save lives. Despite sometimes 
being contemptuous of these rituals, they too felt the grief and knew how 
deeply felt and widespread it was. The ACT UP leaF et acknowledged 
lesbian and gay grief, but in af> xing grief to anger and confrontational 
activism, it offered an alternative.

N&%2'-,( C-+' L"&+' -, +'" P+%""+/. ACT UP’s political funerals—
introduced into ACT UP’s tactical repertoire in the early :995s—offered 
an emotional and political sensibility that acknowledged, evoked, en-
dorsed, and bolstered lesbians’ and gay men’s anger. Carrying the re-
mains of their loved ones through the streets in a powerful joining of 
grief with anger, ACT UP drew on a tradition used by liberation move-
ments from South Africa to Ireland and El Salvador that underscored 
the political nature of the deaths of their comrades.11 ACT UP/New 

:5. See the photograph in Sturken :997, :;7. Some who were not in ACT UP also criti-
cized the quilt. Urvashi Vaid, for example, contends that the quilt “didn’t do enough to po-
liticize people” (Andriote :999, 647).

::. There are, of course, important distinctions between these traditions as carried out 
by ACT UP and by liberation movements in other countries. In the latter, political funer-
als have been used in the context of an armed struggle and they mark the murder of com-
rades at the hands of the state or opposition forces. ACT UP’s political funerals marked 
the deaths of comrades, but, despite movement rhetoric that they were killed by govern-
ment neglect, they were, of course, not directly killed at the hands of the state. As with all 
tactics, the political funeral has a different meaning in different contexts. 
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York issued an invitation/leaF et announcing the > rst of its political fu-
nerals, the October :998 “Ashes” action:12 “O?HTA YWZ? A?HIU @TL ?@AI 
@OWZJ @HLP JW @ SW[HJHK@[ UZTI?@[ HT X@PMHTAJWT L.K.” (> g. :8). The 
image that accompanied the headline was modest, the outline of an urn, 
with the following text as its contents:

You have lost someone to AIDS. For more than a decade, your government 
has mocked your loss. You have spoken out in anger, joined political protests, 
carried fake cof> ns and mock tombstones, and splattered red paint to repre-
sent someone’s HIV-positive blood, perhaps your own. George Bush believes 
that the White House gates shield him, from you, your loss, and his respon-
sibility for the AIDS crisis. Now it is time to bring AIDS home to George 
Bush. On October ::th, we will carry the actual ashes of people we love in fu-
neral procession to the White House. In an act of grief and rage and love, we 
will deposit their ashes on the White House lawn. Join us to protest twelve 
years of genocidal AIDS policy. (ACT UP/New York :998)

In using the ashes of dead people, the action was an escalation in tac-
tics, a shift from actions that deployed representations of death (e.g., 
mock tombstones and fake cof> ns) to a funeral procession that carried 
the actual bodily remains of loved ones dead from AIDS-related com-
plications. The leaF et offered the appropriate feelings and the appropri-
ate activist response to “twelve years of genocidal AIDS policy”: a love-
inspired and grief-> lled rage channeled into a funeral march that would 
force AIDS into the national consciousness.

Held in Washington, D.C., the same weekend as the annual display 
of the Names Project Quilt, ACT UP’s “Ashes” action implicitly drew 
a distinction between the quilt’s encouragement of grief and its own en-
actment of a grief-inspired rage. ACT UP/NY member David Robin-
son’s announcement that he planned to scatter his lover’s ashes on the 
White House lawn inspired the “Ashes” action. Interviewed the day of 
the march, Robinson explicitly drew a contrast between the political im-
plications of the quilt and of ACT UP’s funeral march: “George Bush 
would be happy if we all made Quilt panels. We’re showing people what 
the White House has done: they’ve turned our loved ones into ashes 
and bones” (Wentzy :99<). During the procession, participants angrily 
chanted that message: “Bring the dead to your door, we won’t take it 

:8. I am drawing here from Gould 855=.



1-()%" :8. “Bring Your Grief and Rage about AIDS to a Political Funeral,” leaF et, ACT 
UP/NY, :998.
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anymore” (Wentzy :99<). ACT UP/NY member Avram Finkelstein also 
contrasted the funeral march to the quilt:

One by one, we called out the names of the dead: without a podium, a loud-
speaker or celebrity spokespeople. The procession was the Quilt come to 
life—walking, shouting and storming the White House. . . . The ash bearers 
charged the gate, surrounded by crews [of activists] with linked arms. A fog 
of ashes blew through the fence and the urns were hurled. . . . I saw some-
one actually scaling the fence. . . . We chanted and cheered and our dead 
F oated over the immaculate green sod. . . . [After the action] I walked back 
to the Quilt, hoping to see [my deceased lover] Don’s panel before the rains 
came. . . . I wanted to snatch it up and heave it over the fence, where it really 
belonged. . . . [The “Ashes” march] has de> ned AIDS memorials for me. It 
connected me for the > rst time to the anger and grief of thousands of others, 
and recon> rmed what I have always known . . . action is the real Quilt. (Fin-
kelstein :998b, 88)

ACT UP’s message was clear: the way to grieve the endless deaths is 
with confrontational activism that angrily forces the reality of AIDS 
deaths into public view.

ACT UP/NY soon escalated further, shifting from ashes to dead bod-
ies. Two weeks after the “Ashes” action, an anonymous person with 
AIDS issued a statement, “Bury Me Furiously,” calling on AIDS activ-
ists to hold a political funeral when he died, carrying his body in an open 
casket through the streets. The person, later revealed to be ACT UP/NY 
member Mark Fisher, wrote,

I want to show the reality of my death, to display my body in public; I want 
the public to bear witness. We are not just spiraling statistics. We are people 
who have lives, who have purpose, who have lovers, friends and families. And 
we are dying of a disease maintained by a degree of criminal neglect so enor-
mous that it amounts to genocide. . . . Oppressed people have a tradition of 
political funerals. . . . Everyone who sees the procession pass knows that the 
living, those who love the deceased, are bereaved, furious and undefeated. . . . 
I want my own funeral to be > erce and de> ant. (Anonymous :998)

Weeks later, the funeral for Fisher slowly wound through the streets of 
Manhattan, “urged on by a single drum” (Finkelstein :998c), ending at 
George H. W. Bush’s reelection campaign headquarters. Over the next 
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few years, ACT UP chapters held a number of political funerals, carry-
ing the bodies of their dead through the streets and attempting to de-
posit them at strategic sites, including the White House.

ACT UP’s political funerals, perhaps the most spectacular enactment 
of the movement’s conjoining of grief and anger in direct action, offered 
stark foils to the modes of grieving manifest at the quilt and candlelight 
vigils. In enacting the turning of grief into anger, these funerals trans-
formed the staggering personal losses into a political as well as personal 
tragedy, into an injustice that should motivate lesbian and gay indigna-
tion, fury, and direct-action activism.

How Emotion Work Works

Through leaF ets, speeches, chants, demonstrations, and other types of 
actions, AIDS activists encouraged queer folks to transform painful 
feelings of grief into anger and action. Why and how did the movement’s 
emotion work work? How did ACT UP’s emotion work further the shift 
in tone from somber grief to confrontational anger, and how did it ani-
mate and sustain a new, more confrontational activism? More generally, 
why is emotion work sometimes able to alter people’s feelings, and how 
does it do so?

We can begin to answer those questions by attending to the relation-
ship between language and feelings, as Reddy’s notion of emotives does 
(:997). AIDS activists’ repeated naming of their grief as anger effec-
tively and affectively altered how some queer folks were actually feel-
ing. Like other feeling states, grief is a complicated matrix of sentiments 
that includes sadness, loss, depression, fear, anger, dread, and a host of 
others. Activists altered the meaning and experience of grief by renam-
ing as “anger” that complicated constellation of feelings. Their repeated 
expressions of anger elevated the emotion of anger and suppressed sen-
timents of sadness, despair, despondency, and loss, temporarily eclipsing 
those aspects of grief. Lesbians, gay men, queers could then reexperi-
ence a potentially paralyzing affective state of grief as outward-directed, 
action-oriented anger. Ferd Eggan described ACT UP’s angry activism 
as both a buffer against and a channel for grief (:999). Jeanne Kracher 
recalled that “in the early days [of ACT UP], it was all about anger,” but 
she noted that the anger should be recognized as, at least in part, “a form 
of grief” or a stage in the grieving process (Kracher 8555). Through ac-
tivists’ continual expressions, grief in a sense became anger. The way that 
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ACT UP/Chicago turned grief about the deaths of its members into an-
gry activism greatly appealed to Frank Sieple, providing him with a po-
liticized route for his grief: “It’s almost like we didn’t have time to grieve, 
you know, turning that grieving into the energy to move on. . . . One way, 
at least with me, of grieving, was taking that energy that I would use on 
grieving and putting it into action to prevent, or to make their deaths not 
seem in vain. . . . I think a lot of people did that” (Sieple :999). As Doug-
las Crimp (:9;9) has noted, many in ACT UP turned away from the pain 
of mourning; indeed, mourning became militancy. Reiterated over time, 
anger became de> ning of ACT UP’s emotional habitus, and linking grief 
to anger and both to action became axiomatic to many.

Of course, AIDS activists’ naming of anger and urgings to turn grief 
into anger did not result in the complete disappearance of feelings of 
sadness, loss, and devastation that help to make up grief. Consider the 
following recollections of the “Ashes” action by Bob Rafsky.

At the front of the march was a single line of people carrying urns. . . . Be-
hind them were about a hundred of us who were willing to be arrested help-
ing them to the White House fence. Behind us were three drummers playing 
rhythmic patterns that worked into our bodies: :-8-6, :-8-6, :-8-6-=-<. Fi-
nally came the supporting marchers, more than :,<55 of them. . . . A few feet 
from me a young man in a white T-shirt was shouting at an imaginary George 
Bush, “It’s your fault! It’s your fault!” before he broke down and sobbed. . . . 
The action had been coordinated by a 88-year-old classics graduate student at 
Columbia University who had joined ACT UP. . . . I saw him pressed by our 
bodies against the White House fence, kneeling and weeping as ashes soared 
over him. (Rafsky :998, 88–86)

Similarly, a demonstrator at a :9;7 protest by CMJ to protest the federal 
government’s inactivity on AIDS threw himself against the door of the 
Federal Building in San Francisco, sobbing and holding up a sign that 
demanded medical care (Linebarger :9;7b).13

The > erce anger expressed by confrontational AIDS activists never 
entirely suppressed and was never completely divorced from the in-
tense grief that many felt. Still, activists’ repeated expressions of an-

:6. These examples of manifest grief during demonstrations challenge any attempts to 
domesticate the feelings of protest by rendering them as merely one more strategic tool de-
ployed by movement entrepreneurs trying to mobilize support.
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ger elevated that feeling and submerged grief. The two emotional states 
were tightly coupled in ACT UP’s emotional habitus; indeed, activists 
so forcefully harnessed and subordinated grief to anger that grief could 
hardly be felt as something other than anger. That con> guration trans-
formed people’s feelings and also offered a powerful impetus to confron-
tational activism.

Emotion Work and the Feelings of Disjuncture

We also need to consider how the context in which activists’ emotion 
work occurs might affect their success in inciting, amplifying, and re-
generating speci> c feeling states and dampening or suppressing others. 
Signi> cant characteristics of that context include the makeup of the pre-
vailing emotional habitus, the sorts of emotives that are available and 
authorized or can be made so, the sorts of discourses that are widely cir-
culating, and aspects of the environment and of people’s everyday lives 
that are especially emotionally charged. Activists’ creative emotion work 
is constrained and enabled by such contextual factors, and its success is 
shaped by them.

An important contextual factor for AIDS activists in the late :9;5s 
and early :995s was the disjuncture between queers’ ongoing experi-
ences with the epidemic and the dominant discourses about AIDS popu-
larized by the mainstream media, politicians, and the scienti> c-medical 
establishment. The emotion work done by direct-action AIDS activists 
was compelling to wide segments of people within lesbian and gay com-
munities largely because it spoke from and to the experiences of that dis-
juncture. Through their emotion work, AIDS activists gave shape to the 
affective experience of the disjuncture, naming as outrage what might 
have been experienced more amorphously as a mixture of incredulity, 
disappointment, and frustration that the government and mainstream 
society could be so unaware and uncaring about life for queers amid the 
AIDS crisis.

By the late :9;5s, many lesbians and gay men had experienced the 
deaths of friends and lovers, caretaking of those who were ill, overF ow-
ing obituary pages in local lesbian and gay newspapers, and an endless 
succession of funerals. For those who were infected with HIV and symp-
tomatic, taking care of their own health was a daily effort and often an 
emotional roller coaster ride. Medical and scienti> c breakthroughs were 
few, and when they did occur, the hopes they raised were soon dashed. 
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Moreover, lesbians and gay men were inundated with mind-numbing 
and grim statistics on deaths and new cases. Week by week, people were 
witnessing both the devastation of their community and the deaths of 
friends and loved ones. And there was no end in sight to any of it, only 
ongoing devastation. Such emotionally charged experiences, especially 
when widespread and frequent within a social group, can themselves 
motivate activism as well as create a reservoir of feeling states that are 
ripe for mobilization.

But even more was at play here. Dominant understandings of AIDS 
tended to blame gay men and gay male sexual practices for the spread 
of the virus. The media and politicians, not only those from the reli-
gious right, consistently made distinctions between “innocent AIDS 
victims”—children, hemophiliacs, and other ostensibly straight, middle-
class people—and queers, junkies, and prostitutes, the lowlifes of so-
ciety who were “guilty” not only of bringing AIDS on themselves, but 
of spreading the plague to the innocent. Dominant discourses sanc-
tioned repressive and punitive measures—including quarantine—to deal 
with the epidemic. As well, there were frequent assertions by the me-
dia, politicians, and bureaucrats that the scienti> c-medical establish-
ment was doing all it could to > ght the epidemic. There was no pub-
lic acknowledgement of the role that homophobia, racism, and sexism 
were playing in the government’s and other institutions’ handling of the 
crisis.

Dominant discourses about AIDS simply ignored lesbians’ and gay 
men’s daily experiences with the epidemic, implicitly deeming the ex-
periences as well as those having them inconsequential. Queer folks al-
ready were familiar with social nonrecognition, but the felt disjuncture 
between their own emotionally wrenching experiences and dominant 
understandings of AIDS was, for many, staggering. How could state and 
society negate the horror they were living through? Dominant AIDS dis-
courses seemed increasingly nonsensical: people were sick and dying as 
the result of a virus and government inattention to the crisis, not as the 
result of sexual deviance; gay men with AIDS were as innocent as any-
one; lesbians and gay men were virtually alone in responding to the cri-
sis; the government’s homophobia was having deadly consequences; the 
scienti> c-medical establishment was not doing all that it could. In ex-
plaining his decision to join C-FAR, Frank Sieple noted this disconnect 
between his lived experiences with AIDS and dominant discourses that 
commended the government’s response to the crisis: “[I was] really tired 
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of seeing friends diagnosed and dying while the newspaper wrote about 
the good things the government was doing” (Wockner :995a, 6<).

By the late :9;5s, this disjuncture was large enough to create an af-
fective and conceptual space from which queers could launch a strong 
challenge to hegemonic constructions of AIDS and a scathing critique of 
the state’s and other institutions’ paltry efforts to address the epidemic. 
Also important in wrenching that > ssure wide open were the years of 
lesbian and gay discourses applauding the community for its responsi-
ble efforts against AIDS, which had bolstered lesbian and gay pride and 
helped to create a massive chasm between lesbians’ and gay men’s self-
understandings and the construction of homosexuality in the dominant 
discourses. Gay shame was not purged, of course, but it was being chal-
lenged, and ACT UP built on and continued that > ght.

ACT UP/NY member Dudley Saunders credits the movement for 
naming and authorizing the fury that many gay men were unconsciously 
experiencing but had suppressed largely because of gay shame. “Most 
people did not believe they had the right to be angry. . . . I think for a lot 
of gay men, there was such shame around being gay. And then, to have 
gotten yourself infected, even if you’d [gotten infected] before you knew 
anything. You’d done this dirty thing, and gotten this dirty disease, just 
as, you know, you deserved to get. You had nothing to be angry about. 
[ACT UP] did these things that tapped into this rage that people didn’t 
know they had, didn’t know they could have” (Saunders 8556, 67–6;).

During a speech at a :9;; ACT UP/NY demonstration, Vito Russo 
pointed to the enormous disconnect between queers’ everyday lives 
amid the crisis and dominant society’s unwillingness to grasp or care 
about those horrors. The emotional effects—primarily anger and con-
tempt toward dominant society, coupled with pride about being an AIDS 
activist—animated his activism.

Living with AIDS is living through a war which is happening only for those 
people who are in the trenches. Every time a shell explodes you look around 
to discover that you’ve lost more of your friends. But nobody else notices—
it isn’t happening to them—[and] they’re walking the streets as though we 
weren’t living through a nightmare. Only you can hear the screams of the 
people dying and their cries for help. . . . It’s worse than wartime because 
during a war the people are united in a shared experience. This war has not 
united us—it’s divided us. It’s separated those of us with AIDS and those of 
us > ghting for people with AIDS from the rest of the population. . . . It’s not 
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happening to us in the United States—it’s happening to them—to the dispos-
able populations of fags and junkies who deserve what they get. . . . And the 
days and the months and the years pass by—and they don’t spend those days 
and nights and months and years trying to > gure out how to get ahold of the 
latest experimental drug and which dose to take it at and in what combina-
tion with what other drugs and from what source and for how much money 
because it isn’t happening to them so they don’t give a shit. . . . They don’t 
spend their waking hours going from one hospital to another, watching the 
people they love die slowly of neglect and bigotry because it isn’t happening 
to them so they don’t give a shit. They haven’t been to two funerals a week for 
the last three, four, or > ve years so they don’t give a shit. It’s not happening to 
them. . . . AIDS is a test of who we are as a people. When future generations 
ask what we did in the war, we have to be able to tell them that we were out 
here > ghting. . . . I’m proud to be out here today with the people I love and to 
see the faces of those heroes who are > ghting this war and to be a part of that 
> ght. (Russo :9;;b, :5; emphases his)

In lesbian and gay communities, ACT UP’s emotionally charged 
frame—which built on earlier AIDS activists’ challenges to dominant 
AIDS discourses—became the alternative to dominant understandings 
of the epidemic. It took hold in large part because its outrage offered rec-
ognition of, and gave voice to, queers’ daily experiences of devastation. 
Street-based activists’ outraged framing of the AIDS crisis addressed 
queers’ fears, anxieties, and desires about their lives, their survival, their 
identities, their communities, their sexual practices, their relationship to 
dominant society, and their political options. Their framing was faith-
ful to queers’ daily experiences of AIDS, and that made it emotionally 
resonant. That is, activists’ emotion work worked: their vocal acknowl-
edgement of the chasm separating queers’ experiences from the straight 
world’s constructions of AIDS, and their expressed fury about that dis-
juncture, echoed what some in the community were feeling, in some cases 
ampli> ed people’s feelings, and generated feelings of outrage among oth-
ers. This successful emotion work animated many lesbians’ and gay men’s 
support for ACT UP and their enduring participation in the movement.

The Emotion Work of Recon! guring Death

The creative interpretive work of direct-action AIDS activists not only 
recon> gured many lesbians’ and gay men’s understandings of the crisis, 
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but also recon> gured people’s feelings. The following example illustrates 
the emotionally charged nature of AIDS activists’ interpretive work and 
provides another opportunity to analyze why and how ACT UP’s emo-
tion work worked.

Direct-action AIDS activists resigni> ed AIDS deaths, as sociologist 
Josh Gamson (:9;9) has noted, from death caused by deviance or virus, 
to murder by government neglect. Where contemporaneous construc-
tions of AIDS blamed a virus and gay male sexuality, AIDS activists 
blamed the homophobic government and other institutions. In :9;;, for 
example, an autonomous, activist artist collaborative within ACT UP/
NY, Gran Fury, designed a sticker that sandwiched a bloody handprint 
between blocks of text that read “The government has blood on its hands. 
One AIDS death every half hour” (Crimp and Rolston :995, ;5; see 
> g. :6).14 The graphic suggested that AIDS deaths should be viewed as 
less about infected blood than about government negligence and geno-
cidal complicity in the murder of thousands.15

Likewise, posters at ACT UP demonstrations often were in the shape 
of gravestones with the names of people who had died and the epitaph, 
“Killed by Government Neglect.” ACT UP’s die-ins, where demonstra-
tors would lie in the street while others outlined their bodies with chalk, 
similarly conjured up a murder scene rather than death by disease or 
by “deviance.” Chants at ACT UP demonstrations drew attention to the 
government’s role in the crisis and in the accumulating deaths: “Land 
of the free, home of the brave, is putting queers in the grave;” “Justice, 
equality, it’s all a fucking lie, our homophobic government is letting peo-
ple die.” A chant at a funeral march for ACT UP/San Francisco member 
Terry Sutton indicted a pharmaceutical company as well as the FDA: 
“We’re Terry’s friends, and we’re here to say: we blame Astra and the 
FDA” (Marquardt :9;9). At a :9;; rally in Albany, N.Y., Vito Russo 
attributed his own illness and possible death to the social response to 
AIDS rather than to a virus:

If I’m dying from anything it’s from homophobia. If I’m dying from anything 
it’s from racism. If I’m dying from anything it’s from indifference and red 

:=. The text of Gran Fury’s bloody hand graphic was changed over the years to reF ect 
the accelerated pace of AIDS deaths.

:<. Gamson (:9;9) also discusses ACT UP’s resigni> cation of blood. In this section I 
extend Gamson by investigating the emotional components of ACT UP’s resigni> cation 
work.



1-()%" :6. “The Government Has Blood on Its Hands,” Gran Fury, :9;;.
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tape. If I’m dying from anything it’s from Jesse Helms. If I’m dying from any-
thing I’m dying from Ronald Reagan. . . . If I’m dying from anything I’m dy-
ing from the fact that not enough rich, white, heterosexual men have gotten 
AIDS for anybody to give a shit. (Russo :9;;b, :5)16

All of these transformations in the meaning of AIDS deaths had an 
emotional charge. Where an understanding of death as the result of de-
viant sexual practices typically evoked shame, and where an understand-
ing of death as the result of a virus might evoke terror and despair, an 
understanding of death as produced by government neglect—that is, of 
AIDS deaths as murder—stirred indignant outrage.

The mutual reinforcement of ACT UP’s interpretive and emotion 
work created a robust, tightly knit system: If you shared ACT UP’s in-
terpretation of the AIDS epidemic, you were encouraged to feel an-
gry about the crisis and to embrace direct action as the appropriate re-
sponse. As an ACT UP/Los Angeles banner put it: “Angry? ACT UP!” 
(Sprecher :995). Individuals could of course place themselves outside of 
this system: as tightly woven as the component parts might have been, 
the system was never totalizing, and an individual could embrace one 
part while ignoring or even rejecting the others. Still, once someone in-
clined toward one of the components, the tightly knit nature of the sys-
tem bolstered adherence to the others as well.

The Emotion Work of Rituals

Rituals, as Durkheim argued, are important to emotional transforma-
tion, reminding us that the places and times in which activists’ emotion 
work occurs affect its success.17 Reddy’s concept of emotives highlights 
how language shapes feelings, but sometimes people experience affec-
tive states that become legible and motivating through a more bodily ex-
perience than naming, such as attending a meeting or a protest action. 
Avram Finkelstein credited his engagement in AIDS activism with pro-
ducing that type of emotional transformation in himself: “Eleven years 
ago, I met my soulmate and fell madly in love. . . . Four years later, he 
was dead. . . . My landscape was F attened by loss. When the dust > nally 
cleared, two things were apparent to me: I was not alone, and something—

:4. For another example, see “Heckler” :998, 9.
:7. On emotions and rituals, see Collins 855=.
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besides support work—had to be done about AIDS. Fear and grief faded 
away when I discovered action” (Finkelstein :998a, =;). A person’s en-
actment of anger at a demonstration—through chants and facial and 
bodily gestures, for example—may suppress other feelings, making the 
anger physically legible to oneself while displacing the sensation of other 
feelings that simply are not enacted, at least not in a culturally recogniz-
able form. ACT UP’s meetings and actions were ritualized happenings 
where that sort of emotional transformation could occur.

It is clear that ACT UP’s emotion work succeeded in part because it 
was tapping into and echoing what many queer folks already were feel-
ing. In some cases the key was ACT UP’s authorization of queer rage 
and its expression. Sometimes what mattered most was ACT UP’s nam-
ing as anger a complex matrix of unstructured feelings that became in-
telligible through that naming; named political emotions gave form to 
more amorphous affective states. The movement also intensi> ed, and 
even produced, feelings. ACT UP’s meetings and actions were especially 
emotionally generative.

The following account of one HIV-positive gay man’s decision to join 
ACT UP indicates the sort of emotion work that occurs during activ-
ist actions and how effective that work can be in transforming people’s 
feelings. In a :99= interview, G’dali Braverman described his initial con-
tact with ACT UP/NY: “I had received a couple of F yers in the mail 
about ACT UP. I breezed through them and, basically, tossed them” 
(quoted in Shepard :997, ::6). Braverman experienced an emotional 
transformation while watching New York’s Gay and Lesbian Pride Pa-
rade in :9;;. “When ACT UP passed . . . I took one look and said, ‘I 
am going to go to the next meeting of that organization.’ There was a 
sense of power, a sense of action. It didn’t appear to be about pity or 
shame or sadness or guilt. It seemed to be about anger and action” (::6). 
Braverman’s witnessing of ACT UP/New York’s anger in the streets 
seems to have altered his previous disinterest. Having tested HIV-
positive the previous year, Braverman may have been feeling a variety of 
sentiments about AIDS and the epidemic, perhaps including the shame 
and guilt that he mentioned. ACT UP’s expressive demonstration of an-
ger may have allowed Braverman to feel anger, by legitimating that feel-
ing but also by enacting it.

In the ritualized happening of a meeting or action, ACT UP’s emo-
tion work linking anger to engagement in street activism might gener-
ate precisely those effects. In his memoir, Queer in America, Michelan-
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gelo Signorile indicates as much. He talks about becoming increasingly 
scared about AIDS in :9;7. He and a friend were invited to an ACT UP/
NY meeting, and they decided to go even though they had been told that 
ACT UP was a protest group “and we weren’t sure how we felt about 
that” (Signorile :996, <6). Signorile had no experience with activism and 
believed that ACT UP was a bunch of crazy radicals (Signorile 8556, 
<–4). In his memoir, Signorile notes that the politics articulated at that 
ACT UP meeting were unfamiliar to him, but the anger being expressed 
with “passion and fervor” was exhilarating. “The meeting went on for 
hours. I’d never experienced anything like this, and hadn’t felt as stimu-
lated by anything I’d done before. . . . When the meeting was over, . . . [I 
was] > lled with energy” (:996, <=–<<). That affective state prompted him 
to go to a demonstration discussed at the meeting that was to be held 
later that night. “I didn’t know the > rst thing about protesting and I still 
wasn’t sure about it. I certainly didn’t like the idea of getting arrested” 
(<4). But as he watched other protesters disrupt the targeted of> cial’s 
speech and get arrested, his own anger began to swell; he jumped up on 
a platform and began to shout, and was soon arrested. By his own ac-
count, Signorile quit his previous life entirely after that action and joined 
ACT UP.

Braverman’s comments help to explain why Signorile suddenly felt 
enough anger to engage in an action that would likely result in his arrest: 
“We helped perpetuate . . . anger in the discussions that we had around 
the actions so that you [became] a bottle of emotions with a great sense 
of purpose” (quoted in Shepard :997, ::=). ACT UP chapters across the 
country began their meetings with a statement of purpose that always 
included the phrase, “We are united in anger and committed to direct 
action to end the AIDS crisis.” Members repeatedly exhorted one an-
other to feel their anger. Emotionally prescriptive statements like this 
one from a letter to ACT UP/NY written by member David Robinson 
were common: “To survive, to save our queer lives, love is not enough; 
we must be ‘united in anger,’ we must feel and use our rage” (Robinson 
:995, =).

Although ACT UP’s emotion work was sometimes conscious and cal-
culated, it was often the unintended by-product of ACT UP’s other ac-
tivities, as the following stories illustrate. When Terry Riley happened 
upon an ACT UP/NY demonstration in April :9;7, he stopped to watch, 
struck by participants’ unquenchable anger, “the kind of anger not seen 
on white American faces since Vietnam” (Green :9;9, 8:). After > f-
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teen minutes, he found himself walking toward the protesters and join-
ing them. He began to chant, loudly and angrily, and did so for forty-> ve 
minutes, not knowing who he was with but feeling their anger, and now 
his own anger, about the AIDS crisis. Although not in a calculated, stra-
tegic manner, ACT UP members were engaging in emotion work through 
their action. Public demonstrations with angry, chanting amassed bodies 
encouraged public and collective expressions of anger about AIDS and 
were also a vehicle for the “transmission of affect” (Brennan 855=), al-
lowing energy to cross bodily borders and incite others to join in. Riley 
happened upon the demonstration and became enthralled, evidently 
overtaken by the anger on protesters’ chanting faces. Their bodily ex-
pression seems to have generated in him an affective state that he had 
not been feeling just moments before, animating him to move toward 
them and become a chanting participant. He joined ACT UP soon there-
after.18 Again we should recall Durkheim’s notion of collective efferves-
cence, particularly his idea that the experience of coming together alters 
people’s psychic activity and subsequently their actions: “The vital en-
ergies become hyperexcited, the passions more intense, the sensations 
more powerful; there are indeed some that are produced only at this mo-
ment. Man does not recognize himself; he feels somehow transformed 
and in consequence transforms his surroundings” (:99<, =8=).

Billy McMillan had a similar experience that prompted him to join 
C-FAR. He was in Los Angeles and decided to go to an ACT UP/Los 
Angeles demonstration against presidential candidate George H. W. 
Bush, who was holding a fund-raiser at the Bellaire Hotel. Some of the 
protesters’ signs were simple crosses, with somebody’s name written on 
one axis and the date of death on the other. Someone gave McMillan a 
cross to hold, but another protester asked him if he would mind switch-
ing crosses. McMillan said “OK,” but then asked why, and the man re-
plied that the guy on McMillan’s cross was a friend of his. That exchange, 
in the midst of this ACT UP/L.A. demonstration, stirred McMillan:

Here I was in the middle of this demonstration where I didn’t know anyone. 
That guy’s words really struck me, and I just started crying. This was so real, 
and so personal; so many people were affected by AIDS and so many more 
were going to be affected. I felt a great sense of loss. And then I began to get 

:;. This story comes from Green :9;9.
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real pissed off at all those greedy, wealthy people going into this presidential 
fund-raiser. I felt that they didn’t care if we all died right then and there. . . . 
I came back [to Chicago] and I hooked up with my friend Adam Burck, who 
was involved with this group called C-FAR, Chicago For AIDS Rights. . . . 
They were the only group in town doing anything proactive. . . . So I went to 
their meeting . . . and I was all > red up because of this demonstration in L.A. 
(McMillan 8555)

The repeated expressions of anger at ACT UP meetings and ac-
tions made anger normative and intensi> ed the feeling itself, suppress-
ing other feelings that might have arisen or become intensi> ed during 
the AIDS crisis—grief, shame, fear—or that might accompany participa-
tion in confrontational activism—fear and anxiety about defying author-
ity, uncertainty about the utility or necessity of the action, or embarrass-
ment about appearing crazy, foolish, or politically impassioned. Through 
the emotional preparations, each participant’s feelings were given mean-
ing through language—labeled as anger—and thus could be felt as anger, 
perhaps producing the sense of being “a bottle of emotions with a great 
sense of purpose.”

Participation in ACT UP meetings and actions also provided an out-
let, “a vent for rage and frustration” (Span :9;9). Meetings and actions 
helped to address the painful feeling states that were part of daily life for 
many queers. Ray Navarro, a person with AIDS and member of ACT 
UP/NY, found activism to be “a way of healing, . . . a way of dealing with 
the fear” (quoted in Span :9;9). ACT UP activists engaged in emotion 
work with regard to other feelings as well, especially gay pride, shame, 
and fear of social rejection.

ACT UP’s Transmutations of Pride, Responsibility, and Shame

ACT UP’s emotional pedagogy authorized anger and confrontational 
activism in part by making angry direct-action activism an object of les-
bian and gay pride. In doing so, ACT UP dramatically dislodged pride 
from its place within what in some ways was a politics of respectabil-
ity during the early :9;5s. At an HRCF dinner held seven months after 
the formation of ACT UP/NY, Larry Kramer concluded a speech by en-
couraging attendees to join ACT UP/NY, partly by expressing his pride 
about confrontational AIDS activism:
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With pride, I close by acknowledging ACT UP, the AIDS Coalition to Un-
leash Power—now almost :,555 very energetic men and women who glory in 
nothing more than protesting in the streets. I cannot tell you how in> nitely 
moving this organization is. . . . Their commitment is astounding. They have 
picketed and yelled and screamed and even been arrested on some dozens of 
occasions. . . . I beg all of you to come and join us at [our upcoming demon-
strations] and at our Monday night meetings. (Kramer :9;7d, :4)

An ACT UP button that said “I was arrested > ghting AIDS”—
pinned by activists onto one another as they were released from jail—
also linked pride with confrontational activism and encouraged (re)com-
mitment to the > ght. A C-FAR leaF et announcing a meeting elevated its 
direct-action activism by making an implicit comparison between possi-
ble objects of gay pride. It blared, “UHAMJ O@K\, UHAMJ @HLP^” followed by 
smaller text that read, “We NZPJ keep the pressure on in order to bring 
about the government and institutional responses necessary to com-
bat the AIDS crisis. S[I@PI _WHT XHJM ZP and experience the satisfac-
tion and pride of helping your brothers and sisters. . . . [IJ’P UII[ ?HAMJ-
UZ[[Y S?WZL OY UHAMJHTA UW? WZ? ?HAMJP JWAIJMI?^” (C-FAR, N.D.; 
capitalization in original). C-FAR’s use of the quali> er rightfully before 
the word pride raised questions about previous objects of lesbian and gay 
pride and offered a new orientation: pride about collective and confron-
tational activism.

Repeated articulations and evocations of this new pride valorized 
direct-action AIDS activism, forti> ed commitment to the group, and en-
couraged others to support, and even join, ACT UP. Tim Miller recalled 
the pride he felt after joining C-FAR: “I think there was an incredible 
sense . . . of being proud that I’m doing something” (Miller :999). Ex-
pressions of pride about AIDS activism were echoed by those not di-
rectly involved in the movement, suggesting that ACT UP’s pride was 
migratory. For example, in June :9;; Outlines columnist Rex Wock-
ner distinguished C-FAR as “the most exciting new development in the 
Chicago gay movement” and continued with an assertion of pride about 
confrontational AIDS activism: “C-FAR’s Carol Jonas, Ferd Eggan, 
Lou Snider, . . . Paul Adams, . . . and countless others make us very, very 
proud this June” (Wockner :9;;, 89).19

Emotional expressions have emotional effects. Repeated articula-

:9. See also Markson :9;7.
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tions of pride about angry activism counteracted lesbian and gay shame, 
whether about sexual difference or about noisy activism that threatened 
to shake up the status quo. They thereby helped to authorize ACT UP’s 
direct-action politics, in part by supplanting, or at least suggesting the 
limits of, the previous emotional habitus and displacing the prior ob-
ject of pride from its preeminent position. The frequent articulations of 
pride seem to have enlivened that feeling among street AIDS activists 
and among other lesbians and gay men as well.

Direct-action AIDS activists also resigni> ed the terms responsi-
ble and responsibility, and here again—strengthening the link between 
pride and confrontational activism by labeling the latter as responsible—
this emotion work helped to generate support for ACT UP. In the mid-
:9;5s, responsible gay men and lesbians took care of their dying friends 
and lovers, volunteered to be buddies for people with AIDS, and sup-
ported the work of ASOs. AIDS activists declared that responsible 
queers now took to the streets and were the new source of pride. Re-
sponsible queers might still take care of ill friends and lovers, volunteer 
at an ASO, and so on, but direct-action AIDS activists shifted the em-
phasis, privileging confrontational activism. Indeed, directly challenging 
the trope of responsibility that prevailed in the early :9;5s, AIDS ac-
tivists sometimes derided ASOs for not doing more to save actual lives. 
ACT UP/NY member Steven Webb wrote a letter to the New York Na-
tive expressing his beliefs about what responsible lesbians and gay men 
should be doing. He described a recent ACT UP action and then asked, 
“Where were you?” He continued,

I get the impression that the New York community looks to the Gay Men’s 
Health Crisis (GMHC) to lead the way in all issues concerning AIDS. The 
GMHC provides patient services and education. Their agenda has been to of-
fer any person with AIDS high-quality care and a digni> ed way to die, and 
preventive education to those not yet infected. Laudable. Necessary. But this 
community must understand that what the GMHC does has next to nothing 
to do with saving the lives of those who are dying. It is within their substantial 
power to do more to save lives; it is simply not their priority. . . . We are at war 
and we are losing: 8:,555 dead, at least one million walking wounded. We are 
at war. Will you enlist? (Webb :9;7, 4)

Larry Kramer drew a connection between responsibility and activ-
ism in a speech that he gave to the annual Gay and Lesbian Town Meet-
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ing in Boston in June :9;7 (reprinted in the New York Native): “Why are 
there so few people out there screaming and yelling? . . . We are going to 
die because we refuse to take responsibility for our own lives” (Kramer 
:9;7c, 67). Although Kramer suggested that responsibility included ac-
tions like writing letters and giving money, his view that confrontational 
activism was the truly responsible act is clear. After listing all of the gov-
ernmental agencies that were supposed to be conducting research on 
drugs, and all of their shortcomings, Kramer asked,

What the fuck is going on here and what the fuck are you doing about it? . . . 
Twenty-four million gay men and lesbians in this country, and who is > ghting 
back? We have a demonstration in Washington and we have 655 people. . . . 
How many dead brothers have to be piled up in a heap in front of your faces 
before you learn to > ght back and scream and yell and demand and take some 
responsibility for your own lives. . . . [T]hey are killing us and we are letting 
them. (Kramer :9;7c, =5)

Taking up Kramer’s equation of responsibility with confrontational ac-
tivism, a man wrote the following in a letter to the editor: “I was so im-
pressed by Larry Kramer’s article ‘Taking Responsibility for Our Lives’ 
that I could no longer sit by as others did something. I went to my > rst 
meeting of . . . ACT UP last Monday” (Franetic :9;7, 4). In many con-
texts, the hectoring, shaming register that Kramer used might fail to mo-
bilize, but in this moment the aligning of pride and responsibility with 
ACT UP inspired some to get involved.

The following example suggests how articulations of the righteous-
ness and necessity of activism (and thus of the responsibility to partic-
ipate) invigorated those already involved. In a keynote address to a na-
tional meeting of direct-action AIDS activists in :9;;, C-FAR member 
Ferd Eggan declared,

The fact, dear friends, is that AIDS has taught us how to live and how to be 
well—by > ghting for what’s right. It is our society that is truly sick—sick with 
oppression and exploitation. The government is not interested in helping us—
they would prefer that we curl up and die. In the face of cruelty and injustice, 
it’s right to rebel. We all have to act and act now. There is hope for this sick 
society—the healing power of our anger and love. Love does not mean being 
nice, it means seeing what’s wrong and trying to change it. (Eggan :9;;, 8)
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The crowd then cheered loudly, “giving Eggan a standing ovation and 
chanting, ‘ACT UP, > ght back, > ght AIDS’ ” (Olson :9;;, 4).

Eggan’s statement knit together many components of ACT UP’s emo-
tional habitus and its concomitant politics. Acceptance by an oppres-
sive and exploitative society should not be the goal; the course of action 
instead should be to reject and > ght to change that “sick” society. Les-
bian and gay anger and love must inspire a rebellious activism. Never 
mind dominant society’s emotional and political norms: angry, confron-
tational activism is the responsible thing to do given the injustices and 
cruelty of the AIDS crisis. Gay love must be a love committed to social 
change and righteous rebellion.

Along with resignifying responsibility in a way that valorized de> ant 
street activism, activists also altered a previously used meaning of re-
sponsibility by laying the blame for the AIDS crisis at the doorstep of 
the government. Rather than claiming community responsibility in care-
taking as an indirect way to counter dominant discourses that blamed 
gays as responsible for AIDS, AIDS activists directly countered the ac-
cusations against gay men: gays were not responsible for the AIDS cri-
sis; rather, the government’s negligence and irresponsibility were to 
blame, and the government should be held responsible for resolving that 
crisis.20

In its recon> guration of the trope of responsibility and its reorienta-
tion of pride, ACT UP challenged the normative affective ties that les-
bians and gay men might have felt with regard to dominant institutions 
like science, the media, and the state. Rather than trusting them, ACT 
UP suggested that skepticism, doubt, and distrust would be more appro-
priate feelings with which to approach and assess such institutions. In-
dignation and outrage also were appropriate, of course, as were hostility 
and disgust. Targeting them for their genocidal policies was proper and 
responsible.

ACT UP also transformed the subject and object of shame. ACT UP 

85. The trope of responsibility was also used against ACT UP. Politicians and the main-
stream media frequently constructed AIDS activists as irrational and irresponsible. For ex-
ample, after heated exchanges with lesbian and gay activists, Chicago Mayor Richard Da-
ley walked out of a town hall meeting and stated that he would meet with “responsible gay 
activists but not with those who wanted confrontation [i.e., ACT UP]” (Hanania :9;9, 6). 
Expressions about the responsibility of confrontational street activism should thus also be 
seen as a response to mainstream views that construct activism as irresponsible. ACT UP 
engaged this discursive struggle over the meaning of responsibility (see chapter <).
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inverted gay shame by asserting that the (in)actions of the government 
and other institutions responsible for the AIDS crisis were shameful. A 
frequent chant at ACT UP demonstrations was “shame, shame, shame,” 
said while pointing to a speci> c target. The alteration of shame was con-
nected to ACT UP’s other emotion work: lesbians and gay men angrily 
> ghting back were righteous and responsible, and rather than feeling 
ashamed, they should feel proud of both their sexual practices and their 
confrontational activism.

The audiences for ACT UP’s rhetoric of shame were both the targets 
of its protests and its own members. An ACT UP/Los Angeles document 
written as an internal educational piece about the FDA evoked shame in 
a manner that seemed aimed at inF uencing how ACT UP members un-
derstood the government’s role in the epidemic, but as an internal doc-
ument, it may as well have been designed to counter gay shame. “The 
shameful fact remains that no new drugs are being released to PWARCs 
[people with AIDS-related complex] or PWAs. . . . Homophobia, sexism, 
and racism have all contributed to mismanagement, delays in funding, 
and shameful neglect of those who are suffering” (ACT UP/Los Ange-
les, n.d., 8, 4). The shame was on the government and other institutions, 
not on those who were suffering through this epidemic.

AIDS activists also invoked shame to criticize lesbians and gay men 
who were critical of ACT UP. Many lesbians and gay men, for exam-
ple, were critical of ACT UP/NY’s :9;; disruption of a speech by New 
York City’s Mayor Ed Koch, during which the mayor declared June 
“Gay Pride and History Month” and unveiled a new photo exhibit. 
ACT UP zapped the mayor because of his “failed leadership on AIDS” 
(Kirschenbaum :9;;, 4), but others in the community felt that the may-
or’s actions bestowed “of> cial recognition of our status as an honorable, 
distinguishable community with a heritage of activism and pride” and 
should therefore be celebrated (Conkey et al. :9;;, 4). In response to the 
heated criticism, Vito Russo wrote a letter to the New York Native that 
took ACT UP’s detractors to task and ended by shaming them:

I would like to register my wholehearted support of ACT UP for their appro-
priate and well-timed zap of Mayor Koch. . . . All those good and polite lit-
tle boys and girls who have been whining about how ACT UP trashed its own 
party and how this wasn’t the time or the place to zap the mayor are not ac-
tivists, they’re a bunch of politically naïve asswipes. . . . These people are like 
the Jews who said, ‘Don’t throw rocks at the Nazis. You’ll make them mad 
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at us.’ How much worse can this administration possibly be? . . . I would like 
to remind all of these so-called “activists” what activism means. Activists do 
things that you’re not supposed to do. Activists are not respectable. . . . Ac-
tivists are not dazzled by the crumbs off a table from a mayor who is allow-
ing their friends to die. Activists are not grateful for some rinky-dink exhibit 
which “allows” us to celebrate our history while our history is being system-
atically wiped out. . . . These prim and proper fans of gay history should take 
note. History will record that, like the Jews who did nothing during the Ho-
locaust, they are the traitors and fools in our midst. Shame on them. (Russo 
:9;;a, 4)

Such articulations of shame redirected the feeling away from self-
doubt and self-hatred. Not queers, but the government and other insti-
tutions should feel ashamed for failing to address the AIDS crisis, and 
those who were continuing to kowtow to dominant society should feel 
shame as well. Gay journalist Jon-Henri Damski recorded the shifting 
subject of shame in a column he wrote about an eruption of sentiment 
against Chicago’s Mayor Daley who made a surprise appearance at a 
lesbian/gay antiviolence march. There were approximately a thousand 
participants, and when the mayor unexpectedly showed up, there was an 
outburst, fueled by the mayor’s negligence with regard to AIDS. “I found 
myself with the crowd around me, automatically pointing my > nger at 
the mayor, and echoing ‘Shame, Shame, Shame!’ ” (Damski :998b, :<). 
Damski noted the queer transformation of shame:

In the old days, we felt shame for our queer sexuality. And if a politician even 
came to talk to us, . . . we would be silent with respect. But today queers 
are standing up and demanding more of their public servants. We know the 
shame is not on us, we who have led the > ght against this pandemic plague. 
But the shame is on them . . . who run a health department that still offers us 
nothing but timid avoidance. The shame is on their neglect, not our sexuality. 
That’s why we have the courage to stand up and put the shame where it be-
longs. (Damski :998b, :<)

As with activists’ articulations of anger and pride, their articulations 
of shame seemed to affect their own and others’ sentiments about them-
selves and society. From the vantage point of Betty Berzon—a psycho-
therapist who had worked in the lesbian and gay community for years—
ACT UP’s actions and rhetoric profoundly affected their feelings of 
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shame. ReF ecting on ACT UP’s actions and slogans, its popularity, and 
its fervor, Berzon noted, “I began to see the effects of these developments 
in the new ways my clients talked about being gay. I was hearing more 
pride of ownership in a community feeling its strength, speaking out, 
acting up, demanding attention to its needs. Clearly this transition . . . 
from a victim’s mentality to an activist mindset was having a positive im-
pact on the self-esteem of many gays” (Berzon :99=, 657–;).

I am not claiming that ACT UP successfully eradicated gay shame; 
that would be impossible in a heterosexist world where queers, like any 
other social outcasts, sometimes experience shame due to living in a 
state of nonrecognition and social erasure. Nevertheless, ACT UP’s re-
con> guring of shame had the effect of ameliorating the feeling for many 
queers, and its work in that arena generated immense appreciation.

ACT UP’s Response to Mainstream Emotional and Political Norms

ACT UP also had to navigate the emotional habitus and concomi-
tant political norms of mainstream society. In Western societies, and 
in the United States most speci> cally, anger is commonly disparaged 
when expressed by members of groups that are themselves socially de-
valued. Anthropologist Catherine Lutz lists several factors that con-
tribute to the “generally negative evaluation of anger” in the United 
States (:9;;, :;5). First, there is the dominant culture that “portrays 
much emotion as chaotic and irrational” (:;5). People expressing an-
ger in public seem particularly out of control. Second, “anger is often 
seen as an antisocial emotion because it can involve protest against re-
straints that are social” (:;5) and seen as necessary to the smooth func-
tioning of society. Lutz notes that there is some ambivalence here be-
cause the prevailing individualistic ethos in the United States sometimes 
legitimizes protest against “the system.” Nevertheless, who can chal-
lenge state and social regulations is severely prescribed by social hierar-
chies of race, gender, class, sexual orientation, and the like. Only some 
groups of people are authorized to express “righteous anger” and even 
then only in certain ways and for a speci> c period before they too are 
derided as overwrought and crazy. A view of anger as righteous seems 
to be the exception rather than the rule. Lutz also lists a third factor 
that produces a negative evaluation of anger: “the strong association 
posited between anger and aggression” (:;5). In general, then, anger is 
suspect.
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Thomas Scheff argues that “rationalism has come to be the dominant 
attitude in our present status quo, the social arrangements that go without 
saying in our society. One such arrangement is the suppression of emo-
tions” (:998, :58). We uphold rationality as the ideal way to be, and “be-
ing rational”—assessing, evaluating, adjudging, considering, appraising—
is equated with being unemotional. In the United States we are partic-
ularly inclined toward the suppression of strong feelings (:56). We are 
made uneasy by expressions of intense grief, loudly articulated anger, 
enacted rage and fury. Emotionality in the streets—most obviously in 
the case of riots, but also in the case of confrontational protests—is even 
more unsettling because it seems to signify a breakdown in social order. 
In addition, street protest is often cast as unnecessary and dangerous, 
partly because of its emotional valence. As social movement theorists 
Frances Fox Piven and Richard Cloward have argued, “The ideology of 
democratic political rights, by emphasizing the availability of legitimate 
avenues for the redress of grievances, delegitimizes protest” (:998, 6:6). 
ACT UP, then, confronted a prevailing emotional habitus and dominant 
political norms that tend to discourage emotional protest politics.

AIDS’ activists might have responded by tempering ACT UP’s emo-
tionality. Other movements have certainly followed that route. Julian 
McAllister Groves found that the animal rights activists he studied tried 
to manage the expressive tone of their movement so as not to appear 
overly emotional. “Activists learned to manage their own emotional re-
sponses to animal cruelty, and > nd emotional dispositions that appeared 
more legitimate. . . . [They also] learned how to identify in others the 
emotional traits appropriate to animal rights activism, and avoided inter-
actions with those who did not conform to the correct emotional dispo-
sition” (Groves :99<, ==6). Activists made conscious attempts to appear 
rational and dispassionate, grounding their arguments in rights-based 
philosophy and drawing boundaries between an acceptable concern for 
animals and an overly emotional concern (==7–=9, =<4).

Direct-action AIDS activists, in contrast, authorized ACT UP’s emo-
tionality and political de> ance by F ipping conventional understandings 
on their head and asserting the rationality of their angry and confronta-
tional activism. Recall Ferd Eggan’s assertion that “in the face of cruelty 
and injustice, it’s right to rebel,” and the standing ovation he received. 
Aware of the discrediting potential of dominant emotional and politi-
cal norms, ACT UP participants repeatedly justi> ed the movement’s 
militancy by pointing to the extremity of the AIDS crisis, to the geno-
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cidal actions of people and institutions targeted by the movement, to the 
wholesale slaughter of their community, and to the effectiveness and ne-
cessity of ACT UP’s angry activism.

In many cases, the target audience was other lesbians and gay men 
who were skeptical about ACT UP’s emotionality and confrontational 
politics. In response to a gay man’s assertion that “action born of anger 
was ineffective,” lesbian AIDS activist Denise Kulp explained the link 
between her anger and her decision to commit civil disobedience. “Peo-
ple I love are dying, and that makes me angry. I am making my anger 
powerful by turning it into action, to change the way things are” (Kulp 
:9;;, 88). Angry activism, Kulp contended, was an obvious and rational 
response to death. ACT UP/Chicago used its allotted speaking slot dur-
ing the :998 Pride Rally to counter criticism about its confrontational 
activism.

Some people in this community say we should stop rocking the boat. But the 
ship is already sinking, folks. They say we should shut up, tone it down, be 
more civilized, and grow up. We cannot be calm and polite when four peo-
ple die of AIDS every day in Chicago, deaths that could have been prevented; 
when almost 855,555 people have already died of AIDS in this country alone. 
Why should we be nice and sweet when Mayor Daley and his Health Com-
missioner Sister Sheila Lyne fought us every step of the way as we demanded 
an increase in their measly one million dollar AIDS budget? They told us that 
they would not and could not increase the AIDS budget just as they hadn’t in 
the last four years. But we forced them to increase it by 8.< million dollars. 
We disrupted Mayor Daley’s appearances and shouted him down while he 
tried to ignore us. We invaded City Council meetings. We barged into the 
Health Department while they locked their doors on us. . . . We won the addi-
tional AIDS funding because we were loud, disrupted their business as usual, 
and took to the streets!!! (ACT UP/Chicago :998, <)21

ACT UP’s leaF ets and other agit-prop that used rhetorics of murder 
and government-sponsored genocide similarly challenged conventional 
emotional and political norms and justi> ed de> ant activism. Its repeated 
expressions of anger and indignation toward state and society, and of 
pride about both confrontational activism and sexual difference, coupled 

8:. This months-long campaign resulted in the city of Chicago more than tripling its 
:998 AIDS budget. Full disclosure: I co-wrote this ACT UP/Chicago speech.
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with ACT UP’s assertions about the rationality, necessity, and responsi-
bility of activism, together valorized what is often derided as emotionally 
overwrought and politically unnecessary. ACT UP’s challenge to main-
stream norms provided a language of resistance and an emotional peda-
gogy to lesbians and gay men, ways of feeling and acting that addressed 
those who were hesitant about engaging in ACT UP’s activism.

Summary: ACT UP and a New Emotional Habitus

Social movements face emotional imperatives, and their response to such 
constraints and opportunities affects their development. In their emo-
tion work, direct-action AIDS activists addressed lesbian and gay grief 
by naming it as anger and tying it to confrontational activism; gave voice 
to queers’ infuriating experience of having their daily encounters with 
the horrors of AIDS ignored by mainstream society and simultaneously 
being blamed for the crisis; offered a response to lesbian and gay am-
bivalence by elevating anger at state and society and pride about sexual 
difference and confrontational activism, while suppressing shame about 
homosexuality and fear of social rejection; and countered mainstream 
American emotional and political norms, most effectively with rhetoric 
that asserted the necessity and rationality of emotion-driven, confronta-
tional activism.

ACT UP’s emotion work was a crucial and necessary element in its 
meteoric rise in the late :9;5s and growth into the early :995s. If ACT 
UP had not engaged in this constant and extensive emotion work, it 
would not have been able to garner and sustain the support and par-
ticipation of large segments of lesbian and gay communities across the 
United States. Arising in a moment of emotional transition but within 
both a structure of lesbian and gay ambivalence and a context of main-
stream American emotional norms, the direct-action AIDS movement 
had to engage in the struggle between competing emotional habitus, 
each with its attendant politics. ACT UP’s emotion work, sometimes 
strategic and premeditated but often simply the unintended by-product 
of its various activities, provided thousands of lesbians and gay men 
with a new set of affects and emotions that authorized angry, confron-
tational street activism. Activists’ repeated articulations and bodily en-
actments of this new emotional habitus helped to animate and sustain 
their own engagement in and others’ support for confrontational AIDS 
activism.
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The (Re-)Birth of Queer

ACT UP not only inaugurated a new era in lesbian and gay politics and 
in AIDS activism, it also was the site from which a new, queer sensibil-
ity emerged and took hold, a sensibility that was embraced by lesbians, 
gay men, and other sexual and gender outlaws across the country. Queer 
wove together the new emotional habitus and the movement’s opposi-
tional politics and sex-radicalism, creating a collectivity that set queer-
identi> ed folks apart from the more establishment-oriented gay leader-
ship and institutions. Rather than an identity, or even an anti-identity in 
the way that queer theory posits, queer, in its moment of rebirth circa 
:995,22 might best be understood as an emotive, an expression of self and 
collectivity that created and regenerated feelings that were a powerful 
and alluring response to lesbian and gay ambivalence about self and so-
ciety: fury and pride about gay difference and about confrontational ac-
tivism, antipathy toward heteronormative society, and aspirations to live 
in a transformed world. This new sensibility grew out of the political ex-
igencies of the moment. The deadly consequences of existing as a de-
spised population were by then unambiguous and staggering; there was 
a dire need to up the ante in the > ght against AIDS. Also apparent were 
the repercussions for gay activism of the painful psychic effects of living 
as a despised group—most especially a widespread anxiety about act-
ing up. Queer not only challenged the vehement homo-hatred that struc-
tured state and societal responses to the crisis; it also offered emotional, 
political, and sexual ways of being that addressed that anxiety. Even 
more, as a shared sensibility, queer generated a sense of connection with 
others in the room who were as angry, as willing to be de> ant, as willing 
not only to celebrate gay difference but to believe that the world needed 
that difference. In a context of social nonrecognition, queer invited and 
intensi> ed our recognition of one another.

As an affective antidote to the bad feelings that F ow from social an-
nihilation, the new queer sensibility helped to generate broad appeal for 
ACT UP and, largely as a result of its emotional effects, was a vital force 
sustaining the movement into the early :995s.

88. I say rebirth to indicate that the term queer was embraced by some sexual and gen-
der outlaws in earlier historical moments (Chauncy :99<); I focus here only on its usage 
circa :995.
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Queer: Anger, Political Opposition, Sex-Radicalism

By :995, to identify as queer was to embrace righteous anger about ho-
mophobia and the AIDS crisis as well as political de> ance; it was to feel 
proud about sexual difference and relatively unconcerned about social 
acceptance. With that sensibility, the new queer generation proudly and 
joyously shook up norms in straight and gay society.23

ACT UP queers reeroticized sex and catapulted their proud sexual 
difference into the public realm, challenging the tendency of the gay es-
tablishment to downplay gay difference in a bid for mainstream social 
acceptance. In Steven Epstein’s words, “Queerness connoted a provoc-
ative politics of difference—an assertion that those who embraced the 
identity did not ‘> t in’ to the dominant culture or the mainstream gay 
and lesbian culture and had no interest in doing so” (Epstein :999, 4:; 
emphasis his). ACT UP’s queer stance also fought the AIDS-era equa-
tion of sex with death and made a clear link between confrontational 
AIDS politics and liberatory sexual politics. ACT UP/Chicago’s speech 
at the :998 Lesbian and Gay Pride Parade knit the two together:

Fighting the AIDS epidemic must go hand-in-hand with > ghting for queer 
liberation. And we mean liberation for all queers! Queers of all colors and 
sexes, leather dykes and drag queens and radical faeries and bulldaggers 
and dykes on bikes and poofters and > sh and studs and butches and femmes 
and clones from the :975s and the :995s. We need to celebrate our sexuality, 
our erotic innovations created out of this epidemic, our fantasies and fetishes, 
our particular ways of fucking, sucking, and licking. It is our queer love that 
has made us capable of > ghting the insurance industry, the drug companies, 
the government, the bureaucracies, the gay-bashers, the right-wing zealots, 
the AIDS crisis. (ACT UP/Chicago :998, <)

The new queer sensibility unabashedly drew sex and militant politics to-
gether. ACT UP/Chicago member Mary Patten extolled ACT UP’s con-
joining of the two: “ACT UP combined the red > sts of radical :975s fem-
inism and the New Left with the F aming lips of neo-punk, postmodern, 

86. I use the term generation not as a marker of age, but as a way to indicate the ascen-
dance at this time of a queer emotional and political sensibility and its widespread inF u-
ence on sexual and gender outlaws of many ages.
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pro-sex queer politics. . . . Red now stood for lips, bodies, and lust as well 
as anger and rebellion; > sts connoted not only street militancy, but sex 
acts” (Patten :99;, 6;9).24

ACT UP also unleashed a queer coming together of lesbians and gay 
men, dykes and fags, and that made the movement enormously compel-
ling for many. ACT UP/NY member Polly Thistlethwaite spoke about gay 
men’s and lesbians’ “passionate respect for each other,” recalling in par-
ticular how “revered” many lesbians in the movement were: “Faggots were 
crazy about these girls” (Thistlethwaite :996; see also Moore 8556, =). 
Jeanne Kracher recalled that gay men’s openness about their sexuality 
had a strong inF uence on her own sexuality.

I think for me, one of the earliest memories I have of really feeling like, “Huh, 
this is interesting, this is something I haven’t experienced before, and this is 
something I better be open to and learn from,” was all the sex-positive stuff 
[in ACT UP]. . . . Sex certainly was never the basis of anything that I had or-
ganized around. Certainly not as a feminist. And there was a way that these 
guys were so expressive about their sexuality, which helped to free me. . . . 
There was something about being in that crowd that was very freeing, about 
being a lesbian, about being gay, that this was about sex on a very deep level. 
These guys . . . would take their shirts off at the > rst possible moment at a 
demonstration and would have a million nipple rings and were making out 
whenever they could possibly incorporate that into anything. And there was a 
way that that was very freeing. (Kracher 8555)

Ferd Eggan credits lesbians for the movement’s embrace of queer sex-
uality: “I think that one of the reasons why ACT UP and the AIDS 
movement in general became a movement about gender and sexual-
ity was because of lesbians. And all the advance work that people had 
been doing during the ’;5s, like On Our Backs [a lesbian sex magazine]” 
(Eggan :999).

Challenging the recent attacks on queer sexuality, gay men brought 
their highly developed (and much maligned) sexual cultures to the move-
ment; lesbians brought their experience from the feminist sex wars and the 
recent renaissance in lesbian sexual experimentation; and both brought 

8=. Patten (:99;, =5<) credits lesbian pornography editor Susie Bright with populariz-
ing the red > sts/red lips metaphor as a way to signal the transformation in lesbian identities 
in the late :9;5s and early :995s.
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1-()%" :=. ACT UP/Chicago’s Power Breakfast T-shirt. Produced by ACT UP/Chicago 
Women’s Caucus, design by Mary Patten and Jeanne Kracher, photography by Shelley 
Schneider-Bello, :995.

an openness about learning from one another in the sexual realm. United 
(at least temporarily) by their activism, feelings, and sex-radicalism, 
lesbians and gay men in ACT UP turned to each other as political allies 
and friends, embracing and even trying on each other’s identities. Men in 
ACT UP/Chicago wore the Women’s Caucus “Power Breakfast” T-shirt, 
which pictured two women engaged in oral sex (> g. :=).

Around the country, dykes wore “Big Fag” T-shirts, and fags wore 
“Big Dyke” T-shirts. Queers embraced gender and sexual F uidity. Some 
queer dykes and fags started having sex with one another (see Black 
:994).25 That is not to say that ACT UP created an utterly accepting and 
experimental sexual environment. Men and women having sex together 
often felt the need to hide their relationships; some of these liaisons I 
learned about only in interviews. Ann Cvetkovich notes that there was 
“a signi> cant discrepancy between ACT UP’s professed reputation as 

8<. This phenomenon may have been more frequent on the coasts than in the Midwest. 
Although some gay men and lesbians had sex with one another in ACT UP/Chicago, we of-
ten joked that we were more “conservative” in the Midwest, where girls do it with girls and 
boys with boys.
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a model for queer intimacies, including relationships between lesbians 
and gay men, and the actual practice, which involved a lot of secrecy” 
(8556a, :9=). Still, my recollection is that many of us, although somewhat 
uncomfortable with the “hetero” queer sex going on in our midst, were 
trying to interrogate our gut reactions. Zoe Leonard’s reF ections about 
the dif> culties she faced in being “out” about having sex with a man in 
ACT UP/NY indicate some of the complexities of sexual ecumenical-
ism. At the time, she experienced people’s attitudes as “small-minded 
and painful,” but she came to an understanding of why these sexual re-
lationships were dif> cult for some in the movement to accept: “We had 
created a safe queer space and now there were people having heterosex-
ual sex within that space, occupying that space. I can understand now 
why that was threatening” (quoted in Cvetkovich 8556a, :96). Queer had 
its sexual limits, then, but there was nevertheless an immense opening 
out toward sexual and gender outlaws of most stripes, especially those 
who were outcasts in the mainstream lesbian and gay community—drag 
queens and kings, trannies, S&M practitioners, butches and femmes, bi-
sexuals, leather dykes, nelly boys, public sex lovers, sluts, dykes donning 
dildos and other sex toy a> cionados, man/boy lovers.26

While the new queer attitudes about sexuality, society, and politics 
took shape in the emotionally charged atmosphere of ACT UP meet-
ings and actions, they quickly spread to people not directly involved in 
the movement. And to be sure, as a provocation to both gay and straight 
establishments, ACT UP was often challenged by lesbians and gay men 
who disputed its representation (in both senses of the word) of the les-
bian and gay movement and community. Still, ACT UP’s queer sensi-
bility momentarily overturned the gay status quo, effecting sweeping 
changes in many lesbians’ and gay men’s sexual and political subjectivi-
ties and practices.

The Emotion of Queer

The emotional effects of reclaiming a queer sensibility were perhaps what 
most attracted lesbians, gay men, and other sexual and gender outlaws 

84. Queer also had its racial and gender limits, a point I take up in chapter 4. Although 
for some it signi> ed a political stance for radical social transformation, including chal-
lenges to white and male supremacy, for others queer elevated oppression due to sexuality 
above all other oppressions. See Barbara Smith (:996) for an analysis of how queer became 
raced as white and gendered as male.
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to embrace the term as well as the movement from which it grew. The 
AIDS epidemic had ravaged lesbians’ and gay men’s already conF icted 
feelings about homosexuality. Queer, as an emotive, offered a new sensi-
bility that allowed, encouraged, and in a way enacted, a changed orienta-
tion both to self and to dominant society for those within as well as out-
side the movement. Artist and ACT UP/NY member Gregg Bordowitz 
has written eloquently about his need, after testing HIV-positive in :9;;, 
to > ght “an internal conclusion that my pleasure had led to my death” 
(Bordowitz 855=, :84). He describes “the discourse of blame that would 
judgmentally bring sentence down upon me for getting fucked up the 
ass, liking it, and getting a fatal disease from it,” asking, “Where did this 
discourse exist?” He answered, “Among the homophobes. Among the 
right wing. And in my own mind. Sometimes, I believe that my homosex-
uality is a disease and that I deserve to get sick from it. This thought can 
overtake me at any time. I think it in my dreams. I hear it in the voices 
of kind friends and see it in the faces of my relatives. It’s always pre-
sent.” But, he writes, “I am not resigned to it. I > ght it” (:84–87). Queer 
offered a potent emotive for the > ght. Bordowitz suspects that his em-
brace of ACT UP’s queer fashion was primarily about repudiating the 
shame he felt about his sexuality (Bordowitz 8558a). ACT UP/NY mem-
ber Peter Staley credits the movement with queering him, both politi-
cally, by enticing him to become a confrontational activist, and in terms 
of his self-understanding and self-presentation: “ACT UP has had a dra-
matic effect on my life. I left Wall Street altogether and am doing ACT 
UP activities full-time, getting arrested, and wearing an earring” (Anger 
:9;;).27 ACT UP’s queerness, along with the feelings of solidarity gen-
erated in the movement, encouraged ACT UP/NY member Michelan-
gelo Signorile to embrace his sexuality. “I’d never felt so close to people 
I worked with. . . . We were putting our bodies on the line for each other, 
going to jail for each other. I loved these people—and was loved back—in 
a way I had never known. I was feeling powerful about being gay. Feel-
ings from when I was a child came back. I had longed for people to tell 
me that being gay was great. My closet was opening. These people were 
the most out-of-the-closet, in-your-face people in the world” (Signorile 
:996, 46). ACT UP’s queer sensibility created the means for recognition 

87. Before joining ACT UP/NY, Staley worked as a bond trader. By his own account, 
he was deeply closeted while working on Wall Street before joining ACT UP (http://blogs
.poz.com/peter/archives/2008/06/peter_staley_ai.html; accessed June 89, 855;).
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of both self and one another, generating forceful feelings of solidarity 
within the movement.

Lesbians’ and gay men’s appropriation of the label queer, as with the 
appropriation of any collective identity or sensibility, entailed both “an 
affective as well as [a] cognitive mapping of the social world” (Jasper 
:99;, =:<). Queer valorized anger, de> ant politics, and sexual nonconfor-
mity, and displaced gay shame, self-doubt, fear of rejection, and the de-
sire for social acceptance. As queer theorist Judith Butler has noted,

The increasing theatricalization of political rage [e.g., in disruptions of poli-
ticians’ speeches, die-ins, etc.] in response to the killing inattention of public 
policy-makers on the issue of AIDS is allegorized in the recontextualization 
of “queer” from its place within a homophobic strategy of abjection and an-
nihilation to an insistent and public severing of that interpellation from the 
effect of shame. To the extent that shame is produced as the stigma not only 
of AIDS, but also of queerness, where the latter is understood through ho-
mophobic causalities as the “cause” and “manifestation” of the illness, theat-
rical rage is part of the public resistance to that interpellation of shame. (But-
ler :996, 86)

With outrageous, in-your-face, sexy, and angry activism, queers reappro-
priated queer, expurgating it of its shame-inducing power and, in the pro-
cess, suppressing feelings of shame they might have had. Where main-
stream discourses and some prominent lesbian and gay discourses had 
earlier blamed gay sexuality for AIDS, queer valorized non-normative 
sexuality and suggested the positive role of gay male sexual culture in 
the AIDS epidemic. Similar to Crimp, who asserted that “it is our pro-
miscuity that will save us” ( :9;7c, 8<6),28 Ferd Eggan challenged criti-
cisms that depicted the :975s as “a death trip of ruttish sexuality and 
alienation,” urging queers to remember that “gay men’s sexual networks 
in particular were the foundation to build the communities that care for 
each other now” (Eggan :9;;).

As became evident during the feminist “sex wars” that raged dur-
ing the :9;5s, numerous lesbians had already been engaging in a sexual 

8;. Crimp’s reasoning was that promiscuity taught gay men about sexual pleasures and 
also about the varied ways to seek and attain those pleasures. “It is that psychic prepara-
tion, that experimentation, that conscious work on our own sexualities that has allowed 
many of us to change our sexual behaviors [amid AIDS]” (:9;7c, 8<6).
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renaissance that foregrounded a multiplicity of sexual pleasures, some 
of which had been disparaged in some lesbian feminist circles—use of 
dildos and other sexual accessories, penetrative sex and > sting, S&M, 
butch/femme, bondage, use of pornography. The rebirth of queer ex-
tended these and other lesbian sexual practices, and discussions about 
them, to many more lesbians, and marked a new explosion in lesbian 
sexual experimentation. Celebrations of queer sexuality united lesbi-
ans and gay men in a common cause: the > ght against the stigmatiza-
tion of their sexual practices and identities and the > ght for sexual lib-
eration. For both lesbians and gay men, characteristics that queers were 
supposed to be ashamed of now became sources of pride.

Pride in queer sexuality was pronounced, for example, in a demon-
stration that ACT UP/Atlanta hosted against Georgia’s sodomy law. Five 
hundred activists from ACT UP chapters across the country demon-
strated at the Georgia state capitol on the opening day of the legislature 
in :995. Holding signs that read “Sodomy: the law is the perversion” and 
chanting “Suck my dick, lick my clit, sodomy laws are full of shit,” dem-
onstrators simulated sex acts as they blocked traf> c (Gerber :995, :). In 
response to the governor’s description of the action as “repulsive,” one 
demonstrator stated, “it was an audacious af> rmation of lesbian and gay 
sex” (quoted in Gerber :995, :; emphasis in original). Chip Rowan, an 
ACT UP/Atlanta organizer of the protest, called the demonstration “a 
source of strength and pride for gay people in the South who want to take 
the risk of coming out publicly” (6). After the sodomy action and a dem-
onstration the next day that targeted the CDC, Rowan remarked, “Ev-
erywhere we went today and last night, people were applauding us, say-
ing we had to continue this, saying how good ACT UP made them feel” 
(6). The pride demonstrated in ACT UP actions—whether it attached to 
queer sexuality or to confrontational activism—was infectious.

The embrace of a queer, anti-assimilationist, and oppositional sensi-
bility also addressed lesbians’ and gay men’s fears of social rejection: as 
they themselves were rejecting society, they were less concerned with so-
ciety’s rejection of queers. To feel and express anger was now normative. 
The queer embrace of de> ant activism valorized as rational and indis-
pensable that which mainstream society typically disparaged as irratio-
nal, dangerous, and unnecessary. OutWeek columnist Nina Reyes reg-
istered the psychological and political shift that had occurred through 
ACT UP and that was propelling this new queer sensibility forward:
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It took us years to realize that in our attempts to check the ravages of AIDS, 
we had contributed to the repression of our own queer sexuality. We have 
had to come to terms with the pall of fear that had descended upon our col-
lective psyches, demonizing promiscuity and equating all of our sexual ex-
perimentation with death. Then, in :9;4, the U.S. Supreme Court af> rmed 
that we have no basic right to our sexual self-expression. . . . When it be-
came clear that AIDS would decimate not only individual queer lives but our 
sexually queer culture, ACT UP was spawned. The F ickering spirit of lib-
eration ignited queer rage, and our community developed a self-consciously 
sex-positive movement. . . . The AIDS-activist group has rebaptized the lib-
eration impulse. . . . ACT UP erupted into activism with the incendiary pas-
sions of individuals united in anger, unwilling to take it anymore. . . . It gave 
lesbians and gay men who had had enough of the [gay rights] movement’s res-
ervation and politesse the chance to > ght hard and dirty and without apology. 
(Reyes :995a, =:, ==)

Intense affective states of eroticism and sexiness, exuberance and eu-
phoria, pride and self-respect, now attached to the term queer and an-
imated identi> cation with and the embrace of both this new sensibil-
ity and ACT UP, the site where new queer selves were being publicly 
and passionately enacted. The queer and confrontational components 
of ACT UP were part of what drew many young queers to ACT UP. 
Polly Thistlethwaite indicated this when she explained her attraction to 
ACT UP/NY: “The thing that appealed to me about ACT UP when I 
> rst started . . . was that it was in the streets and it was queer, it was gay 
and lesbian, and I had never had the courage or the opportunity to dem-
onstrate around that. And that was great” (Thistlethwaite :996).

In sum, the new queer sensibility—born within ACT UP and champi-
oned by the movement—offered an emotionally compelling response to 
lesbians’ and gay men’s often contradictory feelings about self and soci-
ety. Additionally, as a collective identi> cation that embraced opposition 
and an outsider status, queerness appealed to those who historically had 
been marginalized by the mainstream lesbian and gay movement and 
community. It validated those who held radical politics, who refused as-
similation, and who celebrated sexual difference. Eliciting and fortifying 
a > erce pride in bucking political, emotional, and sexual norms, queer ex-
erted a strong affective pull that enticed thousands to adopt the label and 
to support the movement out of which it emerged. For all these reasons, 
the rebirth of queer helped to generate and maintain support for ACT UP.
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Conclusion

ACT UP’s rise in the late :9;5s and sustained growth into the early 
:995s was contingent on the generation and regeneration of intense sen-
timents among thousands of queer folks. This was true in part because 
ACT UP was operating in a society that typically disparages angry street 
activism, but it also was necessary in light of the gay world’s history of 
anxiety about rocking the boat. In their rhetoric, agit-prop, and actions, 
AIDS activists normalized and valorized anger and confrontation, mak-
ing them sources of pleasure and pride. My contention is that ACT UP’s 
emotion work helped it to secure and extend the new emotional habitus 
and its attendant political horizon and was thus a crucial factor in the 
movement’s growth and sustainability. Its affective and political peda-
gogy had force: ACT UP became one of the important places to be if 
you were a self-respecting queer concerned about the AIDS crisis.

Emotional imperatives exist for all movements: like other organi-
zations, including political regimes, social movements must establish a 
normative emotional order if they are to survive (Reddy 855:). We thus 
need to investigate how movements respond to such emotional exigen-
cies, exploring the affective pedagogies they offer and how that largely 
nonconscious work inF uences movement sustainability.
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The Feelings of Decline

The last meeting of ACT UP/Chicago is seared in my brain. It was 
in January :99<, and there were fewer than ten people there. Most 

of us had been involved for many years, but there were also two men at-
tending their > rst ACT UP meeting. ACT UP/Chicago had been declin-
ing for quite awhile by this point. We probably peaked in :995 but had 
been able to pull off a number of large and successful actions through 
:998; during the next couple of years, even as a core group continued to 
meet, our numbers shrank and we held very few demonstrations.1 ACT 
UP chapters around the country had a similar trajectory; nationwide, 
the direct-action AIDS movement dwindled markedly after :998. Not 
expecting that this January meeting would be our last, we started with a 
report from Ann Bata, our treasurer. We had a small amount of money 
in our bank account and a number of bills coming due. We owed Ann 
Sather’s Restaurant rent for our meeting space. The group approved 
paying the bill, and after a brief discussion, decided to stop meeting at a 
public venue because we no longer could afford it, and with such small 
meetings, we could meet at someone’s house. Ann then reported on the 
monthly charges for our post of> ce box; she noted that we were receiv-
ing almost no relevant mail. We voted to close the P.O. box. Ann next 

:. The last ACT UP/Chicago demonstration was in December :99=, against the Illinois 
Department of Corrections.
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reported on the monthly charges for our voice mail. We were receiving 
almost no phone messages, so we decided to cancel our voice mail ac-
count. Ann then reported on the monthly charges our bank was deduct-
ing from our account because our balance was below the minimum. Sav-
ing money was costing us money and no new money was coming in, so 
we decided to close out our bank account as well.

That’s when I started to laugh, simultaneously amused and distraught 
by the irony of the situation. ACT UP/Chicago was disintegrating right 
before our eyes as we closed account after account . . . and here were 
two new members, eager to > ght the AIDS crisis! Soon, all of the old-
timers were laughing hysterically, tears streaming down our faces, down 
mine because here were two new enthusiastic members attending what 
seemed to be ACT UP/Chicago’s > nal > zzle, but also because I sensed 
that this was it for ACT UP/Chicago.2

At the moment of this writing (855;), a few chapters of ACT UP 
still exist. During the last few years, ACT UP/New York and ACT UP/
Philadelphia, for example, have targeted pro> teering by the transna-
tional pharmaceutical industry and have fought for domestic and global 
access to AIDS drugs. But as a national movement, ACT UP had largely 
declined by the mid-:995s. The three chapters that make up this part of 
the book explore factors that contributed to its decline.

The decline of ACT UP might be dated in :998 or :996, but it began 
before that and went on for a number of years after. In fact, some factors 
contributing to its decline began as early :9;9–9:, years during which lo-
cal ACT UP chapters and the national movement kept up a F urry of ac-
tivity, registered a number of victories, and continued to grow. ACT UP 
was still in existence during :996–9=, but it was unquestionably in de-
cline by then, if not yet entirely > nished. Many participants had already 
left the movement and it had become harder to attract new members, 
and by that point, although a number of ACT UP chapters were contin-
uing to act up, the movement had a changed feel about it and seemed al-
together different. ACT UP’s decline, then, extended over a number of 
years. The following discussion attends to the different temporalities of 
factors like social, cultural, and political openings toward lesbians and 
gay men (chapter <); conF icts and fracturing solidarity within the move-
ment (chapter 4); and the growth of despair within ACT UP (chapter 7).

8. Edwards 8555a has a similar recollection of this last meeting.
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Two points need to be mentioned from the outset. First, many as-
sume that ACT UP declined because it succeeded. There is some truth 
to this; ACT UP’s many victories provided more treatment options, al-
lowed some activists greater input into the workings of AIDS research 
and drug development, and in other ways bene> cially altered the AIDS 
landscape. Some surely left the movement as a result. But as I discuss 
in chapter 7, in the years of ACT UP’s decline many in the movement 
reached a point of despair about the AIDS crisis; they did not think the 
movement had succeeded in saving lives, and they were losing hope in 
its ability to do so. It is important to note that ACT UP declined before 
the advent of protease inhibitors in :99<–94, drugs that have helped peo-
ple to live longer. ACT UP’s activism was a crucial factor in the devel-
opment of this new class of drugs, but that extraordinary success was not 
yet known during the years of ACT UP’s decline.

A second point is that other factors contributed to ACT UP’s decline 
that I do not discuss here. In particular, I do not explore the role played 
by state repression. The police presence at ACT UP demonstrations of-
ten was enormous, and there were frequent incidents of police brutality. 
As just one example, the City of Chicago paid tens of thousands of dol-
lars to settle a lawsuit brought by members of ACT UP/Chicago, ACT 
UP/Kansas City, and ACT UP/New York against the Chicago Police 
Department for brutality during a demonstration in June :99: targeting 
the American Medical Association. ACT UP/Chicago member Jeanne 
Kracher recalls people being “freaked out” by that and other incidents 
of police brutality and notes that “fewer and fewer people . . . [came] 
to demonstrations” as a result (Kracher 8555).3 My hunch is that FBI 
surveillance of ACT UP and the sense among participants that we were 
being watched also affected the sustainability of the movement.4 I hope 
that future analyses will explore the role of these factors in ACT UP’s 
decline.

An overarching theme of these three chapters is that changes in 
a movement’s context and the affective states generated as a result can 

6. On police brutality at ACT UP actions, and police surveillance of ACT UP, see Ol-
son :995a; Chibbaro :995; Alexander :99:; Barron :99:; Bull :99:; Halley :99:; Millen-
son and Alexander :99:; Olson :99:a; “Police Committee” :99:; Yang :99:; Bowden :998; 
and Olson :998.

=. On FBI surveillance of ACT UP, see Kaplan :99:; Osborne :996; “FBI” :99<; Ham-
ilton :99<.
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challenge the practices, feelings, habitus, and imaginaries that organize 
and indeed constitute the movement, making it dif> cult for the move-
ment to persist. These affective states—emergent, amorphous, operating 
largely beneath conscious awareness—may be dif> cult to assimilate and 
address even as they exert pressure on the movement’s existing customs, 
routines, systems, rituals, procedures that hitherto have worked. In the 
case of ACT UP, real and perceived political, social, and cultural open-
ings toward lesbians and gay men, along with our increasing knowledge 
of the growing enormity of the AIDS crisis, even in the face of our vic-
tories, created an affective landscape that was dif> cult to navigate. The 
movement’s emotional practices were oriented primarily toward gen-
erating and heightening anger, but that emotion work was less success-
ful in a changed context of apparent openings, of growing desperation 
and consequent competition over the movement’s focus, of despair about 
the never-ending deaths and our inability to stop them. My discussion 
of movement decline sticks closely to the case of ACT UP, but the argu-
ment is portable: to understand why movements wane, we need to inves-
tigate how they navigate the feeling states that arise from their changing 
contexts.

Writing about ACT UP’s decline has been excruciating at times. The 
movement > lled my life during six intense years, and its decline was dev-
astating for many more years afterward. The continuing deaths made 
the absence of ACT UP incomprehensible. As well, where once my life 
had been > lled with intensity, a sense of purpose, and collectivity, the 
emptiness after ACT UP was disorienting and hard to bear. Many peo-
ple I interviewed had similar dif> culties adjusting to “life after ACT 
UP.” Sometimes the pain was in the form of regrets over what the move-
ment might have achieved if we had been able to navigate the in-> ghting, 
if ACT UP had been able to build stronger alliances. Often it was ut-
ter sadness about the deaths. After our interview, Marion Banzhaf won-
dered about all the people ACT UP lost to AIDS and about the possibil-
ities foreclosed by those deaths: “If only Aldyn was still alive. If only Ray 
were here, all those people” (Banzhaf 8558). Some spoke about the void 
in their lives after ACT UP. Recalling his experience in ACT UP, David 
Barr noted that he “lived with this sense of passion that has not been re-
placed and probably won’t be replaced, and coming to terms with that 
loss has been really hard and has taken a really, really long time and it’s 
still not over” (Barr 8558). Jeff Edwards recalled his feelings of depres-
sion and a sense of aimlessness after ACT UP. But knowing that those of 
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us who were shaped politically by ACT UP bring those experiences into 
our subsequent work is one thing that has allowed Edwards, > nally, “to 
be able to rest easy with the fact that it’s over” (Edwards 8555a). One of 
my hopes in the following chapters is that thinking about movement de-
cline and the feelings of loss that often accompany it might open out to-
ward new political horizons and creative, new forms of activism.
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Openings and Movement Decline

The ideological environment in which ACT UP operated contrib-
uted to its decline. Like other confrontational activist movements in 

the United States, ACT UP faced a political landscape that is frequently 
hostile toward oppositional street activism or, when perhaps more sup-
portive, nonetheless often characterizes such activism as worrisome, un-
seemly, and acceptable only under the narrowest of circumstances. In a 
country where democratic procedures ostensibly provide effective insti-
tutionalized means for addressing conF ict, where routine interest-group 
politics establishes and demarcates the political horizon, de> ant extra-
institutional politics breaks the rules. Politicians, the corporate media, 
and other dominant institutions frequently condemn protest politics as 
extremist, particularly when they understand democracy in terms of har-
mony and unity of the population rather than as a form of governance 
that follows an indeterminate path.1 From the perspective of the reign-
ing ideology, a functioning democracy has little need for confrontational 
protest politics.

This ideological context undoubtedly discourages militant, confron-
tational activism, but history shows that it does not prevent it. Indeed, 

:. Because there is no agreed upon content to the “good life” or the best means of 
achieving it, democracy necessarily (and positively) entails friction, dissension, and 
conF ict.
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ACT UP initially operated quite effectively in this milieu. Nevertheless, 
disparagement of ACT UP and its methods of activism—from both gay 
and straight worlds—eventually contributed to the decline of the direct-
action AIDS movement. The question, then, is why that larger political 
milieu posed little hindrance to militant AIDS activism in one moment 
but became an impediment in another.

The difference was not primarily within the ideological climate itself, 
which remained fairly constant over time, at least in important respects. 
What gave traction to the disparagements of ACT UP in its later years 
were real and perceived political, cultural, and social openings for les-
bians and gay men. A widespread sense in lesbian and gay communi-
ties that greater acceptance by society was forthcoming gave discourses 
against confrontational activism a renewed emotional and psychic force. 
This chapter explores these dynamics, focusing on why and how the ideo-
logical context came to matter and contributed to the movement’s de-
cline. An ideological climate like that in the United States nearly always 
affects activism, discouraging some potential participants from involv-
ing themselves in or even associating with a confrontational movement’s 
activities. Apart from those effects, the consequences of the ideological 
milieu vary depending on the material conditions facing the movement 
and participants’ and potential participants’ understanding and framing 
of the overall environment. This chapter, then, explores how the ideolog-
ical context of politics articulates with other factors in a movement’s en-
vironment to affect its viability.

Against Confrontation

Confrontational movements like ACT UP operate in ideological envi-
ronments made up of mainstream attitudes and discourses as well as 
those generated from the margins of society that sometimes echo conven-
tional wisdom but also offer alternative perspectives. Even mainstream 
discussions about militant movements are often polyvalent. In the case 
of ACT UP, for example, mainstream newspaper editors, scientists, and 
government of> cials frequently criticized its agenda and tactics, but they 
often praised ACT UP as well. The ideological climate that confronta-
tional movements like ACT UP face—even as constituted through main-
stream discourses—is not always thoroughly negative. Nevertheless, the 
privileged discourses tend to be those that naturalize and sanction po-
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litical practices like lobbying, fund-raising, and voting and paint street 
activists as dangerous, immature, unreasonable, irrational, foolish, and 
uninformed.2

In light of biases against confrontational activism, we should read 
derisive portrayals of such activism not as accurate descriptions but as 
operations of power whose effects require study. I begin, then, with an 
analysis of the disparagements that ACT UP faced. What was their con-
tent and why, how, and to what extent did they affect the movement’s 
viability?

Disparagements in the Period of ACT UP’s Decline

L"%-/-$, 1%$E +'" N&-,/+%"&E. When ACT UP began to decline, 
direct-action AIDS activism was being vili> ed by people and institu-
tions from various echelons of society, which plausibly contributed to 
its decline. The most famous incident was an aggressive denunciation by 
President George H. W. Bush during a meeting with journalists from the 
religious press in March :99:. In response to a question about condom 
distribution in New York City’s public schools, the Catholic Church’s op-
position, and alleged “Catholic-bashing” by groups like ACT UP, Bush 
stated,

I think ACT UP resorts to tactics that are totally counterproductive. To the 
degree that the AIDS question should be treated as a health question, they 
work even against that because of their outrageous actions. . . . [I have had 
my] own meetings broken up by them. . . . It’s an excess of free speech . . . to 
resort to some of the tactics these people use. And I’ve tried to be very sensi-
tive to the question of babies suffering from AIDS—innocent people that are 
hurt by this disease. (Quoted in Wockner :99:b; see also Dowd :99:; Wock-
ner :99:d, :6)

Bush later indicated that he was particularly upset by who was in the 
streets engaging in this “excess of free speech.” ACT UP demonstrated 
at Bush’s vacation home in Kennebunkport, Maine during Labor Day 
weekend, :99:, and in response Bush defended his AIDS policies and 

8. Protest politics, such as the sit-ins for civil rights, are sometimes constructed as no-
ble, but in dominant discourses, protest usually becomes noble only in retrospect, if at all, 
after the movement has disappeared and can be safely idealized.
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then said, “I’m in favor of behavioral change. Here’s a disease where you 
can control its spread by your own personal behavior.” He then indicated 
that he had been “more moved” by another demonstration staged in 
Kennebunkport earlier that summer by people who were unemployed. 
“That was the one I was concerned about. That one hit home because 
when a family is out of work, that’s one I care very much about” (Wock-
ner :99:e). Irrespective of his actual policies regarding employment, 
Bush’s rhetorical point was clear: queers had brought AIDS on them-
selves, and queer AIDS activists, a group seemingly excessive in and of 
itself, had no legitimate reason to take to the streets.

As is often the case when elites disparage confrontational protest, 
Bush’s statements deriding ACT UP conF ated oppositional politics with 
civil disorder, raising the specter of violence and danger. ACT UP dem-
onstrations across the country typically were policed heavily (> gs. :< 
and :4). Depictions of ACT UP as an extremist organization rational-
ized such an extreme police presence, and the extremity of the police 
presence in turn secured the image of ACT UP as a violent organization 
whose actions threatened to unleash civil disorder.3

In addition to being construed as dangerous and threatening, ACT 
UP often was portrayed, contradictorily, as simply ridiculous or silly, 
and most frequently as uninformed, overwrought, unreasonable, irra-
tional, and childish. That sort of infantilizing differs dramatically from 
characterizations that see militancy as closer to terrorism, but both are 
strategies of governance that attempt to dampen support for contentious 
politics. In June :99:, one Bush administration of> cial dismissively sug-
gested that ACT UP’s actions were no more than childish acting out, and 
no one, including the media, should pay ACT UP any mind: “They’re a 
nuisance and that’s all. They’re irrelevant” (“Quotelines” :99:a). More 
vitriolically, House of Representatives member Robert Dornan (R-CA) 
claimed in July :99: that “ACT UP [is] the most arrogant, discriminat-
ing, disgraceful homosexual group in this country” (“Quotelines” :99:b).

Ignoring ACT UP’s analyses and grievances—disseminated in care-
fully crafted fact sheets, press releases, letters, and policy statements 
that sometimes ran as long as sixty pages 4—commentators repeatedly 

6. See Hartley :9;8 for an analysis of the mainstream British media’s tendency during 
the Thatcher era to depict political opposition in a manner that raised the specter of vio-
lent disorder.

=. See, for example, ACT UP/NY’s A Critique of the AIDS Clinical Trials Group (ACT 
UP/New York :995).



1-()%" :<. Police at ACT UP demonstration at the Democratic National Convention, 
Atlanta, :9;;. Photo by Rex Wockner.

1-()%" :4. ACT UP demonstrator being arrested during national action, downtown Chi-
cago, April 86, :995. Photo by Genyphyr Novak.
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challenged ACT UP participants’ capacity to reason. After an ACT UP 
demonstration in June :99: that targeted the American Medical Asso-
ciation for its punitive positions regarding HIV testing and for its histor-
ical opposition to national health insurance, a spokesman for the AMA 
denounced ACT UP’s protest and suggested that the AMA would have 
responded to the protesters’ demands if they had acted in a more reason-
able manner: “We suggested to them they’d make more of an impact if 
they discussed it with us rationally than if they did what they’ve chosen 
to do [i.e., hold a protest]” (Wockner :99:c, 8;; see also Yang :99:).5 A 
Washington Post columnist suggested that ACT UP activists at the Sev-
enth International AIDS Conference in Florence (June :99:) had “failed 
to use [their] brains,” were “self-defeating” and acting “nonsensically,” 
and had created an atmosphere in which there was “no place for rea-
son” (Cohen :99:). A Chicago Sun-Times columnist labeled AIDS ac-
tivists “zealots” and said that the uproar they were creating was “deafen-
ing and drown[ed] out the facts” (Kilpatrick :99:). In the same period, a 
Philadelphia Inquirer columnist painted ACT UP as an irrational, self-
absorbed organization that was overcome by misguided rage, little inter-
ested in facts, and engaging in self-defeating tactics (Sutherland :99:).6

S*&)/-#*" I11"2+/ $1 L"%-/-$, 1%$E +'" N&-,/+%"&E. My point in 
providing details of such disparagements is not to address the accuracy 
or fairness of the media’s representations of ACT UP. Rather, I aim to 
demonstrate that the ideological environment facing the direct-action 
AIDS movement frequently constructed the movement and its confron-
tational tactics as dangerous, illogical, juvenile, and so forth. My interest 
is in the effects on the movement of those negative portrayals.

ACT UP encountered both vitriolic and subtle derision, and we 
can imagine that the latter had a greater impact on ACT UP’s viabil-
ity. While the tirades of politicians, newspaper editors, and government 
bureaucrats might have hurt ACT UP’s recruiting efforts, such invec-
tive surely inspired movement participants and potential recruits who 

<. This AMA spokesman was being particularly disingenuous. Prior to the demonstra-
tion, members of ACT UP/Chicago demanded, and won, a meeting with AMA of> cials. 
At that meeting, we presented our grievances and demands, and they responded with their 
public positions on the issues. We held the demonstration because rational discussion did 
not help us achieve our ends.

4. See also Bowden :998. Others who have noted the negative media depictions of ACT 
UP include Gross 855:, :5;; Erni :99=; and Cohen :99;.
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were happy to defy mainstream society. It can be exhilarating to inter-
rupt the workings of power to such a degree that it froths at the mouth 
in response. More subtle disparagements—of the sort that de> ne politics 
narrowly and play on commonsense ideas of proper political behavior—
deauthorize contentious activism. They work to make activism threaten-
ing in some instances and simply unintelligible in others, turning activ-
ism itself into something embarrassing, something that mature adults do 
not do. In doing so, they privilege, and potentially bolster, the electorally 
bounded political horizon, foreclosing other, more oppositional activist 
imaginings.

Members and potential members of confrontational activist groups 
encounter such subtle derision all the time: at the dinner table and the 
water cooler, in the news, in Hollywood > lms, at school, in the pomp and 
ceremony of elections, in history books that perhaps make civil rights 
sit-ins honorable but do so by exceptionalizing them and relegating them 
to the past. Cultural theorist Stuart Hall remarks that the dominant ide-
ology of a society often appears redundant: “We know it already, we 
have seen it before, a thousand different signs and messages seem to sig-
nify the same ideological meaning. It is the very mental environment in 
which we live and experience the world” (Hall :976b, :;4). Their axiom-
atic quality is what gives hegemonic ideologies against de> ant activism 
their power.

ACT UP frequently was labeled as excessive, inappropriate, and un-
reasonable in relation to a conception of politics that circumscribes the 
political within the electoral realm. As Hall writes, “These acts of la-
beling in the political domain, far from being self-evident, or a law of 
the natural world, constitute a form of continuing political ‘work’ on 
the part of the elites of power: they are, indeed, often the opening salvo 
in the whole process of political control” (Hall :97=, 848). I would ex-
tend Hall’s analysis by noting that the techniques of control here oper-
ate not only through ideological means but at the level of affect. The 
agents conjured up by construals of a protest event as serious and peace-
ful are different from those evoked by a description that construes ac-
tivists as violent, militant, excessive, hysterical, irrational, or immature.7 
Feelings of af> nity and identi> cation are, of course, less easily generated 

7. Étienne Balibar’s discussion of the uprisings/riots in France in the fall of 855< (at 
a lecture at the University of Chicago on May :5, 8554) helped me to articulate this in 
this way.
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in the latter case. Although we do not know people’s intentions, the sym-
bolic delegitimation of ACT UP’s confrontational tactics appeared to be 
attempts—conscious and not—by those invested in the status quo to, in 
Hall’s words, “ ‘distance’ the mass of the public from any commitment to 
the event” (8;4). Movements need that kind of commitment to the event; 
disparaging criticism that succeeds in unraveling feeling states of af> n-
ity, identi> cation, and commitment can thus pose a challenge to a move-
ment’s viability.

It is plausible, then, that the ideological environment in which ACT 
UP operated contributed to the decline of the direct-action AIDS move-
ment. The plausibility of this hypothesis is further strengthened by con-
sidering as well lesbian and gay criticism of ACT UP during this same 
period of the movement’s decline.

["/#-&, &,! A&0 L"%-/-$,. In her book Virtual Equality: The Main-
streaming of Gay and Lesbian Liberation, Urvashi Vaid, former Exec-
utive Director of NGLTF, maintains that while ACT UP was controver-
sial from its start, “the pages of the gay and lesbian press in the early 
:995s are > lled with . . . criticism of ACT UP as a strategy that had out-
lived its purpose” (:99<, :5=). Vaid concludes that “by :998 . . . the con-
sensus among gay people was that direct action was no longer an effec-
tive strategy” (:5=), and ACT UP was consequently on the decline. Vaid 
presents no evidence to support her claims, nor does she discuss what 
she means by “consensus” or who is included in the category of “gay 
people”—all lesbians and gay men?—and how one might determine what 
gay people in :998 were thinking about ACT UP and direct-action ac-
tivism. The truth of her assertions is thus questionable. But insofar as 
Vaid, an important and well-connected leader in national lesbian and 
gay politics during this period, was traversing the country and convers-
ing with large numbers of lesbians and gay men, including activists, of-
> cers of organizations, newspaper reporters and editors, politicians, and 
other leaders, her assertion, even if an exaggeration, does suggest a nega-
tive shift in attitudes about ACT UP’s confrontational, direct-action tac-
tics in the early :995s.

There certainly was a great deal of criticism. Gay and lesbian critics 
sometimes, as Vaid notes, “picked up and repeated” the Bush admin-
istration’s rhetorical attacks on ACT UP (:5=). Most frequently critics 
marked ACT UP’s actions as excessive and consequently a threat to les-
bian and gay respectability. Consider, for example, an editorial in the 
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Windy City Times that defended the initially “widespread” booing and 
name-calling that greeted Chicago’s Mayor Daley when he showed up at 
a lesbian and gay antiviolence march in April :998 (“Daley” :998). Ac-
knowledging a queasiness within the community about confrontational 
activism, the editors began by writing that it may not have been “po-
lite,” but “booing and hissing at public events . . . [is] often the only way 
that people can let their political leaders know that they’re angry and 
frustrated.” In the editors’ view, the initial heckling and jeering that met 
Daley “sent a strong signal to the mayor that many in the gay and les-
bian community—and not just a few street activists—have serious con-
cerns with his administration’s handling of gay and AIDS issues.” Their 
parenthetical point suggests that the editors were most intent on draw-
ing a distinction between “street [AIDS] activists”—who evidently con-
tinued heckling the mayor throughout the march—and “most people in 
the crowd”—who apparently were part of the jeering initially but then 
stopped. Yes, the anger directed toward the mayor was understandable, 
the editors acknowledged, but AIDS was not the only issue facing lesbi-
ans and gay men, and “by hijacking an anti-violence march, AIDS ac-
tivists muted the strong message that :,555 people could have sent to 
millions of Chicago area residents watching the television news or read-
ing the newspapers: that the gay and lesbian community is > ghting back 
[against antigay violence] and that the city’s political leaders are stand-
ing behind the community” (“Daley” :998). The persistent heckling cer-
tainly may have muted that message, but what seemed most disconcert-
ing to the editors was that the activists’ feat conveyed another message, 
one that broadcast queer de> ance and anger toward the mayor rather 
than gay harmony with City Hall. AIDS activists had veered from ac-
ceptable into unacceptable activism; they had exceeded the bounds of 
good taste, and had done so in front of TV cameras.

During the early and mid-:995s, ACT UP chapters that participated 
in campaigns to pass anti-discrimination ordinances or to defeat antigay 
ballot initiatives often faced criticism from more establishment-oriented 
gay activists in their locales. ACT UP/Portland member Erica Rand, for 
example, recalls that mainstream gay groups in Maine tried to discredit 
groups like ACT UP, viewing the direct action of AIDS activists as sim-
ply “acting out” and as a risk to their more mainstream strategy: “They 
were afraid that we would use tactics that would validate the negative 
images a homophobic public had of us” (personal correspondence, De-
cember 8;, 855;).
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Gay conservative commentator Andrew Sullivan was a vocal critic 
who marked ACT UP participants as extreme and out of step with most 
lesbians and gay men rather than as thoughtful, legitimate, and ef> ca-
cious political actors. In a :996 article in the New Republic, Sullivan 
wrote that the liberationist politics of ACT UP and similar radical queer 
activist groups distanced such “ ‘queer’ fundamentalists” from “the vast 
majority of gay people” who, Sullivan claimed, “wish to be integrated 
into society as it is” (Sullivan :996).

While some lesbian and gay critics reproached ACT UP’s confronta-
tional tactics speci> cally, other appraisals during the years of ACT UP’s 
decline were > lled with condescension and scorn as well as antileftism 
and red-baiting, all of which, as with mainstream criticism, might dis-
tance lesbians and gay men from the movement. Gay journalist Randy 
Shilts—who, in addition to writing for the gay press, was the > rst re-
porter to cover AIDS regularly for a daily newspaper, the San Francisco 
Chronicle—stands out in this regard. In a January :99: cover story for 
the national lesbian and gay magazine, the Advocate, Shilts claimed that 
the militant AIDS activist movement was demonstrating its “growing ir-
relevance” in the gay community by, ostensibly, being more concerned 
about poor blacks and Hispanics with AIDS than about gay white men 
with AIDS (Shilts :99:, 67). He continued with an assertion of ACT 
UP’s demise: “By the end of :995, it was clear that the PH[ITKI = LI@JM 
crowd was losing its grip on the gay imagination” (6;).

During this period, individual ACT UP chapters often faced criti-
cism from within their local lesbian and gay communities that echoed 
critiques aimed at the direct-action AIDS movement as a whole. For ex-
ample, in an editorial that challenged ACT UP/Chicago’s priorities and 
insinuated that the organization was veering from its mission to > ght 
AIDS, the Windy City Times adopted the criticisms that Shilts had aired 
in the Advocate. It began with a quote from Shilts charging that ACT 
UP was no longer relevant because it had put the issue of AIDS drugs on 
the back burner. It continued:

We thought that > ghting AIDS was the purpose . . . [of ACT UP]. But now 
that the New York City chapter has made national health care its priority, 
we’re wondering what ACT UP/Chicago has as its top priority for :99:.8 . . . 

;. I have come across no evidence indicating that ACT UP/NY made national health 
care its top priority as Shilts argued in his Advocate essay (:99:, 67) and the Windy City 
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We’re wondering where [the need to get more and less costly drugs approved 
by the Federal Drug Administration to treat AIDS] falls on ACT UP/Chica-
go’s list of priorities. At last check, ACT UP was leading a protest march . . . 
against the Persian Gulf war. . . . We’re proud that ACT UP has seen the po-
tential threat that the war has on funding AIDS programs. . . . But what is 
confusing to us is not knowing if ACT UP has made a long-range commit-
ment to protest the war. What would such a commitment mean to its abil-
ity to agitate the government to provide more AIDS drug therapies? Closer 
to home, would such a new international emphasis prevent ACT UP/Chicago 
from demonstrating on the city’s lack of a health commissioner or the ongo-
ing privatization of its health care services? (“ACT UP, AIDS, and the Per-
sian Gulf” :99:, ::)

Although this editorial was not as biting as Shilts’ Advocate article, it 
painted the Chicago ACT UP chapter as politically errant and unsophis-
ticated. It also pointedly ignored ACT UP/Chicago’s numerous, ongoing 
AIDS-related campaigns.9 Although it did not focus its critique on ACT 
UP’s confrontational tactics, its derision nonetheless created a distance 
between the direct-action AIDS movement and those lesbians and gay 
men who wanted to see themselves as politically savvy and > ghting the 
AIDS crisis “correctly.” Moreover, by aligning itself with Shilts’ critique 
of ACT UP, the Windy City Times editorial joined its concerns about 
ACT UP/Chicago to a larger antileft critique in Shilts’s article. During 
this time period conservative commentators were waging war on liber-
als and leftists concerned with issues like racism, sexism, and homopho-
bia; the right trivialized people with such concerns by labeling them “po-
litically correct.” The Windy City Times editorial aligned itself with such 
forces by suggesting that participating in ACT UP might paint one with 
the socially disreputable brush of leftism, political correctness, and feel-
good (rather than pragmatic and smart) activism. Widely read Chicago 
gay journalist Rex Wockner waged a similar campaign against ACT UP/
Chicago throughout :998, accusing the organization, particularly the les-
bian participants, of “political correctness.” 10

Times echoed here. The evidence suggests that it was one priority for many in the move-
ment from about :995 on.

9. ACT UP/Chicago addressed Windy City Times’ criticisms in a letter to the editor 
two weeks later (ACT UP/Chicago :99:a).

:5. See, for example, Wockner (:998a, :998c). I return to Wockner’s critiques of ACT 
UP in chapter 4.
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In the period of ACT UP’s decline, then, the movement faced criti-
cism from both gay and straight worlds. It seems plausible that this in-
hospitable environment contributed to the decline of ACT UP by turn-
ing away participants, potential participants, and supporters. But two 
aspects of the data trouble any simple association between the ideolog-
ical environment and ACT UP’s decline. First, derision of ACT UP by 
politicians, the corporate media, high-ranking members of the scienti> c-
medical establishment, and lesbian and gay critics also occurred in the 
years before ACT UP’s decline, during its heyday from :9;7 through 
:995. Second, ACT UP received a considerable amount of mainstream 
and lesbian and gay praise throughout its life. I argue that the more or 
less hostile ideological milieu in which ACT UP operated did contribute 
to the movement’s decline, but, given these confounding data, why and 
how it did so are questions we will need to address.

Earlier Disparagements of ACT UP

Criticism leveled at ACT UP was often scathing, even in the move-
ment’s early years. I discuss the widespread condemnations at some 
length, again, not to assess their truth but because they raise questions of 
whether a hostile ideological context matters at all with regard to move-
ment viability, and if so, how and under what conditions.

I&%*-"% N&-,/+%"&E K%-+-2-/E. Contending that “ACT UP is proba-
bly the most widely reviled” activist group, a writer for New York maga-
zine noted that New York City Mayor Ed Koch called ACT UP a group 
of “fascists” after some members disrupted him at the opening reception 
to a gay history exhibit in :9;; (Taylor :995, 47).11 A number of opinion 
pieces by U.S. News and World Report columnist John Leo were strik-
ingly vitriolic. In one titled “Today’s Uncivil Disobedience” (Leo :9;9), 
Leo characterized as “simple tantrums” actions like blocking traf> c on 
the Brooklyn Bridge, using rhetoric like “murder” and “genocide,” and 
harassing politicians. In :995 in a column headlined “When Activism 
Becomes Gangsterism,” Leo conceded that “every so often, ACT UP 
undertakes some campaign that lends itself to rational analysis.” But the 
thrust of his column was a construction of ACT UP as a group of gang-
sters, “the No. : loose cannon of local [New York City] politics,” a group 

::. On ACT UP/NY’s zap of the mayor, see letters in the New York Native, = July, :9;;.
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that engages in “troublemaking that makes no sense in traditional po-
litical terms” but should not be underestimated because, as a crowd of 
“brownshirts,” ACT UP is indeed a dangerous menace to society (Leo 
:995a; see also Leo :995b).

Like critiques of ACT UP in its declining years, these earlier ones 
also ignored AIDS activists’ political analyses of the government’s and 
other institutions’ handling of the AIDS crisis. As Hall (:976a, 9:–98) 
suggests, the media’s failure to provide contextualizing background in-
formation about a movement’s confrontational protests effectively casts 
them as meaningless, as senseless acting out. In failing to discuss ACT 
UP’s political analyses, critics of the movement reduced it to its tactics 
and portrayed AIDS activists as dangerous deviants engaging in disrup-
tive, inappropriate, meaningless behavior.

In the United States, confrontational activists frequently face such 
denials of political intelligibility, denials that should be understood as an 
operation of power insofar as they discourage participation in such ac-
tivism and build opposition to it. A San Francisco-based direct-action 
AIDS activist group named Stop AIDS Now or Else (SANOE) was re-
viled by the San Francisco Chronicle for two actions in :9;9, one that 
shut down the Golden Gate Bridge and another that disrupted the open-
ing night at the San Francisco Opera. The actions were purposefully dra-
matic, projecting a level of desperation that AIDS activists and people 
with AIDS were feeling. Providing no context for SANOE’s disruption 
of the Opera, the Chronicle editors described the action as “mindless” 
and SANOE as “an irresponsible fringe group” (“Opera” :9;9).12 Ignor-
ing their political goals and analyses, the media depicted the protesters 
as social deviants rather than rightful political actors who felt compelled 
to go outside routine political channels.

The response by politicians and the media was similar in December 
:9;9 when ACT UP/NY protested at St. Patrick’s Cathedral in collab-
oration with the group WHAM!—Women’s Health Action Mobiliza-
tion (> g. :7). The action was designed to raise issues about the Catholic 
Church’s opposition to safe-sex education, homosexuality, and abortion. 
Thousands demonstrated outside St. Pat’s, and several protesters went 
inside and disrupted the service; one dropped a communion wafer to the 

:8. The Chronicle erroneously claimed that the protesters had punched patrons and 
sprayed tear gas at an opera singer but issued a correction and apology the next day, clari-
fying that according to an eyewitness “a member of the audience, not a demonstrator, used 
a chemical spray during the protest” (“Reporting” :9;9).
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F oor in protest. Almost every local politician and daily newspaper railed 
against the action (Handelman :995). New York City Mayor Koch, 
Mayor-elect David Dinkins, and New York Governor Mario Cuomo con-
demned it, as did Vice President Dan Quayle (Taylor :995, 76; DeParle 
:995, B:). The mainstream media coverage constructed ACT UP (and 
WHAM!) as irrational, unreasonable, and immature. If the protesters 
were seeking to persuade, a New York Daily News editorial asserted, 
they should know that “persuasion is done through reasoned arguments, 
not adolescent acts” (“Civil” :9;9; see also “Storming” :9;9).

Dr. Anthony Fauci, the Director of the National Institute of Allergy 
and Infectious Disease (NIAID), the AIDS research arm of the NIH, 
sometimes constructed ACT UP similarly. After ACT UP demonstrated 
at the NIH in May :995 to protest the slow pace of AIDS drug research 
and the exclusion of women of child-bearing age from drug trials, USA 
Today quoted Fauci as saying, “A demonstration on the campus of the 
place that is doing the most to help them . . . is quite inappropriate” 
(“AIDS Activists” :995). Failing to acknowledge ACT UP’s stated rea-
sons for holding the protest, and once more impugning ACT UP protest-

1-()%" :7. ACT UP/NY and WHAM! demonstrators outside St. Patrick’s Cathedral dur-
ing the “Stop the Church” protest, New York City, December :5, :9;9. Photo by Ellen B. 
Neipris.
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ers’ discretion and maturity, Fauci, according to the New York Times, 
said that “he knew the leaders of the protest [at the NIH] well and was 
surprised to hear ‘irrational’ language on the street from people he had 
worked with in meetings” (Hilts :995). Fauci and others also suggested 
that ACT UP’s tactics were a threat to the conduct of science. The Wash-
ington Post quoted Fauci trivializing and discrediting ACT UP’s NIH 
action by calling it an “inconvenience that could undermine the morale 
of federal AIDS researchers” (Jennings and Gladwell :995).13

ACT UP’s disruption of a speech by Health and Human Services Sec-
retary Dr. Louis Sullivan at the Sixth International Conference on AIDS 
in San Francisco (June :995) drew heated criticism. Sullivan’s speech 
was entirely drowned out by the chants of ACT UP activists, after which 
the secretary labeled the protesters “un-American” (Zonana :995) and 
ACT UP a “fringe group” (O’Neill :995b), vowed never to meet with 
ACT UP, and asked government of> cials to avoid all but “necessary and 
productive” dealings with the group (“Health” :995; “Sullivan” :995).14 
Later, Sullivan derided AIDS activists as “adolescent” (“ACT UP Dis-
rupts Yale” :995).

A New York Times editorial sounded the familiar theme of activist 
excessiveness (> g. :;). Asserting “It’s not as if society had turned its back 
on AIDS and those whom it strikes,” the editors wondered “what could 
have caused such a pointless breakdown in sense and civility” (“AIDS 
and Misdirected” :995). The editors were eliding even recent history, 
failing to mention, for example, that on the eve of the San Francisco 
conference President Bush had indeed turned his back on people with 
AIDS by announcing his opposition to a large federal AIDS disaster-
relief bill that had passed through Congress (Zonana :995) and by shun-
ning the AIDS Conference in favor of a fund-raiser for arch-homophobe 
Senator Jesse Helms.

Perhaps wanting to assure its readers that the New York Times’ crit-
icism was not based on homophobia, the editorial drew a contrast be-
tween good gay groups—who used “conventional political methods” and 
successfully garnered more AIDS research funds—and the militant and 
unreasonable gays in ACT UP who ostensibly had nothing to show for 
their efforts. Indeed, according to the editors, “there is little value in 

:6. See also O’Neill :995a, :995b; Specter :995b; and Kolata :995. For a critique of Ko-
lata’s journalism, see Dowie :99;.

:=. Sullivan apparently refused contact with ACT UP prior to the June :995 disrup-
tion. See ACT UP/NY member Peter Staley’s comments in O’Neill :995b.
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1-()%" :;. Lead editorial in the New York Times, June 84, :995.

ACT UP’s disruptions.” Even as the editors acknowledged that ACT UP 
members had reasons to feel rage and despair, they cautioned against 
ACT UP’s emotionality, offering reason as the more effective route for 
ACT UP to take: “But for all their righteous rage, it’s important for them 
to see that shouting down Dr. Sullivan is counterproductive. If ACT UP’s 
members would only keep their faith in education and hard lobbying and 
put down their bullhorns, they might > nd their rage surprisingly well un-
derstood, and effective when focused in the right way on the right tar-
gets” (“AIDS and Misdirected” :995). The exclusion of any discussion of 
government foot-dragging or of ACT UP’s actual effectiveness over the 
years was necessary to uphold the editors’ faith in the democratic pro-
cess and their related assertion that the movement’s use of the “right” 
tactics on the “right” targets—as de> ned by the editors, apparently, and 
seemingly limited to “hard” lobbying, whatever that might mean—would 
certainly lead to success. As portrayed by the New York Times, ACT 
UP’s militancy was incomprehensible and ineffective.

The San Francisco Chronicle wrote an editorial against ACT UP’s 
disruption of Sullivan’s speech that similarly constructed ACT UP 
as outside the bounds of civility and propriety. ACT UP’s action, they 
wrote, “exceeded the limits of acceptable behavior.” Indeed, ACT UP 
was dangerously beyond the pale, its disruption “little more than incipi-
ent fascism” (“Offensive” :995; emphasis mine). ACT UP, using tactics 
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that ostensibly resembled the violence of a fascist state, was clearly rep-
rehensible and dangerous.

The criticism came not only from people in positions of power. It was 
also articulated by individuals writing letters to the editor and in face-
to-face interactions.15 These people also often equated ACT UP’s mil-
itancy with violence. For example, a member of the studio audience at 
the February 9, :995, Phil Donahue Show shouted at members of ACT 
UP on the panel: “Stock exchanges and cathedrals—where do you stop? 
Bombs, buildings? Militancy can turn into terrorism” (quoted in Erni 
:99=, 94). Ignoring the fact that ACT UP was committed to nonvio-
lent direct action,16 commentators suggested that confrontational tactics 
would inevitably lead to terrorist bombings. Equally inaccurately, crit-
ics suggested that ACT UP’s confrontational activism itself was indistin-
guishable from violent, destructive tactics.17

I&%*-"% ["/#-&, &,! A&0 L-/3&%&("E",+. Turning to earlier les-
bian and gay criticism of ACT UP, one of the > rst instances occurred 
when ACT UP/NY zapped New York City Mayor Ed Koch at a City 
Hall event inaugurating Lesbian and Gay History Month with an unveil-
ing of a lesbian and gay history photo exhibit. AIDS activists targeted 
Koch because they saw him as doing almost nothing to deal with New 
York City’s then-exploding AIDS crisis. As in later criticism, lesbian 
and gay critics castigated ACT UP for being excessive, extremist, im-
proper, disrespectful, politically unsavvy, and immature. At the June :, 
:9;;, zap, more than > fty ACT UP members began chanting as soon as 
Mayor Koch walked to the podium, effectively disrupting the event. The 
local WNBC news reported a strong negative reaction from many les-
bian and gay leaders in attendance. The July = issue of the New York 

:<. For examples of letters to the editor, see Dessau :995; Braverman :995; and Roeder 
:998. Face-to-face interactions are harder to document because they usually are not re-
corded by the media, but my interviews revealed that some ACT UP participants experi-
enced conF ict about their activism with their families and friends, in their workplaces, and 
in other interactions; my own experiences corroborate this > nding.

:4. As I discuss in chapter 7, some individuals with AIDS did consider armed suicide 
missions, and Larry Kramer did call for riots at the Sixth International AIDS Conference 
in San Francisco in :995, but ACT UP as an organization never seriously considered po-
litical violence.

:7. I am not commenting on arguments for or against political violence here, but rather 
simply noting critics’ erroneous conF ations.
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Native contained letters that vehemently criticized ACT UP. One, writ-
ten by four veteran lesbian and gay activists, compared ACT UP/NY 
to hateful antigay bigots and accused it of deploying “fascistic tactics” 
(Conkey et al. :9;;).18

The psychologizing of ACT UP participants was a standard genre of 
critique, a mode that echoes mainstream denunciations of militant activ-
ists and trivializes activists’ commitments by emptying their analyses of 
political content. Randy Shilts early on began charging that ACT UP’s ac-
tions served more of a therapeutic than political purpose. The scienti> c-
medical establishment and the mainstream media provided Shilts a ready 
platform, likely because of his stature as a mainstream journalist, but 
perhaps more importantly because he was gay and willing to denounce 
and scorn other gays. Shilts, invited to give a speech at the closing cer-
emony of the Fifth International Conference on AIDS in Montreal in 
June :9;9, “obliged his hosts with an attack on the militancy of inter-
national AIDS activists attending the conference” (Crimp 8558, :=8), 
arguing that ACT UP’s dissent had gone too far and was “beginning 
to back> re” (Shilts :9;9; see > g. :9). From the Conference stage Shilts 
warned, “expressing anger can give you a warm, fuzzy feeling inside, but 
this conference isn’t supposed to be a therapy session” (Chase :9;9a). In 
Shilts’ rendering, “in the political arena, expressing anger for the sake of 
expressing anger is infantile, and sometimes counterproductive” (Shilts 

:;. See also Friedlander et al. :9;;; Davidson :9;;; and letters in the same issue of the 
New York Native from ACT UP/NY members that laid out ACT UP’s reasoning behind 
the zap.

1-()%" :9. San Francisco Chronicle, June 84, :9;9.
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:9;9; quoted in Cohen :99;, 8:). ACT UP, Shilts asserted, was becoming 
too “confrontational,” prompting a “backlash,” and in the end “may ulti-
mately be counted as among the forces of death” (Shilts :9;9). Over the 
years, Shilts continued his attacks on ACT UP, asserting that its actions 
were nothing more than a form of self-indulgent and infantile personal 
therapy, with little to show in terms of political accomplishments.19

In pitting the therapeutic against the political and aligning AIDS ac-
tivism with the former, Shilts was drawing from and bolstering exist-
ing mainstream discourses that cast politics in terms of dispassionate, 
reasoned deliberation engaged in by elevated and high-minded men as 
against the mob in the streets, where individuals—feminized by their 
emotionality and apparent lack of reason—are moved by their passions, 
as in the therapeutic situation. Drawing on a perceived split between emo-
tion and reason, this discourse places the therapeutic and the political at 
odds with one another; there is no possibility that emotional, collective 
street activism is sensible, that it can be both cathartic for participants 
(liberating, invigorating, restorative) as well as politically motivated and 
politically effective. Of course, Shilts’s rendering also failed to recognize 
the emotional components of what he construed as politics.

In the movement’s early years, others also disparaged direct-action 
AIDS activism by characterizing participants as immature. Local gay 
newspapers repeatedly labeled activists “juvenile,” “childish,” and “in-
sane.” Again and again, they were told to “grow up” and frequently were 
admonished with statements like “You can’t just act up, you’ve got to act 
smart.” 20

Mainstream and lesbian and gay criticisms of the direct-action AIDS 
movement did not change dramatically between the period of the move-
ment’s emergence and development, from :9;7 through approximately 
:995, and the period of its decline, from approximately :99: through 
:99=. A second point confounding the hypothesis that ideological work 
against de> ant activism contributed to ACT UP’s decline is that, al-
though criticism was plentiful and often quite vitriolic, ACT UP also re-
ceived a surprising amount of praise.

:9. See, for example, Salholz, et al. :995; Price :995. Retrospective accounts by some 
gay critics are similarly infantilizing of ACT UP; see, for example Andriote :999, 8==.

85. See, for example, Karlin :995; Wockner :995b, :995d; Dunne :9;9; Alexander 
:9;9; Warner :9;9; and numerous letters about the actions of SANOE in the B.A.R. and 
the San Francisco Sentinel from February, September, and October :9;9.
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For ACT UP

The praise that both gay and straight individuals and institutions di-
rected toward ACT UP acted as a counternarrative to the dominant ide-
ology that derides contentious, confrontational activism. The amount of 
praise is striking in that regard. In terms of effects, the praise may have 
helped to bolster the movement’s emotional habitus and political hori-
zon. I focus closely on how those praising ACT UP did so, especially 
how they aligned themselves with or distanced themselves from ACT 
UP’s tactics. Those aspects of the praise provide important insights into 
the forcefulness of disparaging criticisms. Attending to them will help us 
to understand why such criticisms eventually did gain traction and play a 
role in ACT UP’s decline.

Mainstream Praise for ACT UP

What is perhaps most surprising about the ideological milieu in which 
ACT UP operated is that the movement received a good amount of 
mainstream praise and even support. Some even applauded it for its 
noisy disruption of Secretary of Health Louis Sullivan in June :995. 
The San Francisco Examiner endorsed ACT UP’s action, even echoing 
the movement’s cries of shame directed toward Sullivan and his boss, 
President Bush. The editors wrote that the protesters had “nothing to 
be ashamed of and nothing to apologize for.” Suggesting an astonishing 
degree of sympathy with confrontational, disruptive activism in general, 
the editors asserted,

Protest is rarely pleasant; it is frequently annoying to people who regard 
themselves as innocent, put-upon bystanders who may even be sympa-
thetic to the goals of the protest. But it has been effective in the > ght against 
AIDS, a > ght that has been waged by hard-working and dedicated physi-
cians, nurses, medical researchers and activists. They all have played impor-
tant roles. . . . The frustration of those most affected is palpable and under-
standable. They demand and deserve more from Bush than a slap in the face. 
(“Bush” :995)

An op-ed piece in the Examiner called ACT UP the “heroes of the epi-
demic” (Kirp :995).

Others who have commented on media representations of ACT UP 
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tend to overlook such praise.21 But given the pointed hostility that con-
frontational movements typically face, the extent of praise conferred 
on ACT UP is extraordinary. ACT UP/NY member Peter Staley re-
calls watching television news reports of the group’s > rst demonstration 
in March :9;7, which essentially shut down Wall Street in lower Man-
hattan. According to Staley, all three TV networks covered the action 
sympathetically, “saying the FDA was slow and Burroughs Wellcome 
shouldn’t be charging this much for the > rst drug for AIDS” (quoted in 
Kastor :996). By :9;9, mainstream newspapers and magazines regularly 
acknowledged ACT UP’s inF uence and effectiveness. As one Washing-
ton Post article noted with some surprise and awe, “leading government 
AIDS researchers read [ACT UP’s] frequent manifestoes with interest 
and admiration” (Specter :995a). News articles, editorials, and op-ed 
pieces admiringly noted that ACT UP’s pressure had forced the phar-
maceutical company Burroughs Wellcome to reduce the price of AZT, 
and that ACT UP’s confrontational actions, combined with compelling 
research, had succeeded in pushing the FDA to revamp its drug test-
ing system and implement the ACT UP–devised “parallel track” pro-
gram, which allowed more people with HIV/AIDS access to experimen-
tal drugs.22 Scholars who studied the three major television networks’ 
nightly news programs found that “ACT UP, particularly in its earliest 
stages, often received respectful coverage,” a > nding that they found 
“striking,” given its members’ “penchant for disrupting speeches, con-
ducting sit-ins (or ‘die-ins’), and getting arrested” (Cook and Colby 
:998, ::=). The media sometimes even echoed ACT UP’s demands (e.g., 
“Getting” :995).

The media ampli> ed the praise by reporting that ACT UP was draw-
ing acclaim from leading members of the science establishment. In an 
article about the Sixth International Conference on AIDS in San Fran-
cisco, a Los Angeles Times reporter noted that “speaker after speaker 
paid homage to the activists’ contributions in confronting the epidemic” 
(Zonana :995, A86). The media frequently quoted scientists’ and 
health bureaucrats’ acclaim for ACT UP. For example, the New York 

8:. See, for example, Erni :99=; Cohen :99;; and Gross 855:; for an exception, see 
Cook and Colby :998.

88. On Burroughs Wellcome see “Acting” :995; Chase :9;9b; Kirp :995; and Taylor 
:995. On ACT UP’s effectiveness with the FDA, see “Acting” :995; DeParle :995; Garri-
son :9;9; “Getting” :995; Kirp :995; Salholz et al. :995; Span :9;9; Specter :9;9, :995a; 
Taylor :995; and Zonana :995.
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Times quoted the New York City Health Commissioner Dr. Stephen 
Joseph (a sometime target of ACT UP) acknowledging that ACT UP 
had successfully forced important changes in the testing and distribu-
tion of AIDS drugs (DeParle :995, B:). Newspapers repeatedly quoted 
Dr. Fauci—also a sometime target of ACT UP—praising the direct-
action AIDS movement. An article in the Washington Post headlined 
“Pressure from AIDS Activists Has Transformed Drug Testing” (> g. 85) 
quoted Fauci as follows: “In the beginning, those people had a blanket 
disgust with us. And it was mutual. Scientists said all trials should be re-
stricted, rigid and slow. The gay [sic] groups said we were killing people 
with red tape.23 When the smoke cleared we realized that much of their 
criticism was absolutely valid” (Specter :9;9, A:).24 Fauci actually cred-
ited ACT UP with positively transforming the FDA’s drug-testing pro-
cedures. Quoted in the New York Times, Fauci rhetorically asked, “Did 
ACT UP play a signi> cant role in the whole idea of expanded access to 
experimental drugs?” Fauci’s unhesitant reply: “The answer is yes” (De-
Parle :995, B=). The Los Angeles Times quoted Fauci lauding ACT UP 

86. During the :9;5s and :995s, the media and others consistently conF ated AIDS and 
gay identity by failing to recognize the difference between AIDS and gay organizations.

8=. See also Garrison :9;9, A:.

1-()%" 85. Washington Post, July 8, :9;9.
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in the speech he gave at the Sixth International Conference on AIDS in 
San Francisco: “When it comes to clinical trials, some [activists] are bet-
ter informed than many scientists can imagine. [Scientists] do not have a 
lock on correctness. Activists bring a special insight into the disease that 
can actually be helpful in the way we design our scienti> c approaches” 
(Zonana :995, A86). More than broadcasting the praise of others, such 
news articles suggested that the news organization concurred with the 
acclamation.

ID3*&-,-,( N&-,/+%"&E S%&-/" $1 @KJ ZS. Given the hostile context 
in which confrontational protest groups in the United States frequently 
operate, mainstream praise of ACT UP requires explanation. It is less 
surprising once we acknowledge that the dominant ideology against con-
frontational activism, while pervasive, is not totalizing. There are always 
cracks in a dominant ideology. Alternative perspectives and counterdis-
courses about society, the polity, and events always compete for consid-
eration. Even people with an orientation toward the establishment may 
support confrontational activism in some circumstances. In this case, 
some politicians, some news editors and reporters, some scientists and 
bureaucrats sometimes held a perspective that differed from the domi-
nant one, and they sometimes got airtime.

Still, most confrontational activist movements in the United States 
simply do not garner much acclaim. ACT UP did. The following reasons 
begin to explain why. First, from its earliest months, ACT UP was unde-
niably effective. Effectiveness in itself is not enough to elicit praise, but 
as soon as a well-known establishment > gure like CBS News anchor Dan 
Rather credited ACT UP with forcing Burroughs Wellcome to drop the 
price of AZT, and as soon as Fauci, the government’s chief AIDS scien-
tist, stated that AIDS activists had some valuable ideas, other people in 
power had a harder time dismissing the movement.

A second reason is the shared interest between activists who wanted 
to accelerate the testing of experimental AIDS drugs in order to save 
lives and supporters of government deregulation. A striking example of 
this appeared in a March :99: Wall Street Journal editorial criticizing 
the FDA’s “foot-dragging” in approving an experimental drug for Al-
zheimer’s disease: “The more you watch the federal government handle 
matters relevant to sick patients and new drugs, the more you come to 
see why AIDS advocates act up so much” (“Alzheimer’s” :99:).

Third, the perception that ACT UP’s membership was white, male, 
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and middle-class helped the movement to draw mainstream support. 
Editors, reporters, scientists, and bureaucrats who shared some of those 
characteristics and who were not virulently homophobic may have iden-
ti> ed with AIDS activists, especially when the latter articulated their 
grievances and demands in terms of a sense of entitlement as U.S. citi-
zens. It is hard to imagine similar acclaim being conferred on a de> ant, 
direct-action AIDS movement perceived to be populated by African 
Americans, or on any confrontational activist group made up of people 
of color, women, poor people, young anarchists, or any combination of 
such marginalized groups.

J'" @E#-.&*",2" $1 N&-,/+%"&E S%&-/" 1$% @KJ ZS. We should 
note, however, that mainstream praise for ACT UP almost always was 
surrounded by a more general criticism corroborating the view that con-
frontational activism is both unnecessary and dangerous. Indeed, the 
praise usually was articulated in a strikingly ambivalent manner that re-
vealed anxiety about and subtly disparaged precisely that sort of de> ant 
activism. Much of the praise implicitly assumed that confrontational ac-
tivism is typically the work of uninformed, unreasonable, immature in-
dividuals. The acclaim, then, derived in part from the perception that 
ACT UP was different in this respect, at least to some degree, and praise 
was thus due it precisely for overcoming its activist origins and charac-
ter. I provide a number of examples because I think understanding the 
ambivalent nature of this praise will help us to explore why and how the 
ideological environment, inclusive of this vocal mainstream acclaim, 
eventually did contribute to the decline of the movement.

Fauci’s praise of ACT UP often voiced precisely this sort of ambiva-
lence, simultaneously expressing support for ACT UP and anxiety about 
its tactics. When in :9;; the FDA restricted the availability of ganciclo-
vir, an experimental AIDS drug that seemed promising in > ghting infec-
tions leading to blindness in people with AIDS, ACT UP members went 
to the NIH campus and decided to try to meet with Fauci, anticipating 
that they would be thrown out of the building. Instead, Fauci agreed to 
meet with them and then to contact the FDA; a few weeks later the FDA 
announced a plan to maintain the availability of ganciclovir. Quoted in 
a Washington Post article, Fauci stated how positive that outcome was, 
crediting ACT UP. But Fauci was not endorsing confrontational activ-
ism; indeed, he suggested that he had listened to ACT UP and responded 
to its demands only because ACT UP had behaved itself: “When ACT 
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UP acts in a reasonable way, when it has a reasonable concern, it can be 
an effective catalyst” (Span :9;9, D=; emphases mine).

Fauci similarly suggested his ambivalence about ACT UP and dis-
comfort with confrontational activism in a :995 article in Rolling Stone. 
The reporter noted that ACT UP’s action at St. Patrick’s Cathedral had 
“caused many to write off the group as radical lunatics,” and then quoted 
Fauci as saying, “That’s made my job more dif> cult because I have to go 
back to the conservative establishment and say, ‘We need to work with 
these people,’ and they look at me like I’m crazy. They don’t see the side 
of ACT UP that I do—intelligent, gifted, articulate people coming up 
with good, creative ideas” (Handelman :995, ;<). By couching his praise 
in an implicit and sometimes explicit critique of confrontational activ-
ism, Fauci suggested that ACT UP’s effectiveness singularly derived 
from the rational research and argumentation of some of its members. 
In such statements, Fauci was both deriding confrontational activism 
and suggesting that he himself was not inF uenced by that form of AIDS 
activism—that he was not susceptible to pressure (i.e., weak)—but by 
sensible and reasoned debate alone. (Fauci, of course, failed to acknowl-
edge that AIDS activists gained access to him initially only through their 
confrontational demonstrations and disruptions.)

Fauci was not alone in his ambivalent admiration. Indeed, most of the 
praise directed toward ACT UP was hesitant and quali> ed, illustrating 
the parameters of mainstream support for the movement.25 For example, 
in a May :995 column about the upcoming International AIDS Confer-
ence in San Francisco headlined “Protests Threaten to Drown Science 
at AIDS Conference,” Chicago Tribune contributor Joan Beck credited 
AIDS activists with spurring scientists to action. “Would this extraordi-
nary progress have happened without the impatient demands and provo-
cations of protesters—primarily gays with their political skills and sense 
of aggrievement? Without them, would the nation’s research have been 
channeled so quickly into the battle against AIDS? It’s not likely” (Beck 
:995). But as the title of her column signaled, Beck simultaneously ech-
oed a standard disparagement of ACT UP by casting AIDS activists as 
engaging in antics that might pose a threat to scienti> c progress. “It’s in-
creasingly obvious that many AIDS activists are willing to sacri> ce some 
of the conference’s scienti> c potential to make their political points.” 

8<. The stunningly positive and unambivalent San Francisco Examiner editorial cited 
above (“Bush” :995) stands out as an exception.
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Were protesters to interfere with “the serious science at the San Fran-
cisco meeting,” Beck argued, the results “would be devastating.” Al-
though in one breath Beck credited AIDS activists with many important 
successes, she simultaneously trivialized their activism, labeling it “the-
atrics” and “high-spirited high jinks”—in contrast to “serious science”—
and casting protesters as players in an “AIDS carnival sideshow.” Activ-
ist “nagging” that had led scientists and society to focus on AIDS was at 
once good and excessive, skillful but simultaneously a threat to science 
(Beck :995).

ACT UP’s tactics posed some dif> culties for mainstream commen-
tators who applauded the movement. It was hard to deny the ef> cacy 
of its tactics and the inadequacy of more routine efforts like lobbying, 
but confrontational activism raises the specter of social disorder, and 
thus many are uncomfortable with it. One way mainstream commenta-
tors navigated that dif> culty was by conceding the admissibility of cer-
tain de> ant tactics, but only for a period already past, rarely for the here 
and now. Along these lines, a December :995 column in the Economist 
described ACT UP as “among the most effective” pressure groups in 
the United States but suggested that “ACT UP’s extremism” in the pre-
sent was threatening to undermine support for condom distribution in 
New York City’s schools. Intertwining praise of ACT UP with unsub-
stantiated claims that the movement’s tactics had alienated supporters, 
the column contended,

ACT UP’s all-or-nothing tactics sometimes work. Its unrelenting pressure 
has persuaded the federal government to change its procedures for testing 
and distributing experimental drugs so that AIDS patients get them faster. 
But sometimes its extremism back> res. Demonstrations that prevented 
Dr. Louis Sullivan . . . from being heard at an AIDS conference in San Fran-
cisco in June cost ACT UP much sympathy. Its disruption of services in . . . 
St. Patrick Cathedral has outraged Jews and Protestants as well as Catholics. 
ACT UP looks set to go too far in its campaign for condoms as well. (“A Con-
dom” :995)26

The thinly veiled message in mainstream commentators’ ambivalent 
support for ACT UP was a quasi-warning that AIDS activists walked 
precipitously close to the edge of acceptability and could easily be re-

84. For another example of ambivalent praise for ACT UP, see “Harassing” :995.
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coded as objectionable extremists. This ambivalent praise muddied the 
ideological waters, simultaneously endorsing and undermining ACT UP.

Lesbian and Gay Praise for ACT UP

Along with mainstream praise, another stunning aspect of ACT UP’s 
environment that confounds any simple notion that the ideological en-
vironment contributed to ACT UP’s decline is that the movement—
characterized by unremitting anger and de> ant, in-your-face tactics—
received tremendous support from mainstream ASOs and from more 
establishment-oriented lesbian and gay organizations, leaders, and indi-
viduals. On the heels of the :9;; FDA demonstration, a San Francisco 
Chronicle article claimed that “most gay leaders—even those well within 
the political establishment—say support for more protests is broad-
based” (Tuller :9;;, A=). Indicating support from across a wide political 
spectrum, New York Native reporter Kiki Mason wrote, “ACT UP and 
similar militant organizations across the country have turned the tide of 
AIDS activism and forever changed the traditional gay movement. . . . 
Even those of us who are conservative have been pulled, inch by inch, to-
ward de> ance” (Mason :9;;, :4). At the start of :995, gay San Francisco 
Supervisor Harry Britt perhaps overstated the case but he indicated vast 
support among lesbians and gay men for ACT UP’s emotional habitus 
and political repertoire: “They’re [ACT UP] putting out for the rest of 
us some very fundamental anger. . . . Within the lesbian/gay community 
there is a universal sense that civil disobedience will be a fundamental 
strategy among our people in the next decade” (Whiting :995). Notably, 
Britt made his comments after the uproar in San Francisco’s lesbian and 
gay community over SANOE’s Golden Gate Bridge and Opera actions; 
insofar as people often conF ated SANOE and ACT UP, Britt’s com-
ments here can be construed as at least in part a counter to those who 
earlier had vili> ed SANOE. In a :99: essay, historian John D’Emilio 
noted this widespread embrace of more militant tactics:

Most closely associated with ACT UP, direct action has been reincorpo-
rated among the spectrum of tactics considered permissible even by the re-
form wing of the movement. Indeed, the most notable feature of the growing 
militance of the last few years has been the approval of it even by those or-
ganizations and activists who do not engage in such tactics themselves. The 
movement seems willing to tolerate both insider and outsider strategies, rec-
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ognizing the necessity of both in order to reach common goals. (D’Emilio 
:998, 847)

Urvashi Vaid argues similarly that direct-action activism—best ex-
empli> ed by ACT UP—“took center stage in national gay politics” 
from :9;4 to :998 (Vaid :99<, 9=). So, while criticism of ACT UP was 
widespread among some in the lesbian and gay community, others—
including many with comparatively traditional activist histories—
expressed strong solidarity with confrontational AIDS activists from the 
earliest days, sometimes even participating in ACT UP’s actions and get-
ting arrested.

The content and texture of this support is interesting because it re-
veals that lesbian and gay organizations, leaders, activists, and other in-
dividuals were engaged in a struggle—at the level of ideology and at the 
level of emotion—about what constituted proper political activity. In-
deed, critics and defenders alike almost always raised the topic of the 
propriety of ACT UP’s tactics. Critics usually indicated their anxiety 
about how mainstream society would perceive confrontational, disrup-
tive, AIDS activism. Backers frequently indicated their awareness of 
that anxiety, and sometimes revealed that they too shared it to some de-
gree but nevertheless supported confrontational activism. They often 
defended ACT UP and similar groups by attempting to answer that anx-
iety with claims about the effectiveness, necessity, and sometimes even 
nobility of confrontation. Their vocal support likely helped to legitimize 
and authorize ACT UP’s mode of activism. I analyze it in some detail 
because the contours of that support provide insight into the instabili-
ties and precariousness of ACT UP’s emotional habitus and political ho-
rizon, allowing us to consider how derisive criticisms of the movement 
gained traction in the early :995s.

An interesting example of support occurred around the militant ac-
tions that SANOE did in :9;9. SANOE’s lesbian and gay supporters took 
on gay and straight critics by arguing for the legitimacy and necessity of 
confrontational activism, even though it might alienate and anger main-
stream society. An editorial in the San Francisco Sentinel that endorsed 
SANOE’s action on the Golden Gate Bridge acknowledged “commuter 
ire” but noted that the media rushed to cover the action, providing front-
page coverage of the AIDS crisis that was “desperately needed.” Ac-
cordingly, the Sentinel wholeheartedly endorsed SANOE’s action and 
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confrontational activism more generally. “Would civil rights have been 
hurried along if Martin Luther King thought his Montgomery March 
bridge blockades too much an inconvenience [for commuters]? No. 
Would the Vietnam War have been stopped without unpopular protests? 
No. Will public demand for quicker AIDS drug testing move medical bu-
reaucrats to action without civil disobedience? No” (“From” :9;9). The 
editors authorized disruptive and militant street AIDS activism by plac-
ing it within what they saw as a noble lineage of effective protest politics.

In a second editorial one week later, the Sentinel again countered the 
critics and ampli> ed its endorsement of SANOE by crediting its Golden 
Gate Bridge action with helping to push the FDA to approve an exper-
imental treatment for AIDS-related pneumonia (PCP), aerosolized 
pentamidine.

For all the lambasting of the bridge protest as not the way to do this, we must 
ask: Didn’t it work beyond all expectations? Finally, > nally, > nally, the dismal 
state of getting FDA-approved treatments for those living with AIDS made 
every front page, every major news program. . . . Outpourings of protest—
including the closure of the Golden Gate—spurred the Food and Drug Ad-
ministration to approve [aerosolized pentamidine]. . . . We are on the right 
track, and if the bridge has to be closed again, then we say close it. The true 
revolutionaries—those who helped change the course of history—never gave 
up, no matter how much they were criticized or punished or told that they 
were going about their quest in the wrong way. There is no violence in this 
protest, only a sense of urgency. (“Sense” :9;9)

The following Windy City Times editorial also indicated that lesbian 
and gay communities were engaged in a struggle about the propriety and 
value of direct-action AIDS activism. The editorial, written after a na-
tional ACT UP demonstration held in Chicago in April :995 about the 
inadequacies of the for-pro> t and public health systems and the need 
for universal health insurance, praised the protest while simultaneously 
broaching a discussion of ACT UP’s confrontational tactics.

Some individuals feel uncomfortable with ACT UP’s tactics. They say that 
ACT UP angers too many people. . . . And there are those who sincerely dis-
agree with the appropriateness of some of the more extreme civil disobe-
dience activities taken on by ACT UP. . . . But surely no one should have 
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to take to the streets to protest such obvious injustices as the ones demon-
strated against last month. Alas, it’s often the only way to get important is-
sues brought to public attention. (“Turning” :995)

The editors then credited previous civil disobedience by ACT UP 
with successfully pressuring Burroughs Wellcome to drop the price of 
AZT and with inF uencing the FDA to expedite its drug-approval pro-
cess. “Likewise, the recent ACT UP demonstrations [in Chicago] have 
highlighted several injustices that otherwise might not have been put 
before a mass audience. . . . The Chicago demonstration was an excel-
lent example of bringing an on-going issue into sharper focus for every-
one” (“Turning” :995). Even as they praised and thereby validated ACT 
UP’s confrontational tactics, the editors clearly felt a need to justify such 
activism, acknowledging—and attempting to address—the anxiety that 
ACT UP raised for many lesbians and gay men.

During her time as executive director of NGLTF, Urvashi Vaid some-
times seemed intent on assuaging lesbian and gay anxiety about con-
frontational politics as well. Interviewed about ACT UP in Newsweek, 
she said, “My view is that you need to use all the tactics available, even 
when you know that some of the things you do will antagonize and even 
repel potential supporters” (Salholz et al. :995).

As these examples indicate, expressions of support for ACT UP from 
various quarters in lesbian and gay communities often had a protective 
tone that indicated a need to defend its tactics.27 ACT UP’s defenders 
were attuned to the context in which it was operating and intent on coun-
tering the anxiety generated by its violations of emotional and political 
norms.

When the Ideological Context Matters

Where the general bias is against militancy, a lot of work—emotional 
and ideological—is required to authorize confrontational politics. When 
successful, that work can make de> ant activism axiomatic within a so-
cial group for a time. The emotional and ideological work that ACT UP 
did succeeded in that way, successfully draining criticisms leveled at the 

87. For additional examples see Obejas :99:; Damski :998a; Smith :998; Garcia :998; 
and Baim :996.
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movement of their affective charge. But the biases against militancy are 
robust, especially because they are affectively compelling, and they can 
easily be reinvigorated and regain their preeminent position.

Disparaging criticisms of ACT UP from gay and straight worlds had 
little effect during the movement’s early years, but they did later on be-
cause of signi> cantly changed conditions and the feeling states provoked 
by those changes. Speci> cally, in ACT UP’s later years a perception 
took hold in lesbian and gay communities that state and society were 
> nally responding to AIDS and, even more important, were becoming 
more accepting of homosexuality. This changed context impaired ACT 
UP’s emotion work.28 Derisive criticisms of direct-action AIDS activ-
ism started to resonate and to have negative effects largely because per-
ceived openings in the social, cultural, and political realms raised hopes 
of imminent social acceptance and a correlative anxiety about social 
rejection.

Having Nothing, or Something, to Lose

The situation was very different in the years of the movement’s emer-
gence when doors to the state and to mainstream institutions were mostly 
closed to lesbians and gay men. Direct-action AIDS activists made a 
case that the conditions facing queers and people with AIDS were dire 
and were not being addressed effectively by a homophobic government 
and scienti> c-medical establishment. Tens of thousands of queer folks 
agreed. Their frustration, anger, and desperation—and indeed the sense 
of outsiderness from a society that seemed unmoved, even gladdened, by 
their deaths—made them willing to defy mainstream emotional and po-
litical norms or at least to support wholeheartedly the angry direct ac-
tion of others.

In a context where the political system denied them access, there was 
very little to lose, and much to gain, by acting up, and that is a key reason 
why criticism of the movement had very little traction early on. Main-
stream gay activists’ adamant support for an ACT UP/Chicago civil dis-
obedience action at City Hall in November :9;9 probably stemmed from 
their lack of access to Mayor Daley. The action occurred the day after 

8;. The broader political context was important as well; by the early :995s, progressive 
politics had been largely shut down, and ACT UP thus was unable to draw sustenance from 
any broader movement culture. See Edwards 8555b.
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Daley stormed out of a forum designed to address thorny relations be-
tween the mayor and the lesbian and gay community (Damski :9;9). Un-
der Mayor Harold Washington, gay activists had, in their view, “direct 
and virtually unlimited access to the mayor’s of> ce” (Wockner :9;9c, 
84). Under Daley, in contrast, the mayor’s own Committee on Gay and 
Lesbian Issues (COGLI) had not been granted “a single meeting in the 
> rst seven months of the administration” (84). At the same time, AIDS 
activists were furious about the city’s recently unveiled AIDS education 
campaign which many saw as useless because it offered no information 
about how to have safe sex and dangerous because it implied that mo-
nogamy could protect one from AIDS (Wockner :9;9d). Speaking at 
the action, Laurie Dittman, vice chair of COGLI, countered those who 
advocated being “good little queers” and justi> ed militancy in the face 
of blocked political access: “We are not going to be quiet. We are not go-
ing to be patient. We are not just going to wait outside the door” to City 
Hall (Wockner :9;9c, 87; Craig :9;9, :). Rick Garcia, from the group 
Catholic Advocates for Lesbian and Gay Rights, was arrested along with 
members of ACT UP. He commented on the breadth of support for the 
action: “The unity is unprecedented in this community. Most expect 
ACT UP to take direct action. We don’t expect it from the [lesbian and 
gay] mainstream, and it’s time” (Craig :9;9, ;).

When even establishment-oriented lesbian and gay activists were be-
ing iced out by government bodies at federal, state, and local levels, and 
when routine interest-group tactics were failing to achieve demands or 
even gain access, criticism of ACT UP had little traction, and support 
for the movement was forthright and extensive. Art Johnston, a Chicago 
gay activist whose access to City Hall had been cut off and who became 
a supporter of ACT UP/Chicago, interpreted the growing gay militancy 
in the :9;5s through the lens of AIDS: “All of a sudden people were 
> ghting for their lives or for the lives of their friends. Suddenly there 
was an army of people with nothing to lose. With a death penalty hang-
ing over your head, suddenly you aren’t so concerned about being polite 
to politicians” (Pick :996, :=). Beyond the terror of that death sentence, 
an important aspect of the context that allowed many establishment-
oriented lesbians and gay men to move away from “polite” politics in this 
period was that the political system was largely closed to lesbians and 
gay men, and in that sense too, people had, in Johnston’s words, “noth-
ing to lose.” In that context, ACT UP’s de> ant, oppositional tactics were 
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compelling, and ideological arguments against confrontational activism 
that were then circulating in both straight and gay worlds had little affec-
tive charge and thus held little sway.

A Changed Context: Partial Openings

The criticisms of the movement gained traction and had a corrosive ef-
fect only at the point when many lesbians and gay men sensed that the 
political, cultural, and social realms were opening toward them. The 
ideological biases against confrontational politics came to matter in 
the context of shifting material conditions and people’s perceptions of 
those conditions. Stuart Hall’s notion of articulation (:9;4) is useful 
here for pointing to the conjunctural nature of my analysis. Neither ideo-
logical nor material conditions alone determined the types of AIDS ac-
tivism that queer folks pursued; rather, in these two different historical 
moments (the period of ACT UP’s emergence in the late :9;5s and the 
period of its decline in the early-to-mid-:995s), the ideological and mate-
rial contexts articulated differently to one another, differentially shaping 
people’s attitudes about their place in society and about what political 
activism they might engage in or support. The sense of openings in the 
later period heightened desires for social acceptance and anxieties about 
social rejection, reinvigorating a politics of respectability that dissuaded 
gays from confrontational action.

W3",-,(/. Bill Clinton’s campaign for the presidency, and indeed the 
entire :998 primary race for the Democratic Party nominee, marked 
a moment of signi> cant political opening for lesbians and gay men. In 
an article in the New York Times Magazine just before election day—
headlined “Gay Politics Goes Mainstream”—reporter Jeffrey Schmalz 
noted this opening and the fact that lesbians and gays were becoming a 
potent political force.

For the > rst time in a race for the White House, gay and lesbian issues are be-
ing raised—and fought over. During the primaries, the > ve leading Demo-
cratic contenders . . . actively courted the gay vote. All > ve endorsed a repeal 
of the ban on homosexuals in the military, as eventually did [Independent 
candidate] Ross Perot. Questions about gay and lesbian issues, virtually un-
broachable just four years ago, are now asked routinely of candidates, includ-
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ing the President. For years, politicians of all stripes hid or returned > nancial 
contributions from homosexuals for fear of being tainted. Today, they seek 
them out. (Schmalz :998, 85)

Schmalz described gay activists’ optimism in the context of these open-
ings, a growing con> dence that no matter who won the presidential elec-
tion, “the homosexual rights cause [would] continue to advance” (<6).

In this period, the entire Democratic Party seemed to be courting 
gays and lesbians, enacting a form of political recognition that queers 
had never before received. During the primary season Bill Clinton gave 
a speech to a gay group in Hollywood where he told attendees, “I have 
a vision, and you are a part of it,” opening, in the words of sociologist 
Suzanna Walters, “a door that had never even been cracked before” 
(Walters 855:, 6:). At the Democratic National Convention that sum-
mer, lesbians and gay men held seats in all of the powerful organizing 
committees, demonstrating “an unprecedented show of inF uence in the 
Democratic Party” according to the Advocate (Purnell :998, =8). Thir-
teen speakers at the convention mentioned lesbians and gays in their 
speeches; an openly gay man with AIDS spoke, as did an open lesbian 
who accused the Bush administration of scapegoating people like her. 
Ted Kennedy talked about gay teenagers in his speech, as did Paul Tson-
gas. Candidate Clinton pledged to overturn the military ban on lesbians 
and gay men.29

To be sure, the Republican National Convention that summer was a 
homo hatefest; conservatives Patrick Buchanan and Pat Robertson gave 
vitriolic prime-time speeches that brazenly attacked lesbians and gay 
men. President George H. W. Bush and Vice President Dan Quayle also 
maligned lesbians and gay men, although through a more veiled “pro-
family” rhetoric. The religious right placed referenda on the :998 ballot 
in several states and cities designed to deny lesbians and gay men protec-
tion against discrimination; some were defeated, but others passed. Even 
with this backlash—which some wrote off as a retrograde, unsustainable 
motion—lesbians and gay men felt that the political system was opening 
toward them, especially within the Democratic Party.

Clinton’s electoral victory bolstered that optimism, and when, just 
months after assuming the presidency, Clinton invited prominent mem-

89. See Minkowitz :998 for more on lesbian and gay political optimism generated by 
the DNC.
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bers of the gay and lesbian community to a meeting in the Oval Of> ce, 
social acceptance seemed to be at hand. In Urvashi Vaid’s words, “the 
meeting was historic, the > rst of its kind in the Oval Of> ce, an important 
nod of recognition from the President of the United States at a crucial 
time in our movement” (Seabaugh :996). Although it became clear early 
in his > rst term that Clinton would fail to come through on many of his 
promises to lesbians and gay men—lifting the ban against gays and les-
bians in the military is the most famous, but Clinton also disappointed 
on AIDS policies—many continued to hold out hope for Clinton, in part 
because his gay-friendly image presented such a contrast to the unabash-
edly homophobic Reagan/Bush years. Even with the setbacks, many 
in the gay community still felt that the political system was opening 
toward them.

The cultural realm was also becoming more gay-positive, most evi-
dently on network TV. The fall :99: TV season, for example, witnessed 
an explosion in gay content: a star football player came out as gay on 
Coach, a father embraced his gay son on Dynasty, a bisexual lawyer re-
united with her female ex-lover on L.A. Law, episodes of Designing 
Women and Seinfeld explored gay stereotypes, and Roseanne’s boss on 
Roseanne announced that he was gay (McConnell :998, 75). Accord-
ing to the Advocate, “TV viewers tuned in more gay themes and char-
acters than ever before” during the fall :99: season (75). Roseanne’s 
friend Nancy, played by Sandra Bernhard, came out as a lesbian, becom-
ing the > rst regular lesbian character on a sit-com. During sweeps month 
in :998, an episode of the show Northern Exposure focused on the 
nineteenth-century founding of the town Cicely, Alaska—where the 
show takes place—by two lesbian pioneers (Sparta 8558).

The state of affairs on network TV had been dramatically different 
just a few years before. In :9;7, for example, before the > rst episode of 
Roseanne aired, Roseanne Arnold proposed that her sister on the sit-
com be a lesbian. She was met with “embarrassed silence.” “Objections 
were raised. Would it be unacceptably rude? Why risk turning off a large 
segment of viewers?” (Kastor :996). The idea was nixed. When the show 
thirtysomething depicted two shirtless men sitting in bed together in a 
:9;; episode, the network lost V: million in advertising revenue. “The 
gay characters were written out of the show, and the offending snippet 
became non-history, scissored out of the reruns” (Kastor :996). Gay 
lives simply could not be depicted on network TV. In contrast, by :998, 
TV Guide’s Hollywood bureau chief suggested that gays and lesbians on 
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TV no longer caused a sensation: “there have been enough gay-themed 
episodes over the last year so that they are no longer headline-grabbing 
events. It’s a more normal situation now” (McConnell :998, 75).

According to the Advocate, there were also openings toward lesbi-
ans and gay men in the worlds of > ne art, > lm, literature, music, dance, 
and theater in :99: (Perry :998). With gay-themed movies like Paris Is 
Burning and My Own Private Idaho playing to large crowds, major mu-
seums and galleries showing the work of lesbian and gay artists, and 
big publishing houses pronouncing the :995s as the decade of gay and 
lesbian writers, the Advocate proclaimed, “It’s been a banner year for 
up-front queer culture in the mainstream” (4;). Suzanna Walters dis-
cusses the contradictoriness and limits of these cultural openings (855:), 
but many experienced them as a hopeful and promising form of public 
recognition.

Connected to these political and cultural openings was a sense that 
broader social acceptance of lesbians and gay men was imminent. More 
people seemed to be “coming out of the closet” and > nding acceptance 
from their families, friends, employers, co-workers, and neighbors. As 
the February 7, :996, cover of the Chicago Tribune Magazine blared, les-
bians and gay men were moving “into the mainstream” and, the reporter 
noted, “gaining acceptance—and power” (Pick :996, :8–:6; see > g. 8:). 
Institutions that lesbian and gay activists previously had criticized for 
their homophobia seemingly were changing. In May :998, for example, 
ACT UP/NY member Michelangelo Signorile argued that “a ‘lavender 
enlightenment’ is under way at America’s newspaper of record” (Signo-
rile :998, 6=). He noted that the New York Times opened its pages to gay 
themes in :99:, publishing editorials and front-page stories on subjects 
like gay-bashing, children growing up with gay parents, the military ban 
on lesbians and gays, domestic partner bene> ts, hate-crimes bills, Presi-
dent Bush’s fumbling on the AIDS crisis, and civil rights for lesbians and 
gay men. Media stories bolstered the perception that society was becom-
ing more accepting of homosexuality.

W3",-,(/` And yet, even as acceptance was growing in some quarters 
of society, homosexuality was not close to becoming normalized. Les-
bian and gay visibility might have been increasing, but so were gay bash-
ings, and the religious right was amping up its use of homophobia to fuel 
its push into the Republican Party. When Clinton assumed the presi-
dency, he met with > erce resistance when he tried to implement some of 
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1-()%" 8:. Chicago Tribune Magazine, February 7, :996.

his anti-discriminatory policies, and he quickly reneged on many of his 
promises to lesbians and gay men. While the changes at the New York 
Times may have suggested a growing acceptance of lesbians and gay men 
by the “paper of record,” Signorile quoted gay leaders who indicated that 
they thought there was a long way to go. Robert Bray of NGLTF called 
the Times’ improvement “episodic.” Stephen Miller of GLAAD noted 
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1-()%" 88. Newsweek, June 8:, :996.

that the Times’ “political and Washington reporters don’t ask the presi-
dential candidates—or even the President—about gay civil rights, about 
gays in the military, or even about AIDS” (Signorile :998, 69–=5). News-
week placed two embracing lesbians on its June 8:, :996 cover with a 
headline that said “Lesbians: Coming Out Strong,” but the headline also 
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asked: “What Are the Limits of Tolerance?” revealing continuing main-
stream ambivalence about homosexuality (> g. 88). Social acceptance 
seemed simultaneously imminent and a long way off.30

The Allure of Social Acceptance

For lesbians and gay men, a massive shift was underway, from almost 
complete exclusion to a state of partial acceptance and partial exclusion. 
Lesbians’ and gay men’s continuing outsider status amid growing social 
acceptance set emotional dynamics in motion within their communities 
that allowed derisive criticisms of direct-action AIDS activism to gain 
traction. The biases against militancy that ACT UP’s emotion work had 
successfully challenged began to exert a pull again. Partial social accep-
tance buttressed what I would call an anxious calculus of moderation. 
In a context where social acceptance was not yet a reality but seemed 
within reach, some indicated their belief that queers might secure that 
acceptance if we all simply behaved ourselves, played by straight rules, 
and submerged gay difference. Political scientist David Rayside argues, 
for example, that as openly gay Massachusetts Representative Barney 
Frank “saw gay and lesbian issues coming closer to mainstream legiti-
macy,” he became “more vocal in his critique of certain aspects of the 
confrontational politics of the [gay] left” (Rayside :99;, 877). The var-
ious openings and the feelings they prompted encouraged moderation 
and distancing from ACT UP’s confrontational activism. An editorial 
in the New York Times after the April :996 March on Washington for 
Lesbian and Gay Rights noticed and challenged (!) this turn toward nor-
malcy and moderation:

This march was Ozzie and Harriet compared with the Stonewall days. . . . 
As the Los Angeles Times’s Bettina Boxall wrote: “They wanted to show 
to America that they were ‘regular’ people, the kind that live next door, go 
to work every day and pay their taxes.” “Ordinary” and “The People Next 
Door” were mantras of the weekend, as though the right of full citizenship 
depends on how one chooses to dress. It doesn’t. And it’s a dangerous idea. 
The > xation on “normalcy” is understandable given how gay Americans have 
been demonized in recent years. But the measure of a just society is not how 

65. See Walters 855: on the paradoxical nature of growing gay visibility in this period. 
See also Vaid :99<.
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it treats people who look like Ozzie and Harriet. . . . A just society must of-
fer the same full citizenship to the F amboyant dressers in last weekend’s pa-
rade as it does to those who looked “just like the people next door.” (“Wash-
ington” :996)

Although the Times highlighted lesbians’ and gay men’s embrace of 
“normal” dress and appearance and ignored their adoption of main-
stream political norms, the emotional and psychic dynamics I am de-
scribing encouraged both forms of “mainstreaming.” Partial social ac-
ceptance gave lesbians and gay men a taste of recognition and offered 
the promise of more of the same, contingent on “good” behavior, but it 
also threatened continuing social rejection should gays not ful> ll their 
end of the bargain. In that economy, rocking the boat in any manner—
through F amboyant dress, queer sex-radicalism, aligning too closely 
with other socially marginalized groups, or challenging society’s emo-
tional and political norms through angry and de> ant street activism—
generated anxiety that could easily become opposition. In short, with so-
cial acceptance in sight but not yet in hand, conditions favored a strategy 
of moderation, and non-normative behavior—including confrontational 
activism—could now easily be construed as jeopardizing what had al-
ready been gained.

Just as the pull of inclusion foreclosed the possibility of confronta-
tional AIDS activism in the early :9;5s, a similar pull contributed to the 
withdrawal of support for ACT UP and the decline of the movement in 
the early :995s. An additional factor in the later period was that queer 
folks were exhausted, having fought the AIDS crisis by then for over a 
decade. In that context, the prospect of social acceptance promised more 
than inclusion; it offered a retreat from politics as well, and that was es-
pecially enticing after years of doing battle on multiple fronts.

I have said this before, but it bears repeating: the seduction of social 
acceptance needs to be understood within a context of social rejection. 
Writing in :996, lesbian activist and writer Amber Hollibaugh acknowl-
edged the allure of recognition in this period even as she counseled les-
bians and gay men to be wary of it.

The good news is, we > nally exist to people other than ourselves. The bad 
news is, on what terms? It is giddy-making to be written up as “the new power 
brokers” in Newsweek, to have the cover of New York magazine read, “The 
Bold, Brave New World of Gay Women,” to be invited inside the White 
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House rather than carrying signs or lying down outside it—to be consulted 
as the experts on our own lives and needs. This is heady stuff. . . . It is a piece 
of what we have fought to accomplish, what we have struggled for and died to 
achieve, and it is momentous and valuable. But in this new period of return-
ing Democratic Party dominance, the temptations for us to “go straight” also 
seem tremendous. Already we are being asked to clean up, dress up, compro-
mise, bargain gratefully with the boys already at the table, the boys who own 
the table. . . . This faint call > nally to be included and respected is like a si-
ren song to those of us who have been written out of history. . . . It is thus ever 
more vital for us to sustain a long view of the struggle and to de> ne what is 
key to us, what our commitment is as a movement to breaking the boundar-
ies that block our liberation as gay people. (Hollibaugh :996, 87–8;; empha-
sis hers)

Although the acceptance being offered was not entirely, or even nearly, 
on any gay person’s terms, its seduction was powerful, given the experi-
ence of stigmatization and social annihilation. Even those lesbians and 
gay men who rejected many aspects of mainstream society were subject 
to this seduction.

The structure of lesbian and gay ambivalence always made support 
for ACT UP precarious. Goffman sees that phenomenon as general 
among stigmatized groups: “Given the ambivalence built into the indi-
vidual’s attachment to his stigmatized category, it is understandable that 
oscillations may occur in his support of, identi> cation with, and partici-
pation among his own” (:946, 6;). In this period, the sense that social ac-
ceptance was imminent intensi> ed many lesbians’ and gay men’s anxiety 
about and need to distance themselves from anything or anybody who 
seemed to threaten full admission. ACT UP > t that bill. In a context 
of greater openings toward lesbians and gay men amid continuing so-
cial disapproval and hostility, the occurrence of an ACT UP action had 
parallels to a situation that Goffman calls “nearing,” where a stigma-
tized individual is “coming close to an undesirable instance of his own 
kind while ‘with’ a normal” (:5;). Goffman argues that identity ambiv-
alence may become acute in such a situation: “The sight may repel him, 
since after all he supports the norms of the wider society, but his social 
and psychological identi> cation with these offenders holds him to what 
repels him, transforming repulsion into shame, and then transforming 
ashamedness itself into something of which he is ashamed. In brief, he 
can neither embrace his group nor let it go” (:5;). For a collectivity that 
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is experiencing increasing social acceptance—which is similar to Goff-
man’s stigmatized individual being “with” a so-called normal—a public 
event like a de> ant demonstration that violates propriety is comparable 
to the experience of “nearing” and might similarly intensify identity am-
bivalence among those oriented toward and perhaps partially identify-
ing with “normal” society.

Precisely such dynamics are apparent in the following incident. In 
February :998, six members of ACT UP/Chicago disrupted Mayor Da-
ley as he gave a speech to a lesbian and gay business group, the Chi-
cago Professional Networking Association (CPNA). ACT UP was in the 
midst of a campaign demanding that the city increase the AIDS budget, 
which at that point had been stagnant for three years even as the AIDS 
caseload had jumped :<< percent (Olson :99:b, :). The ACT UP mem-
bers and Daley engaged in a vociferous back-and-forth until the CPNA 
president intervened, simultaneously distancing himself from the AIDS 
activists and indicating his anxiety that his organization’s good stand-
ing might be undermined by being associated with the manifestly dis-
reputable ACT UP in the presence of a “normal,” Mayor Daley: “The 
mayor is here, and our reputation, . . . and I can see from the people 
who are standing [i.e., those disrupting the event], you’re wearing blue 
tags, which means you’re not members of our organization, you are visi-
tors this evening” (from transcript printed in Wockner :998b, 8<, ellip-
ses in original).31 The CPNA President felt compelled to ensure that the 
mayor not misconstrue the “visitors” as members of CPNA and mistak-
enly put his upstanding and professional organization in the same bas-
ket with ACT UP.

In the changed context of the early :995s, anything seen as jeopar-
dizing the realization of the newly offered promise of social acceptance 
might elicit anxiety and prompt vocal disparagement. Indeed, as Goff-
man writes, “it is only to be expected that this identity ambivalence will 
receive organized expression in the written, talked, acted, and otherwise 
presented materials of representatives of the group” (:946, :5;). What 
is striking about criticism of ACT UP from lesbian and gay individu-
als and institutions is how often they expressed shame and embarrass-
ment. Even when not explicitly expressed, people articulating critiques 
almost always suggested that they were feeling such sentiments, usually 
by distancing themselves from ACT UP through some form of dispar-

6:. Full disclosure: I participated in this action.
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agement that placed direct-action AIDS activists outside the community 
of proper and legitimate political actors. Its emotionally inF ected con-
tent and tone indicated that much of this criticism revolved around les-
bians’ and gay men’s felt exclusion from mainstream society and conse-
quent shame, as well as anxiety about further stigmatization and social 
rejection.

Tactical Disputes or Something More?

A plausible alternative hypothesis, however, is that these critiques, 
rather than deriving from gay anxiety, derived from simple tactical dis-
agreements between ACT UP and its gay critics about how best to force 
the government and other institutions to respond to AIDS. The follow-
ing criticism of direct-action AIDS activism does indeed seem to revolve 
around tactical differences alone. In response to SANOE’s action block-
ing the Golden Gate Bridge, the director of public policy for the San 
Francisco AIDS Foundation (SFAF), Pat Christen, stated, “We’re very 
supportive of civil disobedience, but disagree with the location [of this 
action] for public safety reasons. However, in terms of the AIDS agenda, 
in terms of the need for civil disobedience and future activities of this 
kind, we’re very supportive” (quoted in Conkin :9;9). Christen and the 
SFAF disagreed with SANOE’s tactics in that instance, but they did not 
distance themselves from SANOE. They expressed neither shame nor 
embarrassment about its action and unequivocally endorsed civil dis-
obedience and other forms of confrontational activism.32

Contrast Christen’s criticism with the following letter to the B.A.R. 
that also expressed tactical disagreement with SANOE’s action but in-
dicated anxiety about sharing an identity with angry lesbian and gay ac-
tivists. The writer suggested that San Francisco AIDS activists should 
not be so confrontational toward the people of “the city that has done 
more and showed more compassion and interest in caring for AIDS vic-
tims than any other in the country.” This writer distanced himself from 
SANOE, whose action, he suggested, would only “con> rm the negative 
image that much of the country has of San Francisco.” Further revealing 
his concern with public perceptions and his own fear of being associated 
with SANOE, he asserted that SANOE’s behavior “can only be perceived 

68. See also the comments of Steve Morin, an openly gay legislative aide to Representa-
tive Nancy Pelosi, about ACT UP’s disruption of Secretary Sullivan in Zonana :995.
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as juvenile” (De La Roche :9;9). Sentiments like these that disassociated 
the critic from militant AIDS activism were articulated in almost every 
letter to the lesbian and gay press that was critical of SANOE.33

The emotional valence and speci> c content of most of the gay criti-
cism of direct-action AIDS activism indicate that much more was usu-
ally at stake than simple tactical disputes. Many of the critiques indicate 
that ACT UP’s confrontational tactics provoked anxiety and guilt by as-
sociation. Critics often indicated their shame about ACT UP, sometimes 
saying as much. An editorial in the Windy City Times asserted that more 
moderate lesbian and gay activists tended to be “embarrassed by the in-
your-face tactics” of groups like ACT UP (“Yin” :99:). Several writers 
who criticized ACT UP in letters to the gay papers apologized about 
AIDS activists’ actions.34 Although they did not indicate to whom or 
why they were apologizing, their apologies, a form of distancing behav-
ior, indicate anxiety about activist behavior that might risk further social 
rejection. Powerful unconscious processes may have been in play: such 
apologies can furnish people with a developmental narrative that sepa-
rates them from their own childish (that is, outrageously gay) past, per-
formatively con> rming their entry into an adult present where they be-
come socially acceptable, even if gay.

Even critics of ACT UP who seemingly were expressing simple tac-
tical differences sometimes seemed motivated in part by their own neg-
ative affective responses to ACT UP’s activism. In a January :9;9 arti-
cle in Spin magazine about ACT UP’s confrontational activism, Barney 
Frank admonished that “the wrong kinds of demonstrations can make 
people angry, rather than being helpful. Simply getting people’s attention 
isn’t always a good thing” (Ford :9;9). One could argue that Frank sim-
ply was expressing a view that diverged from ACT UP’s about which tac-
tics would best bring about changes in the government’s AIDS policies. 
He was asserting that lesbian/gay and AIDS activists should not engage 
in activism that might make people—that is, straight people—angry be-
cause doing so would be harmful to the cause. Frank did not make clear 
exactly what confrontational activism might put at risk, but this is pre-
cisely what shows that more was at stake for Frank than political inef> -
cacy. Frank’s talk of anger conjures up the anger that has been directed at 

66. See letters about SANOE’s actions in the B.A.R. and the San Francisco Sentinel 
from February, September, and October :9;9.

6=. See, for example, letters by Douthwaite and Everett :9;9; Roberts :9;9; and Young-
blood :9;9.
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one—perhaps from one’s parents, but also from other authority > gures—
potentially F ooding one with feelings like shame and anxiety. Frank’s 
comments prompt the question, What might incensed straight people do? 
More than risking political failure, militant activism that maddens risks 
punishment, ridicule, nonrecognition, and continued social rejection.

In another instance when Frank was questioning ACT UP’s (and 
Queer Nation’s) confrontational tactics, he reportedly complained to 
Miami Herald reporter Eleanor Burkett, “When was the last time the 
American Association for Retired Persons had a die-in? Does the Na-
tional RiF e Association have shoot-ins? ‘We’re here,’ everyone knows 
we’re here. That’s not the point. The point is to forge an effective polit-
ical force” (Burkett :99<, 6:8). Again, Frank articulated his critique of 
direct action in terms of tactical differences. But Frank was not only im-
pugning the political savvy of direct-action AIDS activists; he also in-
sinuated that they were more interested in childishly acting out than in 
being “politically effective,” however the latter might be de> ned. More 
than engaging a tactical disagreement, Frank’s comments about direct-
action activists—questioning their effectiveness, relevance, political 
savvy, rationality, and psychological maturity—suggest a need to disas-
sociate from such activism.

Tracy Baim, a long-time Chicago lesbian and gay newspaper pub-
lisher and editor, corroborated my sense that much lesbian and gay crit-
icism of ACT UP stemmed from people’s anxiety that ACT UP’s ill-
repute might rub off on other lesbians and gay men. An active presence 
in Chicago lesbian and gay community affairs since the mid-:9;5s, Baim 
is well positioned to discuss lesbian and gay attitudes toward groups 
like ACT UP. Recalling the > rst AIDS action engaged in by ACT UP/
Chicago predecessor DAGMAR, at which members chained themselves 
to the house of Governor James Thompson in the summer of :9;7, Baim 
remembered, “That pissed off a lot of people”—speci> cally “the people 
that think that [actions like that give] a bad name to gay people.” Sug-
gesting that such attitudes were widespread, particularly among lesbian 
and gay community leaders, Baim noted, “Everybody’s so worried about 
what the mainstream thinks about us” (Baim 855:). In Baim’s eyes, peo-
ple were worried that ACT UP’s actions would tar them with the brush 
of disrepute, an anxiety that she attributed to “self-shame.” Disparaging 
ACT UP as immature, irrational, and ineffective offered a psychic boost 
to the movement’s lesbian and gay critics, positioning them as mature, 
reasonable, and respectable.
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ACT UP, of course, is not the only oppositional social movement crit-
icized for being too confrontational by members of the community from 
which it emerged. Here, using a more general discussion of such criti-
cism, I further interrogate the hypothesis that lesbian and gay critics of 
ACT UP’s militant activism were motivated primarily by tactical issues. 
This discussion of people’s reasons for criticizing confrontational activ-
ism also provides insight into why such criticism gained traction in les-
bian and gay communities in the early :995s when social acceptance be-
gan to seem imminent.

Critics of direct-action and militant activism almost never provide 
empirical evidence to substantiate their claims that confrontational ac-
tivism angers and offends potential supporters, that it provokes a back-
lash, that it simply does not work. Their assertions are not objectively 
true; to the contrary, historical examples like the civil rights sit-ins and 
protest marches demonstrate that oppositional and de> ant, street-based 
activism is often politically ef> cacious.

There also are no a priori grounds on which to make such a claim. 
Sweeping claims about street-based activism like the ones made in a 
Windy City Times editorial that hedged its praise of ACT UP simply 
cannot be substantiated: “While protests work on the visceral level, they 
miss the mark in other ways. They don’t provide the opportunity for dia-
logue, for addressing and overcoming objections. They don’t present ar-
guments or solutions” (“Yin” :99:). That might be an accurate descrip-
tion of a speci> c protest action, but it fails as a general claim. The aims 
and success of any form of activism depend on a number of contextual 
factors that must be explored before any claims about the political effec-
tiveness of a given course of action can be made. As a result, tactical dis-
putes are inherent in activism. But there is an enormous difference be-
tween a critic who claims that a given moment is or was not the best time 
for a speci> c action and one who dismisses militant activism out of hand 
by claiming, for example, that it simply does not work. ACT UP’s lesbian 
and gay critics almost always were in the latter camp, and that is proba-
bly true about criticism directed toward other movements as well. Crit-
ics rarely said things like “taking to the streets is an option, but ACT 
UP simply doesn’t have the numbers to make it effective and therefore 
shouldn’t do it.” Instead they made unsubstantiated claims like “taking 
to the streets makes the community look bad; people won’t listen to les-
bians and gay men if we make them angry; ACT UP’s tactics alienate 
mainstream society; street activism risks a backlash.”
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The historical record shows that, while not always successful, con-
frontational activism often achieves its goals and is sometimes the deci-
sive factor in a given struggle. As well, lobbying and similar tactics are 
not always effective, something that critics of confrontation rarely if ever 
mention. Insofar as the theoretical and evidentiary bases for their claims 
are dubious, why do people—in this case, some members of the main-
stream lesbian and gay community—dispute the political ef> cacy of mil-
itant activism? Some of them surely think they are correct. Given the 
historical evidence to the contrary, however, one has to question what 
forces other than tactical disagreements might be in play.

Hegemonic political ideologies contending that all grievances can be 
resolved through the electoral process certainly foster unfounded claims 
that confrontational activism “simply does not work.” Equally impor-
tant, in my view, is the affective charge that attaches to notions of order 
and disorder. Anxiety about confrontational activism and the disorder 
it allegedly unleashes can be readily mobilized, and that helps to ex-
plain why people disparage confrontational activism and why those crit-
icisms sometimes hold sway. Additionally, in the case of ACT UP and 
probably other movements of socially marginalized groups, ambivalence 
about self and society and its circulation in community discourses play 
an important role in negative constructions of confrontational activism. 
The emotional valence and content of much lesbian and gay criticism of 
ACT UP indicated as much. For lesbians and gay men living in a heter-
onormative society, anxiety and other feelings about one’s relationship 
to mainstream society may recede at different moments, but they rarely 
disappear entirely. We may disdain society’s norms and take pleasure in 
defying them, but for those deemed abnormal, the emotional and psy-
chic pull of being seen as normal, of > tting in, is a strong counterforce; 
after all, as Goffman noted, great awards accrue to those considered 
normal (:946, 7=). Queer folks who feel the stigma of difference might 
both value their own outsiderness and simultaneously feel invested in 
the mainstream norms that categorize them as “other.” As an example 
of the latter, consider that much lesbian and gay criticism of ACT UP 
echoed mainstream society’s derision of lesbians and gay men as imma-
ture and childlike.

Some lesbian and gay criticism of ACT UP in this period was mo-
tivated by strategic attempts to promote the adoption of mainstream 
norms as the ticket to fuller social acceptance. But we should not under-
estimate the force of the nonrational, nonconscious processes that par-
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tial social acceptance set in motion. The promise of social acceptance, 
contingent on good behavior, ampli> ed the desire for such acceptance 
and heightened anxiety about anything that might jeopardize its ful> ll-
ment. The evidence suggests that those affective states were very much 
in play in the disparaging critiques of ACT UP that circulated in les-
bian and gay communities. The real and perceived openings toward les-
bians and gay men beginning around :99:, then, altered the affective 
landscape in a manner that allowed disparaging criticisms of ACT UP to 
gain more of a foothold than they had in ACT UP’s > rst few years.

ACT UP’s Isolation

Disparaging criticisms of ACT UP contributed to the decline of the 
movement indirectly as well by producing feelings of isolation and be-
trayal among many AIDS activists who dealt with those feelings in part 
by becoming contemptuous of other lesbians, gay men, and AIDS advo-
cates. Many of us in ACT UP felt that lesbian and gay disparagements 
were growing and were helping to shrink our membership. We sensed 
that the greater openings toward lesbians and gay men were not only si-
phoning off support for our activism but also prompting a conservative 
turn within the community that threatened to displace ACT UP. From 
our perspective, we had been on the front lines for years, our actions 
had forced government and the scienti> c-medical establishment to re-
spond to the AIDS crisis, and all we were getting from other lesbians 
and gay men was criticism and disrespect. Many of us were perplexed. 
In the words of ACT UP/Chicago member Billy McMillan, who encoun-
tered many gay men who condemned ACT UP as an “embarrassment” 
to the lesbian and gay community, “We were the only ones out there do-
ing anything. . . . Most of the time I felt like, why aren’t other people do-
ing this [i.e., taking to the streets]? Why don’t they help us? Don’t they 
see what’s happening all around us? By that point, everyone knew some-
one who had died from AIDS or was dying. I felt like ACT UP/Chicago 
was really maligned” (McMillan 8555). In this context, where we felt un-
supported, indeed, betrayed, we became increasingly self-righteous and 
disdainful of ASOs and mainstream lesbian and gay activists and insti-
tutions, probably alienating potential supporters in the process.

An ACT UP/Chicago F ier distributed at Chicago’s Lesbian and Gay 
Pride Parade in June :99: indicated such feelings of isolation and be-
trayal vis-à-vis the broader lesbian and gay community. Bracketed with 
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bold-lettered text that said “The AIDS Epidemic, Eleven Years Later” 
on the top and “This War’s Not Over” 35 on the bottom, the leaF et asked 
lesbians and gay men to “take a reality check” about the AIDS epi-
demic, listing the numbers dead from AIDS and the failed policies of 
the federal and Chicago governments. A heading in the middle read “So 
what do we do about it?” and the text underneath berated other lesbi-
ans and gay men for going to fancy AIDS bene> ts, appeasing their guilt 
by writing checks to AIDS service organizations, voting for Richard Da-
ley for mayor despite his failure to increase Chicago’s AIDS budget, and 
gossiping and rumor-mongering about divisions in the AIDS movement 
“rather than getting off your butts and doing something” (ACT UP/
Chicago :99:b; emphasis mine). Although the heading asked, “What 
do we do about it?” the voice quickly shifted to a more accusatory tone 
and replaced “we” with “you” in three places, indicating ACT UP mem-
bers’ sense of separation—and self-righteousness—vis-à-vis the broader 
lesbian and gay community. A contrast to earlier movement-produced 
documents is instructive; where this :99: leaF et conveyed disdain and 
feelings of betrayal, for example, a C-FAR letter and F yer from :9;; re-
peatedly used the pronoun “we” to link activists with the community, 
communicating respect, camaraderie, and love toward other lesbians 
and gay men.36

Years after the decline of the direct-action AIDS movement, while 
recalling the later tensions between more establishment-oriented les-
bians and gay men and ACT UP, Jeanne Kracher addressed the topic 
of ACT UP/Chicago’s contemptuousness and provided a way to under-
stand its source. By the early :995s, many ACT UP/Chicago members 
felt “used and discarded” by ASOs; these more establishment-oriented 
AIDS advocates “would call us [ACT UP] in” when they needed help 
bringing attention to an issue, when they needed public support for their 
position, when they thought civil disobedience and arrests might be the 
way to get what they needed. But then at other times “they wouldn’t call 
us in to have a discussion about anything” because “they were afraid 
that we would be too, . . . our demands would be too radical or too. . . . 
You know, [they thought] we couldn’t really be diplomatic with the right 
people” (Kracher 8555). Feeling used and disrespected, and believing 

6<. This was in contrast to the :99: Persian Gulf War, which was declared to be over at 
that time.

64. See C-FAR :9;;a; and C-FAR n.d. (ca. April :9;;).
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that many ASOs were more concerned with maintaining their funding 
than with holding government bodies responsible for addressing the ep-
idemic, many participants in ACT UP/Chicago began to construe the 
more establishment-oriented gays working in “the AIDS industry” as, in 
Kracher’s words, the movement’s “worst enemies.” Feeling betrayed by 
them, we accused them of having betrayed us and people with AIDS, of 
having sold out. In retrospect, Kracher believes that “we were right a lot, 
but we also were obnoxious sometimes” (Kracher 8555).

ACT UP/Chicago member Jeff Edwards saw the relationship be-
tween establishment-oriented gays’ derision of ACT UP and ACT UP’s 
growing contemptuousness similarly, speci> cally pointing toward the 
role that ACT UP’s growing sense of isolation played in the dynamic. “I 
think we were being self-righteous and narrow-minded. But I also think 
what maybe drove that was our sense of increasing isolation. . . . There 
was this process where we were vili> ed and then we called them traitors 
and sell-outs. . . . I think our sense of self-righteousness rose as we were 
more and more isolated” (Edwards 8555a). Edwards suggests that we re-
sponded to the disrespect we were experiencing by throwing it back at 
those establishment-oriented lesbians and gay men who questioned our 
political savvy and the value of our activism. As we felt increasingly po-
litically isolated, we consoled ourselves by portraying ACT UP as au-
thentically committed to people with AIDS while accusing everyone 
else of betrayal and caving to the status quo.

The feelings of isolation and self-righteousness were operative in 
other ACT UP chapters as well. ACT UP/NY’s Mark Harrington artic-
ulated the following critique of ACT UP/NY. “We were always right and 
other [lesbian/gay and AIDS] groups were almost always too moderate 
and too sold out and too much part of the system. There was this sort of 
righteous rightness about us all the time and it became a real weakness 
of ours” (Harrington 8558b).37 Other ACT UP/NY members’ comments 
suggest that ACT UP’s contemptuousness similarly derived from the 

67. I agree with Harrington’s critique, but his retrospective appraisal of ACT UP may 
be motivated in part by a desire to distance himself from aspects of ACT UP that now 
seem embarrassing to him. For example, he offers a developmental narrative of AIDS ac-
tivism that characterizes the treatment activism he engaged in after ACT UP as more ma-
ture and sophisticated than ACT UP’s confrontational actions; see Harrington :994, :997, 
:99;. In an interview, Harrington stated, “It was great to get arrested and . . . do tons of 
zaps and demos and then move on to grown-up strategies” (Harrington 8558b). 
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disdain that other groups directed toward ACT UP/NY. Peter Staley, for 
example, argued in a :99: Advocate column that ACT UP’s “arrogance” 
and consequent inability to listen to constructive criticism from outside 
the movement had arisen in large part because ACT UP “was left in vir-
tual quarantine by the rest of the AIDS establishment and much of the 
gay community” because of their refusal to respect what ACT UP had 
accomplished (Staley :99:).

The context was different in ACT UP’s early years. In that period, 
in the face of the manifest limitations of lobbying intransigent federal, 
state, and local governments, there was excitement among lesbians and 
gay men about the emergence of more theatrical and forceful forms of 
AIDS activism. The direct-action AIDS movement was growing quickly, 
attracting new participants throughout the country. Criticism of ACT 
UP from more mainstream lesbians and gay men seemed inconsequen-
tial. That changed in the early :995s when societal openings toward les-
bians and gay men seemed to siphon support away from ACT UP. Feel-
ings among ACT UP members of being isolated and betrayed by other 
lesbians and gay men were important effects of the disparagements in 
this period, and ACT UP’s disdainful rejoinders—understandable as 
they were—likely alienated potential supporters and isolated ACT UP 
even further.

Activism and Presentation of Gay Selves in a Moment of Openings

As support for ACT UP began to wither and the movement began to de-
cline in the early :995s, there was a surge in gay activism against the ban 
on gays in the military. The psychic dynamics set in motion by open-
ings toward lesbians and gay men in this period help to explain this turn 
toward other forms of activism, which took off in the very moment of 
ACT UP’s decline. As I discuss in greater detail in chapter 7, Crimp ar-
gues that this shift in attention can be attributed to many gays’ desire 
to defend against painful feelings of grief and despair regarding AIDS. 
They were understandably redirecting their energies to lifting the ban, 
substituting “the image of the healthy body for that of the sick body” 
(Crimp 8558, 88;). Crimp emphasizes that the images deployed by oppo-
nents of the military ban desexualized lesbian and gay soldiers in an at-
tempt to displace the stereotype of gays as sexually obsessed and pred-
atory. He also notes that lesbian and gay soldiers were depicted as true 
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patriots who simply wanted to serve their country. I agree with Crimp 
that AIDS had become unbearable by then, and many lesbians and gay 
men simply had to turn away from AIDS and the grief and despair con-
nected to the epidemic; other activist battles were comparatively less 
emotionally wrenching.

A point that Crimp suggests but that I want to emphasize is that the 
images used by the campaign to lift the ban directly countered the im-
age of the AIDS activist that had dominated media images of lesbians 
and gay men beginning in :9;7. Where ACT UP and the media tended 
to portray AIDS activists as militant, oppositional, angry, and sexually 
radical, the campaign to lift the military ban depicted lesbians and gay 
men as normal, desexualized, conservative, all-American patriots with 
great love for their country. The military ban example indicates how, in 
this moment of openings, the allure of social acceptance and a corollary 
anxiety about social rejection shaped the presentation of gay selves to 
the outside world. In the period from :9;7 to :995, when society seemed 
closed to lesbians and gay men and people with AIDS, ACT UP offered 
ways of being and feeling that rejected many mainstream norms and ap-
pealed to many lesbians and gay men. By the early :995s, when different 
sectors of society began to seem more accepting of homosexuality, con-
frontation no longer seemed quite as necessary or compelling, making 
ACT UP’s ethos only one among many possibilities. One could be loyal 
to one’s people without acting up. One no longer had to reject main-
stream society, which heretofore had rejected lesbians and gay men. Now 
one might begin to make some sort of peace with the mainstream. One 
could more easily be openly gay in the Democratic Party, on the job, at 
mixed social gatherings. As corporations began to see lesbians and gay 
men as a niche market and started advertising to them, new, corporate-
mediated ways to be gay hit the mass media and > lled the lesbian and 
gay press. Writer and activist Liz Highleyman argues that this commod-
i> cation of gay identity and increasing consumerism “encouraged the 
movement to play down its radical edges to position itself as a more at-
tractive market” (Highleyman 8558, :59).

It seems important to recognize that these pulls toward moderation 
and normativity, while they sometimes operated on a conscious, strate-
gic level, primarily work on an affective level where the need to be rec-
ognized and accepted and a related anxiety about social rejection play 
out. During the early :995s many lesbians and gay men felt increasing 
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recognition from families, friends, employers, and society in general, 
and many of us did not want to lose that, did not want to risk renewed 
nonrecognition and rejection. Despite ACT UP’s role in pushing main-
stream society to recognize lesbians and gay men in the > rst place, in 
many people’s minds ACT UP threatened social acceptance. In that 
context, criticism of the movement gained traction and broad support for 
the movement declined.

The following Philadelphia Inquirer column, written in October :998 
by Donna Gallagher, a lesbian member of the Philadelphia Mayor’s 
Commission on Sexual Minorities, illustrates how openings toward lesbi-
ans and gay men in this moment ampli> ed anxiety about ACT UP’s con-
frontational activism. Gallagher both articulated that anxiety and simul-
taneously elicited it by linking ACT UP’s continuing activism to social 
rejection of lesbians and gay men. She began the column with a standard 
insinuation of ACT UP’s immaturity: “Yo ACT UP: Grow up or shut 
up.” She then indicated that while she had once respected ACT UP, con-
ditions were now different—most people in society no longer wanted gay 
men to die—and ACT UP’s tactics thus were not only no longer neces-
sary, they actually posed a threat to lesbians and gay men:

The shock protests you pioneered in the ’;5s have grown not just tired and di-
visive in the ’95s, but are increasingly damaging to the very people you pur-
port to support. . . . As a lesbian, I have a tremendous amount of pride in your 
history. You changed the world. And you did it under the most extreme op-
position imaginable and within a society that at the time seemed to tolerate 
only one thing in our community—the deaths of our gay brothers. Tragically, 
many in society still do. Fortunately now, most don’t. . . . Wake up, ACT UP: 
You no longer need to shock people to get them to listen. . . . The image you 
choose to project to the world as self-anointed representatives of the gay and 
lesbian community is not just misleading, but sel> sh and ultimately destruc-
tive. . . . As long as many heterosexuals’ sole vision of gays and lesbians is 
that of anger and rudeness and a complete disregard for the expression of any 
opinion other than those endorsed by ACT UP members, you only add fuel 
to the > re of hatemongers. (Gallagher :998)

Gallagher argued that the use of reason would bring about any further 
social change that was necessary and that the time for confrontation was 
thus over; now lesbians and gay men could, and should, enter into the 
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mainstream of society: “The time has come for leaders of the sexual mi-
nority community to replace raised > sts with extended hands. We must 
stop trying to dictate by intimidation, and instead begin to persuade 
through reason. This ain’t a sellout, it’s reality. Wake up, ACT UP. If 
not, R.I.P.” (Gallagher :998).

Conclusion

Disparaging criticisms of ACT UP, present throughout the movement’s 
life, had more or less traction not on the basis of their “truth” or “fal-
sity” but on the basis of queers’ perceptions about their standing vis-à-
vis mainstream society. One might expect that the effect of the criticism 
would depend on what actions ACT UP was actually doing; if ACT UP 
escalated its tactics, for example, some might have become more uncom-
fortable with the movement and more inclined to agree with the crit-
ics, therefore withdrawing support from the movement. But the evidence 
shows otherwise. Some of the movement’s most militant and controver-
sial actions—for example, the shut-down of the Golden Gate Bridge and 
the protest inside St. Patrick’s Cathedral—occurred in :9;9, and while 
they were heavily criticized in lesbian and gay communities, the move-
ment experienced no net loss in support. Disparagement of ACT UP sim-
ply did not matter very much in the :9;7–:995 period. The decisive fac-
tor in the inF uence of such criticism on the movement’s viability was the 
growing social acceptance of lesbians and gay men in the early :995s.

In studying the disparagements that confrontational movements en-
counter, we learn not about the “rightness” or “inappropriateness” of 
militancy but about biases against contentious dissent, about what is-
sues militancy raises for people and why, about the conditions under 
which disparaging criticisms affect a movement’s viability and why they 
sometimes simply do not matter. We discover how one must act in the 
public realm in order to be considered rational, adult, reasonable, and 
normal in a given context, allowing us to observe how power operates 
through the very ideas of rationality, reasonableness, maturity, and nor-
malcy. It becomes apparent that rather than being true reF ections of the 
phenomena being described, those categories are strategies of gover-
nance, affective technologies of domination that, when deployed, tell us 
more about the anxieties of those doing the disparaging than about the 
movement itself.
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What we also learn is that the space carved out for militancy is ex-
tremely fragile in the U.S. context. Confrontational activism raises anxi-
ety and frequently faces a hostile environment. Sometimes that environ-
ment is relatively inconsequential, but it can contribute to the unraveling 
of a movement. Part of the political project for such movements, then, is 
to contest society’s notions of proper political behavior, to dispute reign-
ing ideas about what is rational and reasonable, to oppose the prevailing 
ideology that disparages confrontational activism and maligns militant, 
direct-action movements. What the case of ACT UP indicates is that the 
context in which movements operate affects how and whether their ef-
forts to expand the sense of political possibilities will succeed.
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Solidarity and Its Fracturing

I just was amazed. It was home right away. It was vibrant. They all felt that anger that I had 
felt alone about. . . . It just felt so powerful and so alive. I was glued. . . . We knew we were 
building something huge and powerful. . . . This wild sense of community and this fellow-
ship was intoxicating. . . . It was just a thrill.
—ACT UP/NY member Peter Staley, talking about his > rst ACT UP meeting in March 
:9;7 and about the early years of ACT UP/NY

The fun was gone completely. The sense of family was gone; there was lots of in-> ghting, 
lots of rumors, lots of bitterness. . . . It was very rough.
—Staley again, discussing how he felt in :99:–98, just prior to leaving ACT UP/NY to form 
another group, Treatment Action Group

This chapter is about solidarity and its fracturing in activist contexts. 
Sentiments of solidarity are indispensable for many activist endeav-

ors, and because such sentiments are never inevitable but always a ques-
tion, we need to consider what generates and blocks such feelings. Sol-
idarity is both an affective state—an inclination toward, and perhaps 
identi> cation with—along with a set of practices—of mutual assistance 
and support, of having one another’s back. In my view, the question of 
solidarity presupposes difference in the sense that the question concerns 
how two or more entities can come together in mutual support. I de> ne 
solidarity, then, as af> nities and reciprocities across difference.1 What 

:. That difference is perceived, of course, rather than essential.
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I like about the word af! nity is that thinking of its two primary mean-
ings in relation to one another—affection for and being drawn toward, 
and family resemblance or likeness—gives us a sense of one of the im-
portant issues when considering solidarity: an inclination toward an-
other that is based on a perceived family resemblance might be less-
ened, even destroyed, if the inde> nite edges that allow perception of a 
resemblance are somehow made more distinct. Although the important 
factors in solidarity formation and fracturing differ depending on the cir-
cumstances, we might fruitfully begin to conceptualize these processes 
by investigating how people create a sense of family resemblance or 
commonality, the factors that might threaten it, and the affective states 
involved.

The two quotations that open this chapter speak to solidarity and its 
fracturing in ACT UP. I explore both processes, focusing on how feel-
ings and practices of solidarity were generated, why and how they unrav-
eled, and the role that unraveling played in the movement’s decline. Be-
cause ACT UP’s later conF icts both revealed that solidarity within the 
movement was fracturing and contributed to that process, I undertake 
an analysis of those conF icts. I note the following puzzle at the outset. 
On one level, the conF icts involved participants’ different priorities and 
differing ideas about the best strategies for > ghting the AIDS crisis. That 
is, they were in part about tactical and political differences. But similar 
tactical and political conF icts had existed since ACT UP’s earliest days 
without destroying the movement. Their substance alone thus cannot ac-
count for the acrimony and destructiveness of the later conF icts. Why 
were those later conF icts so damaging to local ACT UP chapters and 
to the movement as a whole? And what caused the shift in internal rela-
tions, indicated in the quotations above, from euphoric camaraderie and 
solidarity—even amid conF icts—to distrust, venomous personal attacks, 
and divisive internal clashes?

Internal conF icts are a frequent feature of social movements and 
other activist endeavors; sometimes they contribute to demobilization, 
and sometimes they do not. To understand why and how internal con-
F icts contribute to the fracturing of solidarity and movement decline, 
we have to analyze their affective dimensions. Scholars and activists 
alike tend to focus on the substance of a movement’s conF icts, neglect-
ing the emotional undercurrents that play a part in structuring their sub-
stance and effects. With the term emotional undercurrent I mean to em-
phasize how the feeling states operating in a movement’s internal conF icts 
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are often unarticulated, unacknowledged, and submerged, but neverthe-
less have force and direction, an insistence, affecting participants as well 
as things like the texture, tonality, intensity, velocity—the very content 
and character—of the conF icts. In the case of ACT UP, largely unstated 
and unrecognized feelings of betrayal, nonrecognition, resentment, mis-
trust, anger, and guilt were at the heart of the movement’s later internal 
conF icts. This chapter explores why and how such sentiments took hold 
among participants, how they shaped ACT UP’s internal conF icts, and 
how the conF icts and the feelings that spurred, shaped, and were evoked 
by them contributed to the demise of the movement. Analyzing the emo-
tional hues of ACT UP’s internal debates and conF icts also provides in-
sight into more general processes of solidarity formation and fracturing. 
In addition, investigating the emotional workings of ACT UP’s internal 
conF icts should furnish activists with ideas about how to deal with the 
bad feelings that can arise in the course of political work.

Looking at the affective dimensions of ACT UP’s internal conF icts 
complements other scholars’ analyses of ACT UP’s decline. For ex-
ample, political scientist and ACT UP/Chicago member Jeff Edwards 
(8555b) argues that as some in ACT UP turned their attention to AIDS 
among people of color, a general white racial backlash in U.S. society 
and in the lesbian and gay community penetrated ACT UP, generating 
intense conF icts within the movement that shattered solidarity among 
participants. A study of the emotional components of the conF icts about 
race in ACT UP—feelings of vulnerability, resentment, mistrust, be-
trayal, and guilt, for example—provides us with a mechanism that illu-
minates how such conF icts arose within ACT UP and became acrimo-
nious. As another example, sociologist Steven Epstein argues that issues 
that could tear apart any social movement—“gender and racial divi-
sions, as well as debates over internal participatory mechanisms, insider/
outsider strategies, and overall priorities and goals”—were overlaid in 
ACT UP by what he calls “the politics of expertise.” Activists who gained 
access to the scienti> c-medical establishment mastered “specialized 
forms of knowledge” that separated them from and privileged them over 
their fellow activists (Epstein :994, 898–96). Exploring some of the com-
plex feelings among activists in this moment helps us to understand why 
and how a growing knowledge divide among activists (at least within ACT 
UP/NY) might have intensi> ed conF icts and contributed to ACT UP’s 
decline.

The following point bears repeating: ConF icts do not destroy move-
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ments. ACT UP’s early conF icts prove as much. The emotional dimen-
sions of these conF icts are decisive in distinguishing between those that 
do and those that do not fracture solidarity and contribute to movement 
decline.

Resisting Writing

I resisted writing this chapter, largely because ACT UP’s internal con-
F icts were painful, wreaking havoc on the movement as a whole as well 
as on participants. In the midst of them, the conF icts often felt beyond 
our control, unstoppable, and yet they were playing out in our words and 
voices, with our tones and inF ections, spurred by our bodily sensations, 
analyses, and emotions. The inability to deny activists’ agency and re-
sponsibility in them—including my own—might be what makes these 
conF icts particularly painful to remember. During ACT UP/Chicago’s 
disintegration and in the period immediately following, many of us tried 
to > gure out what had happened. But in the years after, I unconsciously 
blocked the conF icts out.

My sense, though, is that we need to explore ACT UP’s later inter-
nal conF icts if only because they played an important role in the decline 
of the movement. My intent here is not to resolve the conF icts—a task 
both impossible and irrelevant—but to consider why they arose and how 
they affected the movement. To do so, we have to explore the vulnera-
bilities, fears, and anxieties that participants on the different sides were 
experiencing. We need to understand the force of such affective states 
and how they might play out in a group dynamic.

I say how they might play out because the role of such feeling states 
in a movement’s internal dynamics is indeterminate, largely because hu-
man beings have the capacity to attend to their own and to others’ feel-
ings. Put another way, even though our feelings are not transparent to 
ourselves or to others, we have multiple ways of paying attention to and 
listening to them. I do wonder how the course of ACT UP would have 
differed if we had better understood the different anxieties and desires 
that various participants were experiencing. ACT UP undoubtedly still 
would have been a contentious place, full of debate and disagreement 
and conF ict. Trying to understand another’s feelings and vulnerabilities 
does not mean that we will agree with the other’s perspective. Caring 
for one another can include disagreement and expressions of anger to-
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ward one another,2 which may be why ideological conF icts and political 
debates—even angry ones—are not in themselves a threat to an organi-
zation’s viability. Indeed, conF ict-free political activism is an oxymoron. 
Social movements typically are > lled with contentiousness; conF ict and 
debate are a primary means by which movements analyze the political 
terrain and > gure out what to do. But in a context where sentiments of 
solidarity had once been so powerful as to be nearly unquestioned, ACT 
UP’s internal debates and conF icts would have had a very different char-
acter and different effects if both sides had been able to acknowledge 
and address the complex feeling states that prompted and were evoked 
by competing strategies for how to > ght AIDS.

These thoughts are more than a catalogue of my own regrets. I raise 
them because I think more attention to the emotional undercurrents that 
operate in social movements can help scholars and activists consider how 
internal movement dynamics themselves sometimes stymie activist ef-
forts. There certainly are times when splits in a movement are produc-
tive and when the demise of a movement is a good thing, but that is not 
always the case. Analyzing the affective dimensions of internal conF icts 
will help activists to think differently about how to address them, perhaps 
thereby heading off some of the acrimony that they often engender.

Assuming Solidarity (and Feeling It Too)

Before turning to those conF icts and to the fracturing of solidarity 
within ACT UP, it is important to account for the tremendous solidar-
ity felt within the movement in its early years. Those positive sentiments 
derived in part from a sense of commonality among participants, a sense 
that participants actively, but mostly nonconsciously, constructed. The 
movement’s rhetoric, for example, emphasized that we all, as sexual and 
gender outlaws, were under attack, as was evident in the failures of state 
and society to respond to the AIDS crisis and in the right wing’s use 
of AIDS to wage war against all things queer. The development in the 
movement of a queer ethos and a queer critique of straight society con-
solidated a shared sense of difference—and not only with regard to the 
straight world. ACT UP’s turn to angry militancy, combined with the 
embrace of an in-your-face queer sensibility, set direct-action AIDS ac-

8. Thank you to Lauren Berlant for pointing this out to me.
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tivists apart from many lesbians and gay men as well. A sense of dif-
ference from straight and gay worlds created a strong shared identity 
among participants. ConF icts within the movement were, in the words of 
cultural theorist and ACT UP/NY member Douglas Crimp, “mitigated 
by a queer hegemony” (:998, :<).

Two assumptions also helped construct a sense of commonality: > rst, 
that everyone in ACT UP agreed that the state and dominant social in-
stitutions were responsible for the AIDS crisis, and, second, that ev-
eryone present at meetings was there for the same reason: to use con-
frontational direct action to > ght for all people with AIDS. Different 
participants surely had different understandings of what > ghting the 
AIDS crisis meant, but a sense of shared principles and mission, along 
with a shared queer sensibility, made such differences largely inconse-
quential in the early years.

This constructed commonality did not negate identity differences. In-
deed, it allowed sentiments of solidarity to develop across perceived dif-
ferences. The caucus structure in particular provided a way for differ-
ences of identity to be recognized and for underrepresented subgroups 
to have a degree of autonomy within the overarching collectivity of ACT 
UP. Consider as well the following example. It was clear that some ACT 
UP members were struggling immediately and directly with AIDS-
related illnesses, while others were not. Participants acknowledged that 
difference but simultaneously bridged it rhetorically by asserting that we 
were all living with AIDS: we were collectively experiencing the ravages 
of the epidemic, confronting a world that seemed to accept the deaths 
of gay people, living through and battling the attacks on our commu-
nity. That claim indicated a recognition of the ways in which AIDS 
was shaping all of our lives, if differently. Even more, it asserted HIV-
negative participants’ strong identi> cation with people with HIV/AIDS 
in the room. They and their bodies were the front line as well as living 
evidence, and sometimes dying evidence, of what was at stake in our ac-
tivism. As the most vivid manifestation of why we were > ghting this war 
against AIDS, people with HIV/AIDS evoked strong feelings of identi-
> cation among those who were not HIV-positive, along with feelings of 
respect, sometimes even reverence, and a sense of responsibility to help 
them > ght for their lives. Practices of solidarity across HIV status in-
cluded HIV-negative participants taking to the streets, getting arrested, 
and forming support networks to care for ACT UP members who got 
sick. The widespread kissing in the movement—everyone was always 
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kissing everyone—was also a show of solidarity with people with HIV/
AIDS, a demonstration that, when elsewhere they were being demon-
ized and viewed suspiciously as vectors of contagion, in ACT UP they 
were loved, respected, and desired.

In a context of perceived commonalities, sentiments and practices of 
solidarity extended across racial and gender lines as well. From ACT 
UP’s earliest days, for example, the movement characterized itself as 
> ghting for all people with AIDS—gay men of all colors, women, anyone 
who was HIV-infected or at risk. A national meeting of direct-action 
AIDS activists in October :9;7 adopted guidelines for actions planned 
for the spring of :9;; that placed ACT UP in solidarity with all people 
with HIV/AIDS: “We recognize that AIDS has had a devastating impact 
on the lesbian and gay community. We further recognize that the AIDS 
crisis disproportionately affects men and women of color. Any strate-
gies to > ght the crisis must incorporate these understandings” (AIDS 
Action Pledge n.d.).3 ACT UP’s rhetoric also connected the struggles by 
women and by people with AIDS to control their bodies and sexualities. 
Many ACT UP men joined ACT UP women to defend abortion clin-
ics blockaded by Operation Rescue. Many also attended early teach-ins 
that ACT UP women held about women and AIDS and about the role 
of racism and sexism in the AIDS crisis. In the early years many men 
looked to women for leadership in the movement, especially to the many 
women who had extensive activist experience. Caucuses of women and 
people of color formed early, sometimes in response to experiences with 
racism and sexism within ACT UP,4 but there was a sense among many 
of the women and people of color during the early years that ACT UP 
was a welcoming and receptive environment—not in the sense that ACT 
UP was a place free of racism and sexism but in the sense that it was a 
place for open and serious engagement with such issues.

The affective states stirred by perceived commonalities with move-
ment comrades and difference from those outside the movement gener-
ated and regenerated solidarity. Members felt a sense of relief upon > nd-

6. See also Hansen :9;7 and Richter :9;7.
=. The Majority Action Committee—ACT UP/NY’s > rst people of color caucus—

formed in late :9;7. According to ACT UP/NY members Catherine Saal> eld and Ray Na-
varro, it was formed in part because people of color found themselves combating racist 
views within ACT UP that people of color were more likely to use drugs (Saal> eld and Na-
varro :99:, 6<6). It was named to reF ect the fact that in New York City, blacks and Latinos 
made up a majority of AIDS cases.
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ing others who, six years into immense devastation, wanted to take to 
the streets to > ght the AIDS crisis. Being in the streets together, violat-
ing political, social, and emotional norms, was tremendously exhilarat-
ing, even euphoric. Important early victories also made many of us feel 
politically ef> cacious and optimistic about our collective ability to end 
the AIDS crisis, an alluring antidote to the despair pervading lesbian 
and gay communities. Important as well was the erotic electricity that 
coursed through ACT UP meetings and actions when in the gay com-
munity and in the world more broadly queer sex was so readily linked 
with disease and death. With commonalities established but differences 
allowed to exist, participants could feel recognized and cared for and 
experience a sense of belonging. Many people I interviewed described 
ACT UP as a home, a place to learn and grow and feel supported while 
> ghting the AIDS crisis.

Such affective experiences were self-reproducing in that they created 
a strong desire to feel those feelings again. And they invigorated and 
reinvigorated sentiments of solidarity by creating a desire to be proxi-
mate to others who were feeling those feelings and creating conditions 
for you to feel them too. Being in the streets and getting arrested to-
gether, making demands and forcing change together, creating queer cul-
ture together, imagining and attempting to build a new world together—
all of those practices generated affective intensities and a strong emo-
tional identi> cation among participants, regardless of HIV status or 
other identity markers.

Solidarity was assumed or, better, simply was not in question—at least 
not on a conscious level. ACT UP’s emotional habitus contained an ex-
pectation of solidarity and hence impelled us toward it. So, for exam-
ple, the respect granted to people with HIV/AIDS when they spoke in 
meetings along with practices like kissing not only demonstrated soli-
darity toward people with HIV/AIDS but also suggest that people in the 
movement on some level felt that they should demonstrate such solidar-
ity. Gregg Bordowitz notes this: “I don’t remember anyone ever saying 
this consciously. But in ACT UP, you had to kiss everybody because you 
couldn’t be afraid of people with AIDS. So you had to kiss everyone you 
met. . . . I loved doing it. Even people you didn’t even know very well. So 
there was a physical demonstrability that was part of the culture of ACT 
UP, that had to do with not fearing infection” (Bordowitz 8558b).

ACT UP/NY member Michael Nesline points to the “subliminal” as-
pects of the relationship between those with and without AIDS in ACT 
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UP’s early years. “It seems to me that we strove to not differentiate 
and I don’t remember if it was articulated so succinctly, but ‘we all had 
AIDS’ was sort of the operating > ction. There was no difference” (Nes-
line 8556, 8:). And yet, people often simultaneously acknowledged the 
difference: “When somebody stood up and said, ‘I have AIDS,’ every-
one would bow down to them and, by virtue of the fact that they had 
AIDS, everything that they said had extra weight” (8:; see also Signorile 
8556, =7). Perhaps most important was conveying solidarity by getting 
arrested. When asked if she thought that HIV-negative participants had 
a particular need or desire to prove themselves by “putting their bod-
ies on the line,” ACT UP/NY member Marion Banzhaf replied, “I don’t 
think it was ever so conscious, but I think yes, unconsciously. I think that 
was true for me” (Banzhaf 8558). In the early years, solidarity across 
HIV status was simply a given, and it was felt. As ACT UP/NY member 
Gedalia Braverman recalls, although in later years “it became a point of 
division,” HIV status was not a salient identity and did not make a dif-
ference in the early years because “it was clear that everybody was there 
for the same reason” (Braverman 8556, :5). The strong sentiments and 
practices of camaraderie that existed in ACT UP’s > rst years—across 
HIV status as well as across race and gender lines—averted any need to 
query our ostensible unity.

Con) icts within Solidarity

Most important, in the early years, feelings and practices of solidarity 
were robust enough to survive conF icts. Indeed, in pointing to the im-
portance of commonality or sharedness, I do not mean to suggest that 
solidarity requires sameness or complete agreement. Although ostensi-
ble synonyms of solidarity like unity, harmony, or accord suggest that sol-
idarity entails the absence of discord, af> nities and reciprocities across 
difference can, and often do, include disagreements and frictions.

ACT UP members recall contentious discussions and debates from 
the start, and many of these early conF icts involved the issues that 
were at the core of ACT UP’s later bitter internal conF icts. Ferd Eg-
gan remembers having a “heated” debate with Peter Staley and Chicago 
AIDS activist Danny Sotomayor at a national meeting of AIDS activ-
ists in :9;; about an issue that became divisive years later: whether the 
sole focus of the AIDS movement should be to > ght for AIDS drugs, or 
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whether the movement should also tackle health care access issues for 
people with AIDS. The latter approach required highlighting not only 
the role of homophobia but also the roles of racism, sexism, and pov-
erty in the AIDS crisis since poor people, people of color, and women 
with AIDS were less likely than white, middle-class, gay men to have ac-
cess to health care and thus to promising drugs (Eggan :999). A simi-
lar debate occurred in May :9;; when ACT UP/NY devoted a meeting 
to a discussion of its goals and strategies (ACT UP/New York :9;;a). 
The minutes from that meeting reveal wildly divergent opinions about 
ACT UP/NY’s direction, with many arguing that its sole focus should 
be “getting drugs into bodies” and many others arguing for supplement-
ing that goal with a focus on health care access issues—including access 
to treatments. Debates that occurred in :995 and later about these issues 
were > lled with personal attacks and accusations, but the minutes from 
this May :9;; meeting indicate strong differences of opinion but no 
vitriol.5

Mark Harrington remembers “very painful” conF icts in ACT UP/
NY in :9;9 about an experimental treatment, Compound Q. There were 
“battles on the F oor [of ACT UP/NY], resolutions and counterresolu-
tions” about the issue (Harrington 8558b). He also remembers ACT UP/
NY having internal arguments about whether its “Stop the Church” ac-
tion at St. Patrick’s Cathedral in December :9;9 had been effective or 
not; the conF ict was about tactics and strategy (8558b).

But participants indicate that there was “a qualitative difference” be-
tween the early and later conF icts (Harrington 8558b; see also Crimp 
:998, :<; and Velez :99:). Staley recalls that the earlier debates “were 
long and hard,” but they “never became personal” (Staley 8558). Har-
rington remembers that initially ACT UP/NY “had been able to have 
a policy > ght,” but that “once [a > ght] was over it was over, and we just 
moved on and started working together again.” There was, he recalled, 
“a willingness to actually listen to criticism.” That changed, however: 
“Later, it was factions, and people sort of got locked into their views and 
stopped really listening and really stopped being interested in real dia-
logue” (Harrington 8558b). Writing in :99: amid ACT UP/New York’s 
internal conF icts, Tony Malliaris similarly noted a closing down of the 
space for political disagreement and debate: “We used to brainstorm and 
debate our differences on issues together,” but that no longer was oc-

<. Interviews I conducted corroborate this impression.
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curring (Malliaris :99:; my emphasis). Initially, the contentiousness of 
ideological and political debates arguably strengthened the movement, 
allowing a diversity of perspectives to be aired and hashed out. Bordo-
witz recalls the earlier tensions in the movement being “good tensions, 
productive tensions” (Bordowitz 8558a). In contrast, the later conF icts, 
much more rancorous, strongly contributed to ACT UP’s decline.

Fracturing Solidarities

A Changed Affective Landscape

What had changed was the affective landscape of the AIDS crisis. By 
the early :995s, many activists started to feel desperate. It was becom-
ing ever more clear that the battle was going to be long and hard and 
that many people in the movement and many other loved ones would not 
make it. I discuss the growing despair in the following chapter, but cite 
it here as an affective state circulating within the movement that intensi-
> ed ACT UP’s internal conF icts. Many activists felt more and more stag-
gered by the scope of the crisis, by, in Crimp’s words, “our constantly in-
creasing knowledge of both the breadth and depth of the crisis—breadth, 
in the sense of the many different kinds of people affected by HIV dis-
ease; and depth, in the sense of the extent of social change that will be 
required to improve all these different people’s chances of survival” 
(Crimp :998, :=; see also Edwards 8555b). ACT UP/Chicago member 
Tim Miller notes how “overwhelming” it was to realize the scale of the 
epidemic, the different populations affected by it, and the fact that this 
crisis was not “some short-term thing” (Miller :999). Mark Harrington 
believes that members began to lose their “native, . . . raw, untamed opti-
mism” when they realized science wasn’t going to “> nd a cure” anytime 
soon (8558b). The sense of political inef> cacy that began to take hold 
was a shock.

Those overwhelming feelings of desperation and a growing sense of 
the movement’s limited political ef> cacy created a scarcity mentality 
in which focusing on a particular issue came to be seen as not focusing 
on others. Earlier, ACT UP members had believed that they could and 
should take on any and all targets and issues related to the AIDS cri-
sis. That was what the af> nity group structure was about, after all. Any 
one group’s victory was felt as sustaining the entire organization. It all 
seemed important. But in the changed landscape, others’ actions, even 
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when victorious, prompted anxious questions: what about me and the 
people I care about? This scarcity mentality brought complex emotional 
undercurrents into the political disagreements that previously had been 
absent—feelings of nonrecognition, betrayal, mistrust—intensifying the 
movement’s internal conF icts.

Another important change that intensi> ed ACT UP’s conF icts oc-
curred in :9;9–95 when some ACT UP activists—primarily men in ACT 
UP/NY’s Treatment & Data Committee (T&D), many of whom were 
HIV-positive—gained access to the top AIDS science researchers and 
government institutions against which ACT UP had protested. Such ac-
cess introduced the possibility of getting AIDS treatments more quickly, 
but it also aggravated the scarcity mentality in the following way. In the 
initial years of the movement, activists made little separation between 
the scienti> c-medical and the political aspects of the crisis, convinced 
that both had to be fought together. Activists knew, for example, that 
getting AIDS drugs rapidly tested and released required tackling the 
heterosexism and homophobia that contributed to the sluggish govern-
ment response and the slow pace of AIDS drug research. The newly ac-
quired access changed some ACT UP members’ political calculus. With 
several political barriers now removed, they believed they could focus 
their activities on the science of AIDS, speci> cally on improving and 
expediting AIDS drug research. Their goal became getting “drugs into 
bodies.” 6 Indeed, as Edwards points out, for those who held this per-
spective, pushing for the testing and approval of new medical treatments 
became synonymous with “> ghting AIDS” (Edwards 8555b, =9<). Ev-
erything else was a distraction.

Others in the movement raised questions about this narrowing of fo-
cus, worried that it would mean neglect of important issues like unequal 
access to health care (and thus to effective AIDS drugs) and, more spe-
ci> cally, would result in less privileged AIDS-affected populations fall-
ing through the cracks. Noting that the epidemic was increasingly af-

4. The lore is that getting “drugs into bodies” was ACT UP/NY’s original mission, but 
the evidence reveals that from its earliest days, ACT UP/NY and other direct-action AIDS 
organizations conducted numerous actions about other AIDS-related issues; see Banzhaf 
8558; Harrington :997, 87<; Hodge 8555; and Wolfe :996, 8:. It may be that the meaning of 
“drugs into bodies” changed. Initially, it was a demand that ACT UP made of the federal 
bureaucracy and was based in the belief that people with a life-threatening illness should 
be allowed to take experimental drugs even if their ef> cacy had not yet been fully demon-
strated. Only later did “drugs into bodies” become a position within ACT UP’s internal 
conF icts, a stance that it should be the movement’s only goal.
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fecting black and Latino populations 7—gay and straight, men as well as 
women—many ACT UP members across the country were focusing more 
of their activism on the AIDS issues most pressing for women, people of 
color, and poor people. Both sides saw themselves as “> ghting AIDS,” 
but each de> ned “> ghting AIDS” differently.

In this changed affective landscape, different ideas about how to > ght 
AIDS turned into acrimonious conF icts about who and what ACT UP 
should be > ghting for and about how to deal with a system that was be-
ginning to respond to (only) some of ACT UP’s demands. Attempting to 
make sense of the ongoing epidemic and their inability to stop it, ACT 
UP members sometimes turned their attentions inward in search of ob-
stacles within the movement. Perhaps our progress was being hampered 
because our energies were too dispersed, or because racism and sexism 
in the group were discouraging participation, or because some people 
were abandoning confrontational tactics (this last sentiment was more 
evident in ACT UP/NY).

Crimp (:998) notes that in this period identity categories took on new 
importance. It seemed to many in the movement that those focusing on 
AIDS drug research—who called themselves “treatment activists”—were 
primarily HIV-positive, white, gay men, and that those who came to be 
called the “social activists” were primarily HIV-negative, white lesbians 
along with people of color, some of whom were HIV-positive.8 In reality, 
although some of the most visible participants tended to > t the dominant 
perception, there were lesbians, people of color, white gay men, and HIV-
positive and negative people on both sides of the conF icts. Nevertheless, 
perceptions mattered, and each side appealed to > xed identity categories 
in order to bolster its side in the debate and deride its opponents. The ac-
tual and perceived identi! cations of each side also became important. 
While both sides claimed to be concerned about all people with AIDS—
that was ACT UP’s self-understanding, after all—each side came to be 
seen as emphasizing the needs of some populations at the expense of 
others: white, gay men vs. women and people of color. People began to 
feel that others in the movement had abandoned them; accusations of 

7. Edwards notes that “by the end of the :9;5s in the U.S., people of color were making 
up a rapidly growing proportion of new AIDS cases and constituted the overwhelming ma-
jority of the growing number of cases amongst women” (8555b, <58).

;. In general I avoid using these labels because they mislead by suggesting that the “so-
cial activists” were unconcerned with treatment issues and that treatment issues were not 
social justice issues.
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betrayal F ew from one side to the other. Because the feeling states struc-
turing these conF icts were largely submerged and unacknowledged and 
because of the way ACT UP’s emotional habitus was structured, it was 
extremely dif> cult to deal with the conF icts in a manner that would al-
low us to address the problems. Instead, moralizing emerged as a viable 
rhetorical register. In the end, these conF icts polarized numerous ACT 
UP chapters and played a signi> cant role in the disintegration of several 
chapters and in the national movement’s decline.

Of course, there were never only two sides in these debates. Some in-
dividuals had perspectives that simply did not > t neatly into either camp, 
but their perspectives were less audible. They might have felt cramped 
by the dominant voices in the conF icts and wary of being pigeon-holed 
into one camp or the other. Many others stayed out of the fracas: some 
were surely afraid of being exposed as having “bad politics”; others were 
probably upset by the rancor and wished that everyone could “just get 
along.” With many people staying on the sidelines, the divergent per-
spectives of the two main camps shaped the tenor and content of the de-
bates. Although the personalities of those most involved in the conF icts 
in different ACT UP chapters inF uenced the character of the clashes 
to some degree, the sound and texture of the conF icts were remarkably 
similar across the country.

Intensifying Con" icts and the Unraveling of Solidarity

U""*-,(/ $1 O"+%&0&* &,! T$,%"2$(,-+-$,. In September :9;9, 
ACT UP/Chicago experienced an acrimonious conF ict that foreshad-
owed conF icts that soon would explode in other chapters and at the 
national level.9 The way this conF ict played out illustrates how widely 
circulating affective states of desperation at the scope of the crisis in-
tensi> ed how participants experienced political differences within the 
movement. The key players were the Women’s Caucus (I was a mem-
ber) and a number of men in the organization, some of whom were HIV-
positive. The F ashpoint was a planned discussion on the role of sexism 
in the AIDS epidemic and in ACT UP/Chicago itself, and a boycott of 
this event by many of the men in the group. I discuss the incident and 
its aftermath at length because it illuminates how feeling states that 
had not been present earlier—especially feelings of nonrecognition and 

9. Parts of this section draw from Gould 8554.
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betrayal—shaped political disagreements about what “> ghting AIDS” 
meant and how ACT UP should proceed with its work.

The original aim of the sexism discussion was threefold: (:) to in-
crease knowledge within ACT UP/Chicago about the speci> c concerns 
of women with AIDS; (8) to explain why lesbians had gotten involved 
in AIDS activism; and (6) to discuss how sexism within the group was 
making it dif> cult for women to participate (ACT UP/Chicago Women’s 
Caucus :9;9). During the discussion, the Women’s Caucus gave the men 
a questionnaire, in part an actual test of their knowledge about women 
and AIDS but also a bit of a setup, a way to catch them in their sexism. 
The questionnaire included some relatively straightforward questions 
about women with AIDS, but it also included the following more inF am-
matory questions: “If the AIDS crisis had hit primarily women, do you 
think that gay men would be responding to us in the numbers that we are 
responding now?” and “what adjectives are you familiar with that de-
scribe the smell of female genitals?” 10

The sexism that had prompted us to call for the discussion in the > rst 
place, followed by the unreceptive and antagonistic behavior of some 
men during the discussion and the boycott by many others, felt like a be-
trayal to many of us in the Women’s Caucus. We had felt uni> ed with 
them in this battle, but suddenly it seemed that many men in the group 
did not care about us at all.

Feeling betrayed and outraged, we responded by reading a statement 
at the next meeting that took the men to task for their sexism. Acknowl-
edging how much we had learned from them about > ghting the epidemic 
and its antigay horrors, our statement revealed our sense that, in contrast 
to our respect for and commitment to them, many ACT UP men showed 
no respect or commitment toward us. Indeed, many seemed “clueless” 
about why lesbians, ostensibly at low risk for HIV, were involved. Not 
only did the men we were > ghting side by side with appear not to know 

:5. This last question stemmed from knowledge among members of the caucus that 
women were referred to as “> sh” in some gay male circles, a reference to the alleged smell 
of female genitalia; indeed, many of the men wrote “> sh” as their answer. Although feel-
ing unknown and misunderstood (and having one’s body scents misconstrued) can make 
one feel humorless—a point suggested by Eve Sedgwick in a discussion of shame (8556, 
4=)—the ACT UP/Chicago Women’s Caucus at times clearly had a more playful relation to 
the > sh stereotype. For example, a banner made for the > rst Dyke March (in April :996, in 
Washington, D.C.) declared, “Chicago Dykes Rule: Pussy by the Lake,” and pictured a few 
cat> sh smiling and sunning themselves by Lake Michigan.
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us, they seemed uninterested in knowing us or in understanding why we 
felt an urgency about > ghting the AIDS crisis. Like straight men, they 
seemed to take for granted that women would support them, which 
made us feel resentful and angry, but they also seemed to be suspicious 
about why we were there, and that impugning of our motives made us 
feel misunderstood.11

A question that we raised during the sexism discussion and again 
in our statement—“What have the men in ACT UP learned from the 
women?”—revealed our strong sense of nonrecognition: “Need we re-
mind you that women, and particularly many lesbians, have been there 
with you from the beginning, sharing skills, political experience and ex-
pertise, as well as compassion?” We wanted to feel “mutual solidarity 
and respect,” but the men’s failure to recognize us exacerbated our sense 
of unbelonging and insigni> cance. We indicated that, as lesbians, we 
were all too familiar with such disregard, and were not going to accept 
that from within what we considered to be our own shared organization: 
“Lesbians are made invisible in society at large; we are not willing to be 
made invisible in ACT UP as well.” We indicated our anger toward them 
and our sense that they had betrayed us and that we could no longer 
count on them: “The Women’s Caucus considers ACT UP’s response to 
the sexism discussion an injustice and a violation of trust” (ACT UP/
Chicago Women’s Caucus :9;9, 8).

U%$E P",+-E",+/ $1 O"+%&0&* +$ N$%&*-/E. The constellation of 
sentiments that we were experiencing helps to explain the decision of 
the Women’s Caucus to withdraw energy from “gay white men’s prob-
lems,” as we put it in our statement, and focus our efforts more on 
women and AIDS. I think the entire constellation of feelings also helps 
to explain the parts of our statement that seem to me now as moraliz-
ing of the sort that Crimp (:998) mentions in his discussion of ACT UP/
NY’s conF icts. Consider, for example, the following excerpt from the 
statement:

::. Our feelings of nonrecognition from men in ACT UP may have been particularly 
distressing in a context where other lesbians, arguing that gay men were not concerned 
about lesbians, were questioning why lesbians were working on ostensibly “gay male is-
sues” in the AIDS movement when lesbians were reportedly suffering a breast cancer ep-
idemic around which a movement needed to form. See, for example, Brady :99: and Win-
now :998; see also Stoller :99;, :<–8:.
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Gee, guys, you sure are good at spitting out rhetoric on the changing face of 
AIDS, but god forbid that the new face open its mouth!12 . . . Or is it truly ask-
ing too much of you that you take an interest in problems that do not directly 
affect you? Again we ask, if AIDS affected primarily women or ethnic mi-
norities, just how many of y’all would be here? . . . Would YOU give money 
or time to combat it? (ACT UP/Chicago Women’s Caucus :9;9, 8; capitaliza-
tions in original)

This part of the statement called the men on their sexism and disre-
gard for women and people of color with AIDS, and indicated our own 
identi> cation with those populations, particularly women with AIDS. It 
also again revealed that we felt abandoned and betrayed by men in the 
movement, unappreciated, and disrespected as women. The statement 
indicated our sense that they were resistant to women’s leadership. It 
conveyed as well our keen awareness of our position as lesbians in a het-
erosexist and sexist society, our desire that the structural position we oc-
cupied in society not be reproduced in ACT UP, and our fear that that 
was precisely what was happening. Such sentiments help to explain our 
turn to moralism. Our implicit answer to the question about whether the 
men would have gotten involved if AIDS was primarily affecting women 
was no, and in posing the question, the Women’s Caucus suggested that 
we considered the men to be sel> sh while we, in contrast, had selF essly 
gone to the front-lines, in solidarity with gay men. Deploying a gen-
dered notion of selF essness to our advantage, we were suggesting that 
the men should think about—and, in truth, feel bad about—the differ-
ence between their sel> shness and our selF essness.13 To be sure, parts 
of the statement read as a sincere attempt to engage in principled politi-

:8. This is an interesting construction in that none of the women making the statement, 
as far as I know, were living with HIV/AIDS. We clearly felt a strong identi> cation with 
women with HIV/AIDS. We also assumed their position for the following reasons: > rst, 
few in the scienti> c-medical establishment were addressing the epidemic among women, 
and the deadly consequences of that neglect made us acutely aware of the need to make 
women’s concerns visible; second, many women with HIV/AIDS were rarely able to attend 
ACT UP meetings because they had children to care for; third, very few women with HIV/
AIDS were “out” as such at this point. Women with HIV/AIDS with whom we worked 
closely thus wanted us to represent their concerns in ACT UP meetings.

:6. Interestingly, many of the men answered “no” to the question. That is not proof 
that we were “right” in our construction of gay men as sel> sh. What their answers indicate, 
I think, is that highly gendered constructions of gay men as sel> sh and lesbians as self-
less were widely circulating in this moment and easily latched onto by lesbians as well as 
gay men.
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cal debate with the men about our political differences, but moralizing 
entered in when we interpreted the men’s behavior in moral terms and 
found them wanting, while setting ourselves up as righteous: our under-
standing of the AIDS crisis was expansive, while theirs was narrow and 
sel> sh. We were politically advanced; they were politically F awed.

People arrive at moralism via different histories. Political theorist 
Wendy Brown, drawing from Nietzsche, reminds us that those occupy-
ing less privileged social positions, in their “impotent rage,” may turn 
to moralism (Brown 855:, chap. 8). Power within ACT UP was less con-
centrated than this perspective suggests, however. Indeed, an interesting 
aspect of the conF icts within ACT UP was that some of those accused 
of being sel> sh and privileged were themselves occupying a precarious 
structural location; despite any race, class, and gender privileges they 
might have had, as gay men and/or people with HIV/AIDS they encoun-
tered a state and society whose indifference to them had deadly conse-
quences. Although each side’s situation was substantially different, both 
could claim that they were being disempowered.

X'&+ &#$)+ @HLP` In November :9;9, following the sexism discus-
sion, Rex Wockner, a Chicago-based gay journalist whose columns were 
syndicated in gay newspapers around the country, wrote a story about 
what he called “a simmering ideological conF ict among the leaders 
of ACT UP/Chicago” (Wockner :9;9b). Wockner wrote that the con-
F ict had come to a head and quoted a prominent member with AIDS, 
Danny Sotomayor, saying that he was “sick and tired” of racism and sex-
ism issues getting in the way of the group’s work on AIDS.14 Sotomayor 
charged that ACT UP had been hijacked by “politically correct old dino-
saurs with a leftist agenda.” He continued, “The group is bogged down 
in rhetoric. People with hidden agendas dogmatically insist that we all 
have to go through a re-birthing around sexism and racism issues before 
we can even step out the door to work on AIDS.” Wockner quoted Soto-
mayor as saying that he was considering “escaping” ACT UP/Chicago’s 
“progressive focus” and starting another direct-action AIDS activist or-
ganization (Wockner :9;9b).

In August :995, Sotomayor angrily quit ACT UP/Chicago. His depar-
ture did not signal the end of ACT UP/Chicago; no other active ACT UP 

:=. Over the years, Rex Wockner’s columns indicated his agreement with Sotomayor’s 
critiques of ACT UP/Chicago. See, for example, Wockner :998a and :998c.
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members left with him, even those who agreed with his criticisms. Still, 
debates similar to those that surrounded Sotomayor’s exit continued to 
plague the group over the next couple of years, tearing at the organiza-
tion and contributing to its decline. Featured in a cover article in an in-
dependent Chicago newspaper, Sotomayor explained why he left:

I quit because I can no longer do the kind of AIDS work I want to do with 
the hostility that I feel within the group. People with AIDS are not setting the 
agenda of ACT UP. In fact, AIDS has become the fourth item on the ACT 
UP agenda, after racism, sexism, and gay and lesbian visibility. The group is 
being manipulated to suit the politics of a small group of people who don’t 
even have AIDS. Part of my power within ACT UP was that I was speak-
ing as a person with AIDS, with the power of genuine urgency. I still have 
that power, and I’ll continue speaking out. But I have limited time, and I’m 
not going to spend it battling people’s personal agendas and > ghting people 
who claim to be my friends. Nothing lasts forever. Not me, and not ACT UP. 
In fact, I hope AIDS is cured forever so I never have to go out on another 
goddamned balcony [to de> antly hang a banner]. Fighting AIDS is not about 
climbing out on balconies. And that’s the real tragedy of all this, because I 
think some people do think it’s about street theater. But it’s not—it’s about 
helping people with AIDS. They’re the only thing that’s important in all this, 
and I know I haven’t betrayed them. (Crump :995, 8:)

One thing that stands out in Sotomayor’s statement is the sense that 
he had been betrayed by ACT UP, by people claiming to be his friends 
no less. He felt abandoned by members who did not have HIV/AIDS, 
people whom he alleged had manipulated ACT UP so that AIDS was no 
longer at the top of the organization’s agenda, forsaking Sotomayor and 
others with AIDS just as the larger society had done. Quoted in an Ad-
vocate article a few months after leaving ACT UP, Sotomayor indicated 
that society’s betrayal of gay men—evident in the fact that gay men with 
AIDS had become “yesterday’s news”—ampli> ed his anxiety that AIDS 
activists would do the same (Harding :99:, 8:).

Also evident in Sotomayor’s criticism of ACT UP/Chicago are ideas 
that were then circulating in the movement about how one must be—
what principles one must uphold—in order to be an exemplary AIDS 
activist. The model ACT UP member believed that people with AIDS 
should be setting the agenda and leading the movement, and that ACT 
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UP’s focus must be “> ghting AIDS;” anything else was a betrayal of the 
principle of self-determination and, indeed, of people with AIDS. Al-
most everyone in the movement agreed with these principles; the point 
of contention was that different groups within ACT UP saw themselves 
as embodying or standing for different groups of people with AIDS—
gay men, gay men of color, women—who sometimes had quite different 
concerns and needs. Because “> ghting AIDS” was one of the group’s 
highest principles but meant different things to different members, it be-
came a rhetorical trope to bolster one’s own side in the debates and ac-
cuse one’s opponents of betrayal. In the last sentence of his statement, 
Sotomayor implied that he was following ACT UP’s core principles; oth-
ers, in contrast, were no longer > ghting AIDS but actually were aban-
doning people with AIDS.

Sotomayor’s critique had force. He was calling into question other 
ACT UP participants’ loyalty and motives, charging them with being 
power-hungry and opportunist and, even worse, accusing them of be-
traying their dying comrades. Sotomayor may not have intended to im-
pugn other participants’ morals and thereby induce shame and guilt, but 
many saw that as his intent. His critique did have that effect on some and 
provoked anger among many.

Feelings of betrayal among people with HIV/AIDS were in the air, 
in Chicago and elsewhere. Sotomayor left ACT UP at a time when 
other chapters, including those in New York and San Francisco, were 
experiencing contentious conF icts about similar issues. Upon leaving 
ACT UP/SF in September :995 and helping to form the more treatment-
focused ACT UP/Golden Gate, Jesse Dobson wrote, “Despite its con-
siderable past successes, for those who need to focus on > ghting AIDS 
as a personal crisis, ACT UP/San Francisco was a trap” (Dobson :995; 
my emphasis). Like Sotomayor, Dobson argued that his group had lost 
its way by focusing too much on racism and sexism to the neglect of 
AIDS: “AIDS is a horri> c, immediate crisis! We cannot wait for any-
thing to respond to it! I refuse to participate in the building of a coa-
lition on the bodies of my community!” (Dobson :995; see also ACT 
UP/Chicago PWA Caucus :995; and Hardy :99:). Indicating the exis-
tence of feelings of abandonment within ACT UP/NY as well, Charlie 
Franchino stated the following in ACT UP/NY’s internal newsletter/
suggestion box/venue for tirades, Tell It To ACT UP (TITA): “I person-
ally feel more of a kinship with scientists I met in San Francisco [during 
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an international AIDS conference] than I do with certain members of 
ACT UP” (TITA July 9, :995, :).15

J'" IE$+-$,&* Z,!"%2)%%",+/ $1 S$*-+-2&* K$,1*-2+/. The dif-
ferent sides’ sentiments of betrayal were not unconnected, of course. 
Each side read the other’s concerns and commitments as evidence of be-
trayal, an effect of the emergence of a scarcity mentality. Concerns about 
women and people of color were heard as a lack of concern about gay 
men with HIV/AIDS; concerns that the organization had become too fo-
cused on women and people of color were heard as an abandonment of 
those people with AIDS in favor of white, gay men. And each side’s sen-
timents of having been betrayed deF ected charges of betrayal directed 
against it, creating an impasse of bad feelings and no clear way to ad-
dress one another across the growing animosity. Gay men with AIDS 
in the United States, of course, have experienced profound betrayal by 
state and society, and by family and friends. Betrayal is a painfully reso-
nant affective state for lesbians and gay men more generally. Those res-
onances for everyone involved, as well as the contrast to previously ex-
perienced feelings of solidarity within and throughout the movement, 
made the sense of betrayal by one’s comrades especially crushing.

This dynamic of betrayal structured and intensi> ed conF icts in ACT 
UP. Earlier in the movement’s life, when solidarity was felt and assumed, 
different opinions about how to > ght AIDS were not laden with much 
signi> cance. Different ideas about tactics or strategies did not prompt 
people to question other members’ identi> cations or their solidarity with 
people with AIDS. But that changed as the affective landscape changed 
and a scarcity mentality took hold. Without the assumption of solidar-
ity, the question of solidarity itself became a contentious issue. Political 
differences came to be seen as meaningful indicators of one’s identi> ca-
tions, of the depth of one’s feelings of solidarity with speci> c groups of 
people with HIV/AIDS. Questions that previously were not at issue be-
came pressing; indeed, they became the questions around which the dif-
ferent factions bolstered their positions and challenged their opponents. 
Who was more committed to (which) people with HIV/AIDS; who in 
the room had more at stake; who were the more legitimate or authentic 

:<. TITA, a weekly ACT UP/NY broadsheet, compiled complaints and suggestions 
from ACT UP members. Many of ACT UP/NY’s debates played out in its pages, often 
through unsigned notes. Many thanks to Bill Dobbs, ACT UP/NY member and TITA pub-
lisher, for sending me copies of every issue.
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AIDS activists? In that context, conF icts about ACT UP’s direction and 
the tenor of the debates indicated that sentiments of solidarity were un-
raveling and also aided that painful process.

In retrospect it is apparent that what both sides were treating as po-
litical differences and a consequent power struggle was more than that. 
The disputes were being driven by unacknowledged but powerful feel-
ings circulating throughout the organization. Each side felt betrayed by 
the other. The women felt that many of the men were unmoved by our 
concerns about women and people of color with HIV/AIDS. Given our 
strong identi> cation with HIV-positive women, we probably experienced 
some of the men’s apparent lack of concern as an abandonment not only 
of those women but of us. Various men in the organization felt threat-
ened by the power of the Women’s Caucus, which had shown leadership 
in the planning and execution of a national demonstration in Chicago 
in April :995 that highlighted the effects of the AIDS crisis on women, 
people of color, and poor people. Some men likely were feeling that their 
own power was thereby diminished. But some also worried that actions 
like that national demonstration were distracting from the movement’s 
focus on gay men with AIDS, that is, from a focus on their needs and 
those of their loved ones. They indicated a fear that ACT UP might be-
tray them, with dire consequences.

Explosive, internal movement conF icts are almost always about more 
than political differences. ConF icts in ACT UP/NY and at the level of 
the national movement similarly illuminate how the emotional under-
currents of political conF icts help to constitute the substance, shape, in-
tensity, velocity, and effects of those conF icts.

Political Access and the Further Unraveling of Solidarity

K$,1*-2+/ -, @KJ ZS/TY, &,! T&+-$,&**0. The unacknowledged 
emotional undercurrents of New York’s conF icts were the same as those 
in Chicago: feelings of betrayal by activist comrades were especially 
widespread. And as in Chicago, the emotional intensity of these conF icts 
stemmed from the broader affective landscape of the AIDS crisis in that 
moment: a crushing sense of the immense scope of the epidemic, grow-
ing desperation and despair, and increasing feelings of inef> cacy with re-
gard to the ultimate goal of stopping the dying.

As Edwards (8555b) has noted, one important difference be-
tween conF icts in Chicago and New York stemmed from the fact that 
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in :9;9–95 a number of activists in ACT UP/NY’s Treatment & Data 
Committee gained access to the top AIDS scientists and government in-
stitutions that ACT UP had previously targeted. T&D activists began 
meeting regularly with of> cials responsible for setting AIDS research 
priorities, designing clinical trials, and so forth. That newfound access 
to the federal AIDS bureaucracy held out hope that activists might now 
be more able to force changes that might save lives, perhaps even their 
own. But even as some activists gained access, women with HIV/AIDS 
and activists > ghting on their behalf were increasingly frustrated by the 
scienti> c-medical establishment’s refusal to address their concerns. Dif-
ferential access to policymakers caused tensions in the movement about 
tactics and, in the context of a scarcity mentality, raised questions about 
the movement’s focus as well.

Another part of the context that is important for understanding the 
conF icts is that during this period ACT UP, led by Women’s Caucuses 
from around the country, was demanding that the CDC expand its de> -
nition of AIDS to include the opportunistic infections that were killing 
women and poor people with HIV. It ended up being a years-long cam-
paign because of the CDC’s unwillingness to budge.16 The CDC’s own 
Morbidity and Mortality Report indicated that =; percent of women then 
dying of HIV-related conditions did not meet the CDC’s de> nition of 
AIDS, which had been derived from the infections common to those > rst 
diagnosed: middle-class gay men. The rami> cations of the CDC’s exclu-
sionary de> nition were serious: women were underrepresented in the of-
> cial AIDS statistics, and they were consistently being misdiagnosed, 
undertreated, underresearched, excluded from clinical trials and other 
services available only to people with an AIDS diagnosis, and denied 
presumptive Social Security disability bene> ts. In part as a result, once 
diagnosed, women were dying more quickly than men (> gs. 86 and 8=).

The publication in this period of Women, AIDS, and Activism (ACT 
UP/NY Women & AIDS Book Group :995) also drew attention to the 
complexities facing women with HIV/AIDS. A landmark book that grew 
out of a teach-in about women and AIDS that the Women’s Caucus of 
ACT UP/NY conducted in March :9;9, Women, AIDS, and Activism 
brought together discussions about the ways that racism and sexism op-
erated in the epidemic, the treatment issues facing HIV-positive women, 

:4. Activists eventually were victorious: the CDC expanded the de> nition of AIDS in 
January :996.
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1-()%" 86. “Women Don’t Get AIDS, They Just Die From It,” ACT UP F yer, ca. :998.

the kinds of social services HIV-positive women needed, women and 
safe sex, the connection between reproductive rights and AIDS issues, 
and activism around women and HIV/AIDS.

The intensi> cation of the conF icts, then, occurred in a period when 
different committees and caucuses within ACT UP/NY and across the 
country were highlighting different issues that to some degree divided 
along identity lines. But that intensi> cation was not the result of activists 
focusing on different issues. Indeed, although a common misperception 
is that ACT UP/NY (and by extension, the entire direct-action AIDS 
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1-()%" 8=. National ACT UP demonstration targeting the Centers for Disease Control, 
Atlanta, GA, December 6, :995. Photo by Ellen B. Neipris.

movement) started with one focus—getting AIDS drugs tested and 
approved—and only later adopted a broader agenda, the reality is that 
ACT UP participants had focused on a range of issues from the start of 
ACT UP/NY. (This is true of other chapters as well.) Ample evidence 
dispels this misperception, and it is worth citing insofar as ACT UP/NY’s 
conF icts were in part about precisely this issue of the organization’s focus.

Minutes from the very > rst meeting of what would become ACT 
UP/New York indicate that issues on the agenda included women and 
AIDS, homeless PWAs, immigration, and race issues: “How can [the] 
lesbian and gay community coalesce with minority groups on AIDS is-
sues?” (ACT UP/New York :9;7a). Marion Banzhaf, who began attend-
ing ACT UP/NY meetings during its > rst year, recalls that

from the beginning there were always people who were saying that AIDS was 
a mirror of everything that was wrong with society, and the beginning to me 
was never just about “drugs into bodies.” It was about getting more beds in 
hospitals. It was about changing the attitudes of the healthcare providers to 
have them stop slipping trays of food under doors [to avoid physical contact 
with people with AIDS]. It was > ghting against shame. . . . It was about who 
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gets access to the hospitals, versus who dies without ever being diagnosed. 
(Banzhaf 8558)

To be sure, some members originally were focused on treatment issues, 
but many saw AIDS as intersecting with large social problems and be-
lieved ACT UP should > ght the crisis from that perspective.

Maxine Wolfe, who joined ACT UP/NY only a few months after its 
start, also has disputed the widespread perception that ACT UP/NY be-
gan with a single focus on AIDS drugs (Wolfe :996, 8:). She notes, for 
example, that ACT UP/NY initially did not have a separate committee 
working on AIDS drug-treatment issues. According to Wolfe, ACT UP/
NY was originally and unproblematically focused on issues like hous-
ing for people with AIDS, needle exchange, and women with AIDS, 
as well as AIDS drug treatments. Interestingly, in a :997 essay, T&D 
member Mark Harrington corroborated Banzhaf’s and Wolfe’s mem-
ories: “Among the elements and targets of ACT UP’s initial activism 
were zaps and demonstrations about gay visibility, AIDS discrimination, 
drug companies, political leaders, the media, other AIDS organizations. 
Larry [Kramer]’s motto ‘drugs into bodies’ was often chanted, but there 
was little organized activism directed towards achieving that goal” (Har-
rington :997, 87<; my emphasis; see also ACT UP/New York n.d. a).

In my view, the misperception about ACT UP’s original focus hin-
ders any understanding of ACT UP/NY’s conF icts. Indeed, the misper-
ception helped foster the battles within ACT UP about the movement’s 
priorities: some who wanted ACT UP to focus on getting AIDS drugs 
tested and approved argued that the movement had “gotten off track” by 
taking on issues that addressed the role of racism and sexism in the epi-
demic. Their accusations of other members’ betrayal necessitated a view 
that ACT UP had abandoned what they claimed was its initial single fo-
cus on AIDS treatments.

ACT UP/NY’s later internal conF icts did not derive, then, from the di-
verse focal points of various committees and caucuses within the group; 
while it is likely true that in the later years caucuses of women and peo-
ple of color spent more of their time and resources on issues related to 
racism, sexism, and poverty in the AIDS crisis, those focal points had 
been there from the start. They became contentious only as a scarcity 
mentality took hold in the movement. A focus on one issue or on one 
population seemed to come at the expense of other people with AIDS, 
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or at least could be read that way. Access to the federal AIDS bureau-
cracy by a few ACT UP members raised related concerns about whose 
needs would be brought to the table and whose ignored. Some members 
thus were wary of such “insider” tactics, while those who had gained ac-
cess feared being hamstrung in their choice of tactics, especially now 
that meetings with of> cials actually might lead to bene> cial changes in 
the AIDS drug-testing and approval process. Resulting feelings of be-
trayal, distrust, resentment, and anger intensi> ed the political disagree-
ments and made them extremely dif> cult to navigate.

In a June :995 article, Village Voice reporter Donna Minkowitz—
who attended ACT UP meetings regularly—characterized one side of 
the conF ict as follows: “A powerful minority of the group’s white men 
believes that ACT UP should concentrate on getting AIDS drugs ap-
proved by the federal bureaucracy—an issue that affects even the wealth-
iest AIDS patient—while subordinating other struggles, such as obtain-
ing services for indigent PWAs or providing counseling and treatment to 
IV-drug users” (Minkowitz :995, 85). To get a feel for the emotional un-
dercurrents of ACT UP/NY’s conF icts, imagine the feelings that might 
prompt advocacy of a single focus on getting “drugs into bodies,” as well 
as the feelings evoked by that position among activists with other urgent 
focal points. Or consider the feelings that might motivate and be gener-
ated by the following anonymous missive published in ACT UP/NY’s 
TITA. “Stop trying to save the world! ACT UP will not stop racism, sex-
ism, the Contras, or save the whales. Concentrate our few resources on 
AIDS. That’s what the A in ACT UP stands for. . . . The most important 
task of ACT UP is to pressure agencies to expedite drug-testing. Every 
other issue is a distant second to this” (TITA, March :9, :995, 8; empha-
ses in original). According to ACT UP/NY member Kendall Thomas, 
the Women’s Caucus and Majority Action Committee responded to ap-
peals to focus only on getting drugs into bodies by asking questions: 
“Surely, it can’t [only] be about producing these drugs that can go into 
bodies, some bodies don’t have insurance or some bodies are express-
ing a completely different range of illnesses, surely it can’t be just about 
that” (quoted in Thomas 8558). Feelings of having been betrayed are met 
by feelings of having been betrayed. To understand why ACT UP’s con-
F icts became explosive, we have to consider their emotional sources and 
undercurrents—what it feels like to anticipate your own death; to see no 
end in sight to the crisis; to sense a growing political inef> cacy; to be told 
that your issues, your life and the lives of people you love, aren’t as im-
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portant as other’s issues and lives; to feel betrayed; to be accused of hav-
ing betrayed others.

H,/-!"/W)+/-!". The key players in the New York conF icts were mem-
bers of T&D, which worked on AIDS treatment issues and was made up 
primarily (but not exclusively) of white, gay men, many of whom were 
HIV-positive, and members of the Women’s Caucus, which primarily 
worked on issues about women and AIDS and was made up mostly (but 
not exclusively) of white lesbians, almost all of whom where HIV-negative. 
To be sure, neither T&D nor the Women’s Caucus had monolithic mem-
berships; there were divergent perspectives within each, and some mem-
bers of both groups were not involved in the conF icts at all. As well, 
there were never only two sides to the debates, although the two main 
camps dominated the discourse. There were HIV-positive people, white, 
gay men, people of color, and women in both of the main camps. Maxine 
Wolfe recalls, for example, that the ACT UP/NY af> nity group working 
on the CDC de> nition campaign had twenty-four members, only seven 
of whom were women, and several of whom were white, gay men with 
HIV (Wolfe 855=).

An exploration of the emotional undercurrents of an incident that 
occurred in the summer of :995 helps to explain why conF icts within 
ACT UP/NY intensi> ed in this period and contributed to the fractur-
ing and eventual decline of the organization and, indeed, of the national 
direct-action AIDS movement. Responses by two women from ACT 
UP/NY and one from ACT UP/D.C. to a column in OutWeek by Mark 
Harrington revealed rising distrust and declining sentiments of solidar-
ity among members of ACT UP/NY and within the national movement. 
In his weekly column, “Political Science,” Harrington listed the tremen-
dous advances that AIDS activists had made into the scienti> c labyrinth 
of the AIDS clinical trial system since ACT UP’s May :995 demonstra-
tion at the NIH. He noted in particular that activists now had access to 
those conducting AIDS research and setting research priorities. Point-
ing out that AIDS activists had made “more headway within the realm 
of science than in . . . local and state politics,” Harrington posited that 
unlike politicians, scientists were capable of rational discourse and open 
to changing their minds (Harrington :995, 6=). In his list of activist vic-
tories, Harrington noted that more resources were going to be given to 
the Obstetrical and Gynecological Subcommittee of the Pediatric Com-
mittee of the ACTG (AIDS Clinical Trials Group) so that it could “ex-
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pand its focus from pregnant women to all women with HIV” (67). He 
warned that the accomplishments did not mean “that activists have won 
an unquali> ed victory, or that the tasks before us are not as daunting as 
they ever were” (6=). But, Harrington continued, “at least we will not 
have to skirmish over access to those who set research priorities, select 
drugs, and design and carry out clinical trials” (6=). He acknowledged, 
“We must not abandon our criticism of the systemic F aws which con-
tinue to afF ict the ACTG,” but, he argued, “at least we will be able to 
bring our concerns and our demands directly to those responsible” (67).

Two weeks later, OutWeek printed three letters that took issue with 
Harrington’s column. The > rst, by Linda Meredith from ACT UP/D.C., 
challenged Harrington’s optimism that the changes he had detailed 
would amount to improvements for HIV-positive women. Meredith ex-
pressed anger that “although the advances outlined in Harrington’s ar-
ticle are important, they will do little or nothing to improve the lives of 
women with AIDS, and nothing at all to implore [scientists] to wake up 
to the reality that lesbians are also at risk” (Meredith :995, <). She then 
described her own experiences at the recent ACTG meeting, to which 
she had been admitted as an observer, giving examples of the “igno-
rance and sexism” she encountered among government scientists and re-
searchers, one of whom—Anthony Fauci, director of NIAID, the body 
overseeing the ACTG—Harrington had praised in his column. Mere-
dith described an upcoming drug trial (ACTG #574) that would assess 
newborns of HIV-positive women but had no plans to provide neces-
sary care for the women themselves. She also noted that researchers on 
the Obstetrical and Gynecological Subcommittee that Harrington had 
mentioned were pediatricians focused on children with AIDS and un-
interested in the concerns of HIV-positive women. Expressing a strong 
identi> cation with women with AIDS, Meredith wrote, “Women are the 
fastest-growing group in this country to be infected with HIV. We die six 
times faster than men, and we are denied access to Medicaid, Medicare, 
SSI [Social Security Disability Insurance], and ACTG clinical trials” (<; 
my emphases). Pointing out that she was one of the people whom the sys-
tem had “let in,” Meredith concluded, “I’m angry because the answer for 
us, sisters, is still on the outside. ACT UP!” (<).

Meredith’s letter reveals a number of feeling states circulating among 
ACT UP women in this moment. Where concerns of T&D activists 
were seemingly being addressed, the concerns of Women’s Caucus ac-
tivists from around the country were slighted both within and outside 
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the movement, creating sentiments among many women of nonrecogni-
tion and consequently of resentment, anger, and mistrust toward men 
in T&D. Also apparent is Meredith’s identi> cation with HIV-positive 
women, an identi> cation so ardent that she used the pronoun “we” when 
referring to women with HIV/AIDS, as the ACT UP/Chicago Women’s 
Caucus statement on sexism had done. Meredith’s identi> cation helps to 
explain why she experienced Harrington’s failure to mention the prob-
lems still facing HIV-positive women—his seeming disinterest—as an af-
front, indeed, as a personal betrayal. Meredith’s anger about lesbian in-
visibility in the AIDS epidemic—and her implicit critique of Harrington 
for not mentioning this issue—reF ects feelings among lesbians of non-
recognition and lack of acknowledgement, both by others in the move-
ment and by the scienti> c-medical establishment.17

Meredith’s letter strikes me as a genuine attempt to engage in political 
debate with the members of T&D. She agreed that the advances outlined 
in Harrington’s column were important, but questioned his optimism, 
particularly regarding HIV-positive women. The thrust of her letter was 
to counter Harrington’s suggestion that the battle no longer needed to 
be conducted from the outside, arguing instead for the continuing ne-
cessity of engaging in confrontational demonstrations. Meredith’s letter 
staked out a position in an ongoing debate in ACT UP about the mer-
its of insider vs. outsider tactics now that some activists and people with 
AIDS had been allowed into the system.

In contrast to Meredith’s letter, the other two were addressed directly 
to Harrington and struck more of an adversarial and reproachful tone. 

:7. This focus on lesbians and AIDS might seem odd, given that lesbians as a group 
have had a low rate of HIV-infection. One reason why some lesbians in ACT UP took up 
the issue was to complicate the category of “lesbian” by acknowledging that there are les-
bians who have sex with men and lesbian injection-drug users who might be at risk, along 
with their partners. As well, the government was not collecting statistics about woman-to-
woman HIV transmission, assuming its impossibility. Noting the government’s ignorance 
about lesbian sexual practices and pointing out that there were HIV-positive lesbians who 
had no known risk factor, some women in ACT UP thought it was important to challenge 
this instance of lesbian invisibility and thus pushed the government to include a question 
about sexual orientation for women in its statistical accounting. Lesbians in ACT UP pro-
duced some of the > rst lesbian safe-sex materials, not only for educational purposes but 
also as part of ACT UP’s more general pro-sex, pro-queer interventions. At the height of 
ACT UP’s internal conF icts, British gay and AIDS activist Simon Watney criticized les-
bians in ACT UP as having “AIDS envy.” His reductive assertion failed to consider these 
points as well as the larger context in which lesbians were invisible in broader society (and 
often desexualized in contrast to gay men, who were hypersexualized) and experiencing 
nonrecognition within ACT UP.
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One by ACT UP/NY member Heidi Dorow began as follows: “To Mark 
Harrington: Your ‘Political Science’ piece really pissed me off” (Dorow 
:995, <). Dorow insinuated that Harrington was being disingenuous, 
even dishonest, and that his comments might have dangerous effects: 
“You were trying to convince us that the big boys at NIH and NIAID 
have done a big turnaround and they are now interested in the needs of 
IVDUs [intravenous drug users], people of color and women in this cri-
sis. Considering all the work that needs to be done, I think that’s a very 
dangerous approach within the activist community” (<). In other words, 
Harrington’s claim that activists’ grievances would now be more readily 
heard and acted upon might undermine other activists’ calls for confron-
tational activism targeting the federal AIDS bureaucracy, with danger-
ous effects for people with AIDS.

Countering Harrington’s assertion that scientists were rational and 
open-minded and thus open to considering activists’ demands, Dorow 
wrote about a recent meeting that she and other lesbian AIDS activists 
had had with Anthony Fauci, Dan Hoth and “other F oundering NIH/
NIAID blockheads” to discuss women and AIDS. Drawing attention to 
the fact that the scientists were treating male and female AIDS activ-
ists differently, she continued, “The ‘rational discourse’ of these scien-
tists consisted of chastising us for having an ‘attitude that will never get 
us anywhere.’ The subtext to this whole exchange was, of course, ‘You 
aren’t going to get anything until you act like good girls’ ” (Dorow :995, 
<–4). Dorow’s implicit suggestion here was that the ACT UP men who 
had gained access had done so by being “good boys,” insinuating that 
perhaps they had made concessions that were politically unwise. Dorow 
then pointedly asked, “Do you really think that any of us should be satis-
> ed with an Obstetrical and Gynecological Subcommittee of the Pediat-
rics Committee, which is made up of obstetricians—not gynecologists?!” 
(4; emphasis in original). Here, Dorow was challenging Harrington’s 
optimism about recent changes in the ACTG regarding HIV-positive 
women while also intimating that he was not only ignorant about the dif-
ference between obstetricians and gynecologists, but that his ignorance 
revealed his lack of concern about HIV-positive women.18 Dorow was 
suggesting that this male AIDS activist, like the misogynistic scienti> c-

:;. Obstetricians specialize in pregnancy, delivering babies, and the care of women af-
ter childbirth; gynecologists specialize in women’s reproductive health, whether they bear 
children or not.
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medical establishment itself, viewed women with HIV only as vectors of 
HIV transmission to babies (hence the obstetricians on the committee), 
rather than as people with HIV who themselves needed services and 
treatment. Dorow then angrily challenged Harrington’s claim that there 
was adequate access to the system: “Women don’t have shit and won’t 
until we stop settling for crumbs” (4). She concluded with an indirect 
call for (a renewed) solidarity among activists, suggesting that gay men 
had reason to identify with women with HIV/AIDS: “You can bet that 
if women don’t have the care and access they need, there are a bunch of 
gay men out there who don’t have it, either” (4).

Dorow’s letter indicates strong sentiments of having been betrayed. 
She insinuated that Harrington was being dishonest and that the male ac-
tivists who had gained access to the ACTG system had sold women out; 
her intimations suggested a belief that T&D was acting in bad faith and 
that its members were sel> shly concerned only about their own health, 
at the expense of HIV-positive women. She accused him of having be-
trayed women with HIV/AIDS as well as T&D’s female activist com-
rades. Where Meredith’s anger seemed to be partly about Harrington’s 
too easy optimism but mainly about the dire situation that HIV-positive 
women were facing, the more moralizing tone and content of Dorow’s 
letter suggested that her anger was directed primarily at Harrington 
himself.

The third letter, written by ACT UP/NY member Tracy Morgan, was 
even more candid and acerbic in its accusations against Harrington and 
other gay, white, male activists, particularly with regard to abandon-
ing HIV-positive women and, by extension, female AIDS activists. Ad-
dressed directly to Harrington, it began with an explicit assertion that he 
was “sell[ing] women’s lives down the river” (Morgan :995, 4). Morgan 
detailed numerous instances of sexism in scienti> c research that both 
challenged Harrington’s assertion of scientists’ rationality and rhetori-
cally united all women—including those in ACT UP—as potential or ac-
tual casualties of Harrington’s and T&D’s too cozy relationship with the 
scienti> c-medical establishment. Morgan took Harrington to task for 
his claim that the increase in resources for the Obstetrical and Gyneco-
logical Subcommittee of the Pediatrics Committee was a victory. “This 
is not a victory in the least. . . . Placing the gynecological concerns of 
HIV-positive women under the wing of pediatrics is a sign of the utmost 
irrationality and indifference.” Doing so, of course, was simply a con-
tinuation of seeing women as vectors of transmission. “Floored” by his 
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ignorance about the health issues of HIV-positive women, she contin-
ued, “Stop clapping for this crumb, and start holding out for some real 
lifesaving maneuvers for women with HIV-related disease” (4). Morgan 
concluded with an angry indictment of Harrington, as well as a threat:

Like it or not, you are quickly becoming a colleague of rational scientists in a 
position that many other activists do not occupy. I do not see much difference 
between you meeting with Fauci and the other heavy hitters, and the boys 
from the neighborhood watching the game at the corner bar. What have you 
and other activists sacri> ced to be accepted by this elite group? And accepted 
you have been. From your article, my fear is that you have sacri> ced women. 
The sisterhood is watching, brother. Don’t fuck us over. (Morgan :995, 4)

Pronounced in this letter is Morgan’s feminist critique of power—the 
power of science in particular—and even more, of AIDS activists cozy-
ing up to power. It indicates Morgan’s anxiety that proximity to power 
might corrupt one and lead to an abandonment of important principles.19 
Suggesting that acceptance into the system was itself evidence of some 
type of compromise, Morgan insinuated that T&D activists had sold out, 
sacri> cing HIV-positive women as well as female AIDS activists, in or-
der to be accepted by elite scientists. The accusation of “selling out” 
had particular weight because it was one that ACT UP sometimes made 
against certain ASOs as a way to distance ACT UP from more mod-
erate AIDS organizations. To accuse other ACT UP members of sell-
ing out, then, was not only to accuse them of violating ACT UP’s prin-
ciples; it was simultaneously an accusation that they were in some sense 
siding with people whom ACT UP criticized. Morgan was casting doubt 
on T&D activists’ motives, asking whose interests they had at heart. She 
also noted that gender inequalities had crept into the putatively egalitar-
ian ACT UP, sowing distrust and threatening movement solidarity.

In concluding with the statement that “the sisterhood is watching, 
brother,” she not only issued a threat, she also insinuated that Harrington 
was not to be trusted because he was male and was moving inside the 
system. Morgan’s suggestion was that the “sisterhood,” ostensibly out-
side of and opposed to the system, untainted by power, was morally pure 
and hence could be trusted. Morgan was claiming that women, experi-

:9. Wendy Brown (855:, chap. 8) criticizes this construction that pits power and princi-
ple against one another and creates conditions for moralizing.
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enced as they were with outsiderhood, were more likely to avoid the se-
duction of the inside, while men, even gay men with the experience of 
exclusion, would be enticed by the proximity to power and the offer of 
male bonding, and thus were more likely to succumb, sacri> cing impor-
tant principles as well as their activist comrades and less privileged peo-
ple with AIDS in the process.20

An article written by Women’s Caucus member Maxine Wolfe about 
the July :995 meeting between lesbian AIDS activists and Anthony 
Fauci that Dorow mentioned suggests that the women from ACT UP/
NY and Washington, D.C., had good reason to be suspicious, both of the 
federal AIDS bureaucracy and of men from T&D. Fauci evidently had 
told women at the meeting that they “didn’t get [the meeting with him] 
because of our actions or pressuring but because of ACT UP” (Wolfe 
:995b, 6). Fauci not only claimed that he had granted the women the 
meeting as a result of his good relationship with some ACT UP men; he 
also implied that the women themselves were inconsequential to ACT 
UP. Wolfe reported that Fauci reiterated the divide between male and 
female AIDS activists by stating that “he had an agreement with ‘the 
men in ACT UP, that is gay ACT UP,’ about how they would deal with 
each other in these interactions” (6).21 The federal AIDS bureaucracy 
was treating AIDS activists concerned about women and AIDS differ-
ently from the men in T&D, which would be reason enough for identity 
categories to become a salient factor in ACT UP’s internal conF icts. In 
addition, Fauci’s comments gave the women in ACT UP reason to sus-
pect that the men in ACT UP were aligning themselves with the fed-
eral AIDS bureaucracy, despite that same bureaucracy’s failure to re-
spond to, or even to consider, the concerns of HIV-positive women. The 
women understandably might have interpreted Fauci’s comment that he 
had “an agreement” with the men in ACT UP as saying that the men 
from T&D had made concessions and cut some sort of a deal—the con-
tent of which was unclear—in order to be admitted into the system.

Comments about and by Fauci in a book suggest as much: the authors, 
health specialists Peter Arno and Karyn Feiden, contend that Fauci indi-
cated that he would integrate T&D activists into the ACTG process but 
“in exchange, Fauci wanted the rhetoric toned down” (Arno and Feiden 

85. Morgan again cast doubt on the motives of white male AIDS activists in an inter-
view in the Advocate (Michaud :995, <5).

8:. See Corea :996, 88=–8< for a similar account of this meeting.
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:996, 86=). The authors quote Fauci: “If they [T&D activists] are trying 
to get into the system, they may have to modify some of their activist 
modes” (86=). While suggesting that Fauci was unable to see direct-action 
activism or hear activists’ emotional register as every bit as rational as 
scienti> c discourse, his comments also clarify more of what was at stake 
in Dorow’s and Morgan’s critiques of scienti> c rationality and of T&D’s 
buying into that rationality. ACT UP men had a chance within that ru-
bric, but ACT UP women and women with HIV/AIDS would always be 
short-changed.

The letters in OutWeek voiced a fear among many women and people 
of color within ACT UP that T&D members would not use their access 
to the federal AIDS bureaucracy to help push ACT UP demands regard-
ing women, people of color, and poor people with AIDS. It appeared 
that they simply did not care about those populations and issues or those 
in ACT UP who were working on those issues. Gregg Bordowitz sug-
gests reasons why that fear was legitimate:

I do recall that the leadership in ACT UP and the general membership didn’t 
always throw the entire weight of their support behind protests organized 
speci> cally to address women’s issues or the concerns of people of color. . . . 
The general membership wouldn’t vote against proposals brought forward 
by a people of color caucus—the Majority Action Committee—or a women’s 
group. [But,] sometimes these actions drew small numbers or weren’t the cen-
tral focus of the group. And that sent a signal to the caucus that the majority 
of the group was not necessarily going to expend their energy or time on is-
sues that [the caucus] cared about. And I think the same thing happened or 
occurred with women’s issues as well. (Bordowitz 8558a)

ACT UP/NY member Ming-Yuen S. Ma echoes Bordowitz, noting that 
when action proposals from the Asian/Paci> c Islander Caucus were dis-
cussed in the general group, “there was no opposition, but there was no 
enthusiasm, either” (Ma 8556). More generally, “I don’t think that is-
sues about women and AIDS, issues about AIDS and HIV in people of 
color groups [were] really on people’s minds, other than the sort of litany 
of PC: oh, of course we have to care about women, or of course we care 
about people of color. But [were] they actually committed to it?” (Ma 
8556; see also Agosto 8558, 8;–89). That sort of discrepancy between 
ACT UP’s rhetoric and actual practices regarding women and people of 
color might generate feelings of disregard and disrespect, of nonrecogni-
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tion. These conditions created fertile terrain for the growth of mistrust 
and resentment.

The retrospective comments of T&D member Dudley Saunders also 
indicate that the antennae of the Women’s Caucus and the different 
people-of-color caucuses were not far off the mark and that they had 
reason to be concerned about T&D’s focus. Saunders acknowledged that 
in the context of desperation about > nding AIDS drug treatments, the 
gender, race, and class privileges of many T&D members led them to dis-
miss issues not explicitly about getting “drugs into bodies”:

If you’re a privileged white guy, . . . it’s easy for you to focus on just making 
the science happen; just making a drug a cure, because you know you’re go-
ing to get it. And of course, you believe that everyone should have access to it, 
but you’re not going to think about that right now. You’ll make sure you write 
in “access to people of color, and women and children.” You’ll throw that in 
every time. . . . But there was an enormous amount of distrust [between the 
different factions in ACT UP]. (Saunders 8556)

In Saunders’ memory, T&D paid lip-service to the needs of other people 
with HIV/AIDS, but their feelings and practices of solidarity stopped 
there.

As with almost all of the F are-ups in ACT UP, this conF ict revolved 
around political disagreements about whom ACT UP represented and 
how the organization should > ght AIDS. But again such political dis-
putes are rarely if ever the only thing at issue in conF icts as intense as 
these. As the letters by Meredith, Dorow, and Morgan reveal, movement 
conF icts frequently are driven and shaped by unarticulated and unac-
knowledged affective states. In this case, ACT UP women in New York 
and Washington, D.C. (and elsewhere), were being disregarded by the 
federal AIDS bureaucracy, and they felt similarly belittled and betrayed 
by some men in T&D. Despite the life-and-death urgency of the cam-
paign to force a change in the CDC’s exclusionary AIDS de> nition, de-
spite the publication of Women, AIDS, and Activism, with its wealth 
of information about the severity of the epidemic among women, is-
sues about women and AIDS continued to be ghettoized. Feeling dis-
regarded and unrecognized, fearing that ACT UP was betraying HIV-
positive women as well as female AIDS activists, many women in the 
movement became angry and distrustful. My sense is that those feeling 
states, in turn, prompted some to employ a moralizing rhetoric.
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The letters published in OutWeek along with the turn to moralism 
indicate declining sentiments of solidarity within the movement across 
lines of gender. In terms of effects, the emotional dimensions of the con-
F icts likely contributed to the fracturing of the movement. It is dif> cult 
to imagine how activists can work together when some feel that others 
have disregarded and betrayed them. The subsequent distrust and an-
ger can be navigated, of course, but probably only with some acknowl-
edgement that the accusation is partially correct and that those accused 
are willing and able to change. In an interview years later, T&D mem-
ber David Barr provided such an acknowledgement as he noted some of 
the emotional dynamics within ACT UP. In describing T&D’s admis-
sion into the federal AIDS bureaucracy, Barr stated, “All of a sudden 
we were in this whirlwind and there was an arrogance that came with 
that that was not constructive, that made other people feel out of the 
loop, not considered, not respected, that their issues weren’t important, 
that the work that they were doing wasn’t important work” (Barr 8558). 
But at the time, the “arrogance” of some members of T&D—described 
as such by a number of T&D members themselves in retrospective in-
terviews 22—made it unlikely that they would acknowledge the women’s 
accusations.

The following comments by another ACT UP/NY member also in-
dicate how dif> cult it is to work across identity categories when those 
categories are the basis for moralizing.23 I should note that this person 
saw himself as a leftist with antiracist and feminist politics. Also, he 
was HIV-positive and close to many of the men in T&D, but he was not 
involved in T&D. Although he understood and was sympathetic to its 
“drugs into bodies” focus, he was “not completely swayed” by it and did 
not orient his activism in that direction. To the contrary, he thought ACT 
UP could and should be “a catalyst for a renewed, reinvigorated relation-
ship to other causes, like homelessness and the lack of drug treatment, 
and poverty, and racism,” that ACT UP “would serve its highest purpose 
by being a catalyst for universal health care in the country” (Anonymous 

88. When interviewed, David Barr (8558), Gregg Gonsalves (855=), Mark Harrington 
(8556), and Peter Staley (8558) all indicated that they now thought that T&D members, of-
ten including themselves, had at times been arrogant and had allowed their access to the 
scienti> c establishment and consequent power within ACT UP to go to their heads.

86. This person gave me permission to quote him and to include identifying informa-
tion, but he asked that I not use his name.
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8558). Still, he found himself “very challenged” by Morgan and Dorow’s 
rhetoric, and not in a manner that prompted him to grow politically.

They made certain kinds of arguments that . . . seemed to me to be very self-
righteous and somewhat divisive at the time, that had to do with class and 
were, I felt, very blameful. . . . When they spoke, I felt implicated, let’s put it 
that way. I felt like there was no way that I could get outside of my gender or 
my class. There was nothing I could do to redeem myself for being male and 
for being middle-class. And regardless of what I did, no matter how much 
I tried to raise my consciousness, . . . I would always be subject to a certain 
kind of castigation. And I think that to some extent, that kind of fueled a lot 
of these tensions. On both sides. There were also men who were very dismis-
sive. . . . But for me, personally, sitting in the room, I always remember when 
they [Dorow and Morgan] would raise their hand and they’d get called on. 
I would prepare myself to be accused of being a racist, [of being sexist and 
classist]. . . . I think that a lot of the acrimony had to do with this dissonance, 
this inability to address each other. (Anonymous 8558)

The issue for this ACT UP/NY member was not that he was closed to 
being politically challenged. To the contrary, he recalls learning a great 
deal from many women in ACT UP “who made very similar arguments,” 
but they did so without a castigatory tone, allowing him to hear them dif-
ferently. His comments suggest that moralizing rhetoric not only signaled 
declining sentiments of solidarity but also furthered that unraveling.

Acrimonious debates in the spring of :99: reveal that, as in ACT UP/
Chicago, the moralizing came from both sides. And again, we need to 
contextualize that turn to moralizing by considering the content and 
emotional undercurrents of the conF icts. One particularly rancorous de-
bate revolved around an action initiated by the ACT UP/NY Women’s 
Caucus against an ACTG trial to test whether the drug AZT reduced 
transmission of HIV from mother to infant (protocol #574).24 Another 

8=. Many AIDS activists—including members of New York’s T&D Committee and 
Women’s Caucus—thought that the #574 drug trial was unethical: it privileged the health 
of the fetus over the health of its HIV-positive mother. Women would not be warned 
about the risks to themselves and to their babies of taking AZT, treatment for the en-
rolled women would be discontinued soon after the birth of the child, and the trial had a 
placebo arm that would deny treatment to some trial participants. For critiques of #574, 
see Kirschenbaum :995; Harrington :99:; and “ACTG 574 Is Bad Science and Unethical” 
:99:. The dispute was about the fact that the Stop #574 action had interrupted a conversa-
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debate concerned a proposal initiated by a number of ACT UP women 
for a six-month moratorium on all meetings between ACT UP members 
and government of> cials at the CDC and NIAID about issues related 
to women and AIDS.25 The debates, most generally, were about ACT 
UP/NY’s focus and tactics, but they also involved questions of loyalties 
and commitments that placed different activists’ ostensible ethics at the 
heart of the conF icts: Who truly had the interests of all people with HIV/
AIDS at heart; who really was committed to self-determination for peo-
ple with HIV/AIDS?

Debates revealed enormous distrust and anger within ACT UP/NY, 
along with fears of betrayal and feelings of being disrespected and unrec-
ognized, which created fertile ground for moralism. This mix of feelings 
and the turn to moralism are evident in minutes from an ACT UP/NY 
meeting and from a T&D meeting after the Stop #574 action. One par-
ticipant in the action stated her opposition to #574 “as a woman [and] as 
a lesbian.” Arguing that the trial was “racist science,” she suggested that 
people who disagreed were themselves racist and sexist (ACT UP/NY 
:99:, :<). Marion Banzhaf—a member of ACT UP/NY and the direc-
tor of the New Jersey Women and AIDS Network, which had conducted 
community meetings about #574 with HIV-positive African American 
women who were going to be recruited to be in the trial—was critical of 
#574 but, expecting that it might proceed, tried to push those designing 
it to revise its worst aspects. Banzhaf recalls another woman turning to 
her during a meeting and saying, “If you support this trial you don’t sup-
port women!” (Banzhaf 8558).

T&D’s meeting minutes after the Stop #574 action similarly indicate 

tion about the trial between its principal investigators and a committee of representatives 
from affected communities. For more on the Stop #574 action and the ensuing conF ict 
within ACT UP, see ACT UP/NY T&D Committee :99:; “As AIDS Treatment Activists” 
:99:; Auerbach :99:; Banzhaf 8555, 8558; Barr 8558; Cohen :996; Harrington 8558b; Wof-
ford :99:; and Wolfe :998. The #574 study did proceed, and it found that AZT did help de-
crease the already low rate of HIV transmission from mother to child.

8<. There was some confusion at the time, and it continues today, about whether the 
proposal was for a moratorium on all meetings or only those about women and AIDS. Af-
ter sorting through the evidence, my sense is that the actual proposal may have been for 
a moratorium only on meetings regarding women and AIDS, but it seems clear that many 
people in ACT UP/NY thought that the proposal was about all meetings. That perception 
likely inF uenced their attitudes about the proposal. To get a sense of the contours and acri-
monious tone of this debate, see: Banzhaf 8555, 8558; Barr 8558; Chou 8556; Cohen :996; 
Cvetkovich 8556a, :99–855; Gonsalves 855=; Harrington 8558b; Link :99:a; Staley 8558; 
and Wolfe :99:, :998, 855=.
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the growing signi> cance of identity categories and questions of solidar-
ity within and across them. T&D member Derek Link stated,

I feel like the motives of a lot of people in ACT UP . . . are questionable. And 
I’ve felt for a long time that ACT UP is not a safe place for HIV positives to 
be, and . . . I feel that very strongly. As an HIV-positive person, I [have] felt 
that myself. And I think a lot of people in ACT UP hold people with HIV 
in utter contempt. I think a lot of people [who were at the Stop #574 action] 
hold people with HIV in utter contempt. (ACT UP/NY T&D Committee 
:99:, 4)26

Although Larry Kramer countered that he felt “very safe in ACT UP” 
as an HIV-positive man (ACT UP/NY T&D Committee :99:, 7), Link’s 
statement indicated that HIV status had become a salient identity cate-
gory within ACT UP/NY and now was being mobilized as a marker of 
difference. Even though perceived divisions along lines of identity were 
often erroneous—not all white, HIV-positive men sided with T&D, and 
not all women supported the Women’s Caucus positions—the percep-
tion made political differences extremely explosive, as well as ripe for 
moralizing.

With regard to the debate about the moratorium proposal, T&D 
member Gregg Gonsalves recalls feeling that the proposal positioned 
T&D members who sat on government committees as “collaboration-
ists” (Gonsalves 855=, =6–==). He and others in T&D experienced the 
proposal as accusatory and castigatory, as calling their motives and eth-
ics into question, and some responded by questioning their opponents’ 
motives. Derek Link engaged in such emotional trumping when he 
wrote that the moratorium would “abandon people like me and my best 

84. When interviewed, two people told me that Link was not HIV-positive. (See also 
Gonsalves 855=). Why Link may have lied about his HIV status is an interesting question 
that I can only speculate about. (See Odets :99< for an excellent exploration of the psy-
chology of HIV-negative gay men during the height of the epidemic.) If he did lie, it may 
be that, like other gay men of his generation, he thought that contracting HIV was inev-
itable. Or, perhaps the widespread equation of AIDS with gay male identity inF uenced 
his own self-identi> cation. What is most important for my argument is that this statement 
and another that I discuss below indicate his own and other ACT UP members’ view that 
having HIV/AIDS authenticated one’s claims in debates about ACT UP’s tactics and fo-
cus. The desire to be heard and respected may have moved Link to pretend he was HIV-
positive. Whatever the reasons, when Link made this statement, he presented himself as 
HIV-positive and others perceived him to be HIV-positive, and that perception played a 
role in the effect of his statements.
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friend who need ACT UP now—who can’t wait 4 months for ACT UP’s 
help in > ghting for our lives” (Link :99:a). Disregarding the moratorium 
proponents’ commitment to women with AIDS, Link implied that they 
were disconnected from and unconcerned about people with AIDS, pe-
riod. More damning still, he suggested that the moratorium on meetings 
would put his life at risk (even though he noted earlier in the statement 
that the proposal only covered meetings with government of> cials about 
women and AIDS). He essentially accused those proposing the mora-
torium of abandoning and thereby threatening the lives of people with 
AIDS in ACT UP.27

Both sides in these debates seemed to feel betrayed, and each cast ac-
cusations of betrayal, either of HIV-positive women and female AIDS 
activists or of people with AIDS in ACT UP and gay men with AIDS 
more generally. Accusations of being racist came from both sides as 
well. The tone and content of the debates suggested a widespread be-
lief that the position a person took revealed the truth of his or her polit-
ical and ethical being. The effect was an unbridgeable gap between the 
two camps, with each side convinced of its own political righteousness 
even while standing accused of engaging in what both sides construed 
as shameful behavior. In interviews conducted years later, members of 
ACT UP/NY frequently mark the moratorium proposal and subsequent 
debates as a decisive moment in the organization’s fracturing. Women 
closely associated with the moratorium proposal describe the debates as 
divisive, traumatic, and personally devastating (Cvetkovich 8556a, :99–
855); T&D members echo those characterizations and describe the pe-
riod as a turning point that induced some of them to leave ACT UP in 
January :998 and form another organization (Treatment Action Group 
[TAG]). An editorial comment in TITA amid these debates noted the ef-
fects on membership: “The morale of the Floor is way down, more peo-
ple are arriving later, leaving earlier and overall attendance is down” 
(TITA, April 88, :99:). The conF icts, and the manner in which they were 
playing out, were engul> ng the movement.

87. There were more than two sides on the moratorium issue. For example, some peo-
ple were concerned about how close T&D was getting to the scienti> c-medical establish-
ment, but they opposed the moratorium because they thought that a ban on meetings was 
too sweeping and that the risks of insider tactics could be addressed through discussions 
about how to hold meetings with government and industry of> cials without being co-opted 
and in a manner that ensured representation of ACT UP’s different constituencies. See, 
for example, Banzhaf 8558. The subtlety of that sort of argument was lost in the debates, 
which quickly polarized people into two opposing camps.
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“MHQ T"(&+-."/: A"+ W)+ $1 W)% X&0”. The growing salience of HIV 
status in ACT UP/NY’s internal conF icts allows further analysis of the 
feeling states coursing through the organization in this moment and their 
role in the conF icts and in the decline of the movement. A written state-
ment from Derek Link during this period—“HIV Negatives: Get Out 
of Our Way”—reveals a growing sense among some ACT UP/NY mem-
bers that the organization was being hijacked by people who were HIV-
negative and suggests sentiments of betrayal and desperation. It also 
indicates that at this point in ACT UP/NY’s conF icts, as in ACT UP/
Chicago, some were mobilizing HIV status in a manner that suggested 
a belief that being HIV-positive granted one greater legitimacy and au-
thority in disputes about ACT UP’s tactics and direction. Link wrote,

HIV NEGATIVES LISTEN UP. ACT UP is not a game or a contest to see 
who can be the most PC [politically correct]. Many of you can waste time 
on these meaningless discussions because as one of you said last week “six 
months is not a life time.” But, guess what? For those of us with low T-cells, it 
certainly is. Either help us to > ght for our lives or get the fuck out of our way. 
(Link :99:b; capitalization in original)28

The sentiments expressed in his statement were shared by many 
members of T&D and ACT UP/NY; indeed, they existed throughout 
the movement, explicitly articulated in ACT UP/Chicago, ACT UP/San 
Francisco and other chapters as well. T&D’s Mark Harrington recalls 
his own ambivalence about the statement because it had the potential to 
alienate many ACT UP members who were HIV-negative; nevertheless, 
he found it compelling (Harrington 8558b). He probably realized that 
because a number of HIV-negative people supported T&D, the state-
ment would be interpreted as being directed only toward speci> c HIV-
negative people—those most identi> ed with the Women’s Caucus for 
example. Gregg Gonsalves, an HIV-negative member of T&D, did inter-
pret the statement that way, knowing that it could not be directed at him 
(Gonsalves 855=). In any event, Harrington’s sense is that the claim that 
HIV-negative people were trying to hijack the movement “de> nitely res-
onated” with a lot of people in ACT UP/NY (Harrington 8558b).

8;. The “six months is not a life time” reference is to an incident during the moratorium 
debates when a woman from the Women’s Caucus said that six months was a justi> able 
trial period and unthinkingly added, “Six months isn’t the end of your life.” In response, 
others in the room angrily shouted “Yes it might be” (Cohen :996, 6:<).
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In some ways, “HIV Negatives: Get Out of Our Way” was in the 
same emotional register as other ACT UP statements. It shares similar-
ities in tone and style, for example, with a furious broadside, “I Hate 
Straights,” written by some ACT UP members and distributed by the 
ACT UP/NY Pride Parade contingent in June :995. Rhetorically divid-
ing the world into straight and queer, the broadside was a fuming, outra-
geous (in the best sense) rallying call to all queers to feel their rage about 
abusive treatment from the straight world. Link’s statement also divided 
the world into two camps of people, those with HIV and those without, 
and it too had a furious tone and went to an extreme in order to make its 
point: “Either help us to > ght for our lives or get the fuck out of our way.” 
One key difference, though, was that “I Hate Straights” was written “by 
queers to queers” and against straight society (Robinson :995, :), while 
Link’s statement enacted (or reinforced) an us/them divide within ACT 
UP itself. ACT UP’s main rhetorical style vis-à-vis its opponents—with 
high doses of outrage, angry invective, and shaming—was now being de-
ployed within the movement itself, by both sides in the conF icts, to dis-
parage and discredit critics.

In enacting that split amid acrimonious political debate about ACT 
UP’s tactics and focus, Link’s statement called the motives and loyalty 
of HIV-negative people into question, suggesting that ACT UP mem-
bers who were living with HIV/AIDS were the most legitimate voices in 
the debate—perhaps the only legitimate voices. What made this state-
ment so powerful was that everyone in the movement believed that peo-
ple with HIV/AIDS indeed should be leading it. As Marion Banzhaf 
states, “Being HIV-positive did give you an elevated status and I think 
it should have.” But while being HIV-positive needed to be privileged 
within ACT UP, “it didn’t need to be overvalued,” as occurred when it 
became “incorrect” for HIV-negative members “to challenge ‘the HIV 
positive position,’ whatever it was, even if it was totally wrong” (Ban-
zhaf 8558). The implication of much of the rhetoric about HIV status 
was that if people with HIV/AIDS thought that some proposal was a 
bad idea, or that ACT UP’s sole focus should be “drugs into bodies,” no 
one else could or should dispute that. An unquestioning support of HIV-
positives’ leadership was being asked of HIV-negative people.

ACT UP/Chicago member Michael Thompson recalled wanting to 
leave the group when a similar conF ict that revolved around HIV sta-
tus occurred.
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That was when the mostly white men within ACT UP/Chicago started say-
ing that they were the ones who should be making the major decisions be-
cause they were HIV-positive. When that happened, I realized that some-
thing had gone wrong. I didn’t know exactly what it was, but. . . . It’s really 
complicated. But when the HIV Caucus within ACT UP happened [and em-
phasized the difference between people who were HIV-positive and people 
who were HIV-negative], I saw a split happening that I really didn’t like at 
all. I thought that they should be making decisions, but it was just the way it 
was handled. It was very exclusive. It excluded the issue of women who might 
have different issues, . . . the fact that women weren’t even de> ned as having 
AIDS, even though they were really sick and they were dying from it, they 
didn’t have the same symptoms as the men. I mean, that was so obvious. But 
here the men are taking over, because they’re HIV-positive. I thought, That’s 
not right. And that was one of the things that really turned me off about ACT 
UP. (Thompson 8555)

The privileging of people with HIV/AIDS eventually became almost 
synonymous with suspicion of those who were HIV-negative, at least 
those who were not in or allied with T&D or similar groups in other 
chapters. As Dudley Saunders, an HIV-positive member of T&D, re-
called, “Being positive was almost a badge of honor, and you knew if 
you were positive and doing this work, that you were serious. . . . People 
believed that you were going to stay with it. And there was always a bit 
of a feeling that if you were negative, maybe you were going to be out of 
here” (Saunders 8556, 6=). In this atmosphere, political disagreements 
between people who were HIV-negative and people who were HIV-
positive became signs of betrayal of the latter. Of course, by presenting 
HIV-positive people as a monolithic group, the “HIV Negatives: Get Out 
of Our Way” statement skirted the question of which HIV-positive peo-
ple should be listened to—those in the room, who were primarily white 
and male and often af> liated with T&D, or those who often were not at 
ACT UP meetings, particularly women and people of color. In any case, 
there was almost no space for such discussions. Dividing the group into 
those who were HIV-positive and those who were negative was a means 
of shaming and silencing the latter.

Stock phrases like “What does this have to do with AIDS?” that con-
sistently cropped up in ACT UP debates across the country in this pe-
riod similarly functioned as divisive emotional trump cards. It was a 
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question that, as Kendall Thomas notes, was not really a question at all. 
“The aggressiveness of what dressed itself up as a question—‘What does 
this have to do with AIDS?’—suggested that people had already reached 
a conclusion, which was not going to be subject to any kind of revision in 
a conversation of equals” (Thomas 8558). Rather than being an actual 
question inviting discussion, it was a rhetorical maneuver that shut down 
discussion by suggesting that some were there to > ght AIDS, while oth-
ers, shamefully, were not.

What it meant to “> ght AIDS,” of course, was in dispute. Those who 
asked “What does this have to do with AIDS?” tended to de> ne “> ght-
ing AIDS” as getting AIDS drugs tested and approved, and they heard 
discussions about issues concerning women or people of color with AIDS 
as non-AIDS-related. Thomas recalls that topics about women and peo-
ple of color “were always raised about a very speci> c HIV/AIDS-related 
issue.” He remembers, for example, discussions about women getting 
sick and dying from infections that were not included in the CDC’s def-
inition of AIDS, about clinical drug trials that displayed more concern 
about babies than their mothers, about women and people of color be-
ing excluded from drug trials. Although these topics are AIDS-related, 
Thomas believes that “what people were hearing was something that, 
because they arrogated to themselves the right to de> ne what AIDS was 
and to draw the boundaries of the proper domain of AIDS, had nothing 
to do with AIDS” (Thomas 8558; my emphasis).

The class dimensions of ACT UP’s internal conF icts become clear 
here. For many in T&D, their focus on treatment issues derived in part 
from their economic status: middle-class or higher, they often did not 
have to worry about things that were life-and-death issues for other peo-
ple with HIV/AIDS, such as access to health care and housing. What 
they needed more than anything were medications to which, once ap-
proved, they would have access. As a result their focus within ACT UP 
was on getting drugs tested and approved. As Gonsalves notes, “Peo-
ple felt like getting better treatments was more important than anything 
else, because it was a life-or-death matter for them.” Having come to 
ACT UP “out of the fear of God that they were going to die” and going 
to T&D meetings “looking for treatment information” (Gonsalves 855=), 
some T&D members and their allies experienced the felt urgencies of 
other ACT UP members—for example, about PWA’s access to health 
care, about the exclusion of women from AIDS drug trials—as either not 
about AIDS or as merely a diversion from T&D’s important work.
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Thomas notes the emotional trumping that entered in when some 
HIV-positive people suggested that “their experience of AIDS was 
the experience of AIDS and the way AIDS had to be talked about if 
we weren’t to be diverted from it by something less urgent than the fact 
that they were dying.” Thomas continued, “The fact that they were dy-
ing was tragic,” but others were dying as well; moreover, the phrase “I’m 
dying” operated as a form of emotionalism, “a kind of trump card” that 
was mobilized whenever people demanded that ACT UP embrace an 
agenda that included > ghting the AIDS crisis as it was affecting women 
and people of color (Thomas 8558; emphases his). A close reading of the 
documents and debates from this period indicates that HIV status be-
came a contentious issue precisely at the point when other identities—
race and gender, for example—were also becoming salient lines of differ-
ence within ACT UP. As Thomas notes, a number of the white men in 
the movement, wanting to hold onto the power that derives from being 
unmarked, simply did not want to deal with the issues of racism, sexism, 
and poverty in the AIDS epidemic. They

clung to ACT UP as the one place in a time of crisis where they could > nd a 
certain comfort, and [they did not want] to come to ACT UP and be made 
uncomfortable by these women and people of color saying your analysis 
is wrong and you need to deepen your analysis so as to expand your > eld 
of political action. People didn’t want to feel uncomfortable because they 
were people who had felt comfortable about most things most of their lives. 
(Thomas 8558).29

They resented being made to feel guilty about racism and sexism. ACT 
UP/NY member Robert Vazquez-Pacheco remembers that when is-
sues of race would come up, “everyone would just sort of go into that 
stunned, ‘Don’t call me racist, don’t call me racist’ [mode]” (Vazquez-
Pacheco 8558). In this context where white liberal guilt seems to have 
generated white resentment about being reminded of racism, it seems 
plausible that some responded by invoking HIV-status in a trumping 
manner that placed guilt on people who were HIV-negative—those who, 
from their perspective, had placed guilt on them.

89. In contrast, “the people of color in the room, whatever their class position, what-
ever their profession, their educational level, their gender, or their sexual af> liation and 
self-understanding, were simply more familiar with—you felt like Ishmael—you were just 
at home with discomfort” (Thomas 8558).
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Although a statement like “HIV-Negatives: Get Out Of Our Way” 
indicated growing frustration and desperation among some members 
with HIV/AIDS, its moralizing quality may have obscured the affective 
states underlying it, and, in any event, many women and people of color 
in ACT UP/NY by that point felt furious about what they experienced 
as T&D’s racism and sexism. Within this context, for example, Thomas 
came to feel that, as an African American member of ACT UP, he had 
been used by T&D activists: given the demographics of AIDS, “it was 
impossible in New York City in :9;7, ’;;, ’;9, ’95 for a group of white gay 
men to walk into a room demanding anything without the legitimacy of 
women and people of color around them.” He had provided some of that 
legitimacy, and yet T&D was antagonistic toward or uncaring about what 
Thomas and others saw as pressing AIDS issues. At this point, Thomas 
grew so angry that he quit ACT UP: “I was angry a lot more often than 
even my best friends and closest comrades, white comrades in ACT UP, 
knew” (Thomas 8558).

H!",+-+0, O"+%&0&*, L"/3"%&+-$,, &,! N$%&*-/E. In pointing to-
ward the emotional trumping aspect of asking “What does this have to do 
with AIDS” and of raising distinctions along lines of HIV-status, I do not 
mean to suggest that those who invoked HIV status or raised that question 
were engaging in strategic, power-play maneuvering alone, consciously 
attempting to arouse shame and guilt in the hopes of undermining their 
opponents. That may have been the case in some instances, but also in 
play was real fear that ACT UP was being hijacked and sidetracked, with 
dire consequences for people with AIDS in the room. In discussing ACT 
UP/Chicago’s internal conF icts, Tim Miller noted that we became “over-
whelmed” as we grew increasingly aware of the different populations af-
fected by the epidemic and that the AIDS crisis would not end anytime 
soon. Our knowledge led to debates about ACT UP’s mission, Miller re-
calls, but he notes that more than political disagreements were in play:

I don’t think the HIV-positive people were trying to be dif> cult when they 
were saying, “Oh, we don’t have time to do prisoners with AIDS. We don’t 
have time to do women with AIDS.” . . . I don’t think it was a man against 
woman thing. I think it was the desperation, you know? I really feel like peo-
ple felt, and they were in fact correct, the clocks were ticking. And a lot of 
them died. I don’t think that they were trying to be anti-woman, or anti-
black, or anti-Indian or anything. That may be the way it came across. That 
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may be what people heard. But I don’t think that was the intention. (Miller 
:999; my emphasis)

Miller is correct, I think, to note that people heard the challenges to ac-
tions about women and people of color with AIDS as sexism and racism. 
And although Miller might be read as minimizing their role, sexism and 
racism were certainly in play insofar as challenging such actions by ask-
ing “What does this have to do with AIDS” revealed a perspective that 
generalized from the particular interests and worries of white, gay men, 
thereby privileging their concerns over those of women and people of 
color with HIV/AIDS. As Thomas’ comments indicate, because of their 
own race, class, and gender privilege, some people in the movement sim-
ply did not want to consider any aspects of the AIDS epidemic that were 
beyond their own experience of it.

But we gain further insight when we consider the sense of desperation 
that Miller suggested was in play among people with HIV/AIDS in ACT 
UP, along with fear of abandonment and betrayal. In a December :998 
interview, Larry Kramer indicated that those feeling states were present 
for him, and constituted “one of the subliminal reasons why ACT UP is 
in such trouble.” He continued, “The HIV-positives felt and feel betrayed 
by their HIV-negative brothers and sisters. And I’m in total agreement. 
I feel betrayed by my HIV-negative friends” (Zonana :998, =<). Not only 
were such feelings hard to experience, they also contributed to a scarcity 
mentality that saw activism regarding issues of concern to one group of 
people with HIV/AIDS in zero-sum terms, as diverting activist energy 
and resources from other people with HIV/AIDS.

T&D member Gregg Gonsalves recalls an incident that indicated 
how a strongly felt fear of death inF uenced ACT UP/NY’s internal con-
F icts. “I remember being at a meeting with Bob Rafsky [who was in the 
late stages of AIDS]. . . . Bob would go on these tirades. And somebody 
said something, and he just turned and said, ‘No, these people are go-
ing to save my life.’ In retrospect, there was just such desperation. Bob 
was sick, and there was a lot of faith put into what was happening at 
T&D” (Gonsalves 855=). In a context where news on the treatment front 
was often discouraging but sometimes offered a glimmer of hope, peo-
ple with HIV/AIDS in the group might have experienced anything that 
could be construed as slowing the work of T&D as a grave betrayal of 
people with AIDS and a threat to their own lives. In a context where 
many people with HIV/AIDS were desperate and placing their faith in 
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T&D, even disagreement with T&D by others in ACT UP could be expe-
rienced as betrayal and a dire threat.

The following comments by David Barr, an HIV-positive man who 
was in T&D, suggest that such feeling states underlay the turn to moral-
ism by some T&D members and their allies throughout the movement. 
I asked Barr to consider the question “What does this have to do with 
AIDS?” and whether he thought ACT UP had gotten off the track of 
AIDS. He replied, “When you really deconstruct it and take it apart, 
at the time posing the question in that way seemed to make sense, and 
now in retrospect it doesn’t really make any sense at all.” Barr offered 
the following analysis of why that question nevertheless had resonated 
with many in ACT UP, particularly those who came to ACT UP because 
AIDS was directly affecting their lives:

Most of them were white, middle-class. Most of them were men who had this 
sense of privilege, and all of a sudden they came up against a system that was 
saying, “We don’t care if you die; we prefer it, and we’re not going to help 
you.” In addition to the rage about the disease itself, their rage about that 
[societal abandonment] was really overwhelming, and you can see them go 
through, “How dare they not take care of me.” So when other people [in ACT 
UP] started broadening the agenda,30 I think they felt like “Well, what does 
this have to do with AIDS, you know, what does this have to do with me?” 
(Barr 8558; my emphases)

Barr’s analysis corroborates Thomas’s: some people felt that if an is-
sue had to do with AIDS, it had to do with me, and only if it had to do 
with me did it have to do with AIDS; therefore, because issues of racism, 
sexism, and poverty in the AIDS epidemic did not establish that link 
for the HIV-positive, white, middle-class men in the group, those con-
cerns seemed to some to be “not about AIDS.” As Barr said, those were 
AIDS issues, but getting people who feared betrayal as well as death to 
see that focusing on those issues would not detract from their issues re-
quired addressing people’s fears, and “that process didn’t happen” (Barr 
8558; my emphasis).

65. Again, I believe the notion that some in ACT UP/NY wanted to “broaden the 
agenda” is a misperception; I do agree, though, that many in the movement felt that ACT 
UP was veering from what they saw as its original “drugs into bodies” mission.
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Barr’s comments indicate that white, male, middle-class privilege of-
ten motivated the “What does this have to do with AIDS” question, but 
more was involved. Also triggering that question about ACT UP’s fo-
cus and priorities were gay men’s rage about society’s betrayal of them 
and their fear and desperation that ACT UP would abandon them too. 
Such feelings were constituent components of conF icts within ACT UP/
NY over racism and sexism and the organization’s approach to > ghting 
AIDS.

Because ACT UP fashioned itself as an AIDS movement that was 
> ghting for all people with AIDS, people on the T&D side of the de-
bates rarely argued that ACT UP should focus only on AIDS issues of 
most concern to white, gay men (who made up the majority of the or-
ganization). That argument was “politically incorrect” because it ad-
vocated that the movement put relatively privileged people with AIDS 
before other people with AIDS. The following letter to TITA from an 
anonymous “GWM” (gay white man) indicated irritation with what he 
construed as the “correct” line, as well as a willingness to buck it (al-
though only anonymously). But his willingness and the content of his 
note perhaps also reveal the depth of some members’ sentiments of hav-
ing been betrayed by the movement’s attention to AIDS issues among 
other populations: “Why is it that our discussions every Monday night 
are about children, women, prisoners, people of color, etc. with AIDS, 
yet the announcements of deaths of ACT UP members are, like the ma-
jority of ACT UP members, usually Gay White Males?” (TITA, July :<, 
:99:). His letter reminds us that ACT UP members were continuing to 
die, and that surely inF uenced the debates within ACT UP about its fo-
cus and direction. But the desperation felt by “GWM” and others was 
hard for other ACT UP members to attend to because it was articulated 
without acknowledging that, as a response from member Candido Ne-
gron to “GWM” put it, “African-Americans, Latinas/os, Asian and Pa-
ci> c Islanders, we are all > ghting AIDS, and we are also dying of AIDS” 
(TITA, July 89, :99:, 8).

Like other instances of moralism, the rhetoric about HIV-negative 
people hijacking the movement produced shame and indignation, unrav-
eled sentiments of solidarity, and sowed divisiveness. Marion Banzhaf 
recalls feeling silenced when others would ask “What does this have to 
do with AIDS?” or assert that people with AIDS were dying while ACT 
UP was being diverted by battles against racism and sexism.
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I mean it did shut you up. It shut me up for awhile. Sometimes I would say, 
“Well, but other people [with AIDS] are dying and they aren’t in this room 
and so that’s why I’m talking about racism and sexism.” If I was feeling par-
ticularly feisty I would make a comeback like that. Otherwise you would 
just sort of hope that the facilitator would move the discussion along. And 
it couldn’t be criticized exactly. You couldn’t say, “Wait a second, let’s do a 
hand count and see the difference between how many people are positive and 
negative here, and let’s talk about the HIV-negative people’s contributions to 
> ghting AIDS. We shouldn’t be made to feel bad that we are HIV negative.” 
(Banzhaf 8558; see also TITA, April :<, :99:)

Accused of betraying HIV-positives, HIV-negative members of ACT 
UP felt misunderstood and unrecognized as committed AIDS activists. 
How could one reply sensitively to assertions that HIV-negative people 
were trying to build a social justice movement on the graves of gay men 
with AIDS? Rational responses that refuted the claim risked ignoring 
the feelings of betrayal that HIV-positive people articulated. Any refu-
tation by someone who was HIV-negative could easily be heard as cal-
lous. And HIV-negative people who did feel guilt about their negative 
status may have felt that the accusation contained a grain of truth, in-
sofar as they did indeed want to live out their lives in a more just world. 
Any sentiments of guilt, then, may have made it dif> cult to engage the 
accusation that they were trying to change the world and people with 
AIDS didn’t have that kind of time. Indignation at the accusation was 
surely easier to feel than the more painfully self-critical guilt; guilt, then, 
might have been displaced into anger toward their accusers.

Moralism

Moralism was the emotional idiom of both sides in ACT UP’s later in-
ternal conF icts, and it unquestionably intensi> ed those conF icts, fur-
ther unraveled feelings of solidarity, and contributed to the demise of 
the movement. Critical discussions of political moralism sometimes 
fail to illuminate the political struggles surrounding its emergence. I 
have tried to counter that tendency, drawing from evidence indicating 
how the emotional undercurrents of ACT UP’s conF icts—feelings of be-
ing unrecognized, disrespected, and betrayed, and of resentment, mis-
trust and anger—created a fertile terrain for shaming and guilt-tripping. 
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In this section I explore the workings of moralism, the dynamics it sets in 
motion, and its potential effects in an activist context. I also analyze why 
it seemed to be a legitimate rhetorical register.

The Workings and Effects of Moralism

The structure of moralizing rhetoric within a social movement can un-
ravel sentiments of solidarity or further such unraveling. How does this 
work? A moralizing claim always implicitly (and sometimes explicitly) 
poses the question: How could you? That is, it asks rhetorically, What 
kind of person are you that you could do such a thing or be such a way? 
Such a question often implies that your very being, your essence, is 
shameful. Political moralizing, a subgenre of more general moralizing, 
suggests a belief that a person’s political attitudes and actions reveal one’s 
true self: through your politics, you expose yourself as either a righteous 
human being or something less than that. The accuser need not actually 
believe the accusation for it to have shaming effects; it is enough for the 
accused to feel humiliated or embarrassed. Being shamed exposes one’s 
failings not only to the other person, but to oneself as well, potentially 
forcing a process of self-questioning. When “successful,” shaming can 
obliterate one’s previous sense of self, replacing it with a sense of being 
disgraceful, reprehensible, dishonorable, in a word: bad. In this case, the 
response to the rhetorical question “How could you?” is “You’re right, 
how could I?”

Common bodily manifestations of shame—described by Silvan Tom-
kins as dropping one’s head and eyes and turning away from the one who 
has shamed you (Sedgwick and Frank :99<, 7= and chap. 4)—indicate 
that it can be hard to face whoever shamed you, making dif> cult any 
subsequent positive relationship. It is also dif> cult to face yourself, and 
rather than submitting to shame, one psychic response is to disavow the 
feeling and even turn it back on the shamer, attempting to shame him 
or her in return. As queer theorist Michael Warner argues, the usual re-
sponse to shame is to “pin it on someone else” (:999, 6). Here, rather 
than acceding to the shame, the response to the question “How could 
you?” is an indignant and reproachful “How could you?” This dynamic 
of reciprocal recriminations describes what happened among the differ-
ent factions within ACT UP.

A dynamic of responding to moralism with further moralism makes 
dialogue across political differences extremely unlikely. When each side 
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in a conF ict presents its own position as morally superior, acknowledge-
ment of other perspectives is blocked, effectively shutting down discus-
sion. Even if you disagree with your critic’s appraisal, how can you work 
with someone who seems to see you as essentially and irredeemably 
bad? And if you actually are shamed by your critic’s reproaches, how do 
you then engage with that person, with someone who has exposed your 
shamefulness? Or, to shift the question slightly, how can you work with 
someone whom you think is essentially and irredeemably bad or whom 
you’ve leveled such charges against, whether you actually believe them 
or not? The evidence indicates that in ACT UP, moralizing foreclosed 
principled engagement with one another that might have addressed the 
injuries that each side felt.

The Feelings of Fixed Identities

Wendy Brown argues that “contemporary political moralism tends to 
conF ate persons with beliefs in completely nonvoluntaristic fashion: per-
sons are equated with subject positions, which are equated with iden-
tities, which are equated with certain perspectives and values” (Brown 
855:, 6;). That sort of conF ation occurred in ACT UP. Both sides in 
the conF icts assumed that women and people of color in the move-
ment identi> ed as such and thus were concerned about AIDS among 
women and people of color, and that white, gay men identi> ed as such 
and thus were concerned about AIDS among white, gay men. Assum-
ing that physical attributes translated into an identity, which translated 
into a predictable set of identi> cations and politics proved to be divisive 
in at least two ways. First, individuals whose identi> cations and politics 
seemed to defy their identity category were seen as exceptions, and 
sometimes suspected of “false consciousness” and betrayal of “their 
people.” Second, the assumption simultaneously presumed a connection 
between speci> c identities and speci> c disaf! nities or disaffections—the 
absence of good feelings toward or concern about particular groups. So, 
for example, shaming discourses from one side assumed that women and 
people of color in ACT UP not only cared about AIDS as it affected 
those populations, but that they did so to the neglect of white, gay men; 
and if you were a white, gay man, especially if you were HIV-positive, 
you were assumed to be racist and sexist, only concerned about getting 
AIDS drugs into your body and the bodies of your similarly-situated 
friends, and liable to sell out other people with AIDS. Even though 
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many people diverged from the simplistic and divisive schema that su-
tured together identities, identi> cations, disaffections, and politics, the 
perceived linkage created immense distrust across lines of race, gender, 
and HIV status.

As I discussed earlier, those identity categories initially were not sa-
lient markers of division within ACT UP. They became contentious only 
as desperation about the enormity of the crisis and a resulting scarcity 
mentality took hold. That changed affective landscape provoked the 
emergence, in Crimp’s words, of “competing identities,” contributing to a 
growing factionalization, particularly when activists presented identities 
as > xed rather than F uid (:998, :=, :4). When Ferd Eggan tried to form 
a PISD Caucus in ACT UP/Chicago at the start of :9;9, no other people 
with HIV/AIDS in the group were interested (Edwards 8555a). A cau-
cus of people with HIV/AIDS formed only in the late summer of :995, at 
the height of ACT UP/Chicago’s conF icts, when > xed identities became 
an important means for challenging critics and bolstering one’s own po-
sition in ACT UP’s debates. Feelings of desperation produced different 
urgencies among different groups of activists who used their identities 
to drive home their particular urgency and to question other activists’ 
commitment to particular populations of people with AIDS. As Jeanne 
Kracher recalls, the conF icts polarized quite frequently around “who 
had more at stake in the room” (Kracher 8555).

Crimp does not elaborate on the feeling states underlying the identity 
politics that took hold in ACT UP, but he does indicate a growing ran-
cor, noting that the > xing of identities created an “impasse of ranking 
oppressions, moralism, and self-righteousness” (:998, :4). I agree, and in 
discussing conF icts in Chicago and New York, I have argued that to un-
derstand why different groups within ACT UP began to invoke identity 
categories in sometimes rigid, divisive, and moralizing ways requires un-
derstanding the emotional undercurrents of the conF icts, in particular 
the feelings of betrayal that both sides felt.

How to Be an AIDS Activist

Moralizing occurred through each side’s insinuations that its opponents 
were violating one or both of ACT UP’s most sacred principles: that ACT 
UP was a movement to “> ght AIDS,” and that the movement should be 
led by people with HIV/AIDS. In this period, everybody in the move-
ment seemed to feel some pressure to profess an identi> cation with peo-
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ple with HIV/AIDS. Contrast that with ACT UP’s early years, when no 
one had had to declare their solidarity because it was assumed that if 
you were in ACT UP, whatever your HIV status, you cared deeply about 
people with HIV/AIDS. That assumption eventually was replaced by a 
series of litmus tests: if you did not agree with a speci> c committee, or 
caucus, or individual, if you did not support a speci> c action or proposal, 
then you obviously did not support people with AIDS. Both sides in 
ACT UP’s conF icts upheld the same image of the ideal AIDS activist—
utterly committed to all people with HIV/AIDS and to > ghting the 
AIDS crisis—but each construed its side alone as embodying that ideal 
and thereby as being the true guardian of ACT UP’s principles.

As Goffman notes in his discussion of identity performance, “to be 
a given kind of person . . . is not merely to possess the required attri-
butes, but also to sustain the standards of conduct and appearance that 
one’s social group attaches thereto” (:9<9, 7<; his emphasis). Whereas 
in ACT UP’s earlier years, membership in ACT UP provided one with 
an AIDS activist identity, and members assumed that everyone held 
ACT UP’s core values, in ACT UP’s later years that assumption crum-
bled. Self-fashioning became an important part of the conF icts as peo-
ple worked to express their values and commitments. Each side’s self-
fashioning, however, simultaneously acted as an accusation. Put another 
way, moralizing was an available register in which to “enact the self” 
(Brown 855:, 86) and thereby “prove” one’s own commitment to ACT 
UP’s principles and challenge one’s opponents.31 Each side accused the 
other of forsaking some people with AIDS, and, given the sacred sta-
tus of ACT UP’s principles, to be accused of breaching any one of them 
was shaming. People did not necessarily end up feeling ashamed—they 
might have felt indignation at being shamed instead—but they were sus-
ceptible because no one wanted to be seen as violating ACT UP’s core 
values.

ACT UP members held other principles that had important politi-
cal content but also sometimes took on a moralizing tenor. Many par-
ticipants, for example, determinedly and patiently drew attention to the 
ways that racism was affecting the AIDS epidemic and demanded that 
the movement deal with its own racism. Their more leftist perspective 
had a good deal of legitimacy within ACT UP and succeeded in creat-

6:. For another example of enactment of the self through moralizing, see Mansbridge 
:9;6, :<8–<<.
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ing a context in which many white members educated themselves about 
racism and looked critically at their own racial privilege.32 But commit-
ments to antiracism sometimes became a tool for shaming others in the 
movement for not being antiracist enough or, worse, for being racist.

Of course, in some contexts simply raising issues of racism may seem 
to be moralizing. Whatever one’s tone and intention, challenging whites 
to consider how they are actively working to erode their own privileged 
position in society might provoke or amplify already existing “white lib-
eral guilt”—that is, whites’ guilt about racism (and fears of appearing 
racist), along with resentment at being made to feel guilty about histor-
ical and contemporary events in which they may have had no part. That 
might have been especially true in the early :995s when cultural conser-
vatives were waging a campaign against what they called “PC” (politi-
cal correctness), and > scal conservatives were attacking social programs 
like welfare in their efforts to turn back the liberal-interventionist state 
(Edwards 8555b). The right’s anti-PC campaign did have that sort of ef-
fect within the broader lesbian and gay community and within ACT UP. 
Many people felt resentful when issues of racism were raised, regardless 
of the tone of the discussion.33 Allan Robinson, a member of the Major-
ity Action Committee, heard something that suggested such dynamics 
were in play in ACT UP/NY:

I heard a story about the > rst time I came to sit on the Steering Committee 
(the ultimate decision-making authority of ACT UP.) One of the most promi-
nent members of that organization, a white man, who sits on that committee, 
said, “I’m not about to allow him to come here and have us feel guilty for =55 
years of what he has experienced.” I suppose that’s what he saw me as, and 
the only thing I was bringing there. (Hunter :996, 45–4:)

ACT UP/Chicago member Darrell Gordon recalls that when discussions 
were raised about women and AIDS and about sexism within the move-
ment, many men “became defensive and saw this as attacking them as 
men” (Gordon 8555). That was true regardless of the tone.

68. ACT UP was a crucial site for my own political awakening, and the antiracist, 
anti-imperialist politics of my closest friends and comrades in the movement greatly inF u-
enced me.

66. Edwards (8555b) provides a compelling account of how this broader political con-
text penetrated the lesbian and gay community, spurring attacks on ACT UP from gay 
journalists as well as intensifying ACT UP’s internal conF icts.
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On Shame and Shaming

Queer theorist Judith Halberstam suggests that what I am calling moral-
ism can, at times, have positive political effects. In a discussion that crit-
icizes what she terms “white gay male identity politics,” Halberstam ar-
gues that “we cannot completely do without shame” insofar as “shame 
can be a powerful tactic in the struggle to make privilege (whiteness, 
masculinity, wealth) visible” (Halberstam 855<, 885). There is some slip-
page in Halberstam’s usage of shame here. At times she could be read 
as saying that we cannot do without shame as an affect or feeling inso-
far as it can force one who feels it to acknowledge one’s privilege and 
to take on the responsibilities that such an acknowledgment generates. 
But in noting shame as a powerful tactic, she seems to shift its meaning 
from the feeling of shame to the process of shaming as a means for elic-
iting shame in those who then might become aware of their privilege. I 
am not sure which of the two Halberstam thinks we cannot do without. 
If shame, then I agree, and for exactly the reason that Halberstam offers. 
Shame may be a primary affective motivator for relatively privileged ac-
tivists who target the social hierarchy that privileges them; shame, in that 
sense, does seem indispensable. But I am less convinced that we cannot 
do without shaming, understood as a means of eliciting shame through 
moral righteousness and judgementalism.

Do shame and shaming require one another, or might it be possible to 
retain one and dispense with the other? Shame, it seems to me, does not 
require shaming: a critical and impassioned but nonmoralizing discus-
sion about racism might, through its educative effects, F ood a white per-
son with shame about her ignorance, about her complicity in structures 
of racism, about her previously unacknowledged white privilege. Here, 
in the absence of shaming, the feeling of shame itself might elicit a pos-
itive political effect—she might be de-centered, for example, suddenly 
mindful that her own reality perhaps is worlds apart from that of others. 
But, while shaming can evoke shame, and potentially political learning, 
it does not always succeed in doing so. The shaming in ACT UP might 
simply have made people feel resentful and angry about being shamed. 
Consider, for example, the comments of Bill Struzenberg, someone who 
left ACT UP/San Francisco to help found ACT UP/Golden Gate as an 
organization that would be “geared less to the ‘isms’ [i.e., issues of rac-
ism and sexism] and more to treatment issues.” Noting that he personally 
prioritized > nding a cure for AIDS over issues of “morality,” Struzen-
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berg stated, “I’d rather be tainted and alive than politically correct and 
dead” (Pepper :995, :6). He indicated his sense that others had tried to 
shame him, perhaps about his white and male privilege, but rather than 
feeling ashamed, he simply dismissed other activists’ concerns. Shaming 
might make someone so ashamed of his racism that he commits to > ght-
ing racism in a more active way; but it can also shut down discussion and 
lead to resentment rather than solidarity.

The shaming that occurred within ACT UP had that sort of nega-
tive effect. ACT UP’s sacred principles regarding AIDS activism and 
people with AIDS, along with the feminism and antiracism of some 
members, created strong, if sometimes competing, ideas about how one 
must be to be an AIDS activist. People struggled with one another over 
these values, and a great deal of political growth—of unlearning and 
learning—occurred. But people shut down and stopped listening to one 
another when the rhetorical register became infused with the sham-
ing and guilt-tripping that characterize moralism. Insofar as ACT UP 
members understood themselves to be progressive and compassionate, 
charges of being racist, sexist, and sel> sh, or, alternatively, of being op-
portunist, disloyal, and uncaring toward people with AIDS, traf> cked 
in shame and guilt and impugned one’s ethical being. Whatever feeling 
states were actually evoked, the moralizing rhetoric further unraveled 
sentiments of solidarity.

Moralism versus Political Dialogue

Even as I highlight the important role of moralizing in ACT UP’s con-
F icts, we need to keep in mind the signi> cant political differences at the 
center of these conF icts. That is, the whole of the conF icts cannot be re-
duced to the moralizing tone in which they sometimes were conducted. 
Sexism and racism, for example, were real problems in the movement, 
manifested in how people treated one another as well as in accusations 
that ACT UP was “getting off track” whenever the focus turned to is-
sues like AIDS in women or in communities of color. There were power 
differences as well with regard to access to the federal AIDS bureau-
cracy (at least within ACT UP/NY). Add fear to this already combus-
tible mix—fear of death and fear among gay men that ACT UP might 
abandon them—and we get a sense not only of the depth of the political 
differences regarding ACT UP’s focus and direction, but of the stakes 
as well.
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The political conF icts, then, were certainly substantive; members of 
the different sides had divergent analyses of the AIDS crisis and of how 
best to > ght it. But as the discussion makes clear, political conF icts in 
movements are seldom only about divergent political analyses. More 
than tactical or strategic disagreements, political conF icts within a move-
ment often revolve around the complex feelings evoked by the different 
positions of members within the movement and within society. Whether 
real or perceived, such differences can generate resentment, anger, guilt, 
hatred, fear of betrayal, and fear of loss of power and recognition. Left 
unaddressed, those feelings can prompt a turn to moralizing.

Political issues such as different access to resources or other power 
differentials within an organization cannot be addressed head-on when 
they are cast in moral terms. In the words of social theorist Peter Ly-
man, “As long as anger resolves its accusation through moralizing the 
world, it prevents the recovery of the history of the relation of domi-
nation, the nature of the violation, and thus the possibility of political 
analysis and action” (Lyman :9;:, 75). Anger itself is not the problem, 
and, to be sure, people in ACT UP had many reasons to be angry at one 
another. The problem arose when anger was channeled into moralism 
rather than political debate. Any political solution to the conF icts be-
came unlikely as both sides began to suspect that their potential inter-
locutors were irredeemably bad. Rather than engaging in dialogue to ad-
dress people’s feelings and real political disputes, each side in ACT UP’s 
conF icts, convinced of its own righteousness, or at least presenting itself 
as such, dug in its heels. Each side retrenched indignantly, unwilling to 
acknowledge that the criticisms leveled against it might hold some truth 
or, in any case, needed to be addressed in a manner that would allow for 
continuing engagement with one another.

More important, the affects and feelings that had sparked the mor-
alizing in the > rst place and that were at the core of ACT UP’s politi-
cal conF icts remained unacknowledged and unaddressed but neverthe-
less a powerful force in the conF icts. The sense of having been betrayed 
by one’s alleged comrades, of one’s activist work going unrecognized, of 
mistrust and anger toward fellow activists, together blocked compassion 
and unraveled sentiments of solidarity that most had once felt. The force 
of those bad feelings may have been particularly strong in light of the eu-
phoria of the previously felt solidarity. The bad feelings certainly made 
us unwilling or, more accurately, simply unable to empathize. Moraliz-
ing displaced other sorts of conversations, about how best to > ght AIDS, 
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for example, and about what people in the movement were feeling about 
each other and about the AIDS crisis. ACT UP chapters became fac-
tionalized, with each side demonizing the other, personalizing and po-
larizing what otherwise might have been dif> cult, but navigable, politi-
cal conF icts.

Political conF icts derive not only from divergent interests and iden-
ti> cations, but also from the affective dimensions of those interests and 
identi> cations and of the sense that they might be thwarted. The emo-
tional undercurrents of ACT UP’s internal conF icts were a constitutive 
component of those conF icts; if no one in ACT UP had feared betrayal 
or felt unrecognized, for example, the conF icts would have had an en-
tirely different character and different effects on the movement, if they 
had existed at all. Unacknowledged and unaddressed sentiments of be-
trayal, nonrecognition, and mistrust spurred the embrace of a moralis-
tic rhetorical register, and that entire matrix of affects and emotions de-
cisively shaped ACT UP’s conF icts, intensifying them in a manner that 
helped to fracture the movement.

The Non-Inevitability of Moralizing

Passionate, even angry, political conF icts within social movements are 
not inevitably carried out in a moralizing register. I mention this because 
the acrimony of ACT UP’s conF icts indicates the dif> culty of raising 
problems like sexism, racism, and feelings of marginalization in an or-
ganization without traf> cking in shame. Because so many conF icts in 
progressive movements revolve around precisely such issues, I want to 
provide a counterexample to show that it is possible to confront such is-
sues without shaming and guilt-tripping. At the beginning of :995, ACT 
UP/NY’s Majority Action Committee (MAC) wrote a memo to ACT 
UP. It began by claiming that recently there had been “an increasingly 
alarming pattern of culturally insensitive comments and actions by vari-
ous members of our organization, ACT UP.” It continued, “This pattern 
has called into question whether the AIDS Coalition To Unleash Power 
really does (or intends to) represent all persons affected by the HIV ep-
idemic. (Note: 4<% of persons with HIV illness are people of color.)” 
MAC then noted that ACT UP had missed an opportunity to build alli-
ances with communities of color during the nomination process for New 
York’s prospective health commissioner, Dr. Woody Myers, an African 
American. MAC continued,
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Unfortunately, a few members of ACT UP chose to express their very le-
gitimate opposition [to the nomination of Dr. Myers] in a manner that an-
tagonized the communities of color involved in the decision process. Fur-
thermore, they neglected to seek the input of MAC members regarding the 
possible rami> cations of their actions. These actions proved divisive and led 
to internal turmoil along racial lines. This could have been avoided easily by 
communicating with persons from MAC and other AIDS activists in commu-
nities of color. In the future it is vitally important that we keep lines of com-
munication open and N@\I ZPI WU JMIN. (ACT UP/NY Majority Actions 
Committee :995; capitalization in original)

The memo concluded, “Fight Back, Fight AIDS, Not Each Other,” a 
twist on ACT UP’s slogan, “ACT UP, Fight Back, Fight AIDS.”

While insistent and forceful, the tone of MAC’s memo steered clear 
of hostile personal attacks and moralizing. MAC certainly took ACT 
UP/NY to task, but did so in a straightforward manner. It seemingly 
did not pull any punches; indeed, MAC raised its own marginalization 
within ACT UP/NY, and called for that problem to be recti> ed. Still, 
it avoided personalizing the issue as well as any suggestion that MAC 
members were morally superior. It insisted that lines of communication 
should be opened and utilized, something that a moralistic accusation 
rarely suggests. It included no insinuations that ACT UP as a whole, or 
even speci> c members, were essentially and irredeemably racist. To the 
contrary, the memo explicitly argued for unity and against attacking one 
another (“Fight AIDS, Not Each Other”). The memo conveyed both 
MAC’s agreement with the critique by other ACT UP/NY members of 
Woody Myers,34 as well as MAC’s desire to continue as part of ACT UP. 
Finally, the memo suggested practical ways to improve internal relations 
and move forward. In a context where moralizing rhetoric was beginning 
to take hold, MAC’s memo may have been read differently than I have 
read it here, but it serves as an instance of engagement in political con-

6=. Political scientist Cathy Cohen provides useful background information to ACT 
UP’s opposition to Myers and to MAC’s statement: “Many AIDS activists condemned the 
appointment of Myers who, while Indiana Health Commissioner, supported not only the 
recording of names of those infected with HIV so their sex partners could be traced, but 
also the quarantining of those with AIDS who ‘knowingly’ spread the disease. Black of-
> cials, however, defended Myers’s appointment because they considered him to be one of 
the outstanding black doctors in the country. It was thought that his policies would en-
hance the condition of the black community; thus his seemingly conservative or reaction-
ary positions about AIDS were to be tolerated” (Cohen :999, 664; her emphasis).
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F ict about sensitive, complicated issues that did not traf> c in shaming or 
guilt-tripping.

Why Moralism, Why Then?

Aspects of ACT UP’s character as well as its context produced moral-
izing rhetoric as a legible and legitimate political idiom. In terms of its 
character, shaming, of course, was a political strategy that ACT UP used 
against its opponents and as such was a familiar and readily available 
style of political oratory.35

Aspects of the context in which ACT UP was operating also made 
moralizing an available and legitimate rhetorical register. Brown ar-
gues that righteous moralism is “the characteristic political discourse of 
our time,” indeed “a hegemonic form of political expression” in this pe-
riod of history (Brown 855:, 8:, 89). Brown notes that moralism’s “tire-
some tonality and uninspiring spirit” is characteristic of the discourse of 
the right, center, and left, but her main concern is moralism among left-
ists (with liberals thrown in) insofar as righteous moralism has become 
“particularly intense in left activist and academic life” in contemporary 
North America (8:–88). She contends that moralism is “a symptom of 
a certain kind of loss,” speci> cally, that entailed by shattered aspira-
tions for a more humane and egalitarian world in the face of the col-
lapse of alternatives to capitalism and liberalism and the ubiquity of cap-
italist and liberal institutions not only in the present but in the future as 
well (:;–8:; her emphasis). Leftists, she argues, remain attached to “to-
tal critique and total transformation” of liberal capitalist society, even 
though “the historical ground and political and philosophical founda-
tions of that critique and that project have been compromised beyond 
recognition” (:;, 8:). Similarly, liberals remain attached to Enlighten-
ment notions of universalism and progress even in the face of theoreti-
cal and political challenges that have called both into question (85–8:). 

6<. Three important differences exist between the shaming that ACT UP engaged in as 
a movement and the shaming that occurred inside ACT UP during its conF icts: one is that 
externally directed shaming, even when against an individual, usually was a critique of the 
institution that person represented, while internal shaming was almost always intensely 
personal, directed at speci> c individuals and others in the same identity category. Second, 
shaming of institutions had an object—a change in policy—whereas internal shaming had 
no such clear objective. Third, the internal shaming brought rancor and animosity into a 
context that once had experienced a high degree of camaraderie, a sentiment that was non-
existent in ACT UP’s relations with those it targeted as enemies in the > ght against AIDS.
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“The consequence of living these attachments as ungrievable losses—
ungrievable because they are not fully avowed as attachments and hence 
are unable to be claimed as losses—is theoretical as well as political im-
potence and rage, which is often expressed as a reproachful political 
moralism” (8:).

I > nd Brown’s account too dismissive of the left, and I also think she 
fails to consider affective states other than melancholia that can give rise 
to moralism on the left,36 but two aspects of her argument seem particu-
larly relevant for thinking about why moralism arose in ACT UP. One is 
her Nietzschean point about the association between the experience of 
impotent rage and the adoption of a moralizing rhetorical register. The 
feelings of despair and desperation coursing through ACT UP in this pe-
riod were a version of impotent rage, and they did lead to moralism. The 
second is Brown’s contention that moralism has become the “dominant 
political sensibility” (89) in this historical period. Moralism has become 
a readily available rhetorical register that one might adopt regardless of 
one’s own relationship to the ungrievable losses at the heart of Brown’s 
argument.37

64. Sociologist Rebecca Klatch (855=) suggests that judgementalism and guilt-
tripping—forms of moralism—had a devastating impact on Students for a Democratic So-
ciety in the :945s, long before the fall of the Berlin Wall and the crisis facing the left in the 
:995s.

67. Even as I > nd Brown’s essay enormously useful, I have two additional disagree-
ments. First, at points Brown seems to see reason and feeling as antithetical and to want to 
evacuate some feelings from activism, particularly impassioned feelings regarding social, 
political, and economic subordination. For example, she contrasts “the compulsive qual-
ity of moralism”—in its addiction to moralizing—with a notion of activism that she seems 
to favor: “measured, dif> cult, and deliberate action that implicates rather than simply en-
acts the self” (855:, 86). From Brown’s perspective, a turn toward moralism can never be 
measured or spurred through deliberation, and activism should entail such qualities of 
reasoning and not, implicitly, be inF uenced by heightened passions that Brown suggests 
interfere with reason. I disagree that moralism is so unthinking, that passion necessarily 
interferes with reason, or that impassioned feelings can or should be evacuated from ac-
tivism. Second, Brown participates in a widespread disparagement of leftist activists when 
she caricatures them as “naive” and “confused” (64) about how the state and mainstream 
institutions operate. She argues, for example, that activists who condemned the NIH for 
not treating the lives of gay men, prostitutes, and drug users with HIV as a political prior-
ity failed to understand that the state has speci> c political and economic investments and 
that it is the codi> cation of various dominant social powers. In deriding activists here—and 
speci> cally ACT UP, which she does not name—Brown misconstrues their strategic think-
ing and glosses over their successes. Could it be that activists know perfectly well how 
power works but moralize against the state’s failures to live up to its rhetorics of citizenship 
and inclusion as a strategic means of forcing its hand? And, why does Brown fail to men-
tion ACT UP’s tremendous successes at the NIH, which, by allowing activists and people 
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We can also understand some ACT UP members’ moralism in terms 
of the general political climate in the United States in the early :995s, 
which was dominated by the “culture wars” and the right’s attacks 
against multiculturalism and “political correctness.” This phase of the 
longer-term reaction against the social movements of the :945s and early 
:975s was characterized by immense resentment among some white 
men, often those in economically precarious situations, toward people 
of color and women for the “special rights” they allegedly were receiv-
ing in response to discrimination. As part of their anti-PC campaign, the 
right attacked af> rmative action as “reverse discrimination.” They de-
picted university and college campuses as overrun by “tenured radicals” 
and liberal “thought police” who were politicizing the classroom. People 
questioning ongoing inequalities in society were accused of being divi-
sive and anti-American and were written off as extremists. The very la-
bel “PC” became a way to trivialize concerns about ongoing racism and 
sexism in society and to disregard those raising such concerns. Those at-
tacking “PC” never substantiated their claims, but their allegations cir-
culated widely. In the face of a hostile context where concrete gains from 
the :945s and :975s were being rolled back, and in the face of that sort of 
nonrecognition—being told that neither you nor your concerns matter—
feminists and antiracists fought back. But there was an increasing sense 
of being under siege and of powerlessness; in that context, some turned 
to moralism. Moralism, of course, was only one register in which fem-
inist and antiracist politics were taken up in this period, but it became 
more common, as Brown argues, especially in leftist academic circles.

More speci> c to ACT UP’s context, the “PC Wars” occurred in les-
bian and gay communities as well, launched by a few white, gay, male 
journalists and other writers (Edwards 8555b, <58–6). These writers cre-
ated a perception that “political correctness” had taken over the lesbian 
and gay movement, and ACT UP as well. In articles with a distinctly 
antifeminist bent, lesbians were accused of putting concerns about rac-
ism and sexism before concerns speci> c to the lesbian and gay commu-

with AIDS to help set research priorities and design clinical drug trials, undoubtedly have 
prolonged millions of people’s lives and helped to, in Steve Epstein’s words (:99:, :994), 
“democratize” the workings of science? With such dramatic and life-saving successes in 
mind, one has to wonder how Brown can substantiate her claim that activism targeting 
the NIH was merely “gestural” and even “regressive” (64). As Lisa Duggan has written, 
Brown adopts a “pedagogical mode laced with a tone of admonishment, and even some-
times contempt” in addressing leftist activists (Duggan 8556, 79–;5).
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nity.38 In that charged context, when lesbians in ACT UP raised issues 
about the role of racism and sexism in the AIDS crisis, their comments 
were easily, if erroneously, read as suggesting disdain for the concerns of 
white gay men with AIDS. (Although gay men sometimes raised simi-
lar issues, their commitment to gay men usually was not questioned, sug-
gesting the important role that ideas about identities and identi> cations 
were playing in the conF icts during this period.) This context created 
fertile terrain for moralizing on both sides.

The mutual recriminations in ACT UP substantiate a point that Eve 
Sedgwick has made about the importance of understanding the dynam-
ics of shame, which she sees as deriving from the experience of nonrec-
ognition, for making sense of things like “trashing” in political organi-
zations: “Can anyone suppose that we’ll ever > gure out what happened 
around political correctness if we don’t see it as, among other things, a 
highly politicized chain reaction of shame dynamics?” (Sedgwick 8556, 
4=). Both sides in ACT UP’s conF icts, each feeling unrecognized by the 
other, turned to moralism—with accusations of impurity, violation of 
ACT UP’s sacred principles, and other forms of being “incorrect”—as a 
way to deal with those feelings.

Finally, of immense importance in this context was the growing de-
spair in ACT UP. Many of us really had thought that we were going to 
be able to stop AIDS, and to save the lives of people with AIDS, but 
the ever-increasing number of deaths, especially within the movement, 
pointed to our inability to stop the dying. Moralizing may > nd particu-
larly fertile ground in a moment of impasse, when activists are politically 
depressed and grasping for explanations about why their efforts seem fu-
tile. Blaming can easily morph into shaming.

Con) icts and Desperation

The relationship between the growing despair and desperation and ACT 
UP’s conF icts was complex. Despair fueled the conF icts: with people 
continuing to die all around us, and at an increasing rate, many in ACT 
UP felt that we were not doing enough, and some looked at the move-
ment itself to try to > gure out what obstacles were standing in our way. 

6;. See, for example, Wockner :995c, :99:a, :998a, and especially :998c. See also 
Shilts :99:.
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The obstacles were not primarily in the room, but in desperation we 
looked there anyway and blamed one another for our inability to stop 
the dying. People in the movement recognized this connection between 
despair and the conF icts. ACT UP/NY member Andrew Velez, for ex-
ample, wrote an open letter to ACT UP, explaining why he opposed 
the moratorium proposal, but in it he tried to reconcile the two sides by 
pointing toward despair and desperation as the culprits:

This is a dif> cult time for us in the > ght against AIDS. So many of our friends 
have died in just the past few weeks, and so many others are struggling to stay 
alive. The news about drugs, treatments and funding is very discouraging. 
The government, and our society in general remain essentially ignorant and 
indifferent to what is going on. We cannot permit that to cause us in our de-
spair to turn on and decimate one another. (Velez :99:)

The conF icts were also a defense against despair. Not only might an-
ger toward others in the movement be easier to feel than despair, it also 
might allow one to fend off despair. Rather than falling into hopeless-
ness, one could hold on to the possibility that there really might be some-
thing ACT UP could do that would save lives, if only one’s comrades 
would get in line, if only HIV-negatives would “get out of the way.” That 
“if only,” then, was not simply an angry accusation, it was also a form of 
conditional thinking that warded off despair.

The context of despair made the internal conF icts simply unendur-
able for many in the movement. ACT UP/NY member Risa Denenberg 
sees ACT UP’s decline as in part attributable to their conjunction: “The 
conF ict that came up in ACT UP is part of the reason that ACT UP is 
not a viable organization right now. Just in the experience of so many 
people dying, so much loss, and all of our collective bereavement, the 
conF ict just was unbearable” (Denenberg :996).

ReF ecting on ACT UP/Chicago’s conF icts, Ferd Eggan noted the de-
spair of people with AIDS in particular, and the inability of all of us to 
address their despair and accompanying rage. He wished he had been 
able to recognize “the rage that comes from having to pre-mourn your 
own death” and speak it aloud, by saying to Danny Sotomayor, for exam-
ple, “Look, your problem isn’t that . . . the demonstration isn’t going the 
way you want, or this that or the other. The problem is you have AIDS, 
you’re gonna die, and you’re unhappy. And there’s nothing we can do 
about that. You know, we can’t demonstrate you out of dying; we can’t 
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do anything about it, because it’s just what’s happening.” In retrospect, 
Eggan said, “I know I wish that I had known and understood and been 
able to confront that” (Eggan :999).

Exhausted, frustrated, desperate, overwhelmed—of course we were 
unable to address the emotional undercurrents that were shaping the 
substance, velocity, and intensity of ACT UP’s conF icts. The historian 
in me, however, wants to emphasize that the fracturing of solidarity in 
ACT UP was never inevitable. It may be that assuming solidarity in the 
early years—an assumption that derived in part from our shared anger—
prevented us from doing more trust-building work in those years. ACT 
UP’s emotional habitus provided us with a pedagogy for some feelings, 
especially emotions oriented toward taking action such as anger. But it 
did not provide much instruction—beyond anger—for dealing with feel-
ings of betrayal and nonrecognition by one’s comrades, or for the feel-
ings of rage that Eggan describes above. Anger was one of our primary 
idioms, and we turned it against ourselves in a manner that made it dif> -
cult to work with one another. Largely unacknowledged, feelings of rage, 
fear, betrayal, nonrecognition, mistrust, and anger went unaddressed 
and took an enormous toll on individuals and on the movement. This is 
not about blaming the movement culture we built—a culture that served 
ACT UP well for many years—but to remind us that the unfolding of the 
conF icts was contingent. That is true of conF icts in all movements. De-
tailing the dynamics of ACT UP’s internal conF icts can provide knowl-
edge and insights that might allow current activists to address bad feel-
ings that sometimes arise amid the action.
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Despairing

Despair and Movement

Despair destroyed ACT UP. Other phenomena helped, as the pre-
vious two chapters indicate, but the despair generated by accumu-

lating deaths in the early :995s was immense, and its effects on the na-
tional direct-action AIDS movement cannot be overstated. There is no 
great surprise in pointing toward despair to explain ACT UP’s decline. 
Scholars and activists alike tend to put movement and hope in one bas-
ket and demobilization and despair in another. And in the moment of 
ACT UP’s decline, there was certainly reason to despair. Even amid 
striking victories, more and more ACT UP members were dying. The 
death toll was staggering. ACT UP/NY’s meeting minutes from Novem-
ber :8, :995, announce the deaths of three members during the previ-
ous week: Ray Navarro, Vito Russo, and Kevin Smith. Minutes from the 
meeting the following week announce the death of another member, Oli-
ver Johnston. Minutes from a meeting the following month announce the 
death of Ortez Alderson, a member of both ACT UP/NY and ACT UP/
Chicago. Deaths in :99: piled onto the deaths from :995, and on and on 
it went. The deaths of our own were simply unrelenting in :995, :99:, 
:998, :996, . . . even as our activism achieved enormous victories. There 
were times during the early :995s when memorial services for ACT UP 
members were more frequent than ACT UP actions.
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It is easy to presume that despair and its companion affective states 
(e.g., desperation, despondency, depression) hold no political potential, 
that they necessarily destroy movements, but that is not always the case.1 
Despair sometimes F attens political possibilities, exacerbating a sense 
of political inef> cacy and hopelessness and generating apathy and with-
drawal, but it also sometimes works to open new political horizons, alter-
native visions of what is to be done and how to do it.2 The period when 
the direct-action AIDS movement emerged illustrates the latter; the pe-
riod of its decline illustrates how despair and its companions sometimes 
do paralyze and demobilize. We need to explore why and under what 
conditions despair and its companions have the one effect rather than 
the other. Those engaged in > ghting for a more just, equitable, and joy-
ous world have an urgent need to reckon with the pervasiveness of feel-
ings of powerlessness, political inef> cacy, apathy, and despair, and to ex-
plore how such sentiments inF uence struggles for social change.

This chapter continues the discussion of activists’ emotion work. All 
of the emotion work that AIDS activists engaged in—including harness-
ing grief to anger, elevating pride about being queer and in the streets, 
rerouting gay shame—was crucial for ACT UP’s emergence and growth, 
but the emotional habitus that we generated and that shaped our activ-
ism did not provide us with ways to deal with the despair that eventually 
took hold within the movement. Indeed, ACT UP’s emotional habitus 
prohibited despair, and that made it dif> cult to deal with that bad feel-
ing. That is not the only reason why despair took a toll. Given the course 
of the AIDS epidemic in the early :995s and how overwhelming the de-
spair was in that context, I am not sure whether efforts to deal with it 
would have lessened its destructive impact on the movement. But I ex-
plore the movement’s ethos about and approach to despair in some de-
tail because it allows us to see that the effects of despair are contingent, 
and not necessarily depoliticizing or demobilizing. In this case, in the 
years of ACT UP’s decline, despair was depoliticizing and demobiliz-
ing. Whereas anger had been collectivizing, despair individualized. And 
it challenged and worked to unravel ACT UP’s emotional habitus. The 
discussion, then, explores the role of despair in ACT UP’s undoing and 
also allows us to consider alternative routes for despair.

:. For analyses that explore the generative and creative political potential of loss (of 
bodies, ideals, places), see Loss, edited by David Eng and David Kazanjian 8556. See also 
the work of Feel Tank Chicago: www.feeltankchicago.net.

8. Solnit 855= makes a similar point.
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I begin with a timeline of hope and despair in lesbian and gay com-
munities with regard to AIDS, from the point when direct-action AIDS 
activism emerged until its decline. Most of the chapter analyzes how de-
spair functioned within ACT UP, exploring its sources, its scope, its ef-
fects on individuals, and how and why it became a factor in the unravel-
ing of the direct-action AIDS movement. At the end, I consider whether 
movements can respond to such bad feelings in ways other than by deny-
ing them or defending against them.

From Despair to Activism

Recon! guring Desperation and Despair

The story begins in despair, in the second half of :9;4, when the number 
of recorded AIDS cases was approximately 8<,555 and the total number 
of known deaths from AIDS-related conditions was more than :<,555.3 
In :9;:, the year marking the of> cial start of the epidemic, about 8<5 
people died from AIDS-related complications. By the time of the Su-
preme Court’s Bowers v. Hardwick ruling in June :9;4 and the emer-
gence of direct-action AIDS groups in the weeks following, the number 
of deaths per year had surpassed 7,555, a 8,755 percent increase over the 
> rst year.4 By January :9;7, half a year later and just months before the 
founding of ACT UP/NY, the number of deaths per year was closer to 
:8,555.5 When ACT UP/NY held its > rst meeting on March :8, :9;7, the 
numbers of diagnoses and deaths per year were rising exponentially, and 
there were no FDA-approved drugs to treat AIDS.6 The period prior 
to the emergence of direct-action AIDS activism, then, was a period of 

6. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (:9;4, <). Because the number of cases 
and deaths in any given moment is not known precisely, the numbers in these reports are 
always estimates, and subsequent reports often show revised > gures for earlier years. For 
example, in December :9;4, the CDC had recorded about :<,555 deaths from January 
:9;: through June :9;4; by December :9;7, the number of deaths recorded for the same 
period was now almost 85,555 deaths (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention :9;7, <). 
In thinking about the effect on lesbian and gay communities of sheer numbers of deaths, 
both the :<,555 and the 85,555 > gures are important, the former because it is the perceived 
number of deaths by June :9;4 and the latter because it is closer to the actual number of 
deaths.

=. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention :9;7, <.
<. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention :9;9, :7.
4. One week later, on March :9, :9;7, the FDA announced that it had licensed the 

pharmaceutical company Burroughs Wellcome to produce AZT, the > rst antiviral (and 
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horror and growing despair, not only because of the deaths, but also be-
cause “legitimate” forms of activism like lobbying and holding candle-
light vigils were not moving the government and scienti> c-medical es-
tablishment to an effective and compassionate response, yet anything 
more confrontational was beyond the political horizon for most AIDS 
and lesbian and gay activists. Lesbians’ and gay men’s powerlessness 
vis-à-vis all levels of government—and the dire consequences of that 
powerlessness—were clear. As thousands of gay and bisexual men died 
while the government aggressively ignored the epidemic, people became 
pessimistic about saving the lives of people with AIDS. A palpable des-
peration and despair took hold in lesbian and gay communities.

How did those feelings inF uence lesbian and gay political responses to 
AIDS? When we think about action born of despair or desperation, we 
tend to conjure up a negative image of people taking irrational risks and 
doing crazy and destructive, even self-destructive, things. But the ideo-
logical work performed by the negative connotations of the terms should 
not obscure the creativity that such feelings can induce. Desperate cir-
cumstances can inspire risk-taking, an abandonment of the tried and true 
(but evidently ineffective) path in order to strike out in new, untested di-
rections. In this case, feelings of hopelessness and desperation, rather 
than foreclosing political activism, spurred lesbian and gay support for 
confrontational tactics that had long been abandoned by the mainstream, 
establishment-oriented gay movement. As Epstein contends, “One re-
sponse to these dif> cult times was a rebirth of activism, epitomized by 
the actions of groups like ACT UP” (:994, ::7). People’s despair helped 
to wrench open the existing political horizon. Under the very speci> c 
conditions of the post-Hardwick moment, activists successfully reframed 
the political context, in effect tapping into, but then unraveling, senti-
ments of despondency and desperation about the AIDS crisis by offering 
street AIDS activism—oppositional, self-consciously confrontational, 
uncompromising, indecorous—as a legitimate and necessary route to 
save lives. Activists altered the affective experience of despair by cod-
ing it as “having nothing left to lose”; rather than paralyzing, despair 
became freeing. That activist work collectivized and politicized despair 
and directed it toward street-based AIDS activism. The desperation, de-
spondency, and despair of this period helped to launch the movement.

highly toxic) AIDS therapy. Burroughs Wellcome set the price at V:5,555 annually, making 
AZT the most expensive drug in history. See Crimp and Rolston (:995, 87–89).
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With our retrospective knowledge of ACT UP’s emergence, and 
given a widespread view that hope is necessary to activism,7 we might be 
tempted to say that despair could not have been prevalent in lesbian and 
gay communities in this period. Despair connotes utter hopelessness, a 
sense that nothing can be done to change oppressive circumstances, and 
thus cannot have been present in a moment of movement emergence; de-
spairing people do not act up. I want to challenge this form of reasoning 
not only because it is tautological but also because it fails to understand 
the nonstatic, combinatory, and indeterminate nature of feelings and the 
political dimensions of those qualities. Nonstatic: even feelings of com-
plete hopelessness oscillate and change, sometimes due to a momentous 
event, sometimes due to the engagements of everyday life—gathering 
with people, having a conversation, viewing a work of art, reading his-
tory, listening to music, seeing graf> ti on the street. Combinatory: feel-
ings come bundled together; despair can coexist not only with grief and 
sadness, as it did in ACT UP’s later years, but also with anger, as it did 
in the :9;4–;7 period. How it combines with other feeling states affects 
its political potential. Indeterminate: feelings do not produce > xed ef-
fects; despair can demobilize, but it need not. The empirical record sup-
ports these claims: the evidence cited in chapters : and 8 indicates de-
spair (as well as other feelings) prior to the Bowers v. Hardwick decision, 
prompted by unending deaths, the lack of AIDS treatments, an indiffer-
ent, and often hostile, state and society. My insistence here is also polit-
ical: despair is not the end of the story in an activist context: there is no 
necessary connection between despair and demobilization; how activists 
navigate that negative affective state matters. This example of the mobi-
lizing potential of despair and the subsequent discussion of the role of 
despair in ACT UP’s demise can help us to think about the varied routes 
that despair may take.

ACT UP’s Antidote to Despair

From its start, ACT UP’s activism—both because of its origins in despair 
and its stunning effectiveness—provided an enormous sense of empow-
erment and political ef> cacy for participants; it brought some tremen-

7. Although Doug McAdam’s notion of “cognitive liberation” is more oriented toward 
thought and belief than feelings, the notion that in order to act people need to believe that 
something is “both unjust and subject to change” (:999, 6=; emphasis his) suggests that 
hope or optimism is necessary to action. See also Aminzade and McAdam 855:, 6:–68.
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dous victories for people living with HIV/AIDS and people perceived to 
be at risk.

ACT UP/NY held its > rst action two weeks after it formed, on 
March 8=, :9;7.8 Shutting down Wall Street, ACT UP targeted the FDA’s 
slow drug-approval process as well as the pro> teering of the drug com-
pany Burroughs Wellcome. Activists snarled traf> c for several hours; 
they hung FDA Commissioner Frank Young in ef> gy. Seventeen peo-
ple were arrested, and the demonstration made national news. Several 
weeks later, Commissioner Young announced that the FDA was going 
to speed up its drug-approval process. CBS News anchor Dan Rather at-
tributed the change in FDA policy to ACT UP’s demonstration (Crimp 
and Rolston :995, 89). Members of ACT UP experienced this as an enor-
mous victory that had the potential to get experimental, possibly life-
prolonging, drug treatments to people with AIDS much more quickly. 
Corroborating that sense of victory, in December :9;7, Burroughs Well-
come dropped the price of AZT by 85 percent.

The movement’s actions were not always immediately successful, but 
even then, they fostered a sense of power and hope. For example, in Jan-
uary :9;;, protesters with the AIDS Action Pledge (precursor to ACT 
UP/San Francisco) marched > fteen miles from San Francisco to Bur-
roughs Wellcome’s regional of> ces in Burlingame to demand a further 
reduction in the price of AZT. AIDS Action Pledge members scaled the 
building and hung two banners that read “End AIDS Pro> teering” and 
“Burroughs Un-Wellcome.” Nineteen activists were arrested. Although 
Burroughs Wellcome did not meet activist demands immediately, two 
people who had participated in the action wrote a letter to the San Fran-
cisco Sentinel claiming that “the hundreds of people who took part in 
some aspect of the protest came away feeling a sense of empowerment” 
(Sutton and Grif> th :9;;, ;).

News reporting of a C-FAR action at the headquarters of the phar-
maceutical company Lyphomed in May :9;; suggests a similar effect. 
Demanding that Lyphomed reduce the price of its drug pentamidine, 
used to combat Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia (PCP), an opportunis-
tic infection that was a leading killer of people infected with HIV, pro-
testers used their bodies to create a cemetery on the corporation’s front 
lawn. Ten were arrested. An article in the Windy City Times a few weeks 

;. My account of this action is from ACT UP/NY n.d. a, :; and Crimp and Rolston 
:995, 87–89.
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later quoted C-FAR members talking about their civil disobedience. 
Their action was not immediately successful, but everyone quoted indi-
cated how empowered and effectual they felt as a result of participating 
in the action. One PWA stated,

The demonstration brought out a strength in me I didn’t know I had. An urge 
to > ght back and make a difference. . . . A sense of love and support grew as 
we marched. We approached the Lyphomed plant, and the > rst thing I no-
ticed was the line of riot police. I’d never experienced them before, and I pro-
ceeded with urgency in my heart and uncertainty about what would happen. 
But how powerful I am when I’m motivated from my beliefs and the rights of 
the gay and lesbian community! . . . And if asked if I would do it again, I’d say 
my feet are two steps in front of me. (Members of C-FAR :9;;, :5)

Direct-action AIDS activism instilled in participants a sense of power 
and hope.

One of the most signi> cant and successful actions held by the direct-
action AIDS movement in its > rst years was on October ::, :9;;, when 
one thousand AIDS activists from across the country shut down the 
FDA. The day of actions was sponsored by ACT NOW and organized 
by ACT NOW and ACT UP/NY. Demanding that the FDA expedite 
its drug-approval process, allow expanded access to drugs that had been 
deemed safe but were still undergoing trials for effectiveness, use mark-
ers other than placebos to test drug safety and ef> cacy, enroll people 
from all affected populations in drug trials, and include people with HIV/
AIDS in the trial-review process, af> nity groups staged actions through-
out the nine-hour demonstration, literally closing down the building and 
stopping “business as usual” at the government agency. Throughout the 
day, groups of protesters blocked entrances (> g. 8<), held die-ins, snuck 
into the building, hung President Reagan in ef> gy, stickered the building 
and hung banners from it, used street theater to dramatize the failures 
of the FDA and the Reagan administration, and blocked buses that were 
taking those arrested to jail.

The demonstration received massive media coverage and brought tre-
mendous victories for people with AIDS and for the AIDS movement. 
Just one week after ACT NOW’s shut-down, the FDA announced plans 
to speed the approval of drugs for the treatment of AIDS and other life-
threatening diseases, cutting the testing time by as much as <5 percent 
(“Faster” :9;;). Within the year, Dr. Anthony Fauci, director of NIAID, 
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1-()%" 8<. A PISD af> nity group action at the FDA demonstration, Rockville, MD, Octo-
ber ::, :9;;. Photo by Rex Wockner.

announced his support for ACT UP’s parallel-track idea, according to 
which patients unable or unwilling to enroll in an of> cial clinical trial for 
a drug would still be able to receive the drug (Kolata :9;9). The FDA 
had halved the time it took to approve most new drugs, and it began to 
make experimental drugs for life-threatening illnesses available before 
their effectiveness was established. The Washington Post declared that 
AIDS activists had “demanded a revolution” and won, successfully forc-
ing a transformation in the way experimental drugs were being tested 
in the United States (Specter :9;9, A:). Fauci said that a great deal of 
AIDS activists’ criticism of AIDS drug trials “was absolutely valid” 
(A:). Suggesting just how great ACT UP’s inroads into the scienti> c-
medical establishment were, the Post reporter claimed that Fauci and 
FDA of> cials had begun to sound like “shadow spokesmen for groups 
like ACT UP” (A:=). Fauci also threw his weight behind community-
based drug trials as a way to speed up the research process and align 
it more explicitly with patient needs. The Wall Street Journal quoted a 
scientist who credited ACT UP with the changes in drug research and 
testing: “If people weren’t sitting in at FDA, and chaining themselves 
to the wall of Burroughs Wellcome Co., none of this would be happen-
ing” (Chase :9;9b, A:8). Moreover, within a year of the ACT NOW 
shut-down of the FDA, researchers had “all but abandoned the use of 
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placebos . . . in drug trials,” instead comparing new drugs against AZT 
(Garrison :9;9, A;). By the summer of :9;9, AIDS activists were regu-
larly being invited to meetings at the FDA (A;).

Within a year, then, the scienti> c-medical establishment was ad-
dressing almost all of the demands that the national direct-action AIDS 
movement had issued at its FDA action. At the start of :995, the New 
York Times quoted New York City Health Commissioner Dr. Stephen 
Joseph, who said that “there’s no doubt that [ACT UP has] had an enor-
mous effect. We’ve basically changed the way we make drugs available 
in the last year” (DeParle :995, B:). It also quoted Fauci praising ACT 
UP for its parallel-track idea (B=).

In its > rst three years, the direct-action AIDS movement engaged 
in dozens of actions, many of which were similarly successful and em-
powering. During an NIH hearing in February, :9;9, for example, ACT 
UP/NY protested the FDA’s denial of access to an experimental drug—
DHPG (ganciclovir)—for the treatment of an AIDS-related opportu-
nistic infection, cytomegalovirus (CMV). As a result of the protest, the 
FDA made DHPG available under its “compassionate use” guidelines, 
and approved the drug for wider distribution three months later.9 An-
other example was ACT UP’s continuing campaign against Burroughs 
Wellcome. It already had succeeded in forcing Burroughs Wellcome to 
reduce the price of AZT by 85 percent. In April :9;9, four ACT UP/
NY members barricaded themselves inside a Burroughs Wellcome of-
> ce in North Carolina, demanding another cut in the price of AZT. Five 
months later, seven ACT UP/NY members in> ltrated the New York 
Stock Exchange, chained themselves to a balcony, drowned out the 
opening bell with foghorns, and unfurled a banner reading “PI[[ X"**-
2$E".” ACT UP/NY held a simultaneous demonstration outside the 
exchange, and on the same day ACT UP/San Francisco and ACT UP/
London protested Burroughs Wellcome as well (Erni :99=, :9). Four 
days later, responding to the pressure, Burroughs Wellcome reduced the 
price of AZT by an additional 85 percent.10

In June :9;9, AIDS activists from across the United States and from 
Canada took over the stage at the opening ceremonies of the Fifth Inter-
national Conference on AIDS in Montreal, and, according to the Wall 
Street Journal, “stole the show” (Chase :9;9a, A:). They demanded a 

9. ACT UP/NY, n.d. a, 8.
:5. Ibid., 8–6.
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greater role for people with AIDS in the conduct of AIDS research, ac-
celerated testing of promising AIDS drugs, and the implementation of 
their parallel-track drug-testing plan to make experimental drugs avail-
able to people not able to enroll in clinical trials. In the week following 
the Fifth International, ACT UP members were invited to discuss the 
latter idea with Anthony Fauci, and days later Fauci announced that the 
FDA would soon implement it.11

Not only were AIDS activists’ demands being met, there also was rel-
atively good news on the AIDS drug-treatment front. According to Ep-
stein, the conventional wisdom that emerged at the Montreal conference 
was that “HIV infection might soon become a chronic manageable ill-
ness” (:994, 867). Activists shared scientists’ optimism. A Wall Street 
Journal article written just after the conference quoted Larry Kramer as 
saying, “I’m excited. Between [drugs like] ddI . . . compound Q and the 
polymerase inhibitor, we seem to be on our way. We have the scienti> c 
tools, the only thing in our way is bureaucratic red tape” (Chase :9;9a). 
In August, the new conventional wisdom out of Montreal “received a 
sharp boost . . . with the release of the latest news about AZT” (Epstein 
:994, 867). Two clinical drug trials, ACTG 5:9 and ACTG 5:4, found that 
AZT delayed the onset of AIDS in people infected with the virus but 
with no symptoms (867). These studies generated enormous optimism.

These are only a few examples, but they indicate that the period from 
:9;7 through :9;9 was > lled with important activist victories and prom-
ising information about AIDS drugs. With collective direct action un-
questionably working, activists were feeling their political ef> cacy. The 
actions themselves also ushered in a new constellation of feelings. Ac-
tivists’ enactments of anger and hope in the streets helped to produce 
those very sentiments, warding off or repressing the gloom that had pre-
ceded ACT UP and that threatened to return in the face of continuing 
deaths. Looking back on that period, ACT UP/NY’s Theo Smart con-
nected ACT UP’s many accomplishments to activists’ optimism, writing, 
“We believed that we could indeed win the battle against AIDS” (Smart 
:998, =6). Our victories corroborated and bolstered a newly emergent 
optimism that we could force the powers-that-be to listen to and respond 
to us, that we could force change, that we could, and would, save lives. 
Additionally, the direct-action AIDS movement was receiving a lot of 
press, both mainstream and in lesbian and gay communities across the 

::. Ibid., 8.
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country, and was growing rapidly in response. Most likely as a result of 
their effectiveness, direct-action AIDS organizations garnered support 
from more mainstream lesbian and gay organizations, leaders, and indi-
viduals, as noted in chapter <. Although some criticized the movement’s 
militancy, a pervasive sentiment during this period was hope-> lled op-
timism that street activism would change the course of the AIDS epi-
demic, prolonging and potentially saving the lives of countless gay and 
bisexual men.

From Activism to Despair

That optimism began to fade in ACT UP’s later years. The persistence 
of the AIDS crisis itself generated new feeling states that posed enor-
mous challenges to ACT UP’s emotional habitus—to the obligatory an-
ger, to the faith that our direct action would save lives, and especially 
to the prohibition against despair. Despondency about the accumulating 
deaths and pessimism about the movement’s ability to save lives began 
to circulate and proved dif> cult to navigate. Activists continued to ex-
press, enact, and evoke anger, and to do the other emotion work that ear-
lier had generated and regenerated the movement’s emotional habitus. 
But our efforts stopped working as effectively, due, I would argue, to the 
changed context: street activism had been tried and had worked up to a 
point, and yet the epidemic was continuing, unabated.

The Instability of Hope

The year :995 marks a pivot point of sorts, when good news and hope 
mixed with growing anxiety about the prospects for an adequate polit-
ical and medical response to the crisis. Throughout the year, activists’ 
sentiments oscillated between optimism and pessimism. A high point for 
many of us in Chicago occurred in April on the heels of a national ac-
tion for universal health care sponsored by ACT NOW and organized by 
ACT UP/Chicago. Hundreds of AIDS activists from across the country 
converged on Chicago to highlight the relationship between the AIDS 
crisis and the inadequacies and inequities in the delivery of health care 
in the United States. The overarching demand was for national health 
insurance, viewed by many in the movement as necessary for the > ght 
against AIDS. A weekend of activities, including a conference focusing 
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on AIDS in communities of color and a twenty-four-hour encampment 
in front of the severely underfunded and understaffed Cook County 
Hospital, laid out ACT UP’s critique of both the private insurance in-
dustry as well as the faltering public health system.12 The weekend of 
activities culminated in a raucous Monday morning march through 
downtown Chicago. Staging actions at the of> ces of various insurance 
companies, af> nity groups from Los Angeles and New York targeted the 
high price of private insurance and the discriminatory red-lining prac-
tices of the industry. Another New York af> nity group held a die-in at 
the national headquarters of the American Medical Association, tar-
geting it for its opposition to national health insurance. An ACT UP/
Chicago af> nity group took over a balcony of the Cook County Building 
and hung a banner demanding equal health care (> g. 84). Women from 
around the country put a dozen mattresses in a busy intersection to cre-
ate an AIDS ward for women, drawing attention not only to the exclu-
sion of HIV-positive women from the AIDS ward at Cook County Hos-

:8. Cook County Hospital is Chicago’s public hospital; it is governed and funded by the 
Cook County Board.

1-()%" 84. ACT UP/Chicago members take over Cook County Building balcony dur-
ing national ACT UP demonstration, downtown Chicago, April 86, :995. Photo by Rex 
Wockner.
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pital but also to the broader concerns of women with HIV/AIDS (> gs. 87 
and 8;). More than :65 activists were arrested over the course of the 
> ve-hour demonstration.

In a moment all-too-rare in activism, we could declare victory im-
mediately following the protest: after months of inaction, Cook County 
Hospital opened its AIDS ward to women one day after the demonstra-
tion.13 To be sure, our demand for national health insurance went un-
met, and remains so today. But we felt euphoric, not only because we had 
successfully dramatized the inequities of the current health care system 
and not only because poor women with AIDS would now receive coor-
dinated and compassionate medical care in Cook County Hospital,14 but 
also because we were able to experience, to viscerally feel, our collec-
tive power to make change. I remember marveling at the instant effec-
tiveness of our activism, feeling like we really might be able to save lives. 
I was hooked on direct action. Sentiments of elation and a heady sense 
of our own potency took hold in ACT UP/Chicago, at least for a while.

AIDS activists from around the country demonstrated against the 
NIH in May :995, when AZT was still the only available AIDS drug, 
and that demonstration too generated exhilaration and a sense of po-
litical agency and ef> cacy among participants. Government studies of 
experimental AIDS drugs, conducted under the auspices of NIAID’s 
ACTG, were focusing mostly on studies of the already approved AZT, 
neglecting other antivirals as well as drugs that might treat the opportu-
nistic infections killing people with AIDS. Storming the NIH campus 
and the nearby of> ce of the director of the AIDS division at NIAID, ac-
tivists demanded that the NIH study antiviral drugs that worked differ-
ently than AZT, put more emphasis on testing drugs designed to > ght 
opportunistic infections, admit people from all affected populations into 
the clinical drug trials (including women, people of color, injection-drug 
users, and children), and consult with people with AIDS and their ad-
vocates when designing clinical trials. It was another spectacular dem-
onstration. Over the course of the day, activists scaled a building, took 

:6. Mount (:995, sec. 8, 7). As often happens, even when the ef> cacy of direct action is 
so brilliantly demonstrated, the director of AIDS services at Cook County Hospital de-
nied that women were admitted to the AIDS ward because of the ACT UP demonstration 
(Olson :995b, :).

:=. The victory was tremendous for women with HIV/AIDS. In the words of ACT UP/
Chicago member Saundra Johnson, HIV-positive women now would “have a coordinated 
schedule of care, . . . food delivered by people without gloves on their hands, and . . . [care] 
by people who are not afraid of touching them” (Olson :995b, :).



1-()%"/ 87 (top) &,! 8; (bottom). Women’s Caucus action at national ACT UP dem-
onstration, downtown Chicago, April 86, :995. Photos by Genyphyr Novak (> g. 87) and 
Linda Miller (> g. 8;).
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over an of> ce, dramatized the exclusion of women from ACTG trials, 
staged die-ins, set off smoke bombs, and entangled themselves in red 
tape to dramatize the bureaucratic barriers slowing down the research 
process. Activists won many of their demands: the ACTG system was 
soon opened to activists, for example, and more changes were forth-
coming. ACT UP chapters across the country and the movement as a 
whole were having similar successes.15 These victories helped to prolong 
people’s lives and gave us a strong sense of the importance and value of 
our work.

At the same time, however, there was little hope in the realm of ac-
tual drug treatments. There are indications that some were starting to 
feel demoralized about the prospects for getting effective AIDS drugs 
anytime soon. In an article about the NIH demonstration, the Washing-
ton Post quoted ACT UP/NY member Mark Harrington: “There’s a lot 
of pessimism in the AIDS community right now because there is no new 
drug on the horizon that gives people hope” (Cimons :995, A:4). Even 
the victories following the NIH demonstration could not counter the 
growing sense that a cure for AIDS would not be found in the lifetime 
of people currently infected with HIV. Activists knew that the backlog 
in the ACTG drug-testing system meant that new, potentially promis-
ing treatments would not be available for years—years that many HIV-
positive people simply did not have.16

Of course, people > nd hope at different tempos and for different rea-
sons. The preliminary > ndings of a small study on the combined use of 
AZT and another antiviral, ddC, presented in June :995 at the Sixth In-
ternational Conference on AIDS in San Francisco generated a great deal 
of interest because the study found that the combined regimen increased 
patients’ T-cell counts, indicating that it was boosting their immune sys-
tems.17 Epstein writes that “belief in the ef> cacy of the ddC/AZT com-
bination regimen swept through the AIDS movement with the force of 
a juggernaut” (:994, 847).18 But Epstein also notes that well before the 
FDA’s approval of ddC in June :998, “the hopes of researchers, doctors, 
and activists had moved well beyond the infertile terrain of the nucle-
oside analogues,” that is, beyond drugs like ddC (8;5–;:). As early as 

:<. See, for example, ACT UP/NY, n.d. a, 8–6; ACT NOW, :995, 6.
:4. See Epstein :994, 8;:.
:7. Ibid., 844.
:;. By “AIDS movement,” Epstein is not referring to ACT UP speci> cally, but to the 

broader AIDS community, including doctors, PWAs, and drug-buyers clubs.
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June :995, ACT UP/NY questioned the optimism about ddC and combi-
nation therapy and claimed that there was a growing pessimism in AIDS 
communities about drug treatments. Its “AIDS Treatment Research 
Agenda,” distributed at the Sixth International Conference on AIDS, 
asserted, “This year, the hopes of many in the AIDS communities have 
reached a low ebb. It is clear to all that anti-HIV agents such as AZT, 
ddC, and ddI will not, in any conceivable combination, stop the progres-
sion of HIV infection—at most, for those who are lucky, they will signi> -
cantly slow it” (quoted in Epstein :994, 8;:).

Epstein also writes that within a year of the announcement in Mon-
treal that AIDS was becoming a “chronic manageable illness,” it became 
increasingly apparent that that declaration had been “more than a little 
premature” (Epstein :994, 8;:). Writing in OutWeek in October :995, 
Larry Kramer noted as much: “AIDS is not a manageable disease, and 
there is nothing at present that makes me think that it is going to be a 
manageable disease in my lifetime or the lifetime of the other 85 million 
HIV infected. @TYWTI XMW JI[[P YWZ WJMI?XHPI HP @ [H@?” (quoted in 
Epstein :994, 8;:; emphasis in original).

As I said earlier, activists were oscillating between optimism and pes-
simism. In comparison to his statement in May :995 that there was im-
mense pessimism in the AIDS community because of the lack of prom-
ising AIDS treatments, Mark Harrington sounded a more optimistic 
note in an August :995 OutWeek column in which he touted the impend-
ing changes in the ACTG system as a result of ACT UP’s pressure, par-
ticularly its demonstration at the NIH (Harrington :995).19 But again, 
those changes, while crucial in terms of gaining activist input into the 
drug-trial process, were not expected to generate promising AIDS drugs 
in the near future.

The headline of an October :995 article in the Dallas Morning News 
indicates the instability of hope in this moment—“’95s AIDS Outlook 
Grim, Experts Say; But Medical Advances Deemed Likely.” The re-
porter asked, “What lies ahead for AIDS in its second decade?” and an-
swered, “Small rays of hope on a horizon of despair” (Camia :995, :A). 
The article quoted AIDS researchers predicting a vaccine by the mid-
:995s, but in the realm of treatment, the reporter noted, “AZT remains 
the only federally approved AIDS drug” (7A). A growing despair among 

:9. This is the column that provoked the contention within the AIDS movement dis-
cussed in the previous chapter.
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activists was apparent in a comment from ACT UP/NY member Robin 
Haueter: “The feeling we have is that for all we’ve done, we haven’t done 
enough. People are still dying” (7A). People were still dying, in ever-
growing numbers, and no promising drugs were on the way.

Desperation and Violence

An eruption of talk about turning to violent tactics revealed a growing 
desperation in lesbian and gay communities.20 In October :995, the cover 
of OutWeek had a picture of a pistol, pointing toward the reader, with 
the headline “Taking Aim at Bashers.” The cover also announced an es-
say inside, “Should Queers Shoot Back?” 21 The cover story, with photo-
graphs of (ostensibly queer) people aiming guns on > ve of its six pages, 
reported on discussions then occurring in New York’s lesbian and gay 
community about queers arming themselves in self-defense against queer 
bashers (Reyes :995b). These discussions were primarily in response to 
a documented increase in queer bashing in New York City and around 
the country in the summer and fall of :995 (Solomon :995), but feelings 
of hopelessness and pessimism regarding the AIDS epidemic played a 
role as well. The discussion about taking up guns frequently gestured 
toward the horrors of the AIDS epidemic to explain the call for gays 
to bash back, and even to justify it. In their manifesto, “Should Queers 
Shoot Back?” which laid out in dire terms the effects of antiqueer vio-
lence on queer lives, the authors—“Three Anonymous Queers”—used 
tropes of death, extinction, and genocide that were already widely circu-
lating in queer discourses about the AIDS epidemic. Blurring any dis-
tinctions between deaths from AIDS, deaths from queer bashings, and 
the sapping of the queer soul from living in a homophobic society, they 
wrote “Life under genocide demands extreme measures” (Three Anon-
ymous Queers :995). An article in the Village Voice by Alisa Solomon 
also connected the AIDS epidemic and the emerging calls for queers to 
“bash back.” Noting that many of those calling for gays to carry guns 
were white, middle-class, gay men, she claimed that “:5 years of of> cial 
negligence in the face of a virulent epidemic has made the gay bourgeoi-
sie confront its status as an endangered species” (Solomon :995).

85. I would not generalize this statement. In other contexts, discussion of political vio-
lence, or even the embrace of it, might or might not indicate desperation.

8:. OutWeek, :7 October :995.
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Meanwhile, a somewhat parallel discussion was occurring within ACT 
UP as some members began to voice frustration with what they saw as 
the growing ineffectiveness of the AIDS movement’s nonviolent tactics. 
In the spring of :995, Larry Kramer, in despair over the state of AIDS 
drug-treatment research, had called for activists to escalate their tactics 
by rioting at the Sixth International Conference on AIDS that June.22 
Others in ACT UP dismissed Kramer’s calls for riots, but some indi-
cated that they, too, were deeply frustrated and could understand how a 
sense of desperation might prompt someone to turn toward violence.

I recall a discussion around this time among some people with AIDS 
in ACT UP about launching suicide missions to assassinate public of> -
cials who were seen as hindering the > ght against AIDS. In an interview, 
an ACT UP member corroborated my recollection, telling me a story 
that I had until then heard only via the AIDS activist gossip network. He 
represented a local ACT UP chapter at the national level and in that ca-
pacity attended an ACT UP/Network meeting in Dallas.23

I remember sitting around the pool talking with these guys who were all from 
the PISD caucus from different parts of the country. There were guys there 
from St. Louis, from New York, from San Francisco, L.A., Texas, Ohio, Phil-
adelphia, and we were talking about what would be our next strategy, and 
someone brought up the idea about how we, as people with AIDS, owed it to 
the rest of the community to make change happen faster. And this is really 
true, this really did happen, people actually talked about assassination. . . . I 
did not bring up the idea, but there was someone there, I don’t even remem-
ber who it was, but they said, you know, what we should start thinking about 
doing is, maybe a PWA who’s really on their last leg who knows they don’t 
have much time left, maybe they should go up to Jesse Helms with a bomb 
strapped to them and blow themselves up for the movement and assassinate 
him. . . . People were so desperate. (Anonymous 8555)

They were desperate about the government’s callous indifference to the 
deaths of tens of thousands of queers, about the unavailability and in-
adequacy of AIDS drugs, about the never-ending deaths. I do not want 

88. For discussion of Kramer’s call to riot, see Clark :995; Cowley :995; Gross :995; Is-
raels :995; and Kirp :995.

86. ACT UP/Network was the movement’s national umbrella organization.
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to romanticize these considerations of political violence, but I want to 
suggest that this desperation was not desperation in the sense of being 
driven to what some might cast as senseless rage, destruction, and self-
destruction. Rather, it was desperation in the sense of being driven to 
consider unexplored paths, new modes of political activism, different 
tactics for confronting power, alternative ways of putting one’s body on 
the line.

With that understanding of desperation in mind, we might under-
stand these discussions about turning toward violent means, occurring 
both within and outside ACT UP, as indicating some lesbians’ and gay 
men’s immense frustration with the extant repertoire of activist tactics; 
the devastation AIDS was wreaking in lesbian and gay communities 
helped to shape both that frustration and an openness to other activist 
means.24

Deepening Despair

During the early :995s, there were sometimes brief moments when 
hopes rose because a drug seemed to be promising in the early stages 
of a research study, but more often than not the news was bad, and get-
ting worse. Writing in late :998 about the increasingly pervasive despair 
among treatment activists, ACT UP/NY member Theo Smart describes 
T&D meetings in mid-:99: in which the core members would feverishly 
discuss and debate treatment issues, while twenty or thirty people would 
sit in the back of the room, “waiting for a revelation” (Smart :998, =6). 
He continues, “The revelation, when it came, wasn’t uplifting” (=6). By 
mid-:99: it was apparent that the nucleoside analogue anti-HIV drugs 
being tested (such as AZT, ddI, and ddC) “were not the magic bullets 
for which activists and PWAs alike had been hoping” (=6). In fact, “there 
didn’t seem to be a difference in survival rates between those who took 
AZT and those who didn’t” (=6). Intensifying the despondency, the next 
generation of anti-HIV drugs was taking an excruciatingly long time to 
be tested in trials. “The news [in the fall of :99:] that this second gener-
ation of drugs had failed was nothing short of shattering. So many hopes 
had been pinned to their effectiveness” (==).

8=. Neither the turn toward guns to address gay bashing nor suicide missions carried 
out by people with AIDS ever materialized.
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Epstein corroborates Smart’s account, writing that “the ever frag-
ile optimism of treatment activists strained to the breaking point in late 
:99:” (:994, 89<). Despondency set in when the second generation of an-
tiviral AIDS drugs—“the non-nucleoside reverse-transcriptase inhib-
itors that had been engineered speci> cally to > ght HIV and that had 
looked so promising in vitro” (89<)—seemed to fail in clinical trials. The 
prospect of saving lives faded further. As Epstein notes, “The avowed 
goal had been to use the little-loved nucleoside analogues, AZT, ddC, 
and ddI, to keep people alive just long enough to get better drugs into 
circulation. Now people would have to depend on the > rst-generation 
drugs for much longer—while those who ceased bene> ting from them 
would have no obvious therapeutic recourse standing between them 
and complete immune collapse” (89<). Theo Smart suggests that among 
some treatment activists in late :99:, “the conviction that a cure would 
not be found in their lifetime began to take root” (:998, ==). Meanwhile, 
the deaths were relentless. ACT UP/Los Angeles member Mark Kosto-
poulos acknowledged his frustration: “We’ve worked for three years to 
help change the way AIDS is thought about, but all our successes haven’t 
changed the fact that people continue to die” (Barker :99:).

An article in the San Francisco Examiner in February :998 high-
lighted activists’ despondency, noting that “slow progress in AIDS drug 
research has cast a pall over the once burgeoning AIDS activist move-
ment” (Garrison :998, A:5). It quoted Peter Staley (who had just left 
ACT UP/NY to form the new, invitation-only TAG) saying, “It’s hard to 
have hope, to have much > ght left, especially as an activist who unfortu-
nately knows too much. As far as I’m concerned I’m going to die, Magic 
Johnson is going to die, and the million Americans who are presently in-
fected will die. Maybe something will come along that will save millions 
worldwide who become infected in the future. But it won’t save us to-
day” (A:5).

Larry Kramer sounded a similar note, indicating a shift in the emo-
tional climate of ACT UP, with despair overtaking anger and hope: 
“The morale in the activist community is as low as it could be. The an-
ger’s been replaced by despondency. Every drug in the pipeline is turn-
ing out to be a dud. And none of us knows what to do” (A:5).

British gay/AIDS activist and writer Simon Watney described the af-
fective landscape similarly, writing that the gay world was “a community 
approaching despair” (Watney :998b, :;). In a list that explained why 
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people were feeling despair and cited evidence supporting the conten-
tion itself, Watney wrote, “Ninety-seven thousand gay men . . . have al-
ready died in the U.S. At least <5 per cent of gay men in New York are 
thought to be HIV-positive. Many of the original core of ACT UP/NY 
are now dead, or seriously ill. The suicide rate amongst HIV-negative 
gay men is alarmingly high” (:;; emphasis in original).

Despair and desperation inspired a new tactic, political funerals, that 
I discussed in chapter =. Describing the “Ashes Action” that ACT UP/
NY held in Washington, D.C., in October :998, Watney wrote, “That 
it should come to this—the spectacle of human remains on the White 
House lawns—is enough to suggest something of how desperate the situ-
ation has . . . become” (Watney :998b; see also Harrington 8558b). With 
its political funerals, ACT UP was continuing the work of harnessing 
grief to anger, but despair was creeping in.

The Short-Lived Hope of Clinton’s Election, 
and ACT UP’s Further Decline

The growing despair in the direct-action AIDS movement took an in-
teresting turn in November :998 when Bill Clinton won the presidential 
election. During the campaign, Clinton promised a dramatic increase in 
AIDS funding, implementation of the recommendations of the National 
Commission on AIDS (including controversial proposals in favor of ex-
plicit safe-sex education and needle-exchange programs), further expe-
dition of the FDA’s drug-approval process, expansion of clinical drug 
trials for promising treatments, and admission into the United States 
for HIV-positive Haitians being held without medical care in camps at 
Guantánamo Bay Naval Base. Many people with AIDS and others in 
the AIDS movement felt a sense of urgency about the election. As HIV-
positive New York City councilman Tom Duane put it, “I’m personally 
desperate to get Bill Clinton elected. I don’t think I have a chance to live 
if he doesn’t get elected” (“Angry” :998). Upon Clinton’s election, opti-
mism swept through the AIDS movement that, unlike the Reagan/Bush 
administrations, this new administration “would offer a sustained and 
comprehensive federal effort to address AIDS” (Rimmerman 8558, 95).

How did that resurgence of hope about the AIDS epidemic affect 
ACT UP? While scholars have noted that hope seems necessary to so-
cial movement mobilization (Aminzade and McAdam 855:, 6:–68), the 
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revival of hope following Clinton’s election seems to have contributed to 
ACT UP’s decline.25 In a sense, that little twist in the narrative actually 
is not all that odd. Clinton had promised to implement many of the de-
mands that AIDS activists themselves were making, so why wouldn’t his 
victory generate hope as well as an exodus from the direct-action AIDS 
movement, which apparently would have a friend in the White House 
and thus no longer be quite so necessary? We miss an important part of 
the story, however, if we focus only on this resurgence of hope. To better 
understand how Clinton’s election affected ACT UP, we need to explore 
why a number of street AIDS activists had faith in this newly elected 
President. ACT UP was a politically savvy organization, and many mem-
bers were deeply cynical about elected of> cials; we had heard tantaliz-
ing promises before, and we knew that politicians almost never ful> lled 
them. Why would we now believe a politician, even one whose rhetoric 
was in some ways coincident with our own? As well, the despair in the 
movement was by then enormous and growing. Why would the promises 
of a newly elected but still untested president be able to convert that de-
spair into hope?

Indeed, this hope regarding Clinton is best understood through the 
lens of despair. By the time of his election, direct-action AIDS activ-
ists were exhausted and many were in despair, creating a desire to relin-
quish responsibility and hand it over to the newly elected president who 
had promised to implement many of the demands of AIDS activists. We 
were ripe for hearing that someone else would > ght the battle, and that 
is essentially what Clinton offered. That is part of what despair does; 
it crushes an individual’s belief or faith in her own agency, in her own 
ability to effect change. ACT UP/Chicago member Tim Miller suggested 
that ACT UP members wanted to trust in Clinton, indeed, given our ex-
haustion and despondency, needed to see him as a savior who would take 
over for us and > nally solve the crisis. As he puts it, “Everybody just 
breathed a sigh of relief [when Clinton won].” He continued in a mock-

8<. As I argue below, this > nding is unsurprising, but it nevertheless is instructive about 
the need for close study of the relationship between a given feeling or set of feelings and a 
speci> c movement process. Generalizations about such relationships (e.g., hope is neces-
sary for movements, despair is depoliticizing, anger leads people to the streets) may be use-
ful in providing direction to our inquiries, but the particulars of each situation often re-
quire pushing up against such generalizations in order to see how a relationship is working 
in practice.
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ing and self-mocking tone, and then offered an incisive analysis about 
the forceful desire to cede our agency to the government:

“Oh, our savior is here. We’re done with the Reagan/Bush folks. Now we’ve 
got this liberal youngster in the White House who’s gonna give us everything 
that we could ever ask for.” . . . I think people were exhausted and were happy 
to pass on the torch to the White House. And hopefully they were gonna take 
care of everything. Make everything beautiful again. And even when that 
didn’t occur, I didn’t see the anger resurge. Why that is? I don’t know. Peo-
ple were probably still too tired or something. It was like, let’s not awake that 
beast. . . . So yeah, I mean, [Clinton’s] a smart guy. And we bought it. I bought 
it, and I think a lot of people bought it. We wanted to buy it. And yeah, we 
should’ve returned it. (Miller :999)

We should have “returned it” because not only did Clinton fail to imple-
ment his AIDS-related campaign promises, but transferring any remain-
ing hopes we might have had from ourselves and our own activism to 
Clinton, and thereby surrendering our power to him, contributed to the 
demise of the direct-action AIDS movement. In Miller’s view, Clinton’s 
election and the hopeful belief among many ACT UP members that 
Clinton would be “our savior” was “the worst thing to ever happen to 
the [AIDS] activist movement. Although, I mean, I voted for him. I was 
so happy that Bush was not in of> ce. But I think it was the worst thing 
that ever happened to the activism. It just fell apart. That was a major 
part of it. That was the > nal straw” (Miller :999).

ACT UP/Chicago member Darrell Gordon similarly links the de-
cline of ACT UP to the hope that Clinton, as our protector, would allow 
us to retreat from the political realm. “There was this hope that Clin-
ton . . . was going to save us. I think it had a great effect [on ACT UP]. 
I think that people thought that, again, Clinton was going to take care 
of us, take care of the people in the queer community” (Gordon 8555). 
Karin Timour from ACT UP/NY suggests that the election of Clinton, 
along with ACT UP’s victories, lessened our sense that nobody was lis-
tening to us and that if we didn’t do it, nobody would. In that context, 
“more and more people started to believe that the world is a good place 
and a safe place, and you don’t need to really be watching what elected 
of> cials are doing. . . . They’ll do the right thing” (Timour 8556, <;). 
We experienced Clinton’s election as offering relief from tending to this 
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crisis largely on our own, with almost no government assistance and, in-
deed, in the face of unrelenting government hostility. After twelve years 
of murderous inaction and punitive policymaking from the government, 
of escalating deaths, of caretaking and taking to the streets, of unceasing 
vigilance in > ghting the crisis, all of that amid growing exhaustion and 
despair, we needed and wanted a break from activism.

There is, of course, no necessary connection between intense activ-
ism and activist depletion and exhaustion; indeed, engagement in activ-
ism is often rejuvenating. What the demobilizing hope in Clinton reveals 
is a combination of exhaustion and burn-out with a forceful despair. The 
prospect of someone else taking up our battle, the President no less, was 
absolutely alluring. The contrast between what Clinton seemed to stand 
for and what had occurred during the Reagan/Bush years—the crimi-
nal negligence, the punitive legislation, the foot-dragging, the active ig-
norance, the intense homophobia that rendered acceptable the deaths of 
tens of thousands of gay and bisexual men—was dramatic. How could we 
not feel some hope? Many ACT UP members, of course, were cynical 
about Clinton; indeed, ACT UP handed out F iers during a demonstra-
tion at the :998 Democratic National Convention that criticized Clin-
ton’s “meager state funding” for AIDS programs while governor of Ar-
kansas (“Angry” :998). Nevertheless, the contrast between the Reagan/
Bush years and the possibility of better leadership on AIDS from the 
top was so clear that the skepticism and criticism were initially rather 
muted. Only in retrospect did many decide that the hope had been mis-
placed. Billy McMillan from ACT UP/Chicago recalled being thrilled 
when Clinton won, and moved to tears.

I remember thinking, “He’s got to be better than what we’ve had for twelve 
years.” I was watching his inauguration at home alone. Maya Angelou was 
reading her poem, and I was just bawling my eyes out. I was very moved, in 
part because I survived the Reagan-Bush Era and many of my friends didn’t. 
And I really had hope that maybe we were going to be moving into a new era, 
that maybe something positive would happen. The Democrats were back in 
the White House, and I really believed that Clinton was somehow going to 
help improve things. I was very naive. (McMillan 8555)

I asked if there was a sense among ACT UP members that there was no 
longer a need to be in the streets. McMillan replied, “Yes. I think there 
was a sense of that among a lot of people. Because Clinton talked the 
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talk. He had a lot of charisma. He actively engaged in dialogue with gay 
people, and many of us felt a sense of inclusion for the > rst time” (8555). 
Like Tim Miller and Darrell Gordon, McMillan thought that the hope 
placed in Clinton contributed to ACT UP’s demise: “I think what hap-
pened after Clinton’s election was that a lot of people felt that things 
were going to be different and better. Many of us let our guard down and 
placed hope and trust in him. Other stuff contributed, but I think that 
was probably the > nal nail in the cof> n of a lot of ACT UPs” (8555).

Rather than bolstering the movement, this resurgence of hope prompted 
more ACT UP members to exit the movement, exhaustedly optimistic 
that the U.S. government would now do its job without activist pressure. 
The hope did not last long: Clinton hardly mentioned AIDS in his > rst 
six months in of> ce, during which time close to twenty thousand people 
in the United States died of AIDS-related complications. Even worse, 
he did not act on many of his AIDS-related campaign promises. Mean-
while, the news on the drug treatment front was looking worse and worse.

The Despair of Concorde and Berlin

Pessimism and despair about AIDS treatments intensi> ed in April :996 
when European AIDS researchers released their Concorde study. In the 
words of Mark Harrington, “The results were grim” (Harrington 8558a). 
The Concorde study found that early intervention with AZT neither pro-
longed patients’ lives nor kept them free from opportunistic infections 
longer.26 The study also found that “the bene> ts of early AZT were so 
transient as to be eliminated after three years of therapy” (8558a). The 
Concorde trial was the longest study of AZT conducted thus far; its > nd-
ing that AZT seemed to provide no bene> t was devastating.

The news out of the Ninth International Conference on AIDS, held 
in June :996 in Berlin, was even worse. The Advocate’s coverage of 
the conference was headlined, “No News Is Bad News” and subtitled, 
“Silver Linings Are Few and Far Between at this Year’s International 
AIDS Conference” (Bull :996). The reporter began by citing new med-
ical evidence indicating that HIV’s attack on the immune system was 
so complex that any hope that AIDS would soon be treated with a sin-
gle “magic bullet” drug was wholly smashed (8=). In no sense was AIDS 
a “chronic, manageable illness,” as some had predicted at the Montreal 

84. See Epstein :994, 655–65<.
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conference in :9;9. To the contrary, the conference con> rmed that, in 
the words of Executive Director of NGLTF, Torie Osborn, “AIDS is 
part of the landscape and will be for a very long time.” Osborn contin-
ued, “There is no good news on the AIDS front, and it’s profoundly de-
pressing” (Biddle :996). The Advocate quoted Fauci at the Berlin con-
ference, who sounded increasingly pessimistic about available antiviral 
drugs: “Even with clinical bene> ts of AZT, the bene> ts of antivirals are 
limited at best” (Bull :996, 8<). Also quoted in the Advocate, Mark Har-
rington said, “It’s pretty depressing. Drugs are crashing right and left. It 
seems that the more we know, the less secure we become about where to 
go with research and how to treat this disease” (8=). Ferd Eggan recalled 
the Berlin conference as “the downest time . . . the worst.”

Essentially, the reports were that there was nothing that was working and 
that there was no hope to be had whatsoever. And everybody was dying. I 
mean, all the people who had gone on AZT and had been healthy for a while 
all started dying. And so I think there was a feeling of futility, a feeling that 
we had done a lot, and maybe stretched it as far as we could, you know, the 
Ryan White Care Act was paying for care for people, the government had > -
nally begun to respond, but at the same time, there was no cure; there was no 
treatment; there was no nothing. (Eggan :999)

ACT UP/NY and TAG member David Barr also pointed to :996 as 
“the low point,” the moment when activists’ treatment strategy “just col-
lapsed” (Barr 8558). In response, according to Barr, a lot of people left 
activism, which was appearing increasingly ineffective in keeping people 
alive, and “turned to service provision, [thinking] ‘We’re in this for the 
long haul. I’ve got to > nd a way of doing something that feels grounded’ ” 
(8558). The situation was equally bleak through :99= and :99<.

The decisive shift away from despair occurred in late :99< and early 
:994 when clinical trials of a new class of anti-HIV drugs, protease inhib-
itors, found that the drugs seemed to reduce the amount of HIV in peo-
ple’s bodies and cut the death rate in half (Epstein :994, 686–8=). The 
direct-action AIDS movement had declined by that point, prior to this 
new, and longer-lasting, surge in optimism. A few ACT UP chapters re-
main active and continue doing important activism, even into the twenty-
> rst century, but by :99< ACT UP was unquestionably a reduced and 
less effective presence than it had been in the late :9;5s and early :995s.
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Why Despair?

What happens to a movement when deaths of its members and of peo-
ple in the surrounding community accumulate, one after another, in an 
endless amassing of dead bodies? Accumulating AIDS deaths generated 
despair in ACT UP in two interrelated ways. First, the endless stream 
of illnesses and deaths, and the sense that the deaths would not cease or 
even slow down anytime soon, generated a physical and emotional ex-
haustion among many members of ACT UP that was fertile ground for 
despair. Second, the accumulating deaths, with no end in sight, shattered 
ACT UP’s hopeful vision that its street activism would save lives.

Daily Life in the AIDS Movement

The vast majority of people dying from AIDS-related complications in 
the > rst decade and a half of the epidemic in the United States were peo-
ple in their twenties, thirties, and forties, mostly gay and bisexual men. 
In an advanced, industrialized country like the United States, young 
people are not supposed to die. Neither are they supposed to witness the 
deaths of their peers, and certainly not of their full social circle, to say 
nothing of losing close to their entire generation. Of course, recent pe-
riods of gun violence—by police, by gangs—have threatened young peo-
ple, particularly in poor black communities. Those deaths also unsettle 
us at least in part because they veer from the expected trajectory of liv-
ing and dying. Parents are not supposed to bury their children. ACT UP/
NY member Candido Negron noted how AIDS reversed the positions of 
younger and older generations. Twenty-seven years old, he commented, 
“I’ve lost more friends than my parents—and they’re twice my age” (Jen-
nings and Gladwell :995, B7).27

In their daily lives during the early :995s, along with planning and 
executing numerous demonstrations, ACT UP members visited friends 
and fellow activists in the hospital; changed diapers and cleaned bed 
sores; drove friends to doctor appointments; watched lovers be reduced 
to needing help to eat and go to the bathroom; feared seroconverting 
and getting sick; felt guilty about being unable to stand the thought of 

87. For a moving discussion of how AIDS and other illnesses challenge the “normal” 
generational narrative, see Sedgwick 8556, :=;–=9.
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visiting yet another friend in the hospital; learned how to hook up a cath-
eter; helped friends move into hospice; learned about more friends test-
ing HIV-positive; listened as loved ones said they had decided to stop 
taking their meds; went to memorial service after memorial service; 
stopped knowing what to say or how to help; helped lovers and friends 
kill themselves.28

The narrator in Rebecca Brown’s book Gifts of the Body (:99=), a 
home-care worker who assists people with AIDS, poignantly speaks 
to the emotional roller coaster, the swings from pessimism to hope and 
back again, that characterized this period for so many queer folks.29 Re-
ferring to the condition of many of the people she was assisting and her 
own emotional responses, she writes,

Usually they’d be sick but maintaining. Then they’d get a bout of something 
worse and be hospitalized and you’d think they were going to die but they’d 
pull through. Then they’d get another bout and you’d think they were really 
going to die but they didn’t again, so then you got to thinking that they would 
keep pulling through until there was a cure. You’d start thinking they weren’t 
going to die. (:5:)

Brown captures the way that hope tantalizes; surely someone will get 
better, will beat this horror, surely someone will survive. But they all 
eventually died, and the hope that your client, friend, lover, or comrade 
might be able to hang on for a little longer, until the next medical “mir-
acle” was available, became more dif> cult to hold onto. We became in-
creasingly tired of false hopes, indeed, exhausted by them. Any hopes 
we might have had were demolished.

8;. While writing this chapter, I reread Douglas Crimp’s important essay from :9;9 
about AIDS activists’ dif> culties in mourning the deaths and devastation wrought by 
AIDS in queer communities—“Mourning and Militancy.” Crimp also created a list of 
daily activities, a list “of the problems we face,” as a way to convey the psychic enormity of 
what gay men were facing (:9;9, :<–:4). The coincidence made me consider why one might 
turn to the genre of the list to convey what daily life amid the epidemic was like. A list 
seems particularly apt for conveying the sheer immensity and horror of a crisis like AIDS: 
it can indicate the scale and scope of a crisis, as well as the complex relationships of differ-
ently positioned people to it. A list can also suggest its own incompleteness and thus create 
a sense of enormity and vastness.

89. Mary Patten reminded me about this wonderful book. See also Cvetkovich (8556a, 
888–84).
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The emotional roller coaster wore us out. In describing why she even-
tually left ACT UP/NY, Jean Carlomusto acknowledged the role played 
by the never-ending deaths and her consequent exhaustion: “I just got 
really burnt out and sort of withdrew from life in general for a period of 
time. A lot of that was about the cumulative amounts of deaths that hap-
pened. I just got really introspective” (Carlomusto 8558, =8). ACT UP 
was quick-paced and all-consuming; caretaking, which many of us were 
involved in to one degree or another, was similarly absorbing. The pace 
allowed little time to pause and almost no space for an interior life.

If you were HIV-positive or had AIDS, daily life also entailed gag-
ging on pills that eventually were revealed to be ineffective; fearing ev-
ery F u and cold; incessant nausea; loss of appetite and weight; constant 
fatigue; witnessing your body become unrecognizable to you; consoling 
(or not) friends who were freaking out about your visible deterioration, 
angry at you for succumbing, unable to face your approaching death, 
who no longer could stand to be near you; denying/acknowledging your 
impending death; losing your independence; considering whether to en-
ter hospice; planning your memorial service; watching your body fail the 
latest pill regimen; experiencing excruciating pain; deciding whether to 
hold onto life until the bitter end or to kill yourself, and, if the latter, 
how to do so. I’ll always remember getting a phone call at the bookstore 
where I worked from a very ill friend who asked me to bring him a copy 
of Derek Humphry’s Final Exit, a how-to book for killing oneself in the 
face of a terminal illness.

For everyone living so close to AIDS, daily life was physically and 
emotionally draining. Marion Banzhaf points to the amassing of deaths 
as being particularly traumatic: “It got to be too much. You can’t sus-
tain that level of loss without becoming traumatized by it” (8558). 
Jeanne Kracher had a similar analysis about the toll that the accumu-
lating deaths was taking on people in ACT UP. “I think people were ex-
hausted. When you asked before about how did we manage all the grief, 
how can you manage that? I mean, how does anybody manage? I think 
it’d be interesting to look at these societies that have been at war for 
ten, > fteen years. And how do they manage that? How do people come 
out of that sane?” (Kracher 8555). Others have also made the analogy to 
war, where the attacks are relentless, and bodies just keep adding up all 
around you. Emily Nahmanson points to the way that the accumulating 
deaths changed the feel of ACT UP/NY. “I left ACT UP when I moved 
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out of New York, in :998. The passion was gone, a lot of the people were 
gone. . . . A lot of people were dead. I mean, people were just dying and 
dying and dying” (Nahmanson 8556, 65). In this climate of utter ex-
haustion, surrounded by unrelenting death and illness, with no end in 
sight and no good prospects on the treatment front, despair easily edged 
out hope.

As if that wasn’t enough, daily life for many AIDS activists during the 
early :995s also included political despair, intimately connected to the 
unending illnesses and deaths. No matter what we did, no matter our as-
tonishing victories, people continued to die. They started to live longer, 
but then they died anyway. Dudley Saunders recalls, “ACT UP had all 
these incredible successes so quickly. New York still has the best insur-
ance laws in America. It’s incredible, the things we got done. We’d won 
all these battles, but the war—we were all still dying. There really was 
no hope. It was horrible” (Saunders 8556). Tim Miller from ACT UP/
Chicago also juxtaposes the victories and the deaths. “Even if we had a 
success every day it might not have been enough success. Because peo-
ple were still getting sick. And in Chicago, I think people were relatively 
healthy for a great period of time. And then all of a sudden, a lot of peo-
ple started getting ill. A lot of people started dying. And that’s demoral-
izing” (Miller :999).

Social movements offer a vision of a different future and a way to 
get there. As I argued in part 8, they are efforts at world-making. As 
ACT UP’s hopeful vision of activism leading to a cure faltered, a vision 
of unremitting illness and suffering, of early deaths of lovers, friends, 
and fellow activists, of decimated queer communities, of continuing so-
cietal neglect and attacks from the right, and of an ever-exploding cri-
sis took over. We had no other vision to offer; every imaginable future 
seemed bleak. Despair, then, arrived on the heels of ACT UP’s hopeful 
but receding vision, and as despair took hold, it depleted many ACT UP 
members’ activist energy, replacing their rousing desire and forward mo-
mentum, sometimes even their anger, with frustration, exhaustion, and 
immobility.

Rebecca Brown’s narrator describes the emptiness that remains af-
ter someone dies: “There was always a hole when someone died. It was 
always in the middle of people” (:99=, :<7). During the early :995s, the 
hole in ACT UP grew immense. Unconsciously, we tried to > ll it with 
demonstrations and fact sheets; with pithy and poignant agit-prop, an-
gry chants, and campy humor; with F irtation, sex, and another angry ac-
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tion.30 Still, no matter how much we all tried, the hole became more gap-
ing, more devastating. The growing despair became harder to cover over. 
A sense of political ef> cacy and optimism initially helped us to navigate 
the daily toll of the AIDS epidemic. But as the deaths continued un-
abated, many people’s faith in activism began to falter. It became harder 
to believe our own hopeful rhetoric that action equaled life, as one ACT 
UP catchphrase put it.

George Eliot wrote that “there is no despair so absolute as that which 
comes with the > rst moments of our > rst great sorrow, when we have not 
yet known what it is to have suffered and be healed, to have despaired 
and to have recovered hope.” 31 But consider the possibility of even 
greater despair, one that emerges after having despaired but then recov-
ered hope, only to have such hope repeatedly smashed until you feel ut-
ter despair, having reached the limits of hopefulness, sensing that ev-
ery shred of hope is false and that holding to it will only exacerbate your 
sense of helplessness, of futility. The saying “Don’t get your hopes up” 
suggests a belief that hopes dashed might be worse than no hope at all, 
that it might be better to give up on hope and get off the emotional rol-
ler coaster altogether. In any event, it is hard to hold onto the hope that 
through your action you will be able to save lives when all your actions, 
even those that are unquali> ed successes, feel entirely inadequate to the 
task. As Jeff Edwards has noted, after years of “intensive, all-consuming 
political involvement in which ACT UP had exploited every tactic short 
of violence, people were still dying, with no end in sight; maybe, some 
were coming to think, political action was fruitless” (8555b, =96). Sens-
ing that they were up against the absolutely intractable, many ACT UP 
activists felt that they had reached the limits of activism, which sapped 
their hope and generated an even more absolute despair.

The Crush of Great Expectations Betrayed

The force of political despair and its effects on activism vary depending 
on the context in which the despair arises. In a situation where hopes are 

65. What I am saying here should not be read as suggesting that ACT UP’s street ac-
tivism is reducible to the ful> llment of psychic needs. My argument throughout the book 
belies any such interpretation, but I do want to argue, as I also have done throughout 
this book, for the important role that unconscious and nonconscious processes play in 
activism.

6:. Adam Bede, chap. 6:.
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not especially high to begin with, despair might be fairly unexceptional, 
less a confounding element than a long-standing part of the texture of 
daily life, ordinary and ubiquitous even while devastating. The power 
of the political despair that overtook ACT UP derived in part from its 
extraordinariness. As discussed in chapter 8, many in the movement 
had high expectations about their ability to push the system to respond 
to their demands. Not only were many ACT UP members, by virtue of 
their race, class, or gender privilege, able to tap into their own sense of 
entitlement, but many were raised to believe that the government is, if 
not compassionate, at least responsive to its citizenry; that hard work is 
rewarded. Again, this sense of entitlement was not unproblematic; many 
people’s anxiety about sexual difference blocked feelings of entitlement. 
But in the changed context after the Hardwick ruling, such sentiments 
became easier to ignite and mobilize. David Barr acknowledged the high 
expectations of some in ACT UP: “I think we lived within this myth that 
through our anger and our hard work we could end the AIDS crisis” 
(Barr 8558; see also Miller :999).

For many, high expectations coincided with a faith in science. Mark 
Harrington recalls his own optimistic expectations: “I certainly didn’t 
think I was going to be involved for several years or have a career out of 
AIDS work. I thought that we were going to do a push for a few months 
or a year or two maybe max, and then . . . we’d have mobilized the re-
sources, and science would sort of > nd a cure or something. I think that 
was the fantasy” (Harrington 8558b). The fantasy held for a period of 
time, in part because ACT UP’s early, dramatic successes made it seem 
true; the illusion was created that we would succeed in getting what was 
needed, that we could push government bureaucrats and scientists to do 
the right thing, that we had some control over this crisis. David Barr indi-
cates how devastating it was when he realized that ACT UP’s hard work, 
would, in fact, not be enough, particularly in light of the limits of science. 
“We could get the government to respond, we could get the industry to 
respond, but you couldn’t change the virus. . . . It’s a disease, and the cri-
sis, we could handle the crisis, I could respond to the crisis. I could . . . 
respond to this political crisis, but the disease, the virus is just chaos, it’s 
just horror, and so I can’t, there’s nothing I can do about it” (Barr 8558).

Their hopes and expectations crumbling, people increasingly felt 
powerless in the face of the virus. From their perspective, the virus was 
simply outwitting science, and there was nothing that ACT UP could do 
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about that. The force of the despair was all the stronger because of the 
long distance traveled from the earlier high hopes and expectations.

Despair’s Temporalities

Despair has different tempos for different individuals, and although de-
spair was prevalent in the early :995s, not all of us consciously felt it. 
I remember feeling anger, only anger. Grief and despair about the deaths 
and about our seeming political inef> cacy emerged for me only dur-
ing ACT UP/Chicago’s last year or two, and it only intensi> ed once the 
group disbanded. Soon after, especially as I began my research for this 
project, I was F ooded with those feelings, a deluge that suggested to me 
the extent of my previous denial, a psychic process that I return to below. 
Prior to that point, I was mainly aware of my anger: about the AIDS cri-
sis, about government negligence, about the right wing’s use of AIDS to 
advance its homophobic agenda, about the illnesses and deaths of friends 
and comrades, about the disappearance of a vital world.

The reasons why some of us did not feel intense despair are var-
ied. Crimp (8558) argues that many in the movement wished to defend 
against the pain of despair and repressed that constellation of feelings. I 
explore Crimp’s argument in greater detail below. Another reason is that 
the emotional habitus within ACT UP disallowed affects and feelings of 
despair, countering such discouraging sentiments with anger and hope-
ful optimism about the ef> cacy of direct-action activism; I also explore 
these dynamics in greater detail below. As well, we all occupied differ-
ent positions in the epidemic: some members were HIV-positive, others 
were not sure of their HIV status, while others knew they were negative; 
some members had lost numerous lovers and friends, while others had 
been largely spared at that point. There was much to despair about, but 
our different experiences of the epidemic generated different tempos of 
despair and different ways of dealing with it.

Another part of the explanation, particularly with regard to political 
despair, is that some ACT UP members simply never had held particu-
larly high expectations, perhaps because of their own experiences with 
the intransigence of the system, perhaps because of their previous ac-
tivist endeavors, which usually brought incremental change at best and 
rarely translated into dramatic victories. Those who had previous expe-
rience with the scienti> c-medical establishment, women in particular, 
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had less faith in science than others who imagined science would dis-
cover a “silver bullet” cure. Although they were distressed by the pes-
simistic news on the treatment front, they did not lose faith in activism 
altogether. They did not agree that the problems regarding AIDS drug 
treatments lay at the limits of science and outside the realm of politics, 
and, in any event, they argued that there were still many treatment issues 
that required activist pressure (e.g., drug prices and availability, open-
ing clinical trials to all affected populations, getting more drugs into the 
pipeline, etc.). They also pointed to the many other arenas in the AIDS 
> ght where street activism was necessary and could potentially prolong 
lives.

Still, during the years of ACT UP’s decline, there was a great deal 
of despair in the direct-action AIDS movement. But in other political 
contexts we see ongoing activism alongside despair, so if, as I suggested 
earlier, despair does not necessarily lead to demobilization, what was it 
about this despair that contributed to ACT UP’s decline?

What Despair Does

Two factors help to explain why and how despair did its destructive work. 
First, the unconscious processes that it set in motion had extraordinary 
force and were dif> cult for individuals and for the movement to navi-
gate. Second, ACT UP’s emotional habitus not only provided no means 
for activists to address the growing despair except through denial, but it-
self began to unravel in the face of that despair.

Despair and Unconscious Processes

In a :996 speech Douglas Crimp posed the question “Why do we de-
spair” and offered the following answer: “Surely because we seem no 
closer now than we did when ACT UP was formed in :9;7 to being able 
to save our lives. And unlike that moment, when the very fact of our 
growing activism afforded the hope that we could save ourselves, very 
few of us still truly believe that the lives of those now infected can be 
saved by what we do” (8558, 887–8;). Our street activism was exhausted, 
no longer offering hope. Crimp continued, “Without hope for ourselves 
and our friends many of us now turn away from these battles” (887–8;). 
Despair about AIDS activism and its prospects might have led some to 
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a conscious, even rational, decision to leave the movement; it seemed to 
be no longer working, so why continue with it? But, more powerfully, de-
spair set unconscious forces to work as well. The pain of despair, the dev-
astating sensations that the AIDS crisis would not end soon, that AIDS 
deaths would continue no matter what activists did are feelings that 
AIDS activists might want to deny. In Crimp’s words, “It should come 
as little surprise to us that we might now > nd AIDS an idea that has be-
come unbearable and against which we might wish to defend” (887) and 
that we might also require “a psychic defense against our despair about 
AIDS” (88;). That is, AIDS activists might want to defend against the 
pain of grief and of despair; against the shame and guilt about feeling 
that in despairing you were somehow giving ground to and, even worse, 
becoming complicit with those who wanted to see gay men dead, that 
you were deserting your own people and thus in some sense abandoning 
your gay and perhaps HIV-positive self as well.

Given that constellation of painful feelings associated with the grow-
ing despair, AIDS activists might turn away from AIDS and AIDS activ-
ism, perhaps feeling exhausted and numb but not necessarily even aware 
of their own despair. They might turn toward, as Crimp notes, activism 
that was emphasizing healthy gay bodies rather than dying ones, > ght-
ing to lift the ban on gays in the military, for example (8558, 88;). Alter-
natively, they might turn away from activism altogether, overwhelmed by 
the deaths and consequent grief, demoralized by a sense of political in-
ef> cacy, wracked by guilt both about surviving and about giving up, and 
simply unable to feel activist rage any longer.

Or, in a contrary way, and I am again drawing from Crimp here, the 
pain of despair, the shame at feeling yourself giving up, might have en-
couraged some to disavow those sentiments via a moralistic deploring 
of other activists who were ostensibly “abandoning” the > ght. Reacting 
to a shift in focus in lesbian and gay politics away from AIDS and to-
ward issues like the ban against gays in the military, some AIDS activ-
ists demanded of former comrades and of others in the lesbian and gay 
community, “Where’s your anger?!” alongside exhortations to “feel your 
anger” and “remember AIDS.” For Crimp, this moralistic “hectoring” 
by some remaining AIDS activists indicated the direct-action AIDS 
movement’s disavowal of despair and our collective failure “to assess the 
depths of our despair” (8558, 888, 887, 8==). Projecting despair onto oth-
ers in some sense warded off the pain associated with one’s own despair, 
but at the cost of alienating others, including potential participants.
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Feelings of betrayal are an important part of the story as well. Crimp’s 
emphasis here is on the relationship between despair and moralizing, 
and although he does not discuss betrayal, I think that is in part what 
he is getting at. Activists who experienced their own creeping despair 
as in some sense a betrayal of people with AIDS might, overcome by 
shame, project the act of betrayal onto others. To understand some ac-
tivists’ sense of being betrayed by their comrades, we also need to re-
member that, throughout the course of the AIDS epidemic, lesbian and 
gay individuals and communities have been betrayed, by state and so-
ciety, by families and friends. Indeed, feelings of betrayal have shaped 
lesbians’ and gay men’s experiences of the epidemic from its start. The 
early :995s was a time of heightened desperation as AIDS activists wit-
nessed both the explosion of the epidemic and attendant deaths, and the 
decline of the movement needed to > ght the crisis, so it is not surpris-
ing that activists remaining in ACT UP would feel betrayed by those 
who were leaving. Some activists’ self-righteous (and surely ineffective) 
attempts to mobilize people into the movement, then, might have been a 
response to feeling betrayed. Their hectoring might have been a defense 
against the pain of such feeling states, a way to establish their own righ-
teousness and simultaneously to defend against the pain of others’ “be-
trayal” by casting those who had left or who had never joined the move-
ment as morally suspect.

People felt extraordinarily guilty about leaving the movement, what-
ever their reasons for doing so. ACT UP members’ self-understanding 
helps to explain why: we saw ourselves as committed to ending the AIDS 
crisis and in solidarity with people with AIDS; thus, leaving the move-
ment was easily experienced not only as abandoning the > ght, but also as 
betraying people with AIDS. One might feel guilty even if one was HIV-
positive, as the following quotation from Gregg Bordowitz indicates.

You didn’t leave ACT UP. It was like a relationship. You left ACT UP in the 
dishonest way you left a relationship you didn’t want to actually acknowledge 
was breaking up. You just stopped showing up. Or you showed up occasion-
ally. And you would make excuses to your friends, like, “Oh, I had some-
thing to do. I couldn’t be at the meeting.” “I haven’t seen you around in a 
while, what’s going on?” “Oh, nothing. Everything’s > ne. I’ve just been really 
busy.” So, you’d skip a meeting, and then you’d skip another couple meetings. 
Then maybe a month would go by and you would check in. You would show 
up, but you would stay in the back. Finally, at some point I stopped going. . . . 
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Other people were leaving too. That crowd of people who I was involved with 
were also playing their little game of showing up, not showing up. (Bordo-
witz 8558b, 4=–4<)

The dif> culty, Bordowitz suggests, did not simply derive from the pain 
of endings. The really hard thing was to acknowledge to his fellow ac-
tivists and to himself that he was leaving, that he was in some sense giv-
ing up on ACT UP and the potential it once had signaled. Bordowitz’s 
avoidance strategies, and other people’s as well, warded off the pain of 
facing one’s own despair as well as the pain of seeing oneself as betray-
ing one’s comrades.32

Despair affected different ACT UP members differently: some left 
the movement when despair and its companion sentiments overwhelmed 
their anger and hope; some felt despair but disavowed it, and some 
of those turned their attention toward more hopeful and less devastat-
ing activist endeavors like gays in the military, while others remained 
in ACT UP. Some of those who remained denied their own despair by 
moralistically deploring others’ supposed “abandonment” of the strug-
gle. Some were slower to despair; some felt less despair because they 
were more suspicious of science, had never had particularly high hopes 
regarding the powers-that-be, and thus had different expectations about 
what their activism could accomplish. The different tempos of despair 
notwithstanding, once the feeling developed among a number of mem-
bers of ACT UP, it affected the organization as a whole, draining many 
people’s energies and effectively (and affectively) depleting the ranks.

The unconscious processes that despair set in motion occurred in part 
because ACT UP’s emotional habitus disallowed despair. Indeed, the 
emergence of despair and various activist responses to it indicate both 
the limits of and an unraveling of the movement’s emotional habitus.

Forbidding Despair

Despair was verboten in ACT UP, the constitutive outside of the move-
ment’s emotional habitus. Anger and rage were the valid and expected 

68. The discussion here provides additional insight into the psychic force of the accusa-
tions of betrayal that occurred amid ACT UP’s internal conF icts (chapter 4). In a context 
of growing despair, where some people already were consciously or unconsciously anxious 
about having “given up” on people with AIDS, accusations of betrayal might be uncom-
fortably, even guiltily, resonant and thus especially incendiary.
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emotions, as were optimism about a better future and faith in direct ac-
tion as the way to get there. AIDS activism entailed an assertion of he-
roic agency: never mind the enormous barriers standing in our way, we 
would save our lives and the lives of our lovers, friends, and fellow activ-
ists. Given the alternative, we needed to see ourselves this way. In this 
context, there was no space for despair, which, following Jaggar (:9;9), 
might best be described as an “outlaw emotion.”

In offering street activism as a response to despondency about the 
horrors of the AIDS crisis and to the sense of political impotency that 
was widespread in the mid-:9;5s, ACT UP fashioned itself as an anti-
dote to despair, a place to “turn your grief into anger.” Our practices 
were oriented toward doing just that. In the early :995s, ACT UP/
Chicago rejected one member’s proposal that ACT UP start its meet-
ings with a moment of silence to commemorate our dead, voting instead 
to begin meetings with a “moment of rage” in the form of a loud chant. 
Jeff Edwards noted that anger stiF ed any grief that might have been ex-
pressed at ACT UP/Chicago’s meetings: “There [was] just such a demand 
to take action, to not waste time. The meetings [were] about getting an-
gry and taking action. And grieving just [did not] > t in there” (Edwards 
8555a; see also Span :9;9, D=). We viewed grief and despair as individu-
alizing and depoliticizing, in contrast to anger, which we believed to be a 
main impetus for taking to the streets.

But as David Barr pointed out, although ACT UP “didn’t have a 
discourse about emotions other than anger . . . they were all there”—
there, but unacknowledged. Barr’s sense was that the emotional habi-
tus of ACT UP required feelings like grief and despair to be submerged 
for fear that permitting their expression somehow would destroy the or-
ganization; the ethos was as follows: “We just better not stop being an-
gry, because that will open up all this other stuff and then we’re really in 
trouble” (Barr 8558). So, while despair and its companions were banned, 
anger was required, as was the optimistic belief that ACT UP’s collec-
tive action would save lives, especially the lives of people with AIDS in 
the room. The movement held out a hopeful vision—codi> ed in the ACT 
UP maxim @KJHWT = [HUI—that in a sense disavowed death. You were 
not supposed to dwell on death at all, except as a spur to greater anger 
and intensi> ed activism in honor of the deceased, so that their deaths 
would not be in vain. Instrumentalizing death for strategic purposes was 
allowed as well, in order to accuse the government and other institutions 
of genocide, of murdering our comrades and thousands of other people 
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with AIDS. Doing so not only provided an effective framing of the cri-
sis, it also defended us against the feelings of grief and loss that the ac-
cumulating deaths stirred up. It was a way of not giving in to grief and 
despair.

What lay behind the proscription against despair in some ways dif-
fered for HIV-negative and HIV-positive members. HIV-negatives dem-
onstrated solidarity with HIV-positives by expressing anger about the 
crisis, by indicating their faith in and commitment to activism, by putt-
ing their bodies on the line, by holding onto hope for a cure or at least 
better drug treatments. Therefore, despairing of the crisis ever ending, 
of being able to save the lives of those now infected, might F ood one 
with shame about failing to be a properly hopeful AIDS activist as well 
as guilt about giving up on the struggle and thereby in some sense aban-
doning people with AIDS. It was thus dif> cult to admit, even to your-
self, that you were despairing of an end to the crisis, that you were feel-
ing both helpless and hopeless.

In the following quotation, Rebecca Brown’s narrator is referring to 
quitting her home health aid job, but her acknowledgment of how dif> -
cult it was to admit to herself that she was in the process of quitting is in-
structive about the psychic dif> culties faced by HIV-negative ACT UP 
members when encountering their own feelings of despair and a desire 
to leave the movement: “I wasn’t consciously thinking about quitting, 
but I was acting like it. But I would have felt bad to quit because it would 
be, for me, like giving up. Although in some ways I think I already had” 
(:99=, :68). To despair of an end to the crisis, to despair of ACT UP’s ca-
pacity to save lives, was to give up on HIV-positive people. For an AIDS 
activist, that was close to abomination.

You really could not succumb to despair, therefore, and if you began 
to feel it, you certainly could not reveal it to anyone else. Feeling such 
sentiments, how, for example, would you face people with AIDS? How 
could you let on that you were losing hope? Anxiety about betraying 
people with AIDS might propel you to disavow your despair and > ght all 
the harder. And, indeed, many of us were so steeped in ACT UP’s emo-
tional habitus that all we felt was anger and conviction that our activ-
ism would succeed; it was hard to acknowledge or even to recognize any 
sentiments of hopelessness, helplessness, despair. But if you were un-
able to deny your despair, you might quietly leave the movement so as to 
avoid being in the room with desperate people with AIDS who needed 
your help and were holding onto hope when you were no longer able to. 
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You might slink away so as to avoid facing other HIV-negative people 
who somehow still were hopeful and committed, so as to avoid having to 
see yourself as someone who was betraying people with AIDS as well as 
abandoning the movement when it most needed more troops.

While people with HIV/AIDS within the movement, particularly 
those who were relatively healthy, had to navigate some of those issues 
as well, they also had to shoulder a different burden. They had to as-
sume the role of the hopeful and persevering person with AIDS, hero-
ically determined to > ght the virus and survive the crisis. They had to 
embody the “empowered PWA” who was living with AIDS, not dying 
from it, and thereby substantiate ACT UP’s assertion that AIDS was not 
a death sentence.33 To preserve the vision that ACT UP’s activism was 
saving lives, to inspire the uninfected to keep > ghting on their behalf, 
they had to cloak their own dying. They were supposed to protect the 
healthy from the knowledge that, despite ACT UP’s victories, AIDS was 
continuing to devastate and decimate and kill, even among ACT UP’s 
own. HIV-positives certainly were not allowed to fall into despair, or, if 
they did succumb, to reveal to others their feelings of hopelessness and 
despondency. For both HIV-negatives and HIV-positives, then, to de-
spair was to breach one’s proper role as an AIDS activist and thereby af-
fectively ditch the movement and (other) people with HIV/AIDS.

That was the ethos against despair, but in the early :995s, many in 
the movement, both HIV-negative and HIV-positive, did start to feel 
despair and even to articulate it. The unrelenting deaths anesthetized 
many members’ feelings of anger and overwhelmed their hope that ac-
tivism would be able to slow or even stop the dying. Crimp observes 
that rather than attend to this growing despair, ACT UP members were 
more likely to ignore its depths, disavow its prevalence, and badger peo-
ple because they were “succumbing” to it, none of which helped peo-
ple overcome despair (Crimp 8558, 887). ACT UP’s emotional habitus, 
born in a moment of despair and consequently oriented toward dealing 
with despair through overcoming it, offered no other solutions; under 
the pressure of growing despair, it began to unravel. Activists contin-
ued to elevate and authorize anger, but the force of the despair began 

66. As problematic as they were, these representational demands need to be under-
stood within a context of dominant society’s negative portrayals of people with AIDS. As 
Bordowitz notes, these were “legitimate responses to the overwhelmingly prejudicial rep-
resentations of PWAs generated by the commercial media in the early days of the epi-
demic” (855=, 8=9).
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to numb people to anger, lessening the effectiveness of activists’ emo-
tion work.

Ferd Eggan recalled the shift in his own feeling states. While in 
C-FAR and ACT UP/Chicago, “the anger about people dying sustained 
[him].” But by the summer of :995, when he moved to Los Angeles and 
began working in an ASO, everything “had become too complex and too 
human to just be angry.” He recalls, “It was easier when the government 
wasn’t doing anything. Then the government was doing something, but 
the something was inadequate. Then ultimately it wasn’t just the ques-
tion of whether it was quantitatively inadequate; it was qualitatively in-
adequate. ‘Cause there was no resolution to the crisis, because there was 
no medication, there was no treatment, there was no cure” (Eggan :999; 
emphases his). The complexity of AIDS, the unending deaths, and the 
lack of positive prospects on the treatment front overtook Eggan’s an-
ger. He continued, “Kevin Farrell [from ACT UP/L.A.] and I and a cou-
ple other people just said, ‘Well, you know, mainly we just feel bad. We 
don’t feel > ery demandful for something, because there isn’t any some-
thing’ ” (Eggan :999; emphases his). For Eggan, the death in :998 of a 
close friend in ACT UP/L.A., Mark Kostopolous, marked the moment 
when ACT UP’s emotional habitus seemed exhausted.

All of these ACT UP veterans got together, [Mark’s] friends, people who had 
been in ACT UP for years, and we wanted to have a political funeral down 
the street. But at the same time, there was also a lot of discussion at that meet-
ing. . . . A lot of us just wanted to feel sad. We didn’t particularly want to have 
a political funeral. We just wanted to feel sad, to mourn. I mean, we had just 
sort of reached the end of righteous indignation. (:999)

Eggan notes that “others were still very much full of anger” (:999), but 
sadness, grief, despair were overwhelming anger for some.

Gregg Bordowitz’s :996 video Fast Trip, Long Drop, illustrates this 
affective shift toward despair and proposes that AIDS activists reF ect 
on how death and despair, and the movement’s failures to grapple with 
both, were affecting their activism. Having made the video in “a period 
of hopelessness” directly following the :996 Berlin Conference, at which 
doctors “announced to the world that no cure was on the horizon,” Bor-
dowitz writes that he “needed to openly confront the burn-out and de-
spair that many activists felt” (Bordowitz 855=, 8=9). Where Bordowitz’s 
earlier projects had adopted an “almost mandatory hopefulness” regard-
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ing the lives of PWAs, Fast Trip, Long Drop showed Bordowitz and other 
PWAs looking at their own deaths head on. Bordowitz writes, “When I 
made FTLD I was tired of pretending for the sake of others that I would 
survive. I became preoccupied with the burdens that sick people bear on 
behalf of those around them who are well” (8=9–<5). For Bordowitz, the 
role of the heroic and hopeful person with AIDS, one that he and others 
in ACT UP had helped to propel, was wearing thin, unable to address 
the growing despair among HIV-positives and among AIDS activists 
more broadly. Bordowitz writes that he made the video “to get a handle 
on despair and put it out there as a political problem to be recognized 
and discussed,” indicating that in his view the AIDS movement had not 
come to terms with death and despair, even as late as :996 when (in part 
as a result of those sentiments and the inability to navigate them) the 
movement was already in the throes of decline (8=9–<5).

Along with unconscious processes, then, the movement’s ethos against 
despair contributed to its inability to attend to it when it did emerge. 
What is notable here is both the power of ACT UP’s emotional habitus 
to structure its members’ affects and emotional expressions—effectively 
suppressing and repressing despair—as well as the limits of that power 
insofar as that emotional habitus did not rid people of the negative affect 
itself. Because it forbade despair, the emotional habitus could not pro-
vide helpful tools for navigating that affective state when it arose despite 
efforts to exile it. It was a shameful secret not to be divulged to anyone. 
In that context, despair emerged in a way that individualized and depo-
liticized the feeling.

Anger, in contrast, had united us. In fact, ACT UP chapters across 
the country opened their weekly meetings by saying, “ACT UP is a di-
verse, nonpartisan group of individuals united in anger and committed to 
direct-action to end the AIDS crisis” (www.actupny.org; emphasis mine). 
Our anger was an important part of our collective self-de> nition. Even if 
our anger often had different sources and targets, there was a sharedness 
about the feeling, and it seemed like we all could relate to one another 
through our collective anger about the AIDS crisis. Whereas anger had 
been collectivizing, despair was individuating, particularly insofar as it 
violated ACT UP’s emotion norms and, in part as a result, went largely 
unacknowledged. With no collective space carved out for its expression 
within ACT UP, members who were starting to feel despair had no way 
of interjecting it into their activist lives. As Crimp argues, ACT UP as 
an organization disavowed despair. As a result, it remained illegible to 
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the room at large, an unacknowledged presence, but one that was nev-
ertheless felt by many. But to feel it placed one outside of ACT UP’s 
culture, outside of the collective space. It created a feeling chasm that 
seemed impossible to bridge: How does despair legibly speak to anger? 
How does anger speak to despair, except by asking “Where’s your an-
ger?” As the movement declined, that question was asked over and over 
during ACT UP meetings, “as if checking other people for I.D.,” in the 
words of ACT UP/NY member John Weir. Where “rage bestow[ed] au-
thenticity” (Weir :99<, ::), despair only created alienation from fellow 
activists and from ACT UP itself. Where anger had made participants 
feel like they were part of something vibrant and larger than themselves, 
despair made people feel alone and guilt-ridden and sad and bad, and 
thus less inclined to stay in the movement.

The Indeterminacy of Despair

My contention that despair helped to destroy ACT UP is itself depress-
ing, tempting me to > nd some grain of hope on which to conclude. But to 
do so risks glossing over the hard feelings that sometimes accompany ac-
tivism, and given their occasional prevalence in the contemporary politi-
cal landscape, it seems important to acknowledge negative political feel-
ings like despair in order to consider their sources and consequences. 
We need to think of ways to work with despair other than through denial 
and conversion into the (ostensibly) requisite hope.

By way of conclusion, then, I want to return to a point I made at the 
outset about the indeterminacy of despair. In this speci> c historical case, 
despair helped to destroy the movement, but that outcome was never in-
evitable. We need to return to ACT UP’s emotional habitus and to the 
emotion work that generated it in order to understand why despair con-
tributed to ACT UP’s undoing. ACT UP’s emotion work responded to 
the emotional habitus and political horizon that prevailed in the early 
:9;5s. AIDS activists understandably focused their efforts on channel-
ing grief into direct action, authorizing anger, burying the despair that 
characterized the period just prior to the emergence of the direct-action 
AIDS movement. Despair is not necessarily depoliticizing, but it seemed 
to be in the earlier period, and it also was painful to feel. AIDS activists 
therefore wanted to suppress it, in themselves and in others, and their 
emotion work succeeded for a long period. But the accumulating deaths 
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and a growing sense of our inability to save lives altered the terrain in a 
manner that lessened the effectiveness of that emotion work.

I’m not sure we could have addressed the growing despair. The work 
of activism makes it dif> cult to deal with despair, as Crimp notes. And 
we have few models for dealing with bad feelings like despair that are 
not individualizing and depoliticizing. But it is something to consider. 
Just as ACT UP collectivized anger—as the women’s liberation and 
other movements had done before it—so it might have addressed the de-
spair, somehow, some way. Indeed, that is precisely what queer folks did 
in the :9;4–;7 period when the direct-action AIDS movement was born. 
They collectivized desperation and despair, conjoined those bad feelings 
with anger, and by doing so helped to launch the direct-action AIDS ac-
tivist movement. With standard ways of thinking and acting coming up 
empty, despair acted as a goad to consider different forms of activism. 
And with ACT UP’s many early victories and its elevation of anger the 
despair faded. When despair reemerged—this time in an especially de-
F ating way because there was no ready activist solution as there had been 
in :9;4–;7—anger could no longer do the work it once had. We had no 
other route for dealing with despair.

Parts of the political left more generally prohibit despair, and my 
sense is that doing so impedes leftist activism.34 Why go to a meeting or 
action only to be made to feel bad that you feel bad? Rather than requir-
ing outrage and optimism, perhaps we should recognize that people feel 
all kinds of feelings regarding the state of the world, and acknowledg-
ing those feelings rather than denying them or requiring their conversion 
is a > rst step toward seeing their political potential. To be sure, when in 
the depths of despair, it can be hard to open toward fresh political pos-
sibilities, but that perhaps is some of the most important work of an ac-
tivist, and of a movement. Bad as it feels, despair can be the provocation 
to “take the next forward step as activists” (Crimp 8558, 8=;). The route 
for despair is not > xed, and while some circumstances, like those facing 
direct-action AIDS activists in the early :995s, make despair extremely 
dif> cult to address, how we do address it shapes the effects it will have.

6=. Solnit argues precisely the opposite, that audible elements of the left only focus on 
the “bad news” of the world, thus bolstering an identity that is “masculine, stern, disillu-
sioned, tough enough to face facts” (855=, :<–:4). I agree that the left tends toward apoca-
lyptic narratives about the world, but I also think that the emotional demand of those nar-
ratives is to be outraged and to not give in to despair.
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Moving Politics

The title of this book, Moving Politics, contains two related claims, 
and I have structured this conclusion around them: > rst, emotion is 

fundamental to political life and always a factor in the realm of activism, 
something that stirs, inhibits, intensi> es, modulates, impedes, incites; 
second, there is nothing > xed or stationary about political activism—its 
tactics, character, aspirations, are variable, changeable, movable.

Bringing Emotion Back In: 
General Concepts and Lines of Inquiry

A key argument of Moving Politics is that to understand the sources and 
character of political action requires tangling with emotion. My narra-
tive analysis of the emergence, development, and decline of the direct-
action AIDS movement provides a general conceptual apparatus for 
doing so. I discuss here the concepts and lines of inquiry that have or-
ganized my account and that I believe can advance important analytical 
work in all studies of contentious politics.

I began my investigation with questions regarding political horizons, 
a line of inquiry that should be useful whatever one’s empirical case in 
that a sense of political possibilities or impossibilities is a crucial factor 
that spurs and shapes political action or blocks it altogether. A commu-
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nity with grievances might encounter encouraging conditions for conten-
tious activism—a supportive local politician and an inF ux of resources, 
for example—but if there is little sense among community members that 
change is possible or that any political action aside from voting is accept-
able, it is unlikely that those conditions will lead to activism. Even when 
it is not the decisive factor, a political horizon inF uences whether and 
how people turn to collective action. And the very concept requires con-
sideration of emotion because a sense of political (im)possibilities is it-
self an emotional state.

The concept of a political horizon opens fruitful avenues for re-
search. To illuminate an instance of political action or inaction, we 
would want to know the contours and direction of a speci> c political ho-
rizon as well as the factors that generated it and, if change is evident, 
what expanded or contracted that sense of political possibility. This 
line of inquiry appropriately links feelings to their contexts and to his-
tory. Many factors, at various levels of analysis, might generate, repro-
duce, or transform a sense of possibility: in addition to some of those 
discussed in the book—an event like the Bowers v. Hardwick decision, 
closing or opening political opportunities, sentiments of exhilaration or 
desperation—we can imagine many other important phenomena, such 
as large-scale economic shifts, altered everyday routines, a change in re-
sources, or spillover from other movements’ successes or defeats. What 
makes any such factor matter with regard to senses of political possibil-
ity are the affective charges that attach to it and the way people interpret 
and respond to it.

That leads me to practice and to the concepts of emotional habitus 
and emotion work. As much as external factors play a signi> cant role 
in shaping a sense of political possibility, those desiring social change 
must generate and regenerate that sense, intentionally or not, and they 
do so in conditions not of their own choosing. In the U.S. context, multi-
ple barriers stand in the way. Most generally, activists confront prevail-
ing emotional and political norms that tend to militate against conten-
tious activism. There is widespread pessimism and cynicism about the 
possibilities of signi> cant social change and a strong bias against angry, 
direct-action politics. Activists therefore need to engage in emotion and 
other interpretive work that helps to authorize and, even better, make 
axiomatic the challenges their efforts necessarily pose to the prevailing 
emotional habitus and its attendant political horizon.

Along with this generally inhospitable environment, activists face the 
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speci> cs of their context, which also shape the sorts of emotion and inter-
pretive work that might be necessary. Early AIDS activists, for example, 
had to contend with gay shame, fear of social rejection, and consequent 
distancing from AIDS by many in lesbian and gay communities. They 
did so in part through emotion work that elevated pride in caretaking. 
Their efforts—conscious and not—primarily bolstered but also mildly 
challenged aspects of the existing emotional habitus in lesbian and gay 
communities and helped both to establish and circumscribe a speci> c po-
litical horizon in those communities. Later AIDS activists transformed 
the object of gay pride, harnessing it to radicalism, to furious and queer 
direct-action politics. That and other emotion work helped to generate 
and reinforce a counterhegemonic emotional habitus that expanded the 
sense of political possibilities by authorizing—even obliging—anger and 
tethering it to confrontational activism. A movement’s emotional habi-
tus and the emotion work it makes probable can sometimes hamper the 
movement’s efforts, as occurred later in ACT UP’s life when the dis-
position toward anger made it dif> cult to address some members’ de-
spair. This reminds us that emotion work does not always work, and 
the force of feelings, their bodily, visceral components—their affective 
dimension—helps to explain why.

Like the other concepts, affect illuminates processes and dynamics 
important to movement emergence, development, and decline. The non-
conscious, noncognitive, nonlinguistic components of our feelings af-
fect our sense of political possibilities and in other ways both incite and 
hinder political action. A focus on affect reminds us to take the visceral 
and bodily components of politics seriously, preserving for the concept 
of “experience” some of its felt quality, some of the sense of being moved 
by the world around us.

My case pointed me toward the important role of lesbian and gay am-
bivalence in political responses to the AIDS crisis. The shape and po-
litical contours of that constellation of contradictory feelings are spe-
ci> c to lesbian/gay/queer communities, but other marginalized groups 
who face other forms of oppression likely experience widespread ambiv-
alence about self and society as well. More generally, bringing a concept 
of ambivalence into studies of contentious politics reminds us of the con-
F ictual feelings, the contradictory pushes and pulls, that shape political 
behavior.

In my view, the best way to excavate the relation between emotion and 
politics is with a social, cultural, and historical approach that allows in-
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quiry into the conditions of possibility for any given feeling. This allows 
us to move across various levels of analysis as necessary and to see both 
the swirl of feelings at any one juncture as well as the F uidity of emo-
tional dynamics and change over time. It also ensures that we do not iso-
late feelings from other important factors or naturalize them and their 
effects. Feelings arise and play out in contexts, and although a given oc-
currence might tend to produce a speci> c set of feelings, which in turn 
might lead to speci> c sorts of political action, any such unfolding is al-
ways contingent, inF uenced by numerous contextual factors. As Barba-
let notes, emotion does not compel behavior but inclines one to act in a 
particular way, shaping rather than determining one’s actions (:99;, 87). 
The task, then, is to explore why and how given political feelings arise 
and shape the course of political action. The general concepts I have of-
fered here came out of my research, but they suggest lines of inquiry use-
ful for doing precisely that.

Affecting Political Imaginaries

Two experiences with some of my students reveal some of what has been 
at stake for me in writing this book. The > rst happened in a seminar I 
was teaching on the social and political aspects of AIDS. We were well 
into the semester, and most students by then were participating in class 
discussions. I began a session on AIDS activism by asking if anyone in 
the class had ever participated in a social movement or protest action. 
No one answered; a few students looked down, seemingly embarrassed 
by the topic. Not quite able to interpret the pregnant silence, I tabled the 
question, and we turned to the assigned texts. At the end of the class, I 
raised the issue again and wondered aloud about why they had met my 
question with silence. One student explained her discomfort. She had 
participated in a walk-out from her high school in :99: to protest the 
U.S. bombing of Iraq. When she returned to school the next day, she was 
met with a barrage of critical questions from other students about why 
she had walked out. They had accused her of being uninformed, unpa-
triotic, and radical. She still felt embarrassed, even ashamed, about the 
incident.

A few years later, I went to an anti-sweatshop rally at the University 
of Chicago. Student organizers were asking the university to join a con-
sortium that monitors transnational corporations to ensure that their 
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products are not being produced in sweatshop conditions. After a few 
speeches at the F agpole, the students who had organized the action de-
cided to march into the administration building to deliver a petition with 
that demand. Fifty protesters marched into the building, asked to see the 
dean, and presented him with the petition. The dean accepted it and then 
stated that the university would not join the consortium, but he would 
nonetheless look over the petition. The students thanked him and began 
to > le out of his of> ce. The polite demeanor of the organizers shifted 
only after another participant in the action suggested that they were let-
ting the dean off the hook and that we all might want to use this oppor-
tunity to ask some questions and press the demands. A few students then 
began to question the dean more vociferously, and some in the crowd 
loudly and angrily challenged his evasive answers. Just as things started 
heating up, the leaders ended the protest, again thanking the dean and 
quickly exiting the of> ce.

Activism is intense, by which I mean it is charged with affect. It can 
be exhilarating, fun, scary, anxiety-producing. The preceding stories in-
dicate in particular the embarrassment of doing political activism, of 
acting on your desire to live in a different world and of transgressing 
borders of decorum in order to do so. Hegemonic discourses in U.S. so-
ciety tend to circumscribe the political and pronounce what is appropri-
ate to that domain in a manner that rati> es the existing social order and 
impedes political activism oriented toward social transformation. To en-
gage in activism that envisions alternative ways of organizing society and 
alternative ways of being is to risk membership in society, a sense of be-
longing, however partial it may be. Activism can make us vulnerable be-
cause it is so obviously about wanting something beyond what is, and to 
have a political desire often is construed as wanting too much. Beyond 
the speci> cs of the preceding stories, my general point is that emotion, 
in the word’s fullest sense—sensations, feelings, passions, whether con-
scious or not—conditions the possibilities for oppositional activism. It 
does so by facilitating, and blocking, our political imaginations, our po-
litical horizons, our ideas about the politically (im)possible, (un)desir-
able, (un)necessary in a given moment. Our affective states can constrict 
our political imaginaries—as I think occurred with the students in the 
above stories—as well as extend them in new, unexpected directions.

Through protests and other activist manifestations, social move-
ments unravel commonsense knowledges, counter the subtle and not-so-
subtle power relations that pervade our lives, and assert that the way 
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things are is not necessarily natural or the way they must or should be. 
They reveal sizable cracks in people’s apparent complacency and indicate 
a conviction among participants that social arrangements are neither in-
evitable nor immutable. Activist interventions not only puncture the 
taken-for-granted, they also offer alternative ways of understanding and 
being in the world. They are a testament to the ever-present possibility 
of change.

My agenda in this book is to encourage people to think about our in-
dividual and collective political horizons and to consider what forecloses 
and what enlarges our imaginings of what is to be done to bring desired 
worlds into being. The story of the AIDS movement is a story of polit-
ical possibilities, of what can happen when people collectivize their ef-
forts to address their grievances and enact their desires. The additional 
story here, the story of the direct-action AIDS movement speci> cally, is 
one of political horizons being blown open, of an embrace of unortho-
dox tactics in the face of intransigence by state and society. It is a story 
of political de> ance and opposition that helped to change the course of 
the AIDS epidemic and thus the course of history. Studying this history 
and especially attending to its affective dimensions will, I hope, help pry 
open alternative, more expansive political imaginings for the contempo-
rary moment.
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Lesbian and Gay Newspapers

This appendix provides information about the lesbian and gay newspapers that 
I researched for this project. By :9;<, lesbian and gay newspapers in the United 
States had a total circulation of eight hundred thousand; by :995, that number 
had risen to one million (Streitmatter :99<).

Advocate
Published in Los Angeles, with national circulation, this was the most widely 
read gay newspaper when AIDS hit (Clendinen and Nagourney 855:, =44). It 
had a circulation of eighty thousand in :9;= (Streitmatter :99<).

I looked at every issue from June :9;: through June :9;8, selected issues 
in :9;6, every issue from :9;= through :9;7, selected issues from :9;; through 
:9;9, and every issue from :995 through :996.

Bay Area Reporter 
Published in San Francisco, largest gay paper in San Francisco. Circulation was 
twenty-> ve thousand in :9;6 (Streitmatter :99<), and more than thirty thousand 
in :9;4 (B.A.R. editorial, 84 June, :9;4).

I looked at every issue from :9;6 through :9;7, and selected articles from 
other years that I found in the ACT UP > les at the Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, 
Transgender Historical Society.

Gay Community News
Published in Boston by a leftist collective, with national circulation of sixty thou-
sand by :995 (Streitmatter :99<).
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I looked at every issue from July :9;: through April :9;6 and selected arti-
cles from :9;6–:99< that were in my personal ACT UP archive and in Lou Snid-
er’s ACT UP archive.

Gay Life
Published in Chicago, with local circulation (circulation > gures unknown).

I looked at every issue from June :9;: to January :9;4, when the paper ceased 
publishing.

New York Native
Published in New York, with national circulation during the > rst years of the 
AIDS crisis. Circulation was twenty thousand in :9;: when the epidemic began, 
and the gay grapevine spread it far beyond that number; its circulation increased 
to twenty-> ve thousand between :9;< and :9;9 (Streitmatter :99<).

I looked at every issue from June :9;: through :9;7. I also looked at arti-
cles from other years from my personal archive, from Lou Snider’s archive, from 
ACT UP collections at the New York Public Library (Manuscripts, Archives, 
and Rare Books Division) and at the Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender His-
torical Society.

The New York Native was the only lesbian and gay paper in New York City 
during the early years of AIDS. As a source, it presents some problems. It is 
useful for exploring early lesbian and gay understandings of the epidemic be-
cause, unlike any other lesbian/gay paper, it provided consistent coverage from 
the very > rst reports. Because of its persistent coverage, and in light of “main-
stream media silence,” the Native became the newspaper where lesbians and gay 
men around the country got most of their information about AIDS in the ear-
liest years (McGarry and Wasserman :99;, 886); it is also one of the important 
places where lesbians and gay men in New York and elsewhere discussed central 
issues about AIDS.

By :9;<, however, the Native’s credibility had fallen signi> cantly. Much of the 
reporting reads like a polemic designed to advance speci> c theories of the cau-
sation of AIDS while demoting others. James Kinsella writes that publisher and 
editor Charles Ortleb “grew frantic” as the deaths among his friends mounted. 
“His ‘tips’ moved from the provocative to the preposterous” (Kinsella :9;9, 8<). 
The cover of the August 8=, :9;7, issue prompted a complete loss of credibil-
ity: showing a picture of a jumping dolphin, the headline connected mysterious 
deaths of dolphins to AIDS and warned people to stay out of the ocean. Two 
gay men who were living in New York at the time have independently told me 
that that issue put the nail in the Native’s cof> n for most gay men. In :9;7 AIDS 
activist and cultural critic Douglas Crimp criticized the Native, writing, “Rather 
than performing a political analysis of the ideology of science, Ortleb merely 
touts the crackpot theory of the week, championing whoever is the latest outcast 
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from the world of academic and government research” (:9;7c, 86;). As sociol-
ogist Steven Epstein writes, the Native’s “fascination for unorthodox and spec-
ulative theories had left it with tarnished credibility even among its intended 
readership of gay men” (:994, :::; see also Altman :99=, 8:; Gross 855:, :56; 
Streitmatter :99<, 8;9–9:; McGarry and Wasserman :99;, 847). For these rea-
sons, I have avoided using the Native’s sensationalized stories and editorials as 
data except when a part that is relevant to me is unaffected by that polemicism.

Nightlines
Published in Chicago, with local circulation (circulation > gures unknown).

I read articles from my archive and from Lou Snider’s archive, covering :9;; 
through :99<.

NYQ
Published in New York, with national circulation (circulation > gures unknown).

NYQ published a number of issues in :99: and :998 before becoming QW; I 
looked at every issue.

Outlines
Published in Chicago, with local circulation (circulation > gures unknown).

I read articles from my archive and from Lou Snider’s archive, covering :9;; 
through :99<.

OUT/LOOK
Published in San Francisco, with national circulation (circulation > gures 
unknown).

I looked at selected, relevant articles that were in my personal archive and in 
Lou Snider’s archive.

OutWeek
Published in New York, with national circulation. Circulation was about twenty 
thousand according to Features Editor Michelangelo Signorile (8556), and per-
haps as high as thirty thousand according to Streitmatter (:99<).

I looked at every issue that was published, from June :9;9 until July :99:.

QW
Published in New York, with national circulation (circulation > gures unknown).

I looked at every published issue (May through November :998).

Sentinel/Sentinel USA/San Francisco Sentinel
Published in San Francisco, with local circulation. Circulation was eighteen 
thousand in :9;= (editorial in Sentinel, 84 April :9;=, <).
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I looked at every issue from :9;6 through :9;7 and selected articles from 
other years that were in the ACT UP collection at the Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, 
Transgender Historical Society.

TITA (Tell It To ACT UP)
Published weekly by ACT UP/NY member Bill Dobbs as ACT UP/NY’s inter-
nal complaint and suggestion broadsheet.

I looked at every published issue (February :995 through June :, :998).

Washington Blade
Published in Washington, D.C., with national circulation (circulation > gures 
unknown).

I looked at issues surrounding important events in my narrative: January 
through June :9;6; June through December :9;<, July through August :9;4. 
I also looked at articles from other years from my personal archive, from Lou 
Snider’s archive, and from ACT UP collections at the New York Public Library 
and at the Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender Historical Society.

Windy City Times
Published in Chicago, with local circulation (circulation > gures unknown).

I read every issue from its > rst issue in September :9;< through :9;;. I also 
read articles from my own personal archive and from Lou Snider’s archive that 
covered ACT UP through January :99<.



Glossary with Notes on Terms

ACTG. AIDS Clinical Trials Group, a government-sponsored group that con-
ducts most AIDS drug research.

ACT NOW. AIDS Coalition to Network, Organize, and Win; the umbrella orga-
nization of direct-action AIDS groups across the country (it later changed its 
name to ACT UP/Network).

ACT UP. AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power. I use the name ACT UP when re-
ferring to the national direct-action AIDS movement, even though ACT UP 
was neither the > rst nor the only direct-action AIDS group. Earlier AIDS ac-
tivist organizations such as Citizens for Medical Justice in San Francisco and 
DAGMAR in Chicago eventually became ACT UP chapters. Some direct-
action AIDS groups, such as the Washington, D.C., group OUT (Oppression 
Under Target), af> liated with ACT UP on a national level but never adopted 
the name.

AIDS. Acquired immune de> ciency syndrome.
ASO. AIDS service organization.
B.A.R. Bay Area Reporter, one of San Francisco’s gay newspapers in this 

period.
CDC. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
C-FAR. Chicago for AIDS Rights.
CLGR. Coalition for Lesbian and Gay Rights.
CMJ. Citizens for Medical Justice.
DAGMAR. Dykes and Gay Men against Repression/Racism/Reagan/the Right 

Wing.
Direct-action AIDS activism; direct-action AIDS movement. I use these 

phrases to describe ACT UP’s style of activism, which tended to be opposi-
tional and often entailed civil disobedience and similar tactics, and to con-
trast ACT UP with other forms of AIDS activism that emphasized service 
provision and advocacy. The term direct action is multivalent; I use it to re-
fer to activism that seeks social change and is self-consciously involved in a 
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struggle for power in any arena. Along with strikes, sit-ins, die-ins, disrup-
tions, and street demonstrations, direct-action activism often entails the pro-
duction of knowledge and interventions in the cultural realm. It also some-
times involves creating alternative, self-organized services to meet needs 
unmet by the state and other major institutions.

FDA. Food and Drug Administration.
GLAAD. Gay and Lesbian Alliance against Defamation.
GLADL. Gay and Lesbian Anti-Defamation League (GLAAD’s initial name).
GMHC. Gay Men’s Health Crisis.
HIV. Human immunode> ciency virus, the virus thought by most scientists to 

cause AIDS.
HRCF. Human Rights Campaign Fund.
Lesbian and gay. Naming the members of a social group is always an exclusion-

ary process. The phrase lesbian and gay was commonly used during part of 
the historical moment under study (the :9;5s), but it obscured the roles of 
bisexuals, transgendered people, and other sexual and gender minorities in 
the events in question. Alternatives such as queer and LGBT (lesbian/gay/
bisexual/transgender), however, are anachronistic; queer, which some had 
used in earlier decades, did not become a widespread self-descriptor until 
about :995, a shift that I discuss in chapter =. While many actors in my nar-
rative likely engaged in sexual and gender practices that today might furnish 
one with a transgender or bisexual identity, those categories were infrequently 
invoked during the early years of the period under study. I thus ambivalently 
use the phrase lesbian and gay, sometimes qualifying it to acknowledge that 
people who identi> ed differently were also actors in this history. (I occasion-
ally use the phrase “queer folks” for brevity.)

Lesbian and gay communities. I use the phrase lesbian and gay communities to 
refer to the groupings of individuals and institutions from which the grass-
roots response to AIDS emerged. Invocations of the term community often 
obscure the historical contingency of any given community as well as strug-
gles over who is inside and who is outside. I understand the term as a > ction 
that is always in process, a becoming rather than a being, and one that is al-
ways contested, though it may resonate strongly for many.

MAA. Mobilization against AIDS.
MAC. Majority Action Committee, ACT UP/NY’s > rst caucus for people of 

color.
NGLTF. National Gay and Lesbian Task Force.
NGTF. National Gay Task Force (NGLTF’s name before it included lesbians in 

its title).
NIAID. National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, the body that 

oversees the government’s AIDS research effort.
NIH. National Institutes of Health, which oversees NIAID.
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PCP. Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia.
PISD. People with Immune System Disorders caucus.
PWA. Person with AIDS.
T&D. ACT UP/NY’s Treatment and Data Committee.
TAG. Treatment Action Group.
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sensation; emotion; emotional habitus; 
emotives; feeling/feelings

af0 nity groups. See caucuses and af0 nity 
groups

agit-prop, ', !"#, !"#n!%, !$%, !&$n$", 
!#), "%!, "!(, ""', ""(–"&, "$%–$!, "$#, 
"$#n!', "'%, "('–((, "(#, "&(, $(!–(", 
'"'–"( 

Agosto, Moisés, !*(
AIDS (Acquired Immune De0 ciency Syn-

drome): ambivalence and, !", "(, &$, 
*'; causation, )", )$n$!; concentra-
tion camps for PWAs, !&*–&#; con-
nections made to Hardwick ruling, 
!")–"*, !$$–$', !$#–'"; death toll, ', 
'(, (%, (#, !%', $#", $#(, $#)n$, '!'–
!(; discourses about, !"–!$, "(, '#n!, 
(", ("n', &%, &%n#, &%n!", &!–&", &&–
&), &&n"%, )!–)), )$n$%, )#–*", *(–#%, 
!&(–)", !)'–)(, "$&–$*; earliest cases, 

&%n!!; expanded de0 nition of, (, $(%, 
$(%n!&, $((, $&$, $)"; as gay plague, 
&%; genocide frame, !&(–&&, !&&–)", 
!)'–)(; HIV and, )", )"n"*, )$n$!; 
Legionnaires’ Disease vs., (%; lesbi-
ans and, &%n!", &&–&), &&n"%, $''n!", 
$(&, $()n!); mandatory HIV testing, 
(%, !$*, !&*–&#; repressive legislation 
and, (, !!, (%, &!, )&, !!*, !$*, !'!, !&", 
!&)–&*, !&#, "$&; sexual practices and, 
&%n#, &%n!!, )$n$!; women and, (, &), 
"%&, $$), $'", $'$, $'', $''n!", $(%–(!, 
$(%n!&, $(", $($, $((–&$, $&(–&), $&(–
&&n"', $&&n"(, $&*, $)", $)'–)(, '%&–), 
'%)nn!$–!'. See also scienti0 c-medical 
research; sexual practices

AIDS Action Pledge, !"*n*, '%%. See also 
ACT UP/San Francisco (AIDS Coali-
tion to Unleash Power/San Francisco); 
Citizens for Medical Justice (CMJ)

AIDS/ARC Vigil: Oakland, !"#; San Fran-
cisco, !!(–!&, !!(n)(, !!#, !"#, !'#, !(!

AIDS Clinical Trials Group (ACTG), 
")&n', $((–(&, $(*, $(#, $&!, $&(, 
$&(n"', '%'–(, '%), '%#–!%

AIDS Coalition to Network, Organize and 
Win (ACT NOW), !$", """, '%!, '%", 
'%(. See also ACT UP/Network

AIDS service organizations (ASOs): ACT 
UP and, !("–((, "'), "##, $"%–"$, $&%; 
as community self-determination, &(, 
&(n!), &)–&*, )%; early AIDS activism 
and, (&–(), &(–&&, &(n!), &), &)n"$, &*, 
&#n"&, *(–#%; gay pride and, &(–)!, *(–
#%; government accountability and, (&–
(), $"!–""; government assistance and, 
&(n!); lesbians and, &&–&); literature, 
&", *&; as mass political mobilization, 
&*, &#–)%; politics of respectability and, 
&#–)!, *(–#%, !'*, $"%; Reagan admin-
istration and, &)n"$; trope of respon-
sibility and, *(–#%, "'); volunteerism 
and, &)n"$. See also Gay Men’s Health 
Crisis (GMHC); Kaposi’s Sarcoma Re-
search and Education Foundation; San 
Francisco AIDS Foundation

Alderson, Ortez, *, !##, "!!, $#(
alternative globalization movement, (
Altman, Dennis, #', !#'
Alvarez, Marina, "%)–*
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ambivalence: affect and, !"–!$, !"–!$n!", 
"$–"&, "'n$%; AIDS discourse and, (", 
&", &"–&'; assimilationist/liberationist 
dualism and, "', "'n$%; direct-action 
AIDS activism and, "!'–!(, ""!, ""&, 
"((, "(&, "&!–&', $!$–!(, $!#; distanc-
ing responses to AIDS and, *'–*(; 
early AIDS activism and, ("–($, &$–&(, 
&#–)!, ))–)#, *', *(–**, #!–!%', !%'–
!'; emotional habitus and, $(, $(n'', 
'!–'", (*, &$–&', !%$, !$&, !(); emo-
tives and, '!–'", &"–&', "(&; entitle-
ment feelings and, !'(; 1 uctuations in 
lesbian/gay politics and, "'n$%; heter-
onormativity and, !", !"–!$n!", "'n$%, 
$(, ()–(*, &", )'–)(, )&n$$, "(&, $!#–
"%; identity and, *'–*(; moral shock 
and, !$&, !'"; nonrecognition and, !"–
!$n!", "(–"&, (), ()–(*, (*n", (*n$, 
(*n', &$, )'–)(, )#, *), **–*#; political 
horizons and, "', "'n$%, &$–&', !%"–$, 
!!$–!', ''!–'"; pride and, "', (*, &", 
&#–)%, )!, *(–#%, !'", "((, "(&, "&!, 
"&'; psychoanalytic theory and, !"–
!$n!", &$n!(; queer/queer sensibilities 
and, )'–)(, "!(, "(&, "&'; resolution of, 
&$–&', &$n!(, !%"–$, !$&, "!!–!", "!(, 
""!; respectability and, )#–*", *"–*(, 
*(–#%, !%%–!%!, !!!, !!$–!'; responsi-
bility rhetoric and, *(–#%; sexual iden-
tities and, )'–)(, )*–)#, *'–*(; sexual 
practices and, )(–)&, )&n$$, )#; soci-
ological theory and, !"–!$n!"; use of 
term, !", !"–!$n!", "$–"', (*; Warner 
on, !"–!$n!". See also nonrecognition/
recognition; pride; shame/shaming

And the Band Played On (Shilts), )*n$&
anger: anxiety about, #!–#", #(–!%%, !%(–

!!, !!!–!', !($–((, !()–&%, !&!–&$, "'(, 
"&(, $%", $!(–!&; betrayal and, $%, !$&, 
!'$–'', !'(, $'), $&%, $&$, $&', $#'; 
changing attitudes about, !%&, !%&n&(; 
as collectivizing, $#&, '$&, '$*; com-
plexity of, "$$; confrontational activ-
ism and, '&–'), #!–!%%, !%(–!!, !!!–!', 
!!&–!), !!*–!#, "!#, "$$–$(; contain-
ment and channeling of, #!–!%%, !%(–
!!, !!!–!', !!*–!#, !('; decline of 
direct-action AIDS activism and, ")%, 
$&', $*&, $#$, $#'; as depression, "*–"#; 

despair/desperation and, $#$, $#', $##, 
'%(, '!', '"', '"#, '$!–$), '$*, ''!; di-
rected inward, $#'; emotion work of 
rituals and, "'!–'(; entitlement and, 
!''–'(; fear and, "'", "'(, "((; gender-
ing of, !%&, !%&n&&; grief and, *, #, !"#, 
!&', !*(, "!', ""$–"#, ""#–$$, "$$–$(, 
"$*, "''–'(, "((, $#$, '$", '$(; indig-
nation, !'$–'(; intentional mobiliza-
tion of, !'"–'$, !)%–)!, ""!–"$, "''; 
lesbians and, !%&n&&, !(&–(); love and, 
!%(–&, !%*–#, !!&, !!*–!#, !(), "!)–
!*, "$%, "$", "'$, "'*–'#, "('; main-
stream emotional habitus and, !%&, "!'; 
March on Washington (!#*)) and, !$", 
!'"–'$; militancy and, post-Hardwick, 
!"(, !"&–$", !$$, !'"–'$, !'$n!#, !'&–
'#, !'#–(%, !(%–(!, !($–((, !(), !)$–
)(; moralism and, $'(, $&$, $*&; moral 
shock post-Hardwick decision and, !$&; 
negative attributions to, !%&, "!'; nor-
malization of, #, !'", !*(, "'(, "&$, "&(; 
political funerals and, ""#–$$, '!(, '$(; 
political horizons and, #!–!!!, !!!–!', 
!!'–!#, !""–$", !$', !'"–'$, !'&–'#, 
!'#–(%, !(%–(!, !($–(), !&$–&', !)$–
)(, "!#, ""$–$$, "$*–'!, "'!–'(, "((, 
"&(; pride and, !%(–&, !%)–*, !!!–!', 
!!&–!), !!*–!#, !(), !)$, !)', "!), "!*–
!#, ""!, "$), "'(–'), "(%, "('–((, "&(, 
''!; respectability and, !%(–&; rituals 
and, "'!–'(; shame and, !$&, "$), $*'–
*(; solidarity and, $#'; suppression of, 
#!–!%%, !%(–!!, !!!–!', !!*–!#, !('; as 
unpredictable, !!%; women’s conscious-
ness raising and, "*–"#, !(&–(). See 
also emotion work; grief

animal rights activists, "($
anxiety: anger and, #!–#", #(–!%%, !%(–!!, 

!!!–!', !($–((, !()–&%, !&!–&$, "'(, 
"&(, $%", $!(–!&; confrontational activ-
ism and, #(–!%%, !%#, !!!, !!$–!', !($–
((, !()–&$, "%(, "!&–!)n$, "(&, "&(, 
"#&, $%%–$%", $%$, $%(, $!!–!(, $!(–!), 
$!*–"%, $"'–"(, $"); distancing from 
AIDS and, *", *$–*(, !&"–&$; early 
AIDS activism and, )$–)), )*n$&, *(–
#%, *)n'", #!–#", #(, !%)–#, !!!, !!$–
!'; about gay difference and social re-
jection, "(, $%, '", &!–&", &$, )!–)), 
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anxiety (continiued)
)*n$&, )#–*", *$–*(, *(–#%, *)n'", #!, 
!!!, !)%, "(&, $%(, $!!–!), $!*–"%, $"'–
"(, '"&; about gay male sexual cultures, 
)!–)), ))–)#, )#–*", *"–*(, *(–#%, 
*)n'", !)%; queer and, "(&

Apuzzo, Virginia: arrest at White House 
demonstration, !('; candlelight vigil 
speech (!#*$), #"–#$; early call to mil-
itant activism, #"–#$, #*, !$!; on ex-
panded political horizons, #", !!$–!'; 
framing failure and, !%$–'; indignation 
and, !''; on post-Hardwick anger, !$*, 
!'', "!#; testimony at Congressional 
hearings (!#*$), #"–#$, !!"–!$

Armstrong, Elizabeth, !!%n&#
Arno, Peter, $&!–&"
Arnold, Roseanne, $%)
Asian/Paci0 c Islander Caucus (ACT UP/

NY), $&"

Bahlman, Bill, !&!
Baim, Tracy, !&#, $!)
Balibar, Étienne, ")#n)
Ball, Bradley, "%", ""&–")
Banzhaf, Marion, !*&, !*#, !#"–#$, !#), 

")%, $$&, $("–($, $&&, $&*n"), $)%, $))–
)*, '"$

B. A. R. See Bay Area Reporter 
(newspaper)

Barbalet, Jack, $)n'*, ''"
Barr, David, !*'–*(, ")%, $&', $&'n"", 

$)&–)), '"%, '"&, '$"
Basile, Vic, !("
Bata, Ann, "&)–&*
bathhouses, )$, )', ))–)*, )*n$&, !%(, !%#
Bay Area Reporter (newspaper): !#*& gay 

pride issue, !!#; on confrontational ac-
tivism, #$, !!#, !"*–"#, "#!n"%, $!(–
!&, $!&n$$; expression of anger and, 
!%#; Kramer article, ((, #$, #), #)n((, 
#*; overview of, ''(; pride in commu-
nity, !!#; respectability and, *%, *&, !!#, 
"#!, $!(–!&, $!&n$$. See also media, 
lesbian/gay

Beck, Joan, "#)–#*
Becoming Visible (!##'), '"–'$, '"n('
Benford, Robert, !%$, !)%, """, ""$n)
Bengston, Don, *%–*!
Berlant, Lauren, "&n$', )%, $$"n"
Bérubé, Alan, )$n$!, *$–*', **n''

Berzon, Betty, "(!–("
betrayal: anger and, $%, !$&, !'$–'', !'(, 

$'), $&%, $&$, $&', $#'; con1 icts and, 
$$%, $$#, $'%–'!, $'!–'$, $'&–'*, $'*–
'#, $($, $(', $('–((, $(&–&', $&(–&*, 
$&#–)', $)'–)*, $*(–*), $#'; decline of 
ACT UP and, $"%–"$, $$%, $'!, $'*–
'#, $(', $&'–&(, $&*, $&#, $)(–)&, $#', 
'$%; despair/desperation and, $$*–$#, 
$'!, $'#, $&#, $)'–)(, $)(–)&, $)), '$%–
$!, '$!n$", '$$; emotional habitus and, 
$#'; emotional undercurrents of con-
1 icts, $$#, $'%–'!, $'*–'#, $('–((, $&$, 
$&(–&&, $)*, $*!, $*&–*), $#'; HIV sta-
tus con1 icts and, $'&–'*, $(), $&)–&*, 
$&#–)', $)'–)*, $*%–*!, $*!–*"; iden-
tity and, $'%–'!, $'), $'*, $('–((, $((–
&', $&#–)', $)'–)*, $*%–*!, $*!–*"; 
isolation and, $"%–"$; by lesbian/gay 
community, $"%–"$; moralism and, 
$'$–'(, $'), $(#, $&$, $&'–&(, $&(–&*, 
$&#–)', $)(–)*, $)*, $*%–*!, $*!–*", 
$*(–*); racism and, $$%, $&&, $&*, $)), 
$))–)*, $*%–*!, $#!–#"; scarcity men-
tality and, $$*–$#, $'*–'#, $(%, $($–(', 
$)(, $*!; sexism and, $'!–'$, $'$–'', 
$(&–&', $&&, $)$–)), $))–)*, $*%–*!, 
$#!–#"; shame/shaming and, $'), $&*, 
$)%, $)!, $)", $)', $))–)*, $)*, $*%, 
$*", $*(, $#", '$%; by state and society, 
&*, !$&, !$#, !'$–'', !'(, $'&, $'*, $)&, 
$)). See also con1 icts; moralism/moral-
izing rhetoric; nonrecognition/recogni-
tion; solidarity; Sotomayor, Danny

Big Apple Dyke News, !'%
Black, Kate, !"n!%, !$!n!", !$", !()n") 
Black Skin, White Masks (Fanon), !%"n&% 
bodily sensation: collective effervescence 

and, "%)–!%, "%)n!!, "''; emotion and, 
!&, !*, !#–"%n"$, "$, "$n"#, $!, $"–$(, 
""$, ''!; emotional energy and, !#, !#–
"%n"$, "%, !*", !*$, !*(, !#&, "%%n*, "%), 
"%)–*, "!%, "'$, "''; emotional habi-
tus and, $"–$&, $(n'(, &', !)', "((; emo-
tives and, $)–$#; human motivation and, 
"%, "%n"(, "", "(–"&; knowledge and, "&, 
!)'; language giving form to, "!, "!n"&, 
"*–"#, $)–$#; moral shock and, !$(; rit-
ual and, "'!–'(; social change and, "&–
"*, $#, !)', ''!; transmission of, "%), 
"%)n!", "''. See also affect
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Body Politic (Toronto), )!, )& 
Bommer, Larry, "!)–!*
Boneberg, Paul, !($
Bordowitz, Gregg, )#, !'%, !&(, !&*n$&, 

!*', !#%, "%%, "&!, $$(, $$*, $&", '$%–$!, 
'$'n$$, '$(–$&

Bourdieu, Pierre, !%n&, $$, $$n'", $&, 
$&n'), '%

Bowers v. Hardwick (!#*&) decision: am-
bivalence and, !$&, !'*; anger and mili-
tancy post-Hardwick, !"(, !"&–$", !$$, 
!$), !'"–'$, !'$n!#, !'$–'', !'&–'#, 
!'#–(%, !(%–(!, !($–((, !((–(), !)$–
)(; connections made to AIDS crisis, 
!")–"*, !$$–$', !$#–'"; context of rul-
ing, !$)–$#, !'"; emergence of direct-
action AIDS activism and, !"!–"", !"*–
$", !$$–$', !'!–'", !'"–'$, !((–(), 
!()–&$, !&$–&', !)"–)(; emotional ef-
fects of, !"", !$(–$&, !$#–'", !(), !&$–
&', !)", !)$–)(; emotives and, !$(–$&; 
as an event, !$$–$', !&', !&), !&*, ''%; 
genocide frame and, !&(–&&, !&)–&*, 
!&#–)%, !)!; indignation and, !$(–$&, 
!'$–'(; lesbian/gay media’s amplifying 
role and, !'&–(%; moral shock and, !$'–
$&, !$)–$#, ""!; overview of case, !"!, 
!""; political opportunities and, !$$, 
"!&; privacy rights and, !$*–$#; pro-
tests against, !""–"&, !""n", !(*–(#; 
rational-actor model and, !)"–)$; re-
spectability and, !'!, !'", !'*–'#, !(%; 
shame and, !$&, !'!–'", !'&, !)%, !)(; 
shift in emotional habitus and, !$', 
!$&, !$#, !'!, !'&, !(%, !($, !(), !(*, !&!, 
!&$–&', !&(, !)!, !)$–)(; shift in politi-
cal horizon and, !"!, !$', !$#, !'!–'", 
!'&, !(%–((, !(), !(*, !&!, !&$–&', !&(, 
!)!, !)$–)(; state betrayal and, !$#; as 
turning point, !"!–"", !$$–$'

Braverman, G’dali/Gedalia, *', !**, "'"–
'$, $$&

Bray, Robert, $%#
Brennan, Teresa, "%), "%)n!", "''
Brier, Jennifer, &"n!'
Bright, Susie, "(*n"'
Britt, Harry, !!)n)#, !(!, "##
Bronski, Michael, ("n$, )&n$', )*n$*
Brown, Rebecca, '"", '"', '$$
Brown, Wendy, $'(, $&%n!#, $*%, $*", $*#–

#%, $#%–#!n$), $#!

Bryant, Anita, )#, "")
Buckley, William, !&*–&#, !&#n$)
Burger, Warren Earl, !"!, !"&, !'"
Burkett, Eleanor, $!)
Burroughs Wellcome, "#$, "#$n"", "#(, 

$%", $#)–#*n&, '%%, '%", '%$
Bush, George H. W., !!n#, &(, ""*, "$%–

$!, "$", "$', "'', ")(–)&, "*%, "*), "#", 
$%&, $%), $%*, '!(, '!), '!* 

Bush, Larry, &#
Butler, Judith, $$, $&, $&n'), )', "&"
buyers’ clubs, &*, &*n"(, '%#n!*

Calhoun, Craig, "$n"#
Cali0 a, Pat, )*, )*n$)
Callen, Michael, &(n!*, )$–)(, )'n$", !&#
candlelight vigils: Apuzzo and, #", #$; at-

titudes about, ""&–"*; in Chicago, !%*, 
"!)–!*, "")–"*; emotional tone of, 
#"–#$, !%*, !%#, !"(, !(', "!)–!*, ""$–
"', ""&–"*, "$$; grief and, #", ""$–"', 
""&–"); Holly Near and, !%*, !%*n&); 
in New York City, #"–#$, !%%, ""&–"); 
as reputable activism, "', #%, #*, $#*; in 
San Francisco, !%)–*, !%#

caretaking: anger and, #*, !%(–&, !%*–#, 
!!!–!$; confrontational activism and, 
"', &$–&', #"–#', #*, !%', !%(–&, !%*, 
!!!–!$, !!&–!), !!*–!#, !'', !(%; as 
early AIDS activism, '(, (!, ((–(), &$–
&', &(, &*–)!, *(–#%, !%', !!&–!), !$$, 
''!; emotional habitus and, &$–&', #%, 
#*, !%', !%(–&, !!!–!$, !!&–!); as grass-
roots, &(; as mass mobilization, ((, &(, 
&*; as political, &*; political horizon 
and, &$–&', #%, #*, !%', !%(–&, !%*, !!!–
!$, !!&–!), !!*–!#; pride and, &*–)!, 
*(–#%, !!!–!$, ''!; as response to gov-
ernment negligence, &(; responsibil-
ity discourse and, &*–)!, *(–#%, !%(–&, 
!(%, "'#. See also AIDS service organi-
zations (ASOs); candlelight vigils; early 
AIDS activism

Carlomusto, Jean, !($, !#(–#&, !#&n(, '"$
caucuses and af0 nity groups: Asian/Pa-

ci0 c Islander Caucus, $&"; autonomy 
and, !#%, $$$; CDC de0 nition cam-
paign, $(%, $((; Harriet Tubman/James 
Baldwin Brigade, "%&; Latino Caucus 
of ACT UP/NY, !#); Majority Action 
Committee, $$'n', $(', $&", $*$, $*)–
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caucuses and af0 nity groups (continued)
*#, $**n$'; PISD/PWA Caucus, !#%, 
!#!, "%&, $)%–)!, $*!, '%", '!"; racism/
sexism and, $$', $$'n'; role of, !#%–
#", $$$, $$'; solidarity and, !#%–#", 
"%&, $($, $&"–&$, $*"; Wave $, !#%–#"; 
Women’s Caucus (ACT UP/Chicago), 
"%&, "(#, $'!–'(, $'"n!%, $'#, $(), '%*; 
Women’s Caucus (ACT UP/NY), $(%–
(!, $($, $(', $((–(), $&!, $&", $&$, $&(–
&&, $&(n"', $&), $&#, $&#n"*, '%*

Cavin, Susan, !'%
CDC. See Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention (CDC)
Cecchi, Robert, !%%–!%!, !%" 
Centers for Disease Control and Preven-

tion (CDC): AIDS de0 nition and, (, 
!!(, $(%, $(%n!&, $((, $&$, $)"; AIDS 
funding and, (%; declaration of epi-
demic, (#; demonstrations against, !$%, 
!&!, "&$, $(%; moratorium proposal 
and, $&&, $&&n"(; praise for, #&; statis-
tics, !%', $#)n$

C-FAR. See Chicago for AIDS Rights 
(C-FAR)

Chambré, Susan, &*nn"'–"( 
Chesley, Robert, )& 
Chicago for AIDS Rights (C-FAR): emo-

tion work of, ""!–"", "'&, "'*–'#; 
founding of, !"#; links to community, 
"'&, $"!; Lyphomed action, '%%–'%!; 
members of, ""), ""*, "$&–$), "''–
'(, "'&, "'*–'#, '%%–'%!, '$(; name 
change to ACT UP/Chicago, !"#, ""!–
""; vigils and, "")

Chicago Lesbian and Gay Pride Parade 
(!#**), "!*

Chicago Lesbian and Gay Pride Parade 
(!##!), $"%–"!

Chicago Lesbian and Gay Pride Parade 
(!##"), "()

Chicago Professional Networking Associa-
tion protest (!##"), $!'

Chou, Lei, !*'
Christen, Pat, $!(
Church, Bart, #&
Citizens for Medical Justice (CMJ), ', 'n", 

!"), !"*, !"*n*, !'&–'), !'#–(%, "$'. 
See also AIDS Action Pledge

civil disobedience. See actions; confron-

tational activism; direct-action AIDS 
activism

class: ACT UP and, !''–'(, !'(n"', "#(–
#&, $&'–&(, $)"–)$, $)$n"#, $)(, $)&–
)), '"&; AIDS de0 nition and, $(%; 
con1 icts and, $'(, $&$, $&(, $)"–)$, 
$)$n"#, $)&–)); gay white male indig-
nation and, !'$–'(; identity and, $&'–
&(; moralism and, $&'–&(; Treatment & 
Data Committee and, $&$, $)", $)&–))

Clendinen, Dudley and Adam Nagourney, 
!!), !")n)

CLGR (Coalition for Lesbian and Gay 
Rights), !"(, !'"

Clinton, Bill, $%(, $%&–), $%*–#, '!(–!#
CMJ (Citizens for Medical Justice), ', 'n", 

!"), !"*, !"*n*, !'&–'), !'#–(%, "$'. 
See also AIDS Action Pledge

Coalition for Lesbian and Gay Rights, 
!"(, !'"

COGLI (Committee on Gay and Lesbian 
Issues), $%'

cognitive liberation, $"n'!, $##n) 
Cohen, Cathy, ("n', *#n'(, $**n$'
collective action frames. See framing
collective behavior models, !'–!(, !'n!', 

!&–!), "'–"(, "(n$"
collective creativity, &"
collective effervescence, "%)–!%, "%)n!!, 

"''
Collins, Randall, "%%n*, "%)–*, "'!n!)
Comegys, Duke, !(!–("
Committee on Gay and Lesbian Issues 

(COGLI), $%'
Conant, Marcus, (#
con1 icts: ACTG #%)& and, $(&, $&(–&), 

$&(n"'; ACT UP/Chicago and, $'!–
'), $'#, $&#, $)%–)!, $)'–)(, $*!, $*$, 
$#$–#'; ACT UP/New York and, $'#–
)*, $*)–*#, $#$; ACT UP/San Fran-
cisco and, $'), $&#, $*'–$*(; affect and, 
$$!–$", $$*–'!; anger and, $%, $'), $&$, 
$&', $*&, $#$, $#'; class and, $'(, $&$, 
$&(, $)"–)$, $)$n"#, $)&–)); despair/
desperation and, $$*, $'#, $#%, $#"–
#'; “drugs into bodies” debate, $$), 
$$#–'%, $$#n&, $'#–((, $&$, $&', $)%, 
$)", $)&n$%, $*%–*!; emotional habi-
tus and, $'%–'!, $#'; emotional under-
currents of, $"#–$!, $$", $$#, $'%–'!, 
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$'*–'#, $('–((, $&$, $&(–&&, $)*, $*!, 
$*&–*), $#'; fear of death and, $(', 
$)", $)(–)&, $*(; federal AIDS bureau-
cracy and, $$#–'%, $'#–(%, $(', $(&–&", 
$&$; guilt and, $$%, $'), $)$, $)', $)*, 
$*$, $*(, $*)–*#, $#%n$&; “HIV Neg-
atives: Get Out of Our Way” (Link), 
$&#–)!, $&#n"*, $)', $#$; HIV status 
and, $$$–$', $$(–$&, $'(–'*, $'*–'#, 
$(), $&&–&*, $&)n"&, $&#–)', $)'–)*, 
$*%–*!, $#$; moralism and, $'!, $'$–
'(, $'), $(), $(#, $&$, $&'–&*, $&#–)%, 
$)!–)', $)'–)*, $)*–*$, $*'–*(, $*(–
*), $*)–*#, $*#–#"; moratorium pro-
posal, $&(–&*, $&*n"), $&#, $&#n"*, 
$#$; nonrecognition and, $$%, $$#, $'!–
'$, $'$n!!, $(&–(), $()n!), $&"–&$, 
$&&, $)*, $*&, $*), $#", $#'; political di-
alogue and, $$), $)!, $)#–*%, $*(–*); 
racism and, $$%, $'(–'), $($, $(', $&(, 
$&&, $&*, $)", $)$, $)', $)'–)(, $)&–
)*, $*%–*!, $*"–*$, $*'–*(, $*)–*#, 
$#!–#"; scarcity mentality and, $$*–$#, 
$'*–'#, $(%, $($–(', $)(, $*!; sexism 
and, $'!–'(, $'&, $'), $(%–(", $((–&&, 
$)$–)(, $)&–)*, $*%–*!, $*$, $*(, $#!–
#"; shame/shaming and, $'", $'), $&*, 
$)%, $)!–)", $)', $))–)*, $)*–*%, $*"–
*$, $*'–*(, $*)–*#, $*#n$(, $#"; social 
movements and, $"#–$!, $$", $*), $#'; 
solidarity and, $"#–$%, $$&–$*. See also 
betrayal; decline of direct-action AIDS 
activism; moralism/moralizing rheto-
ric; solidarity

confrontational activism: AIDS/ARC 
Vigil, !!(–!&, !!(n)(, !!#, !"#, !'#, !(!; 
anger and, '&–'), #!–!%%, !%(–!!, !!!–
!', !!&–!), !!*–!#, "!#, "$$–$(; anxiety 
about, #(–!%%, !%#, !!!, !!$–!', !($–((, 
!()–&$, "%(, "!&–!)n$, "(&, "&(, "#&, 
$%%–$%", $%$, $%(, $!!–!(, $!(–!), $!*–
"%, $"'–"(, $"); bathhouse closures 
and, ))–)*, )*nn$&–$), !%(, !!&; as be-
yond the political horizon, "', &$–&', 
#%, #*, !%', !%(–&, !%*–!!, !!!–!', !!*–
!#; Bowers v. Hardwick decision pro-
tests (!#*&), !""–"&, !""n", !(*–(#; 
caretaking and, "', &$–&', #"–#', #*, 
!%', !%(–&, !%*, !!!–!$, !!&–!), !!*–!#, 
!'', !(%; emotion work and, !"(, !'"–

'$, !'&–(%, !&(, !)%–)!, !)'–)(, "!$–!(, 
""!–"", ""$–"&, ""#, ""#–$$, "$$–$(, 
"$(–'!, "'!–'(, "'(–(", "("–((, "((–
(&, "(), "&%–&', "&(, ")%, $%$, $!!, $#&, 
'%(, '$'–$(, '$)–$*, ''%–'!; Gay and 
Lesbian Anti-Defamation League pro-
tests, !!&–!); grief and, ""'–"&, ""#–
$$; hostility toward, "!$–!', "("–($, 
")$–)(, ")(n", "*', "#$, "#(–##, $%"–$, 
$!!, $"&–"), ''%–'!; Lorenzini, John, 
!!', !'#; moral shock and, !$); of0 -
cial histories of, '(, '(n(); rationality 
of, (%, !)!, ""&, "($–((, "&$; respecta-
bility discourse vs., !%(–&, !!!, !'!–'", 
!'*, !(%, $%(; responsibility rhetoric 
and, "')–(%, "'#n"%; support for, !(%–
((, !((–(), "#", "#"–#(, "#(–#&, "#&–
##, "##–$%"; White Night Riots (!#)#), 
!%)–*, !"(, !"(–"&n$. See also actions; 
direct-action AIDS activism 

Cook County Hospital (Chicago), "%&, 
'%(–), '%&n!", '%)nn!$–!' 

Craig, B. C., !#'
Crimp, Douglas: on con1 icts in ACT UP, 

$$$, $'%, $*!; on despair, $"$–"', $$*, 
'"), '"*–$%, '$', '$&–$), '$*; distanc-
ing from AIDS, *"–*$; on growing 
knowledge of AIDS crisis, $$*; on iden-
tity, $'%, $*!; on moralizing, *)n'$, 
$'$, $*!, '"#–$%; on mourning, *, "$', 
'""n"*; on the New York Native, ''&–
'); on promiscuity, )$n$!, "&", "&"n"*; 
recollection of pre-AIDS gay life, *; 
against rhetoric of gay responsibility, 
*)n'$; on sexual pleasure, "&"n"*; on 
shift from AIDS activism to military 
ban, $"$–"', '"#; on Shilts, )*n$&; on 
unconscious processes, *"–*$

Crossley, Nick, $$n'", $&n')
Cuomo, Mario, !!n*, !*)–**, "*&
Curran, James, (#
Cvetkovich, Ann, !'(n"$, !*", !#%, !#(, 

"(#–&%

d’Adesky, Anne-Christine, !(*
DAGMAR (Dykes and Gay Men Against 

Repression/Reagan/the Right Wing), ', 
'n", !"#, !((, !&"–&$, "!), ""), ""*, $!), 
''#. See also Chicago for AIDS Rights 
(C-FAR)
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Daley, Richard, ), '$, "'#n"%, "(!, "(', 
"*%–*!, $%$–', $!', $"! 

Damasio, Antonio, !&–!)n"%, !), !#–"%n"$ 
Damski, Jon-Henri, ), "(!
Dannemeyer, William, !&!
death: ACTION = LIFE maxim, '"(, '$"; 

AIDS deaths as murder, ", #$, !!%–!!, 
!&(–&&, !&#–)%, !)!, ""&, "$#–'!, "(', 
"*', '$"–$$; antiqueer violence and, 
'!!; despair/desperation and, $#(–'$*; 
direct-action AIDS activism and, ""#–
$$, "$*–'!; disavowal of, '$"–$$; emo-
tion work and, ""#–$$, "$*–'!; fear 
of, *", *', !%', $)(–)&, $*(; gay sexual 
practices and, &!, )!–)", )$–)', )(, )&, 
)*–)#, *", *&–*), #!, !)%, "(), "&!, "&", 
"&'; genocide frame and, !&(–)", !)', 
"$%–$", "$#, '$"–$$; instrumentaliz-
ing of, ""#–$$, "$*–'!, '$"–$$; politi-
cal funerals, *, ""#–$$, ""#n!!, '!(, 
'$(; premourning one’s own, $#$–#'; 
queer sensibilities and, "(), "&!, "&"; 
SILENCE = DEATH and, !)!; despite 
victories, '!', '"'–"( 

decline of direct-action AIDS activism, 
"&)–'$*; affect and, "&#–)%, $$*–'!, 
'$&; anger and, ")%, $&', $*&, $#$, $#'; 
betrayal and, $"%–"$, $$%, $'!, $'*–
'#, $(', $&'–&(, $&*, $&#, $)(–)&, $#', 
'$%; Clinton-era optimism and, '!(–!#; 
criticism and, ")$–)', $%$–(, $%(, $!!–
!(, $!*–"%, $"(, $"&; cultural openings 
and, $%)–*, $%*–!!; “drugs into bodies” 
debate and, $$), $$#–'%, $$#n&, $'#–
((, $&$, $&', $)%, $)", $)&n$%, $*%–*!; 
emotional habitus and, $'%–'!, $#', 
$#&, '%(, '"), '"*, '$!, '$!–$), '$)–$*, 
''!; exhaustion and, $!", $#', '!&–!#, 
'"!–"(, '"*, '"#, '$(; gays in the mili-
tary campaign and, $"$–"', '"#, '$!; 
hope and, $%$, '!(–!#; increasing gay 
visibility and, $%)–!!, $!!n$%; isolation 
and, $"%–"$; overwhelmedness and, 
$$*–$#, $)'–)(, $)&, $#', $#&, '"#, '$!, 
'$(; police brutality and, "&#, "&#n$; 
political openings and, $%(–), $%*–!!, 
$!!–!(, $"%, $"$–"(; politics of exper-
tise and, $$%; scarcity mentality and, 
$$*–$#, $'*–'#, $(%, $($–(', $)(, $*!; 
shifting affective landscape within 

ACT UP and, $$*–'!; social accep-
tance and, $!!–!(, $!(–"%, $"$–"&; Vaid 
on, "*%; victories and, "&#, ")%. See 
also con1 icts; despair/desperation; me-
dia, lesbian/gay; moralism/moralizing 
rhetoric; solidarity 

Deitcher, David, !""–"$, !$# 
De la Vega, Ernesto, !%*n&)
D’Emilio, John, &(, #'–#(, #*n(), !$"n!', 

"##–$%% 
democracy ideology: Bowers v. Hardwick 

decision and, !$', !$(; vs. confronta-
tional activism, '&, ##, "!', "($, ")$–)', 
"**, $!*–!#; delegitimization of protest 
and, "($; disillusionment and, !$', !)' 

Denenberg, Risa, $#$ 
Denver Principles, &* 
despair/desperation, $#(–'$*; ACT UP as 

antidote to, $$(, $##–'%(, '%(–#, '$"; 
anger and, $#$, $#', $##, '%(, '!', '"', 
'"#, '$!–$), '$*, ''!; betrayal and, 
$$*–$#, $'!, $'#, $&#, $)'–)(, $)(–)&, 
$)), '$%–$!, '$!n$", '$$; Clinton-era 
optimism and, '!(–!#; Concorde trial, 
'!#; con1 icts and, $$*, $'#, $#%, $#"–
#'; Crimp on, $"$–"', $$*, '"), '"*–$%, 
'$', '$&–$), '$*; daily life of activists 
and, '"!–"(; death and, $#(–'$*; dis-
avowal of, '"#, '$!, '$$, '$', '$&–$); 
emotional habitus and, $#', $#&, '%(, 
'"), '"*, '$!–$*, ''!; exhaustion and, 
$#', '!&–!#, '"!–"(, '"#, '$(; expecta-
tions and, '"(–"), '")–"*, '$!; as for-
bidden, '$!–$), '$*, '$*n$'; as genera-
tive, $#&, $#&n!, $#*–##; guilt and, '"#, 
'$%–$!, '$!n$", '$$, '$); HIV-positive/
HIV-negative people and, '$$–$', '$(–
$&; hope as, '!(–!#; indeterminacy of, 
$##, '$)–$*; as individualizing, $#&, 
'$", '$&–$), '$*; moralism and, $#%, 
$#", $#"–#', '"#–$%; as nonstatic, 
$##; political despair, $$*–$#, $'#, $(', 
$#&, '"'–"(, '"(–"), '")–"*, '"*–"#, 
'$%–$!, '$$–$', '$*; political funerals 
and, '!(, '$(; political horizons and, 
$#&, $#*–##, '$)–$*; political inef0 -
cacy and, $$*–$#, $'#, $(', $#&, '"'–"(, 
'"(–"), '")–"*, '"*–"#, '$%–$!, '$$–
$', '$*; political violence and, '!!–!$; 
recovered hope and, '"(; scarcity men-
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tality and, $$*–$#, $'*–'#, $(%, $($–
(', $)(, $*!; scienti0 c-medical research 
and, '%), '%#–!!, '!$–!', '!#–"%, '"&–
"); shame and, '"#–$%, '$$, '$&; soli-
darity and, $#"–#', '$%–$!, '$$; sui-
cide missions, "*#n!&, '!"–!$, '!$n"'; 
temporalities of, '")–"*, '$!; treatment 
activists and, '!$–!(; unconscious pro-
cesses of, '"'–"(, '"(n$%, '"*–$!

Deukmejian, George, !%#, !!'–!(, !"*, !(% 
Dinkins, David, "*&
direct-action AIDS activism: as antidote to 

despair, $$(, $##–'%(, '%(–#, '$"; buy-
ers’ clubs as, &*, &*n"(; emergence of, 
'#–($, !"!–"", !")–$", !$$–'$, !&$–
&', !&(–)", !)"–)(; emotional habitus 
of, *–!%, !&'–&(, "!'–!(, "$), "'#, "((, 
$'!, $#', '%(, '$!–$), '$*, ''!; impact 
of Hardwick decision on, !"!–"", !"*–
$", !$$–$', !'!–'", !'"–'$, !((–(), 
!()–&$, !&$–&', !)"–)(; lesbian/gay cri-
tiques of, !("–($, !()–&$, "*%–*', "*#–
#!, "#!n!#, $%%, $%!–", $%$, $%(, $!!–
!(, $!(–"%, $"%–"$, $"$–"&; lesbian/
gay support for, !(%–((, !((–(), "!#–
"!, "##–$%", $%$–(, $!(; mainstream 
critiques of, "'#n"%, ")(–*%, "*'–*#; 
mainstream support for, !*)–**, "#"–
##; political horizons and, (, !")–$", 
!$$–$', !$), !$#–'$, !'&–(%, !(%–((, 
!((–(), !()–&$, !&$–&', !)%, !)$–)(, 
"!!–!", "!&–"!, "&(, $#*, ''!, '''; ra-
tionality of, (%, !)!, ""&, "($–((, "&$; 
use of term, ''#–(%. See also ACT UP; 
AIDS/ARC Vigil; C-FAR; confronta-
tional activism; decline of direct-action 
AIDS activism; Lavender Hill Mob; 
SANOE

Dittman, Laurie, $%'
Dobbs, Bill, $'*n!(, ''*
Dobson, Jesse, $')
Dornan, Robert, ")&
Dorow, Heidi, $()–(#, $&!, $&", $&$, $&( 
“drugs into bodies” debate, $$), $$#–

'%, $$#n&, $'#–((, $&$, $&', $)%, $)", 
$)&n$%, $*%–*!. See also Treatment & 
Data committee (ACT UP/NY)

Duggan, Lisa, $#%–#!n$)
Dunne, Richard, !'), !("–($
Durkheim, Emile, "%), "%)n!!, "!%, "'!, "''

Dyke March (!##$), $'"n!%
Dykes and Gay Men Against Repression/

Reagan/the Right Wing (DAGMAR). 
See DAGMAR (Dykes and Gay Men 
Against Repression/Reagan/the Right 
Wing)

early AIDS activism (!#*!–!#*&), ((–!"%; 
ACT UP as overshadowing, ((–(&; 
AIDS/ARC Vigil, !!(–!&, !!(n)(, !!#, 
!'#; ambivalence and, ("–($, &$–&(, 
&#–)!, ))–)#, *', *(–**, #!–!%', !%'–
!'; anger and, #!–!%%, !%'–!!, !%*n&), 
!!!–!', !!'–!#, !"( !(', !(); anxiety 
and, )$–)), )*n$&, *(–#%, *)n'", #!–#", 
#(, !%)–#, !!!, !!$–!'; ASOs and, (&–
(), &(–&&, &(n!), &), &)n"$, &*, &#n"&, 
*(–#%; buyers’ clubs, &*, &*n"(; can-
dlelight vigils, "', (!, &*, #%, #"–#$, #*, 
!%%, !%)–*, !%*–#, !"(, !$$, !(', ""$–
"', $#*; caretaking, '(, (!, ((–(), &$–
&', &(, &*–)!, *(–#%, #', !%', !!&–!), 
!$$, ''!; as community self–determi-
nation, &(, &(n!), &&, )%; vs. confron-
tational activism, #!–!%%, !%%–!%$, 
!%(–!!, !!!–!', !!'–!#, !(); “Denver 
Principles” (!#*$), &*; distancing from 
AIDS, *"–*(; electoral strategies, "', 
'(, (%, (!, ((, (), &', &*–&#, )!, #%, #$, 
#', #&, #*, ##–!%%, !%', !%&, !%), !%#–
!%, !!!, !!$–!', !!*; emotional habitus 
during period of, (*, &"–&(, *!–*", *(, 
*#–#%, #!–#", #)–#*, !%%–!%', !%&–), 
!!!–!', !!'–!#, !(); emotion work dur-
ing period of, &$–&', &)–)!, *", *(–#%, 
#"–#', #(–##, !%%–!%$, !%', !%(–!!, 
!!!–!', !!&–!#, ''%–'!; government ac-
countability and, (), &#, #!–!%%, !%%–
!%!, !%(, !%*, !!%–!!, !!", !!$, !!(–!&, 
!!*, !'(, !&(–&&; government inaction 
and, (), &!, &(, &)n"$, &*, #!–!%%, !%(, 
!%&, !!", !!$, !!(–!&; grassroots nature 
of, &(; heroic narrative of, (&–(), ()–(*, 
&(, )%–)!, )*n$&, *", *$, *(; historical 
erasure of, ''–'(; lesbians and, &&–&); 
lobbying and, "', '(, (%, (!, ((, (), &', 
&*–&#, )!, #$, #', #&, #*, ##–!%%, !%', 
!%&, !%), !%#n&*, !!$–!', !!*, !)$, !)'–
)(; Mobilization against AIDS (MAA), 
!%#, !%#n&*, !!'–!(, !!(n)(; mobili-
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early AIDS activism ()*+)–)*+#) 
(continued)
zation of feelings and, #,–#-; politi-
cal horizons during period of, !, .-, !#, 
!+, #.–#-, +!, *", *)–)"", )""–)",, )"-, 
)"!–)), )))–)-, ))-–)*, )!/; practices 
of social reproduction and, +)–+., +!, 
)""–)".; pride and, !/, #., #,, #!–/), 
+!–*", *., )"!–#, )))–),, ))#–)/, ))+–
)*; respectability discourse during time 
of, !#–!/, /*–+., +.–+!, +!–*", )""–
)"), ))), )),–)-, ))#–)/; responsibility 
rhetoric during time of, +!–*"; sense-
making and, #)–#.; shame and, !/, !+, 
!+n,, #., #,, #-, /"–/), /)–/., /,, /,–
/!, /!–//, /+–/*, +"–+), +)–+., +-–+!, 
+!–*", */–*+, )"), --); social nonrec-
ognition and, !/–!+, !+nnn.–-, #,, /-–
/!, /#, /+–/*, /+n,#, +., +/–+*, )""; 
volunteerism and, #/, #/n.,. See also 
AIDS service organizations (ASOs); 
candlelight vigils; caretaking

Edwards, Jeff: on activism and identity, 
.)); on activists’ access to scienti0 c-
medical establishment, ,-*–,!"; on 
ACT UP/Chicago’s last meeting, .#+n.; 
on ACT UP’s isolation, ,..; on AIDS 
in women and people of color, ,-"n/; 
on anger displacing grief, -,.; on Bow-
ers v. Hardwick, ),!; on depression, 
post-ACT UP, ./"–./); on despair, -.!; 
on “drugs into bodies” debate, ,,*; on 
erotic atmosphere of ACT UP, )*,; on 
feel of ACT UP, )+,, )+*, )*,; on gay 
shame, )*,; on history making, .)); on 
political correctness, ,+,n,,; on pro-
gressive movements, ,",n.+; on racism 
and ACT UP’s decline, ,,"

Eggan, Ferd: on activism as world-making, 
."., ."/, .)); on candlelight vigils, ../; 
C-FAR and, .-#, .-+–-*; collective ef-
fervescence and, ."/; on confronta-
tional activism, .-+–-*, .!,; on demo-
cratic feel of ACT UP, )+*; on despair, 
,*,–*-, -.", -,!; on “drugs into bodies” 
debate, ,,#–,/; on erotic atmosphere of 
ACT UP, )*., ."., .!+; on gay sexuality, 
.#.; on grief, .,,; on lesbians in ACT 
UP, .!+; PISD Caucus, ,+); on rebel-
lious gay love, .-+–-*; on solidarity, ."/

Eigo, Jim, )+!–+#, )++, )*"–*., )*,–*- 
Emergency Clinic Defense Coalition 

(ECDC), )*/–*+
Emirbayer, Mustafa, ,#n-#, -"
emotion: activism and, )–-, -#–-/; affect 

and, ..; animal rights activists and, 
.!,; cognition and, )/, )*, )*nn.)–.., 
.,; emotional energy, )*, )*–."n.,, 
.", )+., )+,, )+!, )*#, .""n+, ."/, ."/–
+, .)", .-,, .--; emotional orienta-
tion, +*n-#; emotions, as distinguished 
from, ..; as inclusive of affect and emo-
tions, ..; irrationality and, )-–)/, .,, 
.,n.+, .-–.!, .-n,), .!n,., .!.; main-
stream norms and, .!.–!!; moral shock 
and, ),-–,#; nonrationality and, )#, 
)*, .,, .,n.+, .-–.!, .-n,), .#, #+–/", 
)/.–/,; political action/inaction and, ,, 
)#, )+–)*, ..–.*, ,., -), !+, #-, #-n)#, 
*", )".–,, ))*–.", ),-, )#,–#-, )/.–
/,, -,*–-., --.–--; political horizons 
and, ,, .-, ,., -#–-/, !!, ))*–.", )#,–
#-, --", --)–-., --,; power and, ,*–-., 
-#–-/; rationalist paradigms and, ),–
)-, )-–)+, )-n)#, )!n)+, ..–.!; sense-
making and, ),, )/, .!–.#, .+–.*, ,/–
,+, ),!–,#; social movements and, )–-, 
)/–)+, .+–.*, .*n,+,; social movement 
scholarship and, ),–)-, )-–)+, )#n)*, 
)#–)/n.", .,, ...–.,; transformation 
through language, .)–.., .)n.#, .+–.*, 
,/–,*, -)–-., .,,–,!, .-!; transforma-
tion through ritual, .-)–-!; undercur-
rents of movement con1 icts and, ,.*–
,), ,,., ,,*, ,-"–-), ,-+–-*, ,!-–!!, 
,#,, ,#!–##, ,/+, ,+), ,+#–+/, ,*-; use 
of term, ... See also affect; bodily sen-
sation; emotions; feeling/feelings; emo-
tional habitus; emotional turn, the; 
emotion work

emotional habitus: ACT UP’s, +–)", )#-–
#!, .)-–)!, .,/, .-*, .!!, ,-), ,*-, -"!, 
-,)–,/, -,+, --); affect and, ,., ,,–,-, 
,#–,*, ,*–-., )/-; ambivalence and, ,!, 
,!n--, -)–-., !+, #,–#-, )",, ),#, )!/; 
anger and, *)–*., *+, )"#, )"#nn#!–
##, ))), )!/, .)-, .!.–!,, ,*-, -,/; be-
trayal and, ,*-; bodily nature of, ,.–,!, 
,!n-!, ,/, #-, .!!; of caretaking, #,–
#-, *", *+, )"-, )"!–#, )))–),, ))#–)/; 
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contending emotional habitus, !()–&$, 
"!&–!#, "((; as contradictory, &'n!&; 
daily experiences as challenge to, "$(–
$*; decline of ACT UP and, $'%–'!, 
$#', $#&, '%(, '"), '"*, '$!, '$!–$), 
'$)–$*, ''!; despair and, $#', $#&, '%(, 
'"), '"*, '$!–$*, ''!; of direct-action 
AIDS activism, *–!%, !&'–&(, "!'–!(, 
"$), "'#, "((, $'!, $#', '%(, '$!–$), '$*, 
''!; during period of early AIDS activ-
ism, (*, &"–&(, *!–*", *(, *#–#%, #!–#", 
#)–#*, !%%–!%', !%&–), !!!–!', !!'–!#, 
!(); emotional orientation, *#n'&; emo-
tional pedagogy and, $', &$, "!'–!(, 
"((, $#'; emotion culture vs., $(n'(; 
emotion work and, '&, "!$–!(, "!&, ""$, 
"$$–$(, "$(–$*, "((, "&(, '$)–$*, ''%–
'!; emotives and, $)–$#, '!, '!–'", &$–
&', !"%, "$$–$'; framing and, !%$–', 
!&(, !)%–)"; grief and, ""$, '$"–$$, '$); 
as historically contingent, $&; internal 
con1 icts and, $'%–'!, $#'; lesbian/gay 
media and, !'&, !'#, !(%; mainstream 
society’s, "("–($, ''%; naturalization 
of feelings, $', $(, &'; nonconscious/
noncognitive nature of, $"–$&, $(n'(, 
$)–$#, '!, &'; as nondeterministic, 
$(–$&, !!#; nonintentionality and, &'; 
as nontotalizing, $(–$&, '), !(); op-
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